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POVERTY RATE INC,REASE

TUESDAY. OCTOBER IL

HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES, COUMITTE% ON WAYS AND
NIEANS, SUBCOMMITTLIE ON OVERSIGHT; SUBCOMMITTEE
ON PUBLIC AssISTANCE AND UNLMPLOYMENT COMPEN-
SATION,

Warhi?r,gton,
_The _subcommittees metat 9:45 itatL-, pursuant-to notice, in room

1100, Longworth House Office rmildingi Hon. Charles B. Rangel
(chairman of the Subtommittee on Oversight)_p_resitling.

The press releages announcing the hearings follow:1
MN*. *Nary Tiffsvey. fro I. INITI

HON. Chan VICIC B. Ratimlet iD:; Outattart, Sizebostatmet ow OStrits4c.itt. asin
HON: _HAROLD Fan D.,_TENNA, 'CNADLIKAN, SLISCONINUTIT2 ON Posoic-Amarrascat
AND USVAIPTC/TIALITT af1111PENSAVON, alfdlIATITEE- ON WAYS AND !REALM US.
HOVEL OL REPRESENTATIVES. ANI401.7NOI A II-DAY HEARING Off TILE Povernr RATE
liNCREARE

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel (:baiinnan of the Subcomrsirttee. on
CRfervight and the Honorable Harokl_Fimd ;AL 'Taw; Cluairmlat of the Raceme/lit-
are on Public Assistance and _Unrinploynient _Ccenpensetitin of the Carunitue on.
Ways_ md Minim announced -today that the Subccannlituft old-ajoialt hearing
to examine the reasons for thethe infirm en the poverty rate from 11.-I percent in
197a to the recently_ announced rare of IS _Airdrie &eCalle and inWecific date a
for the hearings will be mrioniwetl in a peen release.

The hearing will Cocos on an Misetioneat Of the reasons it* die-recent increases, in
poverty. For exampk, to wh at extent- is the increase relitad to the teceenon, tkina.
graphic trends. bucket -iiiductsoas and th4-feame over the past ten years in the real
Wier-inflation, k-ire/ Of public an entice benefits. A mile., of the S.S1pro sera and
its role in reducing poverty will aliO be eiaritinCvl. The hearing will also arms the
extent to which isnprovernent in the econotny_will contribute to a decrease in the
poverty, rate and examine what chse4;_ _,tvi in die law wotsid _yield the de-
crease in poycrty 0per dollar spent). Other measures of poverty and .r recent
trends will also be investigated.

The Subcommittees will be receiving temOrnony from invited_ witnesenienly_Thoee
witnesses will include representatiws_frora_the Office _of Management and Budget
the Department of Health_ And Human Services and _the Bureau of the Cerni the
Congressional _B_utlget Office; the Institute for Research oti Poverty; and State public
assistance experts.

Irmo feforie ?May, Sept 30, MEI

CHASiz W BANGED in.. N.Y.). CHArahvot. Strucosoartrn ON OVISSIGHT;_ Alta
HON HAROLD FOLD ID TEN .I CILAIRNIALL &WOW/IMRE_ON PLIZUC_AMINTANCV
A No Usigariimi MINT COMPEINDIAILOPL cotewtriu o _ WAVE _AND_ Mum; US:
Holm_ or RwtmtcrArtven. ANNOUNCE norms Drraiu roe nit HEARING net
vitc Poveitri Rats Imcause
The Horinnible Charles B. RNA-Chairman Of the. ...7.ilicintintittee on

OveiraVrItt, *SA Rll ikamTeatil4 ltlaA d rsed 4D., reen.A, °Wm:pro ad 1h $4hcarseriA-
II)



t. ün utb ar4 ont Cei of the
W.b-b %friji.. iuriciJ tii'. -iiirthii! 4ei.át o a juni dtheScthn
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11 4rci,! iaI to !t1announced rate of I5percenx. hearing wffL
t h dnTtaia(k r113 intha in the Committee on
W4., Mrmn, Main tic Ronrn 1tLocgrth }iain- 4)ftice&ilding.

The he-annt will fosucn why s-'erty hea increedb :,iore than 30 peetent
rr tPic last fuuz ar: Forexampk. to ahnt extent ia thi iirei *l to theti4 b4get 1ofls lAud the dehiii óier the At
ar ri die il fjei iifllAiioit I Irsil of pab1ii lAtlAi bei1. A hei of the

.upptrnent.i1 unt'. lricorne SZprraci and it rt inrndctagy'iU
ai3obe tarnined The Sotora.mgtera 'iiU abo'rrcivc tem on the rmt oftä inV opon ione- of ar fethrn n eddibun the extent to

bk-h zinpr 1cOb nthe coniy will reduce po-erty and projectionaOf theet iite otthr curtet onnr,ental ti-- into the neae fuwre ifl be can-
Th CUf*t Cl Ieat1fl Of pocrty 2 Q flitiOn of he iiiin poor there

dir, in tl1 nied (hcr tm this dnitiun cr.easw5 the proreà that
rn n redu in. antrt The heanng wiLl look at atternatwe iaeurea and

he,r t'irlt Trend
_he will altie examine selected poticy alternatwea and their

"f he uheij, inrnttet will be recepir t tmonfront inwited itht eeily: i 1*
fad A: tina - n;Direetot odthe Offke of Manngevien t uy BtditAlL i**t tiit i ot bih&f of theAdmisuatrat Ii*. InWiIid ill intii I i'ct* -i the Congrea *ona I Biid*t Offici. i*pert iiithiá (ruin the in-

tItO'Li 1r H1-.-3rch on PotUBrookmg titutaon the Artiiricnn Entiipriai
tir Ikircaui of the Ci-naus. the Joint Center for Political Studjea and a

v.irrpec to public eaeiat.
.hendii k4 and budxt red uctiona. in edditioni there will he two witneeaea

tr"irn crttblrorganizatioris.
fi- tioe. ho w-ih to file a ettan tattinent foe the printed j-ecoed of the hear-i. - ;ni- are reii-rd and may fr ubtiitte h the d of buAinesi MdlAy.

rlL 1s'. to Jcih J SlAlmon - Chiif thI, Corn mittr, on WlAy And Manna.
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A%t) 1'OMPLNM -I0NCOM$JU -- WAYa rio tIS.
Hot iii R TAT1L AouscL a CoNT1NAnoN Of THE IIEA&JN( ON mx
i'o-rwr KATE 1ti(JiEAM

Tb.- Ii oirabh- Chark 11 RlAniI ii), N.Yi, ChairMan of the Si imittei ontt, ond the iribIi ltarótd Ford D.. Than . Cheirma - of the Sinmit
,n rt A -m-iind -

Was. iM Mearn. announ tey ontinuigion oth intharingoUhe Sub
con tic to examine the Jeanona for the increnije inthepo'rtyrate(rc.m 1J4
srcent in i9 to the recentl aninnuixed rate of Uprerent. The hearing will con-

,inii' -i-o Thuridiic Nocmber Li$8. Irginninig at 9:3f1 a:m: intn Committee on
Wli iiid Mr M.n -ifrrtng Kaum 1100 i4ingworth tlouae Office BIding

Thi Stl& iitti4--'iilt he--recening t tuieiny frcii-thi lItniorAbli -DAvid A.
StkkMan. lhrictor of tb tJfTki of M ilAgiiiiint And Hudg it And L -RiWit J
Kub,n,A,ixutant crctwry r Planning and lvaluation. ihpartment of Health and
Human Serici.

For tho,.' vho arh to a written reetJorLhe printed rocoed of the hear-
ing; the deadline for ,aitiITtirxion -han teen chang frpm(ktob_rtt tuNoernber2i.
Six e i.relwret aii0 may be iubrnitted b the clo!ue of bunineee Monday; No
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may be Conn:eel! for 4o.tribotiou w the pieta and public if supplied to the Commit-
tee prior to the bearing.

Chairman R sc> EL Geed morning. The Stilicommittee on Public
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation and the Sulx:orAnit-
tee on thiersight of the Committee on Ways and Means will crime
to order.

This morning the Subcommittee on Oversight and the Stibcom,
m:itaev on Public AssistanCe and Unemployment Compensation are
holdiing a joint hearing-on recent dramatic increases in the poverty
rate.

For the fourth consecutive year, the poverty rate has increased.
The current poverty rate of 15 percent is the highest level since
1,95._ Some_ 54.4 million__people have incomes below a poverty
threshold which today is $9860 for a family of four.

A __number_ of Federal_pmgrams_ such as aid to families with_ de
pendent Children, LAFIL71,_ supplemental- security income [SSI]1
child support enforcement [CSEI and child welfare services, which
are_ designed_ to _address the probes of low - income individuals, are
within the jurisdiction of the Committee on _Ways arid Means
Thus, we are interested in examiniug the impact of the programs
soon poverty; and the role of recent legislative cLanges._

We are also interested in the impact the recessinn has had on
the poverty rate and to what extent a healthy economy will signifi-
cantly reduce the rate: Many analysts have indicated that the
Reagan budget cuts and the recession are the primary reasons why
poverty has been increasing so rapidly;

Aniither aspect of Federal policy that we hope to examine today
is Federal taxation of ftunilies and individuals with earnings near
or belrriv poverty; -At _present,_ approximately 50 percent of total
income for female-headed families near poverty, and 75 percent for
other families with children, comes from earningsnot governmen-
tal transfer programs

In 1978, a family of three had an annual tax burden- of $35 if
earnings were, equal to the poverty threshold. This was less_ than 1
percent of income: In fact; from 1975 to 1980, the earnings leVel at
which most families with children began ming taxes was above
the official poverty thresholds; This has dramatically changed._

In 198-1; under _the administration's tax pnlicies, _a_ poor three!
person family will have a tax burden of $(546 or 6.6 rcent of
income; For a four-person family; the tax liability will-be $946;

We had reason to expect that this morning Dairid St/lick:nab; di=
rector of the Office of Management and Budget would be here to
testify; For the last several weekii, thiii_hearing was _based on that
assumption. We were informed last Thursday that the director
could not be with us today; However; he has agreed to present tes-
timony to the_suticOmmittees on_Novemher 3 of this year

Margaret Heckler, the Secretary of the Ereixtrtinent of Health
and Human_ Services; was also invited_ to testify this morning;
While initially thought sl,e had a problem in doing that as well
as having a prviblem in sending a representative for her; she did
egree,after talking with the and receiving a letter from the chair-
man, to reownsikker. Again, we are disappointe but we were in
formed that she is unable to make it but will join with Mr; Stock-



man in presenting testimony to the jiiiint subcommittees on Novem-
ber

Naturally, we think it is critical thi we her from the adminiS-
iration on this matter; particularly whether they plan any new
pOlicies or initiatives to combat the growing poverty and also_to see
what their analysis would be as to whether or not any of the ad-
ministration's tax or domestic policies has caused the increase in
poverty in this country.

Nlost analysts maintain that however poverty is measured, the
increase in ixyverty has been substantial. Even if the poverty rate
were as low as 10 pe-rcent. some 23 milli no Anienrans would hate
incomes below the poverty line:

I believe all of us have a moral obligation and duty to aid those
of us who are less fortunate. The Federal Government canna turn
its-back sin 34.-1_ million Americans who are poor:

Therefore.. after the hearings are completed,_ I will join with
members of this committee to carefully review dire testimony with
the intention of introducing_legislation whose primary purpose will
be to reduce poverty. I don't now exactly _what policy initiatives
are appopriiite, but I hope to explore this during the hearing this
morning, and joining that _with the response we hope to receive on
November 3, that iare will be able to move forward with some effec;
tive_legislation.

Also today, Chairman Ford and _I are relewing .a study which
provides for members and the publk a _great deal of information
about poverty._ It describes the poverty populatiowatrtmds in pover-
t, factors which influence the poverty rate; and Federal taxation
of the poor.

Before recc&nizing any members !rho wish to make opening re-
marks, I wish to express my appreciation to our invited witnesses
for their participation in our hearings. I also want to thank the
Congressional Research Service and the staff of the_Jetint Commit!.
tee on Taxation for their assistance in preparing the background
study:

Mr Pease.
PEA.SE. I have no statement.

Chairman Bac:int-la Mr. Campbell:
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Cnairmara as the ranking member on the Re,'

teibliciin side on the Subcommittee on Public Assistance arid Ult.
employment Compensation; I would like_ta explore the subjecf.that
we are taking up today from several different .perspectives. it is
wry broad and it is very romplex.

Before f do that, ; would like to say that Mrs._ Heater is a pear-
ing on a television shiat* on the subject of child sal:Ott child
support enforcernett!, a sultOct .matter that is before triy_subcorra
?place and one that we- think impacts on the iprobleins of- poverty
in this countD.:. Wa think that it is a Very important thing that the.
is trying to do in getting public support for changes in the laws
governing child support.

But viewed from an standpoint; povart,y. its a very tough condi-
tion to define. It is relative and it is personal; and to the persons
to..hiy feel they arc in that amadition, it is far mare finite than ab-
stract:
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__ To a r'egree. at least. poverty is truly in the eves of the t;eholder.
Each Ciilture; each society has defined poverty
Many grout- have seen it in terms of the relationFl-- d between
ones new and one's means_

The President's COMMIS-skin on Income Maintenance in 1978,
under the Carter -administration, suintipwd it tip this way. They
said

he-L-k,mc!h rnore affluent; it &-fin-eit not only ab the lack of the
..-orrIpuriente_ 1,11b&itvertc* of ficii.j. but the LiTuk ui opportunIty fur peratgut
with limatutti TeNxrilif_ t.1Ti tip,see h ultb

astloun ! of irrp,ou rev^.

Adding tsi the definitional problems or the varied lifestyles so
prevalent in this country and so conspicuously absent in others;
consider, fii example. the street Iptiti?ple who refuse to attii.Pt room
and board arid medical attention even when offered._Our democra-
cy threads a challenging line between its respoiisibilit to giiaran-
tee personal freedoms and its i-esponsibility to protect those who
cannot care for themselves

COnSider_alSo these who ;work in the underground economy and
unde_rreport their income. .414 a matter of fact.; the underground

er1co 171'y has bet _reported as growing between 1973 and 19S1 for
this category in dollars from $29.3 billion_ to $S7.3 billion; according
to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Now;
v:hrn -w e consider that we would also have to say that these people
should be pain their Share of taxes, not collecting food stamps.

In 1976; .loin Palmer and _Joseph Minarik of the Brookings Insti7
tution spect4lated_that a definition of household income including
both the recipient's cash valuation of iii=kirid benefits_ and adjust-
ments for underreporting of cash income -would probably- reflect a
carrel:1 poverty rate closer to 5 percent than the then-official rate
being used which was 12 percent

Obviously. defining poverty is both difficult and tricky. if it is de-
fined as A lack of basic needs; then it has almost been eliminated.

According to the statistical abstract of the United Sates,_ total
Government spending on all social 'welfare programs in_ the_United
States incteaSCA frOm $77 billion in to over $332 billion in
1917+ In 1',44;:i. a combined Sktiding of Federal, State; and local goy-
ernnients on public wi4are was just over $6 billion. That is the
direct aid _portion. By 19S4), it had grown to _$72 billion.

The Department of Health and Huntati .%eti,i-ces spent on social
programs in 1969 over $45 billion; in _1974. $88. billion; in 19$3; $274
billion; zin-c by 1109. $2)04 from 1964 to 1977_, the _total
4.imount of money spent cumulatively on public welfare by Federal,
State. and local goverrirnentii iit the war on poverty was $34n

The_estitnalod cost of lighting %Cold Way U $2).48 billion,
_Why. then, during_ this 'time in_197s under the_ twat administra-

tion. which was-totally controlled by otii!_toty, did priVerty start to
go up_ in 197s if the dollar is the problem? I think we have to ex-
plore this in the context.

YOU knOW; We___have _often ivgiblated as if money alone would
solve problems. There has been u gneral failure to consider the
negative -impact -of massive welfare programs on :nett:Olaf isind
family_ responsibilities. The _layering of one program on top of

er without regard for interrelationship* and Withotit provisions
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for determining accountability should make us question the extent
to which welt] intentioned programs have aided the _nrition's poor.

A strong argument can be made that poverty is to a great
extent; a feminist _ue; as the- chairman has mentioned; _Most
PAP are aware that one out of eve-very two anarriazes end in di-
vorce. However; what many people don't realize is thad divorce is
econo:nically disastrous for many of the affeded women and chil-
dren accounting for much of the flow into and out of poverty.

Single-parent families increased 69 percent _during the past
Such trw, no ;ti: 19 kr:L*1g a dil ;'a. l; v.-1th

children: Within I year of divorce. the average woman's standard
of living decreases 73 percent and the man's Standard of living in-
creas-es 42 percent. That is assuming that the man is the predorne
nant bre_adwinner.

According to Bruce Chapman, former Director of the aqi.Sus
Bureau; it is not that such families are poorer_today -,_ they are not
But that so many more of their are swelling the ranks of the poor
:smothers go on to more affluence without a sharing.

The real income of intact families went up inthe_ 1970 s. Unfor-
tunately, salary statistics fur women are dismal. Of the 2.38 million
women who work full time; _53 percent earn:less than$5,090 a year.
Of all Income earners making only $15,1:0), only 9 percent are
women; :-.'l _percent of_the_female-headed households with the-head
working fuil time still fall below_ the poverty line and one-third of
all full-time working mothers with children under 5 are poor.

Many working women continue-to be impoverished; but poverty
is, of course, much 'more than a feminist issue. It ics economic as
well as social; and it is global.

In some countries, per capita income of more than 3100 pe' year
might __he _considered_ as placing the recipient_ above the_ I. verty
level. In_ the United States, a sinee person_ with an_ annual income
below $4.St>0 can be considered pooreven though that person may
have inkind income in the form of food stamps, subSidized housing,
and medicaid worth, in total, thousandS of dollars more each year

Traditionally; America- has viewed poverty both loi,--;;cally and
emotionally. We have taken the general stance that our society
must take care of its members -who cannot take care of themselves
and we ?:',Ive welcomed with relatively .apen arms the poor of other
nations who have wanted to leave their homes and seek a better
life_ among us:

Geneirations ago the poet Emma Lazarus described,Our nntlook in
words that were inscribed on the Statue of Liberty: ''iveazie_yotir
tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free."
Over the years _since,- we have modified to -some extent our basic
immigration .policies, but we have not mOdified our bailie attitude
that this is a country where people can find economic opRortuni-
tNand I emphasire that; economic opportunityas well as free-
darn ,

I do -not think That we want to lose sight of this basic attitude
today_ Certainly defining poverty is important and I sincerely_ hope
these hearings will help us-Ao that more accurately: -But we should
pursue with .equal vigor our overriding Objective, which is to keep
on providing that e47onontie opportunity to Thowe who are already
here as well as to those who are on their way. If we can provide'



economic opportunity for all. our problems with poverty, hoth defi-
nitional and Societal will tend to diminish_

After_ all. I should hope that we recognize our ultimate goal
should be to provide opportunities and not guarantees. I hope that
these ..arings will move usin that direction also -

Chairman RANGEL. The Chair appreciates the testier or given by
Mr. Campbell; and would advise members of the committee that I
did not mean to state anything in my opening statement that
would infer that I was trying to take the constitutional right away
from wiyone to be poor. It could very well be that we might even
legislate and outlaw poverty as a definition.

But if there are any opening remarks that any members would
like to make at this time before we receive the testimony of the
witnesses that are on the list; the Chair would be only too glad to
recognize them.

Mrs. Kennelly.
rS._ KENNELLY. Thank you; Mn Chairman. _

I welcome this opportunity to hear from our witnesses invited to
testify before the subcommittee today on the poverty rate increase.

The poor in our country have often been described as tieing poor
in a land of plenty. I happen to come from -a State where the con-
trast between the well off -and the poor; which exists nationwide,
has frown particularly sham. Conneirticut's citizens er*/ the
second highest per capita income in the Nation; yet two of our
cities are among the 10 most distWsSeci in the country. Our _total
unemployment rate is below 6 percent yet the percentage of the
Population living in poverty in the city of Hartford is in double
digits.

Our - high school students go on to further education_ at rates
much higher than the national average.. However, our infant mor-
tality rate in Hartford is twice the national average and one out of
riri_newhorns will die before his _or her first birthday.

Poverty has increased over' 30 percent since 1978 and we in Con-
necticut have seen the increase of new poor very vividly in_ urban;
rural. and suburban communities across the State. Charitable and
social service agencies have found it impossible to meet the needs
of these individitals at a_time when Federal fun& or assistance pro-
grams have been dramatically reduced.

The Salvation Atiny in our capital city experienced a 400-percent
increase in the demand for .its food airsistance over the oast 4jears
aid has had to shalt its doors_tc singie_men in oiler to concentrate
its limited resources on families with children.

Perhaps the only serniencouraging news about the current-statis-
tics is the cevntinutszl deerease in the rate of poverty among the eld-
erly. On the other hand; -it is extremely disturbing that there is
growing economic vulnerability an women and children. _

As a nation, we have recognized that it is morally wrong to aban-
don the elderly to _a. life of poverty. It is both morally wrong and
squandering our Nation's future to abandon the children of our
country:
_ 1_ am sorry that the ad_rniniatration's witnesses are not going to
testify today and I look forward to bearing them at a- later date.

Over the last 3 years; we have hein subjected to Iniinformation
and rhetoric about who relies on our social programs, and why. We



hear storieN abliiit vodka baight With change left over from load
stamps. and we hear -.,t4.)tiv-A that the social safety net is intact. We
have been told that the .administrations redactions in welfare have
been fair and equitable on the basis of a study which in fact shows
that Americans want to work and will continue to work even when
faced with a net decline in their overall income.

In this climate, it is extremely important that we have forums
like today.s hearings to doettrinent that the truly needy are not
better off than they were 3 years ago and to make it clear that
many Americans are much worse off and their numbers are in-
creasing:

We do not have unlimited resources at the Federal level to ad-
dress the problem of poverty, but the trickle-down theory of CC-Cr'
nonncs is rot a_ viable alternative to settiOg Federal priorities
which are fair to low-income citizens.

I know that this committee will take an active rile in suggesting
solutions to the_issaes raised by the poverty rate intcreime.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this time.
Chairman RA:cc:EL: Is anyone else seeking recognition?
Then we welc,!rne our first witness, Dr. Rudolph Penner, the new

Director of the Congressional Budget Office.
I understand this _is _the_first time that you have appeared before

this committee. On behalf of the chairman and the Rill committee,
we welcome you and we welcome your testimony.

:1s_ you well know, we have your statement. You can proceed as
you find most comfortable.

Thank you; Dr. Penner; for agreeing to testify this morning:

STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH IL PENNER; DIRECTOR;
cONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

N1r. PENNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased
to_be here: _ _ _

I would like jug briefit to summarize my statement and submit
the whole testimony for the record.

Although controversy abounds concerning the appropriate defini-
tion of poverty and hence concerning the exact proportion of per-
sons classified as poor in the United Statesthat is; the poverty
ratemost alternative measures display a consistent upward_trend
since 1978. Figure 1- of my testimony shows the official poverty
rate; while figure 2 shows the rates for the elderly and nonelderly.

Note also that the proportion of the poor who are elderly de-
clined; not because of a drop in the number -of elderly_ poor; but be-
cziuse_ of a large increase in the number of nonelderly persons in
piverty.

The degree of poverty-7-that is; the extent to which those_in pov-
erty are holow the thresholdshas also been increasing. Between
181 and _1982; the _poverty gap; which measures the cumulative
amount of shortfall between theincomes of the poor and their par-
ticular poverty thresholds, rose faster than the rate of poverty; in-
creasing in 1982_ dollars from $39_ billion to $42_ billion. Moreover;
the proportion of poor persons with incomes at 75percent or less of
the poverty lines increased from 61 percent in 1978 to 68 percent in
1982.
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The income-based poverty measures have been criticized on two
basic grounds: the way that the threshold level of income is deter-
mined and what is included in the definition of family income. Al=
ternative ways to deal with either problem could lead to higher -or
lower measured rates of poverty, but the trend in poverty rates for
the last 5 years would generally remain the same.

A common concern is the failure to include noncash benefits that
the poor receive from various levels of Governmentin particular,
benefits from food stamps and housing assistance. Recipients of
these programs are less poor than their cash incomes would indi-
cate, because they can purchase other goods with the cash they
would otherwise have to spend on housing and food. If these bene-
fits were added to income,- for example, the poverty rate for all per-
sons would be in the range of 14 percent rather than 15 percent.

My full testimony discusses the problem of medicaid and the
problem it poses for definitions.

The definition of income might also be modified to reflect other
resources, suc h as assets, and certain liabilities; such as payroll and
income taxes.

Using an annual measure of poverty can also be misleading be=
cause individuals and families move into and out of the poverty
population over time on such a large scale. Some will live in pover-
ty for most of their lives while others are in poverty only temporar-
ily because of illness, an unusual spell of unemployment, or volun-
tary withdrawal from the labor force. Annual measures ignore the
poverty of persons_who have low incomes for only a few months of
the year but also fail to reflect the transitional nature of poverty
for- many households.

Poverty measures are sensitive _to economic factors; demographic
factors, and the size and nature of Government programs providing
benefits to low-income families, but the factors explaining changes
over time vary for different groups; particularly between those
under and those over the age of 65.

Economic factors contributed substantially to the increase in pov-
erty rates for children and working-age adults.

Two longer-term influences have also been important: Demo-
graphic factors; such as the_ growth in the number of female-headed
families, and a decline in the real level of some cash benefits pro-
vided to the poor.

Finally, between 1981 and 1982; another factor began to enter
the picture: benefits were cut by legislative changes at the F'ederal
level.

In contrast, the stable poverty rate for persons 65 and over re-
flects the degree to which the elderly are insulated from the effects
of the business cycle while at the same time through 1982- there
have not been major changes in programs targeted on the elderly.

The subcommittee has requested that the Congressional Budget
Office identify and analyze options for increased welfare expendi-
tures that would reduce the poverty rate and/or the poverty gap.
Any increase in outlays must; of course; be financed either by cut-
ting nonwelfare programs, by raising taxes or by increasing an al-
ready large deficit. All means of financing are likely to have some
negative impacts on the economy as a whole, however, including
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some that may indirectly offset a portion of the increased benefits
to the poor:

Analysis of such complex interactions is far beyond the scope of
this testimony; so we have examined the options only with regard
to criteria that might be used to judge their effectiveness as wel-
fare programs. But if several options were combined, the macroeco-
nomic effects could he significant.

A wide range of criteria or goals, some of which conflict, are
often offered in debate over changes_ in welfare programs: Some of
the major ones are Targeting benefits toward those most in needs
treating persons with similar incomes alike; encouraging families
to remain together; maintaining incentives so that program recipi-
ents who can work do so, simplifying the system and reducing ad-
ministrative costs; and keeping total costs as low as possible;

Deciding who among the poor are the most in need is not neces-
svrily straightforward; and specific definitions may conflict with
ip, goals of treating similar persons uniformly and encouraging

families to remain together. Traditional definitions of need have
concentrated on assisting single-parent families with children; the
elderly, and the disabled rather than treating persons with similar
incomes alike; regardless of family characteristics:

IC instead, severity of poverty were the criterion for eligibility,
unrelated individuals and childless couples under the age of 65
would be eligible. Moreover; if keeping families together is a major
goal, benefits would be directed at two-parent families who are
often better off than those headed by single parents; thereby violat-
ing the goal of concentrating aid on those most in need.

If the first three goals were all to be met; costs would be_ high
because the current welfare system pays little or no benefits to
those with income below poverty, and benefits for-those who do
participate in government programsparticularly AFIX-7can also
be quite low. Even though roughly $92 billion was spent by the
Federal Government -in 1982 on cash programs; food stamps; and
housing assistance for persons with household incomes below
810,000, not all of whom are- classified as poor; the remaining pov-
erty gap was between $30 billion and $35 billion.

Work incentives could be provided positively by allowing recipi-
ents to keep a share of their earnings or negatively by denying eli-
gibility or keeping benefits low for those able to work, but both ap-
proaches conflict with other goals: The first would be relatively ex-
pensive and would provide benefits to persons close to and possibly
above the poverty line who may be less in need; Denying benefits
to those able to work may penalize some very poor families and
may be thought too stringent when children would be affected and
when high- levels of unemployment make it difficult to Obtain

Simplifying welfare _programs and keeping administrative costs
low are difficult objectives to achieve within the current welfare
structure, which includes numerous cash in- kind _programs
that are directed at various recipient groups in part to keep costs
down. Moreover; structuring welfare programs to enhance work in-
centives could add to their complexity and might require additional
coordination among programs.

Past proposals to meet several of theseoals simultaneouslyfor
example; replacing current programs with a negative income tax

14
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would generally require major restructuring of the welfare system.
A discussion of such approaches is, however; beyond the scope of
my testimony today.

Rather, for the purpose of illustration; I shall briefly describe
eight options that could be used to reduce poverty within the con-
text of the current welfare system. More detailed anitlysis appears
in my written statement. I would be pleased to elaborate on any of
them if you have questions.

But very briefly, first; the Congress- could establish a national
minimum AFDC benefit level. As AFDC is now constituted; bene-
fits vary substantially across State& from the 1983 maximum guar-
antee level of $96 per- month for a family of three in Mississippi
with no earnings at all to a monthly maximum of $530 in Vermont
for the same size family.

One way to reduce the variation in AFDC benefits across States
would be to establiSh national minimum guarantee levels for the
program similar to thwe for the WI program. Unless the Federal
guarantees were kept fairly _low, however; program costs would -be
increased substantially. If the AFDC guarantee were set at $260
per month for a family of three; for exam_ple, Federal expenditures
would increase by $600 milli= to $800 million in 1985_and State
costs would rise by another WO mil lion to $700 million. Such guar-
anteed levels would result in total monthly incomes including food
stamps of about two-thirds of the official poverty threshold. -

This option would target much of the increase in benefits on
singleparent families and States where payments are quite low, re-
sulting in more equal treatment across States for such families. On
the other hand, national minimums would not allow States to re-
flect fully local costs of living and local wage levels and could add
to their budgetary difficulties.

The second option, the Congress could require State participation
in the unemployed parent program under AFDC In 31 States and
territories, participation in AFDC is limited to fainilies headed by
single parent.

One way to expand eligibility for poor two-parent families would
be to make State participation in the unemployed_parent portion of
AFDC mandatory; Such an option would provide benefits to an ad-
ditional 86,000 to 130,000 families in fiscal year 1984increases of
40 percent to 55 percentat a total cost of $0.5 to $0.7 million,
about three-fifths of which would be borne by the Federal Govern-
ment.

This approach would remove the current incentive for mien to
leave home so that their families can become eligible for AFDC.
but State costs could rise substantially.

Third; the Congress could expand food- stamp benefit& The food
stamp program is the only means-tested Federal program providing
benefits to poor households regardless of their family characteris-
tics.. The_rnaximum monthly benefit now paid to two-person house-
holds is $139, or about one-fourth of the poverty level.

Raising the maximum food stamp benefit would increase assist-
ance for a brdad range of poor people including the working poor
and childless individuals and couples who often are not elieb e to
participate in other programs Increasing expenditures by roughly

5
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$1 billion in I 1 would. !r example, raise total benefits by 8 per-
cent: or_about $-1_ per _participant per month.

Fourth, eligibility for medicaid could he expanded to include all
families with children whose incomes are_above the poverty level;
In 1!IS: this option would cover an additional 12 to 15 million
adults and children at a Federal cost of about $fl billion and a State
cost of ahout if the current cost sharing arrangements
remain the same.
- The extension_ of eligibility would reduce work disincentives for

AFDC families by Lillowing them to continue medicaid coverage
even though their earnings resulted in a loss of cash benefits; but
the additional costs, again; could represent a substantial burden for
the States.

Fifth: the Congress could expand the.dependent care_ tax credit
for low-income families. The dependent care tax credit provides
relielthrough_ the individual tax system to working persons with
eligible dependents, usually their children.

The credit could be made reftindabie and cover GC percent of ex-
penses for families with incomes below $10,000. In _19_84; such a
change would reduce revenues by $1.5 billion to $2 billion. These
changes could double_ the number of families benefiting from the
credit, but they would probably be ahove or just above the p_overty
thresholds and able to pay at least a share of the cost of formal
childcare services.

Sixth, the Congress could change the earned iincome tax credit.
The earned_income tax credit provides cash supplements through
the personal income tax system to working parents with relatively
low_ incomes. Eligibility for this program could be broadened to in-
clude unrelated individuals or childless couples, increasing therev-
enue loss by about $500 million. Such an approach would -extend
coverage to poor individuals not now eligible for Federal cash bene-
fits, but might preclude other options with direct additional bane-
fits to poor children:

Seventh,_child support enforcement could be expanded. The child
support enforcement program is quite different from other welfare
programs discussed _here since it provides support to the States to
aid families in establishing and collecting child support payments
from absent parents.

Several different approaches are possible to increase child sup-
port payments. One would make _certain_ enforcement techniques
mandatory for the Stateswithholding of child support payments
from wages, for example. The Federal Government_ wouldvave $25
to $50 million _a year from mandatory withholdingi but AF1X.7fami
lies would not gain since the collections would be used to offset
-AFDC benefits;

A second approach would seek to increase Stdtes' handling of
non-AFDC cases-either by incentive payments or by requirements
such as clearinghouses through which all child support payments
would pass.

. Both options would aid poor,_ as well as nonpoor, families by rais-
ing_the tmcomes of needy families who do not participate in AFDC.
Opponents also point out _that requiring specific techniques_ might
violate States' rights, and activities such as the creation of inter-
state data banks might invade the privacy of individuals;

16,
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Eighth_ the_ Congress could moderate the asset -test required
under_ SS1. SS1 provides benefits to aged_and disabled persons_who
meet both an income and an asset test. The at test of $1,500 for
an individual! $2,250 for a couple has not changed since the be-
ginning of tlt' programin 197 and may contribute to the low par-
ticipation rate among the elderly and disabikl Who would seem to
qualify for SSI on the' basis of their income. The limits of the SSI
asset test could be increased_by_50 percent. While costs_are difficult
to project, they would likely b-e less than $500 million. Such a
cluing(' would deereise the number of elderly eligible for SSI. How
ever. the potential recipients _might be expected to exhaust their
own sivings be fore_ receiving aid from the Federal Government.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I would be pleasod to take your ques-
tions rmw':

rrhe prepared statement followsl
STA T;;M:tiT or hill( I.111 I'NNER: 1)111ECTOK, CONIIVESISIONAI. OFF iCE

Po%orts ocreased in the Unted States in 1952 art of a continuing_trend since
Flos growth has again focused ittti.lition on the -Iehate over government poli

,,es directed at raising the wtIfitiong of the poor. My statement today will discuss
flute arcas

:Th measurt.nient and magnitude of the poverty problem;
The factors rclateti to itiort;ises in poverty rates and prospects for the future; and
Sims policy opt Hois tht ront7nss might wish to consider.

A 14)0K AT PI/VENTV STATISTICS

Although controvtrsy ah-ounds concerning -the appropriate definition of -poverty
and hence tht exact proportion of persons classifitA as poor in the United States
'that is. the poverty ratt, most alternative measures display _a consistent upward
trend since 1975 The official definition -of poverty classifies as poor_thuse families
whose money incomts are less than szpt.seified_ poverty_ thresholds-. that vary with
family size and consumtr prices$9,S02 fin- _a family of four -in- 1952._ for example.
Under this definition, the poverty rate-was 15.0 percent in 1952, up from 11.4 per-
ettit in or en incrtase in the number of poor persons from 24.5 million to 34.4
million In fact, the 1952 rate is the hathest in 15 years. In contrast, the rate for the
eldtrly declined substantially_betwwn 1905 and 1974 and has remained relatively
t title _since then Figure 1 shows the overall historical pattern of poverty rates;
wade Figure 2 shows- these rates for_t_he elderly and noneiderly._

The comptisition of poverty has also changed since 1975, with large- increases oc-
curring in the number of poor person in young two-parent families. The proportion
of poor persons living in nonelderlv husband-wife families rose from 34 percent to
30 percent. making that the largest poverty group. Poor persons in female-headed
toineldtrly__farnilies---the_largest group in 1975declined to 35_percent _of the total
in 1952, although their absolutt numbers in.creased. The proportion of the poor who
are elderly de clined. not hts..ause of -a drop in the number of elderly ssir, but tie
cause Of a large increase in the number of nonelderly persons in poverty. (her this
period, the rate of pfiwertv among those under age fi5 effectively caught up with the
rate for the elderly,.which has been relatively 'stable since the mid-1970s. Figure _3
illustrates the conifrosition. of poor__ persons on the basis of their individual and
tam Iv characttrit n-s in 197* and 1952
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figure 2:

Poverty Rates tor aderly and None !deny Persons; 19681982
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Figure 3:
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Not only has the rate of sioverty been increasing; but so has the degree of paver-
tv__- ,_that is._ the_extent te; vvItih ghomein poverty are below the thresholes, Between
1981 and 1982, the poverty gap, which measures the cumulative amount of shortfall
between the incomes of the poor and their particular poverty threshelda, nee faker
than the rate of povertyincreasing tin, 1982 dollins) from $39 billion to $43 billion.
Moreover. the proportion of poor persons with incomes at 75 _percent or lees of the
poverty lines increased from 61 percent in 1978 to 68 p_ercent in1982. -

Children-and workirutage adults acccount for more than -93 percent of the poorest
of the poor those with incomes under three-fourths of the_poverty_ line: This is
slightly_ higher_ than their share of all those in poverty: Nonelderly persons in
female- headed families conatituue the largest share of- -the very poor-41- percent.
Since 1978, however, the numlier of husband-wife families with incomes less than
three-fourths of the poverty line has tuen increasing as welt

These income-based poverty measures have been criticized_ on two basic 'rounds
the oay that the threshold level of income is determined;_and what is included in
the_ definition of family "income. "' Alternative_ ways to deal _with either problem
could _lead to higher or lower measured _Teas of poverty, but the trend in poverty
rates for the last five years would generally remain the same.

The fired criticism of the current poverty thresholds emphasizes that they are ar-
bitrary and are based on outdated studies indicating what constitutee a minimal)
adequate diet and the share of income that farnibies normally devote to buying_
In addition. flaws in the Consunve_r Price IndexACPH;_which_is_used to _index the
thresholds; may beveled to r_aising them too fast in the late 1970s Possible- sdjtvst,
merits wauld update he _studies used to calculate food corn umption as a share of
tglicome. change the way Us, thresholds adjusted over time, or use a incite core-
pileup analysis of householl 'dodgett.

Thi second criticism that the present definition of income omits some impor-
tant esources A <unite:on concern is the failure to include noncash benefits that
the poo: roceive from various levels of _governmentin particular, benefits from
f o o d stamps and housing assistance. Recipients of these programs_areless poor_than
their calb incomes_ would indicate; because they can purchase other goods with the
cash they would otherwise have to spend on hodsing_md food: If these benefits were
added to income, for example, the poverty rate for all persons would 1:* in the range
of -It percent rather than 15 percent.

In addition to housing and fodd benefits, some id,Kistments for in-kind transfers
would include medical care benefits as part of income, but such calculations would
probably overstate the reduction in _poverty_achieved by the medical_programs (prin-
cipally Medicare and Medicaid). for examplei_ while elderly individuals -who re-
ceiveiarge amounts of medicalbenefits, on average could -be moved well over the
poverty threshold by counting the insurance value of such benefita_as income; they
could remain unable to purchase adequate ft-, hoising, and other basic necessities.

The definition of income might alto be modified tdreflett other resources, such as
assets, and certain -liabilities, such as- payroll and income lazes. Including russets,
such as the value of a home, would raise a number of technical measurement Proli-
lems. however.

Using alternative definitiorui of family income might affect comparisons across
different groups of the _po_pulation._making_ some igspear to :le better or worse aff
relative_ to others_ For example; imkind transfers_ are_ nioreAikely_ to go to those tra
ditionally covered by welfare programathe _elderly and single- parent
Moreover. assets are relatively more concentrated among that Adjusting for
those -fat-cora would make -thee* groups appear less poor.-SulXracting income -and
payroll- tax liabilities would lower the measured economic Status a the working
poor relauve to other groups.

Finally, using an annual measure poverty can be ritiareadingbecause indi
vals and families move into and out of the poverty population over time on such a
large scale. Some will live in poverty for most of their lives while others are there
only temporarily because of illness._ an_unuaual_spelLof tinemplo t; orvoltontary
withdrawal from the labor force forthe purpose of obtaining additional education _or
training, tuinu. measures ignore the poverty of persons who have low incomes for

' Ia Wditson to Lisa* cofteptit .inpornt_tetWcV._prohlews_la _weseiTKm_pcsterty
may _how isieveniarger_sapati_ oneaelsere_d_merly_mtiesFor esaimple_. assawss_tzlnie
fere tends to be underreported on the Current Population Survey the data hose normaijy used
for calculating poverty -rates which may cause poverty rates to be overstated. ()a the other

theiU r same evidence that very-Vow-mom* househoAib are she iiikterrisTrislieltled on the
survey
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only a few months of the year. but also fail to reflect the transitional tieture ofpov-
erty for many housl:otis 2

CHANGE IN POVERTY OYER TIME

Poverty measures are sensitive to economic factors, demographic factors; _and the
ease and -nature of government programs providing_ benefits to low-Meome_familiea.
Just as the level and_pattern of change in poverty_ rates and gape vary among differ-
ent population. groups. the factors explaining such changes may also vary; particu-
larly between those under and those over the age of 65.

children and uorkinTat-4vo usiu

poverty among children and working-ne adults has been risi -Steadily since
1978from 11 percent _to 15 percent of all persons under the Age of 5 over they five-
year_period. In 1982. 3116 million_nonelderly persons were poor and the poverty rate
for children under age 15 reached 23 percent.

Economic factors contributed substantially to this increase. Unemployment treist.
ed upward over -the period_ and. through 1981. inflation was unusually high._so that
the real value of earnings

ro
declined on average. Indeed, over the 1978 to i982 period;

the poverty rate for persons in husband-wife familiesthose whore_ incomes are
most likely to be sensitive io econusnic factorsrose by 60 percent from _under 6
percent to 9 percent. Beeetee unemployment is expected to average about the some
in 1983 as in 1982._ poyerty rates for 1983 will _probably not change much. The
impact of lower inflation and unemployment could, however, help to lower the rates
in 1184 and beyond.

Two longerterm influences_ have -Wee contributed to the increasing poverty
ratesdemographic factors-and a deehnem the real (adjusted for inflation, level of
some cash bimefiteprovided to the poor. For example, persons in families headed_ by
a woman- with no hiisband preeent has ,increased more than 15_percent since 1978;
,ximpared to a 6 percent_groWth in Overall- njaw lation. Such women_ generally have
lower earnings than the average worker are oftenthe sole support _of their civil-
dren. leading to a higher rate of poverty- Moveover,_ the cash lienefiW provided
thrcsig Aid to Families with Dependent Children IA DC) which are not-in-skied
and vary substantially from state to state--ciedftted in real Wrms-over this fitr6--Yeat
period. Continued_ growth in the number or lettiale-headed families suggests that
poverty rates for the nonolderly may not fall rapidly even with a continuation of
the current economic _recovery-

Finally. between 1981 and 1982. Maher faeloi began to enter the joicturebene-
flts were cut by-- legislative changes at the feskial level. For example federai__ex-
penditures on birip7st means-tested cash pram for_theitonelderly=.
were reduced by an estimated 10 percent and food stam_pi were _reduced _L2_per
cent from the kvels that would have occurred if the law had not been .__

s

Actual outlays deelin-4 from_$82 billion to $8.0 billion under AFDC and from 11-.3
billion to 311.0 WIWI .iir food stamps and-would have _declined_even_ more tad the
severity_ of the recession_ not increased the-eligible population substantially. Some of
the program cuts roomed on recipients believed_ to be above 11*i/overly_ ham: others
moved some_ recipients from above to _below the lines; still others_reduced the in-
comes of those_almady_below_thethresholda Because -of daM lbalftticiais-, we cannot
provide preens._ estimates_ of the total _effect_ of recent program changes on poverty
rates or poverty yaw_ but we suspect that they had a greak.r impact on gaps since
most recipients of welfare benefit were already Veto* the POSerty t els.

The elderly

The -rate of _poverty for per=ns 5 and ever his rr...-ain*.! of atom* the same level
since 1974. refleeting the &eget* to *hid/ the elderly are insulated from the effects
of the business cycle- Fele elderly persons remain in the labor force after eige_65,
AM a- large-Share -Of -the income received by this group is indexed for inflatiANL
hefted. the CPI. which is used to inter Social Security. is also used to adjust the

the Univemity- 4 M a P a n e l S t u d y 4 1110~ ,watnics fouled that-4-
thMMti WiliCt a quarter -4 the US. tim was poor in at least one year during the 1969-
I979Aticadcwitly Ownit_3__perceat_0_the popurioa was poor right or mere of those yearn Over.
ally iR sad given .-__berawiest 20 percent and 30 percent at those is poverty are Wainera of
this -loitgAerin" poverty gems

I Amather-cut that may shut insortity =a and gmt is the mmt ammaidoveleadimm&
sane lull *filth taitiveciiig 4 WifestIM1 Although the of this CI clump we
p000rty_am tiativetT,1/1_bonellWin iresere4 are mare cencedWaaW noon the Wear tame,
unemployed and the aim of the cuts relative to the we of 111 basellIn ~WI ems 1982.

4-
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poverty threshold annually, altlinugh the enact cornputhtlom. difter oomewhat
Moreover. few pillicy change% that would reduce beriefitis riulantially-were 'netted
in the recent past in Sa_Milicriental ..-urity Income (SS.D, or voter=
ans. mmsions, which are the major cash procreate aiding elderly persons

Almost 3.$ million elderly had incomes below the poverty thresheld in 198.4 with
the very_ old who live alone experiencing _disproPortkutetely_ high_ rates of_ penalty.
Atmore_ 31 percent of unrelated individuals SO years of age and alder were in pover-
ty in Ins11. although this rate declined from shunt 34,pereent in 191$:

roues orriok4
_The Subconitnittees requested that the Congreesional B t Office iCBO) identify

and analyze options for increased welfare expenditures that_ would _reduce the pover-
ty rate and / or the poverty gap: Any increase-in outlays related to welfare pronrearis
must. of course, be financed either by nutting_ nonwelfare_ programa, _by _raising
taxes, or by increasing an already large den-cit. An increased deficit -could. in turn,
be financed by issuing debt or by creating new money. All means& of financing are
likely to have some negative impacts on the .econom_y as a whole, however, including
some that may indirectly offset a portion of the increased benefits to thepoor.

Inn artelsnis_ of such complex interactions is far beyoridthe ecope of thia testimony;
however: We have examined_ the options ottly with regent to criteria that might be
used to judge their effectiveness as welfare program; ignoring &wir tuteraotaiorate
effects Each of the individual ciptieirin has small Oita aelative to the :sir t of the
economy. so its macroeconomic -effects *Wald be minor. But if several options were
einnbilicA, the macroeconomic effects could be signficiant.

A wide range of criteria or goelssonte Which coellictare often offered in
debate over changes in welfare pro4Lrams. Some of the Mt* 01%08 are: Trirgetimg
benefits toward th. vie most in need;_treating_persons with similar incomes alike; en-
cinaraging familiee to _renissin together; maintaining incentives so that prograin
cipiente who can work do -so; simplifying the system end reducing administrative
costs; and keeping costs as IOW as possille.

1.Yeeidimt who among the poor are MOM in needthe first- goal is not necessarily
straightforward, and specific definitions of need may ciinflict with the second and
third pants__ of treating similar persons eireifortnly_ and encouraging farmies to
remain _together. Traditional definitions of need have concentrated on easisting
single patent _families with children, the_eiderly,Aunt the disabled. Treatin_g_pemos
with similar incomes alike, however, would suggest that preferential treatment not
he pros idol on the basis of family characteristics: If; instead;_the severitn of poverty
were used n the criterion for eligibility, groups now excluded from federal cub pro,
grams such- as- unrelated- indiVidUals or childless couples writer this- 4_65 would
he eligible piMoreover, if keeping Families together is a maior goal. benefit tivOtlid
be directed at twe:went faniilies who are viten better tiff than those heeded by
yin& parents. thereby violating the goal of concentrating aid on thine mord in
need

lithe first three vale were all tote metcosts would be hi ugh because :cur current
welfare system pays_little tit no benefits - inany_ (lithos* with incomes below_pver-
ty.wnd bens: fits for these who do _participate in _government _progransperticular0
AFDC--can also he quiteton: Evert though rowghly $73 billion was spent by Ow fed-
eral government te--1101 on Mardi program:a for persons with household incomes
bekke $103k, (not all of whom are classified as poort, the poverty gap suts at about
Pa billion. Including food stannic) and housing assuitice would. raise-these expendi-
ture* to about Zets billion and lower the poverty gapto between $30 and 335
billion, but it would still be einewaive to bring all persons up to the poverty lines
ne inane 144. say. SO percent of thaw lines

Work_ incentives could_te_ provided- positively by Mlowing_ incipient. ten keep a
share of their earnimm or negatively by denying eligibility-or keeping benefda low
Vair three able to work, but both_ approaches conflict with other goals. The first
would-he relatively expenaive said mould provide benefits to petatm class to and
possibly -AOSe th-e poverty lines obis may he lees w need_ Denying _benefits_ to
tfice able to Work may penalize sonic very poor -faxitilite and ma 'he thought me
stringent when children would be fifeteid and when high levels of anningilyileerit
make it difficult to obtain joist

innnana ice tiva inwjg se_yenesi !do* i..0.1.1oho honeentessea iliookAse
"Ada seeking an eduacsiiea Such aviondrals could explicitly be eachadkl. however, as sa now
lane toMer food stWrnp,prt*raTes.
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:'( tl%e$4 to irhiie I h* uirsnt w*itar* st ructure which ck*des ttow1u

cish and in-kind pvoiims 41r1e14d at varing rpwnl top ('hanges that wøuld
eliminat* cateori,tw-uh as ftnf --in detrmintng eligibdity
sould meet (w u stthplct',. Jow adiiijiiistratie costs. aM equal tratmeol u

e famihe.. but outd be costis In 'untrast. structuring etfre r rins tn 'ii-

htri-e onK incent, c.uld add to their compb in might ieqwrt additional
i'n d nat n ,tnott. piogra flH

I'.ut Pr(lo.I t wet eral of t hese goals sinnultaneoutiv-replacing c.icrent
prograniM v.ith. i r*gjtttv' inconie t.a,i. for t a*k---would t'twrat.j quiti' major
reructut-iT of thi' weifan' s-steni. Sintikrly. rargetng benetit from entitlenwnt
prgiams toward the poor would require changes in non.nieans-Lested programs
since is! t rT1tar .t'sted nir's alroady proith most of their benefits to poor zrr-

sans Other .rpts for rtopuniding to the ivsity prbiein would emphasize training
hind educi.tton i h tasion of such apjir aches is, howc-rer, fn'yond he scope oi my
test rmm to4a ,jther, fr the purpose taf illustratiwi. I shal focus on eight op
tps'n,. to hh!;ght ttw .isste that arise in attempting o r duci' po'ertv within the
context of h- ceot welfare ss('flI

u national m,nmuec 4F1M iet fri-el

A 'FIX is now constituted. bene"its vary subststatiafly across st.i4es, from a 194CI
nmuni..ati guarante' level of $4* per month for a family of three in Msisoppi
s ith n ealnings' tit a montl1v r acimwnaf $dIt in ¶'ernoict ov- the ame size

finiil1 in inrral. 1anees haie decline-') ifl rei2if terms since at Iaat i?i and.
in r 1 t the poverty lines. tiw APVC guwritee i'vel: plus food stamp hem-
fits airt in a3 ass-a hi-tow the federal minimum g'anVea for tiplea -tvu

One wa to reduie the c'aiatioqi in M'fli' wneflts across attes would be toeat.ab-
tnh natel41 nitoirnuni guaranet Ii-eIs' foe th wogr.ii"n. similar to those for the

1 rograio t'nh'ss the? fe4cral guarimtees wert kept fary hiW, however program
could hi- it rsasi-d auhetantialt. If the AFIX' guat-nta-v wet-e set at $244f per

month fur i. .fi,mily f three, for ample. and costs contintuu'd to be shared between
the states an4 thi federal ovcrjttt-nt as they r' tw. frirral expenditures would
mw-tease hv tt) misn t&j $MU(f million in 11?i antI st .tosts would rise by an
other W,t) miflmoo lo $71$t miios. Benefits ieouabe increased ibr 1.0 m&llion to I.f
nm!lia'n current recipients being in 2t atataiu. and 7?i.I Wit) to 1O.iW)0 families. wo'rld- be
ne'sly eligible fr the program. Such-guarantee levels would result in total monthly
incomes. .:ncluding fisid stamp.v, of about twtthirda of the powrty thrcaht4s.

To bring total kFtX. plus food stamp benefits up tu three-fourths of the poverty
teshotda. federal cpenditur would hive to rise by $1.2 billion to $it billion in
19"4. and tate costs by another $1.I billion o .ibillton. Under this version hi-ni-
fits. would be inicieaed 1.1 million to 1f3 million families living in 2!' states, and
lt.lh.' to :lii.iMm0 families would become newly eligible.

Fatiblishing national AI1X' rninimMm guarantees would target much of the in-
crease in benefits on single-parent tiamilies in states where payments are quite low,
rvault:ng in mom' squat treatment across states for such ismifws. On the other
hand. national mimmms would not allow stat.er. 'to rs4kt lsl costa of living and
lisat age lesi-s. i-arept to the extent that they uu2pkmenl the minimum level.

the national minimum would be difficult in states experiencing budget.
vry fflul*'mS

1(1fr j55iitCi/i(7t(O' in the wmptsuned perrnt igroni uridA'r AFIX'

hi :11 stats-a aM tcrt-.loiii-ii. participation in AFIX' is tiniited to families headed by
a single parent In the remaining riwcmoris the unemployed parent program

ep a state otio-envei's intact fitmilies thet are In need because the prinicipal
wage earner is unemployed

One way to espand 4mgibdty for poor two-para-n (aioilies would be to 'make state
participation in tha ums-stiploed parent portion of AFIX' mandatory. Such an option
would provide benetita to an aiddmtAorta' XMl to 180.000 families in ral year

' Thr curie& OithO55 iitn*t 1.-dSriij guarsoliw Irura Sppfr.mentai Srcurity Income and
food stamp- 'assuming rcrpwntL. quaifv fur only the standard deduction I is 7$ perrent of the
poverty kv.t f,r uritktt.9d iomduals 1sing uilnp snd Mi percent far i-uiaplw Stat. supli.
,rsens clan fuvthez increa t1i os'wl*s srMtk. Aia *ctualIy has t}wbigheat benefit
auitantst'r t'ut is simsa subject to fegtwr poverty thresholds to account fur substantially htwi-
cis,rs, of ti.tLr

2-i
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Itett Mere4 of ti) petvellt to 55 percentat Is total cost of $0.5 billion to $0.7
Milton, about threeTifilts h wean': be bore.c by the federal government 6

This approach would remove tlw current incentive for men_ to, leave homeso that
their families can become eligible for _AFIX.7. and would treat families -more uniform
lv on the basis of income rather than family characteristics_ it would also provide
better countercyclical protection_against future recessions.. Since _maximum benefit
levels are generally below the poverty lines; rates of poverty would not change dra-
matically. but proverty gaps would be lowered. On the other-hand, state costs could
ruse substant 'Tilly, placing heavy burdens-on-stated with low fiscal capacitiWi.

Under this option. expenditures-on Al IX.! would- likely rise more rapidly in peri.
ods of increasing unemployment. but because of the strict asset test that families
must also meet. newly unemployed families would have to divest themselves of a
large portion of their monetary assetsand in some cases their earsin order to be
eligible under current pregram rules. To support more _families. unemployed as a
result of it recession. the $1,000 asset limit could_be_raised_Such an increase would.
however, reduce the extent to which aid would be confined to the poorest families.
Expand food stamp benefits

The Food Stamp Program is the only means-tested-federal .program providing lam-
*Tits to poor_ households regardless of_ their- family characteristicsworking-age
person in childless households are eligible, it they meet the income and asset limits
and comply with work-registration requirements. The maximum monthly_ benefit
now paid-to-two-person householdi is $139, or about one-fourth of the poverty level.
14.-nelitit decline. by 30 cents 14 each dollar of net income.?

Raising the maximum food stamp benefit would increase assistance for a broad
range of poor people, including the working poor_ and childless individuals and cou-
plet: who often are not eligible to participate-in other programa. Increasing expendi:
tures by $e.9 billion to $1 billion in 1984 would- for- example. raise total benefits by S
percent about _$_4_ per participant per month. Current law benefits are now pro-
iectisi to be-about $4 per-recipient during 19S4.

1U1sing the-maximum. benefit level would be attnimistratively simple and would
increase benefits- to all food stamp households except some of those one- and two
person households receiving the $10 monthly minimum benefit. Since food stamps
do not require state matching contributions this option would not require addition-
al expenditures by the states. On the :other hand stageo might reduce AFDC;_SSI.
and general assistanceor limit their rate -of increase at least puetialfy offsetting
food stamp increases for those who participate in -mare than one pogrom

In addition. food stamps _could .be_ transformed into cash -program- rather than
one providing coupons- that -are restricted to the purchase Of _food. !Cashing -out"
food_ stamp: might reduce_ the iibiset often clued teem coainktefeiting rind bitek
market activities...and simplify administration. but-opponents (*pet to providing aid
that could be wird' co purchinie commodities other than fiicid.

Etpand medicaid eligibility to all poor families with children
Medicaid 124 the join fi;deral-state proigain that finances much of the medical ca _e

tor specific categories of low-inceme persona. For example. families receiving_ AFDC
are eligible for Medicaid and some state% have chosen to extend coveroge to thaw
who, except for their higher incomes, w_ould_qualify for_AFEC. _Many _families with
ancurnes below poverty are not eligible for Medicaid, however, either because their
incomes exceed their state's income standard for AFDC =daily or because their
state does not provide criversare for families with An unemployed parent. Moreover.
federal_ law excludes _working poor two-parent families feven_Mitalicaid.

_Eligibility for Medicaid_ could be expended uo -include all families with children
whose incomes, are below the poverty level. In 19Ki, this optical-would cover an acldi--
tional 12 million to 13 million adiilts-arid children at a f'ecFeral cost olatio-ut $6 bil-
lion and-a-state cam of itlictiit $41 billion. if the current costsharing arrangements
remained the same."

-This extension of eligibility would reduce work disincentives for AFD families by
allowing them to continue Medicaid coverage ever: thomth their earnitigsreaultettin
a lows of cash benefits. It would result in more uniform treatment of families with

About one-half of thaws added costs would be fur additional Medicaid benefits.
Net income as gross income-Was certain allowed deductions.

consaileiid b y the [louse and Senate to extend Ikredresid coverage to-children
finided fully be the _fribril government, exil serve as-the first step

toward uniform roaeTsitr_of families, attwough elgaiiiity would be more limited Vhen um linr
option being discussed here
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simillar incomes living_ in chile-rnt geographic areas-and improve their access to
medical care. On the other hand, state flexibility would be reduced and-the addition-
al costs could represent a substantial burden for all states, particularly those with
relatively low AFDC needs standards and with limited (kcal capacity.

Expand the dependent rare tax credit for law-income families
The dependent care tax credit provides relief through the Mdividual income tax

system to working _persons with eligible dependentsusually their children -For
bmilies with adjusted gross incomes below $10,000. a nonrefundable _credit-of 30
percent of expenses up to $2,400 for one dependent (for a maximum credit of $720) SS
allowed. Above that income level, thi credit declines gradually to a minimum of 20
percent of expenses.

The credit could be made refundable and cover 60 percent of expenses for families
with incomes below $10,000. In 1914, such a change would reduce revenues by $1.5
billion to $2 billion.
_ This expansion would increase work incentives by extending benefits to some poor
families who do not now gain from the credit_ either because they owe nc taxes or
beeuse- they cannot afford the 70 percent of child-care- coats not covered by the tat
credit. Although it is particularly difficult to predict whether those who-do not-now
file income taxes would participate, these changes could double the number of fami-
lies benefiting from the credit.

On the other hand, this credit would more likely be beneficial to these above or
just below the proverty thresh_oldawho can afford to pay atleast_a_share of the -costa
of formal child-care services._ Moreover; even refundable tax credits are crily of lim-
ited aid to the very poor; because reimbursement for expenses at -the end of the year
does not help those who_cannot_affiird to pay expenses initially during the year and
advance payments would be difficult to arrange.

Change the earned income tax credit
The Earned Income Tax Credit IEITC) provides cash supplements through the per-

sonal income tax system to working parents with relatively low earnings. A refund-
able tax credit_is available to those with adjusted gross-incomes less than- $10;000
who maintain households ibr_childreri._ The credit rises to a maximum of $500 for
those with earned incomes between $5,000 and $6,000, and then declines -too mro_for
those earning $10,000 or more. gerieficianes must often wait to receive the EITC as
a lump sum payment after a year ()flow earnings, however.'

Eligibility for this program could be biaadened to include unrelated indiViduala or
childless couples, increasing the revenue loss by about $500 million. Such an ap-
proach would extend coverage to_Roor_ individuals not now eliale for federal cash
benefits. It-would_also_ pro_vide_strmig work incentives for those with not or very low
earnings and would be simple to administer

On the other hand; childless couples or unrelated individuals who are very poor
because they have no earnings would remain excluded from cash benefits (untss
they are while full -time Students with earnings would be eligible =lee
explicitly excluded. Moreover, -this option could act-as a work disincentive for dime
with slightly higher-earnings.-because they lose 12% cents of benefit* for very dollar
of income between 16,000 and $10,000. Many more recipients are likely to lie-found
in the phase-out range where the program imposes work disincentives than in the
phase-in range where work incentives are_provided. Higher benefits under this pro-
gram might also preclude other options that would direct additional benefits to poor
children.

Other possible chance would be to increase the size of the credit _o_r to lower the
12:5 percent tax rate used to phase_ out the credit-. Both approaches would raise ben-
efits Millie working poor, and the second option would lower the vairkdisinmstives
of the EITC; although compred_to other means - wateli programs the _disincentive is
already low. Such changes would. however, extend benefits too Witham-1 families
with Incomes above the poverty lines.

Expanded child support enforcement
The child support enforcement program is quite different from the Other welfare

programs discussed here, since it does not provide federal payments to &initial or
individuals. Rather, this procram provides support to the states to aid ramifies in
establishing and collecting child support payments from absent parents.

Emiloyers lieetenerally been _uctont to participate in that part of the EITC which per-
mits employees to seek advance permeate of the credit from the employer.
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The lack of child support _payments from absent parents contra tea significantly
to poverty. ln_ 1981_ only 40 percent orpoor families with an absent parent had been
awarded child support payments. Among those with awards. al percent did_ not

any payment in 1981 and many others received only partial_ payments. More,
over, court-ordered payments averaged only $2,050 a family; less than the increase
in the poverty thresholds for one additional dtild:

Several different approaches are possible to increase child support vaymenM_Orie
would make certain enforcement techniques mandatory for the states withholding
of child support payments from wages, for torample. -Wage Withholding would prob-
ably increase child support collectiOns 1* at least 10 percent and would help non-
AFDC families directly. The federal government would save $25 million to $50 Mil-
lion a year from mandatory withholding, but AFDC families would not gain since
the colledions w_ouldhe used to offset AFDC benefits.

A second approach vontaseek _to increase states'_ handlinga_nan,AFDC calm
either by incentive payments or by requirementatuch_as_dearinghotwes_throngh
which all child support payments would pass. Changes in incentive payments maid
be implemented without auty increase in federal costs; whereas setting up a clearing-
house would require initial computer and other development cons m somes states
and could cost up to several hundred million dollars a year therWU-r-. Both opices
would aid poor, as well as nonpoar,-families by raising the incomes a nee* families
who do not participate in AFDC. The magnitude of Fieterty reduction from thin*
approaches is not known, however. Opponents also point out that requiring tried&
enforcement techniques might violate states' rights, and activities such as the cre-
ation of interstate data banks might invade the privacy of individuals

Moderate the asset test requirrd under SSI
SSI provides benefits_to ailed_ and disabled persons who meet both an income and

an asset test. The income limits for_SSLare_reatively generous compared to those in
AFDC and are indexed each year_ to the growth in the CPL antrasL the asset
test of $1;500 &r an individual and $2,250 for a couple -has not changed -since the
beginning of the program in 197& If the asset limits had also been tied_ to the CPI;
they would now be approximately, $3,050 for individuals and $4;550 for couples.
TheSe limits may contribute to-the lowparticiparion rate among the elderly and dis-
abled who would seem to qualify for SS I on-the basis all& incomes.

The costs of raising the limits of the SSI asset Writ by 50 percent are difficult to
project, but would likely be less than $500 million. Stich -a chtiage- would increase
the number of elderly and disabled persons eligible for SSI; since those -who retain
some limited savings against future emergencies would be able to participate in the
program, altholigh the resulting impact on SSI participation is not known. Since
assets held in nonmonetaformssuch as a car of modest value or a home of
modest value do notrestrizteligibility; this change would help treat families with
similar resources more uniformly. On_ the_other_handi the asset test currently ex-
cludes a number of resources so that_the_limit applits_mainly to liquid assets. Poten-
tial recipients might;_ therefore; be expected to _exhaust theiromisavinobefore re-
ceiving aid from the federal government; particularly if extra expentliturea_on such
persons would preclude aid to AFDC families or other poor persons who are subject
to even stricter asset tests.

CONCLUSION

_Since 1978; official poverty rates and poverty apt have both inertia/fed, particu-
larly for those under age 65 whose financial poeitions are sensitive to the state of
the economy-Thoughba_sed on somewhat arbitrary thresholds, these rates indicate
whether the poverty problemisgrowingordeclining.

If the economic recovery continues poverty- rates will decline from their current
high levels. The Congress will have to decide whether changes in- welfare
are needed to accelerate this decline and; if so; which of the conflicting mr dim
cussed shove are to be given priority: No single program could _achieve allot the
goals simultaneously, and policy changes such as those considered in this testimony
would all increase the costa of the welfare sysWm. Especially in a time of- fiscal
stringency, one way to finance lienefit expansions would Le to aadopt cost-saving op-
portunities in other programs. CBO's annual volume on deficit reduction options;u
which will be released next February,-will analyze several such measures.

As the Subcommittees wrestle with these difficult detiaions, the Congressional
Budget Office would be pleased to provide further detail on the illustrative options
presented here or to analyze other possibilities you may want to consider.

Chairman RANGEL. Thank you; Doctor.

.2i
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The Chair_ would like to advise the members that the full com-
mittee will b retiuttsting the hearing_ room at _2 p.m. when we
resume our deliberations; marking up the industrial development
bonds; and so in order to get_ the maxim _km exchanges between
members and witnesses, we will proceed on the 5-minute rule.

Dr. Penner; on the basis of your analyst ,..; could we conclude that
the major reasons for the increase in the poverty rate from 1981 to
19!2 is primarily the-recession and the budget reductions that have
been enacted in 1981?

Mr. PF-NNER. Yes, that is correct, with probably the biggest cause
being the recession; although we can't estimate this preasely._

Chiiirman RANGEL_ How much of the increase could you relate to
each factor roughly; even though I know you cannot be precise?

mr. PENNER. We really are unable to do that simply because the
income statistics that we have do not _correspond exactly to the
very precise poverty lines. Moreover; it is a very difficult matter- to
assign the effects of particular changes in the welfare rules, such
as counting stepparents' incomes; for example; for very specific
families. So we just have not been able to make that very precise
distinct ion:

You_ can We, however, from figure 1 in my testimony; how ex-
tremely sensitive the poverty rate is to the business cycle. You see
it_going up with the recession of 1970; and going up again in 1973;
Of course, we have now had two recessions back to back, in 1980
and 19...2; without having time to recover from the first one before
we were hit by the schcond. SO that is a very major factor in all of
this.

Chairman RANGEL. Can your office direct _the Chair and the
members to any study that may try to show the actual economic
cost of_ poverty_ in dollars and cents? What I am trying -to ask is as
a result of cutback in medicaid, can we have any projection as to
the increase in illness; disease and; therefore; institutionalized hos-
pitalization?

Ilas poverty affected education and therefore, lack of training
for . job opportunity? Ilas poverty affected productivity? Can we
project loss of income taxes rather than the cost of a transfer of
payment? I know it is a complex question; and I don't raise-it for
an answer t6day except we constantly hear bcause of the GI bill
or the education to veterans and, of course_ everyone agrees that
the contribution that they have made in dollars_ and cents; forget-
ting the contribution they have made in scientific and advance-
ment; has been beneficial: _

Have studies been made by economists as to the dollars and
cents cost of poverty?

Mr. PENNER. I know of nothing as comprehensive as you are sug-
gesting, sir, partly because this increase is a fairly recent phenome-
non; but perhaps more importantly because the sort of thing you
are suggesting would bejust so difficult to do conceptually.

Chairman RANGE.1; Then is there any way to talk without even
trying to close the gap or to cap the increase in poverty as tO the
increase in costs as it exists now for local;_ state and Federal-Gov-
ernments as people are thrown into the entitlement programs?_

Mr. PENNER. One aspect of your-question is the budget costs of
such things and we do; of course; have estimates for the Federal



budget :if how Eft411'h, for example, an _increase in the unea:ploy-
rnent rate of one percentage point would cost.

Chairman RAN EL What figure does your office use?
Me PENNER. We are currently revising our estimates_ of the

effect of changes in the unemployment. rate on the deficit, but the
revistd _estimates_ will not he available for several more weeks
When these calculation.; were made last year, however, the impact
on the deficit of a one-percentage-point increase in the unemploy-
ment rate was estimated to he roughly $30 billion to in
the first full year after the changea decrease of $25 to $:b!; billion
in _revenues and an increase_ of $5 to_$S billion in outlays:

Chairman RANGEL. $341 billion to $35 billion each?
Mr. PE.%* N EL That is the order of magnitude.
Chairman RANGEL Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAsieREu.. Thank You. Mr. Chairman.
Dr: Penner, there are _two points that I think you have made that

are very important, and one is that poverty is extremely sensitive
to economic conditions, the situation in the country. Let me ask
you this, ar _ people that are_at _this end of the spectrum better or
worse off with a lower rate of inflation in the country?

Mr. PENNER Well. again, the problem is very complex.
Mr. CAMPBELL high inflation exacerbate the problems of

poverty?
Mr. PENNER. It would plainly affect the AFDC VOpulation be-

c:ausc their benefits are not indexed officially for inflation; and the
States have not, over the last number of years, kept those benefits
rising with inflation.

Mr. CANIPBEEE. In a relative sense; with- percent inflation; would
a person he hotter off if they were on AFDC than if inflation were
1:i_prcent?

Mr. PENNER. If the_ States continued to follow their past practice;
that would certainly be true, yes.

Mr CAMPBELL We have about that today; as opposed to the
other in 14.579 and 19sO.

Now, you mentioned the double recession in 19 SO and the recent
recession back _to hack. If we all know that the recession impacts
rxiverty, why did poverty start to go up in 1978 and, in fact. we
were spn.ding more money at that time and austensibly were not
in a recession?

Mr. PENNER. I would suggest it is mainly because of till very
clasely_linked problems of inflation and productivity at thr4t time:

Mr. CAMPBELL, Productivity WM going cli.iwn ar that time?
Mr. PEN NF:R. Yes.
Mr. CANteREEE, It is going up now; isn't it?
Mr. PENNER. Right now in the recovery, it
If you look at what happened to median family income over the

period that you are discussing: In 1982 dollars, it went from $26,099
in 19%s down to $23,626 in 1980, to $23,761 in 1981, and to $23,433
irt_19S2. Real _hourly earnings, for example,_moved negatively in
1979, 19s0, and 1981 and have gone up very slightly in 1982.

Mr. CAMPBELL. lAbt's go back to that People's real earnings_ in
1978 and 1979 were going down and they are now going up; is that
What I heard you say?



Mr. PENNER. It devends on how you measure it sir: Median
family income continued to go down in_1982. Real hourly earnings
went up by eht-tenths of 1 _percent in 1982.

Mr: CAMPBELL So real hourly earnings went up in 1982 and they
were going down in 1978 and 1979?

Mr. PENNER- Between 1979, 1980, and 1981, yes, sir.
Mr. CAMPBELL- How about the after-tax earnings of working

people; do you have that figure?
Mr: FENNEL I don't _have that figure:
[The information follows1
Average household incomes have declined in real terms since 197S; whether meas-

ured before or after income and social Security taxes (see attached table): (Clumges
in after -tax earnings alone cannot be cularecL since income are assessed on
total income: -not juit earnings, -and rates &evIenA on the_arnounU of other income
that tioiiseKoldS recetve.1 Overall, lacausiebolds' average after-tax Income was- abobt
$.1 percent lower to real terms in 19S.:1 than to 197S. In 00112parison, average before-
tax income dc7-cluted m real terms about Rercettt over this period. Ektween
lt.0.1 and 19w2, however, there was a small increase in the purchasing power of both
before- and after -tax incomes.

AVERAGE HOUSEIIO1O INCOME, BEFORE AND AFTER INCOME AND SOCIAL SECURITY TkXES, 1978--83
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Mr. CAMPBELL. Just supply that for the record, _I would appreci-
ate the comparison between 1978 and 1979 and the 1982 comport-
SUM

The other thing that I would like to get into if I might for Jost a
moment, is that in 1960 we had almost 6 million children; or about
9 percent of the children living; in single-parent families. In 1981,
the number of children in single-parent families had risen to
12;600;000; which is about 20 percent; But by 1982; it had jumped to
22 went.

ow, your testimony that you presented a moment ago pointed
out one of the major problems that we have-_-and I opened with
the same argumentthe fact that the problems of the single-
parent household and that group or that part of the family being
thrust into poverty. Would you not say that the single-parent
family is one of the causes of an increase in poverty'

Mr: PENNER. It is certainly very important, and the abielute
numbers have increased. However, I would draw your attention to
figure 3; which I must confess surprised me a little bit: That figure
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shows that married coupl families grew very rapidly as a share of
the_poverty population as well., from 34.4 percent of the population
in 197S to 40_ percent in l9S2. But you are absolutely right that
single-parent families grew in absolute numbers over that period as
well.

Mr. _CAMPRE11._ _So if we could attack that problem of child sup-
port, then wecould impact some -of the problems of poverty?

Mr: PENNfM: Yes; sir; that is one of the options described in the
testimony.

Mr: CAMPBELL. Thank you, sir.
Chairman RANGEL- Mrs.- Kennelly.
MrS. KENNELLY. There has been some talk, sir, about the pap

menr of income tax_ by people who are below the poverty level. It
has Iseen _an issue of controversy.

flave_you got any idea of the magnitude of Federal income Mt
paid today in comparison to 197S_ _so we can see if this is one of the
things adding to the poverty level?

Mr. PENNF.R. I don't_ have specific numbers_ with me; but I think
the basic point is as follows: In the early 1970'S, the tax Sk-Aerti was
adjusted in a way that overcompensated for inflation among the
lower-income groups, particularly by greatly increasing what we
used to call the standard _deduction, and we now call the zero
bracket amount. Since the late 1970's, however,_ we have not been
adjusting the basic exemption or the standard deduction for infla-
tion. _ _ -

-Mrs.- KEisNa.ty, Just one other question. In all our testimony
and all our remarks; we did- mention the increase of poverty among
female individuals, especially those who head single-parent house-
holds.

In your work in getting these _figures together for us; have you
come across any idea that might help the situation rather than jiitt
watching the rates go up?

Mr.,PENNF.R. Again, that is a very difficult question. If you mean
simple economic- aid and if you mean concentrating on the very
poorest among those in that population, I think that you would
look carefully at changing the AFIX minimum, for example. That
would be something that would impact-that particular problem

That does not go to the sociology of the issue, of course, which we
have not investigated_.

Mrs. KENNELLY._ We are all worrying about deficits. Say we in-
creased payouts $3 to $4 billion, do you think that would have a
terribly adverse effiv.t on the deficit or do you think by doing this
and putting people more into the mainstream we might encourage
peo le to be able_to do better? - _

Mr. PENNER. If you mean would you get enough efedback to pay
for-such a move; very probably not

The effects of such a move; of course,_ would depend in some
detail as to how you would finance it, whether by deficits, whether
by- creating new money; whether by taxing, or soon. _ _

Mrs. KENNELLY. So no answer really? We really are dealing with
a roblem we have not got the answer to? -

r. PENNF.R. I am saying that the answer involves a lot of offiet-
ting_effectic Where exactly you come out net for that population is
hard to say.



Mrs liENN_:ni.v Thank soil; sir.__
Chairman RAN:4 ;Et. Sir. buncan?
Mr. DUN:CAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Penner; the poverty _rate _ha been _increasing since 197S.

Whaq has happened since 1975 that actually caused the poverty
rate to-increase'

Mt. PENNER. I think it is thee factors that we have already gone
ver. it is S'ery wrfth the_biness ey-cle, as is wry

apparent from figure 1 in my statement. You see the cycle fix- the
recession of 19743 very ciearlv; and of course the recession of 19$ so
quickly followed by 19S*2. That really caused the rate to rise.

It is. closely associated with the unemployment rate, which,
though_ it went down from 43.1 to percent between 1971; and
1979. then went on a strong upward trend to 9.7 _percent on aver-
:..we in calendar 19s2. I have already mentionedihe fact that AFDC
henefits in particular did not keep up with inflation. You can see
that the elderly. on the other hand. living on indexed SSI and
social security. remained _relatively constant over that_ period. And
then. of course. in 191` there were the cuts in the AFDC program
and_ the_ food stamps and so on:

Mr. Dt.tit'AN. Recently in the Forbes magazine I read that a col-
umnist indicated that a great number of people were unemployed
bychoice._ that tht.y did not want to work.

What effect does that group of people. street people and so forth,
have on the increase in the poverty rate?

Mr. PENNEK. I don't have any numbers on street people in par-

Mi". DUNCAN. Well, not necessarily street people. but all thmse
people who are unemployed by choice. I think we all know in all of
ourcoinmunities_we have such people,

Mr. PENNER. That is a very difficult concept, sir, and perhaps I
am not sure what you mean; If you-mean permanently by choice;- I
think that is a_ verysmall number. _If you mean instead that people
search a very long time hef'ore finding just the right job; that is to
say; perhaps rejecting one_or two job opportunities _while they are
searching in hope of something better, something that suits them.
that of course_ is a more important phenomenon and probably in-

olves a very large portion of the unemploy.ed, except thole tempo-
rarily. laid off who have a job waiting-for them: _

That choice, of course, is afTected by our benefit system, the
nature of unemployment benefits. ow tax systems. anti so on.

Mr. DtTNcA.N. Thank you very_ much. Dr. Penner.
Chairman RANtaa.. Mr. Stark?
Mr: STARK. Thank you; Dr. Penner. for your testimony. _

I want to just see if I can get some ball park figures from you.
In sour testimony vou indicate that the percent poverty figure

would he pretty_hard to crack down no matter what you included.
whether you included unreported cash income or inkind benefits: If
you lump everything in; you might get it down as low as 14 per-
cent.

Rut is it correct to assume_ that it is unlikely that you are going
to find less than 14 percent fin- citizens below the poverty level or
would you say if you included everything you might get down to
I:i?



I am kind of looking tor a rockhottom figure taking all kinds of
consuriuble, _legal and illegal income, and all the _cheating that
peple on welfare can do. HoWlow_do a rate et it down?

Mr. PENNER. One of the difficulties _ how do you treat medic-
aid? Obviously; you would not treat it according to how many bene-
fits sick persons received because_ then the sicker they were the
richer they would look; and that _would_be rather foolish

Mr. S- yak. 1 doubt roan; are ";-g UP to tli.
Mr. PENNER. No. But if you tried to estimate the insurturire value

of medicaidthat is, how much would it_cost to buy that insurance
policyand count that as income, then the poverty rate would take
quite a sizable drop down to 10 or 11 percent,

We did not do that because we don t think many people at that
income level by their own choice would buy that kind of health in-
surance.

Mr. STARK. Or get sick just to have a gallbladder removed?
Mr. PENNER. Certainly not.
But, on the other side, it has to be said that the poverty' rate is a

rather arbitrary. concept. you know; the rate_was ealculated by
trying to look at the minimum nutritional need and then simply
multiplying that by :1. Well, you might my, why 3? Why not 15 or
4.)

The intent when Molly Orshansky invented the poverty rate was
to_ have an absolute notion of poverty rather than always having to
talk about it in relative terms. I think it served that purpose, al-
though .1 think she herself is a_int dismayed at the extraordinary
status that it has gained in public policy_discussion.

Mr. STARK. When do you think we will get down to 11.4?
Mr: PENNER. _Well; if you look at figure 1, sir; you will see that

the first thing that happens in recessions is a very sharpjurn_p. The
1974-75recession is classic in that regard. What then follows is a
rather slow decline.

So, for example, after that 1974-75 recenion, we never quite -got
down to the trough again; although we almost made it by 1978,
thich was about 3 years after the recession.

Now; obviously the correct answer to your _title-44:M depends on
how fast the economy will grow and that is, of course, always diffi;
cult to say; but _it would be hard for me to imagine the rate getting
back_ down Ito the 197s and 1979 levels in le.ss than three years. It
could take longer.

Mr. STARK, Would you say to pick a nomber_to the closest $5mil-
egcet4 for the administrative parts of the program, that we

could for 41) or 54) or 30 or CO billion eliminate poverty in the Nave,
gate? Is there a number that oe could pic out of the air that
might add up to 11) MX missiles or 9 B-1 bombers, or something in
that range?

Mr. PENNER. Well, the poverty gap itself, as we said is $43 bil-
lion_ in_191$3 dollars.

Mr. STARK. So if somehow we had the magic answer to get the
right money to the right_ people in the right proportions, which _6.1
think a bureaucratic nightmare, we could elitninate_poverty in this
country by spending an absolute maximum -of $50 million. Admit,
tedly, there are some technical .problems of getting it done, but I
am trying to get this into proportion.
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Mr. PENNER. That is our estimated difference between the in-
comes that people have and this rather arbitrary poverty line that
we have been talking aliout_

Mr; STARK. That amounts to about the cost of 10 MX missiles or
10 B-1 _homhersi_ does i t _not?

Mr. PENNOER. I don't have those costs in my head, sir, but I will
provide_ them to you lziter

Mr. STARK. It is about $4.5
Mr. PENNER. Let me make an important point ahotit thinking

about _ it that way; however: The problem with _that; of course;_is
thAt, if you were to just give people money to bring _them to the
poverty line and then out them off cold at that point, you would
have a terrible work disincentive. So usually you would think of
smoothing that out or letting the amount decline as their income
rose.

Mr. STARK. 1 don't mean to minimize the tremendous problem in
creatively sustaining people and, in some cases, supporting them. It
is not easy. As many of the _professionals in the field find; money
does not always solve.the ptoblem.

But I think it is ti good idea sometimes to get the aggregate
amount relative to other amounts of money we are wasting in this
country into proportion and understand that it is not beyond our
economic resources to solve these problems. It may be beyond our
intellectual .resources to do it, but not economic.

We have the resources in this country if we could figure out how
toapply them: Isthat a fair statement?

Mr. PENNTEa..Well, yes, coupled with the_notion that, of course,
such redistributions of income involve profound value judgments
that the society has to make.

Mr. STARK. Thank you very much.
Chairman RANGEL. Mr. Thomas?
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr: Chairman:
Dr. Penner, every once in a while we get carried away with this

poverty level_ It is- as if it is an organism that we need to eradicate
and it would be OK if we could do something to get .rid of it, _when,
in fact, as / think was stated earlier, it is a condition of being, of
existence which changes over time in terms of the definitions; And
that is part of our problem.

In the statistics that we are given, for example, 1978 compared to
198:1, 11.4 in 1978_ and approximately a l&percent rate today; has
the _definition in fact of poverty changed between those two peri-
ods?

Mr. PENNER. No; it has not.
Mr. THOMAS. There was no change at all in the definition of pov-

erty between 197_8 and 198V
Mr. PENNER. The line, of course,_ was adjusted for the consumer

price index and you might argue that that was overstated as we
noted_ in our testimony; _It . is very_poosible_that the bias of the sur-
veys differed somewhat between 1978 and 1982.

For example; there is some notion that The undercount of poor
people was more severe in _1978 than in 1982, but those are not
definitional changes but rather practical changes in formulating
the statistics:

3:i
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Mr_ THoscks__And _so_if we get better at collecting statistics, it
will of course affect similar to the crime rate or other aspects.

My problem is. when you fortis on a r number and saw
we have to get baCk to that number somehow the number has
significance, but again, it tends to eve the twiteix Of poverty a life
of its pix.n when we are really talking about people and a condition
of exisience which may or may not be altered over time.

In terms of the type_ of people, after all, we are talking about
people living_ in particular conditions of existence, in terms of the
type of people within that poverty level, I know there has been
some diStiisSion again about the shifting type of people; the single-
family structures.

Mr._ Chairman; l_would ask unanimous consent to include in_ the
record an article from the October -5 -Wall Street Journal which
has I think, some very enlighteniing statistics about the chanting
patterns._ not just of the family structure but of _birth rates and
other factors, which I think definitely affect the defmition of pover-
ty.

"The information followsl
I. vont the Stray! Jaairsol. Tuesday. At 5. 1914Z]

SEDI:CED AND AaANDONED: AMERICA'S NEW Poot

By Bruce Chapman

-The way we-use- and uridirstand certain words has special importance in public
Iii blllioris of dollars could he riding on it.

The interpretations analysts give to ckniographic and economiic terms tend to in-
fluence the way iiililents get defined. issues iikped. legislation drafted and those
billions of dollars spent.

Take the conceof -poverty_."
Poverty in America. as officially measured, went_froin-1,9.4 million_peniona below

level in 1970 to 31.$ million_ in 181 -With se=eming incongruity, that rise
tads_ ace_ during the very period when federal programs to combat poverty werre
great y expanded.

Slow overall economic growth in the_1970s and three recensions, ma7 have plsA:(f
a part in the perverse upward trend of poverty. But on closer inspection it-aWilap-

rs that the official measure of povIlty may he somewhat overstating the IIIDDI-
6f the truly poor

For instance. the official measurement cif-poverty &aril take into comity:km-Won
the value cif-such inkind- benefits as Medicaid. public Subiiidies. school
tunchei arid- toad stampsfral programs whose costs, after inflation, grew eight-
fold, from $5.2 billion to $42.1 billion between 15 and 1980.

MOILS SINOLR-PARILNT IAMILIIII

Also a source for possible official overstatement of poverty is the underground
economy; which 'cannot be measured accurately; but which nearly_ all OCCAIDDIWU be-
lieve has been expandirut; obviously; it's largely ignored when "poverty" 14 MM
u mid-

Recoil data now_ pants to-another fiveUr in Uicy's relatively high official poverty
levelsthe expanding number of lingU-parent Wmilies, more than ball of -them
poor or near-poor. There was a f'9 percent increase in- single-parent-families during
the past deckik, and such families now constitute 19 percent of all familia with
children.

There dl,es seem to be at kilt a partial connection between the change in atti-
tudes toward family life, the rise in single-T:0cent families and hiO_rwerty rates. It
is, red a seat or *rams., estio4ien. 4 imam, awe con expect eateratoats from a
few quarters that no link exists at all.

At the outset._ for exampleiscone question the that the Oaditional
family institution in America really is in decline. tend to_cliamisatheclocailisx
olthe _divorce rate in the hiet_15yeart_m_ mere _that bad are
being ended with less hesitation these days. Likewise; they may chalk up t last



:1ris. the retu.srri.4.- raw to a More satkpbAic.sted pupulace weir
have learned that _getting burned once- enoLgh Vernal:IS.

Bit tt ._hard he increased rate of maraal separation; especially- stern
orat. COr.:41den; that separation is -otter just a euphemism for abanitortment. The iii-
crra.,e in separation is of partkailar concern atison,g btack famine:. where there were

xparated persona-per massed rsons That figure was up from
172 per 1.os in 1971 For whites. the 'increase was from 21 to 29 per LOW.

N.a can ia rationalize easilv the grovskr14:" number of out-or-wedlock births- that
11,..iviv2,,r-t on-1 e rntr Fri" 1 a'- r$7-a.

Amor. hites the increase aasartom ar: in _Itivai to tel, in 1_979 while for tsUc-
the number rase from in laail to Za"; in 1975- Four out of a WI out-ca-wed-
!va t`r ays. t rb

One result of .:iced a surge in divorce, separation arid outaifaiedrock births, then.
h. heen a concurrent rae in single- parent families all of them are maintained
by worrier

Tha- fat Are aorraorne in themaelves,_ but might be corisigne_d to the-social
issue. Agenda _alone if they did not; in turn; tell_ us airnethirw about tocy.t. econort-

notalv. the problems of proverty_and public ispendiatir on social programs
tnc-nt to Alleviite that pruverty Family dissolutian 31 helping create a strain on an
;i erode taut federal taiiiiget.

taasus Bareau figures suggest that when a father pilysically leaves his family, for
instanae. he tends also to leave hia former dtAiendenta to their own devices finan-

Iv and otter to the care of covernrnent. Only two-fifths of single- Parent families
ni.iiniairast by women receive child_ Support payments front the father, and only _74";

of never-married women with children. On the_ °thee hand, one-half of all families
by women receive some form of public assistance

Thua, the singl-parent family is the newly-significant factor in the nation** high
poverty figures and in growing social spending. It is not that such families are
paorer ithey are not'. but that there are so many more of them swelling the
ranks of the poor

When the etTect of the growth of single-parent families is examintd;_in fact; pover-
ty was in retreat in the past decade. Poverty_levels for year-round; full -titre workers
have talk-n close to zero, and those few full-time workers ahn are in poverty are
there primarily as i result of large family sue, not low salaries.

Much of the nevi data that illuminate the relation:ship of sungW-piarent family
status to poverty are found in a nrent Census Bureau report ha (;radon Green and
Edward Welniak, "Changing Family C'omposition and Income Differentials...

Among the GreenWelniak 'revelations is that real median farnily_ancorne,which
went up imly for whites in the 19701. and _declined .5% for blacks;- reflects the
consequences ofancreased_family breakup; but does_ not _represent what tuppentatto
intact lamas-ea two parents: The _real income of intact families went up in the 704.
Indeed, as Messrs. Green _And Welniak estimate; _if one statistically adjasti the
Limits carnpueit ion 61-the laan population-in the U.S. to reflect that which prevailed
in la:at_ real tiaalian family income would be seen to go up a'a for whites and II%
for blacka In other words, had we not seen the increase in single-parent families in
the la its, an all other factor% had remained constant, we melt not have seen
such slow growth in median family income and such a high rate of poverty.

POVEXTV-DIVOILCIIC UNK

In reporting the Green-Welmak study, the Census laireau did not examine "cau-
sahty" tietaeen changing family composition and high' poverty rates, tut panted
tally to the strong correlation. After all, from the data. One could argue that poverty
contributes to family breakup, as well as vice versa. Personally_. however, question
whether povertv per se is playow a larger-than-usual role in today's level of family

since we saw no comparable trend; say; in the far worse times of the
; Mot lapressian

_ By coincidence; a little-noticed report -releivial last Juniehy Greg .1: Duncan o11 the
University of Michigan!' Survey kewearch Center uteri differentatatunical method -
ology from-that-of-the Census Bureau. but maw to similar concluaioris,- with direct
4:41retsorie rd 14-.; kart warn asairrity failfaly assosiaawaissin chaaawes. Mi. Liatican's
report stated, "Divorce is economically disastrous for many al the woraen and chil-
dren involved in it. accounting for much of the flows into and out of poverty."

T i a who deny the existence of_a real decline in the traditkanal family in Amer-
ica_, a_nd _chime who accept_it hut oeny that it has any_ iierious consequences in affect-
mg income levels; would have us ignore the new reality of poverty in America. But
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a a h arid e4Itioiliit' lf.tet..7:1*A920, the flea poverty reality Irma be TEC-
tvnued af rithTer the ch.T.moted :+oceirty or 1Wr eh.inTice4 ettinarYnif s to be mkrs,wott

Mr. Tuostas. In addition to that,. I think the Goernmeat re-
sponse to poverty has changed over time, as was indicated in your
testimony and others: We have gone from basically cash support to
inkir.d support.

This is a very difficult -o-ution, but I want you to think at* at it
and respond to it. I don't mean it in -any cynical way. Let'S take it
from a positive position. We can talk about the quality of life or
lack of it at or below the poverty level _based on our conceptual
tramework of poverty in the 1:4;0's and then look at ttidaY' F situa-
tion using the same concept of poverty and the quality of life today.

Is there a difference in your mind?
Mr. PENNER. I think very obviously there is, sir. I think we have,

between the early 19641.s and today, added very greatly to what we
call the sal,.,ty.net; and that is important in two_ways, it seems to
me. First, it simply raises levelS of income._ including the inkfitid
benefits and income. Second._ it cushions any fall in income of it
pri+tectr against particular risks.

For example. I mentioned the difficulty of how to handle medic-
aid in defining what poverty is: But no one would deny that the
existence 14 Medicaid has been a gr..._._ benefit to the poor and hat
protected them against certain risks.

Mr. TitomAs= There _are people who utilize the full benefit of
their medicare protection that wouldn't think they are better off,
but psychologically someone would feel that they are better off if
they knew it was_there.

Mr. PENNER. That is thepoint I am trying tO make, sir, and how
you put a dollar value on that is extremely difficult.

Mr. TtioNtAs. The point I _am trying to make is that psychologi-
cally and physically, with what vou say, is roughly a similar defini-
tion of poverty:. on a quality___basis; on a level oil existence basis
people are relatively better off tOday than they were, let's say yes-
terday. and if we try to take it as monetary approach and do
away with an anthropomorphic - thing called poverty that _tomor-
row. the definition of poverty will again change and that in fact we
are, in essence, trying to solve_a moving target_

And my_ concern is in the efforts to try to solve this, you indicat-
ed a number of changes that might be appropriate; including the
national minimum AFDC series. Many of those_ have been voted
out_ by this committee, and they lu.ve not become law.

But if you took that package which you indicated would be very
desirable and we went through the unemployed period of eligible
requiremenN and the- dependent care assets and more generous
S.'41 asset teed, let's say; end -put that together -as a _package and
passed it; if we had a_ fit of genermity sometime this year and
passed that entire package, what would be the national_impact?
What would be the macroeconomic impact of that kind of a pack-
age_ pet*, n g?

Mr. PENNER. 1;et me make that clear; _sir: I have not said that
those would very desirable. What' had hotal to do was to iden-
tify, at the request of the subcommittee, the possibilities and assess
their advantages and disadvantages.
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Mr 111(0341:, It we were attempting to modify' the percentage of
people _under poverty; would tire-se be beneficial in doing that?

Pi -_.soiva. I would not focus_on those measures because just
focusing on the poverty rates could be very misleading. Obviously
the easiest way to reduce_the poverty rate to_ find people close to
it and give them a few dollars and raise them ahove it.

Whitt we tried to do woh 0144,4.. 4.1v04.r...1 tiv that
v.-ithin _the current_ welfare system are all of these programs that
meet different poi:ileitis and are focused on different groups of
people So the answer to all of this is not simple. It is really a ques-
tion ot what your main goal_ is and how you want to achieve itthe
exivilt Volikil off ufte Boni against the ulher.

It had _not_been in my mind That the whole package would be ac-
cepted._ At that point, as I said, you would have to consider very
seriously the macroeconomic impact of that.

Mr ftiosess. And what would that be would be my question?
Mr. PENNER.. Again, it depends on how you finance it. 1f you

think of simply adding it to the deficit, you are talking about a
%ery significant _addition.

_

Mr. THostAs. Briefly, I don't know what significant means. I used
to think $:,_billion was significant; I found out now it isn't. What
is significant?

Mr. PENNER. Well, using even a minimal version of all of the
things that we discussed here and remember that many of the
numbers are just illustrativebut we must be talking in terms of
$20 or $30 billion if you were to do significant things to food
stamps._ for example. If you added up every single item?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Mr: PENNER: Yes:
Mr. THOMAS. A total of $20 or $30 billion.
Chairman RANGE1- Mr. Uorgan.

_ Mr. PENNI:ICJ am sorry; sir; I overstated that somewhat; It is
chaser to $20 billion.

Mr: DOKGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr._ Penner. l_was interested in reading your testimony. I was not

here for all of the oral testimony that you delivered, but you talked
about the effect of the business -cycle on poverty; and we have- had
a business cycle that has moved rather dramatically up and down
in this country.

In Viso; we had a significant recession; People forget in 19$1. we
were coming out of that. The first _quarter we had about R percent
annual growth and unemployment was about 7.4 percent. In the
middle of 1:42. I believe; we moved back to a recession that was a
very deep recession and a lengthy one.

And you indicated; the -business cycle has a substantial impact
on _levels of_roverty. I would guess that is because the poor are less
well trained and the poor are less well off than other people in this
couritry; and; _therefore; they are probably_ the first to lose their
kg* avid this last to gain As uttkkr a rising econotni-c tkk. The
metaphor around here_ is "You wait around for the rising economic
tide, and everyone_ will he helped." And some say, well; a_ notion of
a rising economic tide suggests that only those who own boats will
be heltxd:



To what extent do %ou attach an ii4.:-...;verrient to those that are
poor in-this country to a rising_economic tide?

Mr PENNER I think it would be very substantial. As you are sug-
gesting. the unemployment rate_ itself lags the change in economic
acti%ity somewhat, bOt as the increase in_ that economic activity

,-ei that unemployment rate respond and of
course; it has already. So that is- extremely helpful to this situation,
as will be the general increase of real income.

So while _the trough of the recession was in the last quarter of
192, the 19s3 averag" for unemployment and median family
income are unlikely to be yery different from-those in I9'2 just be-
,-;.su,4. of the_ peculiar pattern of the cycle. The poverty_ rate prob-
ably won't change much in 19S3, but if the recovery continues, it
viould almost certainly go down in 19s-I.

MT DORGAN. it t generally true, then, that the poor are the type
of people who are the first fired and last hired responding to busi-
ness cycles?

Mr I'Essva. That is difficult to my: I think different _types of
ik,or in :Affected stirs' differently as the cycle goes on To the elder-

a, s have seen, the cycle it is hardly relevant at all
Mr INisGAN The business cycleis just one element, You men-

ti:med the elderlv, :mid when we talk about p_overty in the abstract,
it sounds sort of sanitary: It is a bunch of numbers: But;_for exam-
ple; I remember speakiit4 to a woman about SO years_ old not -too
long ago. She was poor. Het total income was about $200 a_ month:
She had a heart condition and diabetes; and her_ prescription_cost
was :::so a month above medicaid and medicare. She couldn't afford
the $sii a month for prescription drugs_ to deal with the diabetes
ind heiirt condition: so she would to to the pharmacist and buy the

full -complement of drugs, but take only half of the dosage so that it
would la-st tAice as long._

That is the st t people who are -poor deal with those- problem.
But that woman will not be affected by the changes in the busin_ess
cycle. The lot of that _person is affetted by the willingness of a_Fed-
eral Government to respond to _needs by appropriating money for
various_program is that not right?

Mt. l'EsNER. That is right, Obviously. that person will not be of
very much -by -the economy.

Mr. Doli(:AN. Si that really dealt; with the question of what are
we willing to do and what kind of programs are -we willing to put
in place, and are they effective; and part of that is responding to
the businem_ cycle, in the sense that as you have a business cycle
that moves downward the Government sees less revenue coming in
iihti, therefore. has more difficulty funding-these programs:

I think one of the things that _some of the- questions have gotten
at is the question_ of how much has poverty been institutionalized?
The question about jobs and unemployment. I _know some people
who are on unemployment who could and should be working. MI of

kiwiTv smtu, F.s.ople like_ that-. but that ni the exception; not the
rule. The rule is if 11$) jobs come open in some of our cities, you
have 3,000 people lining op to try to get therm

flow much has poverty been institutionalised by a number of
prOkriititi njwrating- toother its this country? Do you have any
judgment about that?
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Mr PENNER Economists argue about that grea deal because it
goes _to the core of the problem that _is to say, how exactly do
people respond to these economic incentives and to the loss of bene-
fits_ that they experience if they go out and work. I think we are
probably oversimplifying this greatly. The data that I know seem
to indicate that as far as the primary earner in the family is con-
cerned, usually a male. economic responses are not very large:

They are, however, much larger for some peoplefor the second-
ary worker. for teenage children; and so on who seen to he dis-
suaded from working by the loss of some of these_beLefits or by
taxes ars they get more affluent. I wouldn't dream of atte. piing to
Bat nui-abi.r ifl vour concept, however; given the current s=e of
our_knowledg,e about these things_

INntGAN. Mr. Chairman; I will ask one _further thing. We
have been waging war on poverty officially for about Di or 19 years
in this countm The so-called war on poverty that was announced
by President Johnson has had various initiatives and various sue,.
ceases and various_ failures, but as an economist, Mr. Penner, I
Nonder a you could give me a brief description of whatyou think
the results of our so-called war on poverty have Wen? How would
you characterize the results? _ -

Mr. PENN ER. Well, if you go back and start this analysis in the
early l:u I - would suggest that we have made enormous
progress. Probably the group that has benefited the very most from
Government intervention is the elderly. We had a huge poverty
rare' among the elderly in the_ early 1960's: As you can see from
figure in my statement, their rate is actually lower now than
that of the nonelderly population

That, of course, is due largely to the very rapid increa.se_in social
security benefits that we had in the late 1960's and early 1970'S
through the way social_ security _is indexed._ _

Even with re,,a1rd to the nonelderly, I think we have done a great
dealas has been noted before: To _capture the full extent -of our
accomplishment, we have to include some sort of value_ for the
inkind programs: We chose in the late 1960's to aid people by using
things_ like fetid stamps or medicaid and not just giving them
money:

If you value those things properly and if you add some value for
the reduction of risk that people face, either medical or economic;
because of the structure of these programs; I think you can see sig-
nificant improvement.

Mr: DORGAN. Well; some suggest that the net effect of the war on
poverty has been _negzwive. U take it from your answer; you are
saving _that the net effect has been positive.

Mr. PENNER. I think very definitely that ttiu net effect on poor
people has Keen positive.

DottuAst. Thank you very much:
Chairman RANGEL br. Penner,_ we want to thank you for the

major contribution you have brought to this hearing and especially
the professional manner_ in which you have handled yourself_ on
this initial appearance. Because of the time, I would like to ask a
question and have the answer put in our record at a-later-time:If
the AFDC benefit levels had kept pace with inflation since the
early 1970's; how much lower would the poverty rate of female-
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headed families be today and how feWer -children would be in pov-
erty today?

me. PENNER. I think that will be difficult for us; sir; but we will
look at it, and we could tell you the effect on benefits of that sort
of thing; if not the poverty rate.

!The information follows:I
If- AFIX'_ benefits had kept_ pace with inflation Sind. 1970, litith average benefit

levels and- total spending on AFDC Would hlive been considerably higher than they
:ir now. Average family lienelits, for ex ample,_ would have about SZi00 per month;
compared to just over $:101) per month under current law. Total spending on AFDC
ilxgh federal and state) would have been over $10 billion higher in 19$3 morn than
7i) percent above current levels. _ _

Although real benefit levels in AFDC have &dined IA. ataut 40 percent on aver-
age since MO; the overall impact of these changes on the poverty status and behav-
ior of recipients is very difficult to assess. The changes in benefits since 1970_ have
varied greatly Licross the statesreal benefit levels for a family of four have fallen
by zilmost__70percent in Texas, or example; while they have actually increased by
:About II) percent in both California and Since -we do not haVe data on
the relative poverty rates of AFDC recipients living in different states, it would be
very difficult_ to calculate the impact of all of these changes on the n_atior.11 poverty
nue "M CHO has estimated that if benefits were now at the_same levels as -in
1970. the me:isured poverty _g:ip in UN would_ have been about $4.13 billion- to-$5.5
billion lower, although a higher proportion of the increase in sp-ending would have
gone to poor households:

Chairman RANGEL. If in reviewing _some of your answers you
want to have the opporiunity to add to them; the record will
retnain_open for that

_me. THOMAS. And again; under the question, Mr; Chairman,
which I think is a very important one, if at_ all Possible in_your_pro,
jections _could you also analyze what would_ happen if the AFDC
rate had maintained -an increase with the cost of living and what
your prpjections might be in terms of the number of _increases in
single-family homes and having children if you understand the
other side of the coin_?

Mr. PENNER. I understand what you are saying; sir; It is a very
difficult question.

Chairman RANGEL Of course; you could add to that if the states
had programs for working parents as to what the subsequent
impact could be.

Mr. THOMAS. We could go back and forth on that
Mr. PENNER. I think we will be working a long time
Chairman RANGEL_ Just do the best you can roil understand

what we both are trying to do, and we would appreciate whatever
answers you could_give in this direction.

We have a panel, the Institute for Re.Staith on Poverty; from the
University of Wisconsin; Prof. Sheldon Danziger, professor of social
work. From the same institution and university; Peter Gottschalk
who is the project, associate, also an associate proVssor of econom-
ics_at Bowdoin College. And-from the University of Utah, Di:visit:Al
of So-cial Science Research; Tith Smeecling; who is a professor of ec-
onomics.
_ We thank you_ very much for agreeing to bring your tiltrittnatittl
before this joint hearing.

Professor Danziger.
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STATEMENT OF SHELDON DAN'ZICER, PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL
WW ths, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY, UNIVERSITY
O vISCONSIN
Mr: DANZIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Because I have entered my testimony into the record and be-

cause we have a time constraint, I will bnefly summarize my writ=
ten statement,

Chairman RANGEL. Let mu., state for the record that all of your
full statements will be entered into the record, and you may high-
light that testimony so that members might get involved in ques-
tions and answers. You may proceed; PrOfesSor.

Mr. DANZIGER. The recent rise in poverty that is the focus of
today s- hearings is relatively invariant to the measure of poverty
used Poverty has increased relatively rapidly between_ 1978 and
19S2 for each of the alternative measures shown in my testimony.

And while poverty has been increasing; the antiPoverty impact of
Government transfer payments has hen declinin This is because
a smaller percentage of poor households are receiving transfers
and because the transfers they are receiving have been declining in
real terms.

There have been numerous discussions over the past 15 years as
to whether the official poverty threshold and income concepts are
appropriate. Despite_ these controversies, the adoption of an official
poverty measure in the- mid- 1960's and its use as a social indicatOr
is an important symbol of this country's commitments to raising
the Standar-I; of living of its poor citizens.

In the testimony; I present both absolute measures of poverty,
such as the official one, mid relative measures which_ increase at
the same rate as average income; The recent Census Bureau tech=
nical paper; whiCh PrOfessor Smeeding will discuss on the evalua-
jinn of in=kind transfers, address only the issue of augmenting
the official income concept, not the issue of changing the current
poverty threshold.

However, just as the valuation of itto-kind transfers reduces meas-
ured poverty; the use of a relative poverty threshold during periods
of rising_ income or even an updating of the offiCial threshold
would increase measured poverty.

Also, the official income concept, census money income, does not
distinguish between income derived from market sources and
income derived from Government sources. As such, it fails to sepa-
rate the private economy's antipoverty performance from the anti-
poverty performance of Government programs.

Pretrantfer pOverty has received very little attention; yet it re-
veals the magnitude of the problem faced by the public sector after
the private sector trantfer syttem_ and the market economy have
diStribtited their rewards. This information is essential for analyz-
ing effects of economic growth on the poor and for assessing the
extent to 'Which public_transfer programs reduce poverty.

In table 1 in my testimony,. _ there are seven different time aeries
on the incidence of poverty for all_persons for selected years be=
tWeen 1965 and 1982. The absolute measures which use the offitial
poverty threshold, declined over the early _perioil and then in-
creased rapidly in the 1978-82 period. That official data overstates
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poverty because the failure to adjust for inkind transfers can be
seen by comparing columns 3 and 4_

Nonetheless, poverty adjusted for inkind transfers is higher
today than at any point since the late 1960".s. More important, I
think, is thepretransfer measure shown in column 1.

Mr. Campbell earlier asked -the question, "Why was poverty in-
creasing if government transfers were increasing?" The series in
column 1 on pretransfer poverty shows the extent of poverty after
the market economy has distributed its rewards. That series has
risen over a longer period and now shows that about a quarter of
all persons live in households that do -not receive enough from
market sources to take themselves out of poverty. The lowest level
for that series occurred in the late 1960's when 18_percent of the
population was unable to achieve market incomes high enough to
take themselves out of poverty. If the aged are removed from that
18 percent figure; pretransfer poverty would still have been over 10
percent of the population in the late 1960's when unemployment
rates were well below 6 percent

The relative poverty series fOund in the bottom panel show simi-
lar trends, although the declides for the earlierperiod and the in-
creases for the later period are somewhat smaller: Nonetheless;
they show higher poverty in every year, because the relative pover-
ty thresholds have increased as incomes, adjusted for inflation,
have grown over the long period. That has not been the case for
the official measure which is not affected by changing real in-
comes.

In the early period, the growth and expenditures for cash and
inkind transfers for recipient households far exceeded the real- in-
crease in per household income. This growth was a malor develop,
ment in iimerican social welfare policy and accounts for much of
the observed decline in poverty over this period. Growth rates for
transfers obviously have slowed in recent years.

Table 2 in my testimony measures the antipoverty effectiveness
of majorprograms by comparing the percentage of pretransfer poor
persons removed from poverty by transfers. For each type of trans-
fer and for each type of poverty shown, public transfers became in-
creasingly effective from the mid 1960's until 1978, and then the
antipoverty impact began to decline.

For example, about 70 percent of the pretransfer poor were
taken out of poverty in 1966; that has fallen to less than 65 percent
in 1982.

The poverty deficit shown in table 3 shows much the same pat-
tern. &cause transfers have risen less than the pretriiiiifer deficit
in the last few years, the pretransfer poverty. deficit which had de-
clined from 1.`9 percent of GNP in 1967 to about l_perrent in 1979
has risen to a high poirA of 1.47 percent of GNP in 1982.

The data on poverty gaps reinforce the main points of the earlier
tables that poverty has been increasing and that the antipoverty
impact of transfers has been decreasing in rent ears.

he next two tables highlight demographic differences in pover-
ty. The largest reduction in poverty for the 1967-79 period and the
largest impact of inkind transfers in any single year were for elder-
ly persons. It is important to point out that adjUsted erty rats
in 1979and these are the lowest poverty rates shown in the
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Census Bureau technical reportfor blacks; _persons of Spanish
origin; and female_ household had remained_ above the official
rates that existed for whites in 19117 when inkind transfers had
little impact and shortly Wier the war fn poverty was declared be
cause of high_ poverty rates. The rates, today for these groups would
undoubtedly be higher than in 1979 hecause the overall inkind pov-
erty rate _has also increased rapidly since 1979.

Table 5 shows the composition of pretransfer poor households
iIlld reinforces a point brought up in the discussion evrlier. The
direct effects of economic growth on poverty for all persons_are not
likely to be large because only about one-third of those who were
poor before _the_ receipt of transfers can be expected to go to work.
About two-thirds of persons, poor before the receipt of government
transfers, :ire the aged, female heads_ of households with children
under ti;- students and the disabled. These groups awe not likely to
benefit from economic growth and are likely to remain dependent
on public programs:

In sum; poverty, no minter_ how measured, has increased in
recent years, and while the antipoverty impacts of income- trans-
fers _have declined, they still significantly reduce poverty. Poverty
would be much closer to 25 percent of the population than the Offi-
cial 15 percent if we did not have cash and inkind transfers.

These transfers; in _addition to reducing poverty, also protect
against income losses due to unemployment, retirement; disability;
and death and guarantee access_to minimum_ levels of food, shelter,
and medical_ care. The growth in transfers has been accompanied
by some decline in work effort and savings that may have contrib-
uted to sluggish economic performance.

But the magnitude of these declines, as I have shown in other
research, -is estimated to be relatively small._ While reductions_ in
poverty through increased market incomes has always been the
primary started goal of antipoverty policy; cash and inkind transfers
have been major factors in the reductions in poverty that have oc-
clirred in the past 15 YearS.

If our projtvtions of thegrowth on poverty are accurate and Pro-
fessor Gottschalk will talk about those next, then further reduc-
tions in transfers will lead to higher levels of poverty; however we
choose to deft poverty.

Thank you.
!The prepared statement follows:f

STATEMENT ( SH .DON DAN ZIG EIL _I Ks-Till -rv_ Poe 14;SEA Heti N PMERTV;
UNIVERNIT1 ( WISCONSI N -MA 01S014i

INTROV :CTION

officially measured by ttw Census Bureau deemed from 22 4 percent of
ail persons in 1970 to 11 1 percent in 19'73, remained in the 11 to 12 percent range
for the rest -of the 197.0's and then_ increased to 130 percent in 19SO, 14.0 percent in
1'.3s1 and -17t ft percent in 19S'.4.. This_ recent rise in poverty is the focus of today's
hearings While there. are many valid criticisms of the_official poverty series; 1 shim
that the recent rise iii poverty is not- an _artifact of the ofricia-1_ meassure:_Poverty
inureased rapidly between Mr:Pi and 11012 for each of the alternative poverty itaws-

The research nrported- herr tram rind in part by grants-from-Me 6-raAuaUr SeltOOL &-
Watt. COT M tr.' -athe I !III versIty iscunamMadmori and_ the_ ANTOC!_P. Sloan Foundation
Dan w I l',..astvr avid (tirkstine Russ pruvultA helpful computational aiiiiintance.
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aicused het, And, v.lote isoert: has been increasing. the antiptiverty impact
of 111,0111e tr.lIl tits has i.111 eti a lionig This IN bl `ea 41W a ctnaller pereliwge of polo
households A! e titiviitij.: transfers that have declining in real terms.

ALTERNATIVE INEANUICEN OF POVERTY

I he off.lal measure a ooverty_ provides a set of income cutoffs adjusted forhousehold sut..t ha. age a the head of the household, :hid the number of hildrt
wider SI.% of the head ftrrti nonfarm residence were otherdet in. The ..whiffs provide ;in_ ute measum. of poverty which_specifies in
.1011,.... terms minimally decelit_ levels of a..onsuniption. The official inco_me concept.current moicv cii.11 during the alenthir year is defined the sum ofshone' yatie s ;Oki -. -net income from self-empiovnient_Social_Security income
and cash ti..iisters from other government programs,_property income intertatt.diviLfe_nds. rat rental income.. and other formit_ofeash income ie_g.,_ private. :dams
ii% Currvit tlii /111' inciiiiie idnIt'S not includ capital ga,ns, imputed rents, govern-mnt or private In Wit t: ink g., food st_amps, Medicare benefit., employer-pro-
% .deed Iwalth insurance! nor it subtract taxt.s, although all of thetTe affect ahoushold's level of

The 141-1C1.11 th I% ert_.-utorts are_ updated Yearly by an amount corresponding; to thechanee in the Onisurnr Price Index _.4) that they- represent the Caine purchasing
power each vein. :According to this iilksoltite standard, poverty. will be eliminatedwhen the incomes of all household:. toCceerl the poverty lines, regardless of what is
naititerlin.: to average housthol.i intoni.

I fti7Ii lwrl numerous tilSt:UKS11.: Its over the past_lifteen years Lista whether
0i...official irAerty thre .holds and inonne concept are- relevant to polic thoitie*
t Ihpartinelit iif !kilt h. Education._ and _Welfare, 19710. Despite these etintrover--nes. the adoption eit in official measuree of poverty in the_mid-19011; and itS- iis;e as a

.+11C-1:11 Indic:atti r. became a msv bol mthis country's comittnent to raising the stand-ard of. It ot- the poorest vita/gm..
Inonne poverty_is a coinplx concept _and different types of- poverty- thresholds..it l it sin. concepts are appropriate for different purposes. An absolute_perspective.

such .is the .illicialmeasuri.: focuses aria t h-Inconiot.o thai fall short of a mini-
mum !fixed. level of oniornic resoures. On the other hand, relative_p_overty indica-t..rs erriphasvie not the hOust-hold's tnk'n level of resourtes,_but_how its position
...nipires to tli.tt Of .thrs. -A relative definition draws_ attenticm to the degree ofaosittility lit the 1.iwer at the lower end of _the income .distribution. The whoseincomes fall _well bel .%% the prevailing average_ini heir_societv are regarded as ode-,
no matter wh.it thin- absolute incomes may_ be A relative poverty threshold; there-fae, .hanges it rhea same rate as average income:

The nevem Censa.. Bureau technical paper the valuation of in-kind
trin-fr ..iddresses only_ the Issue of aug,tfienting the official income concept, not the
issue .1 changing the.currnt poverty thrtsholds However-just as the valuation of
iii Isms troister reduces ITIKI-..,ur poverty the use of a relative poverty_ threshold
.it ntit: a period of rising real incomes or an-- updating of the official thresholds
N,t111(1 increase measured poverty g.. see Fendler and Orshansky 1S 94

FI11)R[ t. A MATRIX OF POVERTY MEASURES

tflW'w fp. rt.tvl

ei, PrrsrVstryor!alan,te, 11Q/Mt AV,*

I it
ell IV

X no rl of poverty in:isucnts showing
The

income concepts and two types or_pov-ert thresholds is presented in Figure 1_ Throfficial _income cimcept lies sorneWh-erer
hi fween pretransfer _inconie :and posttransfer-posttaa income on the first
Census money income does not distinguish between income derived friati Market
and private traritr_ sources I e_.4! wv,es, dividends. saimonyi and income derivtcl
from government- sources era:_- Social Security. t'tiblic AssaStance incomet As such.it fails to separate the -p1 rte_ etoriomyS antipoverty performance from the per-
form inc!'_ of governnient cifh transfer programs. tiouseholdi that do not receive
enough money income from private sourevs to raise tnem over the poverty lines con-
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ute the .prei r,o,..ter- poor it more exact tali, tvould he pregovernment-tranzfer
poor Pretransfer p..%ertv has received little attention, yet it reveals the magnitude
01 thee - problem faced hv the public sector after Ow market ecorramy alid_private
transfer system it. private pension. interfamily transfers) have distributed their
rewards This information is essential for analyzini,_ the "trickle-down- effects of
o;;.orioniic. growth and for a.ssessintt the extent to which public transfsir programs
riklu_poverty

A related concept is prwelfare income While pretransfer income does itot count
anv mime!. income from government programs; pri.welfare ince.me exicludes only
iii:irrne from -cash public assistance welfare ).prograins. Social insurance benefits

g-, Social Sevirity, Unemploy_ment Insurancei which are hwsed_ on past earnings
and tax contributions are included in prewelfare income along with private market
income becaus they are generally perceived by the public as earned: For many, the
re:il" poverty population, the one to whom antipoverty policy should be addreasi.d,

IN t he prewell'are poor
he valuation of in-kind transfrs does move the Census closer to the concvpt of

posttrinisierisxsttax income. This prefrrki measure could have b- et obtained if, in
addition to adding_ in _government transfers received by the poor, the report
had also added in-kind private transient ie.g_., fringe benefits) and subtracted direct
taxes paid Nonetheless, recant- studies suggest that the report's results would not be
signifiantly affected by these adjustments.

TABLE I THE TREND IN THE INCIDENCE OF POVERTY AMONG PERSONS; SELECTED YEARS 1965-82

I in Omenli

'Pro& oteame
13e-t,

:,±68

197:.

1974

13't,
13!8
19;.9

1382

1381

1381
Potort c.ingi)

19)...i ti:l.i.78 .

1378 to 198:'
Reiatore measure

13t!.5.

19te
197:
14'4
',976

±'11

:919
1380

',91,.1

199;
Pricer! dievo

1965 to 1978
1978 to 1982

. ktv-,va mare airs we hate Tenatee Seeeedted 119821
e its is-in estivate iros_iiattscrisiina tsaastis t191131_
'Pettentar_ctiaildes IA adjusted ems data are hem 190 t9 and 1919 82
AA teat rad,*
Smote Uetess toted often,* the data are tarodtations de tee Woo tram Ite Sense of tcwantic W omen Pi IIIII 1%5) arid wawa cad

cow Norte, Vireff5 001 Ottil, 11111Mi

Neraor
'1r "1).110' vra,

.fICOM

I 1 ,

Newnan mmmrtanwsNW*
111C0,11! MOM MOM!)

i3)

mime

iii

213 163 56 121
182 136 28 99
192 131 I9 62
203 131 16 72
210 131 18 6 7

202 126 14 Na

201. 129 11 61
219 142 30 NA

231 151 4 0 NA

240 159 50 t 8 8

5 2

. 18 8
22 1

. 26 2
26 ii
31 6

49 6
+ 44 3

213 163 156 NA

197 153 146 14A

222 _ M 157 NA

72 9 161 l!' 1 NA

241 163 154 NA

239 165 155 NA

238 166 151 Ito

245 169 160 NA

255 118 169 NA

26 5 18 5 17 8 NA

.122 12 6 NA

+ 10 9 +121 + 14 8 NA

Table 1 presents seven different time series of the incicktice of pc. fo-r WI per-
sons for selected years between 1965 and 19,4'2. Four series using the o1Ttciil poverty
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thresholds appear ui the top panel, three series using a relative measure. in the
bottom

The relative measure is one developed by Behest PlotnickiPlotnick and Skidmore,
197:0 In 194;:-,. the first year for which detailed data is available. the_ relative pover-
ts lines are set equal to the official iabsolutel ones. (In 19(1:1.-the official -lines -were
equal to about II pen., nt (tithe median _income). In succeed; years -the relative
lines are charged at_the same rate_ as die median income.' With this-approach,
trends. in ;tbs....lute and relative poverty are easily compared because they begin with
the same base year value

Consider_ first the -four series in -the top panel. Each shows that-poverty declined
over the 1970 to 1978 period and then increited rapidly-in the 1978 to 1982 period.
That the official data overstate poverty- because of the failure to adjust for in-kind
transfers _can be seem by-comparing columns three and four. Nonethelesei, poverty
adjusted_tOr inkind transfers is higher than at any point since the late 1960s. Also
column 1 shAass that about a quarter of all persons in 1982 live in households that
do-not-receive market incomes high± enough to take them out of poverty.

While the three series based on the official measure show a decline in the 19(i5-
197'. period and then an increase, the three series based on the relative measure are
more stabler They show no significant declines for the early _period; and smaller
increases for the later period Because the selative poverty line has been attest 10 to

percent above the official line. it shows more poverty in every year.

TIM A N TI W EFFFAITV EN &ZS OF TRANSFERS

Between 19tio and the nod-1976, the growth us real cap aditures for cash ind in-
kind transfers-per recipient household far exceeded the real increase in per house-
hold income This growth, a major developinent in American social welfamPoliC);
accounts for much of the observed declines in poverty over this period. Growth rates
fOr t Niro:less have slowed in ,avent years.

Table 2 measures the antipoverty effectiveness of major_income transfer- programs
by the percentage of the pretransfer_ poor persons removed from absolute t relative
povertv tratigfers.3 The table divides_all government transfers into cash-social
insurance transfers._ cash public assistance transfers. and in-kind tranfers (whether
sovial insurance of public assistance):

For each type of transfer ant for -each measure of- poverty, public tranifers
became increasingly effeetive until 1978.4 The frattion of abablute pretransfir poor
households receiving a _La.sh transfer payment -roes from less-than 70 percent in 19C.5
to over sit percent in 1978_ and declined SIThtly since-then. The real value of reci
ent's trans:rs incraSed from 190:i to 1948, but declined thereafter. For examp e,
the average cash transfer received by a pretransfer poor household declined by

' The -..pcirks of this measure are followo. Each family's current moneyincome is dvid.
h. Its official poi.rty line This yields a --welfare ratio- that intl.-ales the fraction b, which'
fatoils inconw ratiads or falls below the_onicial ik.vert,y line. F :unifies with the same well
ratio are assumed to be Nually_welladT_The relatis poor are defined as thiair familaw
welfare ratios below o 44 of the median ratio_

The fraction 11 41 was not an arbitrary choice. In 1965, the base year for this analysis of
changes in poverty, the median welfare-ratio Wfl$ 2.-25. All living units with incomes below the
official .tsiverty hon. _Of course, welfare rat-os tees than one. Thus.- any househoW- that in
19(;.", was pour undi.r. otTicial_definition_ neceesarily_ had a welfare_ ratty` lees than L(10/2.25_01
the median Detining the relative parr as thaw with weifare_atioa_below 1.00/225_,-_-0.414_of_the
median yielded. in e46.1. the same group of households as were poor from the absolute perspec-
tiVe

!_The _adjusted income data are not compared to the relative poverty line. irnating inIind
income from_private sour_ces leg- fringeheirielitioind uses_ paid by the_nonpoor poem measur e.
ment problems that have nut vet been solved. Thus. we could not compute a relative measure
based upon the median adjusted income.
_ `Tire_ antipoverty impacts d Pervert itsi arid-three in -kind transfer program are assessed
hens .They_are.411.SOcuA Sect-tray anditaiiroaa Wetirenrint, i2) Medicare 13i federal, state and
local goverrime:semployee pe_rumanc_i4) unemployment insairance. iStworker's ciTaipenstian.461
vetaritns compensation and _pensions, 171 Supplemental Security Income, an_ publicaasisarice

AVDC:--U-. General Assistance and,- to 1974, OAA. AP D, and AH1,19) Food Stamper
and Sledica4. White asireril er programs and all expenditures an public education
bawl:wen ohiittiftt_FOOsi SFamps.idetarWre. and- ittud Wine _account for over -116 percent of
all feder atin-kin_d transfers. For 1976 and the estimate for 1984 School Lunch and Public Houi-
ing benefits are alma IncIteded

Pretransfer -income is calculated by subtracting government_ transfers from _posttransfer
income_ While this definition assumes that transfers elicit no behavioral responses, transfers, do
diduce_labor_supply reductions. As a result recipi-eithe stet- incomes are not iticritisd-by the full
amount of the transfer and the _pretinsitsomparisonis made her will Provide iffiser.bstml esti-
mates of the antipoverty effects of transfers.
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about is.rcent between 197s and 19S2. to about $6.4l00. The decline was over 10
percent for the same period for nonaged women headinj households, to about
$4;400 As a result-, transfers removed about 4_3_percent of the pretransfer po_o; from
absolute poverty in 1965. over '70 percent in 1976; but less then 65 percent in 198(2.

TABLE 2 THE ANTIPOVERTY EFFECTIVENESS OF MAJOR INCOME TRANSFERS, SELECTED YEARS,

1965 -82

Preentabe of the pretranstel poor pecan ternweed is poverty by

isbSolvte measure

Puvelv rneas,,r Ush_soco
memo
transfers

Uth
must",
habstivs

In ant
hamlets

All transfers

190 235 33 164 43.2

1910 316 62 281 719

1918 376 59 NA NA

1980 35 2 8 5 NA NA

1982 338 38 4 25 8 ' 63 3
RP,rtse rnemfe

19ht 235 33 NA NA

1916 324 37 NA NA

1978 310 4.2 NA NA

1980 310 3 7 NA NA

1987 30 2 2.6 NA NA

' Los,' Y.Vva ',tsarina Piasters stab& yowl malty, raikoad retie Set. volambforsent COnenSatlaft 0004nefft rssorsalas assn asst
wows, astionv grand ',trans -Denson-and-aumPensition

carrsiiascisistactsarkien rows *DC S9 104.4._4P1D, Mid 843 to 19651. 444 Pees assume
3 mend transfers mouse noun moue taxi stamps. and. tor 1916. Owe( IWO and peak Mall. the Nun abo seats to dnq

LIVS-1,17 11110r7117OrtInt al _WI testers_
.114ye on eshmate tor ghosted texas poverty 1982
to -hat hawse

Cash social insurance transfers remove more persons_from poverty in all years
and for all measures than do cash public assistance transfers, because a greater por-
tion of the pretransfer poor receive them, and bcause the average social insurance
benefit is hig_her In-kind transferswhich include benefits from troth social_ Maur-
ance and public assistance programshave a small antipoverty_ impact than cash
social insurance and a much larger impact than cash public assistance transfers.

POVERTY DEFICIT

The incidence of poverty reveals the percentage of persons whose incomes 4-all
below the_poverty threshold, but does not distinguish the degree of Poverty. The
"poverty deficit' which measures_ the total _amount of income required to bring
every poor person up to the poverty threshold;_does_distinguish _between_ poor per
sons who are very close to being nonpoor and _those tho are farther way from the
thresholds. Table 3 shows the pretransfer (column -1) and. jaaittransfer (column 31
poverty deficits in billions of current dollars for selected years between 1967 and
19sa. Cash transfers received by the pretransfer,poor are shown in column 2. The
fourth column shows_the percentage reduction in the poverty deficit due to these
cash transfers__The fifth column shows-the posttransfer poverty_deficit_as a_ percent-
age of GNP. The bottom, panel shows the percentage growth in current dollars for
these concepts.
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TABLE 3 --POVERTY DEFICIT BEFORE AND AFTER CASH TRANSFERS, SELECTED YEARS, 1967-82

rear PetrartsM
pow*

Case tram*s
mewed * *Owl*,

(*transfer-pm sporty Oetice '
nomenolth,

Pecrontage
Melithoo_e.
par* Oehre

Out_to_casn
tram*,

rfremtm
oolo,v t r

prLentip. ri

190
1971

,

821,0
450

;31

$17_5_

513
$100

lb 1

555
664

129

i90
1979 705 800 239 -61; 0

1980 88 9 95 9 314 64 6

1981 104 1 109 0 39 3 62 2 ' 3/
1982 114 9 118 1 453 605 : 4

Percentage increase

1976 10 1961. 211 9 351 1 139 0

1982 to 1979' 63 0 47e 895

!Haws dean
&ewer IR/ and 1979 Ine Consume Rice *Me am* bt 111 _percent

',Mew : 979 and 1982 Me COWIE, NO Mai WNW iv 33 rant

Sow, COmOulatets A feet Nom woreiS Minh Can* PRAMD* MA* (tea tams

Between 1%7 and 1979, total cash transfers to the pretranster poor griv taztr
than the p_retransfer poverty deficiL so the postransfer deficit grew slowly lietavein
1979 and _1982, the pretransfer deficit gre_w faster than did transfers. As a rekaiit; the
posttransfer _deficit grew more_rapidly__th4t_the protransfer_deficit._This defirit ,

chned from 1.29 percent of GNP in 1967-W-1:02 percent in 1979, and then wre.ami
rapidly until it was about 1.47 percent Of GNP in 1982. the 1982 pretransterlsiverty
deficit of $114.9 billion means that the pretransfer income of the typical poor hou.se
hold is about $4,540 below the_po_verty _line; _the_ posttr3nsfer deficit of that the
posttransfer poor are about $3;200 below the line: These data reinforce in,- t-4.irits
made above poverty has been increasing and the antipoverty Impact of tralisfere,
haa been decreasing in recent years.

DEMOGRA PHIC DI MR EMCEE

Table 4_ hiViliTtbUiThe _differences in poverty _levels and_treticb for. several majnr
demographic groups for the 194 ;7-79 period. It-also shows the effect of in-kind trans-
fers on each group in 1979, the last year for which detailed data on the receipt ad se-
kind transfers is available. The largest recicction in overty for the 12 3ear period
and the largest impact of in-kind transfers in 1979 are for elderly person Fcr
ample, between 191;7 and 1979 poverty declined by about 20 _percent for
but by ate. out 50 percent for the-elderly: And; in 1979; in-kind transfers re-1.1esiii. im-
erty for-all persons by about-42 -percent-but by air-nix:4_70 peteent. for th:,_ eldert.
Adjustid poverty rates in 1979 for bliacks, persons of Spanish origin and le male
household heads remain above the oflial rates that exit4ted for whites in :9477,
when in-kind transfers had little impact.

M. 4'44. I) -
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TABLE 4 -ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF THEiNCIDENCE OF POVERTY: OFFICIAL MEASURE FOR 1967
AND 1979 AND MONEY INCOME PLUS THE 'PARKET VALUE OF IN-KIND TRANSFERS FOR 1919

On Dement)

Pi7CrnaJP_ _
Pr WM klalle i11 POIT2 or nee 111 190.0100111 _ritirt one Mardife deClIN * party

bead l%1 1919 110.69M ( %7
ii110 1919

Conie_inceme %wow_
im-lund

_tweets tad" NI Watt-
moot

It1979 mestes. 19/9

11) (7) (3) (4) 15)

All persons . 14 2 111 21.8 61 42 3
White 11.0 8 5 22 7 5.2 381
BWk .. 39 3 30 4 221 151 50.3
Ihipiiiic NA 214 _PIA 12.0 43.9
Female householder. no husband present 40 6 34 8 14.3 17.6 49.4
Elderly (65 and ow) 29 5 14 7 501 4.5 69.4

InLM timbers tot fat ant and meslici benefitsM-Nd awl
Sams For 1919. uS Ina me Cow _Anemone. Mimed_ to_taluot_reFoll4rOkintliander-lienehts oft Ileimulda Thar Oa- INPWie ili_30_-(elasenstek DC -CIS Status el ashes a Pylons The Ural Stain 1917 sines P-60. 91. 140teleologic*. OC uS Gervement mord OW: 1913)

Table 5 shims the cotrnposshon_of wetransfer poor householcir, in column (1) And
porittransferpoor households_ in-c lumn_ (21. -Each poor household has been placed
into one of the eight categoriesshown: That the direct effects of econoniic_growth on
poverty for all persons are not large not be surprising as only about_one-
third of those who are poor hefore the receipt of transfers can be expected to work:
The remaining two-thirds-the aged, Female- headed households with children under
eil, etiiderits and the disabled-are likely to remain dependent upon public pro
grams.
- -A comparison between the _pretrariefor and pottaiiifer poor shows the relative
success of cash transfers in relieving poverty among the aged.wha are about 43 Per-cent of the pretransfer poor and only about 22 percent of the posttransfer poor:
There are also significant differences in_the composition of the poor by rive. Thee
major difference is_ that while 12.61_percent_ of all posttrainder poor householik are
headed by women with children under six; the corresponding percentage for blncks
is 22.46 )data not shown):

TOLE 5.- COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH MONIES BELOW THE POVERTY NNE %FM
MEASURE 1982

is Pram]
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Male *Went seriung les Ism hates. hill-year 10.31 11.95
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Poverty, no matter how measured, hits increased in recent years: And; _while_the
antipoverty impacts of income tranfers have declined, they still significantly reduce
poverty. Transfers also protect against income losses due to unemployment. retire-
ment. disability and death and guarantee access to minimum levels of food, shelter,
and medical care. The growth in_transfera _has been-accompanied_by some declines
in work effort and savings that may_ have contributed_ to sluggish economic_perform-
ant e But the_ magnitude of_ these_declines _is estimated to be small 4see Danziger;
liaveman and Plotruck, 19141). While -reductions in poverty through increased
market incomes has always been the primary stated goal of antipoverty policy, in-
reased cash and in-kind transfem have been major factors in the reductions in pov-
rfy that have occurred in the past 15 years._U our projections of the effects of eco
nomic growth on poverty iGottschalk and Danziger.198:0 are accurate; then further
reductions in transfer benefits will lead to higher levels of poverty; however :wat-
ered
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APPENDIX TABLE COMPARISONS OF LEVEL AND TRENDS FOR OFFICIAL POVERTY RATES FOR

SELECTED GROUPS, CPI VERSUS CPI-X-1, 1978-82

All arsons

I CPI NW rates .

Percent of prrsons vete atom WA Me-ewer% Me 1,4to We
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Wry Ilureiderlp able Moad411*6110 haw

121 13) II) 151
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Mr. STARK [presiding'. Thank you; Professor Danziger;
Professor Gottschalk is next.
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Pr, 161 ,{11% 111.1111141. Your prepared statement will appear in

1-*NIENT 1W ITTER t:OTTS('IIALK, PROJECT ASS4)11-ATE.
TE FOR REsEARCII ON POVERTY. I'NIVERSITY OF WIS.

1111S,'ItAl,h. Giv_vo time constraints, I will Stlrillniitiie my
-4 it. rr.c Tliiink you for _giving me the opportunity to report onit,. 4, (ii ;1 study which Professor Danziger and I rkently Com-

This res(;irch attempts to _determin the factors which al--
;v.; piv betwt.en 11.4;7and _1982 and _the degree to which pro,
%,.4;% n. Id bi i educed by economic growth over the next several

:.,derstatiding of what viii happen _to poverty rates in the
tie grounded in an_amilysis of the factors which caused

cit,ttit;e in the past. Our .eview of recent history leads us
; tiow ing conclusions.

there h:ive been two offse.ting factors influencing long;..c::. 1.111-..;(,. in poverty._ Increases in overall economic perform
I Iped low-income people: This has been partially offset

.01 ii-cr;i4 in inequality of earnings which has tended to in-
( ;(*,,l pott.rts Both of these factors are quantitatively important

growth in public transfer payments has been
iI4 :is important as (..conmic growth in explaining past reduc-;:: Downy.

i.04,rierices have differed across demographic groups; For
s !iv trig in households headed by nonaged rrialea; increases in

were roughly four _times as _important as changes in trans-
ii reducing poverty.__For the elderly; transfers accounted for

./-* n decline in poverty; Increased inequality of income
iioverti:--inre:ising factor for all demographic groups._

review of past patterns leads =us to be pesitilMigiC ab-out
for reducing poverty in the near future. Poverty is

; . rY, i main those the mid71970's rates through tfo.N tuid-198frs;
. !, the economy grows according to official fitt-,!dieti6tig. The

:ilt tiovi-tv rates will remain above 14 percent in 1983 and

; .ct 7-.1 turn to those projections since they seem_ to be of most
to the committee. Table :3 presentS the_actual poverty rates

!t cted V:trs between_ 1967 and 1982 and our_proiections Rier
1,0,1 The projections are based on the -Office of Manage-

;-;-,..)( and fludget s (July 1981 economic assurriptions and proposed
4 Under the major transfer programs shown in the

iar l9'3 budget.
I )u ir.-oitt:t ions indicate that the poverty rate for all persons will

from 1:') percent in 1982 to 14.6 percent in 1983 and will stay
.ig11:c at tilat same level through 1984. It would_ take either it

than eected recovery or an unexpected increase in
tr-insfer;s to bring poverty, as officially measured, baCk to

. II-11i- 12-pe_rcent range of the late 1970'_s;_
Heins of poverty using_. an income definiti-on which includea

ansfer are less reliablethough we Mace -no disput=e with
tit-e ILL. tzit those poverty rates are the relevant poverty rates,
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We estimate that the adjusted poverty rates increased from 6 :1
percent in 1979 to s_.S percent in I9 2. By !WO, poverty tafe-A, ad-
justed for the inclusion of inkind transfers, will remain aroann 2.
This is comparable to the levels of- the early 1911Ys.

This says that even if you include inkind transfers you would
still find poverty rates today, next year and the following yerr at
roughly the same level as during the early 1970's.

Our overall conclusion is that the changing economic growth is
but one factor contributing to the past decline and recent increases
in poverty. Clearly, increased transfens have had a substantial
impact especially for the elderly. More disturbing is our concNsion
that changes in inequality of earnings have had a large impact on
poverty.

At this time, we cannot explain the increase in equalii!,. flo..v-
evi.r, if inequality does continue to grow; it will_ become increasing
ly difficult to get poverty rates back to her mid-1970's level.

Thank you very much.
Mr. STANK. Mr. Gottschalk, thank you very much.
!The prepared statement with attachment Hollows:)

Si iEMINT OF l'ETEii (;irrnicHALIK. PROJECT ASsoCIATF.. iNvNTITUTE FOR Re.sEvKI I 0%
t ; UNIVERsiri oF WiScoNSIN, AND ASsocIATE ViROFESsoft OF EcoNomics.

liowDOIN ilitt.NswIt'iC MAINE

-Thank you for giving tile the opportunity to report on the results of -study
'Macnieconomic (conditions, Income Transfers. and the Trend in -Povert).
Sheldon Danziger and I recently completed. I am subtihtting this_ study n th
rc.ord. This research attempts to determine the factors that have affect. et poverl:
over thi. Ilsi7-1982period and the degree to which poverty will be reduced hy
none_ growth in the_ nest_se_veral Fear*. This question is particularly important
since _poverty-, as officially__nrwasured. has risen from 11.7 to 15 0 percent at per-
sons between 19_7'9 and 1982. _I %I 'M first _present the general ionclosioLe. of no
study and then the key supporting materials.

MAJOR FINDINGS

An understanding of what happen to poverty rates in the future, must be
grounded in an analysis of the f.ietors which caused poverty to change in the mist
Oar_ review of reatent.history leads us :.o th. following coriclUSiO/IS:
_ There have .been_ two_offsetting_ factors_influencing long term changes in povertv.
Incre:L.4es_ in _overa I I _econorri ic performance have _helped i motor _people. This has
been partially offset. however, by an increase in inequality of earnings which hits
tended to i..crease poverty._

Long term growth in _public transfer payments has been at least as important tt
economic growth in explaining past rductions-in poverty._

E xi have differed aCroritidemOi.,,raphic groups. For persons-living an house-
holds headed by non-aged males. increases in earning -were roughly four times it
important as changes in trainsfene in reducing poverty For the elderly. transfers ur
counted for almost all of the decline in poverty. Incro-asd inequality of income was
a poverty-increasing factor for all demographic grout,.

Our review of past patterns leads us to be pessiaoistic about the possibilities for
reducing [invert yin_ the. near future:
_ P vitrty is likely to remain above the mid-19705 rates throuldi the inie-1102418, even
if the economy_ grows accordingto official predictions. The overall poverty rates will
remain above 14 percent in 19841 and 1984;

surroartrui 'vitiator's
Table 1 provides the basic data on the Weil of economic activity treal GNP' per

tiousetiuktd in tailumn I and the unemOwnient rate in column 2), the growth in real
cash rovilumn 41 and real in-kind neelutrin 51 transfers per household. and the poverty
rate for all persons for selected years between 1950 and 1952. Data is presented .41
the official poverty rate tcolunin 5) and. when available. a poverty rate based or, a
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broader definitionitlf lit income wkich ,iticludin4 the receipt --of in-kind transrers and the
payment of:taxes_ IAA own Ci `,,,ilucv,n :ahiwis that official poverty rates declined
sha-rpty_ in the 1960s s=ail eaily 1`./7-0-s, Aorn-aioot 41) to 12 percent. remained in the
II_ to 12- percent range through 1979. mild then increased sharply in 1980, 19)41, and
19)42 to- L'i-percent. 1 will present evidoice that the recent rise in poverty has been
causaed l=oth by-recession and by longer term trends in some underlying_factors-

t'hanges in the aggregate poverty rates can be viewet1 as_ the. result of changes_ in
the shape and position of the income distribution. if the incomes of all households
increased proportionately, then average incomes would increase and relative ire
equality would remain unchanged. This would leave a smaller proportion of-people
in households below the fixed poverty line Changes in, average iitcomes arerhowev-
cr._ not the only factor allecting poverty rates If the shape of the income distribu-
um changes. then poverty may increase in spit.i ol increases in average incomes.
This can happen if economic growth does not increase the incomes of all households
equally

TABLE 1 = TIME SERIES ON MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS; LWOW TRANSFERS AND POVERTY,

SELECTED YEARS 1950-81
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resters'

151 14)

1950 610,880 5 3 5365 i29 NA K4
1355 12.440 4 4 460 31 -lot NA
19b0 13.060 5 5 664 67 2C 2 NA
1961 13.170 6 I 130 13 219 NA
1962 13.810 5 5 770 49 210 NA
1963 14.100 5 1 191 54 19 5 NA
1964 14.630 5 2 801 58 19 0 NA
1965 15.350 4 5 816 63 113 121
1966 16 010 38 878 71 157 NA
1967 16.020 3 8 891 150 14 3 Ikt
1968 16.340 3 6 911 204 12 8 9:9
1961, 16,470 3 5 . 958 231 121 *A
14'0 16 080 49 1,010 242 126 93
14'1 16.170 59 1.150 273 12 5 NA
IV; 16.710 56 1225 304 119 62
1913 17.110 4 9 1.272 320 11 I NA
1974 16.720 56 1 263 .127 112 12
1915 16.130 8 5 1.395 386 12 3 NA
1976 16.630 7 7 1.513 427 118 6 7
1917 17.070 71 1.508 452 116 NA
1978 17.440 61 1,488 464 114 NA
1919 17.580 5 8 1.419 472 117 6.1
1980 16.850 71 1.414 48? 13 0 NA
1960 17,020 7 6 1.458 _505 14 0 NA
1982 16160 97 1175 408 150 NA
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Table 2 -shows -the impact of sin average incomes tetiliimmi 2 Sitid 3) and
changes in inequality (column 4) on the offirizA poverty olte, Chase's in average
incomes are decompoted into two parts: ch4ngesi in average nuirket incomes (wages,
salaries, private pensions, dividen&. etc.) and changes-in wireraga,csatt blame trans-
fers isce-CW security. unemproyment compensation.-welfire. etc.). In ore *r to focus on
the recent roe in poveity Are 10,1 at th* periiick 1%7 to 1979 and 1m to 19$2 apa-
rately.
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tidunin 1 Shows that while the actual poverty rate for all _persons declined by 25
percentage points between 1967 and 1979. increases in average market biomes
would have reduced poverty by Lt.4 points if transfers had remained sonstaril in _rerrl
terms and the shape_of the distribution_ had not_ charmed. However; real transfers
did increase; reducing poverty by an additional 3:1 points. Thus-, between 1967 and
1979; increases _in average transfers were slightly more import tan increases in
avereinarket incomes in reducing poverty_ Column 4 shows that changes in the
shape of -the distribution increased poverty by 19 points. Increasers in-Inequality
were stiffiCiently 11t& to ifs 4 abdtit half Of the peVerty-rediatirig effects:- of in-
creases in market and transfer incomes.

TABLE 2. DECOMPOSITION OT CHANGES IN POVERTY RATES

souseve IGO

Penantage pal einentiel
*CesWe eel_ _a_

POM1 amp
oraey tarn famite fiVr_tiresho MAW

max)* MOM Wes

All De

11 (1) (3) (4)

-26 -24 -31 29
1913 2. 33 8 -4 29

Vb,rR mel _

19t7 14 --19 -25 -b 1.2
19IY c? 58 30 : 6 34

Pme aged men
1961-19 -11 -31 -8 22
1 919 82

f '4e!No persons

1%7 79

30

129

.8

.5

- 2

-196

24

6.2
1919 8: 6 1 -18 1.1

sara corna,!Pars 0-pm au Jrned Gowan I Dansfe 11983)
Ti'.gate Lrn ttrge .n vas 2 3 re 4 d oOLIA to the One OMR 'MI

Row '2 shows the importance of each of these factors in exittaining the 31 percent-
a_ge point increases in_poverty between 1979 and 1982. The recession led to_a decline
n average market incomes which_ increase& poverty_ by _OA _percentage_ Points- This

drop_in market incomes_ was_partially_ offset by countercyclicat increases in transfers
which reducedpoverry by 13 :4 points:However. by far the_most important factor was
the chiinge in the shape of the distribution which accounted for a 2.9 point increase
in poverty In other words. if all householdis had experienced equal decreases in
market incomes 'Ind equal increases in transfer -incomes.- poverty would have risen
by-only 0.4 points instead of 3.3 points between 1979-and 1982.

Kvause there have been large ckrnagraplite shifts in the -composititm of house=
hinds and because different dernogaraphic groups have had different experiences, the
remaining rows in the table show the poverty rate decomposition or p_e_riions in
households headed by youngmenprime-aged mien. and elderly_persons. tWe were
not able to p-rici-m the same decompeettion_ for hoiae_h_eldclwatled by non_aged
women) For young and prime-aged_ men; growth in mean market-income were
more important than transfer growth;_but changes in the shape of the distribution
were a,:iia_ofTslatIng in both periods for both groups: The largest drop in poverty
between -19315 and 1982 occurred for- households headed by elderly (malts and fe-
males). This decline was solely a result of growth in real transfers.

In summary. economic growth does have an important lrnpact on poverty-by in-
creasing the market incomes of the poor directly. -However, there are-other factors
tending to counter the poverty-reducing impact of economic growth, The two most
important factors are cyclical decreases in economic ie.:limy and long-term in-
creases in inequality of market incomes.

We turn to somt-pnaections in order to see whether ccononsic_growth will be suf-
ficiently strong to reduce poverty without substantial increases in transfers between
now 10)4_1981. Table 3 presenta the actual poverty rates for selected rears between
19517 and _1982__and _our_projects for 1983 and 1_984 for alipersonk_and_fousetected
demographic groups. The projections_ are__ based_ on the Office_ of_Management and
Budget's July 1983 economic assumptions and proposed- expenditures under the
major transfer programs shown in the fiscal year 1984 budget.
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.i.. t fit. poverty rate for all arsons will drop from L1i a_nd_ will stay at that level through 192,-1_ It,,,s r".!1,..'r i,..n eki:eted _re-clever-N. or an unexpected incrcaze Ln
:er- rering is erte elfwtally measured bac' to the 11-12 percent

.. :

h.w i-x;:.*-riencs differ -arnong -demographic gruules. Lk me. striking conclusions. First. elderly persons were the only
: ele-linel- in poverty betsseen ltso and 19 :::. z-ncl they

1-t-4.:1
tic.icii-d 6y white m.14-s have below average ;AA!-;r;-r.eeei ..1 thi sh.ervest ,rncrr-asees in poverty between 1979

are aleeee expe-cted merle of the _smallest de-- s: will still be- ..bove their VIC:, levels. All othere Telt to h. .r pemrrt rater. below their Itee77 levels-. but above the
r . e,1 eiL:nr rie 1:17: reces.pion
.1.- .1 inctirneelefinition v.hith int:hides in-kind tranSfer,
:.,;.,, sri, iVareau at the Cn sus has not published a consistent tirne

;...... . .was v.elue i.1 an-kind transfers ()Ur rough estimate is. -
i, ! t.i . trop- i e:1 pt-rcent in 1079 to percent in 19s2,-...I prolecird to he percent. which is comparable to,:c

PATES A%D PROJECTED POVERTY RATES (OFFICIAL MEASURE) BASED
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.n hi-ion is Olaf harig,ing_ rate of economic greacth is but one
, .,s ,,tributed to the rivet decline and recent increase in- pos:erty., , c-ed we transfer. have had :I substantial Intlxv..t. especially for the

is our conclusion that changes in inequality of earnings
I , eil_imArtv At this time we cannot explain the causes of

However, if inrqualitv does continue to grow, it will
Ir.. r,.1- 1,1411 poverty rates back hi thew- mid-170s levels
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DLtte atiut the relative efteett%erteas tssinumic growth or tanzttd anti-p_wer-
ty policies ha., been a recurring theme in the policy arena and in the academic liter-
ature nee Aan for a re-viva The War rim_ liervertv adopted the prenitsi. that
economic. growth was not sufficient for alleNwitiNz poverty. The ItWel Economic
Retest it t h.- President stated

prpciu.lo.ity and eartun.gs, improved education. a-rid the structure of social
secoriti, have permitted many _families or their children to elicape: but thei have
ltt hehina many families who have one or more /yeti:II handicaps. These facts

tria, in the future eeonornic growth alone will provide relatively few escapi-;
from poverty Polk-. will hair to be more sharplv focused ori the handiirk- that
der,. the Ismir fair access to the expanding Incomes of a growing economy.
Coun.'d Eo.roirnti Adtisors. rant. p 72_1

indeed. Kershaw and Courant !Itil''or cite the perceived-declining antipoverty effec-
tic l. of econoitoi. growth is the _"analytical justification- of the War on Poverty.

Th. Ileac...in _administration_ emFitiastres the dual nature of economic growth Ac-
, or ding to the S ittwe of Stinagernent and Budget 1 9s3

Ifistory teaches as that economic. growth is a critical determinant of individual
and tarok well lei:1g In the deaide_of the l'574ts, the_eccenorriy failed till
aril :es in the !!sr;is. a result; it A.Ls ir± the rattier than ,in the 1971b
t fiat the greater inroads _against poverty ascri atatte_tlearly. rtonomic growth is
vied to promoting the waist heing_of working families. But it also beratims thcse who
cannot work: because as the _wealth of the nation grow,. more money is available to
h.4) those_ in need pp i.

fly implication. economic growth helps the poor by raising their own_market
income and by raising the income of the nonpitir sufficiertly to accommodate, redis-
tribution The Reagan program reflect:- this dual approach. The."suitty net" is to
remain in place 1,-,r those who cannot work. Yet,. transfer:, te this& who do work
have been reduced. as they _ar expected to benefit from the expanded employment
opportunities associated with.growth. -

Boa sensitive p107.117R to reasd economic-act:city. holding transfers con-
stant' One would think that the experience of the last twenty years might offer an
almost idea: social _experiment to determine the relative importance of growth in
market -tricot, )-. and ineotre transfers Rapid economic growth in the late 190,. was
hollowed by periods of slower growth and stagnation The scope of income transfer
program,. especially those targeted at 10a-incom people. also iande_m-nt dramatic
hinge Variation in both of these key independent variables should _have allowed

researchers_ to iiccurately estimate how_ much poverty reduction was due to growth
rit_rnarket Ifit'.111\411, and how much was due to increases in government income trans,
ter.

.

We argoe_tfiat this public _policy -debate has not been resolved because previous
researchers have not provided a conceptual trarnework to link macroeconomic condi
tom, and _income transfers with poverty reduction. We begin by reviewing the de-
scriptive data on economic growth. transfer... and poverty. Then we report the re-
sult, or restimating mime of the standard sinide-equation models that have _ars-
pearsql in the literature We conclude that although them) models can he used to
pr iteri turivrtv, this are not specified in a manner_ that that can be used to disen-
tangle the effect:, of growing market incentes from the effects of mere:I:fed tranSfers.
We project that the reeent increases in poverty will not be reversed. Poverty will
remain close to current levels for the nevi several Nirs given the expected trends
iti_economic growth-, unemployment rates, and income transfers.

we use a conceptual framework that links sacu6r and cyclical chanres in
rnacroeonatniC activity to the mean and the shave of the income distribution: and
hence. to changes in ()overly We apply this framework to date derived from the
Current Population Surveys_for !tali through_ We find that between 19417 and

growth in mean transfer income was about ics_irrportant as growth in mean
mArket incomes in reducing poverty for all persons- Sitiee 1979-, growth in transfers
has not hewn large enough to offset poverty increasing declines in mean market in-
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ornes (her the- entire 1`.017 19.2 pi-raid. changes M the Shape of the income diAri-
bution hake tended to increase pirverty

TIME-SERIEIi EV IDENCE

Table _1 presents_the basic trends for macroeconomic performance, income trans-
ten, and poverty The rapid economic growth during the early 1960s and the blow-
4.1.iwn daring the late 1,tis andeurf* reactity apporeot in the of iwa-
GNP per houiehold column It' The., slowdown was a result a- worsening cyclical
condition. coupled with slower growth, net of cycle: In spite of the rise in unetnokty-
ment rat-. icolumn .?t, the econinny-did eiWerrence _trocliest net o8ttk
during th.. 11476,* Nonetheli ss: real GNP per -hOU.S.ehOlii in 197s2 to frier,* thTe I 71
le4e1 Thus. it econimc tended to reduce tsiverty, some &dine in- poverty
might have been expected for the 1970s. though at a Slower rate thin im the early
rare

TABLE TIME SERIES 0N MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS. INCOME TRANSFERS AND POVERTY,

SELECTED YEARS 1950-81
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11,13 17,174'. 49 1.272 320 21I NA

1114 16.720 56 1 263 327 II 2 77

147: 16 130 8 5 1.355 386 12 3 114

1416 16 630 1 7 1.513 421 118 6 7

1177 17,010 71 1538 451 116 14

1478 17 440 6 1 1.488 161 111 NA

://1 11:580 58 1 419 412 11 I 61

:00 16.850 71 1 414 1182 13 0 fa
1481 11.020 7 6 1.451 505 140 NA

1402 16.161 9 7 1:415 508 15 0 NA
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the rotression rrsultA presented in the Appendix, egine GNP and trimmers are divid-
ed by b.rus.rtvricts 141 2Ppgratr the Impacts of economic and demographic Diriding hp Purldici"
would also correct for driiugvaphic Nit would not account_ for incretuwit arocybristla
as houshiiIds split into Nnualer units Since the _oftrrrtal_porert*_thrssWda refer to househoki
incomes and_represient a set of eionvittence wakes that accounts for re.A..arttiett of wale amsocistrd
with _lamer household mot, GNP and transfers per household are more appropriate if1011141e,11
Retlressions Mimed on _per capita independent variables are however, Mix) cottitsfetni with our
finding* and are available on molest



The growth in real cash arid in kind tranders per household tcolumns 3 and 41;
commonly referred_ to as, the ercial welfare explosion,- is well-known. Possibily less
well-known is the fact that real cash transfers veer hoteehold declined almost per -
cent- fruit' -1976 to 19se k.,;-olurnn at. This is not solely 'a reffection_of increases in the
number Of hiiii.eholds. .s.Jice cash transfers as a percentage of G.N-P_deteitied icy -'
percent over the same period. The growth rate of transfers leis-sloWeil in
recent years taut their abeolute levels have continued to increase. Thus. if intreased
t.,---e-j---,:te--ey4e44 to :educe_ poverty. declines in official poverty through the Enid-
l'aTe e and toreases. in the -late 1_970e would have been eepected.

The trend in the official_ incidence -of -poverty for all persons ;column 5i mn be
broken down roughiy into three periods. lk-teeen 196 and Ieee poverty rates_ plum,
meted from ateitit 2o to 12 percent. This was followed, until 197_9; by a leveling of
poverty in the 11 to 12 percent raege. The 1979 to 19S2 period marked the fie4
sharp increase in poverty over the full thirt y-year_periot Poverty _mere from Ile. inl'.74 I:; an P.P.O. 14 in 191 and 15 percent in 19e2: To put this increase -into per-
spective. note- that lerierty only increased from I1.2-cce 12.3 during the 1974-75 re-
ceseion t'learly, the recent rise in poverty starers in idlarp contrast to previous expe-rience

The incomplete sera-son poverty that inclUtkni in-kind transfers ecolumn CI shows
a stet-per &el_ine that the official reeriee for the earlier years and the same levehng
during_ the 197oe Efecatise no data are- available after 1979; we cannot be sure that
the irikind poverty serie-s would show as sharp.an increase as the official e.-

The simple story uhich emerges from Table 1 tlut the early peeled of ihiirp
poverty redactions in iseh measures; was a result of strong ecumenic &oath, CW.

uneen_ployment rates, andiarge ire:reases -in- traits-fers. All three factors con.-
to decreasing, poverty. The second period, that of steady_poverty_ rated

Nee-n.610 be the result _of two offsetting factors. The rise in unemployment rates -ails
.offset by increase,. in hoth cash-and in-kind transfers. After 1979,_all three factors
enntrtbutril to increasing official prnerty. 'By 19/4.2 GNP per household had still not
regained it'. 1,171 valUe and unempkwnent had risen from 5.S percent to 9:7 W-
orm. This lea, accompanied by a constant value of real_cmh transfers per hotisie.
held, despite the generally counterryclical nature of traftiers.

These stylized facts surest that the poor bereefit from secular economic growth,
lower unemployment _rates, and increased transfera However, simple tivariate rela-
tionships_ are obviously inacteauate to determine the relative importance of each of
these factors in explaining the changes in poverty.

Before we turn to multaruite mock4s, we. review the possible effects_ of demo-
g,raphic change on the trend in piiverty.a There has beer. rapid_ charugein the contrite
oswn of households 'families plus unrelated Individuals+. Between 1965 and 19S1,

the total number of households_grew by about 4S percent, while population, grew by
only about Is percent A wide differential taw boas for the poorpoor hotiaeticilels
increased by .27 percept ebile poor persons increased_ by only 15 percent. House-
holds Math the brwest ;:overty rates proportionately declined the most. For example,
the proportion tarealiee headed by men cif werrkteig ages fell from mimosa GO to
about I. percent of all bousrehelds. On the-other hand, households headed_by non-
aged women increaseel From shout 13 to almoet 21) percent of all householdie andfrom :'bout a quarter t liout 40 percent of all pair hew eeholds. Thuie_even if pover-
ty rates had remained constant Tor each demographic group; the aggregate poverty
rate would- have risen

Table. 2 highlights the differences in poverty levels_and trends for several -major
demos:raft:he: izroupei for the 1967-79 period.1 The largest reduction in poverty and
the liirgere impact of inkind transfers are for elderly _persons. Adjusted poverty
rates for Kacks, Hispanics and women heading houeeholdierernain above the-official
rates, that existed for whites in 1%7, when in-kind _transfers were few and conse-
quently had lot leimpact. These data suggest that_a disagg.regated analysis of pover-
ty trends is in order, a poise made by Aaron ile,Ni7i, but not follesSed in some of the

' sill of the -data in_ this paragraph_ come from-computations by the authors from the 1966
surve_y_of Economic Opporturtay_ andt hefstarch 19y2 Coyceoe Pomititaav Survey_

Tsa- poiyet., evewse,a a a 'Leer w avolzettee only_ for 2/41 Id* mi iiiiii_4114)14444
reiverly rates in the Census Bureaus technicalmxirt 'U.S

. Bureau of the Census, 19101 They
vahie_the traneters at market cost and- Inc-lude eapsnditurea for institutional can The
poverty_fate Yoe all persons in column 3 ditlem-frnm that eervida feii ISO in column 6 of Table I
That time Alie1+ include-sin:kind tr_ansfereettheircapih_equivaletit valises to recipients and am-
ulets" odditeinal rafLuat menta for underreporting of itwornea and the _payment of -redetlit_ income
and payroll taxes Danziger and Gotivelue.)i (Ves3,tha.euas the Census Bureau report and ifs int-;divot Ions for the measurement of poverty.
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rect-nt tam- :wile-. ht....tto re W. no turn to the types of regressions that have been
est:rnated by pre. Jou- re,eart her,

TABLI 2 ALTERVTivE MEASURES Of THE INCIDENCE Of POVERTY OfTIC1AL MEASURE fOR 1967,

AND 197,ii AND VO%EY INCOME PLUS THE MARKET VALUE OF iN-KIND TRANSFERS FOR 1979
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t'sxS OF TINIE-§Ettin inecitemicess

In t ht. tr.td t Andersor. i1+1. Gallaway i1ti. 191Th and Aaron 11967f, sever-
al recent ...ruches have estimated tinite-series regressions-to Obtain the partial effeetS
of growth in GNP and transfers on poverty reduction. The results from theiestOd-
ies iire conflicting: fov ex,smpe, Thornton, et al. f197ei state: -Our findings indicate
that ht. Cvn nbut ion of growth has been overstated,. . . much of the past seocksses
.ter p :051

On the _o_t her hand. Murray_ 41:ise2i _c_lainu that. -The effects of economic growth
did irichssi t rickle_down t., the lowest economic levels of suciety. . . . The fortunes of
t hi, ei.onomy explain recent trends in poverty. But the _flip side of this finding_ is
f:;..,,f_social welfare expenditures did not have an effect on poverty. Once the effects

t;tiP are taken into account, increases in 'Axial welfare spending do not account
tor 6-Auction in poverty in the last three decade-4 "ip: Ill.

It Thornton ti al. are correct, then the working pour will not be greatly aided by
economic expansion Ng if Nikrtray is corrett, then poverty rates should fall back to
their l'17,1 levels after the re/Monte recovery eta underway.

Why do studies cbtain such different results? TO answer this question, wr estimat-
ed a large number of zitne-serifs regressions similar to thole found in the li.erature.
These regressions attempt to show how poverty is affected by economic growth,
changis. in cyclical conditions and transfer growth. The appendix to this paper gives
a sample of the regressions we estimated. Our results suggero -that previous studies
have !lime to different conclusions because the estimated coefficients are not-stable
enough_ to accurateh separate the intact of economic growth from impact of' grow-
ing transfers_ e.ndiht if changes in unemployment. This is because the three factors
cars closely together

eimsidet a sariple-, hot extreme case_ Suppose that when economic_growth is rapid,
tr,insf;.ers a res0 of increase:di:taxpayer_ _ge_nerosity. Increased economic
growth 'le rpm/lima increased trarisfent _would _reduce _poverty. However, it
would he to separate the impact of the two factors on poverty, since they
Noll Id -mos e ecttly together In practice transfers, economic growth and unemploy
mint do not nuAv perfectly together. They, however, do move in suMciently similar
manner to make it difficult to accurately-separate their impacts.

While the re)ression framework has this drawback. it is a usefut tool for anatri-
ing whether the recent inctease in poverty will be revelled as the economy reco_v.
ers This does not req,:ism 'that we determine whether farther changes in poverty
will result from growth en market incomes or transfers. We need only determine
how much the joint changes in these variables will reduce poverty.

W. use our estimated relationship% between the poverty rate and real GNP per
household. real cash transfers per household and unemployrnnt to project poverty



:17

Leer 1147.1 _out 19.1 'ft, are b..e.ed on the Office oif _Ntbiagemmit anti
July 19s.:4 ecom ,rn assumptions iuid the projections_ of trensferS fonid in

the Pi 1147.4 budget _Between 11***-1 and ltev:tgrovith in real GNP iS-prialecterlto rie
from _- I 7_ percent to :LI percent RW cash tratieri ITIer tueli,Id are -Orbit-ilk/ to
increaseby it percent primarily due to thje prUjicted aricreae in the unemployment
rate Between_ llas,4i and 1944: ecotionik growth is projected to increase but transfers
are projected to decrease The Litter IS partially a result of the decline in cotunercy-
clicai transter-s but ;.ilso reflects legislated changes in transfers.

Table :i presents the actual trend in poverty for all persons and for selected dem,
graphic groups for selected ycars between 1967 iind 19s2, and prujections_for 111K1
cod 19s1 Ti. isoec''y rate 14 all persons is projected to drop from I 11_ 1..reerit
in 19.2 to 11 t, percent in llts:1 and to eitali at the level in 19t4_. The recent tie iii
poverty will not be revisrd_bv the projected economic recovery. It walld take either
a stronger recovery or sustained_ increases in income trarnderS to bring paiYertY back
to the_11 to 12 percent rage of the 19_70s:
__There are Large thtferetixes both_itt the 110;7-19s2 teen& and in the projections for
the demographic grauts, Column_1:1 of Tai1e_:1 .how S that poverty for the elderly is
projected to continue to decline Ketweeti 1979 and 190.1. poverty for the elderly de-

eflt.aie point,. while it increases by 2 9 points for all persons.

TABLE 3 ACTUAL POlit PTV RATES AND PROJECTED POVERTY RATES BASED O TVS ECONOMIC

ASSUMPTIONS AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION
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Pi,. ii it a lot hi ackS and IliSpiinieS, -c11iSSified by Wei of ht .ad. am shown in
columns. I to a I Vt, tty rates for all of the groups are projected to decline from
their_ Pls2 I. v# a the economy recovers. The Shia-pest projected drop is for black
temales,_a group. which experienced an unusually large incraase in poverty in 19S2.

Nonetheless, the rates are projected to remain above those ex_perienced before the
resent rise in unemployment Fur example. the poverty, rate for white males is pro,
jts.tI It to remain well :itiove the 11$79 level of :ill percent, and above the 19117 rate_ of
s I penent The other demogniphic groups are projected to maintain poverty rates
hloa their 11s,7 levels but above the rates they vapertenced during the 197a reces-
sain

Projections of poverty using an income definition which includes to kind transfer,.
an less reliahle since the Bureau (if the renus has not_ iloblished.a cWavtal /inst.
series on_ poverty f hat counts_the_ yodue_ oaf an kind transfers In Gottalchalk and 11-tii:
riger,_110.:11we (iv-scribe a met hod which c an be used to project the adjusted poverty
movisioe defloped by Smeeding Pls.:at This Measure eiittoets lot underreporting
1k1 in, 'am. ad values in kind berietits_iat their value_tii reciptenti. 'We (Tory"t that
that ,,a. poverty I'Jites increaseal from ii I_ percent in 1979 to S.I4 percent in 11042. By
110,1 adjusted poverty is pnijectrai tU ha s 2 ientmt, which IN comparable to the
levels of the early Pi"

lit



The rgr.ssid.11 MIlt.114 u,4-ful for making Mort -berm projections over periods
where transters and .-c.* /1111.: growth closely follow their historical patterns. How-
ever. t methodology does not isomer the- briiaSre question Of whet/fee It is possi-
ble to irduce poverty substantially without continuing the expansion in social wel-
fare spending experienced during the 190)s and 197us

We use two ap;rc.aches toludgr the relative importance of changes in the demo-
cfaphic cornteettioti of households. market incomes and transfers in reducimopoyer-
tv the past flee: -i years The first ft.suses on change in the relative size and
pu,%ert,. rate, of spy( .1k demographic groups. Since the overall poverty rate is a
weight..1 .erage tit rates for the subgroups we can calculate what the overall pov-
erty rate would -hate kin if the weigh. which reflect demographic composition;
had not changed ur derfitigraphic specific poverty _rates remainTed constant.
This oecompusition provides a measure o the etreet-of-changes in detncgraOik corn -
posit ion It also provides a rough indicator of the relative importance-of increases in
transters since poverty rates for groups like the elderly are more likely to-eifFeet
changes in transfers than in market incomes. The second approach focuses directly

n .-hane,es in t ha- leyels and distributions of market and transfer incomes A con-
ceptual used to show how changes in these components of income affected
po%trt % ttt.t the last 1.7, 3.. an

'H A %(:Fs DEMikAAPHIC COMPOSMON OF HOCSEflOU

Wt. drill con official poverty rates for eight demographic groups,
,fehrie!i In t.rrrisi..t the head's sex. race and at over 415 or not to calculate weight-

ners ,..!..cted years. Table 3 shows the actual poverty rate for all per-
column 1. an: the rates calculated using the 19417 demographic weights for

vac:, of the eight groups columns 2-51. Column 2 shows the pavert_y rate that would
}LA re.ulted from actual changes in the group-specific poverty_rates if there had
been no change in demographic composition _since 191;7_. If this had. bee% the_ citse
po%ert. would haw declined from. 14:2 to 13 2 _pi.reent between 1%1' and_19$2 The
(it tie rence Ktwen rates in columns 1 -and 2 grows continuously over the period
because the percentage of the population living-in hOus:htilt6 headed by those with
abov.-a%rage po%erty rateswomen and blacksincreased. for example, actual
po%?-re,. rates fell from 14 2 to 11.7 percent between 11+67 and 19'79, the last year-a
n. full employment If the weights are held constant. the 1979 poverty rate - iii
to percent Thus, the group-specific rates declined on average between VAT and
1'41'9

TABLE POvERTY RATES FOR ALL PERSONS IN SELECTED YEARSACTUAL AND SIMULATED

VALUES
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!lost of the in poverty oleos 1979. bowever, cannot be attributed to demo-
itraPhic change. )Uturil poserty increased by 3.3 percentage pointy tcoluann It, whitepoverty in the alamerice cienswraphsc change increased by 3.0 pereene points
due to increases in the greep-scific weights.

Column* 3, 4 and 5 show how changes in the poverty _rates far selected Creitiaci-
tin:Mine ensure affected the rate for all pertions In each we held thegrail deentocompoeition for all groups and the paaerty rates for all but the indicated
grin 'ilea 1567 witimea. We vary only the poverty rate for the specifred_group_.Column 3 *how* that tedwrions in poverty for the elderly account= for a 1.4
point decrease in the overall -poverty rate hetween 1%7 and i979 4142 minus 12 914
redustions_ for non-weed famatei and noteaged maJrs account for 0.6 _points and 2-1
points _respectively. Thus, alsiA half of the 4.1 percentage noint decline in pceeeirtyfrom 1967 to 1979 reffeeted a drop in_poverty for non -aged Wiles.

The d-Aerioration -masroecoemenic conditions since 1979_i! poweity -e,stesfor eli but the eldeely. Pce-erty would have increased from 10:1 to 132 percent if the
graphic weights had not chanadJcolunan 21 None of this increase h accountedfor by changes is poverty for the elderly._ Ineontriut wile earlier period, increasesra -e-rti for non-aged malts_accoented_ for 2.6 points Of the total 3.1 point increase.
is decomposition shows that several factors are quantaatiy important in de-terrninin.g whether it will be piiihk to reduce povertywithout large increases intransfers in the fnture: Fitvt, if-the demographic composition of the PeadbitiOn 0011.tinlies_to change as it has, ^t-will prove more difficult to achieve lower poverty rates:

This factor amAloced far a_ 114 point inermwe ID the poverty rate between 1967 and
19n2._ A ,continuation of this trend implies a yearly_poverty _rate OIRE is higher by4 MIN a 1 percentage ;eara,s. er.land, cyclical downturns had a major inspect on pover-
ty. Ifetween 19-7-9 arid 19e2 _poverty ranneAitiotemed for demographic increasedby 3.1 points. Third. change* in transfers were quantitatively important since cW
chnes in poverty rates of households with an elderly bead decreased the -cnerall_pov-
erty rate by 1.5 point,: between_ 1967 and _19/2-._ Thia largely reflects the increase inS-ocial Security benefits received_by there households.

This deasenposition solteesu that the role of economic growth is limited because
thaw_ who deperai most on nuerUS incemes-already have low poverly_rates, For ex,ample;_tf pcmiery rat -among henieholda beaded bv a non-aged male had been 3
penent in 1979, instei.d of -6.5 percent, the poverty rat/ for all_ persons would stillhave been t4.5 percent. Further redurtions will have to come_from increased insosnes
for heinehOlds headed by women, who have up to this point not henefated directly
from economic growth.

cliANc....:11 tM ?WE LEVEL amp norrsairttow cmr NARRET !NORM[ AND TRANSFER INCOME

The preceding_ analysis has-at king two hraerb .c.ks. First, we derived inferences
aoout the impormite of ertark.et versus traiiiikr :aconte y associating changes in
poverty ._among - non -aged melee with chain in market incomes; and chew*among the elderly with changes transfers. At bestatAis is arough approximation:
Non-aged males receive some transfers tegunem_ployment insurancti and the eld-erly receive -some market income. Second,_we controlled for chances in the cycle by
comparing the data between wars of years_ with .varying tnacroecnnorrin. OM-downs.

We derive a more preciee method for mesmiuring the relative importance of in-creased market ..- transfer income;_by using a model which explicitly focuses onclical and secular changes in the _levels and-ci these two sources ofincome The detaiis of the met can he Nand in Gottschalk and Danziger
119s3i The model proceeds as follows. overty can be viewed as changing because
shifts in the income- distribution alter the proportion of households falling below afixed poverty lin.. These Shinn in income distribution can be demcribedby changes
in the mean income, the- dispersion of income around the mean tie;_the_variancea
and rho degree to which- hoTeelds are concintrated in the lower _tail of the_diatri-
butioni i.e., skewnessi. Changes iii the shape, as well_as the level; of the distribution
can affect poverty, FOr ettanpla, poverty will not decrease when mean incomes growif gmwth- is accompanied by increased Megisality_and_the increased inequality is suf-ficiently large to offset the poserty-redetingeffect of the increased mean.

&nor repneted _eru income is compared Of market income tag., wages, salaries,
private penaions, dividends; interesa, rents and income. from other private patron.;
and public caah transfers, we decompose changes in Ceriiirs income into changes_ in
theme two typal; of Dirorfte Klan( these components varies with the business cycleand follows a long- term trend. Miring the past (ifteen years, average market _in-
comes decreased and average transfers-increased during recessions. The tendency
was for both to increase. Inequality of earnings, which affects the shape of the

I'''
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oicreant-ti during recesniorty and grew over riffle itkauVey and
0 t*ch...11 k. '-,

tieYtimpone_ttie_inipatt tit thaw.*** in M.a.-ToeflOrsinT.SC condition* on_poverty into
.-ocripymentn_due. to c,amen in rrwan marketincvmes. mean tranntera_and Aber fac-
tors ....h..iraffect the :shape of the distribation The Starch Itteo and _1',17-, w Itie.7.4
(7--;crent Population Siirtievot were ;wised to calcitte- the basic data_ which deny-rate
the d,,tritiateon of market income and trath.ders in each year lie.. the means. vas-

an-irwe anti al inleAria rt. Of !le% meek.)
Wt- ra.,w ttleUlls I.T. tr. idled: of act Lcal chaztge-. to market income ar4 mean

trannter in. time and group thti remaining factors into a residualdual category. Thin re-
catec.try t. dretlIThpoe,mi in reattichialit and illanziger

T.tble !ittbokli, the contribution, of cboinieett in mean market anti tratinte-r income
ire hint. ,n£ fitment: between ltal; and and between 19'79 and 391.2.* Row 1
'how, trot while the actual poverty_ roto_ter all persona declined only 2.fi_per-
ct.:ciage poiht, betwe-en and__1979, ittcrranen in_ the mean _of market_ income
aceild no% c- reduced poserts b.; '2 4 points. if _tmrinters and tartaric affecting the

the di,t ribut ion h remained 4.-onsnt _IncTeates in mean transfers would
hot,- redu-ed poverty by '1 1 plume. cetera. piinbus. These two poverty decreasing
tat-tors wore ottnet ba change, in the *halve 4.4 the tbearibution whict incre-aiced pov-
erty by ::e po:nt, Thu,. tntweien 15-ri; and 1979 Inc-re:sten in mean traztatern were
,I 1011 ly more important than oncreanee, in mean market income in reducing poverty,

the ,.'Lipt of the dittribisito9. however. were at important at either of
rh.,t tocloc,

'AM DECOVPOSTION Of OiAXES lei PIIRTY RATES
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Row 2 (tett im pone, the 3 :1 tercentag point inerrant. in poverty between 1919 and
1!0,-..' tit/ /loci to in mean. Market incomes led to a 0 _point pinrty Iticreateoshich
." 1.'11 )' A fl-1 pecntage point _decline due to inceeaset_tranxterw lay

tar the _matt tnlla,ri anf factor, _however, was the change in the *have of the dintribuf
tom. which accounted for a 29 point increase in poverty: avardii; if all

ikir ti=4.-eil on _ t aeloimotion that total Ancortne _do tded_by_t_he puvedy Itne_has
fi _{* ri.rn_i:il_do.ttitnil ton wI Metialt 19;2. We we the nevdorano income divided by
the 11.,srrr% :ow, rather than actual Income to corrpet for 4,114rence7 ol family nue We use the
term, market income and I rantaer income interchangeably with the more cuanhenionw terrna
n .ct r et Inv..me to needs ratio and t Fate( income 0_ needa-rat to _ _ _ _

t in i _Of t 110_ dud ribut 641 meted ihorn_tbangen _in me one1'ficileatt_4 vareirtam
,Orr writ-II:teal 4ev,V1Iiii the third moment 'mean 41 and changes in filcher
leveLmlimirntr: Yoe oarr le, eolomn 2 netireta both the poverty decreasing effects of changes in
mean niyiliet 11,..:7/11,f` It the poverty increasing effects of-changes in-the variance which keep
ths cctricient vaNalmo conatant Our calculationm 'maid show no change in the alhapeitf the
f. ibution I marNrrt income. mid fronting Inolintaieinis meeiitneillity _the rilitettiot _all
houteholriic (foot-bikini 19041 I pretietyte_a_different decomposition model, but he Ignores change,
in the covariance sod the variance of traneter.
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households h.,i1 es; lort 14 VIII the mean changes in market and tratisTerit incomes.
poverty would .only have risen tivai 4 ptmn

Because changes m_dertiograPhie: computation have had a tagnificarit impact on
the trend in pos4-t-ty:_Table 5 shows dues;gregati-d-ialtS forpersons its households
headed by prime-aged males. young maleS send ekkity wrsonis..6 From 1967 to 1979.
growth in mean market income accounted for a 3.1 percentage point drop fin_pos-eny
tor tr=cfr-ni-- caniya. y a 0.S.
point drop Changes in the shape of the distribution increased poverty by points
The eychea! downturn between 1979 and Ittie!. reversed the effect of changes is
mean rhArkt income Charges in the mean increased poverty 11 Mir percentve
points Whale growth in mean transfers still reduced poverty.. the effect was only U.
peraentage points As in the earlier peritid:_tinanges in the shape of the titribntion
tad large poverlyancretieg irowt. pc.sinVit. In sum. fee pettne-agied- mien.
growth in mean market 'rico:ties- were more _important than trampler growth. bat
piste-et,. Sr rrJ it ch4r.gs t slope Of the dittribiatnin oil their combinede.al:it

t changes are twn more important for persons in households headed I./.
young men re,. than -.27, v its Fretra 1967 to 1979. growth in mean market
income decre.Awd povertv points. while growth in mean transfers accounted
for only a It, point drop. CIL:owes in the shape of the distnbution increased poverty
by 1.2 points The 197t. -s2 downturn in tta-an market_ income increased _piwertY by
1 0 isi:rits and chae.ges iii the shape causeda 3.4 point increase : effecU more
than iirittset the is-te..1.in,111..group_ had made (mm4_1967_10 _7:179

The largi-t drop_ in poviertv between 1967 and _Ito:.! i13.5 point& occurred for
Nita-a-bolds headed b!, elderly. persons imaIes and females). AS might be expected.
the: :lei line was almiwt sanely a result of growth in mean transfers.

SirnLolotion.: Th increased unemployment increases ['meet]; by de
creasing market income has raver riee-n disputed in the literature. The key issue
reioltes around the telative onportance of secular increases in market incomes and
transfer. in reduct. poverty Our method for controlling foe cyclical changes has
tern to compare potent, en 1967 and 1979. two years of ckitte to full riot:dot:meta.
and !),I79 and 19,2.. two sears of very different macroeconomic conditions This is a
crude method for seriirating1AN'Ular from cy 1 Ica I

We now use simulations to ntmos the cydral_component and focus on ies-atar
ha nge We begin with in it &al-year values for reteatt Mit /4.4 income, meats transfers

And the other parameters describing the shape of the income distnbUtion. We th-)
assume_ that each households market income uridlraroefer_ income-to-Media ratios
grew at constant tales stitch we specify blow). We can then simulate -values- of
poverty wit ii-h ssilt-.11Ailiase_been coa.vistent with the asisi.med ginatt:1 rates in market
and I ranider income had there_ been no cyclical downturn, after 1979. We use 1979 as
the haw- year since it was the laSt year of close to full etnploynuent.

He -dust. we impose the ronst ra int hat market- and transfer incomes grow at con-
Staril rates. we eliminate all cyclical changes. We further a/0144MC that market and
teir.ster incomes of those at rale bottom of the distribution grow as fast as the
higher in the distritiiition This results in the shape of the income distribution re-
maining constant user t This restriction will overstate it:indent:ate) the amount
of pitert redaction due to secular growth if growth woule terlially have been ac.
..,,n1panitd b. ,d-s-reasingt in uuislrty 4i(rierkei is iraintifer incomes.

table I; shows the act uAl paerrty rate in 1979 and 1,14,21_ I columns 1 and 2 and_ ill*
posertk hat,. which wodld have existed if the rnatrkei and transfer incomes of-all
11/o.p.elmlita hod grown at the rates spet-ifte4 tor.ctilumnt 3-41-.The trend rates reflect
I he setul.ir _growth in each incitme_ minaret, for each demigraphic geoap_ trier the
promi 1974 to 19s1. after vontrolling for changes nn eyelicail_coriditions.'_ Column 3
..how the poyerty _rat e_ hich wood have here-A tiAsersAsof in t9$2 if the market income

einis _liAluseti,dd had grou>n at the specified. -ate._ hut_ transfers _remained constant
rail 14 .m. omparia2 columns 1 and 3 ShOws that between 1979 and 1102 trend

---- 1- .-
- ' 7 he Aoplaceal deatrihutiort does not aarequatety *scribe the 4utpe tW the income.
to ribili Ai.tiiht11041 beiite h0Q.P1.44i. As a result, we did not voltmale

.'r, ems wgwrxaela air iris *Tv; IP
It we hail Limed the lul; 197.; 1.1 period 14) estimote secular growth rates, net of cycle. the

rates for hAlth mean market and-mown-transfer 111COMPS would have been higher Gottackbalk and
llonogr 19IA .41MI/141. w lli _the_ NI! pen. si t kir all persons-4 II peromit per year -foie
r_114.41_ nhark.-t inowne_N n41. 4_2_ ha 4.t,t,tpktrric _hither Than the .114.74e.l.thebdit Of 03 that
are used here Syroularaara with the higher kTowth rates show a_ target peisertusite_psstrit lirtie
in pito-eft. soh a larger props-tem of the .drelin attributable to to the ktrowth of tramplers We
use the 1)-;1 NI fat*, IIPt-akirte they are more likely than the higher rate* to represent failure
droll! h rw, .11.1A
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growth In market In, tanor% would have reduced poverty by fr.._2 points for ail person!.
4, +int, for yourn: tnert, and 40: points for prune-age tr -n. !rend increases in
market thworne fur the riciril would have hl a negligible ungract_ Column 4 shows
the poverty rates consistent with secular growth in birch market and trarnifer in-
-orne-s A comparison of columns 3 and 4 indicates that. trend growth in transfers

have r,-duced pg.-et:2, by at additional 1_ points oavirall. and_ 11 paints for
0.0..1,14-1 tis darn scan .rocie ettepigt_on

r,rne,,,,:rti men ar,..1 would 44-11....6111, have trumeilped proverty of young_men. kartet
the.% tecelr4.1 erLdw...rd trwrl...des, oftr we control for (.7rcIscal changes in their [Pas-
ter.

'APLE Pt%IiiTY RAU l :979 MD :922 7CUAL MID MATED VALUES
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t'Iumn. and i; show the poverty rates which are west tent with aremly market
interne growth. holding real transtots constant at their_ 1979_ kvels. In this _sense,
tley. give an 'upper hound to the property redUction which-could have been gTichi-eVid

tit 1y through_ more rapid growth in market -irtconves. -If market incomes of all
h, kuseholds h. 4 L-;roTati-by 2 percent Per year "column 51, then poverty for all persons
w.kkuLl hUr-- kik iotj from 11.7- to 11 to percent over this period. Poverty ratewfor
yttar,g men wt.-.10 have &elated to 11.1 percent. shghly above the overall rate. Pow-
env :airs b be pewneaged men would haVe been 5.) percent. lis mutt be expected,
the rfrirly would have been considerably worse off if there hsd been rapid growth
in market incomes but no growth in transfers than they were under the actual es-
pandt.d transfer system and lower market income growl Under that scenario, their
etoverty rates would have decreased only from 14.9 to 14 t. percent.

A comparison of columns :1 and ft stows the incremental effect of an additional
ne-prcentave-point increase en the growth rate of market incomes. For example; if
market incomes grew at 3 percent per _year; poverty_ forallpentons would have been
Iii 7 rather than 110 pervert A comparison of columns 1 and 0 shows that even
sustained growth in market ausonsete for Denton* at all inconvelevels foe a threesyear
period _would_ not have a very large impact on poverty:__ At 3_ percent _pe_r_ year, it
would take about II years to reduce poverty from the i9t42 rate to iU 1979 level, it
altother factorN_rernained eufleldtli

We also simulated the effects_ of setstar_ growth_ en tr_arieders on tx
We used micro, conornic data -from- an adjviAtil NUith 19711 Current Population
"survey by- Timothy StneAtrat and -uasumed that- secu -growth -rataiti--1/1
market incomes nerd, cash play transfers were venial for all households." Wo
4o.su rne;f1 that ;impeding's adjustment for vinderreportirig, whkti effects the 1974_pne
ertv level, would not tilted the growth rates of market and cash transfer incomes as
odjusted We increased the growth rates for transfer, :n the simulations, which in-

"Stneorliniic athuated firr income and. rrryncting and tow payment of manse tnatalloe
and payroll tatev. as well as for in kind transfer" About bail a4 thi abfrenetvor 6et.wse5 the alfi-
JAI kind the adjusted poverty rate,. refloat; iidewitments foraindereeponing Thialscrein pov-

erty trim underreporting ui_pr_thably an upper bound ounce rwedwatnemmd error wuuktraiwe
w,me ovrreporting. a factor not taken into account tty_tionoodutg The March 1975 Current Pow
atilt ton Survey was t tlf latest computer type that Smoking could make available 10

0C



clude cash and in kind transters retlect the fact transera great
taster _than _c.v.:sit transters _

4iows the actual -intinted rates fur IN71 and t1W simulated atiasted rates
f,Tir 15.2 for all person_ and the three ck-tnograiphie groups A comparison of columns
1-3 Stain; ica 3.ecular growth in market income% and mean cash plus in-itind trans-
fers affected poserty./Lad mean market inc hilts followed the :974--el secular trend;

pri heri-k-edsed vy O.3 penterria4e point iTi less
i;rowth in cash and in-kind transfers._ would _have reclwed ovverty_by nclititineval

points; about three-quarvers Or EU- aita/ _poverty' reductiti. A ounparisaan of
..to 4W.4.41_thir Vie inclusion of in-kind trinsieri and the adiustment for

Ondeeri-piirting bionuficantly reduce th-e kVel of poverty in any yeal. and .1faCeeaiie
the relative =penance of growth in trartie incomes in reducing poyeety.

The relanve =penance of secular grewith in cash plus )a201.114h rrigrartiri
markedly for the three de-mograptirc_groupsi, It is responsible for otely tt.1 pieneftWee
point of the I J 7 point decline for proneaved men_ Haase the secular trend in cash
pion in kind tranders is negatrie for young men. more young men would have been
in poverty order the assurtied scenario. Ai in -the other taitileri, the elcWrly experi-
ence 14.11,:r reduction in pi'verty as result Or secular growth in cash plus in-lurid
tranAcn

TASIE ArirLii7ED POVERTY RATES Is 1974 AND 1912- ACTUAL MD SIMULATED 11ALLIES
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Al 1hr ii t- i4-thee War on Poverty, analylkb thought that rty child be ehrai-
njied 11) 19*i1 if the-evimorny -could bir kept on a stab!" yr path and if addition
al opportunities could be Made available to the poor Imre lampenan, 11711 Poverty
cgiViously leas not been elminsted. Income transfers to the woe have /Mena more
rapidly than expected, Ivut the economy has not fellowed a stable mowth path.

Oul goal in this poper wsui to deterrnitie the relative imponanc_e of secular
growth-. cyclical renditions aril income transfers in reducing poverty.- We began by
tiviestioning t ability of the ros,-*ressiorin that are common in much of he preuioUti
literature_ to determine the relative imporWice of these three factors. However, we
concluded that I hese regressions could _he_ infd_ for prupt...rig poverty. We then re-
ported the results derived from a model which fociiid on the irn_pacts of changes in
market and tranStir incomes on the shape and positron the income distribution.
Finally. we provrded some simulations that used thus fratrwivork to control for cycli-
cal ehangli%

aur major findours are as follows'
Poverty ui projected to mnain above the 197;1 rates through the ,slid -19 itiOn; even ifthe economy_grows according to official predict inns.
hetweeri tlrri7 and Ve.."!1;_increwries in mean transfer's were roi.Vily an_ important_as

inrearws in mean market incomes in reducing Official poverty for all persons. We.

Ikon on the log iitcesh and cash _phis_m_,Co41 trinsfers_prt Micieefaiitd. Went in Tibe I,
were 'rammed against Bins acid unemOnnient The different _growth rites ka_tniatifees for each
group owe column 1 note, in Table Ki were adjusted by the ratio of the tea coeffocients on the
time trends, which was Zia Since there rirytreamons were not differentiated by demographic
group, the same scaling factor was group,



vieet: 'T. .4 ar,d .- dgA market incornes were only partially offset by
w. teas--

;1i -11spe .4- the inoarrie distributhin had a large
trPU-1

d,morapri,-4: groups For persorts I Irigtn housetiolrkr and prime-aged men. the of ch.T4IIget In ca-...h id in-kind trans-
T'er r.,t changes in market incomes_ For the eld-
.!.. T.,!L-er- 71 r ;c11 td the decline in poverty For all groups, how-

trot- i-ap, i7 the di,: ribut ion weer 44,ant itativ-elv important.
Lr rrk .,t the last .1'ffears_te41_,..:, a good deal atpo+.11 the pros-

:.r. f.u. rrAth t. redu p.n,.., -ty withAaLlt increased _triinsfer piyment
Y.-1- _t FLO 11 wbould take (Aer a &Cade 10 1.110Velly for all

t :'Ts IeveI .1 mean hiarket incomes grew at 3 p*'-rot-nt--pr'r i,at and all
her T..i,T,r- attei-t the IrlitHne distrilvution remained constant l'he prilif.oects for

are .41,41 mat el:MIT:4ring_
evperierced the largest _drop in poverty of an dernogi-,,plik riroup,

I r,.. ....re .1 .atti...er.tly Lace group to have a st;bstantial impart on the overall;,-fl ti-a. very iarce dropari their povr7Ty rate reduce;.f the rate for all per-
to. User the `:.! period their pov-errs' reductum was almost

rtrif-:.ta.; t., in real tiocial t4T.-curity and 1IS1 transfers. Since
herat--,T. are not .-s:pected to irk-rt.:Ise in real terms in the next decade; we do

'..7_.%ir, I suf declin.--s in pavertv for this group
r t r I ,) .t.gt riven r.te ath-ett-d more by changes in mean _market in-

. ,T r 1. sugge.ting that ecorwmiz growth could -reduce perver-
.; tr.s.n..;en. This optimist IC a:sm-se.nient must. however, be tem-

p..1 ,..,/ato,ti that peiert Y rates of non-:wed males would already be low
,,,r -current cyclical condition A return to Ml employment would

-,..,-!..et...1.iinpact on the poverty rates of non-aTized men. Ilowever it would
.Tiaie \.1'7 Lit1.4,Int;...11 trn oti the .aggregate poverty rate because this-group

rei,re..et, sniall portion of the total poverty population and the low
raT-- t.-cona nereasing, hard to re.luee

It ,:rourh uniikefv to ni.a.ke substantial inroads into arevate poverty
by red... tic the ;. Cri:1, rates or the 141'.1-1. or nonaged men:growth can ynly be an
cue. -t IT non female Itivarird househol& gain substantially (ruin
re.'.-- If; ti,ar set incorne We remain pe.ssimistic that economic growth per se will

Loo a ',aria- mpact on their posert ). rates Our pessimism is hied on tFier1 small
redie.!,.,n experienced by this demographic group during the high, growth

it-' .1 ot The :ate trots
Ii dernJgra;his gr.up. %hien trwas continued 110 IMTva.0_ in sue over the 11047.'.--$2

per, peTcenT ,populatron in 1979. the last year Of close
To. enip!melit Thref...re, . i turtli-r dikliries in poverty are to be

iI. ., *IN to el,m,.. larvely r. a result of drereLINVII poverty among
nor. ter.. 1-- beaded families

it! ',kV/.

-IL, _Foundation. of the War on Poverty get satnimliT:.
%., 1,, f'.114711' Re% ., . Pi

i. 1`.1t1,, and the Prot.-N.0r. The ileeat S-i.-t in Perspeetive
1)1 In.ditutton

rid,r,on. 14.,' If Lis ke noyin The liekstoinship by-tyke-eh &lin/Kris!
iro..! Ti and the FAteat_ I Piyerty Among. American Quarterly ogrinal
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!,s.!1: 711Ti "The Foundations of the ' War Tin Poverty American
Vconiiii _hey e_ 1 c'..t

!!Ts;: 'Ito, Foundation. (.1 tFt.- War on Poverty Reply American F.Co-
nono .7.1.211

hter 1'.0"1 "Transfer Scenarios and Privetions of Poverty into the
i'eLt.- Journal 1.1 liesounts, It,, II OP
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Nit Si Nir would you like to proceed?

ST CIEMENT OF TIMOTIII M. SMLEDINC..tSSOCIATE 1'ItOE4Strit
EtliNIMICS. -OD LAIRECTOW DIVISION OF SOCIAL S4'IEN4

Itt:SE %Mit, _VENTI.:It 1:0It .%I.T.tIRS AND .1!)MINI'4INA-
iS. I.SIN ERSIT1 UTAH

Mr you. sir
eerr th.;: Mr Campbell_ and his colleagues have left. I

Is: interested in that I have to say hen.
Mr Sr.,. (k l'nfOrtunately we are ornetimes required to be at

t.. _or three meetings at the same time Believe me; your testimo-
rls get read and it has an impact. I apologize for the sem-

ai-intere-4
.Ippr..ci.it your taking the time to he here and hear with us as

rough this
V h, don't %ou pro, if in the manner that you desire.
Mr SMEEDI N4; I been asked to address the effect of alter-

n-, meorne on tx.iverty_particularly :is they might
t,ir in the reerit increases in the official poverty figure in the

r:o.d St.ite".
there are three major items which affkt the level

,%.rt: the I.mted State' that are not taken into account in
the p.A-rty figures In order of importance; they are:
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Fir-t tee include the impact_ of benefits from in-kind or
naelinoney income tratiSlers such as food stamps; public housing;
:end medicaid in the incomes of the poor.

Second. failure to subtract Federal and State_ income and payroll
taxes letor comparing incomes to poverty levels.

And tint-et !he problem of under reporting, nonreporting, and
mi,reporting it i._urvey income.

I did a report that most of you have seen for the Census bureau
un the. oleo 4,,1 m-kmd !noisier benefits on _poverty and that is
summarized in my prepared statement. I would say by thentselv_es
in kind transfers are liable to reduce poverty somewhere in the
11,,,e.hben.hood of te, 3 percent below the _official poverty_ rate&

Nose. taxes :ir somet hing which aremore Lmix)rtant and i think
p:it tiular _importance to this committee. If we interpret the tiov

i-i line as the expenditure needs standard;_then fairness and com-
monsense just say that you aro going to have to subtract taxes
hotor you f4.tuatut how much money people have to kpend for

commodities.
to some estimates I made in 1979, the poverty rate

have increased_ in that year by about s percent had_ we sub-
tracted_ Federal and State income taxes. The effect is much bigger
today. }pm eyer

has been _isntited out Varlir% the Economic Recovery _Act of
did but adjust personal exemptions or the standard reduction

to adjust tier erosion by inflation Low earners today who are near
the poyrty line are paying substantial amounts of tax. There is a

,intount of data in my paper that attests to this.
1 i.-zuss you could summarize it by saying, first of all, the social

-rczirity _p:iy taxes are a much heavier burden_ on _low-income
(.init. than are income taxes. Secondly, these tax burdens are not
m,h1),tantial

myaan:.e. m 192 a poverty line family of four was liable for
:.:4-;e; in income and payroll taxes. The average food stamp benefits
to that tinnily that_ year were a little less than $900 which means
that once you add in food stamps and subtract :Dirt taxes, this
t ;eui_il _is :.te; war e. off _riot better off:

The last pri,,.tilm is that of under reporting; which is a very dill-I-
art problem Akt'icilly, the Census Bureau does not believe in ad-

lusting t.7- reporting_and you can understand why when_ you
realize tb,:it it , ;eery diricult to figure..- out who is lying about
what Him f 11,ild anher people, have tried. There have been some
studies mud iTher linings which seem to show; I would guesstimate;
th;t the of wilder reporting is maybe to reduce poverty by
;Irhi_ut `211_pur:Tlit

N. how this bear upon the recent increases. in poverty
that we have seen'' Well, what has happened from 1979the lase
year _for my census_ _report-7-to_19S2 is_that the relative numbers of
tentale-headed families and elderly who are poor have fallen from
Tel percent of the poor roughly to about_45 percent. While_ at

with,ame. time t:ie relatiye_timountof the official poor in families with
husbands. wives. and children has risen from about 33 _percent to
about :" pq !;C±.'nt: In _fact lw:t_ year 1:11 percent cf_the increase in
pnerty troth 191 to 192 was in husband-wife families.
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I_ Single out these two groups for the Mowing reasons. If you
look iit tliise three adjustments, in-kind transfers; _taxes and re-
porting. they have the biggest impacts in terms of reducing poverty
for the elderly and inr female heads.

On the other hand, these three factors have the least effect on
hush ,old Eionings are well reported, Poor _husband=
Wife aniilies get many__ fewer in-kind benefits than poor fernale-
headed families or poor elderly families. And pots' husband-wife
familiers pay more in Azixes.

SO When you put this all together, these are the people; husband-
wife families. for whom you ate going to find the least impact roe
making t hese three adjustments.

Now, what does this all add up -to'' In fact. the Census rea:4 .s
today updating this report that i did for Congress in 1979 in;
ClUde 1982 figiiresand when they do that they are only adjusting
hie benefitswhen the do that; I think the poverty rate
th,it you are going to see somewhere around 10 or 101/_ per=
Cent after including only in-kind benefits. Once you also include
the oiled taxes mid under-reporting; I think the poverty rate in
the United States is going to be somewhere around 81/2 to 9 p-et-
ceAt

1i.-N ;.area lot of policy impilic:Atiovis in these figures, They gay
t ilk, administration's statemkents ave. correct, that in-kind bone-

reduce poverty bele;..i- the official ilgures. Nobody ever doubted
that. Put they also say tiat you still have 20 million_poor in
America evetii _after ou_ made all these adjustments which were
supposed to reduce poverty to zero.

It says that taxes are important and are having a _much larger
impact on increasing poyerty today. -And it also says that poverty;
anc w;iy you mt :it-lute it and -this corroborates the statements of
Mot,,,rs _ LY,nziger and Gottschalkany _ay you measurejt,_poverty
in _thii liffti.id States is increasing and increasing at a rapid rate:

Thank you.
Mr. STARK. Thank you for your testimony.
(The prepared statement follows:I

\ 1 V! .0 vErmt...1. %\ 11,1:,

iii SWtkl, IENCE RESEAKCH CENTEK Pl11.44 AiTAIRS AND ADWN-
,THAlloN, UNIVKS11% UTAH

1. INTritollerrION

Nli- Cham-man -and Committee _Nlenitifers: _

I haVe .Sked to iiddress-the effect of alternate meiTsuees_ ,f income on per
tv, parta.ularlv as they might b-ear on the recent increases in the official proverty
figures in the I. S In my opinion, there are three major items which affect the level
of poverty in the United States that are not `::a en into account In the Oka: pover-
ty _figures In order, of importance. they are:

Failure to include the impact of benefits from in.kind -or non-money inctinne
transfers such as F'i'od Stamps, Public Housing, and Medicaid in the inctinieS tt.i-

M/r
2 Failure to subtract federal and state income and payroll taxes before comparing

incomes to provert
3 The priiblem of underreporting. non - reporting: and mis-reporting of survey

income
In this testimony I -wilt first treat these shorwornirm in this order; explaining my

estimates of their individual impacts on-poverty. Second; I will relate these shori-
comings to the recent changes in the official poverty count: Finally-. I will present
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of t hi. nct eu p.e.I of these merits on the extent and trend in poverty
in the I' ts

Accilt.s-rpsa: Flit( IN KIND HENFI'ITS, TAXF.S, ANd) UNIIEHKEll'oHIVNG

ing aut nom] the recent Census Bureau report to Congress uti the effect of in
kind bnedits on pin Frt y itimeding. Ilt*2a, and having also written extensively on
0,e ,! fe..1 taxi and underreporting on povrt as well ttimeeding, 1975, 1977,

. I am particularly pleased that %on 'Live asked me to testify before you today.
iftt,3-goto4,, rs/ 1,eitiiiro,. hi Item/ Trun.Vers tine! AN.sessityz Their linpflut Neer

!Ylv report to Congress described three. strategies for. valuing in-kind
ransters and develops t he est imat mg prot.edurs thimplement thorn

I 11e market value is equal to the_purchase price in the. private niark-3,1 of the
ierei rt.0.1% t'd by the. recipient: the. lace vielue of food_shimits; or the_govern-
ment of..particular goods: eg the insurance. value of Medicare' and Medicaid.

I he, recipient or cash equtvalleritt value is the amount of cash that would make
the recipient just as well off a:4 th -in -kind transfe.r: itethe.refore, reflects the ret.ipe

teen % :Matsui it the benefit The r.vipint 4)1 cash equivalent value is usually
less. than the market talue Even though cash equiviglent-value. is the theoretically
itreterre.d measure., it is quite difficult to stimate especially foi rei..-dec:11 care

I he peivertv budget Share valtio, which is tied to the isivorty ,.etrict.pt, limits the
hied, housing or medical transfirs to the proporr.or3 income. spent on

these items le% per,.ons at or near the po.e.rty line in Pite)-(1,:, when in.kind trans-
!ei e, M in 1 nhil it :1&:uMeo that in-hond transfers l = i these amounts are

t.de--_ant Mr determining poverty status because ." Of one type of_good
e itiedwal does not compensate for a deficient: :t- 'ehe'r good le.g.

t the Importance eat medical benefits: ever percent of
Hti. total mai lot _value._ eel _en-kind_transfers: _and because._ td the problematic nature
i valuing I hee benefits. three alternative defointions of iti-food himllis to be inl,
tided as iliconle were also presentd in this report, These. definition s were: food ard

:i1"tie. Novi, housing, and medical care excluding institutional care (nursing
home hne.fit. and toed, housing, acid medical care including inytituttomil care In
surnni,ir. the report contains- nine Igtsic alternative me:voiles of poverty. each :A-
ter:native Ini'OrpOartini: one of the three valuation strategies and one of triv- thottx.
ile:inatt.m. etl benefits to he counted ire income. Each of these measure-
k- compared to the pota.rty rate based on CensU* money inCoMe --thr

"k` of Povert%
1.-(1,!, 1 summarizes these results. It should hr' itt-ted that tach of tfatse

Incrnt- ielont ions and .:aluat ion strategies are sparable. Thus it tug posiohle AVM-
!eine them in any way that policyntalters eivern relev:ent. My first_p.reference _as_ an.
eoriornist ts the cie.it equivalent valut. approach But cash equivalents are difficult
to measure. T.eking into..tit:count ease of estirtuition and protecting against medical
tvnefit t.vervalbation: I would condone a mixture of _all three valuation- strategies:
the marset value strategy' for food benefits: reipient, or cash ecuivalent value for
Mousing benefits. and po.:erty 15-itviget Share value ...Jr medical benefits. With no
other changes. eg those for taxes or reporting. _s-uch a .-',,bit.ilatiort would have-Pro-
ducei poverty rate of about s.:i percent in 197th_a-tea uctinto of percent from
the -4f-is:Lir money income only poverty rate of -11.1 percent, and very elose-to-the
t heoreticall rrelerred ". 7 percent °Named by the cash equivalent approach. The
rat e.n.il for h14 choices can be explairie:d in a few paragraphs.

TABLE 1 ALL PERSONS COMPARISON 01 THE NUMBER OF POSIR AND POVERTY RATES USING

ALTERNATIVE INCOME CONCEPTS AND VALUATION TECHNIQUES. 1919

14mbr. m thow..nr.i

Yankgoor ti leclir ewcomct

liecipent_cx Parelv_b_utlIte
NutoMeot share

tOrlrin '1 .,2rw rw

kirtro, p 23123 23.123 23123
Potg-^i raN, 11 1 11 1 III

Moog_ tr 3ree fxx! -et!
tecerier of. y 19133 20118 20.1-43

I* 'It! 9t 95 91
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TAME 1 Att PIRSONS u*IPARISON Of 1111 NUMBER Of PIXTR . POVERTY RATES USING

711 if RNA:1 IVt INCOME CONCI T'IS AND VALUATION TECHNIQUES. 1979- C,ontintied

q0

.(0,'`f

hos,

rn
,1 PI N1,1, ...11 ,1", .rc.latfine ",1 t0.01141 (41,0

valuate, technpue appoac.

fiRtow, 01140 Ptrel,/ two!Mwet
P(1,I.irfq

h 144 11 7

1407,- 18 393 18.868
,rp 81 89

73 1 20 I
M .1 1 ..kg! 10.1'!Uttal're ;.1,0

l404 17 318 18 81.8
co h 8 89

, ;1, 0
. WW1 an MOM', .ke,nne P11W

Pie re. want or ea, _equivalent value tit-foist stamps and School Lunch subsi-
.11es is xirtuallv identical to troir iii irk value In other words. recipients spend at
least as voiL 11 on hNlii .rid lunch .s these oetielits all rd In particular. Food
Stamp tre Is giwItl as Ciish The face of Fo(xt Stamp is already re,
ported ,r; the %larch Current Population S a r v. (cPsi and the market %Aloe of
school 1.1.o,lt subsidies are easily calculated There is no need Li move to alternie

run % dilation strategies in t II IS

_recipient or (sh equivalent value of public housing subrailles averages SU per-
cent of their nutt_kla tlit percent f al:44AM vikte lot. the iowee4
income groOt/s Thus anas'set the true welfare gam, ati bv
the reelpient value_ot housing subsidi, s. by a substantial aitirrunt In call:mating re-
cipient_ va!ue. gssi up-to-d:ite -inform:mon 1,11 1.411111Chtllrl'S among non
public housing low Income I:oodles IS a necessitt. The t gr. a ,1nnual flour,

Survm tr tidi 41 of the data that is needed to .:4w.1411- fstate their o
mates of recipient value v.ith a reasonable d.gres of accuyac:. Tlr. 'ensitr_boreau iii
.!eveloping replicable methodology which them to carry tint tin..
task In thr case of 'it.ti; benefits then, market value ve,e.rly.6-erslates the I t'Ue
volt,ire g.tin of the poor. while a rPaS1/11/ibl good e'st,rn t I et wieht
.11:111:11/11.1111t should hi used

Ntedical_care Is much more prohlentatic On average the r, idt 1 !Vbste
and Mgmlit.:Iii-Lis only 17 3 percent of tht market value (.1.-xelv ",irk

overst:ites true welfare gains in this case However calculating I 4::'
problematic In additi.rn. the problem of net her or not ti include
expenditures in rnisbcal tieriefit,.. remains

1Gsause ol their VIII sid LW tit.. . I rvalment t.11 medical AbltitIt.).
crucial elettlent it t,...'stnt. the impact of in kind benefits on povelbs. I;Pit!NS orie
assumes that illedit'al benefits can he used to heat homes or to feed ptirrple, there is
a distinct danger ot overvaluation b gjiingmeducal iuttwiits at _tfwir market
value. parth.Lularls forth.' elderly For instance; at current illts1:10 market values for
Med...are and 11ter',..aid benefits. there would trvirtu_ally rs) poverty _among the eld-
erlv or in just about It of Sew York State based on_these_benefits along While the
ret pirnt v;ilue estimates_adjust tor this probt.ana and are therefore preferable to the
nuirket v.due approach: the are highly_ spoulative The ixiverty budget Sfbire-ap-
proack. which _linitts the saluetei medical bete to the amount-neeited to f11111 an
estimated fraction of theoverall ptsl'il). hud4 seems to be t.h4, b-eiit choice-

me explain_ why "t'lewed from a different pirspeettve, the 't iiy line esti-
tit:ites. the_ aniount_of a person's Ii tsic human- needs Certain amounts are implicitly
budgeted fur specific needs. _e fooil and Medical- care. If a person needs more medi-
cal care than is budgeted theri- is a problem- vi it h tl:e proverts line needs share for
medical care -Oth.--r tiarSic needs are mit met-by excessive medical benefits. As sucfi .

the poverty share approach gum, ,is against the overvaluation problem and is free of
the recipient -value estimation vagaries Moreover. the anti-poverty effect of medical
transfers under this approach is exactly the same whether or not institutional care
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berietits ,or in, hided Soo e the imixertx budget shares haxe already been calculated.
it is .4 ..it!iple 1,t. /NSW,. to flits. approach on:nail/mu:41 basis In summi-
t . terins of accuracy in measurement fairness. and 4114 Ogle( in_beitig able_ to
rar:dlx calculate the impact of itakind henefits_on ash annually uistated kisis. this

ii h nil trateg -444 the most appropriate choice
I 414 The current poxert) line is based_ on the ratic, of fOOd

to after tax income. but efslls.1.1S 111_,Jno. inconi does not sub(ract out
ii% determining their povert:, status- If we interpret

the poveitv litie as an expenditure midi' standard, lairtesiss and common tilbfiSl.
IIli.(II i1 h adjustment You can t bu( the pixertv budg st with tax dollars At.-

, otding Ti int 1...tiniates. subtracting 441444d income and paxroll taxes would have
ifeiteased the income of Mau !. borthSfitle poor families and thus would liaxe In

:4 ased the poxert% rate by about s percent in 1979 Earlier estimates for l:372 andIf Uhl...a...4.s ill powftV fi t percent 1
1,ireiixer. !fie Economic. Itecovery and Tax Act EBTAI ot 19s1 did not adjust per:

so id evoltipto.iis or the standard deduction ii_.ero brac_ket amount 1 to account for
erosi.in SIfICI. these were the two major _progr_essivity features

ri. h proiiied Itii.j isoor_famtbes from paying federal months taxes their 'gm),
I II. 1. 1. I-li with social security Ito mini tax increases. will
ina,:aott ini.reasing impact of persaial taxes in the fineseehle future
fli,s _oh onsistem., grow in importance iover the next few years liased Oil reteri,
.coils tip.rrt t est imatethat the impact of subtracting state and federal income

histt w oak! in re-.ii' the poverty COUnt 1, feaSt percetil
t.stat

SS hoe !bele ate no set ent .posa Po- i 9, estimates of the enc., of income pabrol.'
tate- oil is.%, !Ix I Ilk unit niv assertion. Tables 2 and 3 suggest the growing
hinden ,./ Mai t,ii mrtd 1/.. soli taxes on Isnert8 families ratsar the line 2 In
Fable it 1 1 1 1 0 . 0 1 . the income tax threshold it he itixel at %finch income taxes

utter vetting out the to the ExA-erti. threshold tor a lour
ton t,1% iSehrt the HT(' came into rife.... in 197a, the tax lexel was generally

tet..w but 'lose to the poxerty jibe I.o% inomie families with _earned income as
thiji pi imary means or support _were thus _liable for sanii'll_amounts of income taxi's
AH earnings _were also subject nolo% roll tax_ liatulltv but payroll taxes we're Tula-
, el A IsTcent in_ 19.40,. Mi'hen the_ Fitt' came int(4 197.-i the

isdixe .t,conte taxii:ihtlittes were more than nude up for by FIT(' henefiti4_
l'he !mom, feel at which taxes were_due as-2I p4Areent abOvedhe poverty level

t it ulIiI. with children during 19::-; In fact, because of EIT('- refundabilitv.
totes were rtega-tie A po%eet line income -lexels However. as the

1711 i,,,,,Jessed the difference t-d',-it the intonit level where income taxes were
aid the isixertx in decreased constantly The last increase in personal exemp.

.unit the iero bracket amount too& place in 1479 Since I 9,.:o, the Income 'cexel
..1 all' itue has l'hartgt4i onk slightly fiowexer. inflation has d.,nxen
!he p..tertt ito nireasingk higher. to the point iti re a fanillt of four with pItir-
!% 1177 this %ear. exert counting the EITe. wiii have nearly if leder

Income Next %ear this amount will increase to $1.s3ii, and unless somie
ire ditivIVIICV it ill tly

. !MS iOR 4 PERSON EAMIUES VERSUS THE INCOME Tax rBeHOiti FOR A

:PERSON FAMILY 1970 85
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TANI I .' WON'T (It'd!) Iu 4 PINSON IAMIIIIS VERSUS THI INCOME IP THRESHHOLD FOR A

PER;ON IAMIIY. 19/0 8:' Contmed

,a la.1?,,p,,w1 Putt% an Ia Ihtedlad maitS
WIP

tam ilvmstmatas
Ward 01 miavemta

ave

1:14 1161
211 1Q75

0 ti8 9 .'8! _ W 930
8 7:7 ' 9 880 1 133 815

IP I.99 I 383 864
9 '8' ' 10 b13 l8.30 $78

11 131 : 318 191

A , -. a , ooet f 1,k,ew ,,ert,1 411( i1,41ra RED** III

I

oti, 111.h, .11r, OW .111101111t Of tncome. payroll._ and combined taxes that %bald
lour and six persons with earnings equal to the txwerty

Pt. Thl.sl, figures, bring our several important points First
'! p.o.to11 .ire :t much twaYter burden on low income earnens than are

',4,4'1Ildi% 01.14' tax burdens are not insubstantial Et"en thotgth state.
r1.Ilie Are lopramt poerty line [tarok of liKir was liable for Pd.% in ini-orne

. tl,f J,.1' !I ?Axe. 1'is.3 .%%erage lo,xi stamps benefits fur working_families_at this
.,t11 1.!%11 1.1,1 %ill' was i,'.. than :PHU, l'hus for this family. the net ePil of

Jr"' hsKI st.onn, !the in kind program which they are most likely to benefit
!?,tu f to Tedit,.. their net in.-..ritt.,b SIC' Finally. we note that combined income

r.ites Ate hick'r for larger families. and that they have hteadily in-
, 1 147'1 tor ill t rnrik lie groups eleark there are poor and neat-piior

:II who ,ire eligible for significant amounts of tax; they can no

, iSt kki !4' LIABILILES Al POVERTY OW ifiCOME LEVELS 1979 85
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h . I,' tn.I 1,4,41411'in N It h torrent poyerty estimates in their
,i.r "fur kindurt-flintrtittg -The report which I prepared fir

. -,, ,1 io! ,ifoi.t for this prublerll 141Callse 0.11sUs Itureau does
I h,t! ,1,01,1,14. 4:401,4114.14, ton Making surf adlUstftWilt$ is currently

1,, .10, I hO' tithes it y tr% 4141.1.11,1141u po:.111(411 Still, recent experience with
t t.. CPS, 111.44.41 %ich pie.-erty estimatic. are based, tridi-

n'10nt of the Inilani! ;Mounts Vi'hICh_shOUlii_haVe
, u.iliy i'1.14,4!1 h Sinillitrl in kind- benefit re

- 0,

F

-

Ind

r

Ak,

.1.1,

i.n kind I ti.,1111. is_ underreported as "Atoll For instance.
prr..f0 of .111 N11111,.11(1 brilici.irie, and only 77 'Noreen! of too4

age tit l'''.1C411 with this a141)1114 it ts, !air to
T 11.11. HUT( .111 111.1k1' .I11% .111:1111.1.111tr ,.t 11.,w to dell with umnr% Itient114* under-reporting is_quite, only .$ out ,of eery nil is repr.rted. this figure differs

tsp. Wage ;:nd salary int.4)me 9__ iirciont perfect. %hill.
Lind property ills "Mt. ani4nAtits percent or less of the

In. 14. ye, ..T M1111111', g intere,t or AIK'1 . It, , it niaporting ,

n..11 I-.. '11.1'11,1,1,,1 For one rip 41a study' .04404Lirt:10.
r \ kkhk.,Ite, ILO 1111,1141pn't of .11IX' as _general asist-

Ittrt41 trsalefit than either underreporting dollar all44)Ullts
\ .'! t r.1.,r, \IAN' ltmgethfrr Nloreoer of tInNse reporting AFIX' to

, i. trir,414-41 014e correct amount Twenty one isreent under-
, r., r u1,o11nt by in it 24; pkrCi.ti ilircent 41% errepirted

. , ,i hs .in .n.'rai'. of :17 pcn..ent Mink mg up- rtportert
it .1, li the iggieg.ite benchmark total totally ignores both of

,ri in_ 111.1k 1114.7 110.111.111111.. moved much beyond thts
' I Itote nr rs0111 IlotAiqer, until undrreporting adjustreonts

,1 , 11TH1Tj 'nn' 1.111 1.',*1 a rimvil uiva of how much difference
Itoking it the 4,1 the seeral research effort/-

A. t , wid" t,p)rt .01,1 rni.-reu-iing using unousfit sOi;.-t! 1:4!,!!'re.0 tax and _SOL'Ial
1. reported ;fees/ StUdie

.4 a,. t, n rn 1st,t4 f 2.C. 14 rt. 4411 II-ton sack ailiust
t -t oped I 14,1111d that :Xrivtit

th, rt , prrs.-hi.. I ;r 1-111:, I not be !oo far
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I would iirgue_ that the. moor increases_ in poverty experienced during the past
four years h,me been in_ person.. adults hut especially children. living in traditional
husband wife families. In 1979 these perwins constituted about _35 percent. of the
poor, while toed.iry they comprise idmost 31) percent of the poor. ikttwen 19S1 arid
19s2 alone, over half of the' increase in poor persons were husbands. wive.;. or relat-
ed children under 1s living in traditional husband-wife families. Sixty percent of the
I UK', e.174_ poor families last year was made up of husband-wile

I _t his group_ out for _precisely the opposite reason. These_famities are least
lokelY to lie Jottected by in-kind benefits 'because. of ineligibility or low benefit
amounts', most likely to pay taxes, and least likely tots. affected by underreporting
.both being due to the heavy nuance on heavily taxed hut also well reported earned
income in these I:mullet:I

For instance. tri 1952 12 percent of all poor households had at least one member
who ri.eiwil Nord stamphenelits. 23.0 percent lived in public housing. and 39.2 per-
cent benefited front Medicaid IC S Bureau of the Census, 19Nlict In constrast, only

percent of 'moor husband wife families got food stampto,_only_ti.3 poteentlived in
piiftti houing. and only 27_0 percent were eligible_ far Medicaid benefit s._The point
is th.a _the increasing riumbrs of poor families of this type are least likely-to be
reduced by adjusting tor iii -kind inconw and reporting, but most likely to -be in-
cr.e.ed by adjusting for taxes. 'rhus 1 would not expect much of a reductlon in. !m-
en. for these lanithes once the adjustments are made.

Nlrosner It is just this group of lowearners and their children who have been
most aihrsk attected by the Reagan administration's taxation and social policies.
these itiolorduals are_ increasingly becoming poor because of _recession induced job

awl sub...4400o declines fit earned income; because less than 40 percent of the
unemployed are catered by unemployment insurance_todayiwic compared toover 75
percent during the Ilt7:i-rts.essioni. because the 191'1 ERTA did not -provide them
with much. it aii%, iierall direct tax relief +in- as seen above large effective tax in-
, reases.. arid finally. because cutbacks in Food Stamp: and other social programs
Moe misa attectedprectselv these low earnings people

It ou are %owlet Mg Mho it IS that is falling_ through the Reagan safety net. these
arer he truly rived% You ought to spend sorrie_tinte in my old neighborhood in South
Buffalo. New York where mayor permanent shutdowns in the steel and other heavy

li% uttrl decimated the. income hase of the neighborhood Once jekrod
union ,teelworkr. are delprIng 100 newspapers :I day to teed tiff, cfiitotre -' end

ti-. hull*

1% A -1 AIMING UP

II r.11.11n-. put the-, information together to attempt to update the
onp.sit of in kind benefits. taws, and _income underreptrting on the recent_inz.

riase ri is..ert tr.mi the most recent 11979i estimates I should emphasize that
t hi -4- 1!0.2 estimate- Bate not been constructed on a novroilata hosts All of the 114
at., u. table. I sit her than thoise for Vow.: are based on sophistwatki itamm micros
data modeling and imputation procedure's As I understand it. the Census Bureau IN
making an effort to update my report on on kind benefits to I9s2" But even then
tile net ettects of income underreporting and taxes will not be known

Lade I indicate. that po%ert% in the I': '.,ern the rise evern after adjustments
tar III kind- benefit s. underreporting and taxes are carried out I expect_ that the

ensue update al ni% report will show an incrase_from about s.7 percent to_the Io-
la perk ent range, adjusting only fir on kind benefits 'measured at _their cash equiv-
alent o,ilu and ignoring taxes and reporting problems, as was the case with my
earlier report Recent cutbacks in in kind transfer inconw support systems and
growing numbers of peer husband vide families who benefit least from such pro-
Crane. expi.on tht rease

111.. MA. take art Act It I 14wre--.s. but mstead nt st.',1qat mg :4'1.4111 the impart ot in hind
,t. poert% it would ter now ,f the I...legal most. to*artir pro+Iding

t h.- 01." t in kind tr4oNtrs on pivert) Is A-. a ...nuts' hasit.
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TANI 1 PI RCI NIAGI Of RSONS WITH INCOMES BELOW THE POVERTY LINE, 1965-82
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6chru.se holed the data ere tabulated trap the Sawp 011 /1))1101111C 811Pollinhtf (to 1965). and vinous Mad Cart
'ho, TAws

111 1979 adjustments for taxes and income underreporting were made as well,
poeert fell to about 111..percent. However,' estimate that- taxes has a larger pover-
ty- increasing effect in 19s2-than in 1979. Thus. a/morning that underreporting has as
substantial an effect in reducing poverty in 1974:: as in earlier studies, we still end
up with a isteerty rate of somewhere around S.:;--9.0 percent after all adjustments
have been made

Such a figure has far-reaching policy implaations. It says that the administration
statements are correct in that in kind henefits_reduce poverty below the_officiW fig-
ures This was obvious all along. Rat what the administration didn't Cell -us was
that 41 am s to 9.0 percent poverty_raW_raeans over 20 mallimn poor and- needy
Americans. even-after counting these lienefita, and ti) that the' poverty rate includ
mg in-kind b-enefits, taxes. and reporting atIjustinetots is now higher than ary year
since 1970 and is increasing at an even faster rate than is the official povertopu-
lation In case vou ever had a doubt, America still has a serious poverty problem
and. all the in-kind benefit rhetoric aside. that problem at growing very rapidly.

Thank you.
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t' S_ Bureau of the Camte,-,_ rts:t.t A.:snood mg_ AltcCrax Money Inconet Distribe,
ttotis Csing trotil the CPS:' Current Populations Reports; Serie%
No I.:I: August

uts:itt_ '_*Morittv Income and Poverty Status of PantalitaLancl Persons in the
United St -tier 19+2,_ Current Populations ItZepoets,Series P-14), No. 1_40. July:

ItKk. -Selected Cha-racteristscs 411 Families and Persons Receiving Non-
cash IUntits l9S2," Current Population Wtxtrts, Serum P-611. No. III. September.

Mr: StArtg. Could you please tell me about the project at the Uni-
versity ot Wisconsin? IN) you stick pretty much to classic economic
research?

Mr. Gorrscirm.x. What we do is look at the relationships he,
tween unemployment, economic growth, transfers and poverty. We
assume' that_relations:iips Which_ held in the past _will _continue in
the future. Basically %.e take Mr. Penner's chart and instead of
talking our was' through it; we use statistical techniques that try to
uncover the relationship between poverty and the three key varia-
bles.

The results seem_ _to be very robust. We get the _same results
pretty much no matter how we do the study. I- am always uncotn-
fortable making predictions; but I rtel comfortablle about these pro-
jections.

Mr. STAKii. I don't know whether any of you three saw the series
last week in the Washington Post, but a reporter posed as an out-
of-work. down-:it-thebeels _person in a soup kitchen _shelter in
Washington and got picked up y_ _a labor contractor from South
Cororri;t in a an along with 9 or 10 other guys, and laftas promised
$30 butl.s._11 day for picking tomatoes. He chrorticaled his expe4ri-
ence nil four-part series.

I suggest to Mr. Campbell, and all the other members of this
vie) say people don't want to work, -to read the news

r icc.runt k,f these men who went to South Carolina. Admitt ly;
one g-uy wanted to teed h:s wine habit. However; another guy
:'.anted better 4paetment to move out of the glum that he was
keeping 'his wife and child in _ _ _

But the _absolute tragedy of their beiro; locked into this poverty
systt. m is hard to imagine for those of us who have the good for-
tune cfbiickgrounds that provided education and food.

I wish we could Imd a way to end the cycle_ of pc7ertv in this
country. But as Dr; Penner said; even if we could get rid of the MX
missiles and spend the $45 billi3n to close the gap, we don't know
how to the long-term problem of poverty. _

Ti :.re is_ an education process Of people learning_how to spend
money and how to waste money: Kids _have to learn that with_al,
loances. I guess people who never had money have to learn what
to do when money runs out and the month still has 2 _weeks to_go:
_ _I dole's know, how do you learn that? I don't know if we Can leg-
'slate that but I have a huncih that we are going to wake up and
expend the resources someday_. I don't mean to say taint ..$50 billion
is insignificant, but between Mr. Pickle and myself, we are going to
find out how to get that -oat of the_tax cheat& -

Now; if we can transfer some of that from the tax cheats to the
welfare cheats, we would at least make a step in the right

citreAiort: _

If any of you have any suggestions, I ant wry that this commit-
tee would weticome them:
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How do we_ spec, efficiently? What do we du' I don't
know when that 6 '!reil rs bemg conducted.

a.4; one thing ;thou that. It turns out that
awiut ..,overty in this country is concentrazed; even

:titer ;: minsfers in th, deep South.
Sic "Iliat_is a state of mind, y,,1 are saying?

That is 4 _state' (Af fact. It is there. If_ you look atth icteristies of the Ia States that have the highest poverty
rates. sou will find that _none of_ them rare the AFDC' -U1' pro-
griMl :Norte of them supplement SSI. Very low percentieges_ of the
poor there receive benefits from inedie%lid, food stamps. and other
programs.

Mr. STARK. Ilighst pereentage of church attendance?
Sir SwF:Iasi:. I would suppose so. But if you were to bring

AFDC and hkod stamps combined to a national mininneae of; let's
siy, two-thirds to thrt'e-quarters or the poverty line, I think that
would have a big impact on those people in those areas, including
the_r16maining elderly poor anc2 female heads of households, _ _

Mr. STARK Did it ever occur to you that some of the people in
those .:tates _might want to keep people_ dependent because i keeps
domest A. and family_ help readily available?

Mr. It has occurred to me.
Mr. STARK. In California we have unions,
Mr. SNWEDING, Iii Alkali we don't have any unions. But others

have argued that exact point that you are making now,
Sir. Szmek._11ave you calculated any figures to_separate those- I3

States from the more humane Stzites of Texas, New York. Califon'
nia, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Wisconsin?

I X) the figure's change drastically when you separate out these
States?

Mr _Smei...niNe;: Yes. once you- include in -kind benefits and sepa-
rate_ these_ States out you find there is a much lesser impact of in-
kind benefits in must of the Southern States.

There' are some_tables I have _done for the Urban Institute that
relate to this prohlem and 1 would be glad ta the committee
with them.

Mr. STARK. Thank you.
For the record, I would like to ask erect ".11 tf )6-ai would just

submit So, the record, unless you _have 1s it ewer; of when you
think the rate will get down to 11.4 percent wider our present pro-
gram.. and practices.

Professor Gottschalk mentioned that _pretransIN'T income is_ bes
coming much more unequal. What should our response br to tkeat?

Mr: DANzlia,:r.: The importance of the pretransfer issue is to
show that increasing Government transfers have not been wasted.
A good analogy is running harder to stay in place.

The pretransfer series shows That through 197S; when _in-kind
and cash transfers were increasing, the antipoverty effectiveness,
as measured h the difference hetween pretrAnsfer poverty and
poverty after transfers was also increasing. As we_ have cut __back
transfers, the_percentage of the pretransfer poor taken out of pov-
erty has also declined: Thus; the benefi by and large are going to
the poor and are having an azitipoverty impact.
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We nroiwied povertv only :.' years to 19x:{ and 19g,1 btvause
we have det.iiled official pr.( pctins of e conomic variables only for
those years. Yo._ have to tell a _story about sustained economic
grow t Fi for a relatively long period of :1 or 6 more _years and_ unem-
ployment rates gettiti,..- back :down to 6 percent before poverty fans
Nick to the l97 s_ h yel. But 1 would caution nonetheless; you still
It.i_ve relative to th. !.,66's a harder lxipolation that is left._

Mr STARK. Can you tell me in that looking glass we just walked
through _of that 6-percent unemployment_ and sustained ec9nornic
growth. how 'u are going to_do that with ever-increasing income
taxes and evei-increasing military expenditures?

Mr. DANzaaqi. "don't think you are going to get there and that
is why wt' used official projections which are there only two years
out.

I don't know what spend:ng pattern you would nave to project to
have that

Mr: STARK. Thank you:
Mr. Piekle.
M r. Cent lemen, we have heard from witnesses this morn-

ing painting out that we-have ati_ increase in the poverty rate and
it is obvious there is a disparity in this country: The rich are get-
ting richer and the poor are geliing poorer._ You have given_us
smite statittes that show this is the trend; and you are knowledge-
able it that twit:.

Now. my question to you, if any of you want to respond; is; what
do we do about it?

accept your analysis,. and I don't know that I am prepared to
argue with any of your findings or your analyses; but the_question
is...what do we do ;tbout it? What does. Congress do_ahout it?__

The question is, are we responsible? And if so, have we, through
our _brought about this increased poverty? at are we
going to do about a?

The poverty level now is nearly $16;600.. To lot of people in the
country; that does not sound very poverty-like.

Whether it is a good figure or not, rather than just increasing it
or lowering it depending on the trend; what do we do about it? If
you were_ in Congress, what would you recommend?

Now, that may be an unfair question to you, but this is what we
nave to end up withhere. _

Mr. DANZIGER. I think you have a successful mddel in SSI where
you have a program available to all the elderly who have income
and assets below a _certain line, That issue for the nonelderly poor
is addressed in Dr. Penner's testimony in terms of providing a min-
it mit level of benefits in AFDC and a mandating of AFDCUP for

States.
Mr. Pirm..E. And, in effect, it would increase the AFDC and SSI?
Mn:_ _DANZIGEIL It would make AFDClook more like SSI in terms

of eligibility levels and benefit standards.
Mr. GorrsrnAtx. I think you can't forget the role of the business

cycle and economic growth on poverty. The fact is that we won't
get back to the 11- or 12-percent range unless we can get unem-
ployment levels_down: _

Mr. PICKLE. Unless we do what?
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Mr rrist-itAs I Thiess you can get unemployment rates much
lov.er; iind I think th:it is going to take a much more serious look
at training programs than we are currently doing. I think we have
basically gone from low unemployment rates_ to high ii7,4t.;iii:16-
nient rates, and something has to be done about that.

Mr. Sitiki :tam:. I basically_ would agree with that; Mr. Fide.. We
he to get certain people back to work who don't. have jobs_ who
have fallen through the safety net They don't beir$.`,..it from a lot of
in-kind programs.

is part of the cyclical phenomenon, but you haVe to realize
Mr. lkinziger's point that two-thirds of tluw poor, maybe only CO
pertent today. are pt,ople who we don'texpect to _make it on earned
income alone. The)- -are single parent families wir..h Pre-SChOol chil-
dren _or they are k tg and disabled and for those pootie it is going
to tzike a_grvitter effort in terms of spending more money on them
through AFIX7 or SSI or fOad stamps or some conibinaton of them
to bring them out of poverty. That is it.

Mr. Picxt.E. _Well,_ in my part of the country; we would say
thanks _for nothing. I _don't mean that facetiously. Of course; _we
would _have to lower the unemployment rate and adjust the_ SSI
and AFIX', but more fundamentally; _what do we do specifically in
terms of things that might cause this? That is what we have to ask
ourselves. That is not your role. I accept that

But I s4ly to_ you and all the other witnesses coming up that it is
helpful to analyze this, but _after that, what do we _do? Perhaps we
ought to analyze it first, so -I am not arguing the_ point.

Mr. Smsr.niNti._That is one other thing we should mention, sir,
and that_ is something that is very particular to this committee and
that is the role of the era' tying burden_ of income taxes. We are
not talking about elderl:c..;.?.iti female head of families because most
of their income is in the form of nontaxable- transfers: Were talk-
ing iibout the guy that makes $i an hour, $10,103 a year._ That guy
is paying_ over $900 in income and payroll takes. That is a big
chunk of his income, more than _he gets in food stamps. He is prob-
ably not eligible for medicaid either.

Only 25 percent of the poor husband and wife families have any
eligibility for medicaid. They are not - living in_ public housing; -only
i; percent of them live in public housing. I understand the problem
of high marginal tiix rates in the middle income brackets, bUt let's
CloSe a few loopholes and let's give some tax relief _to people; low
earners who are near the poverty line. That is something that your
committee specifically can address itself to.

Mr. Well;_the_Congress has attempted to lower the tax
hurdt-n on the very low income people. In the last 10_ years I know
we have made very valiant efforts to do that We still have a great
04:parity, and the Congress is looking for some kind of answer.
That is not your responsibility.

I pose -that to you and any panel that follows.Bows. I am glad hal-JO
thiS analysis. I am glad to walk through it and probably accept the
findings, but Still we have to find out what do about it

I thank you verso -much, and we appreciate your testimony.
Mr. SM EEDING. Thank you.
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:Voir in the 5 zortunworty is rising dra-
ma! le ally

The Pt-n poor The concept of the new poor has received much
:ettention of late. The idea is based on a ftandamental reordering of
the American economy in_w tradittional -manufacturing sec-
tions ...ay to such highly technical enterprisk.,

In jeorgi.i. textile workers and those in,olved in the manufac-
turing ,if carpets are at risk in this way; Textiles present an excel-
lent xamplz Synthetic... new preecessing techniques_ and_ foreign
competition hive led to a seitous decline in the traditional wxtile
indu-Ary textile firms are.smalltown all from which
tth- hat .applied workers for generations._ A4, plants
c'.10-1.. people tro.::.t relo,.ate and retrain themselves or suffer depri-
, at ion

The .01e-e,,i.1i% of public assistikace; the Otonibus_Budget _Reconcil-
1.0 ain .A-,t 01 197-2_ and the Tax Equity and hscal Resp9nsibilitc; Act

reduced the az;sistience availiible to poor Geomiani s.
it the iinplernentaition of _the ihnnibus Reconciliation Act

1.-01011 ir.dividu-ils lost AVIX7 benefits;
other- received reduced Benefits; 1.2.1Mrt food stamp house-

lost benefits in the -same period-
Since that A itm.._t he number of hid's-Millais receiving assistance

n i incr.e.eit itur largely to tile itripiict illl unemployment. In Nlay
th1' AVIr;igt alit to Lot-idles with depende it children payny..--nt

ior an iniiivoba:il was per !month. The average family pay-
ment %A.IN ,..7 p r month.

Eei-cti%e. July pis;t, the maximum monthly benefit far a mother
w itO one child tilt per month A mother_with two children. t.6r2

month. aria :I mother with three children. t.z..23S per month.
I. may be supplemented with food stamps tind medic-

aid
rniiv.trrium use. of theseprograms will unit b"

efile t e lrriii ide iidequide i;.r herself atuil her children:
hum!. ot tine ceicing maximum 'lift to famile-s_ with dependent
cliddre b11.M.1 and a niaxirnuiti stionp allotment will re-
celye in c li trio_ benefit, 7*2 percent of the Bureau (if Labor Sta

ll budge' for a family of three.
The unidequ_acy a this iisistance. is niinified hi' th scarcity o;

housine; Fewer than or - di four of Georgia's MIX' re-
i..pinrs iite is subsidited finusing:

And. tirial!y. the increase in poverty that has characterried the
ve.irs 1 1inly An it a reskilt iif ref'. inn. It is itISO title Ti)

,sm"1,11 4111,1 111,nurnie trctids that show every sign of sontinuing. _

Women-. !Witten. blacks; and_tf..:. aged are very vulnerable to the
trends hil discussed. Dts.'..iieibs triad(' regarding public as-
sistaN,ri p .i.1:11T1 :end others which inipiict on these groups should
lie unote w -I: a lull understanding of the nature. of poverty biday
and iii tl. -H.ture

Thook .,/ti c Al v MIICI)
m;t:i: Thank s,.11; Ms Johnson

ill .. pterwirei:1 statement fe, ows:

8
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hrst I wit:it to thank Chairman Ford and t'hair.
man It;ingt..1 for nsitin )4 on to t#44;441111orly on ;in extremely im-
portan! Ir. 7.d in our ,,ociety today- the trend of growing potvrty in

lu Aciwil t hi p.stht:t sit ripting earlier or subsequent tosli:
th00%. i s ill ttitoltt to limn nn remarks to trends we are seeing
ih the State of (*tdoradit. spetaticall gn relation to Kingle-ParrPt

old-' rect-tvirtg and to tatrithes with dependtcrit rhildren, and



second, in relation to anomalies created by current Federal policy
upon State policy in Colorado.

The situation in my State seems_ to be a microcosm of the trends
reflected in a recent Congressional Budget Office report that indi-
cates the poor are being asked to absorb a greater percentage .of
cutbacks in Federal benefits_ than the_middleclais and the rich_ In
other wordS, those of us in State and local human service agencies
are witnessing an inverse principle of logic at work:

That principle is: Them., with the fewest resources are being
asked to bear the greatest burden in Federal cutbacks. Logic- would
dictate just the opposite should be true especially during _times _of
revenue shortfall; such as we_are now experiencing in Calorado.
That is, when tax revenues fall, society as a whole has a .responsi-
bility to see that resources go to those most in need: Precisely the
opposite seems to be happening._

For example. I have included m my written testimony -a table
that shows AFDC_ grants to a family_ of three (one adult and_ two
children) have seriously lagged behind increases in inflation. Using
1970 as a base year in which the AFDC grant met 100 percent of
the need standard set by_ the Slate and the Federal_ Government;
the actual grant totaled $199. During the 13 years since 1970, the
Consumer Price Index has increased a total of 91;.33 percent lmsed
on U:S: Department of Labor reports compiled July to July of each
year.

(The table referred to follows:]

EXHIBIT I COVPARISON OF ACTUAL_ AFDC GRANT STANDARDS FORA FAMILY OF 3 MD WHAT THE

GRANT STANDARDS SHOULD BE. BASED ON CPI INCREASES

".2e ear rwilrg 1,;,,e

r.70,741,
MM.*

A0.41 ran_
varsrf. -!ani.ar

da

,acres ves Irr!
:Enrarl snr.d4

:4', ' 130 5199 5199

:',': 137 195 208

.2 04 444 215

:97: 3 /A 195 221

1914 :116 209 ZA

197.]: 944 209 211

,976 5 42 223 193

1971 a12 23.3 313

1978 ' 12 2t5 331

1919 1125 259 315

1490 13 20 2'8 415

1981 19 73 299 411

1942 6 41 113 502

19'13 2 43 320 514

I ,mar
fo-ta .1,.* as "le 11.14 aPa, liacauw, COO ,141)

"W Vol '1,10 AFIX, tamari
V,Pd ft, r'M Gove,mnn1 rr? 'tawlartl, tuniwM 130

1

Ms. ilin.mr,s. Simultaneously, AFDC grants to a family of three
have increased only 02 percent In dollars; the grant has increased

:41 4.«.
A 7



.from to _S:t2.1) in June, .),9gi. If the grants had si,rnply
knot_ *ictl.;2.inft:-04on, the basic AMC grant, incluciing a winter
utils4} for !lamily of ,three_in_Coloracio would have in-
ereased _fiNee41t$'!.te P..1741; to Sri t4 in 19Ki. Without ev_eaoons'ider-
in4.-.; the ,itzti:,*-6g 96li-:-:4 L;ra.1,-,urcl State budget cuts upon AFDC ricitii=rats, 4' -cents on each dollar received to inflation
alone.

But ortibt.' Iheiwora enemy of_ the poor. The double
standaM visOt throtien legislation such as the 19s1
Omnibus llr lak-',.-:?ofrraiation Act is much more devastating to
the poor..

One doubse :teZtirtftrc4 we ,apply is_a message for tlik Pear to pu4i
them',ely e up C-23,y_tiv,?Er aims bootstraps- while punishing theM for
doing so. -A revo,4 r r 7piae by- the Colorado Cornrriiion on Chil-dren and April I9S2, sdo-earnented the Startling
fact that a wwifiiiio r Children in eblorado_ who climbs froman SI ..-Se ming $13,000 actually had less money
to :pond each morffrhAt-'-iir24.1*-:_of.e-educed day-care henefit.S._In other wortirs.,-;;W.:..sia bLimes the poor for being wards
of the State, and ifect tiv-p.eas.la%,zr-S. that punish the pcpc-for Wiiik-
ing. AS the report *-1...i4n one ri.-:1311; expect faMilies to work
or 3,;ork harder fort ga Ie faragaiii,..k,F.r,even z loss?"

The report also raw, 7, *Vhirit is, in the question_ of
wu ho _administer Sit,rvrce. &I :come support programs

must ask oUrselves rea'....t.rty- "'Where Amid we place our prior-
think the prioriticti-4?Se First,IpiOVide a corriplete and ef-

fective safety net for MoSe_.most in need; Nationatl statistics tom;
piled by __tilt U.S. Bureau kig Census entitle4L Income_andPose Status of Families_ar4 Piirsons id the -United States: 19S?"
indicate that povert. his 44 iisreadily since I9714.

A report by the National C-Atv)rtiOrs.: Afksociati4n's Committee on
human Res-our-ces----America'e.f.W4re..,:-.,'R--;-zverlew and in Need of
Powerful Friends"supports these-, ,docionents alarming
trends specifica;ly in regard to wme-g a dot re and the bathe;
less -1 is i _milaon American (Adds*, 'lived liciverty in 19 Sit
nearly 1 child in 5. Given the rim in- .embers pol,-eety=strietten
women and children since rOdtre is n.iPt..e closer to I child
in every 4 presently living in 07re:eV rgitionwid:e.

In ionijunetion with maintatfiiing the _safety net for those now
finding_ themselves below the_ptiverty_ level, ow second Priority
should t to develop a system that: provides incentives for people to
become self-sufficient. Using the contradiction's created by OBRA
AS an example of disincentives for the working poor, I think it is
imperative that Federal, State, arid' local governments develop a
model for predetermining the effect of It.gialatiee and PciliCY
changes upon the poor.

We no longer have the luxury ofcreating policy in a vacuum. A
vacuum that eliminates job_ programs and cuts income support -at
the same time. A vacuum that raises AFIX: payrnents, but lowers



toiid ,tamps ail.o.aii,-es tInre net reduction in benefits. A
vzicuuTo that reduces daY-ar benefits: as income increases enough
to mo.e Off AFDC roles into the work force. I want to emphasize
that ()BRA is nut the onlv culprit in sending -poor people a Mitred
messag. Those of urs at ihk,; State and local level of government
stnire in the reSpitisibility for perpetuating the double standard..

It one views poverty among the young, the single parent, _and the
homeless as_ a rnushroorning vv.:bte of human poteittiaI, then the
t»ik With Which _We faced is very certain: apply tire same
ruler across the board. !kt',' Provide tax incentives for business. We
provide tax shelters for the, t is in my _view, essential that we
rri:ike the s;..irrie tioSitive :. *ti !able to t hose segments
i.oxf,),,I,,)rur a:Tut:iv:on ev?:rktrig poor and the new

First provide the s:ifety .}:':ArtKidt. incentives for people
who are able to stop using it.

Thank you_
t "h :firm iii N 3E4 ,.. Thank you. 111.-fore go forward with Mr.

St iinibr;i: testimonv,.wehave a vote, so_we will take a -ecet-,--s- until
r_ :and backthe. -o come ck for Mr_ Stumbras. testimony.

tif4.cess.
11r. SrAid.. !presiding). I apologize to the witnesses for the inter-

rulition. Would the next witness begin?

sTATENIEXT. of BERNARD 3. STI:NIIIKAS,ASSISTANT ADSIINIS--
TRATott. RRF:14)x OF SEKVII'ES, WISCONSIN DE.
l'AltTMENT tf IlEA1:111 .1.X1)St),CIA1,-SEILVIrEs

Sti:SdlittAS. Thank you very _much; Mr: Chairman.
I am Bernard Stumbrals from Wisconsin Depiirtinent of Health

and_ Social Services.
Mr. STARK. If I could interrupt; it would hsP helpful if yOU could

get loser to the mike..
Thank :ou very much.

StlSiiikAS. The earlier testimony clearly identified thai we
'have reduced the aged from the poverty level dramatk.^.ally nation-
wide. I think What WaS nOt_brought up was the administrative part
that we did it without stigmatizing people_ I think that is very on=
port fir iitidexed the_ SSI program and we_ rna;de it very compa-
rable SSA. We cashed_ foad_stamps for those States that wanted
to do it I think that is irnoortant_toknow.

The other data that has already been given_ta us is that clearly
there are more people who art;

were
ele for marriage- they are

marrying far less than they were in previous years. We are having
dramatic increasi.4 in divorce, in mothers keeping children_ bort
iiut tif_Weillikk. We know. all of that; but we come to_the conclusion
that the problem is the feminization of txwerty of feriiiile head of
households,

Thii.t Thaw are _the victims of a whole Series
Of problems; but they in not the probli.m._

Welfare we haVi; known for at least tro, years is the easiest and
this chi aPest v to deal ith these victims; but that is a problem
in and of itself: Welfare is not a Satisfactory answer.
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One major ivroblern that has not been identified is the perverse
and :severe discrimination in setting salary_levels for women. We
hear about it and read about it, but it is abundantly clear if you
are a_ bus driver; if yOu are a janitor; you earn far more than a
schoolteacher, than a nurse, far more than the _people in jobs that
we males have assigned females in our society. If you want to save
S'Uti4t041 4.;11 a vice president _in_ a corporation; call her a personal
secretary and she will earn Slimetoilt0 leSS_

Maturity: the supervisory and _ organizational skills needed to
raise children are systematically ignored,- if not laughed at in job
interviews. Divorce laws are disfunctional and inhumane and we
must dkearov the premise that an emotional battle coache y law-
yeee; ,the norm for divorces to this country.

We have started to change. We have jio-fault divorce, we have
marital property reform.. We have even an occasional glimmer that
diildren have a right to a meaningful relationship with both par-
ents. We have not been serious that children have a right to a
gitimate percentage of their parents' income.

I 4now this committee is working on improved child support leg-
islation. It is critical. But it is also heavily mtertwined with divorce
change. States need the flexibility to pursue these two together. We
do need Federal laws to resolve custody issues and to resolve child
support enfarcement that transcends State lines, and those are
gyvina us a lot of problems terlay.

Even our income tax laws discriminate against the children. If
you pay alimony,_ it is tax deductible. If you pay child support, it is
nut tax deductible. So there is_ a perverse inceative_ to really go
wif.h alimony and most of our attorneys that deal in divorces right
now are primarily tax attorneys and are not concerned about the
human consequences, of what is happening.

Bat if we are going to get serious about absent parents' respon-
siblit to share income. vie had better-be equally serious about the
children's rights to have a meaningful relationship with bah par-
ents. If we don't do that; we are going to fail in this effort of im-
proVirg child support.

We will now address quickly the matterof how we deal with the
patchwork that we call Welfare systems today.

Our current system was federally inspired. It is court designed
and State administered. The laws designed to safeguard individual
client rights_ have one major drawback because courts carry the
intent to outlandish conclusions. As an example; our notices to di-
ents about the OBRA changes were just abOlute garb_,..1ge is the
only way to describe them. tin intelligent person could or would
waste-their time trying to read what we were doing to people with
the OBRA changes:

It did meet the most important criteria; however It met every
court decision that we knew of in the United States at the time.
We dared not send out; an,-: I literally mean we dared not send out
a simple, clear, co:xise explanation of what was going to happen to
people because of the OBRA changes because we knew from previ-
ous bad experiences that the court would rule,_ having sent that
out; we confused people because they -now would not understand
the one that had to be sent out in the legal language that only at-
torneys could understand.
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In _.1417:1; we made a decision to stop treating- people according to
any differential needs because of all the litigation we were having,
and we went to a single flat grant.

In the last t.;_years, our AFDC payments have not kept pace with
the poverty index tier the inflation rates.

The OBRA changes that_ _we had were-- really - the only major
impact in our regular AFDC program. In 3 monthS they reduced
12-.11.0 AFDC_ househokkmostly step parent- inses and women
who are earning more than $S43. We had asked for a years for
waivers from the Federal Government to he able to do that on our
own, and the OBRA changes were very .beneficial, They should
have saved us $42 a year. Uriforturrately We went a little
bit -too far.

The trtettment of eacned income tax credit and the _remoVal of
the incentive for work. after the fourth month dramatically reduced
our_ AFIX: earned_ income. l_can now_ identify on stay -data base .t04,10
AFDC mothers who worked 4 months who are no longer working.
My .tv.FIX" earned income dropped dramatically; and we estimate
that tod:w if we had the incentive continuing be-voila 4 months, we
would s-ave the State and Federal taxpayers $24 million a year in
addition to our OBIZA .savings and, that AFDC- children. and _matt -
ers would hove anether SP; million in wages that they i.nuld keep
to_redue.? their own poverty,

Our prirnary reason we could net _keep _pace wit:it inflation for
AFDC in the la.st_ 4 years was

unemployed
in our State. Our

unemployed program: where you he. ard people testify maybe
Icce should do this nationally. I think we should, but vie went up
sixfold in r years_ in terms of _the number of poop/e on AFDC for
the unemiplovA. We went up titreefoldiust in the last 3 years.

We were having reduced revenues from State-taxes; We were in
a deficit in our State for the first time ever,. We had Federal reduc-
tions. We had -to- increase our State taxes. -We cut our service pro-
grams and laid off 25 _perrent of our staff. We had to Cdr that just to
deal with the caseload increase.

It didn't leave _us any money to do much in -the way of increase
of pavments_per hoosehold. v.We -ere trying to keep_some equity re-
lationship_hetween SSI and AFDC, and we have lost-that-battle:
The indexing that was done in the SSI program and the SSA_ pro-
gram for the last 4 years dramatically brought them away from
our AFD payments.

In 1973, we paid AFDC'. and SS! the same _pan }Tient in, our State.
In 1974; it became WE:allied program called SSI: Today_our
AFDC payment for one is $241 a month, Our SSI payment is $404 a
month That is an 87-percent variation over a a-year period

Interestingly it is really not a Federal _program if you look_ at
SS!. The State -of Wisconsin today pays a higher percentage of the
cost of the SSI program_ than we pay of AFDC or medical assist,
ance, and yet we call it the federalized program. ray taw, we are not
allowed to reduce our supplementation to the SSI program; that is
largely why we couldn't keep any equity between the two.
_We were the lousiest State_ in the United States in terms of use

of food stamps for 3,.ears, and I got Chiaxi very_ severely by many
people for that. We made a conscious effort that we were going to
try to improve Riad starips. We looked at it: We found the major
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problems were our workers, (1.- clients_and our systems were very
resistant to the Lucid stamp pro_grarn. The vvorkers did notlike the
rigid paper compliance mentality of it; we had separate eligibility
tests and workers for the ,programs.

-After a client spent 2days waiting in a room to bc. interviewed to
find out whether they had AFIX' and MA,_ they were not about to
take another application fort.. and get back in the end of the line
nd_start all over again for food stamps.

The removal of the purcha.se requirement was an assistance to us
in terms of _the client resiswnoe to_the program. We added 17-,Nktf
hiiiuseholds in 2 months whenthe purchase requirement was elimi-
nated. We combined the AFDC medical assistance and food stamp
application process in one Application; one worker; one visit:

At the same time the low-income energy assistance program was
,coming in l!ts1; ye required that to be__eligible_ for low-income
energy zissistance you llad to, be found eligible for fOod stamps._ The
-combination of those two increased our food stamp 'households by
r;j;001 in I months.

The wi effect to-day is the State of Wisconsin is one of the lead-
ers in thie country in the _use of the food .stanrip program, and we

broken down much of the resistancr7 to the program._
NOW the major problems that we are facing, in the administra-

tion is that_ Federal policy ignores reality. It alays comes too late,
and it has to be implemented too soon. it deals with programs like
they are going to different people. Hundreds of_ rule_writers sit in
cubbyholes writing rules without seeing what the other rule writ-
ers_are 'writing;

When the Federal Government looks at Vilsconsin, they say By
God; they have 6013,010 households who are receiving AFDC; tnedi-
cal assistance, low,ineome ene-gy assistance, _lead _stamps,_ SSI.-
That is not true. That is not even close. We have 2S,000 house-
holds.__who are _reeeiving__a combination of those benefits; _not_
i;o0,000, and of those 2S5,000, only 62,001'1ot one program and half
of those 462A)(41 are_ aged people in_ nurstrip homes.

You have these large groups_ of heavily overlapping programs be-
tween low-income energy_assistance. AFDC, food stamps, and medi-
cal assistance. They__donft stay _that way. Every_ month 20,000 of
those cases change. They were food stamp only last month. They
are food stamp/AFDC"medical assistance this month; They lase
Nun*. irwurne and become food stamp eligible. There is a continual
Changing every- month:

Now; a_ brief word on administrative costs because._ I consider
them the biggest ripoff to the taxpaying public that we have in our
system today.

Now I ran make that smug statement because we are probably
the loweht administrative State in the Nation: We are at about 40
percent of the national average. But if I were to s_pend just the na-
tional average _in Wisconsin; I would have to spend $90 million
more on administrative costs.

Now I am .being chided again for my low-administrative costs be-
catise_of my error rates. Quality controLit is our current golden
idol of administrative perfection. 'When Moses came off the moun-
tain _his_ were worshiping a_ golden calf. When I looked at
my Bible, I couldn't figure out whether the calf M.:01 male or
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female: but I _believe it was male in that this golden idol which we
are now worshiping is as much bull as that idol was.

could sate far more money in cleaninj, up the conflicts in the
overlapping regulations between these prograMs by having co6t al-
focation progrants that are simple and' r_l'on't_require an army of
auditors and accountants to deal with them hefore and after the
fct:

In Wisconsin I would have to spend over half a billion dollars
more million more a year in administrative costs to equal
the administrative costs in the State that has the lowest error rate
State in the Nation. A half billion or j--t in the State of
sin.

Mr. STARK. Which State has the lowest?
Mr. S-rummtAs. Nevada is the lowest error rate State: They also

have the_ lowest percentage of people using the program in the
Nation. It is very tough to get on the program in Nevada. You have
tog() through a whole bevy of people: __-

But let.s ass.v.;Ine that I spent $lH) million more just to get to the
national aver we or I spent :;;:` 10 million more to get up _to the
Nevada level and that that got me to -zero error rate, I didn't make

single error in any program in the State_ of _Wisconsin. _What
would I save? million. That is the real dollar loss in the AFEC,
food stamp, and medical assistant program in the Stage of Wiscon-
sin. That is three one-hundredths of 1 percent of the $l :4 billion_we
allocate each year, and yet I am facing a 166d stamp and AFEC
sanction for quality control.

In stunmary; low-income peo_ple are worse of today than they
were _1 years ago. The big difference is they are much- younger
than they were 15 years ago. Welfare is not the answer. If it is the
only interim thing; then don't hale- single mothers who are al-
re:icly _carrying a very heavy load. Give the States the option to
drop the EITC nonsense that we are working with no and put
back an incentive to work after 4 months and let us save money;

A_major change in female salary pricing is one answer; and it
needs a push from all of us each day.

Child support and revamped methods- of custody are major an-
swers, but they must ..ccur together._ or they win flat work for kids,

Administrative direction of all IM programs would save us real
billions of dollars; and quality control sanctions today cost us dol-
lars and do not measure reality.

Thcnk you.
]The prepared statement follows:]

_sTATiowk:NT BERN Alto .1 STUMRRAS, AUSISTAINT ADMINISTRATOR, DIVIMON Of
t'oMMUNITIf SERVICE, WININSIN ilIKTARTMENT Of REALM AND Sill11111. SERVICE%

Wisconsin has_ a long tradition of paying one of the top 6,in AFDC levels in the
1 n itecl We find no comfort _in_ our _relative status _because_ we know our ef
torts are-inadequate to remove the daily suffering of over 201010 children.

hi 197:i. we were paying -.i1.4 percent-Of the poverty line in AFIX7 payments. By
19,. I. the last year Of the old poverty index. we wer paying so percent the pover
ty line

We would like to believe we ate at least offering some help to all who are in need.
Jr 19sli censii.= data ae:zurdo% we mioy be helping more families than exist below
TIN proven, k,:/O.



hi-- ehit. .,ellec.-ta..1 wah childrentteIiil ith in income below poverty-. 41
. t ta.T71.11t-1.1,4 Crt 3. Lyn, 11,-, tor the rest ot this paper.1
N.eseinher t I I curt identil is minir:aurn Of :1..7411 remake poverty families.

V. ith 7.ei other rmrn nie- twr had earned income. hut would need
year .ncoe.... be on AF1X. and above the pert y line. If 7:ipercettt

7 'men were earnanz it th.lt letel there a ould be another 4.12.; female piss-,
tor.,le..- n AFI11' That total- ..:e/fo ruore p.veriy 1rnilies. 44; AF1W.'
ni.,r.th T.11.111 tie found tor the wkwle- 'tali-

.ac.r.unt that futt incomeL am looking 1AFIx' a..d it appear. the cirm-us nurnhen, are to ()E1-41' percerrt ofFfile ha, been Artl.Afl.X. atrt I.: Chrard Mei' 31.000
FIX !*.j79 Jnd at least .7.131tof those wart-on AFI.X. over 12 months.

,- nofte TN. 1:-:t...-711 other clix.Ted .'11s-13(' cases were not below pirsert_y
a mu tv.- some fem.ile Isoverty famiLles who have wit applied for

.10.Th I tiu A v... may halo- a seri,iti. underreportinig in the cen.u, iar..1 we
v. eel tr. to twtier uniii-rstinding of this in th+-/ next few months

un,icrreporting can serious:1s colka i. our reality peri-epteems. Our Wisconsan di
r ta up .;., percent in the pa-t 1:-. years The number of children hotrii_tO

-r.7-n.irre.e. parent, and kept by the mother is up percent withistit inflating for-ajraa'r1I The feminization of poverty is wvere and gTow n4 w orhe.
r;,rtli...1k abandoning children _is epidetnie e Chart ;I--

The pages wail address, 11^A if the program growth and policy issue. 41

the state which tfas tne mist esen-Clist ribut ion a4 nt-orne among_ its
,e-, !, rt Ai v.% el fare pa..MrTitz, are InaCk. rrw, Mr:311S we base few wealthy

-rnalier is/rcentiige-of helow povertv In !trot, s l percent .C4

with hdein-n in Wisconsin were in poverty s. I percent_nation-
r,1. '06 .e-, ;Riot aN lat aserage state ePretr.tri.fer in,istne Fier house-

vs. 17.4 [. nationwide aVrrage,

F...iaity is r..aiser concern in WiSkssmon The eni..rgy asst.tance pnrarri for the
past 2. y ea r .. ti.IN t ftJtvd_eseryone altie texcept :C1,101,1/ -S.'41 fropwnt.I. rirostls aged

ing to file a 1.4-parate apPIICatiCon form even through rligit.le for
of rerr income tested prov4iams

thin p ar.rui nt ..%,eb. of approximately 'sear give low income families who ap.
pI,ed ahitit a 1.-4; percznt annual increase in government transfers Tilts/program is
Imp.e,...ehle to plan well because of the lateness of federal deci.iona in the budgeting

It ts nos.. ektotier I. arid Wrscorssin has had A_ number of- nights below the
rem/en,' level The 14epartment of Knergy Wathertzation Grants, the Com-

munal. Sen Tale XX !flock Grants, and Out Chercharge Font are not vet
1.1h-111,f-14-d All of these funding NOurceN combine to prodoCe the Wisronsin Weather-
trat ton and prograMs.

Today. At' h...oa. no 19s:e.s4 411-1A1' aria Weattienzatern prOgrahts, we cannot get a
fired_ .ignott of) thr. eenditures _the..pritelrrarn-latitii r keristature knows the
federaltundeng lest-Ia. Once our legislatuw cfLon prolgram we must still pro
gra%-.'.. the computer arid Iran: local. Staff befOre glltrg grants This is not. the firSt
hilt the feturth oinm.CLait.e '. i.se expertencrslthis prishlem
. Wi tried to C.;.trry roimey cn'en t.r.t the block grants so that we could at least

d emoorgcncy energy a i I o a while awaiting :V federal feeinding level. The. hay lesq
to allegation. 14 e at tu.aru mom.'a fi'ian ise need and ;.;ri atirrneut to change the fund

formula
is difficult to I-Sti.p Zip an aptitLit atternipt to make rationale ft ilics (fixation. on a

nifed after 3t should start.

Argir -

tour AFIW roii'llar program has 'Nod a forig_slow grinith from 1975 through 19.1-
with a drop in danuaty through_listiircti Of 19.2 pt.sduced by implementation Of
°BRA That reduction was primarily -.",:ilee_stepliiireett ca and 4,31/7 higher wage
earners. potential 6y ingthe taxpayers $:12 million year 11oweser, .4 percent of
those _sal. mg. vivre 'ost am a result of mastose reduction in earned incotne by those

rectiaents. how? closed If the $310 3 on net income had contin-
uell after four month. and thi.-EtTe harassment were not enforced, vie believe the
t.ixpawr. could 'ease another $24 million /year in WIPAN1f1.%Irl These savings would
.o'cripe through re-duced MIX' grants, reduced food stamps. and increased income
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and taxes. 'paid by AFDC mothers returniog to Pre-OBRA ezu"Ilingti-
,Se'e rim iv 14 testinsins before the Task Forc? (RI Entitiement enzorittolla-
bles. ;mil Indexing of the /louse Ways and Means Conanuttee 1 (WA copy acilfeici
Esecutive Summaries on the 100 additional

Friars March 19.-2 t.o thepresent, the A: 1)C _regur _pr rain has continued its
slow !Arad% climb .,set- Chart I, but our ecentage_of_AFr.: mother Woeking re-
mains stagnated at the, iimrnediate poet OB#LA iesa4 of 13 percent_

strctic asals=rasat
Our _Medical .k..q...,tartc,r program growth _very comparable to our _.,AFDC regular

and SSI programs 7,1*.tz Chart 21 The abnormal bhp in 1:177 i3 the result of a chirve
in data prikess and represents a transfer and clean up of duplicated aFses -rata*

APVC-t:

Our .AFIlC-unerinploved civselcod results of Wisconsin exceeding the ma-
th-Mt-al lrwmplartnirrtt levels for the past three ;;ears., iSee Chart 11

This growth ih& be singk---mapor -cause of our notOving more adequate
grant in,creases txi all.AFTX' ci e.. ihrr bucla,*t --argets ha5e- been consumed by pro-)ected AFT)' -4.!

Program art; for .FIX' -t: went front: $13 tmilAiim in 1,975; million in I9a0,and million in Iltszl, doubling in tive_years then i1nwuet tripling La _the nett
thriv. verars We h.1%r Erevorrie gust sty*. of our _projections sonde believing, the trendha- rr%a-n.4. We cannot trusa we have st....,,telized at I- 1N10 cases although the
dip we &rt. in 1:03 is ciinsistent with a normal seaSastial variation we esperwera:iii
per 1:479

PIP)P STAMPS

The torsi -tamp caseldad is an interesting study__ Unlike _AFDC regular and MA.
this progr,,ipiis shi-7v, remarkable re:loom:es to various changes tier Chart You
will maws, all fair ehLiets contain paints 1. '4 3, 4. but only famed stamps rt-zpol-zt is1 tivrough and responses in revel-0e to AVDC__reglilarat point 4_

IN'ant I the removal of the purchase requi_rement_for food stamps. We went
from 43,643 in 9ecember of 197s to :44,71stt in January of 1979 for an increase of 17pre--ent

Food stamps in Wisconsin was- always an unpopular program with ckents arid
front line_ worker staff. %e cashed out the foot; stamp prtirarn in Sal in 1974 for

indivall largely 'because only 1; percent of our-Stsi porilations siere par
ticipatins: in food stamps The value of food sUlTipS has incieareal pores-tit since
P.<.o, Nit:1km c_.-11.17, out WAltie remains at SIP

Vi had the lowest participation rate for food stamp in the country for many
veitn. The end of the purthasie re quirement removed a major (lace! impediment tolow income families Yet even after the 37 percent increase of households following
the purchase requirement removal we were gill one of the lowest _participation level
gime', We made nrauor inroads in the worker resistance it:I helping eligible
got food stamps by-installing a computer eligibility and grant cakulatewsystem in
all i.ountoes from January itr9 through October -heat During_this time our food
star/1p participation went from 59..7K) to *337 or another_.44 .percent Immo*.
November of I t it to overcome chelit resistance to food_ stamps we required that to
receive epergv assistance rota had to 'be eligible for food rapc By March of 19S1,-
we were at or alotther 19.4 percent increwse in participatiCat in the five

_1-`eltfid the titre it Migrant fhir Ersrft_rect"--.',...1_1; :z1 by chi: fama-
and_ participoition went-from 103.1:.1 der 3ilarch 11$! to 131.7S4 in March of 11fX1 foranother potent incrisiole. Wisconsin is -now' participating in the farad ottani:. pro.
grarri tut 3 PtikK3I with -other states although our average-amount of food 'stivInp_
dollarsi household is _IOUPT_ because of ti.ie relatively high-AM.,' payments to the sect
percent of _our food stamp houisetivilils MhO also receive
__The food stamp program showfail a Lona:ant instability while the Arir OBRA
changes were being dsictisa-ed en OM' local. agencet There *as actually an uneVect-

_reductsoii at NOvi-Mbet aridlreeerribet 1liNl and a cwrettion in January, [19$2 nodunlike-AY/3C' quick jump to a signitricant cripAne ,FrOttlanf of l

PLAT GaAs:Ts

In 1975. we made our AFDC 410v_nroplata; not zrottl spivritt *Ai& maid
separate shelter and utilities componetita: When the ir,gistiire ITet the Mari-darn
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h-re AA, a., ig fit ouriat tkAtiber lower _income_ level. The pay-
n-a-nt level isze- set at s.i_Pereent_tit_the_ standard_ for an AFDC famtly wtth no other
iriczyrne who recelied AFIX. and FS they would haw- an-income very close to _the
poyert,' lesel However. ou.r lwr trarticitratices rate m 1975 meant many AFDC
11,...u._-ehild did not receive fiicid J. of 1975. we had '1.147 AFDC house
hp4i... but :ally 44,1:11 total AFDC and non.AlirDC food stamp 3i?c tfo_d4. -in duly of
1 -:1. we nave ....t0:452; AFD C household:, and 1"r r1 FS households with 77,o14 of

All II

rilAttFil; liENEErT LL%EI$

in 1.repIng up w r:h the inflation factor, we could use a %. anet 5: of guides such as
.CM or the poverty factor._ avid_ are tan the ..e.t.a,

per fxnils_ and webeliee the aserage wage increase is a better measure-
ment Lathe real world See Ch-art 5s)

tVar AF'Dt" payment lesel hu inCreaSed_43.1! percent _from 1975 to ltits2_ The food
stamp benefit leveLs have increased by fin 1 percent -rind the average rwages have in-
creased by 741 Y. prrcen,, In 19::: Wisconsin AFIX7 recipients averaged aixnst $1.3st
less per year in relative purchase pireer to families with earned income COMpolred to

hase of 1975 They also_ received £10*. fewer food stamp, than they would have had
the-food i-tamp pros-,rait been indexed to_averzwr family salaries.

The SSI program way- influenc ed b the AFDC pr-cgrailt from 1974 thro4h _1979:
In the aerage Ai-Du and pre-SFd -recipient received the same- payment level.
tf.risver, the 1974 SS( program would h-,CiVe allowed Wisconsin with no additional
state dollsrs to pas $27i ' month for one SS! person in 1975 when we were only
paying ztli;7 for a stze 1 AFDC family.

g'
S.i. Fe: ,^441.:.

1 .45 :411)

:7 :ti 17e :44 lit 2:3 226 212 tt:
:14 27 13/ 1i4 314 VA

21 ti tl 14.

S41 194 1:2

We ker. the pa:aurrits below the tr71 Level for three _years savings the federal
government a minimum of $7:1.6 minion- -wed in return they phased out our hold
harriilese guarantea from Ito I thrciigh 19N& and_ we are now paying a_higher. pet,
tentage of the payments to the e1-51 age. blinciand diWalgeil Wilier the -feder-a:" SSI
pri*--raiii than we pay for the statte/Wsderal -and MA programs-

We did fort feel it was proper to spend money 1ti 1975 through 1911' isist bitcaure it
was federal money and. iritN? to hold some ki.5:4 of equity between the pet-waffle. The
rapid CPI increases in. SS1 from 1973t through Alts:1 haw further distorted the pay-
ment standards. They would _have bred worse had not Wcconsin refused to give
oimparahl #scrraaes to our i441-0 supplements to SS1 reciptents. Ry_federal law -we
.45W barred from et-dui-1m our suppleriveriU to try to keep AFDC and S.Sll compatible.

roury PLA WOW:

(Due n.ezt major ste.4, im potting some rational pod -icy into the present system is to
recisznile_t he problems_ are divorce; inadequate inz'orne for female headed house-
holds. and irsadetluate child support

APIA' still TrYi are inappropriate tools to .deal vrierri awns., pi utok-aki And we nred
hetter.systems

We have begun a fnaior effrat ta alter how tfitmrce is done in our To reittste,
if not eliminate. the legal bickering and co with Straiktit simple etpiniations
penpir Who want to end their marriage

I Stop &slime reconciliation _procedures and instead tram people on how 'to
handle the new role of absent parent. wirigie custodial parent, how to deal with the
childS fra-, of dieter. etc.

'2 to e t - c o g n o t . ',04-atat custody AL the right oLthe children-
4. To rituire economic stability far the children_ Cy withholding frosn wager of

troNiti rWi'i?..s in st,aati4rtl prcenLage at Meanie which will ter used for the children.
1 Treating al divorces alike ran defining Childaupptiell as AFDC and non.AFDC:

%hen the child nuyptir4 from Wage withholding does not equal a state estab-
lished minimum to romp orient the .child support to th minimum level.

01)



tke are tieginning with our pilot counties now and expect trits _to be a hard fight
t.,r the next three years ta ch.inge iv-spout- to the-ia pioat- :4.-

We know we are on the raja track_and will succeed_ We are confifent thattrais
"%stem can and will reduce AFDC by sit perient in the first year and 75 percentb
the end of the_second year_ The suppletrieriti.1 payments will be less than the sav-
ings from -.kEIX' arid ancillary savings in FS and MA wili be added incentives for
those who see this mixstly as a cost slaving rather than a more humane way treatchildren and parents.

The primary federal influence on State- policv_in the _AFDC MA, and FS Oin,
grams, is the continual inahil:ty of congress. 11115. and USDA to deal with these
threeprograrns as an integrated &livery_ of resources to low income people.of si;:toii aj:DC hoos,rhol&, 72_432 idamps
MA_ 'See thTirt

of the faiid ca m.% recieiveAFDC 1i1;7Ciareceive_FS and MA
15.$ N11 receive general relief and FS leaving only 17;171 true P3 only 4:teseior 17; percent

tit the 1 3:1......)!t MA tuniseholds,_ 34240 are in-- nu:-sing- 'harries leaving 101,11' of
are AFDC 7-1,C1-1 also receiving FS1 and receive FS and MA

leaving 4.473 54:eds.-al ..Vssistarice only caars.
_When each committer and federal agency talks about_their_program, it soundslike INizscoosin has :i.'",2,11 households re<riving AFDC; MA, and_FS:_ itctiTally we

iriarite h...iusi-nolds 149 percent of the duplicated total' and 3=40 of thotie are
ilt.11.16. in hursmg homes. There are fis-e_receiving AFDC-only, 17.171 FS kailyowl 4173 MA only out of the remaining 133.513 r.ouehial-dS.- Each month over::0 000 .these t.intill,t,s are closed or opened for one or more of the programs they
did riot rei-Ne Ire previous- month.- That is, they were FS only in September;but PS mit ei ttetiaier or AFTWIMA ire September. but AFIX.7/MA/FS in October;

_

4{-at ditftrent autorrs-kile policies, different definition of earned income.-different disregards of earfirci income, ickfferent assets tests. different treatment oi Eirc,
etc insane The_primary_ fraud waste and abuse in thaSe- programs can only be
conjund up by mirrors uStrw ever changing. never compatible definitions in theseprograms

Thetluality Control sUfasttcs which are the current_golden idol of administrative
tieriection_ are statistically invalid and factually fraudulent in ikportiong the amount

he trhsspent
In this administrative nightmaire_ it is much easier to have four Separate

staff deoling with AFDC. MAi P and tIeurral Mk{ In that *--Ay mil Will root be
contused by the constant changes and inconsistenciet_tO the programs. This can
keep error rati low, increase administrative coedit 3 to told, and hisprViisly harasa
the recipcent.who eruct deal with four people irione Of whom is concerned about' Theprn.irarri conflictsi

hate reted that_concept and us l' one set of integ_risted waif to plan-, eieliver.
rnimitiir. and -audit all IM nrogratris. This keeps our administrative costsi_at 40:per,cent of OW N,Otarlal Average which sayiay federal_ and state government over 4P.39
million y.-ar be'l,ow the nationwide average of administration: Our_real dollar aVai-
ings if we could etliminate every error in these priaratnivuotild V:.'4 million out of
a I I billain y.io enveiatitare ithreeone-hundredths of I perceriti.- -Yet we face sane.
c in Fti and AFDC failure to meet the congresaional qualit2 coatnal stand-
ards 4_,s, The in_administration that have alfowed us 40 OVei some increaoeti
in bnefita .during thee.' hard economic times.

We.....vo eliminated our rrors to randomom human error caused by coriatant Change
ued_ta.aiire t.. Auraiiirdae policies at the federal and carigressitmal

The only hope fOr the future for most states to reduce administrative costs is
niafof corriputeriliire.y. That is sigt5-ificantly thwarted_ try federal fin/kiieri thatchang conflict _irid cost allccation policies that are byzantine. To bitild N giind
data system requires at least three years of minimal change ao programming and
deriuggingi:an he dime in an orderly fashion

CHART r..41 CIA POW CHARTS 1-3

Nei-ha-se requirement for had stamps eliminated.
'2 fair low Income Enprgy dependent upon Food,Startip eligibility
:1 All cvatlf4 added to the interrated ceinliutertreol eltgWaty dniermaraas.ati.awsystem
4 OIIIIA clattongn
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Chart 2

WISCONSIN MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ELIGIBLES
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Chart 3

WISCONSIN AFDC UNEMPLOYED CASES
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WISCONSIN FOOD STAMP HOUSEHOLDS
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Chart 5

AFDC Family Payments Family of Four Comp.i.Jed to
Average Salary Increases by Families 1975 - 1982

(a) (h) AFDC AFDC
C.rOSS AFDC Cross Payment Payment
Median Payment median % Level % If Indexed Short

Year Wage Level Increase Increase By Wages Fall

19"5 13.719 5,0:P 100%

1976 141,:95(i 5,068 109.03% I01.2% 5.482 -s 394

14 r1 16,0(1 9 5,304 116.70% 105.5% 5,868 -$ 564

1,)7N 1 Yi,40 ,5-4419r, 128.58% 109;3It 6.465 -$ 969

1979 19..4,i7 5,904 142.77% 117.476 7.178 -31,274

19P0 :1.02? 6;348 153.24% 126.25% 7;705 -$1,357

Igsl 22,388 6,756 163.19% 134.36% 8,205 -91,449

1982 23,433 7;200 170;181% 143.2% 8i588 -51088

(a) Current Population Deports P-60 140 based upon national *ample of
families including single female wage earners.

(h) July 1 famiIy payments for AFDC size four in Area I Wisconsin.
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TABLE 1

SelectedWitconsInStatlatics

1966 1276 1981

1. t'ersens or Child- 724,000 1;0320000 (1434) 1;200;056 (166 %)
Leafing Age

2. Marriages 28;437 36,024 (126%) 411114_(144%)
A line 2/1ine 3.9% 3.49% 5.43%

3. fivorces 14,579 (275%) 18,459 (349%)
% line 3 /line 1 ;73% 1.4% 1.54%

Live Uirtha 4,538 6,999 (1544) 9,961 (219%)6f wedlock

v. Kept 2)y Mother 2,904 6;453 (268%) 9,486 (3274)

504 of children born today will live with a single parent sometime
before toe 18.

57% of children living in a household without their father get nO
rinancral support from their father.

294 get the court ordered amount of child support;

141 got less than ,:oust ordered amount.

rJ the 411 who got support; the support equalled 204 of the6 tell!
income:

own mother income $595+$150 child support . $745 150/745 204

Assuming the_mother_kept 50% of_her wages VA. heitolf, she paid $298 of
her income for child support and got 5150 from the father.

11
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!Mit!! TT

Pwasurement Mediation vs. Litigation

w/custndy arrangement 94% 861

SatiEtLed w/money and property
settlement 1004 49%

Satisfied sr/decision to get the

dIvorce 53% 15%

TALE III

OnSnoe In Poverty Householdt In Wisconsin 1970 To 1980

Below Poverty Change

1970 1980

M. MudOed 56.117 5.7 41,369 1.8 -14,797 fl'1,

Malr ./child under IS (muh)7F,060 4.6 26.720 4.7 660 +2..5

Yvt, de head,,d 23,566 26 36,289 28 .12,722 454

rv- ,Ir w/Osald under I8(sub)19,319 38 14i075 38 414,756 +76

,mdle w/child under 6 (sub)10;877 54 20;677 61 9,800 90

Over Fo,' Household

Zr. Pnvcr:_-;

In Wiscorskn_
Female Headed
MAIO HeAded
Over Age Cc

24,463 14.8 6,924 3.7 -17;539 -253

Total Households In Wisconsin

1970 4 1980 1

79,683 100 77.657 100 - 2,026 -2.5

1,077.475 200 1,210,640 100 4.133,1.65 +12.4

89,960 100 130,783 100 40,823 +45

907;515 100 1,079.857 100 92,342 .9.4

164;854 100 188,906 100 24,052 14.6

117
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tiler utive Suaiert-.1-01114AIptets

Wisconsin' regular AFDC case load was %vitt stable prier to lAylemeniation
of OLRA. We closed about 3.525 MX cases/month aad added titbit She 41(11t
weber in approved stw applications et by opening an AFDC coat for family
lready on food steeps or !laical Assistance the previous month.

From Oitobtr 1 through March 31. 1982. we clewed substantially more AFDC
If we assume October thrft:ah December were formal monthe_for el

we closed 7,537 cassit/month in January. tebruary,and_IUrch Of 1982: The
first three months of ODRA. That is a_tOtl 61-14036 additional closing
of AFDC ttributabIe to OBRA: (Seep Appendix A)

The cases closed and effective in reducing costs were 5.+I6 stepparent costs
at an average aaviags of $316/case/month or $20.22 illion/year.

Another 4007 relatively high wage_earners were permanently elieinoted from
AFDC at en average savings of 1138/Month rot $2.1 0111100/7eor.

The 816_cases_peraaneotly closed for excess assets and /or vices. auto equity
averaged 53'35 /month or $3.28 stilton/year savings.

An odd:clonal $1 million ptr your was reduced by changing the e.igibility_
date of pregnant wowen from verification of pregnancy to the seventh month
of pregnancy. (See Appendix 3A)

The removaLot the incentive after the fourth month of continuous intone
theoretically should have saved money by reducing grants for those 11.374
cases who reweined eligible 'filet Febauely 1. 19E2.

The first **nth February ehowed_12.75 percent filth nO reduction: 62.6
percent with a_reduction;_nd_24.6 percent with grant increase. This was
"AFDC" set savings of $273;7?5;

8y March. 34.8 percet had grant increases and the "AFDC" set savings
dropped to 570.601.

By April. 1982. 41.3 percent bed grant increases end the "AFDC" net savings
was $10i558.

We cropped fel/clang th/s_groxp alter Aprll but stuming cent/need aat
savings at- the- April level the annualise "AFDC" it savings were $450.000.
(i.e appeadia 7)

This totals set OTC mins of 631.15 aillion dollars. (See Appeadis
IA.) Dawever. greed Incase reduced am a result of the loos of iscastives
(oo verb penalty) after the fourth month of comtlauous mplopmeat.

Imam* *armed by AFDC households dropped $117.6 Minims rev year as a mai:
of ORRA. A maximum of $45.6 111110o cos be ottribited to Rho h1104 rage
earaers.

lid
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Thecae,. et least $42 Ratites to *aridness lest because of the fifth
sosih 'morel of tactetiveci. Ms Murrain* is paste beiges of lisaa el
tacotm ass 413.5 sillies per yew en d the Ace, is toxes_paldvae_aseltift $6
sillies/fear, for dross tassamesstaina 014010. Wig 140latit 4)

The_resalsisa Coedeheldi let, of Ilkistgra delleste ($24.34
lotresed 1066 *toots by $7.3 011116**

Therafere. the effaces to cars $31.35 sillies la wavisao_is iserseeed pane*
of 413.5 sillies. added 'good irteaps of 4,-.3_stIllosi strlest_taxso'SN $4
sillies/year for a net 4444 aeOLage at MI5 slittoc 031.91114i11011 -
$20.8 ailliee $3.13 eililet) (See Appesdin 254C.)

Tlit_TILIXO CAN ED-11-TALETAININC-
tiOtirti

taniietefttly Uisconsim has 24 percent toll percent of their IITDC herareht4ds
with earned iscose. Teeley we ore overlain 13 portent. If the
reinstitution of the incentive get_Wacessia beck to 24 peacoat with the
ease current_lev average rages of $31S us wo0d recoup ef
this $24A loaa. ead the APR: recipfeute would have 411.3541111es
tutu to spend. (Sac Appeadix 3)

it the WtAtentlA AFDC household went_back_to their previeme overage earseings
$516/srmoh the savingernould tos_350:4 *alien for the Gevernsent. The AFDC
household would have 320;74 Million were to spend. (See iypondix 5A)

A Iced optimistic expectatton would be government savings of $24 to 321
sullen with the AFDC household having :IS billies to 412.4.111ton sore to
spend.

Our recommendation to obvious we west a 11111-14123 set LOU-LOU sitsecies.

The EITC and tbe_recoiremst to do prospective test of ellithlitty on the
130 portent of the standard show no evidence of seminal.

11 either of these requiresents worked we should have eves a thaw is
length of time on AFDC. As Appecdis 6 shrews there he. bees no change.

They are costly to adslalstmate and will produce sere errore is chi useful,
ports of the recuirementd_bonsuse new stiff viii cootmwe retrospective r41Mo
mitt Pr:spa:Us:8 rules. WA tu:Amami &bean radiates L. slisimatelL



Mr. STARK. Mr
Mr. CAluelieti.. Thank you.
Let me asic you one question oii child soppoe
1 am interested m what you are doing. As you know., we are

marking up a .bill thin week on child supixort in my subcommittee.
IV you have any withhOiding of State income tax refunds in your
program?
- _Mr. STUMBRAS Yes; we _do; Mr.. Campbell. We withhold both
Arl.X' and non-AFDC child support cases from our State income
tax, 1,ind we have a relatively high State income tax: We go up to
about ercent maximum, but you get there very early in your
income level.

!me. CAMPBELL. Now, when you hold them that is only when
there is an arrearage to withhold on State income tax?

Mr: SIVMBRAS: An arrearage in were of ea);
Mr. CAsiesiete. The percentage, that you are withhOlding from

both working parents, how has that worked out for_you? Does it
encourage them both to work or one not to work? Wriat has been
youi experience with that?

Mr. SeteienitAs We are really just beginning with that:
Mr. Ceemeseia I notice you are setting up your test program. I

didn't know whether you h d zatoeor not
Mr. S'MPIRAS, We are saying that we are going to do mandatory

wage withholding immedintely upon the filing of a separation or a
divorce. We are going to do it *it a standard payment level; 17 per-
cent for the first child going ,on up from there.

We anticipated and have mow_ finally received the concern from
the absent fathers that to fioet they are not going -to- have much to
sav akitut this. that society is changing its attitude and saying,

you have to pay for the children." It is their right to this,
We are tryingto deal with them at this point on the other side of

this equation that says yes; and you az _a parent have an equal
right to _Ka meaningful relationship with that child, so we are also
having to work with the judges and the attorneys on the -whole
question of custody and how do alai-tent fathers deal w:th children?

You don't deal with them oh 2-hours every other Sunday. -The
children_ have to live with the father, have to live with them for 2
or :1 or 1 days at a time. I can't have a 10-minute meaningful rela-
tionship with my five children: I can't get them to sit _still long
enough tor a 10-minute meaningful relationship with the five of
thern together; let alone to have _3 hours on a Sunday taken_ out of
their timeeThey would learn to hate me very quickly if I did that
within my family.

Mr. CA BaPilk:LL. Let me go back to the other. I appreciate the rela-
tionship, and f; jon't think there is any question that that is a
tough issue and it is well left _to people in the States. We can't
ett.cieo;; a fit :ycrwyst and who is not and who is really a
pierefet and who is not That is up to the States themselves to do
that.

gut we are intereoted in looking at- the _withholding ofewages:
You state the withhOlding of wages from kith part nts. Explain
that to me If you have a husband that has gone, _you withhold
from his wmes and it is paid; and who is it paid to; No. 1; directly;
and'. NO. 2, if the wife has the children and she is working, you are
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not Withholding from her wages too even though she is keeping the
children. are you?

Mr. STUMBRAS The withholding from -the custodial parent is tiott
in place yet, and probably will not be for at least 2 years in Wis.
consin. But what we are planning--

ME t'Arartivti.. Are you planning to withhold from the custodial
parent?_

Mr. STA:SUMAS. As well yes. That will not occur -for 2 years. At
this point we are going for mandatory withholding_ from the absent
parent on a standard percentage of gross income that will be With=
held from_that_ salary immediately.

At a point in time 2; 2!//i years from now when we go into a pay-
ment minimum that says if a man has $20;000 and we -are with-
holding 17 percent of that,that is $:1,400. If he has a Child; we_ are
saying there is a $3-,70) minimum level We would supplement that
by $100 with State dollars.

Now if the mother is working, we would take half Of 17 percent
iif her income or S1/2 percent of her gross income and withhold thatalso

Mr. CAMPBEIA.. Would that only offset against the supplement?
Mr. STITNittRAs. That__ would offiet_against_ the supplement if she

had any kind of earnings that went more than $100, there *Could
be no_ supplement. sou get into the larger family sizes; sizes
two anti three; the custodial parents' income would_ offset the Stibii-
dieS, bot in fact larger families would probably -still have a subsidy.

Mr. CAMPBELL My time is almost up, but let me ask you this
final question. _ _

YOU art' convinced that strict enforcement of support _payments;
the responsibility of the parents flaw their children regardleSS of the
circumstance, is_ one of the key factors that we have in trying to
reduce poverty if we will implement this support mechanikii?

Mr. SrumintAs. _There no question in m that that can
have a very significant _impact on_ poverty. We actually anticipate
when we put the minimum benefit-level in 2 years from now that
we will reduce the first year our AFEC population 40 percent_ with-
out changing the population and haVP reduced 75 percent Of it by
the second year.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thankyou.
Chairintill RANGEL Do you believe it would have any significant

imnziet if we did_provide ussistance_,_ as we do in some States; for
families where both parents are in the home rather than just pre-
clude them because the father is there?

STUMBRAS Yes I think we probably should do it for bOth
parent*, and we have in the State of Wisconsin._

Ch-airtnan RANGEL You believe there should be minimum Feder-
al levels of assistance for aid to families with dependent children?

Mr. STUMBRAS. Yet, sir. I do.
Chairman RAN_GEt» Well I want to_apologize to thispatiel and to

the hiett _ranAel._The_,Unerraployment_ Compensation Committee is in
conference right now_ with the Senate and sowrruindy of the members

to go over to the_Senate side. There be a _number of
questions that we would like to ask the_panels. But as the of you
that were here earlier know; the full committee is soon to be mark-
ing up an industrial development bond bill.

12i
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The record will remain open. So; if_there are any things that you
would like to add to your testimony, I want you to feel free to send

__ _

Yes, Madam?
Nis JOHNSON. 1 have one driving concern and it has to do with

Bernie Stumbras' very strong statement about child support recov-
ery.

I do not entirely_ disagree with _that_ but 1 would be very- con-
cerned timt you take under consideration the high rate of black
male unemployment in this country as you consider the circum-
stances around child support fccovery activity:

Corning from a low benefit State and also a State where blacks
continue to -work in those jobs that are low salary; low skill, last
hired, first fired, these arr: issues that mitst be a part of this &till-
eration as you look at -chid support recovery;

We Still have consicLrable work going on in Georgia where sala-
ries are 'below minimum wage in the turpentine industry_ and the
like, that represent the opportunities for work for black mien,

Chairnizin RANGEL, Well, where would you have a problem? If, in
faet, there was no income, then of course there could be no recov-
er .

Many of my colleagues in the Sedate have tried to have me to
believe that the runaway poppy bills, as they call_ it _over_ there;
could do a lot to alleviate _poverty. The problem just with teen-
age _pregnancy, that if you catch the runaway poppy and he is a
kid. too, there is not much recovery.

I think we ought to stick, Ms: Johnson, with these conservative-
sounding principles that we have to make certain that the fraud
and_ the mismanagement and the recovery and those peo_ple that
don't want to fulfilltheir responsibilities. But if you are broke; if
you are untrained,_ if you are unskilled, if you are teenaged, if you
are black and if you come from a State that is going through a re-
cession, then all you are doing is helping the laWyers and the
judges to run through-eases which they can't recover in.

I am certain that Mr. Campbell _and I agree ihat we want all fa,
thers and in some cases mothers to know than they have a moral
and a legal_ responsibility; and we -want our administrators to make
certain that they are enforcing existing law.

The problem is -that you find one person that somehow has been
intelligent enough and moral enough to manipulate the_ system,
and they become the symbol.. But I know of nobody, es_pecially the
social workers, that don't feel more _strongly about being severe in
the enforcement of those people that feel they have no responsibil-
ity to their families:

Mr. Campbell.
Mr: eAtitraELL7. I would just like to agree with the chairman's

statement in closing. Our effort essentially is that _within their
means; the- parents have a responsibility for the children they
bring into this world.

tie have been working for a long time with some people who
have not felt they had that responsibility and we recognize all the
circumstances, but that is the bottom line.

Chairman RANCH Now, _I have a problem as to what pressures
are on fathers where there is no assistance given to the families by

122
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State law where the_father is in the home. And to me it seems
silly thing to do, to almost encourage a parent to leave a household
where _clearly they are asking for a little assistance. Even where
there is mandatory work laws; I would support that. But it _just
seems to me that vou should not have laws that would encourage
people to leave somebody alone in order to lie eligible for services.

So agAin, I say on behalf of the committee; I apologize for what is
happening.

I am -glad that_the cochairman of this panel, Chairman Ford; is
here. lie has had a terrific setback in health and is recureratirw
nicely:_which shows that even_voung people can _have_ heart prol:
lems._ But he is respo_nding_a lot quicker; thank God, than some of
the older members. We welcome him here and hope that he takes
good care of himself

Thank you very much. _

We have another panel. The Brookings Institution; Washington;
D.C., Gary Burtles senior fellow; American Enterprise InStitate,
;hick Meyer, resident fellow; director_of health- policy; _from the
Joint Center for Political Studies, Williaiii P. O'Hare; senior re-
search associate. _

_We thank_ you for your patience. We want to advise -you that
your full statements will be made a part of the record and_We hope
that you could summarize_ your statements since we will be work;
ing on the 5-minute rule. We thank you for coming.

Mr. Burtless.

STATEMENT OF GARY BURTLESS; SENIOR FELIAJW, THE
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. BURTLESS. I am honored t;:. the invitation to testify before
this committee.

In the _past year . the Nation's unemployment has risen to new
postwar highs; but the number of unemployed workerS Collecting
jobless benefits has remained surprisingly low: If we compare the
recent recession with the recession in 1974 to 1976; the contrast is
especially striking.

During fiscal year 1976; when unemployment and_real spending
on jobless benefits peaked, there was an average of 7.6 MilliOn Un-
employed workers each month. About 5.6 million of those workers
were covered by unemployment compensation and the Nation
spent nearly $31 billion-1982 dollars--on all unemployment incur=
once programs.

In fiscal year 1982, unemployment averaged 10 Million but only
4.2 million workers were covered by jobless benefits. The total
amount spent on- benefits was less than $24 billion.

In other words; the amount spent on unemployment insurance
was down one-fourth even though the number of unemployed work-
ers was higher by one-third. The Nation spent about 40 percent
lesS in unemployment benefits for each unemployed worker.

There are several reasons for the decline in benefits. This past
recession was more severe than any other in the pOSovar period.
WorkerS applying for benefits were more likely to -experience mul-
tiple spells of unemployment and perhaps thti be ineligible for un-
employment benefits when they applied:

123 .
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But a more inqs,rtant _reason for the overall decline in unem-
ployment is a change in law and regulation thal has occurred in
the mid-197fors. State and Federal authorities__ have tightened up on
the rei4uirements to receive regular 111 benefits_ For example, it is
now tougher to collect benefits if you are receiving a public or pri-
vate pension.

by my e,-timate, claims l'or regular benefits are running about
one-quarter Lower than expected. In amendments to social security
p,issed last April, t'Ongress provided new incentives for States to
tighten up on benefits For- that-reason I do not expect a reversal
of recent trends in the regular UI program.

thhor changes in law regulation hare- occurred in the extended
benefit or FR program, Ch_anges_in the _Eli trigger enacted in 194+1
have rmide it more difficult for States to qualify for the program.

The effect of these reforms was- compounded by the decline in the
insured unemployment rate [WM relative to the total unemploy-
ment rat that started in _19s0: _The IUR is used to trigger EB paw
merits, hut because of declines in the regular UI program, the IUR
dropped ,=harplv in comparison to the total unemployment rate.
The 1I3- program has been virtually wiped out.

Finally. the Federal supplemental compensation or FSCprcvram
is far less generous to- the long-term unemployed than the equiva-
lent program enacted in the 1974-76 recession. A worker becoming
unemployed today is eligible fora maximum -of about _36 weeks
benefits under all UI programs. That is abbut :30 weeks less bene-
fits than was available in 1975 and 1976.

In summary, the main _rexson that the number of jobless collect-
ing unemployment benefits has been low is that the President,
Congress, and State governments has-decided to tolerate compara-
tively low insured unemployment levels._

Bv tightening eligibility requirements for the regular UI pro-
.,Tratti, substantially tightening the trigger mechanism in the EB
program_and failing to enact the supplemental program until quite
late in the recession, Federal_ and State authorities reduced coun-
tercvclical stimulus in the midst of the worst recession since the
193(G.

_ What impact have these changes_ had on poverty? Since unem-
ployment insurance is not primarily an antipoverty program,- it
should not be surprising if the impact on poverty has been slight.

The main go:ils of unemployment insurance are twofold. First,
the program provides short-term income protection to workers suf-
fering from tenwary unemployment. And second, it provides the
national economy' with countercyclical stimulus to help maintain
aggregate con,sumption_during recessions.

Since beneficiaries of the prwram are by definition experienced
workers,_most of them are not poor_ at thetime_they become unem-
ployed, Tabulations by _Mathematica Policy Research show that
only Is percent of beneficiaries are prior prior to becoming unem-
ployed:._flowever% after _their earnings stop because of unemploy-
ment, 61 percent would be poor in the absence of -UI payments,
This is just a little misleading_ because most unemployed workers
quickly become reemployed and leave poverty.

however, if workers are unemployed -for longer periods of time
as they are during recessions, many will have incomes below the
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poverty line over coursk. of a year. Hence. unern_plimetit in:stir=
once is et4iecially eiWctive in _keeping families out of poverty if the
breadwinner suffers long spells of :joblessness_

Table 4 in my written testimony shows how effective the pro7-
gram_w in keeping families out of_poyerty in 1975_ If you look at
families where the head. or spouse suffered at least 13 weekS. un-
emplovitient. one-third of husband;wife families which would other-
wise be poor were_ kept out of poverty 5y unemployment payments.
Forty percent of families suffering_at least 2ti weeks of unemploy=
ment were kept out of poverty by_ Ul_payments.

1-cause of the program cutbacio I mentioned earlier, tinettiploy:
ment insurance was less _effective in keeping families out of poverty
in 192 than in 197:i= Evidence for that is in table :; of u.-roj: eitteh
testimony.

Once again, consider two-parent_ families where either_ the bead
or spouse suffered 13 weeks' unemployment: Among families which
would otherwise have_ been -poor, 34_ percent were raised above the
poverty line by unemployment- benefits in 1975, but only 21 percent
were raised those the poverty line in 19S2. _

By my estimate. about three quarters _o_ million indiiduals
were kept below the poverty line 'n- 1.982 because unmplayttient
benefits were less generous than in 1975. MOst of these_ individuals
were membe N of- two-parent families where the head of the faitily
or :042iuse suffered_long spells of unentploymentt,

Although this number may seetn large, it is only abiiiit 2 percent
of the number of poor people in _19S2: The rising_poverty rate -from
1979 to 19"2 is primarily due_to factors other than the cut in unem-
ployment _benefit& Even though the cut in UI was not the Main
cause of the rite in poverty, this caused hardship for many families
suffering from long spells of unemployment.

The _President and Congress could improve this situation by
making_ a permanent change -in the trigger rneChaiiism for__ex-
tended be_nefits. At the moment; only one State and PtiOttO Rito
are eligible for payments under the extended benefit progrant;_al-
though the total unemployment rate still- exceeds 9 percent. This
level of coverage is ridiculously low in view of the current state of
the pm no rrty

-hould stop our exclusive reliance on State insured uneth=e shoo _

ployment rides to trigger the_EB program. In my opinion. the na-
tional job loser rate as measured in the CPS would be- a superior
trigger for the program. As the national job loser rate rises above
some minimum threshold level, the average number of _potential
weeks of EB payments _should rise about zero with a fixed number
of added weeks' benefits for each percentage point rise in the job
loser rate._

Potential benefit duratiton should not rise _uniformly_ throughout
the country; but should be deterrnine41 on the basis of Statizle.iil
insured unemployment_rates or State UI exhaustion rates:

In order to improve the income protection_ available CO the long.
terth jObless and to restore the countercyclical character of the an;
employment_ insurance program _I hope you will _consider changes
in the extended benefit program in the very near future.

Thank_you.
Chairman RANGEL. Thank you.
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STA7FHENT Of C;ARI BC IITI. SENIOR VETTIHA: THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTIOS

uNESIPLOYMENT IN!,1"RANCE AND POVERTY

The nation's unemployment has risen to unprecedented levels in the past year.
test the number of Jobless workers collecting unemployment insurance has remained
unexpectedly low over that _ period

-Kt-Cause ui clidriges in federal andstrde law and administratiue priactice; and pow-
s,h1y bc-i-auz.ie fewer unemploxed workers were willing to apply for ai-Xiable hehetiM
the fraction of joblei latirkers receiving ;Al type's of unemployment &clients was
lower in 114-.1-!2 than in anv other piwtwar recession. The contrast with experience
in the 114 74-74 recession is especially striking. In fiscal year 1976 about three &par-
ters 011 he unemployed were covered by terkegvle.yre...eve cenrpt.m=tier. r= f/.=1
only- V. percent were_covered by compensation.

The countercyClical !stimulus provided by unemployment _insurance Ilrs_so much
lower in the more recent recession-as 41-Olin in Table I. In flsCalyear_1976, when
onli 7 4; million were unemployed. the nation spend almcwt VII billion 119S-.2 id-dinars)
on all unempluvment insuranct programs. Last fiscal year when unemployment
aceraged 131 million a month, less than $24 billion was smit on those programs. The
.4 ril wit of 4-ountercycl Ical stimuluS dropped by_ _nearly_ one-fourth airiggh the

unifi.-r i.t unempliArd_ workers was higher by one-third. The real corripiensat per
Lnensiolowa MiPrkt.r fell by (we( -to percent:

TABLE I LtiiVPLOYNIENT INSURANCE OUTLAYS AND BENEFICIARIES IN SELECTED FISCAL YEARS,
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These developments have caused hardiThip for many -families with unemploye-d
workers and have contributed modestly to the recent use in the nation's-poverty
rate In my testimony today I will address two separate issues related to this--rieVel-
opment First, based upon my own reseafth findings,_ I will try, to explain whr t
number of j_otaless workers collecting unemplo:,ment compentiatit_on has remained so
low ' Second: basing my conclusions in part on the research findings of others. I will

The v±wws_taprissved here ire solely thaw of the author and not necessarily thaw of the
livroitino Insta Litton, Its Trusters, or any other FirsxItingli staff members

'h Hsi Inc de Fontenay Brook ings and Deborah S Laren of 4We University of Michigan pro.
vi.,1;4 4* avaaaist ;mice rwaval 4 tJtin WIAT441.12/

Gary Bilet1444414, _ire Insured Urwrisploysnent her low' Brookings Papers on Flconomic Ac-
tivity, 19K1 1, pp 415-
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attempt to tiTCrlh ti.r.o, the federal-staie unemployment_ insurance system serves
anti-pervert% *jeCt I %VS. and how recent changtt, in the system may have -reeted its
anti poverty v effect ivehrsi,

Th. Retain v Ihip in lnaagTed UnerniiLninent
Since 19.41 the number of persons receiving unemployment compensation benefits

been unusually low relative to tlie total number of workers losing their jobs.
Three programs are invoked in this development: the basic federal-slate program
regular Uli. the 7deral-state extended benefit Kogram (ESL and the federal_sup-
plernental mpensation prcgrarn IFS('). The regular UI _program pays- benefits too
eligible unemployed and underemployed workers for up to 26 wee :_The EB pro-

pass teera4its for _art additional _1 weeks to workers who have eihatiAed their
regular_ benefits and who reside in states where the insured unemployment rate is
above the _required t-rgger level: The EST program pays benefits for an additional t
to 14 Mret to worse -TS- ho have- exhaUsted both regular and extended ber.efits.
with the duration of Fes' benefits &Pending on the level of a state's insured utter°.
plo-vment rate

The number of recipients of regular UI has been_ surprisingly low sense about the
middle-of neso I estimate that over the past year and a half the nurnrier of _regular
unemplovrnera beneficiaries has been about onquarUr less than expected. given
the number of unemployed_ job losers. This implies that alfsitit one million fewer
sookers h.itr resrived te-nefiui in a typical week than we could expert on the basis
tt the nation's prior experiencr _with-the unem-proytnent compensation prpgratri

The. relative drop in OW, nurnber Of regular UI beneficiaries occurred for a variety
11 rea.,iint. The serity and duration of the recession meant that many workers suf-
fered multiple spells of joblessness. Over the period 19,41-ett. for example._a growinng
fraction of initial claimants for Ul benefits had recently received benefits at the
time they tiled their applications. if these workers were found too for UI
br-s-fits. they ordinarily' were eligible to receive _fewer veeki of benefits than initial
clairments without a recent spell of jiiblessness. Bence, -the typical- nitial claimant in
19,1-s2 could expect to receive fewer weekS regular benefits than the average ini-
tial_claimant in earlier recessams.

res .erch has also shown that the number of initial Ul claimants is off by 16 to
l percent in the last two_years. This relative drop in applications for benefits sug-
gests either that fewer new job fusers are eligible for benefits or that fewer eligible
job losers are. boineringto apply for UI. I am very iikeptil that there has been a
sudden drop in the willingness of otherwise - eligible workers to apply for betiefiti.
Even if there has been such a drop, I do not believe it provides a major explanation
for the- drop in initial and continued UI claims

We. can also reject the hypothesis that unemployed workers in the past recession
were sons how different than unemployed workers in previous recessions and that
those differences meant that fewer workers were elible for benefits. Some job
lost.r, are known to have lower eligibility rates for UI. Forexample_. job losers who
are young, fern:4e, or work in service i_ndteitries are_less often eligible for- benefits:
But there ih no evidence that a higher_ proportion of the unemployed had charaCter-
'stirs as.soiated with low eligibility rates in this past recession, We also-know that
job Isis rs with little work experience will have:difficulty qualifying for UI ben-el-ti,
bec:et.e unemployed workers need_a minimum level of Kiide period wages to receive
compensation_ But my evidence indicates that job losers in the past recession actual-
ly had isom.Vhat more work experience than Job losers in the 1974-76 period. when
the application rate for benefits was significantly higher.

A major reit:son for the drop in initial Ul claims is the change in UI law and regu-
1:ition that has occurred since 1976. In my view; this in probably the main reason
!bat new. applications for benefits have dropped. Some legal-changes have occurred
at the. federal level. hut many changes were instituted at the UAW level as state
governments resisaided to the recent fiscal crunch, Among-the major UI changes
since the last recession in 1974,7 have been the following: the imposition of a high
implicit tax an pensions and old age- insurance; the imposition of federal taxation on
III benefits for higher income families; the imposition of interest charges on federal
loans to dehror -state UI programs the tightening_ of eligibility req_uiretnents on
warkers who voluntarily leave a job or who are discharged for cauite_; tougher _job
search requirements for 1.11 claimants; and restrictions on henefits_to school eiloploy.
04!% K ho do not work during schisil holidays. Individ.ually. each of_these changes may
ha.i, istOref i vitrip,_ rationak: crklectisely. file changes have tended to drive down the
application rate for benefits or.. to red=uce the amount of earnings replacement
available to jobless workers. I regret that I cannot estimate precisely what greet

1/4. s
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ea..-h reform has h.id "if applications and benefits paid, that task is beyond my re-
sources.

The n-lative drop in the number of rtg-ufar (A recipients has directly afre7s.-ted the
insured urirrnplovnient rate JUR.. which serves as the basis for triggering extruded

1 benefits If I arn_conirect that the number of resgular Ul beneficiaries is down bv
oriequ.orter, then the OUR is 46.1_ about one too low. As a result fewer
states havehad a high erioui:th IUR to qualify for Elit_prayrnents. aind states qualify
trig tor the _EH program have typically offered benefits fora shorter period than
they wisuld have in previous recessions.

The-Ell prtsirani, has also shrunk because of sur,nificant -changes in _federal law.
Until 19%1 the Eli :rigger rate was computed by including recipients both regular
and extended benefits in the count ot insured unemployed"; firecipients_under the. M
pr,xzrarn are now excluded in-computing the trigger rate.- Cffectively _raising the
level ot unemployment required iu trigger on the prograin. Alscobeftwz
pr_grarn had a national trigger that permitted all states to offer extered-1..irtiefiti
when_the national trigger exceeded 4. percent. The national trigger was ellnon.:,!iq
in 19s1 Beginning in October 197.2 extended benefits have been available only in
states, in which the ll'f? exceeds 5 pet-cent and is at least 120 percent of the compa-
rable level in this two previous >ears. States may also provide benefits when the
IR.reaches 0; percent regardless of the rate in previous years. Before October lto
the ER trigger rates were one percentage poirittower.

A-, _a_ o)n,equerwe of the Eli reforms enacted _in_ 1:4s1 and the _relative decline in
ht fsginning in a_smaller number of states offered extended benefits in

the past recession than was the case during the reC*SSIOn In the mid-1970s. For ex-
ampl at the end of 110.2. when the _civilian unemployment rate was Itls percent;
,,nly fourteen !,tates with particularly high inUted rates were coffering extended
benefits It the pre - Ite,1 law- had been iii effect --all fifty states would 11.41e been 1..ar-
ticipatin1;. the; t-re during much of the 197 i-76-period. Over the seven.quarters
from January Ili- I through September 11.0.2. a-weekly average of only work-
ers v.as L-overed by extended herwfits. In 1975-76. when the number cif long-tern job-
!toss was 7, percent lower. the number of workers receiving extended benefits was
more than 1'0 percent higheraveniging . :i .10ixt recipients per week. I expect that
the relative drop in EB recipients has become e-en more severe since September of
Lot year_ because the Ilts1 reforms in the EB program only beTame fully effective
after that _month. Currently. only_ two states plus Puerto Rico offer extended bene-
fits. though the unemployment rate still exceeds 4 percent. It is thus dear that the
EH-program no longer serves_ its primary function as an automatic stabilizer during
spells of .euere and pr_olonged joblessness.

Until OCttAter 19s2. the- nation's unemployment insurance system offered no
income protectit-in tieViirid thirty-nine weeks in those States qualifying for extended
lienefits and beyond twenty-six weeks- in states-not_9ualifying for -those _betiefits,
This was in marked contrast to ex-penence in 1973-.7h when federal_ supplemental
benefits FSH, were available. The FSB program began in- January 1973 only a few
months after unemployment an its rapid rise an 1971. The prognim extended the
potential duration of unemployment benefits in all-states by twenty-six wee_kii to a
total of ahout sixty -five weeks. During 1975 and 197e, a weekly average of Mil=
Zion recipients were covered by FSB, or about 14 percent of the average number of
unemployed The federal supplemental compensation IFS-Ci program.- which tool
effect_ in October 110_.2. is_ similar in many_ respects to the earlier rsB program.
except that the benefits are ofmuch_rilirter duration and vary in duration accord-
ing to eavh state's insured nemployment rate.

In summary. the- main reason_ that the.. number of johlessit collecting _unemploy-
ment benefits was, low during the _Itts - ref ir.iSion was that -thee- President, of 'on
gress, and suit governments have decided to lulerate comparatively low insurosl un-
employment levels. By _tightening eligibility requirements_ for the regular Ut pro-
grams, tightening the trigger_irsechanism in the KB_ program and fail-
ing to enact a supplmental-program similar to the one available-in 1975-77 until
Quite Lite in the rectossion, .federal and-state authorities essentially denied jobless
benefits to a large fraction of workers who would have been eligible to receive berie,
fits during the Itt70s. Many or the specific reforms were sensible. But the- overall
efft.ct and timing of the reforms were quite unfortunate The- nation significantly
reducisl the amount of income protection and countercyclial stimulus available
from tineniploiyment compensation in the moist of the worst economic downturn
since the Great Depression.

Mu,. the irtiawr rate used before_ 19sl_Asio. not _identicial to the published Int which ex-
, lotted ree I went,. of extended IN from the numerator
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I h3,14 t:111+ I' and en? Vow werty Trends

The drop in the fe4.-bott t4 __unemployed workers_ receiving jobless benefits raises
-setious.questions abOut the effecttveness of unempkryment insurance in _protecting

bCS err recessions. Before -considering the anti-poverty impact
of the unemploym insurance system. it is worthwhile reflecting upon a few tvasic
characteristics of t: program.

Unemployment insurance isnot_ primarily an anti-poverty program, ROC should it
evaluated as ThFct. The two principal goa6 of the program are to irtaire

esperienced workers against tetnporary eaffimgs tosses arising from unemployment
and to provide the national economy with effective countercydical stimulus_ to help

et-cess;otis the puogram are Ina means
tested because the aim cf the program lia&- ..,Iways been to offer social insurance: Ass
with other insurance _prtgrarris. there -is no requirement that apOicarits stun* theiti-
selves to he destitute before receiving Iktiebts.

ithsta:-ading these caveats,caveats. many d the benefits of unemployment insurance
PiOSttains go to families which are poor or near poor, or which would bepoor in the
absence of unemployment benefits. One way to see tens is to etiamine_ the distribu-
tion of bfefitr amon,, families of _different income levels. In Table 0 families are
divided into four family type's fan husband-wife families with two or more earners;

husband-wife_ fami lies -wit one or fewer-earners; lei single-parent amt s; and
iridiv iduais Without dePendents. For each family type I divided frunilies

..nto -is :mints- classes.. using the ratio of family income (excluding unemployment
nenetitsi over the poverty levet. The table shows the average level of unemployment
ci,ri7ktiensation received in 110s:3 by--families in each claw: For each family type except
,,ogle-parent families the poorest families dearly receive a disproportionate Share
of unernplsyment benefits. In the case-of two-parent, twoearner tickis4holda. for ex-
ampw. families in the poorest income class receive nearly five_ times the annual ben
efits itt1f.!11 received by families in the highest income class 1$1921. The tattle slwiws
that unerrpluvment compensation is particularly _redistributive for families with
bolt. a husband and wife present. It is lees redistributive for sing-paremt Umidies
and single-person households- because- potential bread winners -in ttfee Illimibes are

less attached to the labor market and hence less likely to beanie insured
Under the Ul progmm. Morrover. single-parent families are more likely to he poor
as a reSuit of reasons other than unem_ploy-ment than are husband -wife
For that reason. insurance against unemployment does not help as much in bring -
ing them out of poverty.

TAM 2 AVERAGE ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS PAID TO FAMILIES BY INCOME CLASS,

1982
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fht. r-tivit "1 ur1.11:1,1,viiicut th, i.ovo-rty rate has been the sublet:1 carefu!
' Mist anal:-1, that clo-lt,..11 unemployment ha, a greater' Impact on the

poerti. "othe dertlogrophe...- groups than 1.:r other. Fortune, fte:.ode4
by non ....zed male; who are the must strongly urlented toward the labor market,
tend to br affected than other families by high unempiolanent. flikb c-cli al
urien.i.:ornent has a stn.:111er impa.i on women maintainin families on their own
ALA the elderk_ who haye relatiely lin+, labor force participation r.-ittvk indeed. the

, I Of per... n, .tge or.(i older ,Iss.tined from 1 7, 1 percent .a) P.4751_ to 1_41.1;
P.42 even though there was a substantial rise in unemployment and the

poo-rt. rate rose from 1 1 r; percent to 1210 iR-reerrt
Undoubtedly the rise in unemph4 mm _between 1t_r71.1 and Ilts_?, was. the major

:vase- 1..t I he row in piNnert. ratei, het wren I host. two. I will leave_ it for others
to ....to-nate precisely how much of the tiNe due to thr- recession and _how moth to
the reductions in anti-poierty programs enacted over the same period. The issue

the ettectiyeness of the _unemployment insurance program in re-
du Psi when there is hr-I:h cyclical unem-pftryment.- Th-ere are two ways of
%iewing this questum First. we can ask how well .p3bles., benefits are targeted to

iso.erti, during periods when worker. are both unemploFed and receiving
orients "4ecori3 . we can take .1 !tower view and ask how, effective the prost'rarn is

step.r.g families out tit pAerty over the coors.e of a year. during which time family
'ireadwinners ma% spend -time Nyth employed and unernplo_yrd.

riseaf-cti by Waiter Corson of Mathernatica Polic'- Research she 14,rht on
first i qi Corson used data from the 14-state CAmtinuous Wage and- Benefit

r. -'.it. 4 WWI as:I-rt.-km the income distribution of recipients_of three types of
henetits regular 'I. extended benefits. and federal ppie-mental compensation

Fhe for7rton ,totes ,...,3%ered _by the data are not necessarily representative of the
naton -as a whole:_ though_ they appear to be approlfiriately rt-uresenUtive. The
inc,, me reports of the (WWI respondents are_ prribably_ribt completely _reliable. bUt
they L1 rrent 1% _pro% ide the best data at our disposal. Corson- computed the income
dist nbut t. 1'I recipientsan two as First he computed the income- distribilt:an
01 tarriihes during the Period the wage earner was rroploYed. and thiii he computed
the (1,stritliition sitter the ..arnings exchiding unemployment temecits rt-
ielo-st The re.ait, of his tabulatsms are reported in Table 3.

TABLE 3 HOUSEHOLD ACRE DISTRIBUTION INCLUDING AND EXCLUDING RECIPIENT'S PRE-111

EARNINGS.
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Figures_in Table provide. strong e%idence that LI is an important anti-poverty
program_ for eligible_ unemployed workers during ;whorls when they_ are unem-
ployed Although-only Is portent of regular t.1 I_ recipients are below the poverty
'eye! before they become unemployed, the percentage in _poverty rises to 1 percent
once earnings cease 04 Course', Lamy unemployed workers are without work for

7vv Ara I. roil i it h. Y'ru, IfistriillIt PM Al Etter AA VI LOA nemptuy_nura ISttii iruo
1'.41,,rs nor Econ"rnit Jio..-t iv itv, l'i71 10 4nd pape-r, titer-1 in Hume firionl, An_ Analys4x of the l'S

Population AspoNtant Secretary for Policy. Evaluation and Item-arch, 11$ 114,
par-4,7 0ot lit pp 9.-i
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short vertu& It their inworne-s we re measured over the course of a year rather than
only a seek. the breadwinners' earnings might nut many families well above the
annual poverty line. Thus, for workers who experience only short sleeps of unem-
ployment. unemployment compensation is unlikely to make the difference between
living in and out ofkoyerty over the tourse of a year.

Table 3 shows that Ul could provide crucial help in keeping families out of pover-
ty for breadwinners who suffer long spells of wiemployment: la the _frxtion of a
year 'pent without a job increases, the probihility that a breadwinner's family will
rod the year tiero the poverty line rises orisequently. lint-Leis expe-
riening- lung spells of unemployment are the ones most likely to be kept out of pov-
erty by 1.1

Table 4 shows the relationship between the length of unetn_Onyment and the el
fectiveness of Ul in raising families above the poverty line. The am r'Aumn in the
table gave-a the number of families of different family types who'- :innual incomes
et-re e*ised (4h01.1.4. the poyertv Line by UI payments in 1975. once
vided families into the four_ family_ types_ described abovei_The next column -shows
the percentage of families with pee-UI incomes below the poverty level who are
raised above poverty by the Ul. payments they receive: Thu may be thought of as
the -antipove-ty effectiveness': of_ Ul paymenu. Succesive columns contain the
same two but for families whose breadwinners suffered increasingly
length!: spells rk unemployment. For example.- a total of 1520)0 tiiiskiand-wife two-
earner families \sere raised above the pcnerty line by the Ul benefits they received.
Of that total. 1:f.3.ntsi families contained a he or a spouse who suffered at least 13
seeks of unemployment, and 106.4x1) contained a head or spouse who suffered at
least .._r1 seeks of unerry,oloyrnent.

TAM s 'AV!IUES BROUGHT ABOVE POVERTY LINE BY Ul PAYMENTS, IS75
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_ The percentages in Table _4 showing '_anti-poverty effectiveness' of UI confirm
that the program is relatively more effective in combatting poverty ainong_bread.
winners who experienced long term unemployment than_ among breadwinners With
short spells of joblessness. The figures also show _that el VS_ more effective for hus-
band-wife families-than for families with a single head. In all, about 700.000 families
containing 2.1 million individuals lived in households brought above the poverty
line berause they received unemployment compensation. This is alintit ti percent of
the families and individuals who would have been in the absence UI.

In light of the relative drop in the number-of UI recipients in recent years, It is
worthwhile considering whether jobless henefits remain as effective in combatting
poverty, as they once were. To examine this question I have compared the "anti-pov-
erty effectiveness" of UI in 1975 and in 1982, the most recent period for which we
have income data. The results of this comparison are presented in Table 5. Statistics
in this table show the number of families within each category which were raised
shove the poverty level as a result of UI payments. By comparing the fumes for
1975 and -J9 0!'i_. it is apparent that Ul_ is now less effective in raising families above
the _poverty I ine, The drop i n_ Melt venessuis especially- pronounced in _t_he_ case of
husband-wife families and families with _breadwinners_ who_s_uffeted_longspells of
unemployment. For- example: in 1975_ about 34 percent of one-earner husband-wife
families with pre-Ul incomes below the poverty line were raised above poverty by

13



the.r_ ti_ pa. rn.-tit, In _1_1"2 ...14_1..r.tt-nt of th-e families were raised above_
ertv by t't pay rr.erit:. rho relaTIe sirup in ethx-tiveness was even larger for families
,u1t.rn4:-..i. or more week, of unemployment ifigures not shown in tablel.

I ..inould emphasize that the,c. estimates are based on ('PS Monne reporti_which
tr.:vivre it: 1977; and

.s- reported on the II'S However. it appears that the underreporting problem was!.re In 197 . tH.:n in 19s2 .that _higher fraction of UI payments was
rted In the latter %ear implies that. correcfirt: for un&rreporting bias,

the d!,-rep.incy between anti- po%erty effm-tivent-,. in 114:::) and 1e was probably
larger Thar implied by the flure, reported in Tame

A%TiperERTY WiCTIVENESS Of UI IN 1975 AND 190 NUMBER Of FAMILIES RASED

ABOVE POVERTY USE
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To confirm that the ant iiioverty impact of VI hat declined between 19 and theearly I is.rforrned tabi.ilat ions using a data source less subject to underreport !
irie. bias than the CPS. the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics IPSII)1.. Comparing
1975 with Which is the most recent vear for which PSID data exist. I found
that_ the fraction of poor families receiving CI benefits dropped sharply. Among ton-
aged. poor,- malt-headed families, the fraction of unemployed _breadwinners receiv-ing an tieneras at all dropped from 51 to Zi percent between the two years.
Among tom:wed. poor, female-headed families, the fraction dropped from 29 to-1(
percent Ntoreover. he PSII) tabulations showed that even_among families receiving
11 benefits the anti-poverty effectiveness dropped. A small fraction alCI- recipients
below the povertv level was brought above the poverty line by their UI benefits in191 than in 197'.

The tabulation, front the (PS _and PSI!) confirm that the ifeeline In unemploy-
ment insurance from the niid.1970 stO the present has had an impact on the
number of families living n poverty--The impact has-been greatest on husband-wife

because_ those are the fimidies which in ordinary times benefit most from
The inipact has been .'specially pronounced in the case of families headed_by

members_ tfiO have 1,,uffered -very-long spells of iiklerainess. The reason for this may
hi. that the maximum duration of an- insured spell of klblessness has been far lower
in recent_ yl.irs- than it was in 1975-76 though the number of long/term 4obleria has
been higher If the anti-poverty effectiveness of UI had remained' unchanged be-
tween 197.5 and l9s2. the number of individuals living in poverty_ in theiatter year
might have been 704M40 to i54400111 less, or about two percent of the 19I 42 poverty
population. Obviously, then, the cutbacks in unemployment insurance do not es .
plain the main part of the rise in poverty rates in recent years. although the Cuts

-to! I'vrtntirwt, AteKbeican't. lrmmmincz, for Pcaltrc Pots, Studies Windly per.
toonisi the coorrputal loos fiw mo.

^For mdle headed families the percentage was 19 percent in e.r7 versus only 37 prevent in
19..1, tor ferridlehorki(led families the mrcentage WA. U,, PerePnt in 1975 VP110111 If pereent in

I I !..111 -moilofi. I ro.1,4too.li with..itgli iii ronir. ir I 111..1.'0 I" 161,,krreporting Nap I him those from the they are statistically very itripretike
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ha t. L'Ontr:PUlei to) the I" ts.e. ...vies:Lally among families whose members suffered
lung peril s of unemployment

flezek.st.ntsi

If the m.ijor ob)etirse of putilsi transfer pult,LICT, tt, LIU redact- he number of fame-
ties hying in poverty. there are better methods of ACCOmpliAiiiig this goal than re-
storing the cuts in unemployment insurance that have (secured since the mid-197os.
The objector could be attained at far lower not by targeting benefits on low-income
fns' tAku-r.ai 000sts-reg pay- --osess ti.-rni,-,--a-Aritv anerni-plo4ed. experienced
workers, the group served by

believe-, however; that there are important goals of trans-fer_ticiliCy in addition to
reducing measured poverty rates_ Two of the most important of the are served by
unemplirrient insurance. The program offers short-term inccrne protection for
breadwinners during temporary spells of joblessnef-s, and it _prxisodes an important
cteuntercyclicai stimulus( during perjos.6_of liatssol oneosi.eloymetit. goa:s
of UI are worthy. but they art- accomplished _at some cost to economic effkieti-cy.
Insured unemployed workers are encouraged by Ul_ payments to spend more time
between job:: or on layoff than they would in Oft. absence Of payments. These effi-
ciency losses are for the most part unavoidable if we vish to insure family incomes
during .pill of unemployment

Neither of the main g(4als of unemployment insurance was achieved as well
during the past recession as during the recessionic; 1974-76: _In -the first part of _thy
testimony I tried to explain shy !h., occurred. The relative decline in the effe--tiVis
new of unemployment_ Insurance will continue unless changes are made in the pro
gram Claims for regular Ul benefits will remain Low in comparison to the number
of icAi losers unit! -'..ate governments liberalize their_programs. There is no sign this
will occur in the . ,ir future. The Social Security amendments _passed in April 19s:t
prod ide inducements_ for slates to continue to tighten up their 1.11 prop,-,rama:

The situation of the extended benefit program is even more serious.- Because Of
the sharp drop in the insured unemployment rate relative to the total unemploy-
ment rate an the significant tightening of the trigger mechanism for the ESpro
gram. it is now much Is likely that states will offer extended benefits duringperi-
(A,S of high national unernployint nt. In my opinion the present F.B_ trigger should_ be
replaced by a trigger _that_ is more closely- related -to actual conditions -in the labor
market. This means that the trigger must he bi.tiedin part on stational-kV-el civilian
unemployment figures rather than solely on ta.ateleVel insured unemployment sta
t istics

The job loser rate as measured WI the monthly Current Copulation Survey should
hr the basis for extending UI benefits beyond the twen_tyeix weeks offered under
the regular UI program (The job, loser rate _is_ superior to the tots: unemployment
rate because_ the latter measure coven new _labor market_entranta. reentrant;, and
voluntary job .ors well as Acili losers, It is mainly the last group that the
Program is supposed to insure.1 ets the job lover rate rises above some minimum
trigger rate. the averge number of _potential weeks of payments should rise
above zero, with a fixed number of added weeks benefits for each _percentage-paint
rise _in_ the _pb loser rate._ Potential benefit durations :should _not _rise uniformly
throughout the country; but should be determined on the -battle 61'stateslevel insured
unemployment rates or UI exhaustion rates. The main advantage of this proposal is
that it-would-prevent a recurrence of our experience in 19sl -Kt, when the ER pro-
gram declined in relative importance even as joblessnessespecially long-term jots
leivinewscontinued to rise

A vital task for polecymaking in the next few years is to restore the ability of the
nation's

and
insurance system to _deal with severe recession The Presi-

dent and Corwress could make _a good start by shoring up the programs that help
workerA who .face_ long - term- jeiblessneas. Since thee:Ye programs are only triggeriii
when the nation fices high levels of unemployment, their improvement would not
add to our structural deficit. More important, this 1443! could improve the inconsie
protection available to families hard-hit by reeesmicm and provide a valuable macro-
economic stimulus when it is crucially needed.

Chairman RANGEL. Mr. Meyer.
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STATEMENT (IF JAch slEy ER. ItESIDF.NT FF.LLoW ECONOM-
ICS AND IHRE(Tolt CENTER MR HE A1.TII RE.SEARCH.
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY RE=
SEARCH

Mr: MEYER. Thank ywu. Mr. Chairman. I try to summa-
hit; niv remarks briefly and submit the full i s for the
record

I think the fundamental problem contributing to pOVeity_ rn
reeent_years has 'been _the sorry state of_our_eoonorny. I think that
a sluggish economy is fed by_ourlack of fiscal Control.

One of the things that concerns me is that recent efforts to
achieve fis-cai control have disproportionateiy burdened low-income
people. This- presents two problems.

First of all it jeopardizes the needed austerity to get our econo-
my under control b' eliciting demands for a return to policies of
the past that have not worked._

SA-0nd, it ea_ just plain unfair and increases_ the poverty and
har6ihip x-isonated with any,' given budget control_

I have done some work recently in which I have tried to v,gre=
gate programs that are means tested and programs that are not I
looked at the burden plact r! on thie affected by recent budget
tqlt.:4, and at some_ projections_ into the late 1980s. What _I have
found is that if you aggregate the means- tested programs, _they_ are

duled to fall Urom about_ 13.3 percent of the Federal budget,
where they were in 19S0, to- about 9 percent in 1988. That is a drop
of about a third in the share of our budget going to loW;inctinie
households._

By contrast nonmeans-tested programs. those available to _all
households regardless of income; _were about 40%/i percent in 19S0
and. lo and behold, they are scheduled under current projections to
be_41/2 percent in 19M-.

What has happened is that in the early 19SO's we left tax_sutsii-
dies and other entitlement programs going largely to Middle and
tipper income families intact while_ defense spending increased
sharply, and we instituted relatively large cuts in low-income pro-
grams. -

The result of all this has been that deficits have been the safety
valve; if you want to call that a safety valve. There IS not much
safety there.

_ _I think this is regrettable. These deficits put the Federal Reserve
in the position of choosing between_ higher interest rates on the one
hand and a reacceleration of inflation on the other; and that it not
a very favorable choice.

so I See brirtging the deficit under control as a key to unlocking
the continued increase in poverty_in this country, and beginning_ to
get_ a handle on it If we- don't: these economic policies will ulti=
mately lead to_lower _p_rOclialivity growth and lower standards of
living: This means more poverty; as deficits use up trioiit of the pool
Of private_savings, limiting capital investment and modernization
that would- have generated jots and helped reduce poverty.

Now I think, Mr. Chairman; that the working poor have gotten
the short end of the stick_in our budget control polities._ In fairness-,
it must be said that the Reagan administration did not invent the

'1
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bias against tile working wor in our social policies; but in my opin-
ion, their policies have certainly exacerbated that bias.

The administration's recommendations;_which have been enacted
h' the Congress, have had the effect of drawing a net around the
dependent poor and adopting_a relatively business as-usual attitude
t<" rd &ifrAirl &pendent, and a rather -d ta-,progx.h
for t /wise deemed independent and able to -fend for themselves.

It is very difficult to fend for yourself; however; if you are work-
ing at 's`.3,:L an hour and raising three or four children, which
many_ people .are. And we now find_that _such_people are told that
the --111 or $4ii, or Kai a month in welfare benefits they were getting
are no longer nvailahle to them after 4 months of work. We know
that that triggers a loss of medicaid benefits -for many_of them.

They also are told that they are ineligible for job training in
most cases_ under the new aTPA Act if they are not on AFDC. We
heard in Dr. Penner's testimony and Dr. Smeeding's testimony
about the taxes that face these people and some proposals have
been offered to alleviate that, on which I will comment later.

benetlis to_ the working_ poor are taken away; -taxes are still
imposed, -and it is -very difficult for them to make ends meet

The administration counters that increased Federal assistance to
this group would create a permanent subsidy to the working poor;
and is that what we want to do after they are established in a job?
_Well; I can only say that in terms of the fairness_issue; Mr.

Chairman, we have permanent subsidies going to all of us in_ this
country. I get a permanent subsidy each month on my house from
the interest deducted. I would get that even if I were a millionaire,
which I am not. We have permanent subsidies going to business, a
whole variety of them. -

If we adopt the attitude that these subsidies are off limits as far
as budget control; but that we are going to tighten -up -on the per-
manent subsidies going to the working _poor, I think we make
people cynical about how we are sharing this necessary budget con-
t col.

Now, let me just dose in the next - minutes with two examples
in ADP(' and Medicaid of the need _to stop arguing about the be
haviural responses of recent policy changes and their efficiency ef-
fects ias important as those might ben and start arguing about
their fairness effects.

We could argue about whether restoring a work incentive for
welfare mothers is going to cause them to go back to work. The
dence is very mixed on that and I review it in my testimony. I
raise the question: how fair is it to tax our lowest income citizens
at WO percent?

The_ Administration points to a study which_ I think they have
embelliShed somewhat, Showing that you can take people's benefits
away and, lo and _behold, most of them continue to work; Well;-that
is true but you don't have to lose many of them falling back on
benefits to make that a very unfavorable cost/benefit ratio. I
simply think that we need to consider more than these behavioral
response effects.

In -the area of health _cave; we have a microcosm of the whole
problem. We have a Medicare program that is in serious financial
trouble; a program that Congress has only begun to reform. We
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have tax_ subsidies going mostly te middle and upper income work=
ers that have not been touched at all _ -

At the same time we have been making_major cuts in medicaid;
which goes to our _lowest income people. Millions of people are in-

fbr medicaid wt en. in fact, the Federal subsidy through the
tax s:isteni _is one-and-a-half times as big as the entire Federal
shareof medicaid.

So 1 think that in considering how to finance_broader health in-
surance coverage, which! favor doing, we should look at those stib,,
,idies we are giving owt to middle- and upper- income people and
:,er how we could restore the balance.

Let me close by making these kinds of recommendations.
1 thiiik_W.e rife a concept of total budget control I would call

for a tzirget. just as an example. of a Federal deficit diawn to 2 per-
cent of GNP by 19Sei._:1"he deficit is currently three times that
figure as a share of GNP. Ahd I think that would be a_useful inter-
im _target without necessarily trying to balance tit" budget CiVer-
n

I think we need _policies that address_ medicare; defense and tax
subsidies and civil service retirementthe real big areasand that
stop trying to take another__ billion out __of these small programs
which might represent 10 or 20 percent of the program budget.

On the tax side; I_ would _favor_some of the options raised this
morning ahOut hheralizing the EITC, perhaps the child care credit;
to have more incentive for low-income people to continue working
and be hired. _

On the benefit side. I vvould advocate restoring the modest work
incentive under AFDC, avoiding further cuts in food statups. and
4.-ohsider actnallv making them more generous, That is the one pro-
gram; as Dr, Penner pointed out that-is not tied to family charac-
meristics. and the _last area I want to impose a work test or make
further cuts in is food stamps.

I _would suggest in _modifying_ a bill passed by the on
health insurance for the unemployed; we means-test the Govern,
ment zissistance, making it available to the poor on the basis of
lbWest income first; whether they are unemployed; out of the labor
force, or working.

Finally I think we could broaden coverage for health insurance
if We would address the tax subSidy_issue, place a cap on that _subsi-
dy; and use the proceeds to help those who have no help whats&
ever.

Thank you.
Chairman RANGEL: Thank you
iThe prepared statement follows:I

stATtAttINT_ or .14(1.:_A !grim _littilDENT EEIAPV/ IN ECONOMICS AND DIRECTOR.
CENTER EON I IkA1.111 POLIcV RESEARCH. AMER/1*AM ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE iOR
PI POIICV RFAK.01(111

('hairttiari Thank you very much for the opportunit to appear before this
Committee The recent increase in poverty in the

v
e United States is-the result_of a

Ciiiiitiinatiim of (-iirees, including the protracted recession in the early 19SO's;
Chiingi s in federal budget outlays,and tightened federal_ program eligibility-criteria:

shall not attempt to assess the relative contribution of these factors: another
Including_Professor Sheldon .1)anzinger and his colleagues_ at the University

of Wisconsin. can provide the committee with their reseArch findings on this quele
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tion I would like to examine recent changes in federal social programs; and the ef-
fects of these changes

The fiscal year 1982 and 1983 budgets were characterised -by- significant cuts in
means-tested programs such as VOW Stamps, AFDC, and Medicaid. In contrast, non-
means tested programs, such as Scicial curity and Medicare, which account for
four-fifths of all federal social spending, remained essentially intact over this period.
Thus. a disproportionate share of the budget-cutting burden was placed on low-
ncome households.

Nloreoyer, the central force driving federal expenditures upwardthe built-in cost
escalation of the much larger non-means- tested programremains largely unad-
dressed. if we are to realize substantial budgetary savings, and a meanin_gful reform
of the distribution of benefits, we must _go beyond such currently poirular measures
as program decentralization and improved program management practices_ to
achieve a significant reduction in _the growth of benefits which flow to those in the
upper and middle-income households.

In the past year the Reagan administration and the Congress haive taken steps to
remedy the inequities in earlier budgetary cut-backs. Fundamentarchanges in such
nonmeans tested programs as 14,1edicare and Social Security are being implemented;
while the reduction in federal outlays for low-income_ programs has eased somewhat
Although this is encouraging:, the $200 billion deficit that looms before us, and the
increased level-of proverty in this country; indicates that we still have a long way to
go. In short. Mr. Chairman, we need more budget control. but with less burden on,
those who can afford it least.

I would now like to turn to some of the specific changes Congress has_made_in_our
welfare programs. A generation ago; welfare_recipients who took a job lost their
benefits on a dollarmfor-dollar basis: In effect; the '_'"WY rate" on earned income was
I00 percent In the late 1960s, Congress put into-effect a new rule called "CM-plus-a-
third,' which lowered this effective tax rate to ahout two-thirds for recipients of Aid
to Families with Dependent Children. In addition., AFDC beneficiaries were allowed
to deduct a certain amount of work expense from earned income. This deduction
further lowered the effective tax rate on earnings: _

The $30-plus-a-third incentive was effectively repealed in 1981: At the urging-of
the thiministration. Congress placed a-tone limit on the-work incentive bonus, and a
dollar limit on the wor.: expeinse deduction. The PO-plus-a-third rule may now be
applied to only the first foot months of employment. After four months, every
dollar of net earnings is subtracted from welfare benefits. Tb, work expense deduc-
tion was limited to SIO per month per child for day-care expenses and $75 per
month for other work - related expenses:

Eligibility standards were also tightened, denying AFDC assistance rand often
Medicaid benefits) to many working poor families. States were authorized to insti-
tute workfare programs requiring welfare recipients to take jobs.

In the last-fifteen _years, the relatively small incentive to work provided by the
5:i0 -plus-a-third rule has apparently not produced significant results; as roughly the
same proportion of welfare mothers_have earnings now as when the change was -ini-
tiated. It _must be noted, however; the olber-fattors may have intervened, including
the broadening of benefits under other, overlapping -programs such US Riad &tamps,
as well as sluggish economic conditions over much of the past 4lecade. The factors in
todav's welfare environment may make the situation different from periods in
which prior studies or experiments were conducted.' Thus, it would be_oyer-sirnpli-
fled and misleading to conclude from the constancy of the fraction of recipients who
are working that the small incentive provided by Congress in 1967 had no positive
effect: It may have helped to prevent-the proportion of people working From falling.

Nonetheless,- it must be admitted that there is little evidence of any Strong posi-
tive efTect on labor supply of a lowering of the effective tax rate over this range.
Moreover, some studies suggest that the m, setting. tffects on labor supply cif families
with somewhat hiker incomes who are newly-qualified by knver tax rates more
than _cancel any positive effect on the labor apply- of poor women.'_ Thus,_ even
though there is research evidence suggesting a significss,t relationship between

'-For ariMysiii_of_experitnentaLstudies. nevi: ten_ A._ %%frit _"The PTEet_of *Negative Income
Tax on Work EfTort: A Summary of the Experimeatal Results.** io Paul fid. Somers, et. "Wel-
fare Reform in America: Perspectives and Prospect?" iRoenon: Filtivier-NAhoff Publishing, Ittni.
---3See. for example. -Frank-Levy, Supply Vitnak Household Heads, or HC
Work Incentives Don't Work Too Well,- Josan.Til Of Human Keaources. Vol. 1 No I Wirrter
19791.
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eationgs and tax rates for welfare mothers,' it is difficult to detect such a relation-
ship_ the eXtWrIt.11(1. to d;Itt..

The vveight of the research evidence still suggests that _a significant increase_ in
work_ incentives would provide some_positive stimulus to the work effara of AFDC
beneficiaries even though it may well provide no net increase (and peisiM.(ly a slight
dislinel in total labor supply as a result of offsetting effects. In my view, this- possi-
bleoffieet effect does not mean we should discard -the incentives approach. Even if
such trects "cancet" the positive stimulus to work among recipients, society could
experience. -(a net gain liecaus of a possible break in the cycle of dependency plagu7
mg Ow Melfare class. Moreover, basic fairness should be taken into consideration
here Our society should assure people that when they work they will have higher
incomes than when they do not.

Federal welfare programs pose a dilemma_founcl_inothereorial programs as well:
the efficiency improvements associated with _anticipatsd labor supply effects may
prove elusive-: -'when net _or _total labor supply _responses are measured: Yet; the
equity implicationsin short; the fairness of effective tax rates equaling 100 per-
cent or_ more are too easily discounted or ignored.

The Reagan administration's alternative to lower effeCtive- tint rates on earnings
is to mandate that AFDC- applicanta seek work during and after the application
stages, and if this fails, able-bodied recipients would be required to participate in a
Community Work Experience Program. States would be allowed to develop_job pro-
grams reflecting both their own needs and the needs of program participants.

The probleni with this approach is not s o much one of i r t t i 2 n t_ a s one_of_orhieee-
relent af the (ibjectives. We need W be war) _of thephenomenon of "regulatory fail-
ure" here. There is a histou of_laudable_goshi and limited accomplishmeti'M with
regard to both "workfare" in particular and werk tests in social programs in gen,
oral (programs like WIN; etc:). Of course, some workfare programs _have had
some success in reducing_werfareoutlays_But, in my view, workfare confliCte With
the administration's prudent preference for incentives approachisi to social policy
over rigid regulatory schenies.

The changes adopted by Co--tigress seem to be unfair to the working wor and to
worsen adverse work incentives facing our lowest-income household& The tameting
of benefits resulting form these changes is to the dependent poor, while others who
have the ability to work and are _deerneel independent get no help;_eve_n_if_their
means are about the same. Low-inco_me households have bee_n_somewhat arbitrarily
divided into discrete categories=working and nonworkingwith a rather calloused
approach toward the former and _a `1..msiness_sis usual" approach toward the latter;
_ The administration contends_ that it would he a waste or society's scarce public
dollars to give "permanent" help to the working, low-income houtrerioldit-Yet it has
made little effort to withdraw the wide array of special Can Li-leak-a-arid other equally
permanent subsidies flowing to middle- -and upper-income households. The rather
unique treatment of the working poor is a major souce of unfairness in current

Public -assistance recipients are not the only federal beneficiaries-to face stiff
work disincentives, and in-several other program areas the Reagan4dministration
has workedoften successfull to reduce ad verse -work incentives. The eV wig pen-
alty- on earnings alioye $8:6 taLper year for Social ecterity recipients diacourages
work among the elderly wh-o can work and wish to work. The Reagan administra-
tion had an effective plan for phasing out this earnings ceiling is, ita 1981 Social
timuity reform plan, but this prudent _phase-out was a casualty of the fat,_of the
overall 1951 Re n Social Security proposal. The 1983 lcurity__Antencl-
ments, however, id lower the benefit withholcling_rate under the retirement earn-
ings test from one-half to one-third _beginning in 19_9_0-

Another example of the_slite_nima _between_ equity and efficiency_effecta_ involves
proposals to cap the open-ended tax subsidy associated with the exclusion from em-

'See. Jr o example, Irwin Garfinkel Lorry Orr, "Welfive_PolLy and ',mot lUte_of
AFDC Mothers." National Tax Journal, June 1974 2412),__pp. 275-444_; Robert ilkaas,_:_iftblic
Assistance-and Work-Effort,,, Princeton, NJ: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University,
1974;-iiiid- Daniel I1. -Saks, "Public Amain/ice for Mothers in an Urban Lebor Market," Prince-
ton_NJ Industrial ReUtions Section, PriliCiteti,_1175. For a thortu7gh review Of the liTeriddie
on:_this_subject,_ Sheldon- Daminser-Roter t_ Hammon, and_ _Rokert-Plotrie&_ N._low lama*
Transfer Programs Affect Work, Savimm and the Income Distribution." Journal of Economic
Literature. vol. XIX (September-191411, pp. 975-102K

for examplr-Leiniiid Miluarnari, it of the Mainachnsette Work Ex-
perience_Program." _Bemidels_ Unsversity, Mutest 1900. The_aWliOrt concluded -that "neither Of
the two treatments vied in_theAtassacheisetutWork_Exmience_Peogram lead to a
welfare payments among the men in the experimental groups." p. 153.
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ploy'w income of the full amount of employer contributions to_ health_ insurance: I
favor this proposal. and I believe that it would foster a more efficient health insur-
ance market by encourainng_ greater choice of health plum and by giving consumers
an incentive to steer away from plans exercising little cast control, and toward more
cost-conscious health I see _this incentives approach as a preferable alterna-
tive to more controls on the providers of health care.- Others are skeptical of the cost
savings likely to emerge from strategy, and cite possible -adverse aide effects.

As in the case of welfare; this debate over whether the anticipated savings from
improved incentive:: will actually occur has diverted us from another, and in my
view, a larger issuethe fairness of our subsidies. Market impact aside, how fair is
it continue an open-ended subsidy to well paid workers and executives while cut-
wig people (mainl. the working p_oori from Medicaid? We should not insulate our
moot fortunate citizens from the austerity needed to bring about meaningful budget
control

The House has passed _a bill providing health insurance for _the unemployed, and
the Senate is considering a similar measure. In the- interest of -fairnaris, such insur-
ance assistance should_ be provided to the poorest first, regardless of present labor
force attachment, and funded in a-progreasive manner (such as through a tax subsi-
dy cap or a change- in (he- ferteral income tax affecting upper- and middle-income
households). It should not simply be an adchon to the deficit.

In summary, while- there is considerable debate over the economic effliciency
issues surroundirg welfare, health, and other areas; it _seerns_clear to me that recent
policy changes exacerbate the long-standing_ bias in our welfare system; alias that
Injures the working poet. as well as noneld_erly_single individuals without depend-
ent children and some ..-tact families with unemployed household heal&

This fairness issue, Illstrated here through welfare, runs through government
Wei ve left_ huge lax_ subsidies intact (going to middle- -and -upper-income

people); and only begun to change the structure of government benefits flowing to
the_ same groups.

Both to foster sustainable economic growth through sound fiscal policies, and to
meet the iviiSic standard of fairness, we need to change this bias in our public policy.

Chairnnan RANGEL Mr: O'Hare;

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM I'; O'HARE. SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, anvir CENTER FOR POLITICAL STUDIES; INC

Mr. 011Aitc. Thank you
I am William 0:Hare.. senior _research associate with the_Joint

Center for Political Studies in Washington; _D.C. The Joint _Center
for Political Studies is_a_public policy research organization that fo-
cuses on issues of special concern to minorities and the poor._ _

I would like to thank the members of the subcommittees for this
opportunity to present my views on the recent increase in poverty
in the United States. I think the recent poverty figures are alarm-
ing and I commend the members of _the subcommittees for taking
the time to examine them more closely.

I have provided some written comments which I would like to
have placed in the record._ My remarks here will simply highlight
some points from my written testimony. My comments focus on
how poverty_ is _defined by the Government and how the poverty
index might be improved.

At the _start; let me say-that- developing a widely accepted defini=
tion =of who is .poor is a difficult and complex task Nonetheless-, it
iff: important that we understand the weaknesses and limitations of
ite current poverty indexin oHer to properly evaluate the official
statistics on the number of poor.

As I see it there_are three major_probletns with the poverty defi-
nition currently beirigiised by the GoVernment.

First it is based _on information that is outdated. The current
poverty definition, formulated in 1964 is baied on the cost of a
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1961 economy food plan and a 1955 consumer expenditure survey.
The costs of purchasing the economy food plan was multiplied by
three based on evidence _from the expenditure survey that most
families spent about one-third of their income on food.

Recent consumer_ expenditure surveys indicate that people now
spend about one-fifth of their_ income -on food; and therefore the
cost of food should be multiplied by five to formulate a _poverty
threshold, Recent studies show that if current data on nutritional
needs and expenditure patterns _were_used to update the poverty
definition; the_ income threshold for determining who is poor would
be sobitantially higher than it is now;

Second. as the poverty definition now stands; the Government
makes_ no attempt to determine the actual costs of a market basket
of goods and services needed for _a_decent standard of living;

Calculations by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and others using
the actual costs of a market basket of goods and services necessary
for a decent standard of living indicate that the Government pover-
ty_threshold is too low.

Third, the current poverty definition is inconsistent with Moth
public opinion and standards of need used in Government means-
tested assistance programs:

A recent Gallup_public opinion poll indicates that Americans be-
lieve families need an income nearly 50 percent higher than the
poverty _threshold in order to get along. The American people un-
derstand_that someone trying to support a spouse and two children
on an income of $175 a week is poor, even though the GOvernment
poverty scale says they are not.

In addition, Government means-tested assistance programs regu-
larly provide aid to families and individuals determined to be in
need, even _though they have incomes-above the poverty Line.

A recent Census Bureau report indicates that 38_ percent of
households receiving food stamps_ have incomes above the poverty
line; 46 perr'ent of householdi with_members receiving a free -or re-
duced-price school lunch are not officially poor; 48 percent of those
in publicly owned_ or_ subsidized _housing have incomes above the
poverty level; and 41 percent of householdi where one or more
members are covered by medicaid are not below the official poverty
line.

If a new poverty definition were devised to correct these three
problems; approximately 45 to 50 million people would be classified
10 poor rather than 34 million as indicated using the current offi-
cial definition of poverty

Another major concern is the widespread- attention given to_the
idea of counting; noncash Government benefits as income in defin-
ing who is poor; I am afraid that the attention given this issue has
diverted attention from other equally important issues- regarding
the measurement of poverty and has misled many people into be-
lieving that the number of poor is really much lower than the offi-
cial figure.

;__While I am not opposed to counting noncash benefits in princi-
ple; I have some reservations about how this_ might be pat into
practice. If we only count the noncash benefits received by the
poor; and ignored those received by the middle class and the rich,

41/
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this would not only be unfair, it would provide a misleading im-
pression of the well-being of the population.

Furthermore; assigning a_dollar value to all of the noncash bene-
fits received by individuals is fraught with technical difficulties.

Several other factors; such as the Census undercount, the use of
pretax income to determine poverty status and the lack of any_geo,
graphic variation in the poverty threshold, also suggest that official
Government poverty figures underestimate the true number of
poor.

To develop a new, more realistic measure of povertl, I recom-
mend that the Federal _Government reestablish a statistical_policy
and coordination branch in the Office of Management and Budget
and ass- ir,n this branch the task of coordinating Government efforts
to reviFe the poverty definition:

This concludes my remarks. I would be happy to answer any
questions.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement follows:I

STATEMENT OF l)R. WILLIAM O'HARE, SENIOR RWEARCH ASSOCIATF.; JOINT CENTER FOR
POLITICAL STUDIES; INC.

I would like to thank the members of the Subcommittees for the opportunity to
present my views on the recent increase in the poverty-rate in the U.S. This is a
matter that should concern all of us and the members of the Subcommittees are to
be commended for looking into this issue.

As the Subcommittees have noted, the official poverty rate increased from 114
percent in 1978 to 15.0 percent-in_ 1982 and the member of people with income
below_ the poverty_ threshold increased from 24.5 million to 34:4 million during the
period: However; there is good deal of debate about the meaning_of these figures.
Are the figures accurate? Are moday's figures comparable to those of 20, 10 or even 5
years ago?

While- others have discussed the causes and consequences of changes in poverty I
would like to focus my comments on how poverty is measured. Interpretation of the
figures is important. In order to understand the magnitude of the problem it is nec-
essary to understand the significance of the figures and in order to understand the
significance of the fucuresit_is_important to examine the way they are compiled, I
should point out here_ that although the Census Bureau compiles and _reports the
poverty figures; the Office of Manvement and Budget deter mines the definition of
poverty which must by used by_ the Cerstle Bureau and other government agencies.

Some observers-dismiss the Census Bureau's current-poverty figures as meaning-
less because they fail to consider the noncash benefits that some poor people- receive
through government assistanceprograms. Consequently, these critics would have us
believe that the number of_poor is really much smaller than the official figure.
Some even contend that the war on poverty has been won.

I two believe the current poverty figures are_misleading. BiaThlieve laws in_ the
way poverty-is measured -mean the_true number of poor is probably higher _rather
than lower_ than the number estimated by the Census Bureau. Furthermore; I think
counting of noncash benefith as income under the poverty definition is only_one of
many issues that must be addressed if we are to arrive at a more realistic definition
of paiterty.

I have organiied the rest of my comments around three themes. First, I would
like to discuss some approachs which would _yield a new and more realistic meas-
ure of poverty. Second. I have a few specific comments about the issue of including
noncash benefits in the calculation orpoverty. Third] would like to briefly mention
a _lc« factors _w hich_a tv_ae Wow_ rec_wilizell _or gliscussedi _but_ nonetheleat _affect the
poverty _figures. A_ summary_ and conclusion section_describes_ where we are and
where] think we should be headed on the issue of measuring poverty: _

While I don't envision an overhauling of the poverty definition eoon; I hope that
one-sided adjustments_ to the poverty sumac ineltion on noncash bene-
fits as income, will not be permitted. This would artificially lower the official pover-
ty rate and present a misleading picture of the country's needs.

1 4
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k1 .:ATIN4; a N):W 1.0111.:KTY MEASURE

Whether hi Count noncash benefits as income_in_dctermining poverty is not the
question we should be zisking._We _should be iisking_ourselves how we can improve
the measurement of poverty. In this context; noncash benefits are only a small part
of the overall issue. _

%%hat is wrong with the current_ povertv_definition? It is bither -I on outdated infor-
mation: does hot gztage _the_ actual _costs of purchasing a mg of goods and services
nevessar for u decent standard of living; and it reflects neither public opinion no7
coninlial government practices regarding 'silo !S needy.

As I see it. there are-thre possible approaches we could use to create a new pov,
erty index. The first of these involves revising the Old index to reflect more_ recent
infatniatiiiii. This approach can be labeled the_ revised Orshansky method, after
Nlollie Orshansky who was instrumental in- creating the poverty definition we now
use The second possibility is a_ market-basket approach in which the costs forgo-MS
and services necessary -fur a decent standard of living are actually calculated. The
third approach uses public opinion and common government practices on what
income ievel reflects need. Interestingly each of these three approaches yield nearly
the some results. _

_ If _we_ were _to construct a new poverty measure using any of the approaches out-
lined above this new poverty-threshold would he much higher than the one we cur-
rently use _A poverty -threshold -consistent with current expenditure patterns; a
niaKist bitski.t approach, and public opinion would probably be about_50 peirent
higher than the -current measure, indicating _that at least 40 to :A) million Ameri-
cans should E>r classified as poor, compared to .34.3- million pool under_ the current
definition. Even after adjustments were_made to account for noncash benefits: the
I9s2 figure of 34.3 million people in poverty strikes me as a conservative estimate of
the number of poor.

Rett.sed Orshansky
.In an effort _to imprive the measurement of poverty we can start, by loostn_g at

how the definition o. poverty was originally demed. The poverty income thresholds
ssrrt originally set at three times the cost of the USDA's- 1961 economy food plan,
adjusts -d_for-faraily size, farm status, age of household members, anctsea of_the head
of household. iAdjustments for farm status and sex of the househoider are no_longer
used.i The formula was based on tts findimps_from_a 1155_ consumer expenditure
survey, 'which shamed that _people spent_ approximately one -third of their income on
fidid. The thresholds have b_een updated _yearly_ based on changes in the Consumer
Price Index I(P1). The principle person involved in construction -of this measure %Vita
Mollie Orshansky; hence; it has become known to many people as the OithatiakY
index.

Although the researchers who developed the initial measure used the best data
available to them at_ the time we have accumulated much more information in the
past twenty years. This new information-should be used to revise the original index.

The _1972-74 Consumer Eipenditure Survey tCEX1 tDepartment of Labor. 1978),
showed that -food expenses-are about one-fifth of ail consumption expenses for all
families i$1.625-out of-$8253) and nearly the same proportion for farOtlies_in the
ItiWeSt income decile t$663 out of $3,037). All of the expvnAiturv_ inform from the
19-SO-s1 Consumer Expenditure Survey is not yet available;_but the resultsavailWale
so fat indicate that people now apendabtait one-aixth ($2;626out of $1519) of their
income on food (USDepartment of Labor; 1983j_ This su ggests that the poverty -line
should be at least fiveinnes_thecost of food rathwr_thwi three times as used in de,
veloping_the original _measure: Such an adjustment would mean that the **Oily
level_under &revised index would be about five Tliiids MC) tunes the-current
If the same methodology used in Constructing the original poverty were used

_poverty threshold for a family of four would be closer to $15,00 rather
than $9;S62-. -

It should also be pointed out that the economy food plan, used as the basis for the
original poverty level, was the cheapest of four alternatives and was designed net
for prolonged use but for "'emergency_ or temporary use when_fundsore_low:" A
More realistic fiSid plan designed for !wig-term use would -cost more thereby raising
the -poverty income threshold. Also, the 1961 economy food plan used in developing
the poverty index has changed based_on _more _recent nutritional information:

What would happen _topoverty _figures_ if_ a such a revised meiisu-re_were tiled?
Recent work_ by M_ollie Orshansky shows that use ofd more realistic filed plan and a
multiplier based on recent expenditure information would raise theidiVir,
ty thresholds by at least 50 percent and Merv--; the number Of official poor by sev-
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seal million A few years ago !MM. OrNhansky (197s1, in response to _a query on im-
proving the poverty measure, stated: "m_y own update, to bring the measure into
line with more rt.cent nutritional standards a-nd consumption_practices;_is one_exam,
We_ That update would change the number of the -poor for 197& from 26 million to
:iti million.' This would _have been an increase of :IS percent in the poverty- popula-
tion . Using 1977 data the increase would have been- slightly larger. from 24:7 mil-
I ion to 374; million under the updated or revised Orshansky index- trendier and Or
shatisky 1979_1 This -measure. commonly known-as the "revised 0-rshanskv" or thA
"updated OrS.s.-.AnSky" in federal statistical circles. has been available foe. several
yeiIN; yet despite the fact that it uses technically superior and more timely informa-
tion. it has not been adopted by the government and is completelyignored by many
of those who argue that poverty is overstated because noncash government benefits
are excluded from the calculation of income.

Market basket approach
The current measure of poverty fails to_exarniae the actual costs of items general-

ly. thought to refit-et a _minimum standard of living. _Instead, it simply updates a set
of _income thresholds devised nearly 20 years gigo.--And even these original thresh-
olds were not based on the actual costs of a specific bundle of goods and-services.
Simply put, the current poverty measure is nothing more than a statistical artifact
4-the former cost of folid and yearly changes in the Consumer Price Index (CP11,

19.1. till'. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) regularly calculated a budget for
a "Lower Stiiiiiilard of Living' based on actual oasts of a series of household budget
items The IlLS budget for a lower standard of_living was 65 percent higher than the
liovert, standard in 1981: the_.BLS_lower family budget was $15.323; while -the 'pover-
ty. Ina ilS $9,2s7 for an average family of four in 198_1 t U.S. Department of Labor;
19s2._U.S Bureau .of the Censcs. 1983hi, Use of the BLa Lower Standard of Living
Family Budget as the poverty line would indicate that over 50 million people would
be-classified as-poor.

Unfortunately comparable data is not available after 1981 Vecause the Family
fidget Program was eliminatki by the Reagan Administration.
The National Social Science and Law Center (1980t also made an attempt to calcu-

late the cost of the goods and services that permit a minimum acceptable standard
of living. After developing a list _of items_ necessary for _a minimum standard of

researchers actually went out to agroup_of representative cities and towns
and priced the items in the budget: They found that a minimally adequate market
basked_ for an average founperson family in New Jersey in 1980 mould cost at least
$12,19.;', which is 4 :1- percent higher_ than the poverty index at that time

These two examples show that the-current-poverty Index bears little relationship
to the-cost or a minimum standard-of living. If we were to take a fresh start at con-
structing a poverty index, by defining a rnarket biiiiket of goads -and _services neces-
sary for a minimum standard of living, the poverty income thresholds would be sub-
stantially higher than the current poverty definition.

Publu. opinion
Over the t 2ti years,_public opinion data has cut! ,iently shown that the pover-

ty threshold is only about 60-70 percent of the necessary to "get along" in
American communities.

_ A 11453_ Gallup Poll asked; "'What is the smallest amount of money_a family of
four ihusband, wife and two children needs each_week to get along in commu-
nity"" The responses indicate that the public_ believes an average fourmember
family needs a yearly income of $15,4'$1 'to get along." Using this measure. with
adjustments made for family size, 59 million Americans were without Wequ_in-
conic,. in 19s2. obviously. -getting along "_and_ being poor are tuit_sruitiymous. but
these-results certainly suggest that the official poverty figure of 34 million is untter-
Stated.

It is not difficult to understand why the American PUbhc- feeli -that the official
poverty measure is -too low. After taxes, a poverty income for a family of four is
about $17 a week. Ti' to imagine supporting a spouse and two children on $175*
week and being told that you are not poor.Anyone who lives in a American
city knows that $175 a week for a family of four won't _go far. ink of the
kind of housing you would live in, the kinds of meals d eat, the kinds of
clothes you would wear and the kinds of medical and dental care you could afford
with an income st this level.

The _people who-operate assistance _provanvs _Imo.% that the official puvertyline_ is
not a_good measure of need. Thisisevident_inthe_fact _that_a_large ahare_of means.
tested public assistance goes to people who do not fall below the poverty line: A
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nq ent_rrport_ S _liorao of the Census; I9s3,0 shows that _11$ iiereent of house-
h,)Ids_ receiving food stamps were_ab povertythe veetY 46 percent of those who
receive free or reduced-price school lunches are not "in poverty", 4$ percent of those
in publicly -owned or suNadized housing are above the _poverty level; and 41 _percent
of households with one or more members covered by- medicaid are not _below the offs-
chit poverty line The people who- Aerate these programs know that many people
With income ..bove the official poverty threshold are indeed poor.

Another ii,diation of the extent to _which the poverty index IS an inadequate
meisure of need _is the widespread use of 125 percent Of the poverty thresholds. This
measure is regularly reported by the Census Bureau and used by governments to
determine _program eligibility and for distribution of public funds. Occasionally;
higher multiples of the poverty thrt.shold. such__as_151) percent or 175_ percent; are
used in public progrimiato identify need. This ii:gnifies_that the poverty thresholds
in Jost too low to_h_ realistic. in there _witte.46.5 million AinericatiS With
income below 125 percent of the poverty line (U.S: Bureati of the Census. 19$36).

!ticl NONASII NENFFITS IN THE POVEIITY DEFINITION

Although there have been numerous suggestions_ for changing the way the RoViqii
mint nieasures poverty_isee, for _example, _Plotnick _1975; Garfifikel_and Haveman
1977, Coe 197s, _ZimIxtlist 1977; Rodgers 197$: Landmann 1979; O'Hare 1989; and
nakek,1),is:1; among _many, many others), one recommendation has received most of
the attention iii OW last few' years: inclusion of noncash, or in-kind, benefits in cal-
k-al:oink; income for the poor. (Cash transfer payments. such as AFDC and other
public assistance-are already counted as income in the determination of income and
piiverty status) Several publications in recent years !see; for example:. _Browning
197:; and 1976; par lin 1977;__Smeeding 1977a,_ 1977b; Andersonl 978; 1980a, 19$0b;
and the Congressional_ Budget Office 19771; argued that the official statistics on p-OV--
ertv ov.ystate the real number of poor people because not include noncash
government welfare benefits; such as-fond stamps, atibiiidized housing,_ and free
heath care, An calculating inconie. Government expenditures for major inland
transfers in the_fOrni of food stamps, free or subsidized school lunches; subsidized
housing and inedical care grew from $2.2 billion in 1965 to $72.5 billion in 19110 WS,
Bureau of the Census. 19$2a1

I have two kinds of concerns with the way the debate over the counting of
bvnelits has evolved. _First; there are some con.iiderations regarding the inclusion of
noncash_bnefits_as income that have not been fully appreciated Siii-ce
Bureau_report (19S2a_t_on this issue provides a gixid diiciiiSkin Of the many technical
problems regarding the valuation and inclusion of noncash benefits as income, (
only have a few- comments in thia area.

Secondly; and more imp-mportantly, other issues surrounding the pro_per measure,
mein of iSiVrty are as important as that of noncosh benefits, but have not receivedsimilar attention. Many of these issues_are _discussed in other parts of this paper

On a theoretical level I_ have no quarrel with counting noncash benefits as
Thcre no_ leasoa why __:4e tAzat-a fro:1i rya zi

income in_assessine_ a person's well - being However; I ant concerned about lioW this
idea might be put into practice. If noncash benefits are Counted as income, shouldn't
they be counted for the rich as well as the poor? To do otherwise is not only unfair.
it provides a misleading picture of the economic characteristics of the_ population.
Even if we decide to count everyone's noncash benefits, there remains the practical
problem of assigning a-dollar value to these benefits. For the time being,_I think the
problem of properly valuating everyone's noncash benefits are insurmountable _

the proponents of includituc_noricsk benefits as income have focused on
government benefits_ for the poor and have-largely _ignored the noncash b-etklitti
ceived be theLnonpcw_Employer-paid health and life IIISTITAtiti., intereit-i-
ceived_by_sonte investors; the enormous WI breaks -given businerea, tuition subsi-
dies for college students, and price supports are all giiVerititient ben Its that go
lamely to the nonpoce: _

Recent data indicate that almost -137 million Americans enjoy_ group health insur-
ance either- entirely paid for or subiidiied by their employers WS, Bureau of the
Cent:US. 19s3a). Almost 4$ million workers are provided with a pension plan that is
partially or totally paid for by their employer tUS. Bureau of the Census-,_19K3aL
Table I ShOWS some of the noncash benefits_that_cuecently go tuicouriU)e, I think it
is clear that most of theseheoefita,go to_the people with income :Above the poverty
line. One recent stud shows that the value of noncash- employer lienefiti equals to
one-fourth of total remuneration (Hays and Huggin, 198D.
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the giaeriiineet is going to count in- kind benefits as income, shouldn't the non,
cash benefits of the niiddle-liiss and the evellto-do be counted just as -the in-kind
benefits of the poor'' Some proponents of the inclusion of noncash benefits in meas-
uring_ poverty seem to be advocating one standard for the poor and a different one
for the rich count the in-kind benefits of the poor but not the in-kind benefits of
others. lithe noncash_ benefits to the nonpoor were counted as incomeand taxed
appropriatelythe increased revenue would do a great deal to offset the current
budget _deficit: _

The Reagan Administration is concerned about the impression that it has been
untie,- to-minorities and the poor. Yet, when it was recently suggested that certain
noncash b-itelits received mostly -by -the- middle and upper class_be counted as
income and taxed, the Administration lobbied against-the measure: The Administra-
tent could start to dispel! its image of unfairness by lobbying :Nat as diligently
against the inclusion of noncash benefits itt the definition of poverty.

Those III peverty represent only one end of the income spectrum, and at least to
some extent_ the poverty threshold which determines who is poor and who is not,
depetids en_ the characteristics_ of the entire income distribution. To get a clear pic-
ture el that epeetruni. we need information _on_ all the_income (cash_ and noecash) of
all the people: Cotisequenily, if we want a_ clear picture of _the_well-being of the
country. we-Should include the noncash benefits received by everyone.

While it is true that nonctish government amisMtice.prograrris have -grown dra-
matially in the past -two decaeles.- we must realize that to some extent those pro-
grams simply rep acid assistance that was formerly provided by- family and friends.
Two decades ago when a relative brought a big of groceries to the home of a recent
widow, or a family whose breadwinner was out of work, them -were not counted-as
income. To include noncash benefits as income now. bet:aise they come from a dif
feriae_ source -the governmentwould paint a misleading picture of changes over
time t)f course. many_ people today receive assistance -from noegovernment sources,
which are not-counted aas income: Countingthe_non_casithenefits raeeived_from the
government while _ignoring those received from friends; relatives or_nongovernment
agencies seems unfair. It penalizes those who have only the government to turn to.

Furthermore. some-of the noncash benefits to the poor have important yalue_for
the public at large. For example. medical assistance for- the poor has the effect of
improving the "public health" of the entire country, and since the health of every
one is interrelated to some degree, there is some benefit for the-nonpoor as well.

I would like to emphasize the methodological difficulties of including noncash-lien-
eras This _difficulty is recognized in the recent Census Bureau (1982ii)
report which_tried th_ree_different methods for valuing noncash benefits. This stud_y
did not come to any conclusion about a_preferred method_of evaluating in-kind bene-
fits but did conclude that various valuation techniques would produce widely differ-
ing estimates of the number of officially poor:

MISCELLANEOVS FACFORS AFFECTING POVERTY FiGnigs

There are a number of miscellaneous factors that Aould also be considered in
evaluating poverty figures. The individual effect of each of these factors is relatively
small; but their collective effeet caald uiera_;,ficantly alter the ocrura. ry nr the current
measure of poverty. In addition: these factors sometimes act in subtle ways and
could easily be overlooked.

Geographic variation
concern in the current use of the poverty index is the lack of any geographic

variation. The same measure is ased for hish-cost-of-livirg arms suchas_New_York;
Washington; and Ekiaton and IOW riiiit-areas such as rural. Alabama or Miasuimppi, I
think it is cl..-ar that an income which is a poverty level income in one part of the
country may notbe so in another part.

The BLS Family Biechiet for a Iktiiir Standard of Living incorporates-a limited
gegraphic differential which shows that where a person lives-Makes-a difference in
hew _muchirecome is necessary to achieve a given standard of living. k receet report
on the BLS Lower/wally BedtMt (US. Deimirtmeta of Libtir. 19821 dhows that the
cost of the same- standard of living is 5.9 percent higher in urban parts of metropoli-
tan areas than in the_urban parts of nonrnetropolitan aireast$13,481 versus $14,619).
ilirthertntite-. the -BLS Lower Family_ Budgetin_ the__hisheatecoet metropolitan area
(Seattle- Everett; WitaltititVonl at_ II is 19 prcellti_ _higher_ thaw the telaiest-cest
metropolitan area iDa11as1 at COWL_ tBoth Bomalulu; _Hawaii;_ and_ Anchorage,
Alaska are sitbitaritially higher than Seattle- Everett but were not used here be-
cauw of their unusual nature.)
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Since 75 U.S. population lives in metropolitan areas which general--
Iv have highei living costs than rural areas,_use of a single National poverty stand-
ard is likely to unsrerestimate the poor in urban areas

Aside from brie, treatment hy the_U.S. Department of Health, Education andWelfare in its report to Congress (19761 and-by_ rendler and Orshansky (1979) the
issue_of geographic_ variability has received little attention. There has been no_at-
tempt _ _incorporate_ a geographic cost-of-living differential_ in the index; but_ it isclear that a_ reasonable cost-of living differential for the poverty index wouldprove its utility.

Use of pre-tax income in determining poverty status
The poverty line applies -to income before Wes. A family with income slightly

higher than the poverty threshold really has a spendable income below poverty
level after taxes_ are removed: Since-the income paid in taxes is unavailable to cover
the expenses incurred by poor people, it shbuld not be-used in determining poverty
status. Use of after-tax -or '!spendable" income to measure poverty would enlargethe number of people definki as_poor.

Recent data indicate that overall_aboul_23 percent of income goes to Various taxes.
In thaw households in the $7,500 to $9,999_incomerange, ationt 9 percent of income
goes to taxes (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 198:k). If-the poverty line for a family of
four were adjusted to account for taxes, it would be $10,750 rather than $9;862-.
Ado coltection (actors

Official poverty -figures come from one of two primary sources: the
Census and the March Supplement to -the Current Population Survey (CPS).
cause the census is taken only once every ten years we use the CPS data to track
yearly changes in the size and composition of the poverty popu ation. But there is
evidence that these CPS figures underestimate the real numb/ t of poor. Comma=
sions of decennial census figures with corresponding CPS figures for 1970 and 1980indicate that the CPS figures are 5 to 12 percent lower than_ the corresponding
census figures. My efforts to understand these differences suggest that the outreach
program associated with the Decennial Census is _respoasible- for getting manypeople to participate in the Census_ who are probably misted in the CPS sii
i-OHare, 190). If orieputamore faith in the Decennial figures rath4r than the CPSfigures, as I do than the poverty figures we receive each year from the CPS under-
estimate the true number of officially-poor by 5 to 10 percent.

Although the Census probably reaches a higher proportion of the population than
the CPS; that is not to say that all inhabitant are_include in the Census; For exam-
ple; preliminary evidence indicates that approximately_5 t_ of the black pope=
lation was missed in the 1980 Ceneus. The heaviest andercoante otatrired anionsblack males agid 20 to 40. a populatioathat is_ disproportionately poor. It is likelythat many aliens iparticularly undocumented aliento are atrio Missed in the census.
We can be certain thet despite the best _Worm of the Bureau, hundreds ofthousands of people, a large portion of them poor, were not included in the officialCensus figures.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of three alternative wao. of arriving at a measure poverty produced
surprizingly similar results. The revised Orshansky index the market-basket _approach and public opinion;_ all indicate_that_a poverty-line for an average family offair should be in the neighborhood of S15,000a year. This ckarly suggests that the
current poverty line of _$9,62 for a family Of four and the current estimate of the
number of_poor 134.5 million) aire_WO low.
__Measuring poverty accurately it a corn*: and -difficult tarsi. While the inclusion

of _noricsah _beneflU as income for th4 nOor has been the most widely data:wed
option for changing the offiicial definition of poverty;_many_other equally important
approaches should he consickred. No one should beleftwith the impassion that in
elusion or exclusion of noncash benefits is the only issueor even the most impor-
tant issueconcerning the official definition ofpoverty:_.

Since the poverty dermition_was amtructed in -1964 there- have been many ad-
vances in social science measurement techniques. Our Capability to use sample sur-
vey* has iiihweived enormously. Gupulki developments _allow us to unsirsv _vas(data sets in ways tMinaginable-Juid twenty-years ago. Statistical techniques have
been devised or sharpened to address some of the most difficult social measurement
problem There is every reason to believe these developments can help to create a
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spore -satisfactory (accurate) measurement of poverty if we establish a structured
process for doing so. _

No one expects a vet-feet-measurement of poverty to emerge over night-_ if at -all.
BLit I do think it is- realistic to think about improving the current official poverty
definition. if we establish a reasonable process for doing so-

I believe it would be wise to re- instate the statistical policy and coordination
branch in Office of Management and Budget (OMB)-to address issues such as the
proper measurement of poverty. Re-creation of a "real" statistical polity_and
nation branch in OMB, where experts_ are brought together on a regular basis to
consider issues like the measureme_nt_ of poyertv,111 the most fruitful step we can
take tit develop a more realistic definition of poverty.

TANI E I IN-EIND 111:N [WITS NOT COUNTED AS INCOME

I RedUCed or free tuition for children of college employees
2 Free or bargainpriced fares for airlines an other transportation workers
3 Discounts for retail-store employes
4 1.4tw-cor-r_purchases of company products
R. Free parking
6 Company-spoitafred discounts_ on outside products and services
7 Use of compar,y recreational facilities
S Low-cost fat (y housing on campuses
9 Personal use of company cars and planes
111 Busint.ss lunches
11. Employer-subsidirs--d meals
12. Awards to workers
13. Free medical checku_ps
14: Chauffeur-driven cars
15: Country-club memberships__
16. Company- picnics or other celebrations
17. I.uxury office furnishings _

Fringe benefits specifically protected by law from taxation
IS. health insurance
19. Death benefits
211. Life insurance
21. Contributions to pension plans
22. Day care for dependents
23. Group legal ,insurance
24 Van _rstols_ for_ commutin_g
23 Meals and lodging for employer convenience
26. Scholarships _

27. b.:ducat ional-iesasmnce programs
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- Zit/Mania, Sidney E.. 1911 "Replacing Our Obsolete, PiiVerty Line." Public 14. el -F;in

Chairman R.Asmtj... Chairman Ford and I want is thank yon fOr',our testimony. And again; our -apology that the public assistance
conference is going; on at the came time that we are having this;

We indicated this morning we haVe to be moving forward with
some legislation. Our problem is how costly Would it be; whether ornot it makes any sense at all and we are going tO tieed a lot ofhelp in trying_ to develop-a strategy that can reduce poverty at thesame time and not substantially increase the deficit.'e hope that you might agree in an informal way tki; be workingKith our staffs toward these goals, to -get yourinsight into these
things. If C.-dere are Other_ things that you would like to add to yourtestimony; we will keep the record open.

Chairman ford.
Chairman FORM Thank you; Mr. Chairman.

t,

i4
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Mr._ Burt less, you talked about the Federal supplemental corn-
wnsation program and the extended benefits program which in
most States, with -the exception of Louisiana and _West Virginia;
has triggerkl off. We are very keenly aware of that fact.

As a matter _of fact; the subcommittee which I chair reported -a
bill_ extending FSC to the full committee and we reported that bill
and passe, it on the House floor. The differences in the Senate ver-
sion and the House version have not been worked out; although I
Will say that the subcommittee and the full committee, no doubt;
will come back with a 9-month extension.

We are very cognisant -of the fact that the extended benefit pro-
gram has b-cen practically dilutkl, but at the same time, we are
using the IUR's as well as the_ total unemployment rate in the new
legislation that hopefully will be compromiSed on by both the
House and Senate.

I think that we will see legislation forthcoming in the very near
future.

Chairman RANGEL. We would like to recess the committee for 10
minutes_ as _we go to vote; --

I would like to advises Reverend Harvey, the executive director
for Catholic Charities, as well as Colonel Miller -of the Salvation
Army that the Bureau off Census has agreed to allow you to testify
first when we come back. We hope we will be able to get all of the
witnesses this afternoon;

The committee will recess until 1:30.
I Recess.1
Chairman RANCEL.- The committee will resume hearings, I want

to thank_ you, Colonel and Father, for your patience with the com-
mittee.. We welcome your testimony: Father Harvey?

STATEMENT OF REV THOMAS J; HARVEY; EXECUTIVE_
DIRECTOR; NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES

Reverend HARVEY. Thank you, Mr. Rangel.
Lam-Father Thomas -d: Harvey, executive director of the Nation-

al Conference of Catholic Charities. We appreciate the invitation to
testify today.

want to thank you personally and your Staff for the opportuni-
ty to testify on a problem which unnecessarily vexes_ our country;
the growing numbers of individuals and families_ who have incomes
below our Government's own index of dire poverty.

I am going to pass over a_ lot of the statistics, because I concur
with most of the__oth,or speakers about the kind of distribution of
reward and penalty ,connected to swine of the tax policies since the
reconciliation bill or 1981; but_l_do want to say that I represent 600
human service agencies and 200 specialized institutions that con-
stantly are in touch with the people who have been 1 erred to sta-
tistically throughout this day.

We are committed not only to helping meet the immediate needs
of the poor and hurting in our country; but alio to have a role in
speaking out in trying to shape a more benign national social
Pol icy.

We have provided, IAA year $565.5 million in services, but we
Utilized over 100,000 volunteers; St) it is very difficult to quantify
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the trir o,titrilnitilm. VC 'e_ also are affiliated with _many voluntary
programs, ir; the_ Catholic -Church, such as the St._ Vincent de Paul_
Society. the icshrist Child :Society and the Ladies of Charity, each ofwhich invoki thousands of volunteerS and voluntary contributions
at the neighhorhOod level across the country._

I particularly want to_let the record show that it is our feelingthat t_In increasing poverty unnecessarily vexes us, because in therecent sears. there seems to be a conscious relationship between
the growth of poverty and current government policies: - _

At the same time our Nation_ has witnessed the growth of people
within poverty-, there_,smins_to be a deliberate policy of stimulating
in increase in unemploment; to curb inflation, and a Policy of cut-
ting Federal funding; _too provide _Public service jobs and necessary
income supports; whether_ in food stamps, Welfare assistance, childnut rit ion and countless other programs.

Let me go to the actual questions that you asked of us; to whatextent can our organization; whether nonprofit or ehue-ch commu-
nity in general respond_ to the increase in poverty; and:second, how
can the antipoverty activities of the' Government and charitable or-ions be bettercoordinated?

I would like to mention at the outset that one of the constant
services provided by Catholie Charities agencies is emergency as!,sistancts:_ I would like to share some statistics in this area, but I
would also) like to say_ the more we get involved in energy assist-
ance as a safety net, jhe_less we do what we are best at that is to
bring_freedom to people in whatever kind of Support they_ need._

As long as we get caught up in the survival activities of just feed-
ing people; people whose hunger comes froth the policies of others,
we are not free ourselVes to do that which we want to be Commit-
ted. Some of-these statistics are dramatic.

From 1981 to 1982 alone;_ we have increased the provision of
emergency meals from 496,514 over 1.8 million._ In New York,
our agencies report an 82-percent_ increase in food assistance re-quests. A daily meal program supported by Catholic parishes in
Baltimore used to feed 150 people and now feeds between 500 and

dail, a three to 400-percent increase.
_The room where these meals are served can only accommodate45 people at a time so they have to eat quickly. It wasn't built for

this kind of volume, and now you find that there is even a lack of
humane opportunities to feed people h-etatAe of the volume:

Agency food bank activity increased _100
parishes,

from 1981 to1982. Many agencies, and many Catholic parishes, have had- re-
quests for fOod triple and even quadruple, and some have had toration food:

The Catholic Charities Agency in the city_of buffalo had 32A00
requests for emergency_ fecid assista_ in _ 1982; _up_from 160,000 in
1981. In Omaha, Nebr: the heartland, the Catholic Charities pantryserved 18.'270 people, up 12,(00 from the year before, a 300 - percent
increase.

Even in a_ sunny climate like Orlando; Fla our agency reportsdoubled requests for emergency assistance This -past _April; the St.
Viliteht de Paul__Center in San Diego distributed 400,000 pounds of
food to some 30,000 people, and this is interesting because they tiedit to serving the dignity of people with a certain volunteer time.
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People volunteered a registration fee and a few hours a volunteer
work for a local church or COMM unity agency.

It is sort of like a cooperative. For this, the registrants will re-
ceive a monthly package of_about 55 pounds of food including eggs,
fresh vegetables, meats, and beans_ Large families can pay multiple
registration fees, with a ceiling of $66; and receive up to $300
worth of food: _

If we move from hunger to homelessness, we find that Catholic
Charities report that emergency shelter for single adults grew from
3;900 in 19SI to 63;000 in__1982._This represents those agencies that
traditionally were identifid with adoption and marriage counsel-
ing were confronted with people at the door asking for these kinds
of services: -

There have been tremendous adjustments over these last 2 years.
Emergency shelters for families and children nearly tripled in

the same time to about_71;000;_ _

In 1982; emergency financial assistance grants increased 26 per-
cent over the previous year. Over 600,000 families received some fi-
nancial assistance. In addition; it_should be noted that our_affiliate;
the all-volunteer St. Vincent de Paul SoCiety; provided $60 million
in emergency assistance to another half a million families in 1982.

If we look at the people who are coming to us in need; we find
there_is a_ change in their characteristics; too. Not only the tradi7
tionally observed street people, frequently male individuals, but
more and more we find the breadwinners are unemployed longer
than at any _time in -our history;_so you find younger people coming.

In many States, intact families, whose other benefits have run
out, are not eligible for AFDC as earlier discussions brought to the
panel. We _also find that these intact families will turn to our agen-
cies for help.

Many families relit for simple economic reasons: They have to
take to the streets; because_ they cannot support even the limited
lifestyle of a roof over their head.

With all of these economic pressures, and I think this has been
documented by many studies; not only those_contracted by the Gay-
ernment;_ but the Harvey-Brenner study of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, we find all sorts of residual outcomes that are not desirable
for the good of the Nation:
__ From 19S0 to_ 1981; the number of abused adults coming to our
Catholic Charities agencies jumped from 7,244 to 13,566. Many of
our agencies have opened new shelters for abused wives and chil-
dren.

Certainly once those services are in place, a clientele appears.-In
1990, our agencies served 13;312 abused children; In A981, 19;070;
and in 1982; already we have reports that there were 21,988.

The trend is in the wrong direction. We are not heavily involved
in the provision of health care; but many of our agencies; particu-
larly_in inner cities; do operate some clinics. With the cutikick in
benefits due to prolonged unemployment, we have also found that
in 19SO, we served 59;000 people in our_clinics.

In 1981; this had jumped to 141,000. I don't have a figure for 1982
or 19S3 at this time.
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In the last year; 1 have listened _carefully_to the suggestion that
the voluntary sector, particularly churches; can and should take up
the slack caused by the budget cuts.

I want the record_ to show _today as a spokesperson _for that
system that private charity ain't increase sufficiently to make thatkind of a dent.

The overall responsibility for the general welfare of the people of
this_Nation has to he -a public responsibility; and we are more than
willing to be committed to_be partners in any way we can.

It me come to some of the suggestions that we would have for
the Ways and Means Committee in this area_ It, is deeply ingrained
in the Catholic church's tradition that to eat is aliindainerital
right. one essential to_humao dignity; and to the right of life itself.

It ioes not come with_work_or it does not come with the profitne-1, of the Nation. When we talk_ about the implications for
public policy, we are_notspeakirig of feeding_people out of largess
or as a matter of privilege. It is the matter of being human; to have
the wherewithal to eat.

It is _a matte: of social justice and basic human rightsxights
tram which entitlements flowentitlements which Only the Feder-
al Government can guarantee for all_people _ _

It should be obvious from what I have said thus_ far that our
agencies have had to shift considerable attention and considerable
energy and considerable resources to meeting these emergency
needs. This is always the case in a recession, Lut in the recent dec-
ades it has never been this severe _ _ _

A good part of the reason,_ we think, is_the substantial reduction
in what is normally called countercyclical assistance from the Fed-
eral GOVerriment to the States and to tom! government.

We would plead for the permanent enactment of countercyclical
revenue-sharing and a jobs program to be triggered by some Speci=
fled unempitivnient rate in a given community;

Most urgently needed are public service job slots, which can beused in the orirprolit sector also; to enable families to Maintain
some dignity in 'the face _of economic troubles not of their making:

Along with a countercyclical extended unemployment insurance
program and some provision for health benefits; o goodly measure
of the impact of a recession on those now unfairly bearing the
brunt of difficult economic times could be relieved.

You In asked how government/voluntary _sector programs to
meet the needsof the voor could be better_coordinated. We -feel one
historic example was the_ emergency appropriations earlier thisyear; Ill; with thejobshill.

In that bill; $50 million was to be ued_by_the nonprofit sector
provide emergency meals_ and_ shelter to those in need_Well_

narrowthe timeframe provided by Congress, which vas a rather arrow
one, over :II million meals _were served- beyond the previous eat;i0C;
ity of organitotions to provide them and 3 million additional nights
of shelter were provided the homeless.

A Seven-organitation boards chaired _by_ the Federal Emergency
Marnigement Agency, and with the United Way of America as the
project's fiscal agentz_within weeks _stimulatod the &VOW-p i:nem 4
over 900 comparable hoards at the local level which identified the
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specific local organizations or programs best able to provide the
emergency service._

There was only 2 percent given for administration, and in point
of fact; for this first_ time the_ voluntary sector did_ not take that
small percentage. I think it is important to realize that the United
Way probably expended $250.000 to administer the program, and I
cam say without documentation that my office, in working with
Catholic Charities around the country, probably spent as high as

.20.000.
We are willing to work that kind of a partnership, but I do think

administrative cosh if it becomes more permanent and this reces-
son continues, will also have to be b.. into it.

In the 1981 Tax Act. as you will -:_-memlver,-Congress extended
the charitable contribution to taxpayers who take the standard de-
duction. This was done on a phased -in basis so as to reduce the
budgetary impact; But the legislation_ is to sunset in 2 years; _ _

If we are to act in partnership with the Government. we can't be
denied the opportunity to have incentives given to people to sup-
port us._

Legislation is pending with over 170 cosponsors in the House at
the present time to lift that sunset and make the deduction for
charitable giving a permanent part of the Internal Revenue Cede.

_ We would urge your committee to -give favorable consideration to
this amendment. as a stimulusto private giving.

Clearly,Congress also should repair the damage done by some of
the amendments to benefit- programs_in the 1981 reconciliation bill.
Most notable were the AFDC amendments, which hit hard at the
working poor.

Again, there was just so much testimony that I won't go into
detail; bat -the amendments to _repair this damage are in the juris-
diction of Mr. Ford's subcommittee; so I hope_ his_ presence on this
panel today will be an important opportunity for him to carry that
message.

We urge sensitive examination in Congress as well to one of the
possible unintended effects of several block grant programs enacted
in 1981. Prior to the enactment, many of the categorical programs
developed, including title XX; required a percentage of matching
funds before the States could draw down the _Federal money.

In many cases, since States were often strapped for funds, the
match requirement_ had the effect of stimulating nonprofit organi-
zations to put up the matching money, and thus strengthen non-
profit involvement in service delivery as well as assured pluralism;
which we are so committed to, in the delivery Of human services.

Chairman RANGEt.:_We have a_ problem:
I have been adviSed that the chairman wants to start at 1:45, and

I do want to hear from the colonel before I am forced to adjourn:1
would like to advise the Bureau of the - Census that the colonel will
be our last witness, and so. the full statement will Be in the record,
and I would ask at this point; your forgiveness and ask the colonel'
Whether he could summarize his testimony so that I can conclude
this part of the .hearing.

Reverend 11A_ItirEY. I was _virtually finished. Mr. Chairman, so ri
thank you for the opportunity to be -here.

(The prepared statement follows.]
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I am Father Thomas J Harvey: Executive Director of the _N:-...tiYatal Conference of
Catl-ailic Chanties. %ie.:Appreciate t h e invitation to ettaify Willy on a ,orirlilem Which
unnecessarily %rater, our countrythe growing nUitiberS of indiVidiLili and families
who have incomes below our government's on index of dire poverty.

(11.".T.Ir-b a federation of some $4M1 human service agencies and 2110 spe-
cialized IhntitutiOls providing_ ThtiN Ives in virtually all parts of the United States.
Catholic- Charities is sponsored by a relo,00us criornination committed both to help-
ing meet the =Mediate human needs of the poor and hurting in our country and to
%air: for -a more just social of in which people can meet their own needs and
share with others

Charro.es' poN.-eams range from providing child care to residential facile
t as, and prig ram, for the elderly._We provide a variety of counseling services for
families in strs-ss, and we have prokt-rams to help substance abuses.

We pros ids- emergency i.issistance=shelcer, clothing_ and friiidand se provide ad-
vocacy and legal assistarice toenable people. in need to secure what is due them.
()Lir agencies_ have well over ."10 program services, and whikt they do have paid pro-
fe.,,ional staff: they also utilize over--100,issi volunteers in program delivery

In addition, several sultiStantial all .olunteer service orgarsizations in the Githolic
community are affiliated-with us--the Society. of St. Vincent de Paul; the Christ
t told Niciet. and the Ladies of Charity. each of which involve thousands of volun-
teer. and I.oluntao: contributions at the neighborhood_ level across the country:

1 this priiblem of increasing poyertyunnecrsearily vexes us because_ it is, to -all
intents and pur_ptees. a conscious result of current government_ policy. For in this
mist fruent recession the Administration. with the assent of Congress. threw out
much we h,in learned since the_19:los about how to protect the poorest among us,
and the marginally- poor; from the ravages Of an economy the poor would hardly
influence

.at one and the same time our nation has witnessed a deliberate policy of stimu-
I,it mg an increase in-unemployment to hank inflation and a policy of cutting Fetter
al funding to provide public service jobs and necessarY income supports in_ food
.tamps. welfare assistance_ child nutrition and countless_ other programs. All_ the
evidenc in to date on the econornic_pulicies of the past several years indicates that
the burdi'ms of economic adjustment have fallen _on the poor and on nicrAera
income families. while the wealthy of the country have become more wealthy-Still.

Thai is the way I would describe the problem_ In the OCtotver 17th edition of The
W,ishington _Post. Chairman of the - Council of Economic Advisors Martin Feld:stein
described it-lucidly when he- pointed out that: after adjusting for inflation and pope
Litton growth, spending on domestic_ programs, except for Medicare, Social ecurity,
and "interest on _the national debt ", -will have fallen Mr: between 19sO and 1:04.
Even including SOcial _Security and Medicare, spending for all domestic programs
will- -hav fallen- from of the Cross National Product in Ursa to 131 of the
GNP in Itess. We would agree with Mr. Feldstein's observation that this represents

revolutionary change in the growth of government," We would_onl,y add that it
marks a revolutionary new way for Americans to treat the -poor and hurting:

It is no surprise that we have a growing number of poor in the United Smits; It is
rather iin inexcusable tragedy. The tax changes of It.041 increased the Mx burden on
the average working family while giving substaintiat.breav and. thus, income-gains
to the weilthy The program changes enacted in_19S1 invariably were more harsh
for_ the poor: the working poor, and the marginally poor than anyone else. Means-
tested prog,ramsthose_designed for the poorest in our societywere cut more on
t he _average than _any other pro rams. Meanwhile. skyrocketing interest rates have
pushed_ th, it home ownership beyond the means of marry families and nearly
honight the housing market to a halt. 'tow we note the Administration wants a
complete halt to government subsidized housing for thepoor

COngresisional Budget Office studies reveal that the combined benefit and tax
cf4inges of Ilt' I actually result in a four year decrease of11.420 for the average
family with ininTle hPltIVJ $10,000 a_year. At the same time the same changes result
in a incritNe. in riCona. over four years for the 21oTVe family with a previ-
ous IMAKTIC of over $stipimi a_year._

N'ou have asked us to address two questions as well 41.* to describe our work in
meet!nif the, needs .if issipte- ill To what extent can viva- orgainuatrigi tape the wow
profit or church_ community _in izenrali respond to the increase in poverty. and I:i
flow can the antipoverty activities of the government and charitable organizations
be better coordinated
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One of the constant seniers, provided by Catholic Charities agencies is emergency
iissistani:e. From 19S1 to 19s1. ;,lone: we have increased the provision of emergency
meals (rain 396,514 to over Is-00.000. _Ist New York our agencies region-an M' 1- in-
crease in_food assistanTce revests.-A program supported by'- Catholic par-
ishes in- Baltimore used _to 1,ed I i0 _peosle and now feeds between people
daily The room can only asscornmedate peOple at a tune. so tifeY have to eat
quick:A to-make room fio those waiting. Oiir agencies report that in the last two
years meal programs he Shiftil from serving almost only single adults to serving
an increased number of intact families, an increased number of mothers with chil-
dren

A,gencv focal bank activity increx,ed 10lie from 1951 to 19r2. Many agencies; and
many Catholic parishes. havie had requests_ for food_ triple and even quadruple; and
some have had to ration_ food. Our BuffaloAgency_hacl:Mtar0 requests for emergen-
cy food .issistarice_in.19s2. up from 160,000 in 19$l: In Omaha, the_tholic Char-
itit-s pantry served Is:270 people. up 14000 from the year hefore. _Th-ey report that
they have imph-mented a polka. of providing only three days faced to a family,-arid
that only thtee times-a year. At the-same-time. they say- they are
the surface of feeding hungry people. Even in the sunny climate of Griarido. Florida,
our agency reports doubled requests for e services. This _past April the
Vincent de Paul Center in San Diego distribu 400.000 pounds_ of food to some
aisismi people who volunteered aa registration fee and few of volunteer work
for a local church or community agency. For this, the registrant* will receive a
monthly package of about :Vi _pounds of food inchicling_eggs; fresh_vegetables; meats
and beans large tamales _can _pay multiple registration fee& with a ceiling of $66,
and receive up to _.S:lots worth of food. -

Emerg,ency_ shelter for single ulults_grew from 3,900 in 19$I o0 631100 in 19S2.
Ernergency shelter for families and Children nearly tripled in the same thvie to

In 19s2 emergency financial assistance -grants increased 26% over the previous
year °ter 600).400 families received some financial assistance. In addition. it should
be noted that our affiliate, the all-volunteer St. Vincent de Paul Society, provided
..-rnergency as istance to a. sr _a half million families in 19S2.

If ail this suggests to ye i that there are more pewit on the street, you would be
correct. But not only the_traditionally observed "fitree_ people," More -eadwinners
are unemployed _longer than at any time in our recent history. In many States, -as
you _know; intact families; whose other benefits have ran oat, are not eligible for
AFDC Many families split for simple economic reasons: You find inert families on
the streets. and you find mothers with children on the streets. We are seeing -street
fa mi I

There are other kinds of emergencies- than the shove.
From 191 to 19s1. *he number of abinTed adults coming to our agencies jumped

from 7.244 to 13,5a. Many of our agencies have opened new shelters for abused
wr,es and children Many have increased their counseling to the total family in-
volved because most abused spouses do go back home.

And children.' In 19sis our agencies served 13,312 abused children. In 19$1, 19,070
and in I9s2 we- served 21.9ss abused children.

babe Chanties social agencies are n_ot higprovider of health care, though
tath,:lic sponsored hospitals sue. We do operate some Clinics. Since extended _wpm-
p1"--mn1 has left an :increasing number of _families _with_n_o.health_care_protection_,
yin: would expect clinic- visits to increase. In 1980, we served_59.43fs people in our
clinic, In 19S1: this had jumped to 141;522: I do not have a 1982 figure on this as
yet:

In _addition, agencies tell us that they _face a markedly increased caseload of
people and families seeking help because of subiaance abuse; and other stu dies cor-
roborate our agency reports.

Our current Experience reminds us of the need to make available resources to pro
vide preventative-services-such as-day care, homemakers and counseling, and surely
to-provide counseling services to all parents-under-stress.

In ittie last _year, I have listened carefully to the suggestion that-the voluntary
sector, and the churches in _particular. can and should take up the slack caused by
the budget cuts. This suggestion, that private charity can increase sufficiently to
make key. _government proasramii unnecessary. ignrores both history and reality_.
Those _prtstrams anti services now _provided by voluntau agencies for the poor are
made poasible through contracts with government. These contracts have been re-
duced as a result oLcurrent focal policies. The Urban Institute reorts that riot,
profit; - private orga_nizationlistandloione $33 billion_in_Fecksral fund_s_o_veethe next
three years. The kiss of services is; however; even more extensive since State and
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local goversinilitaIiii.oching tunds are likely to he reduced or terminated__ NI...Aun-
t:Iry numies have bisti tmiximized through coops-ration with _public funded _pro-
grams_ They neither can replace rssential government funds and in fact, will base
a reduced impact -when government funds are withdrawn.

It is clearly a_ Federal rissponsibility_to_meet _income needs. The voluntary sectorand the States do not have, and cannot command the resources rieces-ary to meetthis...- needs hilv the Federal gov-ernrnent can assure the equitable distribution ofthis-country r. ~laid
Wt. mus,t be clear about the proper role of the a;overnment an protecting this

right Th. Catholic Church has a long_ trid.tion of soe.,-0 subject.and our corn.ern and interest in Federal domestic food policies flows from that tradi-
tion The l'atholic_ bit;hope, in thf,.; country. and ansuiid the v.-ark!, have called ther:ght_toeat a fundamental rij.tht one eisential to human dignity- and to the right tolite itself. When we talk about the implications for public polies, we are -tort speak-

of feeding; people out of our laritteszi or as a matter_of_priyilege. _Rather; it 6 amatter of social justice_ and tia...Sic human rightsrihts_frorti which entitlements11:oaentitlements which only the Federal government can guarantee: _It sh.iuld- iaa.iiis from what I_ have Niid_thas_far that our agencies have had toshift odn,iderable attention and considerable energy and considerable iiciiircs to
meeting, these emergency_ needs. This is always the case in a recession, but in the
r.-cent d.scade it _has_never_been this severe-__A go 6d part of the reason, we think, is
he substantial reduiztiari la_ what is normally- called countecyClical assitance fromthe Federal government to the States and to local government. We would plead_far

the_ prniarant enactavent of isiaritercy cheat revenue sharing and a jobs_prograrn tohe triggered by some specified unemployment rate. Mika urgently needed are public
service jar) slats, which can-be used in the non-profit sector also, to_enable familiessonie dignity in the face of economic troubles not of their making..Nlong with a ountercyclical extended unemployment insurance privratti. arid some
provision for health benefits, a goodly measure of_ the impact of a recession on thiSie
riiiw iinfairlyr bearing the brunt of difficult_ economic times could be telieVed.Niou have easked bowgosernment /voluntary_sector programs to meet the needs ofthe poor could be better caardinated. One historic example was the emergency am:
propriation earlier this_ vear_of $.71_11 million to be tiled -by -the non- profit-sector
provide emerg111:% meals and _shelter to thOi.e in need. will within the time frame
prav,,ded by 0.3rigrei.s; over 31;0001!00 meals were served beyond the previous capac-
ity of on4aritixtotts_ to provide-them and over :t.100,060 adiitional nights of shelter
were provided the homeless. A seven .organizai...m national_ board, chaired by the
Federal. Energeric-y Management Agencv and wit' Way._ of America as the
project fiscal agent. within weeks stimulated the development of over 900 Cifirrit4tiihl boards at the local level which identified the specific local arganizations-or pro-
grams best able to provide emergency assistance quickly. We think that -this one
shit program was probably the_ most vest efficient in the history of our nation. And
even though the legislation _provided. for up to_ 2.(.; administrative costs, all the na-
tional non-profit zi4,anizati:itis invc,Ived waived any- administrativ charges. United

is of America akrne extri-nded approximately 42---41.04X1 serving -ail fiscal agent.
Yet it _is estimated that esen_ if all legitimate administrative costs- had been taken,

CQP474, pu Id have only been approximately one-half of VI. I might add that
this mav_iiiso_ be a unique Federal program in that more-was expended than ('-on

_appr:ipriated Ifs _careful fiscal management. some $7.i0,01i0 in interest earn
were added to the funds diStribiited around the nation.

_ Another government action which could substantially improve_g_overnment/inde-pe_ndent sector coordination- in- human needs lies in the_jurisdiction of your
full Coninutte on Ways-and Means. In the Iltl tax act, as vou wilt remember, Con-izrsis iiiteridi the- charitable contribution to taxpayers who takeIhe standard de-
(tuition This_ was done on a phased-in basis so as to reduces -the budgetary impact;hut the lgislation sunsets in two years. legislation is_ pending, with over 170 coslieenwirs in the House as of the present moment,_to lift_ that sunset and make thededuction tor charitable iziving_part of the_permanent Internal Revenue Cr4ide.
would urge sour fiivorable consideration of this _amendment as a stimulus to private
giving Th.. research indicates that the revenue lost to government is more thanoffset by the gain in chaeitible _giving; and also that most of the mere:U.-kJ giving
clone?. from modest income families and goes to human service organizations andchunli group.. and church groups spend most of their =cisme rooe4.44 humanneeds

Congrss also _should repair the damage done by some of the amendments
to ....sz.neli;t_ progriimmin the 19s1. _reconciliation billMost riotable were the AFIK'
arnendlgients which hit hard at the working poor. The amendments to repair this
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Liar:L.14:e are in t he 41 IN,1 a. 1 41 44 Mr 1..rds subcommittee. and since W.*C_undersw.4
the m,ne!. I. in the te-idge-t re,,oluts,prl. we hope the arnerAmenU can be acted on

We urge Nen,;tive exarimazion in Congress as well to one Of the possible unat-
tended effects ul the several block grant programs eaacted in l9r1. r'rior to the en-
...talent. mans of the categorical programs involved. including Title XX required a
prr.entage of matching fu.ids before the States could draw down_ the Federal
mon,. In rear, 1,1114.7e States were often str tipped for funds.- the match re-
quirenient had the effect of stimulating non-profi: organizations to put up ttYe
matching rr.oney. and thus strengthened non-profit nvolvement in service- delivery
.t, well _assured pluralism in our service capacity. We think pluralism here has
ptIT .1 1 ut- for OUr country. and hope that Con,;ress will watch closely the impact
of block grants which do not require a State match and thus may provide an incen-
t t..r grow ing State delo.ery of more and more services.

In his enctclical. -Pacem in Terris: Pope John_ XXIII taught that every
ikrsen h., the right to lite. to bodily_ integrity; and to_ the means which are suitable
tor- the-proper development of life; these are primarily food. clothing. shelter, rest,

care, and linalb, the necessary social services.
h:le we believe there are some programs which art- necessarily the role of_gov-

err merit in a society as large and complex as oursincome maintenance, health in-
sarancs. and low income housing for a few exampleswe do otherwise believe that

much the nonprofit sector and government can do together. And we look
t.M.trti to this ntlessary collaboration

STATEMENT OF I.T. e01. ERNEST A. MILLER, DIRECTOR.
NATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFI:E. THE SALVATION ARMY

Colonel Nlitak:ic_ Thank you; Mr; Chairman. I -am Lt. OA. Ernest
Mil:er, director of the National Public Affairs Office of the Salva-
tion Army. You have my prepared statement, which 1 would like to
submit for the record. I will just make a few comments related to
that rather them to attempt to read the statement itself.

Chairman RANGF.L. Thank you very much.
('olonel-.MILLER. We appreciate the opportunity to- appear-in this

instance. The Salvation Army has been involved m the problems of
poverty in the United States and around the world for more than
100 wars._

We feel that over time, we have made some impacts on that
problem; and that we continue -to do so; but it is an intractable
problem_ that 'ebbs and _flows with time and Jesus once said; -The
tx)or ye have always with you.'

We are not really content to accept that. We agree that it may
sometimes br so, that the poor are always with us, but we believe
that it is our responsibility to do something about the poor, to re-
lieve their suffering; and to make their lives more tenable while
they are on Earth.

I do not have a list of statistics or data of any _kind; but rather
my comments have lieen drawn from talking to the people in our
oroniiations, who are out on the front lines working with the
problems of poverty; the people to do the casework; the_people who
iictuiilly meet the _poverty, the poor who come to them for help, the
people who day after day work with the ugly problems that arise in
the midst of our poor people.

They tell me that they are identifying four distinct trends in the
prolde_of the poor. They tell me that poverty is moving to the sub-
urbs, that whereas a kw years back in_ some of our major cities we
were able t6 go into a particular neighborhood and know that here
the poverty was concentrated in specific areas.

6/
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NOW._ wr are finding the_addressesof the people who come_to us
for help located in the suburbs. scattered in some neighliorhoickES
which appear to be affluent and_ well-ordered: - -

Yet; there are very poor people in the midst of those afilitent ap-
pearing neighborinx;ds_ They are telling me that there is a rise in
poverty among the people who thought they were in the middle
class; or on the edge of the middle class. but who, because of -cut;
h=-"'": mi.-4tik- managemcnt cutbacks in _labor contracu
...hich they_ thought were secure, now those people Who thought
they were in the middle class are finding themselves cwatending

ith poverty.
There is a strange paradox of an affluent- poor. people who have

so much property. so much possessions of material things; that
they cannot qualify to re -ice public assistance.

lie from one family who said that they_were_ selling their
furniture one piece Pt a time in order toput food on the table, and
they could not quality for public assistance or even for assistance
from some soluntary omanizations until_ they would_ be virtually
destitute and divest themselves of all of these 'lemma) possessions,
which can he quantified with some intrinsic value.

Then there -is a dilemma of a new permantrit poor, people who
are liYing well past the _age of 50; who suddenly have discovered
themselves out of work, for whatever reason, too old to_he trained
for new jobs which can command anything like the kind of income
they frequently earned, and b.cause their earnings in these years
just before retirement will be much lower than previously they
Were._they will receive very low retirement benefits as well a few
permanent poor who though: themselves to be in the raiddle CUSS
only a few years ago.

These are the human values. the human situation; that are
changing in what we are seeing in poverty at the present.

There is a_growing proportion of the population poor; a growing
total number of people who are poor, a growing intensity of pover-
ty among those who are poor; and this is an acute problem:-

The people who are getting public assistance, the AFIX.7 benefici-
aries, are beginning come to us in growing numbers, because the
help they are getting is simply not enough.

Case workers are telling me that more and more of the people
they are seeing are people who are already re riving some assist-
ance; but it is so little that it doesn't stretch, and nev emergencies
are ariSing month after month; and they are coming -to voluntary
agencies for help because their public assistance doesn't last.

This is a whole new profile. There are a number of programs
with huge numbers of voluntary gro. ps who are helping to feed
the hungry. Others are helping to house the homeless.

JUM in the last week, I visited a shelter down in _Houston; Tex:;
where they tell me they were feeding 200 people a day a year ago,
that numher rose to 5-00 over the winter months; and is now ley-
el' off to about 300 a day. who are still coming.

They expect it to grow much-larg er -in the winter _to come: These
needs are growinK exponentially. With a recovery that is going on
there_ is still a residue of poverty; and we believe that in the winter
months to come, we will see huge numbers of poor people who des-
perately nee d help:
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_ Father Harvey_mientioned the bill; which has J.-ILA recently
been completed_ We were pleased that we could_ participate in the
wish of the Congress to pass that money out quickly tO poor people.

We were able to feed millions off people;_ to house hundreds of
thousands with those funds, but as Father Harvey suggested; there
is an acute need to help voleatary organizations with the indirect
costs entailed ir_ those programs.

While we are willing to do it in this instance, to absorb than
costs, and they_can be very large costs; if those programs are to be
repeated, it will be very necessafy to work into the program some
means of covering the indirect_owts and the administrative costs
entail d by the voluntary organizations,

These voluntary groups may be called on hy the Congress for the
ver reason that they have well-structured programs and good ad-
miniStrative oversight to the programs, accountable to the public;
but that wtountah;_lity costs money; and in order to maintain it
and to continue it the cost apportionment of the_funds that are ex-
pereied for any program to keep it in_place, and lye appeal to the
Congress w be sure to cover those administrative costs of the vol-
untary organizations Which have to come from somewhere.; and at
the same _time; Ace ask help with the charitable contributions de-
ductions. We believ-e that and it has been proven again and again;
that the money raised by the incentive of a charitable contribUtion,
the money that comes to voluntary organizations is much larger
than the revenue loss to the Government.

Since we are concerned with the same problems the Government
must be concerned with; with helping the poor people;_ we _believe
;;hat that incentive with the charitable contribution deduction is a
very effective use of tax policy; and that it should be conti6ued and
sustained.

I see that time is gcne, and we appreciate the opportunity to be
here and we want indicate the willingness; indeed the eagerness
of voluntary organLations to work closely with Government.

We believe that a partnership between Government and_ volun-
tory organi/atioris is tne best way to ;thieve_ the ends we all seek;
aid we believe that growing partnerships between voluntary orgy
nizations themselves is another productive_ way to work together;
and we pledge our best efforts to achieve the will of the Congress
and of the people; which is those things which are best for all of
our_ people.

[The prepared statement follows:]
STATILMENT or IA ENNEorf A- Salim. DtkErloirt. NATIONAL PUBLIC AYEAllis

Onus, THE SALVATION Atolav

Mr roairmer. am Co10114,1 _ Ernest A_._ Miller; Director of_ _the_Natioruil
Affors_ Office of_ The Salvation _Army: We appreciate the opportunity to

41)pritr ber3rar the joint Sub-COIIIIIIIttOr to tittiesiso the problem of the Poverty Rite
Increase iti the United Stori.

The_ Salvation- Army has been involved sett the problems -of poverty in the
United St.des.-eri-1 in the world. for more than A hundred years. My own espenence

:fro. lquirtg 4af f.)%e 4,-rg1s.42.s44ce arocee 0:44 A thir4 4.4 arnfacA t1 g
time-working in cornmunitwo o. mid-America among the Prikkmin, and among the
people affecuRI by the problems of pc>vert

In the preparation of this testimony I have tatted to Salvation Army social serv-
ices directors, local came workers and administrative leaders at many levels. and in
all parts of the country. In recent weeks I have met with groups of Salvation Army

1
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Is r.i..or!,.1 .41 poverty irrogninnb_in his own area. and i have visited
h _; 4", ram- nially 1..trts of trw_4-tAantry, thrr thi p al ..,everait_znoraths l have

venal? as a et wrInhi-t of ihr National }Ward fur Volk! Sfrieher. created
e..ist.rinute tunds appropriated in the Jac Stimcilus Rift of 19!3 'Public Low 'es-so.

Anti. I hate met with nieny groups meeting in the nal rons capital over the past :sitar
2.. 2r...iggle wits int* in-oblem, of the homeless and the hunsm.

Ilard netarive to proverty and its effects are extremely difficult to.sevemble.
rtnarr.eisrcent often associated with PAerty causes its viceimp Bret. thtnr

AtIld_ inceal the iralp...4t iitipctLert on_their Jives. Furthermore. th7e volun-
teer-is_ J4,1 the voluntary agencies oho seek _no_ help the poor are often much Vapre

la service and in giving help than in keeping records or gather-
ing da....1 For rhos muds of the oincliusiens of this statement are the SUM-

el? comments i'ethered from experienced So.lvation Army workers Rather than
ii.r.clusiims &aver. verifiable data, they are conclusions drawn from the feel-
2..:s and seit,es of tsii,ise who live and work with the problem

W;Th gaernment a-genice-si sobnetting testimony to the ('e mit:utter. had
n quaririfiate cita, it seems_ appropriii that the f-othmittee should also hear from

22:e serve itii v tight the Kittle This testimony attempts to foc..as the corn-
!Lent - scone .11 'hied. front line soldiers in the continuing war on pose.:--y The
S.ilv,ittier, Army ts a persistent adversary in that unemting struggle.

9-KENDS

t, pr,!.. of CM!, rs changing in the L'S. -Sane segments of the poje. ation
hive been r.platnally assumed to be pair. such as migrant fa.ren workers inner

iv groups with .1r:developed jorli skills. new immigrants with linked lat.-1.mo
and otrwr groups These poor are still with us. But nruv groups are ente2..i."..g

the rank- ottsiery for the first time Many of the "new pave'' are those vitt., tele-
-ilered tn. vise Ire. I., IN- edging their way into the middle clans --just Won they
- uttered reverses that chanized their lives

tsar %Wean is unemployment. and it has taken new turn.* in th' Best*. A'
ulk,ffit,lorn.nt has niosed among population groups previously considered secure in
their jobs. it has Drought poverty in its wake to ;people who never immgitsed it CailL4
hopper to them. and who were. therefore, totallY unprepared to deal eeith it. Mane
of tnese "flea poor" blame themselves for their dilenxtrue,in their eitritaarrassment
f hey are ashamed to seek heip They often were liberal donors to charitable causes;
and they an- now relactant to seek help from agencies and nefghho, s they have pre-
v Arai 1-,,orn_tife-y_ hoe.- known so welt For community groups wheiwiiit

hell, the they are often ditfic.a.: or impossible to reach with the assistance they
(1.,pratcly need In our conversations/ attnut this preiblem :Salvation Army social
a. ,rbers tram various places have mentioned many cif the same trends- or conditions
!imi id thes-trnds nulsidt

rorris in the suburbs.,
['overt. in the erstwhile middle class.
A new class 'affluent. .* C 1.4N, 0,1 prrmanent pour'

)140.4 these terms rquire_stirra explanation._ . _

_Vierfx in the sidtarb, began to be noticed by Salvation Army *tickers during tlee
l'hreartia- season in I9.. It was observed that. compared to prior years. a TrIA4Ch
t,;t'It'r preilsittio of_;tpp1iciintze for 'fir ist mas assistance giive NMI** odd r"get1 ill the
,iff,t;r1'n. Traditionally most ;Nickels o f poverty in large metrtiptilitati arvas hay.
1114n cone entratiA in the inmr city; city slums and decayin_g rengb'aorhowirls have
be e2/ the arrie. of the niost creasding and the least expensive housing The
i I of poverty. therefore, 1.1 lUld often tPl. meter/tiled with postal /III codes. The
new phenomenon t ha.t. prople seeking help_ are often scattired_through generally
.011oeilt itris in ;ti stable neighborhoods The effects of povety art panotralin/
irto areas where not expected

A case _in point _may_ be the nertolitan area surrounding the nations capital
Skeshingtein, 1)( Montogomery COunty-in Maryland, and Arlington County in

Virginia :sr. suburban are'as immediately adjacent to Washington and O. District
of i i.eiinibi h elKint I.'S are regarded to he among the mos: affluent, economical-
ly tabl ireas in the bation. IS:either county has seen the need for a prprztara_or

l i l t ! , for energency housing or shelter foc its citisonsuntil now. Montogromery
County is negotiating with The Salvation Army for opening such a facility veithin_ a
le* 'seeks, and Arlington County has open_ed discussions 14 _a similar program to he
evened in the near future The reason fax their action is that poverty has sprung up
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in these affluent suburb., and there is a new nerd for programs and facilities to deal
with a

The phenomenon is nation wide. As unemployment has begun to reach unenplect-
segmenti of the vopiedwion, enemy has followed. The enew_poor" may Live in

some of the tidiest suburban cottages, in the rriiilm of apparent aaf luence. where the
mortagage is just aliciut to be foreclesed_

Pogo-qv in the erstu -ht. anaddli classes reaches whose who once were inicidk man-
e-eeers had _e-41i pareee.,,_ amc elite
in stable industries protected he :erotic union contracts- The chances km manage-
ment style, eliminating many white collar and naanagement jobie_and the cut backs
in siniek induce, * thrown into unemployment many proud and confide=
Atifeekiiiiii who thought; they occupied the middle Many CC' these might bee re-
garded

The new class of -affluent pee -They are the peopbe w3iaee material assets are
es) great to allow them to be eligible for many forms oepublic, or ofter_private, as-
sietance They heir a home in a good neigeborhood, nice funaishiemeand a recent
model car But being unexpectedly unempioyed_theecan'epsy the mortgage=or the
paerwrim on the furniture --or the loan on the car: Yet; while all these dams are in
their possession they may net qualify to receive ice.

Orie familiy, in a mid western city. wrote to The Salvation Atrey last Christmas
Wien thee. rectevkl the customary fund appeal knee 'They said they' had always
been donors in the pest. and that they would like to give again. But tihis_year they
ern- erwmployed and hoped they might this time ark for help. They explained that
their maternal _adir_ta made them ineligible forepublic_assistance, and that; to put
feed en _the table, they were selling their fusteture_piece by piece: Wrien all their
material "affluence- shank, be gone they could qify_for public assistance.

A new VtaiiS of -permanent poor-- has also-emerged. They are workers over-the age
of sitioiTe skills hate beceme olisolete. They may be too- oTd to he retrained for
new stile, and they are too young to qualify for retirement benefas or social aecun-
ty Witheinereurement years of little or no earnings before them,_they may expect
that retirement benefits, when they become old enough to qualify, will be meager
indeed

THE CWWING PlirAGLIit

The Census Bureau eke us in Auger that the problem if poverty in the United
States were grieving. The conerness &MOM front line social workers, and those who

ek every day with the peoeile affected by poverty-, is that the Census Bureau rum-
bets are correct, but_that those numberetell only art of the story.

The full story of the Grovvire; Problem contains at :east theee four components:
I A growing proportion of the poeulataoe are poor.

A-growing number of people are poor;
3 There is a growing intensity of poverty among theme who are poor;
4 There. is a growing matieley on the part of private voluntary agencies to fill the

gaps of ulemet needs
The growing proportion has risen to lriele of the population, net-aiding to Census

Bureau fecures released in Aeieust.
The growing number mot. in 34.4 rill ::,.11%1 people who are living below what the US

Government has deterniesie to hr ii minimum bevel of income; below which is pov-
erty

the growing in tentel y may best be described in the press release of this joint sub
committee -on Sieger-Meer 2:3-ke desereeng: ". . . the decline over -the pest WI years
in the real (after infliatieni keel of public assistance berieflU.- Thie decline in real
benefits is peen in the .erowing members o7 peciple receiving public assistance- who
are eon-meet() private ftjefear,Fi to reek supplementary help, because their public as,
I .lance benefits_ are simply trot enough
The growing inability of private voluntary agencies to fill the gaps of un-met

r -ede is sive in the strained budgets of social seivee agencies; in the attempts -by
ueeneleis to find new 'wives of funds; in the groweig caseloads of agencies; Mille
ginviarart hissis__a cease turned away_ bee there' wimp', were no re Lys and in
the growing fitenue and burnout of cane workers whose work liwb have grown and
whose- compassion is frustrated in their -concern for the people they seek to serve

It is very difficult to obtain hard data for current changes in service pattenit, eta
there are a few statistics that may help to iscribe the scene:

In Salvation Army social service agencies, in a region of eleven 1111 Midwestern
states, total ewe loads in Ilie2 were up by 3114 over 1981. Increase in fifteen (15)

i... li 11 tol



Western states was. 4 in the same time period_ Growth in numbers has CMitiiitied
with 76:04- twee-awn) in !WI

Ina knee family service agency aietropciiiitan center in the .Nor_therst,
zsaelords were =owed in the month 4 August. 19t52. with the enocrh of August;
ISSV; as farocht

EnipToytatnit referrals, up telok;
Sunther mealy r_ for assUtunce_ up 1Caq'
Number single %Konen applYtng: W-96%)
Number singLe men epplymg; up 7s44);
Number services rerscreirid. up 9r)%;
These are Woratad eaamplew which_twotably do not represent the &kaoline name

beta iiiitibearicke, but they are reflected in ;monies of similar incresexes
across the nation.

AniTing workers with the poor, certain bask needs are mentioned again and ,atp
in all parts of the country. These inevitably include:

1. Food for the huhtm
Houatug for the hon3eless;

3 Help with 7explodire utility bdla
4 Help with plWiag" madiCal bills;
5 Help to sur ::k4 Meet inadequate public assistance_; and

help people Manage their limit od resources.

WHAT IS DONK

It _would he untrue to augZeac that "nothing is being done." Tile truth is that
iniTc-h is being done Both through wblic_agepcies and among private_ voluntary
groups, soine very innovative and imaginative efforts are underway Unhappily,
they are often noftenough._ _ _

_food for the &tours is probably the most vi*ibre foam of aid to thepoor. It is easi-
est to arcanc sympathy and Obrain aim:stance for i*ojiU Who are htutgrj_,and_prob--
ably the easiest pratikeut to anise in our tiomity of abundance. Yet the problem cow
iatities to ctiallittirte our best etiet and ingenuitios:

Fiald banks are springisig_ukeyerywhete. Through the cooperation of toad prcTocu-
sprs, wholesale and retail distributorx; orgatri-Jued *raise* 01 tolyrerteen
huge quay tities_of good food are chwthuced daily to hungry &Milk*

New cooperative aliigwet bietween soar govetrarsents, vciuntary agencies arid
business and oximAtry are -fin din( maas fieding_prograins in major cities on a scale
not seen since the "great depression" of the 1930s.

Imaginative solutions to sticky problems developed by_voluntary groups: nitro
as the "street feeding." _program in_ Waisairigton. whereby -tire hotti4k1IT. *tip&
who sleep outside stnight are fed by mriVreil truck Wenited by Volitliteers, serv-
ing hot food and aandiskhTra

Governs:sent programs, .1kicti as Fetid Stain* distribution of surplus commodities;
and other programer, are of enormous help. The ;irobkm would be profound/y worse
without these programs.

The Jobs Stimulus Act a 19s3" (Public Law _98-t0 his been an innovative -and
creative help. _Though it became _avaihVsle at _the wrong tin* Of the year (June
through_ September); it derrienatraUd new caps litieYs far tiarilerstion between _got,
eminent _end voluntary -agencies, said among voluntary agencies with each other. In
general it has worked effectively to ewe the_problerna, and it has pointed the way to
fiarther cooperative) prtigraris in a similar matrix.

An_impoptant _quostion raised in the Congress related o the impact of Public Law
kipqn pruKrurns. It was asked! How much service did Voluntary Skin:

ciea provide_ on their oton7-1fow much was provided with Public Lie/ tli(--&
money1),aritt How much might -hTtie n provided without Public Law 9X-K
eitothey' The fAiwitig Wesarrei recite) el The Sallatom Army might
help to answer thole questions:

-4 2
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II $.*- the homeless is a_ much_ more daicult_probleut Yet math is lasTing
L.1tW at nn i to address the problem Much of this effort represents coopero
t ainolICsat tufl s. noit ire tyetrore, both between government sand ii,olitotiary agencies.
and voiuntary grouils worku Voted** with sNich other:

Keejoi* pro ale ii their earn the t offecuive and eft-waren way to
deal with growing mortgage 1oreckiiirea and rental evictions_ It fivo the wail-
erstion_ of other muiliple probTems and tWpriitrencies that- come *heti A-fstulas are
put out an the street. Therefore private agencies are bending every effort tO asta

A SI-nrtgive isiTa4vice Network in one city has brought tether six Seen-
WSJ-have pooled their resources and _worked together to shift funds between

them to help people stay in their own homes when fmactasurss and evictions
become imminent;

UrDCVII are using Public Law 9n-li fun& for mortgage or resit_layments tone
moot h_one time only) while other mama and resources are bistett This rtiTr, 1*01W
of the most important uses of Public Lavi firaida

The Federal Govermrient has Ina& available to wive* agencies tliTe- use Of Water.
utilaed -Cowernmental-huitdingsazwf military facilities. The program berainaTe avAil
able in February_ 19143; too latctaget off the ground in that winter. Now-tier some
key,problenis of the program emerged:

Nilitary corn ijderi and budding managers were leas than enthusiasitic about
the, idea;

Fiscilities were offen fiticamd rit bval needs; _ _

Voluritiny groups disciiVeCid that it may be more costly to opiate a government
facility untkr the requir,d, construct* thst to operate a two* shelter in such as a
kirsi warehouse, a church basement -or agency gymnasium. - -

In _response to the twist problem the goinernment has clarified ion orders and corn--
manila The second_problem really has no solution; buildings are where they are
For_ the third probiern so appropriation has been addid to the Arn Ratio
hbeget: b linr_ item; to enable_ the government to share the costa Weber in

go*promotit _Oactirty with_ the _sponsoring volunta organisation. It is too early to
tea what -effect them actions may_have_on.the_pristrom.

communities which have never_ before been _aware of focal _emeriancy
PSS-Ong OrObleiiiii, or which have been able to shift thowproblemsjo4ycentril
citirs, are kris tikuig iteVs to nr0V44e fmitnies in their own boundaries. The Sat ',I-
lion Army has been- aiii.47,4 to operate such programs i several areas_armind
nation; negottatiorui For such -facilitiits are now under way in_loseral inatancee

Private foundations and business- corporations- are working Walther in _many
cities to_ obtain buildiria and Preink operating fat tor -a variety of emergency
shelter programa, lAcatrvernments are often inkriiifd in the pro

/PO with !.'exp/aditig _uti/iti trills has been a major Priklein in All POOU-of the
iiatsoo This problem is cicwelytiell_to that _of keeping peck in their own horns.
Without Utilities a home may be nearly uninhabitable._particularly during whiter
riiiiritha. Through an innovative approach by utility companies the proWm is
add-rimed in many areas:
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t 4101 rill- payers are invited t appn-n-e a _moody donation," usu-a: k per Month-. t,2 A-di-A to their utility bill._Theae arnonts are pouted by the1:41ii company. and turned user to a local charity i_Salvation -Artnyc Rod Crews, orother group, to be LeCed for the payment of-utility balU_fot poor people. The criteriat,,,r payment is &ter-mined by- agreed standard: Vie Utility. Company ofters adds a
---'144t.6 of A.6 customers: families are able to continue',vine, in their uien hotTiort

elenwr.t_ of solf-i-nterestin rho.- program (or Utility Companies: Theyget their hills paid Hut poox ?Aropre- AN° hen-efit
Itatre- 1, a gi iti-sh in soars regulats:mS that resitores _the amount of -aid from thisto be dediT-cted from public asaistaroce beraefits This petiviSicitt acts as a riisin-,.titii- to the going by the donors. ;Lind it is hopvil that tiiiy,ress will act to exemptI pr. 4z-ram from that provi_sion
/Telp tth medwal n more intractable Problem:changes in government rgulations ark only now beginnirig to be felt: Vail-in regulatuets from state to state make for an uneven picture across theeat 4, in This problem d.-servesto he iekireseed all by itself.1h ip inade4uate_pclyat. as.szsganre has been a (atrialat. appeal_ in pri-v.ite_s.icial service aceracies for_decades For some there is heYei enough. ut thepi-iiti:em ha.- become much more acute in re exit yearS, as levels of assistance haven;t kept pace with inflation, and_as cut-haeks in numerous social programs have leftpe,a;:e in need w.th no where to tarn. except to private alrencies.
Pi-ital.- agencies normally expect to fill the gaps public assistance_ programs.1 v have se-r :.il that role- for m.sny years as_goeerorriene_aince the Mins, has as--urned r,il, in earn; for the disadvantaged and less able of its citizensA paradox of the present system _requires that thoSe_evho may he least able arereuuired to he the het- managers of their _resuartea. This points up the need for

r2,6: t.. help p,pl pAoznage their Ionized eeieinires. This has always beensir of the prime elections of all social case workers. But with growing case lam-ind with more strained resources with Which to deal with those cases; courivekitshaie Isss (IN tt- to help in this critical need.
Much puhla.its accompanied the recent effort of Agriculture Sit +irk Mick toteed tarnily. for one week with the_bedget of a family living on Food Stamps.

demonstrated_ that it _could be done. Rut little is said of the man--47,zerrient the Secretary and his family relative- to the iaPhistication thosewti;i normally receive Food Stamp* The need to hr's the Peetple to manage is crit-i-s'al, and the means to do the job adequately is shrunking.

*HAT SNOVLD eL DON'

are no ;e;.:1....c answers, and_ no panaceas_ in this_ arena The- best Minds and
have 51?) ;led with the peoblein.-and continue to dosa;iii -The poor yr always have with you!' l'eitispi act. But no caringpiSipla ciMlent tOIi01.1_11. at that Americans. in true twentieth cesaury; believethat minimal standards. of lite are the tightfal pursuit of all and thase whohase more should wish to f,.i.e7see their taihriarice untliecree tve-e haws Iris: Amer-ha% reinforced that idea With their &weds tune cref

ttS_ founder of The SalveCor sax .le;?&,-itl this _prOblein iiiEngland -about J a i h i t i k m d trans ago In the book he in 1:,490, "Lti DitkestEngland:- And The Way Out," William Rooth_ spoke of a -sea-Merged tenth" of thepeople wr-. Were ill fed, illclad,,.erel ill housed _In the the Cehava Bureau's poy.erty :ire not_ a '' tv,hth"-. but .'.q_;- reasonabie to assumethat -all of thiwi are aot frd._ill clad, os _were_ those in povertyin our ahiliar,ii to deal with the phiblem has hopefully gained somewhat in ahundred years
Vi'illiani Booth suggested _that every person should_ be eligible_ to have what ainladIn cab horse" had in Ii .443 lit sold that "while a cab horse titles he his fad&,helter and work. :and whre, die a he is hdped up. That standard ithpeari tobe_tetimele in .19s3, as it was in le911 when it wax first prewented.
Willi --- ---- Hesith net out to deal with _the problernii_ofpoverty front a purely privetsprslieitiv lUsith propose-6 to do it all with private funds, priVatelyrnanagei_pri,-iitely donated find _gTnerated. The atw out tieing.OU was that he did so much sowill with No little. The Salvation Army, now in efi countries of the world, lathe longshadow of his efforts. Many of-the programs hi b4;gan are still in place; still serving

eurrent needs, still _rebevi-rig the caul lei and effects of poverty alter a_ (oaten-tarty,the resources of The Salvatiion Army within the Uriitee glatesalt 11-,01St local
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units of its operations are resources that are available to the people of America to
help rf:sil with this problem tc. day.

Bui The Salvation Army is only a small part of a vast community of voluntary
organizationsof voluntary skills waiting to be directedof voluntary resources
ready to be applied to this twe_ntieth_ ceatury_problem, Thouarin.ds_of voluntary orga-
nizations are now at work; or ready to be mobilized; to_ meet _the problem.

There is also a new dimensiona resource that William Booth did not imagine; it
b the commitment of the government to work together with voluntary groups, and
the people of the nation, to solve its problems. The key must be the blending of
these-two massive resources: government and voluntary groups working together.

Probably the most important component of a solution to the problem of poverty is
lobs. This component involves the third side of the triad, the commercial community
of business and industry. Pricate business can do much to support voluntarism, but
its most vital role is tolprovidie jobs. People do not want to be dependent. They want
to work. l'him want to earn their way. The greatest challenge of our time is to find
a way to let them work.

But failing that-and at present we_seem to_be failing thatwe must strengthen
our resolve, our skills; and our efforts to work together hi alternative programs that
may ease the distress and raise the quality of life for those who-are poor:-

We -believe that the efforts of government of- business and of voluntary groups
should be blended, so that they-may have incentives to work together. Incentives is
a key word here: In oversimplification the incentive that stimulates government is
power; the incentive that makes business work is profit; but the incentives that
make voluntarism work are far more complex than either of the first two. The
blending of these three sectors of our society must allow for the incentives that ac-
tuate each of the three groups to function freely.

_ The voluntary sector is an_ _eser _changing _sce_n_a_l_n_ a stew study by the _Urban
stiwte it is stated that; "Two-thirds of all non-profit organizations were created
since MO:" That is an incredible statistic. It mean that there are more "new" vol-
untary organizations than there are "old" ones: It means that Americivis are treat-
ing new voluntary groups to deal with new perceived needs with avigor that few of
us have imagined. It also means that when- we-set out to -work with voluntary orga-
nizations in any setting we must consider blending the old and the new in a creative
mix

Th, Jobs Stimulus Bill (Public Law 98-81,with its component for emergency food
and shelter, with money to be allocated through a national board and a system of
local boards,achieved_justauch ste_atiTe_miz The measure provided that old, es-
tablished agencies should_guide the program_ wititliteir_ex_parience andatinicture to
provide direction and accountability; but it _abo provided that new;_emerging_groups
in each community should have access to the program: In hundreds of communities
throughout the nation this mix of old and new, and the_concurrent _mix of govern-
men: resources-and voluntary effort, worked quite well. There were fewer problems
than i:.:pected. The model with modifications could well be tried again.

A STUBBORN PROBLEM

The_JobsStimulus _Bill (Public Law 98-81 allowed the charities to recover their
indirect osas only to the extent of 2%_. That amount is _totally _unrealistic. If volun-
tary agenciies are to work with government in a vUible perthership they_must_be
able to reeower their unavoidable overhead costs in government mandated programs
to-a- realistic' degree. .

National Board formed-in response Public Law - 98-8;- was _comprised_ of
Unites Way of Amenca, The -Salvation Arniy. National-Council of Churchea
tional Conference ofCatholic Charities, Jewiiih Welfare Federation, American Red
Cross, and Faderal Emergency Management Ageney. The Board designated United
Way of America to act as its fiscal agent. Unitad Way incurred enormous costs, -in-in
performing_ its role. Those costs could not be recovered under the constraints of the
law_Unitc.1 Way could probably not afford to do the same thing_again.
- Furthermore, each of the national agencies involved in the program incurred ex-
tensive internal costs which_couleinotbe_recovtred.

It is likely _that Congress chose these_national agencies,__with_tbeir well established
structures, their reputations for accountability; and their_ experience_ for effective
performer ,:e, because of those quilities. But those qualities cannot be _acquired_ or
sustained without end. Administrative attention from a h*her_level is necessary to
eveq hicail unit if the reputation and -effectiveness of a nation. al vericy_b_to be pro-
tected, and a program carried out well-That attention incurs a cost; and Public Uor
9$ -S provided no means for recovering it.
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hidelindent local age7tcils Iltve also eiwiplaind that the constraMtk of Public
Law !is.' %er unduly restrict iye topuridy ../ocal_groups. One new local -agent noted,
us its report _to the Nat toptif Boar& that an overhend ooid_ratio of wax reasona-
ble and iinavindable ettpenm in performing the program The Oita Of
tied staff, and of training and supervi-sing volunteers, is ail inescapable part of any
successful program.

Voluntary organizations_ may often-make efficwnt use of resources. They may
apply sophisticated and iakariced tii a task at minimal cost. And voluntary
)rgativations, located- as they are in the midst of communities. made up of the

of the community: may often be most sensitive to the needs of the commaIli-
tV and the best way to deal with those needs. Government can often do no bettor
than-to work through voluntary_ organizations.

t.t as theridore reasonahle and Nuitable--to_allow those volunCary organizations
to recover their realistic costs. They do not seek a "profit:- They would be ,content
on ly to "break even

Voluntary_ orgitaiLations tend to do what they have Set out to do by their own
schedules for doing it This is shown by the illitStratiiiii above tsee page Si of Salva-
tion Army expenses for food and _housing programs in the Western Region in 1982
and 19s3 expenditures increataxi in a reasonable growth without regard to the new
monies from Public Law 9s-8. The government funds available under the emergen-
cy. tneaziure were truly ,pnt for expanded programs and increased services: The
catch to each agency was:that they had to spend even more of their own monevr,
taking funds from other prog -ams. to pay the reasonable costs of administering the
govertimtnt program in a responsirtle. accountable and effective way:

CONCLUSION

Mr _Cha irman. it is hoped that thew comments have expressed the willingtrest
indeed. the eagnenssof the voluntary organizations of this nation to work tageth
er ith izooerrititAlli solve the problems we all share tog_ether.

The problem of tievettyand the curt ,-;nt problem of a growintg rate of ,petveey,--_-%
id acute concern to us all We are wilPrtgand eagerto work together vilph gift.
Congress and the Administration,_at all levels; to address-the problem:

May God guide us to choose our course welt. and to seek His wisdom and-rigt4
in our_efforts to. heft/Abe poor: those_who MY be a now part of the probli4.4, air4,Z
thii-se at. "always have with ket." We believe that Grid loves and cares for then/ ikhZ.
We should do no less.

Chairman__RANGEL. Thank you: Colonel, and thank you; Fath+,r:
The staff could not have assisted the committee more
you two as- witnesses, not only for the eloquence and sensitivity of
sour testimony; but certainly for the historic contrilbatiiing
CathOlic Charities and the salvation Army have made _over the
many; many years toward the needs of the powerless_ people.

I don't know why I fail to understand; however; why when there
is in this very_ same -rooms at 2:31"?,. *hen we start to deal with_ in-
dustrial _development bonds; that room is going to be packed
with lobbyists,_fightirtg_ aggressively to protect the rights of these
people that either _sell as middlemen these paperspapers,__thiee tax-
t,xempt_papers, or _their broader constituencies and that of people
diet- can invest in these papers and avoid paying taves completely;

those people that will be the beneficiary in terms of construe--
[ton; or how _this_room was packed *hen we had oversight hearings
on iindependent gas producers as opposed to the major gas pikidite=
viii.

And _yet; _while we _did have a respectable sized crowd this morn
till;, -it has dwindled down and very few people are here.

Colonel NTiLLER. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment relative
to _what you _have just been saying?

We are talking today abOutpoverty, which deals with purely_ ma-
terial matters in our society; but_ we believe that the essence of life
involves some things other than just those material things; and the
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phenomenon you note, that there will be more people here to talk
about industrial matters responds -to the fact that our concerns are
focused very much on the material aspects of our society.

Perhaps we need to discover that there_ are some other_ values
that need attention; the artistic values of our people; which_ be-
cause of poverty may not be developed in many people as inuch as
they might; the community values; the values of fellowship and
community association that can be very rewarding, the spiritual
values that can make life worthwhile in all kinds of situations; -

Perhaps we need; while we focus' on these material matters, also
to point the attention of our people to these other values that can
make life more worthwhile tit our society.

Thank you.
Chairman RANGEL. Colonel, it is__hard for us to legislate those

types of _things; but you know, in St. Matthews; it became abun-
dantly clear that Jesus was_ concerned about _whether or_ not his
brethren and _sisteren were being_ affected and whether they had
their thirst taken care of, and whether they had clothes.

cart more s I ()say identify with those matters that Jesus was
talking_ about: in terms of legislation, and so, it just appears to me
that where we find peopleand agaire__they say_ we should not
preach to the choir; because _Catholic CharittesI hope that my
loaner classmate Mrs. Mildred Shanley is still with you-- -

Reverend lbeqvgy. She is; indeed._
Chairman RANGER.. We were at the same law class at St. Johns

University. %e know the- work that you are doing. You are in the
trenches. When wt!- had this omnibus budget, the people that came
to thL. committee and came to the Congress did not have on a
collar similar to yours; nor did they have the beautiful Salvation
Array uniforms on.

They came -with the attaché cases for a _VW_ billion tax cut, and I
was looking for those that were reading St. Matthews, saying if we
cut it then we are going to cut domestic spending:

Then when we had the defense bill; I knew the Salvation Army
would be marching and Catholic Charities would be there saying
we are concerning ourselves too much with the destruction of man-
kind rather than the building of the values of love and brother
hood; and yet; nobody was there; either; so now we are here,
Father; dealing with poverty, and we are right back where we
started.

Father.
Reverend HARVEY. I was just going to comment; I really appreci-

ated_your remarks; if it takes wearing a tie and carrying a calcula-
tor, I will come to any hearing you want to get me to.1 was invited
to this hearing because I have testified on this issue before; and if
you can open any doors to be h,:.-:ard on other important issues
will take it. I just want to add one thing; and that is that those
people- who have @xcellent political action committees and are well
funded can continue to do this; while we have to fight circular A-
12 to even have a right to come in here and speak.

We get inconsistent messages about what our role is in speaking
to- the Government: You get the Internal_ Revenue Code coming up
with one formula, the Combined Federal Campaign-coming up with
another, circular A-1122. I will ask you in return for an invitation



to testify on other matters and I make the promise to Cottle backtOr any such testimony.
Chairman RAM t.. Let me make it abundantly clear lest I get in

trouble with the Ethics Committee, let it be for _the Salvation Arriy
.iiid Catholic Clizirities. Any time you see any hearing, I want youto know. :e long as I am on chi; einnmittee there is_a standing ihtri=tat ion and I _will make the arrangements with Staff to see that youtestify. but that_ _is_ not what I am talking about.

Reverend HARVEY. I hear what -you are saying.
Chzlirnian RAM:El.. Because; clearly. there is very little persua-sion done in this room by any group. Where it is really done ishai.k.hollie, when the member gets there.
ometimo4 we _adjourn, we complete_ the business here, St, theno don't have a chance to go back to be hit so heavilyby the vested anterc.sts. What I am basically talking abOilt, it justseems to me _that leaders of our synagogues and of our churches, ifthe just told their respective members, do what you have to do. asRepubliccins and 1Yernocrats, and independents; but when the finalbudget is finally written; make A. errtu ra that you remember those

%clic) cannot be represented in i;hc., z ingress by the lobbying inter-
ests.

I on sad ing that I am that there is a moral silence aswe go_about doing this_ worl? '.here are not the pressures being
placed on us_ by anyone 1rik' as relates to the programs being
discussed today.

As a State legislator. I _recall if_ we were -dealing with certainissues, that is tuition tax credits. property.-church groperty rights.1_ won't even go into abortion, bUt Charitable contributions; these
things, somehow you can get out of your hOtiSe, you can't get out
of _the church.

Your mother would _call you and say that the thatthere is something going On in Albany; and that
like to see whit h way you are going.__

In other words; the piessures that can be plated on us Lan begood and bad.-1 think it is a _great government that allows people todo this to us. I just would like to see more balance in what it takesfor us to make a decision down het* because the votes for the
budget were overwhelming. that provided fOr decreaSe in taxes. in-
crease in clefetiSei_tind decrease in domestic spending.

I don't ryeili any pressures_ bc.i,7.44 placed on US._ except _those of uswho just felt a moral objection, but I don't think our electiiih wasin jeopardy by voting against this saying that it just doesn't
appear to be fair, and yet. 1 really believe that if some of us wentback home, and ourspiritual leaderS would say we are not involved
in politics, we certainly are restricted in terms Of What Ye can do;
but how. did rota vote on that_, because we would lilti to be able to
comment to our_Lonstituents hoyou voted- on that issue. and it isnot a question of separation of church and state, in my opinion.

It is -that you have got vour_constitueritS; I have mine; and moreOften they are the same= if there are any doubts how fir thechurch can go; I will_ put- n_ a res.olutvn icv support of the churches
the _synagogues and the Salvation Army, to let you know that,:

any of your superiors saw that you are violating any rule tii-Azthey think we have trade, that is not so, but I want to tell you that



you have been an inspiration to me not only today; but certainly
over the years:

There are many people _oo' there; as you well and yow
pointed out, that thought they .ere more protected. Now they are
included in a group that was not in the safety net, and as you can
see. the hearings are about those people who thought they weren't
poor; how the gap is growing.

Sooner or later in this country; people who really thought they
had -dreams and automatically their kid could go to college; that
they get married; they get a home, and life would go on with two
cars, will find out that there is a dramatic reversal and the gap is
widening.

I_ guess it will increase the rolls of those who go to church. I want
to thank vou for the contribution you are making, and again; as I
said to the other witnesses; we will he asking you to come in an
informal way to assist us; as to what is a practical way to _handle
some of the problems you are facing in taking care of the Nation's
imor.

Thank you very much.
Reverend_flAHVM Thank you.
Colonel Mit.t.ta. Thank_you; Mr. Chairman;
Chairman RANGEL. Chairman Rostenkowski allowed me to

extend the hearings for the purpose of receiving the testimony of
the Bureau of the Census. We ask that you _subnut _it for the record;

Mr: Kincannon, if y,:,i1 can make yourself available, I won't have
a chance to ask questions; but the_gavel_Avill have to fall at 2:15,
because we just received approval of the Chair to receive your testi-
mony; and the other members are arriving now.

STATEMENT OF C.. LOUIS KINCANNON; ACTING DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF' THE CENSUS. US, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE;
ACCOMPANIED BY 14-11,1.1A M BUTZ. ASSOt'l ATE D I ItECTOR_FOR
DEMOGRAPHIC FIELDS, AND GORDON GREEN, AssIsTAn
CHIEF; POITIATION DIVNION
Mr. KINCANNON. Thank y4.,e. for previtiing the opportimxty: Mr,

William Butz, our Associate laernoraphic Matters. and
Mr. Gordon Green; Assistant Di:isson Chief in our- Population Di6,-
sion. in charge of our poverty and mcame statistics, will join

I will_ abbreviate even my shorten2a3 ttutenteot to fit in wiihm
your guidelines.

Chairman RANGEL. We also are going ti: v17'.`j t riono h,ick
on November 3. We just didn't want you to have to cc oe tiack
under pressures of not having testified.

Mr. KINCANNON: Thank you; sir; We do appreciate the opportuni-
tv to participate in this hearing; and in any further work of the
com:nittee;

The Census Bureau has beem__theafficial source of statistics on
the poverty population since 1969. The poverty levels developed by
the Social Security ' ,:nini,stration in 1964 have been updated an-
nually by the percentage change in the annual average Consumer
Price Index-.

ASide from several minor modifications in procedures; the pover-
ty definiitian itself is essentially the same today as it was in 1964.
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This reflects the Government's choice of an abiolute concept of
poverty, that is a measure based on need that does not change as
real income rises.

Updating of the poverty levels annually using_ the Consumer
Price Index adjusts the poverty___thresholds for_increases in the
prices of consumer gOcids. The effect of these adjustments can be
sei .11 in chart-1 of the attachment to the written_ testimony.

For a family of four; the poverty level has increased from just
under $3,200 in 1964 to almost $10,000 in 1982. This increase re-
flects directly the 211-percent increase in the Consumer Price
Index over this period.

Between 1979 and 1982, which was a period of increase_ in -the of-
ficial poverty population, the Consumer Price Index rose by 33 per-
cent.

Looking at _the_second chart; we see that the latest poverty esti-
mates show that 34 million persons, or st=out 15 percent of the pop-
ulation,_ were officially classified as poor in _1982._ _

The third and fourth charts in that set show that the increase in
poverty between _1979 and 1982 -was widespread; affecting most seg-
iiiients of the U.S. population. The number of whites,_ blacks, and
Spanish below the poverty_ level were-all higher in 1982 than in
1979: The poverty_rates for blacks and Spanish remain significantly
higher than for whites.

Prior to the increases of 1980. 198L and 1982;_the_overall poverty
rate had remained faitly stable during -the 1970's. The longer-term
trend in poverty is presented graphically in chart 5. It shows that
the poverty _rate declined from th_e__early_ 1960's_ through 1973._ It
was fairly stable then through 1979, and since then has trended
upward:

There were, however, important changes in the composition of
the poverty population luring the 1970's; -One of these changes in-
volved an increase in the number of families maintained by women
with no husband present. Chart 6 shows that these families consti-
tuted ati percent_of all families in -1982; up_from _11 percent in 1969.
Although officialpoverty in the United States for 1982 was at its
highest level since 1966;_this measure does not reflect the growth of
noncash or inkind benefit programs. Theselleograms_provide food,
housing and medical- assistance to the low-income population; and
they have grown rapidly.

Chart 8 compares the growth in the market value of noncash and
cash assistance programs for the period_ t.etw_een 1965 and 1982.
The growth in constant dollars has been from $7 billion to $51 bil-
liorL

While the constant dollar market value of ncncash assistance in-
creased by_ nearly 140-percent-between 197P Ind 1982; the amount
of_cash assistance declined by 14 percent.

The growth of these-programs during the 1970's and early 1980's
has had no effect on the Official statistical measure of the poverty
population,. because the value of the benefits is not included as
income for purposes of determining poverty.

We an in March 1980 ti colleet data on noncash programs,
and in September of that year; the _US; Senate requested the
Bureau to estimate the effect of noncash benefith on the number of
families and individuals below the poverty level: As a result; we
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started an accelerated research project to examine procedures that
could be used to assign values to noncash benefits; and measure
the effect on poverty.

In March 1982. we released a technical report authored by Pro-
fessor Timothy Srneeding. describing procedures for valuing major
nonciish benefits received by the low-income population._ This
report_ presented alternative estimates_ of the poverty population
for 1979 based on the combined value of cash and noncash _benefits.

The _report examined three different techniques applicable in val-
itio these benefits. The con( ,ination of these techniques_ and the
g-roupings of benefits valued ( roduced nine alternative estimates of
poverty: These are summarized in chart 10.

'fhe range in reduction of the _poverty population shown_ in this
chart is between 12percent and 42 percent, depending on the com-
bination of yaluation_technique and benefits valued.

These estimates of the poverty population based on both cash
income-and the ,slue of noncash benefits have been made only for
1979. We have undertaken a special project to produce more cur-
rent, illustrative estimates of poverty after valuing noncash bene-
fits.

This work will provide data for 19804__1981, and 1982 using the
same techniques as those used earlier. We expect to complete and
release these data in- January-1984 -

At present._there is no professional_ consensus on a preferred ap
proach for valuing noncash benefits. We, jointly with the Office of
Management and Budget. _expect -to arrange for a panel of distin-
guished experts in the field_ to review and evaluate research in this
area. The panel will be asked to make a recommendation cal the
most preferable approach or approaches for valuing noncash bene-
fits.

The last topic I would like to mention very briefly is taxes paid
by households below the poverty level. Using a tax_ simulation
model based on the income data collected in our annual survey, we
e:;timate that about 8 _percent of those households paid- Federal
income taxes in 1980. About 14 percent paid State taxes; 43 percent
paid social security payroll taxes, and 37 percent paid property
taxes on their own homes._

In summary. consideration of changes in poverty level over time
is complicated by the limitations of the official data series. This
series excludes significant_ nor._cash income. - The series does not
have complete reporting of cash income, and has other_problems.
- The preliminary work done and planned in_ valuing noncash
income should permit the _informed debate needed_ to_ arrive at a
professional consensus on the most appropriate valuation method
or methods to use. Our tax simulation model based on the annual
survey will provide a new tool to assess the disposable income of
poor and other families;

Finally; the commitment over the past three administrations to
develop a new income survey has been realized in the Survey of
Income_ and Program _Participation. Collection of data in this
survey began this month. It is a major step forward in information
on income and -assets of all kinds. and it will significantly reduce
problems of underreporting of income.
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Taken together. these steps promise great progress in our ability
tomeasure income and poverty.

Mr. Chairman. thank you for_the time to present these remarks.
(Submissions for the record follow:)

INA'RT1' TRENDA AND ISSUE:4

'Prepared by the Bureau of the Census: October 19531

Iscrsooticrios

The -Bureau -of the Census has been the major source of annual household income
statistics for the U.S. population since the first data were collected and compiled in
I947 In PACS. about 4 years after the initial development of poverty guidelines by
the tisxial Security Administration ISSA %. the Bureau published its first estimates of
the poverty population. 'Until that time the Social Security Administration has been
using income data collected by_the_Bureau to _update estimates of the poverty pepu-
'anon antimony.. l_n__190; the Bureau followed up this initial report with asecoiid
rep ort_showing estimates of poverty based_ 1,ti_a 04,4itly modified definition.
trig with the Bureau's second release wit-- Budget Bureau Directive No. IL the docu-
ment that declared_ the annual Census Bureau estimates based on the SSA poverty
definitIon were to be the official estimates of poverty for statistical purposes. The
directive noted that Sutirequent reports in the Bureau's Consumer Income Re
portb series would), from that point on. be the source of the official poverty esti-
mates.

As of this date /he Bureaus reports continue to be the official _source _of estimates
of the poverty population. Aside from several minor _procedund_rnodifications azid
annual adjustments to the poverty thresholds-for the _change_ in the anBUtil_aversate
Consumer Price Index, the definition of poverty remains as it was in 1969; The dell-
nit ion as we will discuss in more_detait later; is based on the cash income received
by_ families and individuals. Both the definition of poverty Lad the cash income con-
cept used to measure it have come under criticism. A major criticism is that the
income measure used to estimate the poverty rate ignores noncash benefits in the
form of food stamps, free or recTeed-price shut l luncliei, publicly subsidized -rental
housing._ and medical benefits provided by Ifs. Medicaid program.-A second criticism
is that there it: significant underreporting- of income on the Current Population
Survey.-which is the source of data- tot tiie Census Bureau's poverty estimates. Criti-
cisms of the poverty definition will be discussed at a later point.

The testimony as have prepared has been divided into five sections. In the AFtt
section we have described. ii. detail. the origin of the porerty definition and speci-
iiiid some of the major criticisms of the definition. The second_sectien_tiummalises

changes in :he poverty population, both in its size and composition; with_emPhik
sus tin_ the changes that have occurred during the 1939 to 1982__period as requested
by the Committee. The emergence a_nd_grow1h of noncas_"4.benefits to the low-income
population occurringduring_the_period_ from 19th -to 1*12 _is described in the third
sect ion _The_ f sirth_ section describes -two research projects_ conducted_ by the But
The _first_ wasdeselopinent_of procedures foe estimating the value of noncash
fits received by the low-income population and examining_ the trfott of their value
on poverty. The second: a byproduct of the Bureau's work on eatimating-affeax
incomes _for househot6. developed ettilimoret_Of the amount of taxes paid by ticiuse-
hot& with incomes below the poverty level. T he filial section describe plans -for
dating previous. work on noncash benefit valuation. TKen-
of annual poverty estimates after valuation of nOricash benifiti. The final section
also discusses briefly- the-new Survey of Income and Program Participation iSIPPI.
and its anticipated contribution to the .measurement and array lsis of poverty.

ii. CURRENT POVERTY DEFINMON

Families and unrelated individuals wre classified as bt4rig above_or _below the pov-
erty_leyel using the-poverty index originated at the Social Security AMittration
in 1964. The index _con.sists_of a _set of income cutoffs that vary by family site and
the number of children under_IS_ years, old: for unrelated individiulti_tind 2 yersoti
families; there are separate cutoffs for those under 65 years old and those 6a years
and-older:
- The originwl poverty index was _bwaed-on the Department of Agriciiltine'l -1961
Economy _Food an and refleeced the differe-nt consumplion requirements of
lies based on their size and composition. The Evenartnierit Of Agriculture's 1955

I'
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tiqre.v_ol_Footi.['ohlAtimptiott rchuatt1 that fanlike:- of dire or more persons event
approximately one third of their income on Ititid; the poverty-level for these families
was; therefore; set at three times the cost of the Economy Food Plan. For 2-person
families and unrelated individuals, the cost iif the Economy Food Plen was multi
plied by slightly higher factors in oi:Wr to compensate for the relatively larger fixed
e/LIWIISOS of these smaller households.

The tiiivertV thresholds are adjusted each year for inflation._ as _measured by the
prntiige inange in the annual average_Consurner Price Index (CPli One of the
major criticisms of the poverty_definition _in_ recent years_ has been that this simple
adjustment for changes_ in consumer_ prices_ fails to reflect current oxp-hditiiiiii. pat-
tern. For the_ base__ year.___110;:t._it can fairly be said that one-third of the poverty
threshold.rep_resents a_minimum adequate level _of food expenditures and the other
two-thirds_ ret,resent minimum adequate expenditure- leveli for all nonfood, items.
For other years. howi.ver, the one-to-three ratio Of food expenditures to total income
needs (hies not necessarily hold true, freeause of changes over time in expenditure
p:it terns and in the relative- prices of witds, there is no basis for breating downthe
curse -nt_ set of poverty _thresholds into components reflecting minimum expenditure
lvk of food or other Items of consumption.

An alternative to using the CPI as the sole basitifor updating the poverty threiih-olds is to recompute them periodically_usingthe same niethodology_ in conjunction
with newer data sources. Updated _ve_nsions of the Economy Food Plan (ho* calledthe Thrifty Plaro an issued periodically_. as are data -on the relationship of foOd ex-
p. odat ure!._ to total _income. The poverty lines resulting-Intim -recornputation_can
ditter substionially from_ those obtained using a simple CPI update. While no such
revised poverty thresholds are available for recent years, an example from the mid-
1:07o's_may_serve to illustrate the point.

Mollie Orsharisy. the principal author of the original poverty definition; _de-
veloped the."OrShansky -update-- a new- it of poverty thresholds based on the De-
partment of Agricultur's 1975 Thrifty Food Plan. The new food plan.took_account
iif the newly issued revirl Recommended--Daily Allowances_ as well as the food
choices of American 'families revealed b_y the_1_964-.-_tili_Household_Food Consumption
Survey. The same_survey (the_most recent data source availableto Orahaoakyl tndi-
cated that the_proportion_of family income spent on_ food was 29 percent instead of

percent, the_ factor wielded by the 1955 survey._ This decline in the proportion of
income_ spend.on_food results in a_ higher multiplier, approximately 3.4 instead of
three. The _revised _poverty _lines_calciilated_by Oriihanske ^cn ite kaais of these data
were considerably higher than the official-fly:tires br aofiout Id percent higher
for an individual and 20 pe-cent higher-for a family of four. 'These revised thresh-
olds, brought forward to 1977 by the CPI, were used in a spe"i tabulation of the
ttareh 197r. -CPS. they- produced an estimate of abouk people_below the
tiovirty- level, compared with only million under the officiW poverty definition. It
should hi recognized that updating the official poverty measure usang more recent
data does not alleviate all its shortcomirapi.

It ShOtild be recognized that opdotingthepoverty thresholds based on more recent
I rod consum_ption and expenditure data brings the _poverty concert closer to a rela-
tive meat...sure because it_reflects increases in_ real income for the entire -s-ociety.
Many peoole, however feel that poverty _should be measured in absolute Cerme iii
that poveriv declines with real _economic growth:
__.th her thiin_the annual adjustment for inflation; -the poverty theisaholdi are essen-
tial I t same as they were :At yea rs ago The_ on ly _conceptual Changeiv were three
minor modifications_ imp:merited in [ht.-March 1.S2 CPS: ill elimination of se_ps-
rate;_lower thresholds for farm families, 121-averairing of presiously separate thresh-
olds for female-householder and all other' families. and f3) replizerrient of thresh-
olds for families of seven or more persons with separate cutoffa for families with
4.V4ti-, eight.. and nine or more -meniberti. Tab-ulations of the March 19n1 CPS
showed that -the combined effect of the three chang_es was small. The revised deflni-
tii.ie resulted in percent increase in the number of persons classified as poor.
and an increase of 0.2 percentage points in thepoverty rate

(hie of the iiioiadebated issues of poverty measurement in recent years '1.11K been
the treatment of noncash incor..-:. The current poverty estimates_ are_ hewed on
niiMey income only The value ft! '...4-refits received to a form other than -cash is not
counted as income. so that receor. of food stattnx;_Mfdicait_Medicare; Public-hom-
ing and free and reduced-price :school lunches:have no.effect on the official eisti-
mates of povertv.__The exclusioe of _noncash_benefits was not _considered a thAihr
issue when the_povertv thresholds were developed because most rumerit iiid_ba
the poor was provided im cash_Qtrreritly. however; rinwcasli beriefitii
exceed cash payments by a substantial margin:
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fh ttei t of moll ash tenet as WI I ht. Mi of t he poverty populaion depends he avi.
k on the method used to estimate their cash value Research conducted at census
tioreau h.i. exolort altiormatiNa. rwthinis or halllatliktl. including _market _value__ re.
, iplnt %Akio._ and_ a pvertt, budgeli share approach Thts. hods and their effect
.111 pos.i.rt onals an. discussed in a later S44.ttoll.

In TIIS.1%. euxiaal

.tsiiit !Ti percent ot the population was below the poverty level ai I9s2, coni;_iared
e. at, 11 7 per,ent in 1979. the last year in %Mill the poverty rate did rwt_increaie
significantly The number of persons classrtied as pion- increased by about 6 !MUS
between 1979 and_ 19s2 One contributing factor to the increase was k.lie high rate of
inflation during .the period. Although sortie cash ssistanc programs are indexed_to

ribe of inflation. some Intlportant_ programs such -as the Ala to_Families with 11.-
.:1,h,r1 t eluldren.are not tied directly to the cost of living. The ('P1 rose bi 33 tier-

''rile het%en 1979 and 1962-resulting in a similar increase in the poverty thresh-
,kts. the -threshold tor a lam ly of lour for example. mereased from $7,142 to $9.$)112
i n 111s:1 however, the inliatim rate tn 19)42

_ 1 _ ! ! ! i percent, considerably less
than in the preceding %ears. which may have moderated the increase ie. _).'"e'.'..i-rty for
that tear Another major factor Wilbi the generally sluggish economy;
downturn in the_ early months of 11041/ was billowed by a recession tbre. ..1i-e.an_ in
mid Ilist and persisted through ritst_ of 196.2., accompanied by a sharp_rise _the
unentplv+ruerit rate A third contributing factor in 19)42 may have_been the_tighteff
mg if elig.bilut% stioat.ards for certain government aid programs: The_eltert of_pros
gram changes on estimates of poverty cannot be determined directly from the UPS.
It Should be noted that the poverty statiStics tire not affected by changes made in

1,1'14:r:011S

The tsoerty rate in 19S2 was at its highest Itnel soace 19111.1. However. poverty
rates foie the two years cannot 1w fairly compared. Families and indivduals with low
incomes had access to a greater runner of government benefits in 19)42 than they
did in l941;. Host_ of the growth ;n aid to the poor .occurred in programs that provtde
benefit- m forni other than cash. These benelits are not as- income-in'de
ter/toting poverty status. but they make rignitficant contributions to the well.beting
of recipients

The inrease in _poverty between 1979 .aind 19ti2 was widespread: of erting most
segments of the 1.1-1_ population. In.19S2. titers, were _211.'. nollion Whites. 9.7-million
Blacks._ arid 41) million persons of. parish origin below -he- poverty level; all of
these figures e'er -higher than in 1979. Poverty rates for all three groups also-rose
during this perilki. but the poverty rate remained consitVrably lower for Whitts
than Gm Black and persons of Spanish origin. The number of poor children under 1..*
%ears oki rose trwii : 0 . 1 1 million in 1979 to 13.1 millain in 19S2. and the poverty rote
for children rise 1-orn lbtr to 21.3 ptrceat. ln contrast, there was no significant

in the number of poor persons vears old anti over 43)4 millkm in 11021.
One reason for this may be that most elderly people are no longer working and,
herefore. arc less adversely aftected_ by- rising unemployment 4)r_ reductions in hours

worked In addition,_t he most important government programs helmet-Rim the elder-
1%, including Social Security and Supplemental Security tricorns. are ittdexed to re-
flect chant s iri-the price level.

Iletween 19714 arid 1 metropolitan and nonmtr4tolitan--area experienced in-
creases Of similar proportions in the number of poor persons. The poverty rate rose
from fif 7 to 13 7 ptreent in metropolitan alitan areas nd from -13.s to :7.s-perrert in non-
metropolitan arras Although the overall poverty rate for trieropolitan areas was
13.7 percent in 19s2, central cities had a constrierab4 higher rate )19.1.1_percent) and
the portion outside central cities had a lower ratei9.3 percent,. Both of these fimires
Were higher than in 1979. All of the four major regions altar had higher poverty
rates in 192 than in 1979.

Prior to the increases of 19st).. 19st.. and 19s2; the overall. posterty___r_ate_had_re-
mained fairly- stable for a decade It- wax -about 12 percent its both 19419 and 1979;
with only modest fluctuationstri most of the intervening years. The slow growth in
productivity and real income durinig_the decade were -art ong the reasons why pover-
ty rates did not decline. However, there were _irnpotUrit Changes during_ the 19710's
in the composition_ of the _poverty population. Otte of theite -changes invo/Ved an in-
crease in the number if families mamtamed by- women -with no hstiand present.
Thes-families constituted 11; p-rtent oi all families in 196:1, up 'rpm 11 percent in
1971'i This growth in the proportion 01 families maintained women was another
factor preventing declines in poverty rates during this period since these families
have relatively low incomes_ They made up 46 percent of all farnahes biow the pov-
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Crt kW' in 192 ollipaivd wells prcelii in 194.9. The inetst,:,--st.tc concentration_of
the poor in families with a female liouseholderwas especially evitzvotamong Blacks.
The number of poor. Black families maintained by women ruse from_74o1oixf in 1969
to 1..1 million in they accounted for 71 percent of all poor Black families in
19s2. compared with 7i.1 percent-ri 1969.

During the decade prior to the inflation- and rcessionrelated increases of 1950
And later ears. there was link. :hinge in the overall number of poor children.
There were pi o million poor children under Is vears old in 1979; not .significantly
different from the 1969 figure. However. the numberof poor childrentiving
lies with_a female householder; no husband_ present; rose from 4:2_niillioti to 5.6. mil-
bon during this period._ white the number- living get other types of families declined
from 3 _million to 1.4 million._ Although the mu.mber of poor children did not
change, the poverty rate for_ children- rose from 13.S percent in 191;9 to 16.(1 percent
in 19T9 -as a- result (04 the -sharp deChne in the total number of children under IS
year., from 6.7 to e..41 million.

Whd there were more poor persons overall in 19$2 than in _190; there were
fewer poor persons C.', veal-% and over 63.S million versus 4.S million)._ This decline
occurred during a_priod when the total number of elderly_prople rose by about one-
third. so that- their poverty rate 4-11 from 25.3 percent in .1941; toonly_14:6 percent_ in
19.2 The number of elderly poor declined sharply in- the early- 1970:s, partly be
cause of the enactment of substantial increases in Siicial SeCurty benefits.

There were a number _of changes in tine geographic distribution of the poverty
populat ion during the Iff,7ics. One such change was the iiincreasimg_concentration of
the osir in metropolitan areas. About percent of all persons below the_poverty
level in 19s2 lived in metropolitan areas, compared with a4 percent in 1909. The
central cite,. of metropolitan areas contained 37 percent of the Nation's poor in
19+2, .3p froni It percent in 1969. This increastr occurred during a_ fx.risid_when the
proportion of the total population residing in central cities dedined front 32 percent
to 2s percent On a regional basis, poverty_ has historically been conce-nriared in the
South. however. -the South's -propOrtion of the-Nation's poor dropped tiorn 46 per-
cent in 1969 to II percent in 19fC. Ditsspite this improvement. the South still had the
highest poverty rate in 19s:: of the four regions 1 1 $ 1 prcent).

Many of the changes in the poyerty_population during the 1970'smore families
maintained by women. greater twncent ration in cities,. less concentration in the

.2th--were continuations of nit the 1960's. The_ prifiory
difference_ btt wserit he two decades was that the 19411fs were a_period of steady de-
cline in tf.e_overall_paverty ra._ from 22 percent _to .about 12 percent, -Once this
levet reached in '9419, then- was little change until th-Increases:1-g the_19SO'a

While there was little err no progress Made during the-1-914W's in- closing wide gaps
between- the poverty rates for dittireint groups le.k. Whites andl Blacks, or male-
househelder and fernal-h..;a_ehifilder lam:dies.), an expanding economy and relatively
low-rates of inflation lowered poverty rates; for almost every group. The patisage of
coil rights legislation and the inauguration of a number of Federal aid and job-
t rainirg programs targeted to the low-income poputtem may also have contributed
To the Anprovement by creating a potential for e;:panded economic opportu:_:ty. Fed-
eral cash assistance prof rants have .zucrao.tod during the 1970's and 19se_s; however;
there has been a major expansion of noncash benefit programs during this period.

Iv NONVILSH sesrvir 're- THE LOW-INI'i)HE EOEVIATON

.;rIgreh
The majority. of Federal expenditures for assistance to the_ low-inconst Palif;ition

are_ now concentrated Ir. programs that- provide ",noncash-" or benefits
rather than cash. Th.e market value of these means-tested -benefits' yfoirpastied that
lei meanssted cash assistance at some time between 1`5.i70 and Since that
tone thi. gap between cash and norscash benefits has widened considerably The
largest nomeash programs aimed at the low-inieorrie population are, :fat order of ex-
penditure levels, (lithe Medeaid Program. 121 food and nutrition proi;crratts includ-
ing food stamps. free and reducvd-price school .,iiinchies andbrealifasts...Women and
Infant care (WI('i. and a number of smaller program.. and (3) public aini other sub-
sidixed. _rental housing. In 19f5; about the time the poverty_dellnition was des-eloped;
the market value of nonca.h benefits was xpprosannately 42:2 billion: At thTst_time;
th.;t. compared to ails-nut $4:0 billion in meatus-ttiood cash tveetteunce; to 19s2, the

vblrahs hosted tirriefifts are Hidew requuntia that the fium,ily income or sheds f5 t W.611, speci-
fied guidelines in order to quardy for asswitance.
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! :FI'd I billion' compared to ltlft it' in ben-
'.e.-1.11 ptogratii,

raz tiLingts-o prices, cash to I he low-moony population
rice 17., as the market' value of tideicash benefits continued

-. ond 1¶is.'2 I hi ariol value of noticash btiefit 1 (IC 11001003 h'
. 2.7_1w:cent in real tyro,- is can a.ssistan..0 declined by air percent.

I. tie program t.ir the 1iro..st _n,rinciedi program for the low-iniyone
copulation In the market value of means tested atiedecal I/tol-its was abOUt

10111101, thor threw quarters of-the vvisaiditures on means-tested- nom
ash ta,grains The rernamdet "' 1h, noticash benefits to lowaticoint. households-for

1'4,', consisted it blit_ai, Iint% A11.114 st an,t, _program wItut.h was stab.listied its
assistance Iii 1110' 60111 if public or other subs:el/ed rental units.

Ili ;'.ts:; the market value of Medicaid has risen to about $30.9 billion The value of
i.sid stamps .11111 !re or reduced-price srht>d lumhes was f;1'.: l billion

btsl -tamp Is aiiira. and the value ore public and other subsidieed housing
approydratly :.411 li rill

Thi prikaaf 1.1- eidirmitiog the cdrielid 'KA-City p.11.11: ttlin are rodiciltfd- in l)i-rectlie No I I issued by the Ottio, of Managenwnt and Iludy.,:et: As mentioned t.arli-
cr Iloo, are based on- before-tax cash_ incomes and make _no pkiivisions-leir tin
the Yalta, of nom ash_ benefits. The. large inert.ases in Fedetal expeiditures in the
-0 !II nplit .4,11 .1,11;4,Irtet during the 111Tit's had. therefore, no effect on the offirial

.a onrly
Ita failure tfii poverty Iisti-niats to account for biions of dollars in assiitam.e

I...the I. OA. ini :inns 11041W:0 10n It'd to 1.1 r014Uest from the .1 'oitygress few ts.stimates of the
ith...1 lit nomash benefits 011 the number of families and individuals below the
poi ct 10% ..1 ' The Congivss ,.tityv..ted the :Secret:fry l'ont ............ to t_xpedito the pro-

lor cellect mg survev 4,111 011 11011Cik,h bellefit44 received In addition.: the Solite-
La-% ot Sfonirrerce ....is directed to cow roue resarcii and testing_of techniques for
assighing Iri..enetary vidta.s to ninash benefits and estimating the effist of these

on the;invertt popt.fat ion

VAlliNc, ktINIASIt AI FITS ANI) ESTIMATING TAXI....`

t-0111i10:;.; Pio ,,t01107 bl011111

lil i..,isins.to the i'iltigressional d relive the 131111Nuu initiated a rest-lirch project
to develop qachniqui tor assigning eal,ues to noncash bentfits. recev-ed by the low-
oic, imp pi ipkilal i :iii -anti mezeure tht r e.ffect on povert.'1)r. Tunothy_Smeeding of
fii tinr-,J1% .PI -I'tah, :en ecorainnit with extensiv-e ?experience in this_area. was

employed ti ihe Itureau under an knier.iran Statistical Association Fellowship to
,orry this work

Nltrub 1"1".2. ,he Bur of the. Cerisee_rele;.,ssect a _technical report de.scribing
prvwed.,res bo. vie1111 114s recce:VA ht ttit tow-tncorot_populu-
t ;iltd _present ing f res,;.;:i e . 50.....erty :pi: tax ;on few 194 hased
on the. coniboasi V4,0t. of t...ash , its: The neeraltsti_beneditS valued in
this studs in,,f,,j4,e1 . school Lynches. and pt.-tithe-or
sistesieMd rental housetuf...Th to_t.h.Le'.e beradits because cullevYton

tsetse oo benefits i tbs.- Niartiv ..tirrtot Population Survey was limited to
this gr,up of I,, fltIlt _White !Ile-re if../1 been several previous studies that exarnint d

;lit of rvticitsh benfit,:. I the poverty population the was the
first study that dn4i-il&t:,tt-t.ii several differlt valuation techniques.

The. study examined three fillip-roachis to valuing nonc...i.s1.1 benefits. Thew three
marker value. 12, recirient or cais,'y ey;Lalnt valve. ark .061c

1 _The market v:elue as e4UUl to the purvtlasie prce in the priv.ate cre.rkl of the
goods received to the recipient. e.g . the face value of loud Ktampe, or the tnsurance
v :elut-_i4 rnedicalcare.

The rs.ipient or cash equivalent elue the amount of cash th.'t would make
the- reVIple.nt just as well off as thi. in-kind transfer; it therefewe-..rellets th recipi-
e.rd s 4)%n %.;:ilikition of tht benefit The reciprerit or cash equivalent value is usually
le.ss than and never foetal, than the n.arket viire Even though cash equivalent

F. 1., I ,101., Wdicar ,..prao riee_reeer Medicare i. not a fIeillIN 14.144.14 prnrarri
'Ekt !Ud, rtlearns tests -r. -A,oetera-ns
11.-partmeot.-, ,4-Statv. .2414:4 V, ,t d comm:rie. The Judwiar, and itel.n...1 Agerwir.

prn ttill! S l'on 0.1011 iettsr tmi pp 33-.31

.01,
e
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alu is a ;tepee:roil. %.iliif measure, it is quite difficult to estimate. etwrially for
medical care

3 The poverty budget share value, which is tied to the current _poverty concept.
limits the value of food. housing, or medical transfers to the proportions spent on
the ...4. items bv_persons at or near the poverty line in 1960-41, when in-kin4 trans-
fr, sere minimal It assumes that in-kind transfers in excess of these amounts are

r levant for determining poverty status because an excess of on' type of good
tvousingi does not compensate for a deficiency in another good fe.g., medical

eati; Because the value of inkind transfers are limited in this way.. the poverty
hudget share approach assigns the lowest average vto.ues to in-kind transfers of the
three methods used

r.'onibinations of the three different valuation approaches and three different
income concepts_ result in the presentation of nine alternative estimates of poverty.
The choice ot _valuation technique and income concept pt uses a wide-range of esti-
mates when the value of in -kind benefits is inclucied- in the determination-of poverty
using the current poverty definition. The reduction in the estimated number of pour
ranged from a high of 42 _percent to-a- low of abut 12 percent. Overall, the o ifTeial
estimate of the number of poor in 1n9 million.° number declines to
et I. million using the procedures producing the 42-percent reduction and 20.7 mil-
lion under the procedure producing the 12-percent reduction. The broadest income
definition. which includes food, housing, and medical care, including medical ex-
Ismilitures for the institutionalized. reduced the poverty rate from 11.1 perceta lo
e; 4 percent based on the market value approach. Of the three iokind_benefits;_niedi-
cal care is by far the facia important for lowering the. poverty rate _At market
%.ilue: food and housing alone lowered the poverty rate from_11.1 percent to 9:4 per-
cent. while the remainder of the decrease result fronerneclical earl? benefits:
- The recipe nt or cash equivalent value sipproacksubsUritially reduces the number

of poor -hut to a lesser extent than market value_ The reduction in the poverty rate
using this approach for food and housing alone7is nearly the same as for market
value i!. a percent remained poor compared to-9 -percent for market value). The
inclusion of medical care benefits, with institutional care expenditure*, reduces the
poverty rate further-to S.2 percent -for the recipient or cash equivalent method.
Thus, the marginal effect of medical benefits on the poverty rate is significaney less
than that of the market value approach.

The poverty budget share approach has a smaller effect on the number of poor
than either of the other approaches. The poverty rate using the poverty budget
share method for food and housing_alone declines from 11.1 percent to 9.$ percent.
'The marginal effect of medical care benefits is less than either of the other valor
at ion methods iu well The poverty_r_te based on the poverty budget share approach
including medical benefits is S.9 percent.

In no subgroup_ of .the population the effect of the value of medical _benefits
greater than on the elderly. The official poverty _rate for the elderly woe It.7 per-
cent in 1979 Food anti _housin/ _benefits at market- alue reduce this poverty rate to
12 If percent The- addition of the value of medical benefits -with inatitutional _care
included- reduces the poverty_ rate for this group dramatically 16 4.5- percent. Other
combinations -of- valuation techniques arid- income concept* have smaller efreeti.

Inclusion of the vahe of noncash benefits also -heal larger than average effect/I on
the poverty rates of Blacks and- families maintained- by women since these groups
have hather participation rates-in the rikaitaih benefit-programs. Using the market
value technique for valuing in-kind benefits rediiced the estimated number of poor
by about 42 percent overall. The comparable decline in poverty was about 50 per-
cent for both Blacks and families maintained by women.

Estimotiag tuxes
ever the _tta.,;t Is months the Bureau has been developing_a tax simulation model

tsesed on the March ('PS. This model estiruates the amount of Federal and_State
individual income taxes, payroll Wes (FICA!. and property taxes paid by house
holds Usang.this model we have been able to estimate thte amount of taxes _paid by
households with cash incomes below the poverty level and the number of households
below the poverty level_ based on after-tax rash Owen*.

_ About EA percent of households below the_poverty level in 19$O paid one or more
of the four types of totes mentioned. _Payed/ Wes and property taxes were, by far,_
the two _meta _common of these four at paid by the poor_Forty-ttbree t
households below the poverty level paid pityttill taxes aid l7 percent paid peoperty

'Poverty estimates fur the nottcash valuation research tome computed on a household basis
and. therefore. differ somewhat from the official pubhinthed figures.

17/
ie
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taxes on lionies being_ puicti,iiseil or owned_out right Federal income taxes- were paid
by s percent _and State income taxes by 1 percent of linseholds below the _po'vertylevel thwall, about 5 percent of cash income ro-..seiv...41 by these households was
paid in taxes

Dev elopment of the poverty definition in the 'Nab _kictually_based_on
income utter ii:iymeht of F.-eiteral and Stateindividuai nu' taxes even though the
brire tax income levels collected in The March ef'S been used directly since
that time to estimate the poverty population Our estimates for 19s0 _indicate that
the poverty rate for households would havr,t,een 111.- percon_ insteadof 1.3.3 tiereerit
had Federal and State individual income taxes been deducted prior to calCiilation oft h.. iso.t.rt eaimater

EsTIMATEs 01, INcITIntsil; THE VAlUEpath siorcessri ino,vvrrs
:.,,,tirudtes front the Atari h

Estimates of the poverty population based on both cash income and the value of
bi-ii, ras Itae been made only for :'.179.__Tht,y_wrre the product of thentaitieresearch effort directed Congress_ _and con-t_ueteo by the Bureau of the

K5au:..e. the 1979 estimates Jr.' now well out of Gate, we have undertaken a special
projectto priiduce_ more current estimates of poverty after valuing noncaSh benefits.
Work on this _project has .alreadv begun. The -goal of -this work is ric_p_roduce esti-
mates tor 19s1!. 1951-. and I9s2. Using comparable procedures based uxa the techniques
de...tot...din the initial research rtiort.

reisirt iii the Bureau's technical paper series is planned for_release in January
11+54 will contain estimates of poverty beforeand_after_th: valuation of
noncash benefits for each year between 1979 and 1952. Estimates for earlier years
will ii it bw made because 1979 was -the first year for which the noncash-benefit data
were auvailahle from the _March CPS. The report will show eStimates of the poverty
population by a large number of social and economic characteristics, e.g., age, race
and Spanish origin, sex; fumilyrelatuniship. marital status, site and type of family,
etc The report will provide-up to-nine different alternative estimates of the poverty
population ('onibinations of the three valuation techniques and grouping .of benefits
to iiielude or exclude the value of medical care altogether or _the_ poiltion spent on
in...institutional population produced the nine different poverty estimates contained
.n --t technical report for_197 9.__

The 39*4 techni.:411 report will provide the first time series -cif poverty es-timates on _the broader definition_ of income including -noncash benefits.Afata
tat noncasil k4i._?.;wfits Ior 19*:_t_ are scheduled to be released in August 19S4 at approxi7
irately the same time as the annual advance report on the income and poverty
status of_families_and persons in -1953.-
_ The tifflei. of Management and Budget and the Bureau of the Census will submit

the in-koid valuation mettiods to a panel of expert economists and statisticians. from
outside the Federal government to determine which one_ or ones of these-methods
me..t sun-I.:wink. high conceptual and _statistical standards to be used in making afl-
oat estimates of the number of families..and individuals in poverty. The-panel Will
he asked to recommend_ any figrther refinements in measurement methodology that
may hie_needed to produce_ reliable poverty estimates When in-kind valuation meth-
ods have been refined to the satisfaction of the Census -Bureau and OMB, Poverty
estimates based on total_ income. including-in-kind benefits, will be included in the
flureans regular annual poverty reports. The Bureau is also moving ahead with
other efforts to improve poverty estimates.

1::.hrnutes From the .tiarl.vry s>f Intafte and Pnivram ftrturtpatian
Th4. Bureau began concluding_ the Survey or Income and Pragrant PairtieiVation

,sipv, on October 1, 19s:I The SIPP_is designed to_provide ton itudinal- information
about labor_ force participation= program participation program eligibility, iiictirrie,
assets, etc.., of the U.S. population Data .from the survey- will provide a monthly pro.
tile_ of these and many other iniporWnt astatts of the socio-ectinonsic condition of
households.

The first data products scheduled from SIPP are quarterly report; covering_a wide
range if sosseconornic characteristics Of the pojaulation. The first _publiattiom
sidiedifkl -i-eleasTe in August 1954. will contain estimates _of the
ycipiilatioii both lifore and after inclusion of noncash_bene_fits for the_thirdsiw-eurt
iif 19s1 Average monthly income for the calendar quarter will be used to &rennin/0
low income status The low-income levelswill be derived by dividing- the titiVely
levels based on annual income levels by 12. We have deeded to Use the Venn



ire-....me rather than p....-rt tweau.. Uflici51 definition is hivsed on an annwa!
Otrirpi

elOing he and the initial data prIvi:icts for calendar quarters. SIP? %ill provide
the most comprehensive data base ever available for the examination of invorree
pi.vert Not only will the ,..urvey Supply more detail concernirig the charactensttib:.-
.it' the pi A Iri /pulatf.i.,in. the longitudinal asp..t-t will enable an exariination of the

o% Mr '2' ,rar during whi,z-h each t.-.ablpit- hit eh&3
is mien. lev.ed

Detailed tables and charts follww

179
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Table 2. Ch,-.41--s Between' 1959 and 1982 in the
Consumer Fri.- lndez and _the Average Poverty
Threshold 1w a Family of Four

Yar

(=0

Co-nsuHaig
Price liscky

Average threshold
for a family of
f,t***Cdtrioail,itKautxf)

19a2 2ti__%1 $ 9,e521981 , 272A e. '-.17
19E3 2468 8.414
1979 217.4 7,412
1978 195.4 6,662
1G)77 181.5 6,191
1976 :70.5 5.815
1975 161.2 5,503
1974 147.7 5,038
1973 1333 4,540
1972 125.3 4,275
1971 121.3 4 137
1970 1163 3,968

1969 1092 3.743
1968. 1042 3.553
1967 1W.0 3.410
1966 972 3217!965 942 3.2231964..... . . 92.9 3.169
1963 91.7 3,128
1962 90.6 3,089
196! 89.6 3,054
1960 63.7 3.022
1959 0.-0- 0 87.3 2973

I For yews prior to1981. average threshold for a nonfarm
farnilY of four is es own.
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Taf.e 1. PEZSONS. FAXDILTES. AND :NEM-4= INDIVT7LAL5 BELOW 7E7 'MTITT
LEVEL. 3T RA E: 1959. 1959, 1974. 1,.79, AND 1982

c',ussers ttousaadsi

Nu=ber Below Powerty Level Poverty Rale

An Maces ibhitt 31ack A11 Barest

15E2 i 3,40 1 23.517 9.697 15.0 i

PER5241

197-r Zt.072 17.214 14 11.7
1974r 23.370 15.716 7.252 11.2
1.-A4 24.147 16.659 7,045 12.1
1959: 39.490 24,424 9.527 22.4

YAS11:745

2332
7.9792.

1974r
959

19'9

UNRELATED
DCIVIDT415
1982
1979r
1974r
1559

1959

1

7,512 5.1:6 2.158
2.25.451 3.581 1.722 9.2

4.522 3.352 1.479 8.6

5,008 3.575 1.366 9.7
8.:20 6,185 1.850 12.5

6.458 5.041 A.229 23.1
5,74D 4.452 1.168 21.9
4,553 3,553 927 24.1

44972 4.05 850 34.0
4.928 4,041 811 48.1

Revlaed

blite 31atk

1.2.0 35.6
9.0 31.0
8.5 30.3
9.5 32.2

18.1 55.1

9.6 33.0
6.9 21.8

6.8 26.9
7.7 27.9

15.2 46.1

20.7 40.3
19.7 37.3
21.8 39.1

32.1 46.7
44 1 57.0
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Table 4. Pct"EnT STAWS Cr FAMILIES, EY FAX-1.7 TTPC AND RAZ.E: 1969; 1979,
ANZ 1582

N=Si.r.; thq51.:andsl

Percent
:yf9 Change

1969-13=

ALL C0111 LENV..5

AI' Races

All fsallies 61..3 59,550
Families with female householder, DV
husband present 9,469 1,705

All ottsr 51;924 50,845

to

51,5E0 11.0

5,593 69.3
45.395 12.9

411 fan-'-u 53,46. 52,243 46,2C1 15.4
lies vitr fSmale tomeholder, no

pre&e 6,507 6,052i: 4,165 56.2
otner 46,900 45,13..1 42,096 11-4

_ 411 faddIPtit 6,530 6,144
Fastol-s with efale householder, so
hust..4 presets' 2.,734 2,495

All 42.4er families. 3,796 3,689

BLICN ?OVERT! LEVEL

41: Races

All faudiIiss
Families With fenale botmeheIder, no
Husband present

411 athmr famLies

White

_ All ?sillies
Fani:irs With feSSId WaSeWdal; NO
hmaeod present

othre families

91111Cit

All ... . .

11G LAM with fe=tIs UehaIdes. no
sueuand present
All other .........

7,57Z 5,481

3,434
4,157

5,11

2,645

L2)114

3,581

4;i9 33;i

1,384 97.5
3005 3.3

5

88.0
7,121 29.2

3.5: 4 43.2

1,813 1,1" /,009 69.6
3,306 2431 2,508 31.0

2;158

622

1;7Z' ;,169 58.0

1,234 737 108.3
494 420

1

Reviee

83
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7anle e. pers=s 65 Years Oln and aver Below tne Poverty L.eve l by Race:
:469. 1i79. ana lit/

-r.arazterlstIc
poverty level
1-anner below_

I Poverty ;Ate
1

1982 1

aN2 0717

A::

T.....all 3.751
in faaAlLes 1.474
Laree3 L7:11vIa.als 2.275
Male . 391
Female 1.334

%ta... 2.870
:n fAaJmes ',075
.:7-,eelatiZL:.na.....Als 1,792
Male .21 270
Fedale-w. 1.522

Blina

l'Otal- 'III

la faaalles 160
Vmrelated Incl,.'ld.:als 451
Male 107
Fedale . 344

:979r i 19.09 1.982

1.682 4.787 14.6
1.380 2.127 4.5
2,291 2.460 27.I

428 Se? 21 2
1.3-1 2.093 23.7

2.911 4.252 12.:
:.7.'17 1;753 _6.9

24 2.300 23.6
125 444 16:9

1-.555 1.852 25.4

740 689 31.2
138 1;3 11.9
aail 330 61-...6

_95 107 50.1,

505 229 V;:

1 197e 1 141.3

15.2 25.3
8.4 16.0
29.4 47.3
.1 3 31.4
3;.5 49.4

:1.: 21.3
9 14.3

28.5 45.0
22.3 36.3
27.6 47.7

1e..3 50.2
24.1 18.2
58.1 74.5
4..11 44.4
Mii 77.4

r _
Based on revised methodoloty.

1=14des unrelated vabfanaly drabers ndt ihow"; Separately.
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'ante s. All Persons: CO/Arius of the humor of Poor and Poverty Rates_
using Alternative Income Concepts end Valuation Techniques: 1979

Xsoers in vin;...An=s/

Mutton technique

:mane c0.eerr

money income alone:
munoer_of poor
Poverty rate,

mef_ie income plus food ,d
noustmi:

/6=oe, -*
Poverty rate
Percent reduction'

POney_incone plus foW.
mousini, aid medlcal care
tekeucing institutional
can espenditures):

Niue+, of poor
POverip rate
Percent reluCtiOni

Wont!, income plus food.
housiny, and medical care
(including insti\intional
care expendfturt1):

hunoer_of_pur
Poverty rate
Percent reductioni

Market
value

approach

:;=cfpleet_or cast Poverty waget
! equivalent value Share 4AlUi

approiChl approech

13.673 23.823 2623
11.1 11.1 21,1

19;933 20;218 20.143
_S.4 9.5 9.d

-15;6 -14.4 -12.2

14423 16.193 18.868
6.6 ' 8.7

40.6 -20;1

13;634 17.314 19;466
6;4 4.2 449

4Z.3 -26./ .20.1

Iiierceia reduction in the manor of poor frco tile current poverty 'Waite
dawn on meey luau alone.
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71:le 3. Tne E!oerTy: Com.larlson of tne kiioer of Poor and Poverty aates
:Jsin; A:ternative :ncome Canc42s and Valuation Tecnniowes: 1979

A.voers I tnOI:S411:1$:i

:nzome conce,tt

Valuation technique

Market 9ecipient .-- cash

value equivalent vo!ue

4.Wroach awmacm

Poverty otud9et

share value
approach

money income alnme:
doer of co).
Poverty rate

voney ',.:one ;74s An2

%;.n.,!.#r. if

Pove-ty rate 4
Percent ed coon

Money Irk:one fod.
na4sIn;, enc.' me-v:41 care
;exclddin; Institutional
cArt expenoit:irts):

4notr of ouor
Poverty .ate
Percent reuictior-

Monet_!ncome_olas fool;.
twisiri;; and medical cart
;Including in tit4t1Ohel

cart evOin4itres):

Number of poor 1.251 2.242 3.019
Poverty rate 4.5 1048
Pe-cent reductionl -(9.5 -45.3 -26.3

4.CS7
14.7

601

12.i
=12.1

1.452
5.2

-64.6

4.097
14.7

L649
13.1
=10.9

7.6.2)1

9.3
-34.5

4,057

1perCen_re44CtiOM to -the MOW of poor from the ci;oret Ooveety esti-
mate 04Sed on money tlgome Alone.
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Chart 1. Changes Between 1959 atui 1982 in the
Consumer Price Index and the Average Poverty
Threshold for a Family of Four

_Comsumer Average threshold
Price Intkx for a family of

-Xte (1967=100.1___Imr_mik..
1982 Via._ S .862
1981. 272.4 3.287
1 as a ..... 246.8 8,414
1979 217.4 7,412
1978 195.4 6,662
1977 181.5 6.191
1976 170.5 5,815
197b 161.2 5.500
1974 147.7 5.038
1973 133.1 4.540
1972 125.3 4,276
1971 121.3 4.137
1970 116.3 3.968

1969 109.8
1968 104.2
1967 100;0
1966 97.2
1965 94.5
1964 92.9
1963 91.7
1962 90.6
1961 89.6
1960 883
1959 87.3

3,743
3,553
3;410
3,317
3,223
3.169
3.128
3.089
3,054
3,022
2.973

For years s.:iqr to 1981. averags threthold for a nonfarm
family of four is slidwrs;

19 4'
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Chart 2. PDSCSS TH! ?OVER!! LEVEL, 182

(Numbers in thousands)
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Dun II; AtiCER OF PERSONS_BELOW_THE 1TVERTY LEVEL 81 VALUATION TECHNIQUE IKLUOING THE VALUE OF ALL FOOD;

HOUSING; NO MEDICAL BENEFITS'
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Chart 12, PERCENT REDUCTIONS IN POVERTY USING MARKET VALUE APPROACH FOR SELECTED SUBGROUPS: 1979
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Chart 11, PERCENT OF 8EFORMAX INCOME PAID IN INCOME; PAYROLL; AND PROPERTY TAXES IN 1980 rOR ALL HOUSEHOLDS AND

HOUSEHOLDS BELOW THE POVERTY LUEL
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Chairman RANGEL. Thankou very much.
The Chair is going to reserve the right at this point to ask ques-

tions and we will forward those questions to your office.
[The material follows:]

COMMITTEE -ON WAYS-AND MEA1,2"4..
U.S. "louse or REPRESENTAIWRS,
Washington D.C. . 1VovemtVr 12: 198J.

Mr. C. Louts KIN-CANNON.
Acting Ihrector.-Bureau of the Census.
Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. KINVANNON: On behalf of the Subcommittee on Oversight and the Sub,
committee on Public Assistance -and Unemployment _Compensation; we wish to
thank you for testifying during the joint -hearing, held on October 18. 1983. Your
statement was important in aiding the Subcommittees examine the causes and
impact of the recent increases in the poverty rate.
-- Near the end of your testimony you mention that the Office of Management and
Budget and the Census will submit irekind valuation methods to a panel of expert
economists- and statisticians from outside the Federal government and that _the
panel will be asktd to recommend further refinements -in measurement methodolo-
gy We would like to know when the panel will be formed, the names of these
expert economists and statisticians and when the panel will submit its findings or
recommendations. Please keep as apprised, of your work and funher surveys (SIN')
arm reports on the measurement of poverty:

In addition. provide for the record. the number of personslivim; below the privet.,
ty threshold, the poverty rate and the poverty gap-subdivided by type of family -head
(elderly, female-headed and other) if the thresholds had been indned to CPI -X1.
This information should be calculated for 1973, 1975 and 1978 through 1982.

/Vain, we appreciate your assistance.
Sincerely.

liAROLD FORD; Ch.oirman._
Sulicommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment annpensation:

CHARLES B. RANGEL,_
Subcommittee on Oversight.

U.S. DEPARTMENT_OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU or_ria CENSUS,

Washington. DC. December 14. 1981
Hon. CHARLIE B. RkNGEL.
Chairman. Subcommittee_ on__Otersight. Committee on Ways and Means. House of

Representatives; Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR. RANGEL: Thank you for your cosign1 letter requesting additional infor-

tviation relevant to the recent increases. in the poverty rate.
The Census Bureau and the Office of Management and BudAtet are discussing the

members/. p of a vanel of expert economists to review the Bureau's work on valuing
noncash tienefits and measuring their effect -on the porverty_estimateL__No decisions
on panel membership have yet been reached. Early in calendar year 1984. when the
pa,,lel has been named and its schedule cWtierininkl, we till! inform you.

We will _provide the data you requested on income deficits inckxid to the CPI=Xl.
We can provide _all of the yea_m_ requested by the Subcommittees except 1973; we
will provide 1974_ data as a sabatitute. We will end the data to you as soon as we
ha-ve completed the computer Ubutions.

If you have any queidions, please hare your staff contact Mr. Gordon eilreen. Pop-
ulaiion Division. on 7ii3-7343.

Sincerely.

.06 (1 - - 13

L KING-AMNON.
Ifeputy Ihrector, Baireau Of ithe Census.



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

Washington. BC.. January .11, 1984.
Hon. CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Cher:sight Committee on Ways and Meows, Mute qtr

Repregerdatives. washington, lie.
DEAK _MR: RANGEL: We are enclosing the materials that we agreed to provide you

in-our ITeCember-14 letter.
We retabillated the poverty counts for_1974; 1975; and 197$ through 1982 -from the

Current Population Survey iCPS) applying an experimental -Price Indei
ICP17U-X_H rather than the VII; used in the- published CPS reports. Table 1 dis-
plays these data along with corresponding pui,lishid data for persons, families; and
unrelated individuals. Table 2 compares the CPI -U -X1 adjusted average .poverty
thresholds for a Wilily of four with the published series_for 1974through_1982,

It you have any questions. please have your staff contact Mr Gordon Green. Pop=
ulation Division. on 763 7444.

Sincerely,
C. L KINCANNON,

Deputy Director. Bureau of the Census.
Enclosure.



/able 1. Poverty Population oAd owe PeciCit Slatteohrerit trriNlili With CP14-11 Inflation Adjustoent:
1914, MS, and 191047

Year

IIWObtr tuilaM 00Yerti 10111 Percent belga poverty 1.'41

(numbers lo thouslods)

AcgrtfitP_Ittilt itit
!Nos of 1112

Adjusted

povertf
thre4h-
olds

Official
poverty

040

Adis-1694

Percent met
dl f fee- thresh-

el*? olds

All families

1982 MIN 1-151? !II.' 104
1981 5,932 6,851 -13.1 9,7

1980- 5,510 1,211 -11.9 0,1

19192 1-,909 I Mil -10;1 1;2

1919 1,781 5,320 .10.1 8,2

1978 4,760 642P1 9.0 8.3

1975 1,90; 5,450 - 8;5 8;9

1974 1;561 1;922 - 1.3 8.2

Fool 1 Its -filth House-

holder 65 qnd Over

1982 690 897 423.1 7.2

2941 610 851 -21.3 7.1

1980 /Of 831 -16.2 1;6

1979r 100 022 211.8 /.0

1919 680 PR =14.1 11
197.8 in 712 421 7,3

1915 644 728 -113 7.9

1911 619 686 - Le 7,1

MM. .4411.1.11PIMOOMMPII

Of ficial
Poverty

thre,h0
0144

Differ-
Pre

125.2 el.!
11442 ihi
1:'''1,1 1,2
';;? -1;0

9,1 -0,9
9.1 -0.8
1.1 .03
8,0 ,6

9.3 .1
9.1 .2,0
El 4;5
9,1 -1.3

9,1 -1,4
8;4 .1,1
3.9 .1.0
8,5 .0,8

Adjusted Offltlil
poverty poverty
thy! A threlh
olds( oldsi 3

Percerit

differ.
vice

23;490 7? ''.0 419;1

20,313 2s,-,,41 -20,4

18,124 22,630 -79,9

16,131 M M

15,745 19,108 -11.6
15,115 18,521 -16A

15,823 19,035 -11.9
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Table 2; Average Poverty Threshold for 4 Family of Four --

CPI-U-X1 vs CP1-U.: 1974-1982

Year

1982
1981

1980

1979
1978
1977

1976
1975
1974

Using
CPT-U-X1

Using
CPI -U

(published)

Percent

difference

$8,978 $9,862 -9;0

8.455 9,287 -9.0

7.718 8,414 =8.3

6,941 7,412 -6,3

6,335 6,662 -4.5
5,932 6,191 -4.2

5,576 5,815 -4.1

5,278 5,500 -4.0

4,874 5.038 -3.3

NOTE: Thresholds shown for 1974 through 1980 are
for nonfarm families; the farm differential
was dropped beginning 1981.

Chairman RANGEL. We do hope that tentatively you would _make
arrangements tO be here to wrap up our hearings cn Novemher
and I thank you for_your patience.

Mr. KINCANNON. You are welcome, sir.
Chairman RANGEL The hearing stands adjourned; subject to the

call of the Chair.
[Whereupon;_at 2:15 p.m.; the hearing was adjourned; subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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POVERTY RATE INCREASE

THURSDAY; NOVEMBER 3; 1983

HOUSE' OF REPRESENTATIVES; COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANT)
MEANS; SUBCOMMITTEE or OVERSIGHT; 'SUBCOMMITTER
ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPXN-
SATION

Wash ington; DC.
The subcommittees met at 9:45 a.m., pursuant to notice; in room:

longworth _House Office Building; Hon. Charles B. Rangel
(chairman of the SubcOmmittee on OtNersight) presiding.

Chairman RANGEL The joint hearing of the Subcommittee on
Oversight and the Subcommittee on Pirblic Assistance and Unem-
ployment Compensation will come to Order.

Earlier we had a day .of hearings and received a lot of informa-
tion relatir4 to poverty from expert witnesseits definition; meaa-
urement; the inc--ease in the poverty rate, and on the characteris-
tics of the poor. Basked on the previous testimony, certain funda-
mental fits are clear.

Firsti poverty has increased dramatically in recent years regard=
less of how it is measured. .tletond, the _prime reason for increasing
poverty is governmental poticy. The tecession,_ budget reductions;
the 'failure to adjust public assistance henefit level* for inflation,
and inadequate responses to increasing human needs have all con-
tributed to the increase in poverty. Third; the administration's tax
policy_ hasimposed a substantial- burden on the poor while provid
ing a lot of relief for middle and higher incomepeoule. Anti I think
that a combination of all of these things have shown that_the num-
bers _of people entering this group called _the poor have increased.

I think that we would want to address these things, and for those
reasons we have Continued ftur hearing.

We have -with us to start off the testimony -this morning, David
Stockman. Of course he is the direetor of the Office of Management
and ihrdget. We had hoped that the secreurry; Department_ of
Health and Human Services could be with us, but she was _Unable
to adjust her sehedule to 1.t.coommOdate7 the committee. So Dr;
Rotwrt Rubin, the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evalaa-
tion, rill be with us.

I, personally, on behalf of the committee recognize the h-ea
schedule that the Budget Director ha and we hope that this morn-
ingwe will have a fruitful _eirehtinge to _see what we can de tetOth-
er to better accommodate the needs of the poor of our country.

[The statement of Mr. Rangel follows:]
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4 /i1,,SiiNt; STATEMENT or CHAIRMAN CHARLES R RANGEL

Thimi morning the Subcommittee on Oversight and the SUbconunittee on Piib lic
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation continue joint hearings on poverty
and its recent increase. _ _ _

F.,:irher, the s'ibcorantittees held ii ,day of hearings-and received a great deal of
inform:ition _front expert witnesses on lioverty. its definition and measurement; the
increase in the po verty rate, and on the characteristics of the poor. Based on the
previous testimony. four fundamental facts are clear.

First, isiverty has- increased dramatically in recent years regardless of_ how it is
meilsured. Second, the prime reason for increasing poverty is governmental polity.
The recession. budget reductions; the failure to adjust public assisU.ance_ benefit
le.els for inflation, and inadetwateresponses to increasing human needs-have all
contributed to the increase in_poverty_ Third, tax policy has imbotied a substantial
burden on the poor. For example. combined _Federal income and payroll taxes for a
family t)f four with earnings equal_to_poverty have. increaaed from 12449-in 197/i_ toli We in 19s-47-11n_increase of $stai. This represents an increase in Federal taxestrom 4 to lo liercent of the fanaly's income. Four, improvements in the economy
will not significantly reduce poverty.

Rased on these four _facts, i believe Nigher governmental action is _rtNuired to ad-
dress increasing poverty_ in our country. -This morning we will hear from two ad_min-
ist ration witnesses on _this-subject, David Stockman, Director of the Office_ of Man -
:10ement_ and _Budget (OMBI-and Dr. Robert J. Rubin, Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning :Ind Evaluation of the Ikpartment of Ilealth and liuman Services It IISI

I think it-is critical that we hear from the administration on this matter and
whether it plans any new policy initiatives to combat growing poverty.

Chairman RANGEL Chairman Ford?
Chairman FORD. Thank you very-much; Chairman Rangel, and to

the Subcommittee on Oversight. We, as members of the Subcom
nuttee on Public Assistance_and _Unemployment Compensation wel-
come the opportunity -to_ join with you in the hearings today and
welcome Mr: Stockman -to the hearing.

The purpose of today's session is-to examine the alarming rise -in
the poverty rate in this country. The official poverty__ rate_ has in-
creased_ from 1).4 percent in 1978 to 15 percent in 1982; 34.4 mil;
lion_ people in this couittfy have incomes below the poverty level:

I know that_ the measure of poverty is subject to some controver-
sy. and we will be discussing that tdday with the_Directtorof OMB
along with the representatives of Health and Human Services.
However, no matter how one measures poverty there is no dispute
that _it has increased.

I, for one do not find great satisfaction in- the argument that the
poverty_ rate is overstated and that we really have only 20 million
people in poverty in_ this country: The fact is that we have a sub-
stantial number of Americans for whom the American dream is a
fairy tale. The American reality_ for them, and millions of them are
children in this country, is stihstandaH housing; lack of health
care. and_ poor nutrition.

There is a perception that this Government in particular this
administration, has -simply forgotten about_ the poor in this coun-
try In times like this and as _chairman_ of the Suhcommittee on
Public Assistance and Unemployment COmpensation,_ we have a
real_ sensitivity to the needs of the poor-of this country, and we
would hope that the administration would focus its attention on
those needs:

Through_ the hearings we have conducted and the legislation
which. we have .conside;ed on the Subcommittee on Piiblic Asaist-
ancel have to come to share the view that those who are helpless
and those who are homeless and those who are poor in this court-
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try. and those who _fit within those poverty lines have been forgot-
ten. I hope today that the witnesses from the administration, Mi.
Stockman; who is Director of -the Office of Management and
Budget, and Secretary Rubin of Zhe liepartment of Health and
Human Services will help change my mind and the minds of others
who are out there in this country who are in need of help and who
need the administration's attention.

I look forward to the testimony of Mr. Stockman today, along
With Mr. Rubin. And also look forward to hearing from my col-
leagues who will raise those vital questions to both of those repre-
sentatives from the administration,

Mr. Chairman, once again we are .delighted to joint with you and
the OversightCommittee today in this joint session.

Chairman RANGEL. Thank you.
Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Chairman; I have no opening statement other

than that Mr. Martin is unable to be here. I don't know of more
important hearings that we could have now than really what is
poverty and our definition of poverty; what we have done perhaps
to move more _people into the poverty_ bracket; and how much of
the poverty is by choice or the income is by choice; may I say. And
I think it is very important that we go all the way into this subject
and I congratulate you Mr. Chairman, for holding the hearings.

Chairman RANGEL. Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MA'rstn. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman, thank you
Chairman RANGEL Mr. Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. No opening statement.
Chairman RANGEL. Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Chairman; I have a statement but i don't

think we should hold up the witness any longer, so could I have
permission to-insert it-in the record.

Chairman RANGEL. Without objection.
[The statement of Mrs. Kennelly follows]

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA B. KENNELLY, A REPRESENTATIVE PM CONGRKSS FROM
THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. Chairman; at our earlier hearing on the increase_ in the rate of poverty; these
two subcommittees heard disturbing testimony about the growth and depth of pov-
erty in our country today:

the poverty rate in -1982 was-at its hi hest level since 1966 and represented a 33
percent increase over 1979. While the elderly now experience poverty at a rate com-
parable to the population as a whole, the poverty rate for children rose from 16 to
over 21- percent between 1979 and 1412.

Our hearing explored the inadectwacies and the complications involved vrin differ-
ent measures of poverty. but we found that by even, standani _poverty has in-
creased. And the rate of Roomy including_ in-kind transfers is growing faster than
the rate of the historical measure of poverty. Even if we sccept_the_accuritcy of the
14.4 percent_poverty_rateincluding_in-kind_transfers; Dr. Timothy Smeedirrg tes-
tiftei_that this country still has more than a staggering 20 million citizens who are
poor and_ needy:

_ More Americans hays. fallen below the poverty line; and might 1 add. through the
'.safety net ": The poor M this _country have become poorer. They are losing the front
line battle against poverty. CEO Director Rudolph Penner told us that in the years
1979 tutu 1952 the proportion of Aniencans who are the poorest of the poor in-
creased from 61 to 68 percent.

Although this Administration's economic policies were -sold to the Congress as
good- for -the- country- as a whole. -the benefits a these policies have been very un-
equally distributed. A drop in inflation was brought at the price of high unemploy-
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mm. and as unemplo%ment reached record levels, the Administration _pushed
through reductions in the very programs which tide thejobless over the secession:
une:Aployment in cut by percent; food stamps slashed by nearly twice as
much. Title XX rednced_by.22 percent.

We have seen suffering among Americans reach unprecedented levels in the Last
two decades _a.s. a result of the increase in poverty: Where the federal government
has turned its_ back on the poor, the religious: and private eharities_havelieeit over-
whelmed by the demand for their_a.ssiStance. In two years--alone, Catholic Churth
Charities increa-:ed its provisions-of emergency meals from W0,0(A) to over 1, ,M).
Fikid hank activity in -Cathalic Charities Jump-d 1(K) percentbut this is under re-
stricted conditions and with rationing. As every Member of Congress who has been
involved in setting up food and shelter programs in his or her own district knows,
there is .,imply not enough help to gp around.

Poverty will always be with us, but believe we have a moral obligation not to
ignore those in neeti-During_this period in which poverty increased;_we have seen
more families who never felt poverty_before_seeking aid=more street families bereft
of their past bearings: In Connecticut; the Department of- Income MainCeMuce held
a hearing to evaluate assistance programs in ihe SUate_ hi fact, the hearing was-a
report on poverty c.,elf as_ recipients-of State and Federal assistance spoke in
moving and force :-..0 ways-atiout their frustrations and desperation, their great de-
sires for a Keller life. for just a chanix--and for, quite simply, more food for their

'the Federal Government must respond to the needs of its citizens to further a
just and equitable society. I look forward to workingwith this CA,mmittee_on_initia-
tives to reduce poverty and I look forward to hearing from Director Stockman what
cooperation we can. or cannot. expect from the Administration:

Chairman RANGEL. Mr. Stockman, the committee has your 34=
page statement; We are also aware that you have an 11 o'clock ap-
pointment. Your entire 34-page statement will be entered into the
record; thus if you would summarize or highlight the document, we
Will be able to maximize the time that the members would have to
get -a better clarification of the administration's position. Is that all
right with you?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Teat_ would. be fine, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman RANGEL. Without objection you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID A. STOCKMAN; DIRECTOR: OFFICE
OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members
of _the committee:

1...rt. me begin by commending you for holding these oversight
hearings. It is my conclusion after serving 4 years in this body and
3 years downtown that we are often so busy legislating solutions to
problems that we do not take enough time to diagnose them before
we attempt to solve them. What you have been doing in these hear-
ings to try to get to the bottom of this problemi diagnose it and un-
derstand it is critically important if we are to make progress in
reducing the poverty rate that we recorded in 1982 and that all of
us are concerned about.

1 want to say also that what I am presenting this morning repre-
sents my most recent and freshest thoughts about this issue. If you
will put your hands on the testimony, you will see it is still warm. I
regret we couldn't get it to you sooner. Floweveri we are so busy
legislating solutions to appropriations problems, debt ceilings, tax
bills; reconciliation bills and other items; that I simply have -not
bken able to make the advance prmparation that _I would_ have liked
so that my testimony could be prmvided in advance to the commit-
tee.
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But let me in to make some opening thoughts and then surnma-
riZe What I think is some of the important information in this pres-
entation that will help us to comprehend the problem and the solu-
tions to it advocated by the administration.

Mr. Chairman, I think the important policy debate about the
issue or poverty is unfortunately plagued with sweeping ideological
propositions and endless manipulation of the aggregate poverty
count and trend numbers issued by the Census Bureauto the det-
riinent of both comprehension of the problem and progress on its
solution; Some advocates contend that insufficient economic growth
alone is the sole source of the poverty problem while others insist
with equal vehemence that income transfer program reductions
have made the problem far worse.

Likewise, aggregate statistics which tell us that 34 million citi-
zens; 15 percent of the total population, were below the offiCial pov,
ertv iine in 19S2 have been analyzed; decomposed, twoiifigured and
projected in so many different and variant ways as to support
nearly every imaginable policy conclusion.

So let me suggest_tOday a number of propositions that I hope will
help transcend these incessant debating points and lead us to a
better diagnosis of the problem and the multiple pathsand I want
to underscore that multiple pathsto remediation of the poverty
that exists in our .'ration today; I would offer five propositions at
the outset:

One the poor are not an homogeneous group of our citizenry
whose betterment depends exclusively upon more economic growth
on the one hand or more Government programs on the oti..er, the
polarization that seems to havedeveloped in this debate. There are
distinct subgroups among the :34 million poor we are focusing on
whose condition results from different causes and must be retne;
died with different solution&

To the official poverty count based on money income subStan-
ttally overstates the rate of poverty because it ignores $107 billion
in in-kind medical, housing, fOod and other aid that tangibly raises
the thing standard and condition of many low-income families.

Three, the same poor people are not always with useven
though the same numbers seem to be. The degree of temporary
p-overty, and I have some new information on this subject to
present to the committee today, is far greater than commonly
lied or perceived. While there has been an average number of 30
million poor people for the last 23 years, with ups and doWni in
that number that have been driven by the economy and a number
of factors, that that number over the last decades has consisted of
substanitially different people over time That is large nunibers of
people_move in and move out of poverty, as we have learned from
the recent results of longitudinal data and studies that have just
become available after a decade of work;

Four, the long-term trends and composition of the poverty popu-
lation tell a significant but complex story; Poverty rates among the
elderly have been drastically reduced due to the growth of our vast
social insurance system. In other words; in this area Government
proOnms have nearly solvcd the problem. the other hand; pay
erty rates among female-headed households have not chang
all, Other than minor fluctuations from year to year since 1959
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despite a ma.--,sive expansion of another part of our transfer pay=
ment system, the means-tested welfare poverty prtgrams.

Poverty rates for young people under age 25 living on their own
have fallen despite the rise of the youth unemoment rate and
the near total _absence of large scale Government programs to
assist them, or for which they are eligible. On the other hand, pov-
erty among the working age population (2.5-=65); excluding those in
female-headed families, has declined markedly but remains far too
high.

My fifth point; Mr; Chairman; in terms of overall summary or
proposition is that economic growth since 1970 has been too sporad-
ic and weak to help those subgroups of the _poor who can benefit
most from it and the vast expansion of transfer payments has been
too scattershot and ill targeted to reduce poverty among other sub-
groups who have the strongest claims on the taxpayers' support
and need for Government programs in terms of rem ration of
their condition of ixtverty;

Mr. Chairifian, I haVe suggested that different kinds of_poverty
require different approaches to policy, the public policy of the Fed-
eral Government. While no categorization scheme is perfect, let me
suggeSt aS a framework for my testimony this morning that the_ of-
ficial poor can be divided into four mutually exclusive groups: Per-
sons in households headed by,- first, the elderly; second, single fe-
males with a dependent child; other adults age 2-5 to 64; both those
with families and those without; and fourth, young people age 16
t6 24 who live independently, what we have termed young singles;

If you will look on page 4 of my testimony and table 1 I haVe
tried to create a diagram here both_ of the composition of the prob-
lem, that is the poverty count; and then the policy relevance of the
various issues that we debate incessantly here in Gorigress in terms
of the role and the kinds of policy mechanisms the Federal Govern-
ment ought to apply to reduce the problem.

If you take my first sulscatelory, the elderly, you can see that 3.7
million of he ta million elderly in this country are officially desig-
nated as poor. That amounts to a I5percent rate among the entire
elderly population, and they account for 11 percent of the mil-
lion figure that Mr. Ford mentioned at the beginning._

In terms of policy, I would suggest that for this group economic
growth i5 irrelevant because most of the elderly are retired and
haVe little attachment to the labor force, and the few that do work
do so voluntarily. I would suggest the second dimension of public
pOlicy, social insurance, and I will use this term throughout the
testimony to mean our social security and medicare system primar-
ily; is of critical importance. And I will present some data that in
dicate the vast-_ impact that this sooial insurance system that we
have built up over 40 years has had in dramatically reducing pov-
erty among the poor.

The third aspect of public policy concerns our means tested or so-
called welfare transfer payment systems. That includes With the
cash benefits, SSI, as well as the in-icind food and housing and so
forth. I would suggest that among the elderly poor that is of sec-
ondary importance b&cause it supplements and fills in the gaps.
But in dollar magnitudes and in impact magnitudes, in reducing
the incidence of :vverty, dearly social insurance and how we keep
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that solvent; how we manage that system, is the overriding vari-
able in terms of public policy importance.

if you-move to the second category or-group in my table, that is
"female- headed" households, you see that I L2 million of the poor
fall in that category. Their poverty rate is 32 percent, meaning
among the 2. million Americans_who live in female-headed house-
holds. nearly two-fifths are poor. That rate has been persistent over
two and a half decades:

Mare impar.antly, tiwy account for nearly one -third of all the
poor in our society as measured by the Census Bureau. For this
group, would suggest that economic growth is significant, but not
the only or overwhelming variable. I will present some data rele-
vant to this point later.

Social insurance is obviously of very limited or negligible signifi-
cance; because most in this group w..-eld not be eligible, except for
some children under social security. The means-tested benefit
system is of critical and overwhelming significance Both for the
support_ that it provides dol'anvise and living standardwise, and be-
cause of the impact that it has in either increasing or reducing the
number of poor in this category.

My third category consists of what I will call the young singles;
ple moving out of the parental household into the labor market

ut not vet fully integrated either into our social or economic
system. 'there are 1.3 million of them in the total poverty count.
'their poverty_ rate is nearly a third; but they account for a very
small share of the pout_

I will suggest later that I believe that poverty for this group is
largely a life cycle problem, and flat if you look at the Census
Bureau statistics, you will see that this is largely a transitory con-
dition and as these people berome older; as their attachment to the
labor force strengthens, the degree of poverty in each cohorts de-
clines dramatically:

For this group, I think economic growth is significant but not
overwhelming. Social insurance is obviously irrelevant. And means-
tested benefits have minimal policy significance because very few
of these are eligible under the kind of system that we have struc-
tured for AFDC, food stamps; and the like.

The fourth category is large. It covers households headed by all
other -adults, both male-headed families as well as single individ-
uals. There are 18 million in this category of the 34 million. Their
poverty rate is 10 percent, which is low compared to some of the
others but high compared to what we would like to see in our socie-
ty. They account for half of the poor. For this group, I would sug-
vt in terms of the public policy debate that economic growth and
steady economic performance are of critical or overwhelming sig-
nificance. I will try to demonstrate this in a moment.

Social insurance is irrelevant except to the extent that they are
taxpayers into the social insurance programs, rather than benefici-
aries. And means-tested benefits, I would suggest; are of only sec-
ondary importance because the structure of our system does nct
provide_for large eligibility;

Mr. Chairman, what I would like to do is turn to some Figures on
the trends and the impact of our public policies on each of these
four groups. But before I do that, I want to focus for one moment
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on this issue of the poverty count. Is_it too high_or too low_ and how
should we account for in-kind benefits? I think in the 19.80 it is
important to resolve that issue: It wasn't in 1959 or 1970 because
our In-kind benefits were very_ small and their proportion of total
income transfers was very limited.

But that obviously has changed dramatically over time._ If you
would look at mv table 2, on p4-- 6, I think VOU can see why it is
critical that we have a better unc.orstarding of in-kind benefits and
that we begin to incorporate them in -our statistics once we resolve
all of the knotty issues about how to value; measure and count
thorn.

If ..:.0 look at the first column, it _provides a measure in constant
dollars. So we have got the inflation stripped out of the picture of
what the entire governmental system do.(s in this country to _pro-
vide_transfer_payment benefits to people. This_ table includes_ both
the Federal dollars as well as the State-local_ dollars for medicaid;
AFDC and the other main transfer payment programs. You will
see that in the period from 1959 to 192 there was a massive in-
crease in constant dollars in the amount of support we made avail-
able as a society.

E'rom iii billion' to Oi-). billion, a fivefold increase in real
terms; in total benefits of all kind; in-kind and cash; social insur-
ance and means tested; made available._ Perhaps more dramatic in
the second column is the means-tested benefits, both cash and in=
kind. Twelve billion was available to the_ poor on a means tested
basis in 1959. BV l9S2, it was nearly Kt billion in the same constant
purching power dollar& That is_a sixfold increase in what our so-
ciety_decided to do_over that two-decade period to meet the nee& of
people in our society.

New, mv_point, though, in bringing this out is to have you look
at the middle column, beau that shows something far more stAt-
tling or dramatic about whythis issue of how we count in- kind -ben-
efit s is critical. If you will look in the third column, you will see
that in 1959 the -in- kind or noncash benefits in this country barely
existed$1.:t billion._ The issue wasn't worth arguing about. It
Wasn't a significant phenomenon. It did not have any impact in im-
proving the lot of the poor.

B 1S2 we were making available througli medical, housing and
food in-kind benefits $_107 billion in the -same constant dollar pur-
chasing power. What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, and I hope this
committee sees the significance, is that in two and a half decades
we increased 100-fold the amount of support that_we are providing
to people in other than checks and cash, in the form of the hous-
ing,_ medical and nutrition assistance we provide.

That is startling. That is dramatic. That is the measure of State
and Federal assistance for noncash programs; a- 10(1 -fold increase in
2,1 years. The same is true of means-tested In-kind benefits alone.
The third column is all transfer payments; including social insur-
ance, so medicare is in there. But if you move to the fourth
column, this is the means tested, those programs specifically de-
signed_ _and targeted to reduce verty and meet_ the_ needs of the
poor. Even then' you will see that the amount of aid through the
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in-kind mechanism liaS grown just MaSSively, from $1 billion id
159 to S,70; billion in constant dollars of purchasing power in 1982:

Now; this table indicates that it is critical that we include the
dollars. this kind of support, in our measures_ In my last two col-
umns, I have indicated the percentage of our total transfer pay-
ment system that is provided .))- in-kind benefits_ And again iou
can the charge has been In 1959; it was less than 2
percent for all of the transfer pavment system. By 1982, it WAS 30
percent. _But perhaps more significant and important are the fig-
ures for the means-tested programs; those that we target at citizens
in this country in need. In 1959, 90 percent was cash, and 10 per-
cent was in kind. In l9S2; 72 percent was in-kind; and only 2 per-
cent was cash.

SO obviously if we want to have a measure; if we want to have a
comprehension of the poverty problem and its extent, We have to
idclude in=kidd benefits. NOW, there are problems in doing this and
Vatt have heard_a lot of expert witnesses about it. There too two
divergent or diftertnt kindS of problems _that we are grappling
with. Otte is underreporting; Because the powrty statistics are
based on the Census Bureau surveys, it is made verY Clear by
Matching the results of those surveys v-ith what we know is going
out of government budgets that a significant fraction of both cash
and in-kind benefits is not reported and does not show up in the
official survey's.

This fact is indicated in my table -3 on pr.ge 7. Basically what we
conclude after analyzing the statistics is that about 15 percent of
social insurance is not _reported and not reflected in the CeriSiiS
Burt ati data That $3S billion that is missing in the income
count. About 20 percent of means-tested cash is not reported. And
for means-tested noncash or in-kind benefit programs, food, hous-
ing, and so forth, a third is not reported and reflected in the statis-
tics.

So overall something like $02 billion worth of social insurance
and means-tested transfer payments does not show up in the
CeriStiS statistics._ Some 20 percent is not reported. On the
other hand, there is a second and equally great problem. And that
is; how do e value a sUbSidiZecl housing unit or a food stamp enti-
tlement or melicare or medicaid eligibility;

Throughout the remainder of my testimony, we Lave used
Market Valiie. And olthougih there can be great debates about this
I think the market value measure is the beit one; the most practi;
cal, becauSe What we are attempting to understand or ask is how
much additional cash income would it take to purchase the same
medical insurance protection, the same unit of section X housing or
the same amount of food that is purchased with food stamps.

Now some recipients may feel they are not getting 100 cents'
Worth of benefit or the dollar of value -that it takes to purchase
these in-kind benefits. And that is a different issue, one of suWc;
tiVe s liiution._But if we were to ask what would the proper statis-
tic of income 130) if _we gave cash to purchase the-:c things in the
marketplace, then I think the market valuation approach is cm--
rect.

There is great debate about medicare specifically. And I think
there is often confusion between the issue of the inefficiency of our
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medical care market gnratly and the value of the medicare_enti-
tlement It is true that our medicare medical market generiCally
generally inefficient. that people probably do not get -1i)() cents
worth of value. But that is true for everyhncly--the working; non-
working. those_ who pay for it themselves. thost who receive giw-
e.rotta.nt benefits. Given that that _market exists and that 3eople
want protection and some oeople do not have the income to buy
th:It thcre is little doubt illy mind that the medicare
catittena.lit should be valued at its actuarial value.

If_ people could buy more insurance protection on their own for
tar less than the me-dicar value, it_ would be a good argument for
his committee to conic immediately and pass a voucher system

that the elderly wot. lave the cash in hand _to get better
health care protection ti; keep some of it 11,r other vses. YOU
haven't done that. And w, .,,aven7t made a strong argument in that
direction because there is no evidence under the existing structure
of the health care system that we can buy much more with the

that we are spending._
Well: Mr. Chairman. if you _then take into account the Ot_fiii.6

phertitnenon that f_have just demonstrated; a 100-fold growth in -in-
kind benefits over the last two and a half decades, and factor that
into the official poverty count; I think we see -a somewhat different
picture. I have provided this picture in the table on page Si tahle 4.
rht official_ poverty rate-, the_share of citizens under the poverty
line in 19s:2 was 15 percent. But if we factor in all_of the in
benefits. we believe the rate drops to 9.6 percent. That is Still kid
high. But it does indicate that despite a variety of problems we
have had in this societ3 in recent timestoo much inflation, too
little economic growth; too much start-stop-change in our economy.
:a transfer payment system that is large but does not meet all the
needswe are making steady progress in reducing the true rate of
poverty.

In 059-, when in-kind benefits did not exist, the measured pover-
ty_ rate measured the true poverty rate: it was "22 percent By 1966;
when in-kind benefits were only -a marginal phenomenon. $b' bil-
lion a yiir in_ constant purchasing power; the poverty rate was 15
permit. In l9S2, despite all the problems and adverse develop,
rnents in_the economy. the poverty rate we believe was ui:der 10
percent. That indicates steady decline _in the true_extent of poverty
over time. I am not suggesting that that is satisfactory. I am sug-
gesting it is too high. But I am suggesting that we are marching
forward as a miciety to reduce_the degree of poverty if we measure
it correctly. We have been doing so steadily over the last two and a
half decades.

Now. Mr: Chairman; I would like to turn to the first group of my
four -classes, because we_ have different results_ and different an
wears in etich case, as I have tried to suggest. Turning to page 10

:aid the first group: the elderly I simply_ want. to- reiterate here
wluit I think is a rather sti.irtling and rather significant improve-
ment in the trend of poverty :_If you look at this table; you will see
that the absolute numherof the elderly_ who are in poverty has de-
clined sunsuntially over the last two decades, from 5.5 million to



3., million. At the very same time, the number of elderly in our
society doubled. As a result; the poverty _rate among the elderly;
even at _the official money income count of the Census_ Bureai4 has
declined dramatically, as you see in column 2, from ;15 percent in
19740 to I-1.6 in 1982,

Now, I think this is significant heCause in 1919, the incidence of
poverty among the elderly was -far higher; nearly_ double what it
was for our SockAy as whc4e.11-4.; wierty rate in 1959 was 22 *4--
cent. The rate for the elderly subgroup was 35 percent: By 1982, we
see_ that the rate for the elderly was below the rate for the average
and for the entire population, and this is only on a cash basis.

I will show you a more complete and better picture in just a
moment. Now, in my view the major reason for this welcome im-
provement is shown in column_ 3: We have seen our social insur-
ance system mature and grow into a_ fundamental major network
or structure of support for our retiredopulation. In constant dol
lars it only provided $32 3 billion worth of supportin1959;_ln con-
stant dollars the cash social insurance provided $205 3 billion in
19"2. But if you, turn to page 11. I _think the picture is even more
dramatic than this _first table would suggest b&ause the first table
is based just on cash income, whether it is from savings or earnings
for a few; or social security for most,

In this tabletable 6we factor in the additional benefits that
are provided to the elderly _population: Basically if we want to
know what our government is doing in terms of reducing poverty
among the eldfrly component of our population, this table tells a
heartening story. If we did not have the social insurance system in
this country, 3 percent, one out of every two elderly people would
be poor; But as a result of the social insurance system; both the
rash ,141*.. N4K.1:11 s;__:.-unty and medical side, medicare, the true rate
of poverty among the eldiorly drops from half-to 8 percent. That is
what _thesocial insurance system does to eradicate poverty among
our elderly and retired population.

Then if we add in the supplementary _support _that comes_ from
means-tested cash benefits, mainly SSI, the rate drops to 5.5 per-
cent of the elderly who are poor: If we _then_ further factor in some
additional_ benefits that accrue through subsidized housing units,
medicaid benefits in addition to medicare, and the various nutri-
tion programs; we can see that the rate is 3.7 percent.

Now, to pi4 this perhaps more tangibly into perspective let me
just say, without our transfer payment_ system there would be 13
million poor people in elderly_ families in this country. Over half of
all the elderly._ With the entire transfer payment system; social in-
suramf.:e plus the means - tested- supplements, there are only about
950,000 That indicates that in this area of our society and in terms
of this component of the problem; we have a _system that_ is work,
ing, the government role is_preclominant. And it is important that
we make sure _that; overtime, we as members_ of the administra-
tion arid as Members_ of Congress manage this social insurance
system in.,' way that it remains solvent so that the kind of dramat,
is improvement that you see in this table; mainly as a result of
that system, can be gutsranteed for the future.

N.4- I. 2..4.
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Now. I think another way to look at this issue of the impact
theour governmental programs; our transfer payment system; on the

elderly is not merely to measure a head count, but also to look at
what we call the poverty gap: The poverty gap is simply a measure
of the additional dollars that would be needed.to bring every single
elderly person up to at least the poverty line threshold.

If you look at table 7, I think you see even more dramatically the
same story that I have just tried to tell in terms or numbers. If we
did not Save_ this transfer_ payment system; both_ the social insur-
ance side and means-tested side, half of the elderly would be poor;
and they would_ be short by $44 billion what they would need even
to come to a minimal poverty level_ living standaH; a_poverty line
living standard for each person in the elderly cehort of our popula-
tion.

But as a result of the social insurance system, that deficiency or
gap. that deficit of _$_44 billion; dramatically declines to billion.
That is all the additional assistance that is needed after social in-
surance to bring _everybody up to at least the poverty line. When
we add in then the means-tested cash benefits; &SI; the_gap_is re-
duced further tyi $1.9 billion. And when we add in finally the in-
kind benefits; the gap declines to only a little over a billion dollars.
What that tell,s you then, if I can sum it all up, is that we are a $3
trillion society, and basically as a result of what we have evolved
over :to years or 40 years is a system that leaves only a small frac-
tion of the elderly in true poverty and that misses eradicating or
eliminating the problem; at least statistically; by only a very small
amount of money relative to the size of our system.

So my conclusion; Mr:. Chairman; is that-social insurance is the
critical or important thing to worry about in terms of this comm.
nent -of poverty; that the supplements we provide in means- tested
benefits are important; and that, together; they fundamentally
transform the nature of our society and extent cf poverty among
the elderly.

Now, I would like to turn now to the remaining three groups in
the poverty population: Again; I think we will see some fairly in-
teresting, and I think important, insights as a result of some of this
information we have pulled together. For the nonelderly, we have
complex picture but, I think; some very clear hints as to_what
policy ought to be doing to reduce its magnitude and extent. If
would turn with me to page 14 of the testimony and table-8:
first table focuses on my second group, which is female- headed
households who are in the poverty group in our society.

Now what you see_ there is _a very depressing story on every
count. The number of poor in this category has increased from o
million to _I I million over the 1959-_S2_period. The share of the pov-
erty population, excluding the elderly, accounted for by female-
headed households has increased dramatically from a seventh -to
more than a third-37 percent. And perhaps most depressingly, the
poverty rate among this component of our population has-basically
not changed in 25 years, It was about 45 percent in 1959. There
have been little ups and downs as you look at the numbers over the
years. Ilowever;_ in 19$2it was 42 percent;

Now, this is despite the growth during this same period of time
in our means.tested benefit system; which as members of this corn-
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mittee well know, is driven by the AFDC household typethe
female-headed household typebe-cause that is the entry program..
If oit are in AFDC, you are automatically eligible for medicaid
and probably receive other benefits. So despite the fact that over
that 24-year period the sum total of benefits, cash and in kind,
grew from $12 billion to $80 billion; the incidence of poverty: -among
th. wicipcirient of our powlmn didn't chw-ne. the -a-1/241-11te
number doubled, and the rate or shzre of our total poverty problem
ormagnitude increased enormously.

Now, later I am going to present some statistics which suggest
that in this second group there are really two subgroups. And that
the policy answer, what we should do, as a government, differs for
the two groups. It would appear as a result of this new analysis of
longitudinal data that some significant share of female-headed pot*
houwholds or AFDC poor households are only temporarily on the
system and dependent on benefits for a year or two, Now, it is clear
that in that group or that category, economic growth, the availabil-
itv of jobs, the availability of opportunity is the critical policy vari-
a6le.

On the Other hand, it is also clear that over time nearly half of
AFDC is accounted for by householdS which are more or less_per=
manentl on the rolls, that according to these data they had been
or would be in the program for more than 10 years. Here it would
appear to me that, we have a twofold implication for policy. No. 1,
they need more income. That is why they are below "the poverty
line. I would suggest that One thing we need to do is-make sure
that the fathers who are out there are contributing more; both in
terms of support payments and also in terms of what their oikii-col
insurance could provide if they were required to cover their chil-
dren.

SeCond, since one half of the AFDC population is lon term, 8
years or more we have to raise some serious questions about
whether or not we could better structure the incentive system to
encourage greater movement off the rolls, such as the movement
we see in that other part of the AFIX population that is only on
the system temporarily. I will get to more of that in a moment; but
if you would low now at table 9 which deals with my third group.
This group both demographically and_economically and in terms of
policy differs still again relative -to -the first two

This third group is single individuals under 25. You can ir.e ih
teitherif numbers that is mainly a demographic phenomenot The
incidence of poverty among this group has gone down relative to
1959, but if you look at the tableyou can see that really over the
last decade and a half it has been about a third. Now; what does
this mean and what do we do about it? I don't think anybody has
the answers, but it would appear to me that; in part; this is a life
cycle phenomenon.

P6ople leove the household of their parents. They are in the
labor force at- a low earnings level or sporadically employed as a
result of PrObleMS in our economy or inadequate skill training; or
all the other laves that you could mention. And as a result, a third
of this age group tends to be in the poverty population over time
But we have some census data that suggest that they don't stay in
the poverty population; that as they become older, as they develop
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a skill; as they become tamily heads. their income rises and their
incidence_ of poverty drops dramatically.

I would give you one example of this phenomenon. We _looked at
a cohort from the 1970 census -of this age group, those under age 25

outsiiie the parents:_ household. Twenty -three percent of
them were poor. By 197. after 5 years when all of them obviously
were 5 Nears Older. and most of them were no longer in this age
group. the poverty incidence had declined to 10 percent. So merely
the pas ige of .5 years: had caused the poverty incidence to decline
rather -amatically. Now what does this suggest for policy? It sug-
gest to ate that there is probably some frictional level of poverty
that is going _to_ occur as people enter our society as adults. But
there are_ probably two things that we can do to reduce its inci-
dence and its extent.

No. 1; if we have_ an evenly performing growing economy, obvi-
ously it is going to be_ easier for these people to attach themselves
to the labor force and to move out, on this life cycle basis, of the
poverty level or count as I have indicated; Second._ obviously as we
look at our various vocational and manpower training systems; it is
clear that to the extent that we improve them and thereby help
people to enter_the mainstream of the labor force faster; the level
and incidence of poverty for this group will fall.

I think_ that what _we have -done in the job training program
through -the major _reforms of the last 2 years should begin to bear
fruit in terms of solving this problem, as will economic growth.

Now; if you look at my final _group on the next page; table 10.
This group consists of the working age population of this country
that is poor and between 25 and 6 years of age. For this group,
you see that the number has _gone down from 1959; but there_ has
been retrogression ever since 197:3 when the strong economy of the
sixties _turned into the inflationary. nongrowing, volatile economy
of the -late seventies and early eighties. While the poverty rate has
gone down from the 1910's level of 19 percent, obviously that 10.4
percent_ in 1l,2 is way too high -and worrisomely above what it
reached at the peak of our economic expansion in 1973.

Chairman _RA:kaa.a.: Mr. Stockman. could we pause for a minute
to take a _look at our time because I know you have a time schedule
that you have to keep.

STocKMAN: Well; Mr: Chairman; I would be willing to spend
a little mere time if you would be willing to give me a few minutes
to get the rest of this in. I have covered most of it.

Chairman _RANGEL. You can go as long_as you want because we
are prepared to stay here. I just was trying to accommodate you.

Mr: Stock:WAN: 1.-efs_work on that basis, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman RANia.A.. Very goiid.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Now, in this area it is fairly evident just_ from

looking at these statistics; _both an terms of numbers_ and incidence,
that economic growth and performance is critical_ because _this_ is
the age group capable of working. These are not female-headed
households with diendent_ chilaren: And it is_ clear that since
1973, we have been moving backwards. Now, I think there are two
reasons for this One; I will call the _trend growth of the economy,
and the second I will call the cyclical performance of the economy
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you look at page IL I think vou see rather dramatic evidence
that the single most :rnportant thing we can _do _to_reduce poverty
among this category, and this group accounts for half of the poor in
our country; is to make sure that; over time, our economy grows
steadily at the strongkest possible _rate.

Chairman RANGEL. That is table 11, not page 11.
:11r.__StchooliAs. Excuse me. Table 11; _page 16. I have divided :Le

25 vears into three _pericids here. You can see that from the
period 197M to _1966 we had- very strong economic growths -3 percent
a sear per capita real GNP growth. Diving that penud, the rate of
poverty for all the nonelderly declined 6 percent a_year but for the
nonelderly. non-femaie-headed share of the poverty population it
declined more dramatically, over percent a year. Then, in 190i to
1973-0. we continued to have economic growth; although _less robit;
of 2.41 percent 71er -year. The rate of decline in poverty slowed down
and slowed down especially for the nonelderly; non- female- headed
households. It declined_ from over h percent to less than 6 percent.

Then. from 1973 to 1982, when real economic growth per capita
was less than 1 percent; the rate of poverty reversed itself and in-
creased at 3 percent a year overall for the nonelderly bin 3 percent
a year for the working_ age group; .'r.3-to 65; when _female-headed
households are excluded. Sci I think it is very clear from this table
that if we can grow the economy in the eightiesnow that we have
the inflation behind us and we-have gone through the adjustment
of this recessionat the rate that it grew in the sixties, that the
elevated level in incidence of poverty that we havein this_fourth
gro.up at the present time can and will dramatically decline be-
cause hislory provides ample evidence that that has occurred:

But equally important; we must have_steady_economic expansion.
I think that is shown on page 17 at table 12 because what I have
tried to do here is indicate what happens when we go through one
of these start-stop spells, boUrri and bust, in terms of the poverty
incidence among this -fourth component

What you will see is that in the 1973 to 1973 recession, the 1979
to 1980_ recession and the 1981 to 1982 recession; there were dra-
matic changes in the increases_ in the number of poor in this caw-.
gory of nonelderly, non-female-headed households. There was an IS
percent a year increase in - the poverty incidence in the first reces-
sion. and_ numbers nearly that high in the second and third.

Now; if the economy is backing and filling every _3 or 4 years
from boom to recession, we are simply fighting a.hopeless battle, in
my view; in trying to reduce poverty among the working age popu-
lation because all the gains that we make tend to be wiped Out as
people are unemployed, their incomes drop, and their circum-
stances deteriorate; So this; it seems to me; demonstrates better
than anything else that in terms of public policy, keeping this
economy on an even keel; expanding at a strong but even rate; is
as important-as the trend rate of growth itSelf.

Nutc Mr. ('hair in, there is an additional point that I would
make regarding this group of the poor. Even though it is clear from
this evidence that for the non-female-headed, nonelderly group of
the poor; economic growth is critical, it is nonetheless true that our
transfer payment prokrams are important, albeit secondary, as
well And one of the problems that I think we have most critically;
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and perhaps p,v r:irn..t.a tit _here, is that our _system sornehcnv is not
%etc- well targeted to putting the dollar.: where they are needed. If
ou look at table you will see a pretty dramatic evidence of _this:

oo 1.If you It at the line 9S1., what that says is that if sornebOdy
handed out billion in 19sl to those who were officially below
the oknrty lint its measured bv uensu,_._, all poverty !Koala ,thap-
pe;tr. everNone would be brought up to the po_verty linz with
billion: Well. as it turns out, in 1981 we actually spent $81 billion
in ratans -tried transfer payment programs from AFDe_to section

housing. trying to do that And after we had made all of the
benefits _available through a variety ,1 different programs-, the
in,:orn deficiency, the amount nectie-d to bring everyone up to the
ptAt-t-t line. is still S*2-1; billion.

- In other words, to restate and drive this point home; _before $1 of
Government welfare benefits of any kind, we nee-ded $54.1 billion to
eradicate poverty. at leis.,[ in the statistical sense. We went ahead
and spent $1 billion through more than a dozen major programs;
and still had a lot ,of poor people left, and we still had income
deficiency in terms of moving everyone up to at least the poverty
line of S'..!:?" billion

Now. in part this is due to the lack of coordination and the enor-
moos overlap that we have in our means-tested transfer payment
sNstern as a result of various efforts over the years to focus om one
kind or aspect of the problem or another as forces moved on the
Congress, f think you can see some evidence of this in my table 14,
because since every committee haS fieen involved_ in the action of
trying to reduce the poverty op, we have created so many differ=
ent programs that in some cases we argue that in l9'1 we were
providing fiyo much and in other cases to little.

Now. if you look in 191)5, there were about 8.7 million people who
were receiving one or more means-tested beoefit: That is the undu-
plicated count of people who received at least one kind of benefit,
AFI)C, medicaid, food stamps or whatever. The total number of
people enrolled in all of_our means...tested programs in 1965 was 9.5
million, which means that we had an average of 1.1 program =or
benefit_ per unduplicated participant; But now look_at 1980; and 1
think this _is rather dramatic. By 190, there were :15 million difTer!
ent individuals enrolled in at least one of our_programs. If you add
up -the enrollment number for all of our programs; there were III
million participants. And that means that on the average, people
were participating in more than three programs. Some six, some
seven; some one.

It is this sort of arbitrariness of participation that leaves some
people short because they are' only getting one benefit; and others
probably getting too _much because they have combined a whole
packagesubsidized housing, medicaid, lo -income energy assist-
ance; food stamps and otier benefits; I bring this up here because
one .14. Ittie things that we has,e erkkavikA to 44 on the INA'ortris
that we made in 19SI, which were approved by this committee is to
put a cap on eligibility at a gross income level so that we can
better target the money that we are making available, which is
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huge; to the point where it is needed to fill in the shortfall that
otherwise exists.

Now; I would suggest that, despite some of the criticisms_ that
have been made there is now evidence that V.* can succeed. I kneW
some members ref this committee have been critical of the 1981 rec-
oricili:AGon reforms_ 1 wou ge that if you look at table -13, on
page 21. you see that we have done what we said we would and
that in terms of getting dollars to_ people whO are below the_paver-
ty line; we were doing more after the changes then we were before.
The simple wav to read this table is to look at 1981. That is grerts
conciliation reform. Total benefits reported by poverty .farrillies
below the poverty line were $50 billion.

If we analyie the statistics we see that actually; only billion
of this total helped to move people at least up to the_poverty line
or part way there So in a sense, 49 cents on every_ dollar was aetti=
all moving people from some point below poverty _up toward the
poverty_ line in term of those receiving means-tested benefits. Now
it you look at _19s2; after the reforms; _you see that we actually
spent slightly less in constant dollars. This is what some of you
have criticized, _

We spent $49.1 billion rather than $49:8 billion. However, in
terms of the amount of dollars that actually went to_people_helow
the poverty line and -helped to move them up, nearly $27 billiOn
went to those people below the poverty line: This figure compares
to $24.6 in 1981. In other words, in 1982 54 cents on every dollar
went to _those below the poverty line to help_ improve their living
standard and move them closer_ to a minimal basic standard of
living: And so I believe that as the numbers come in fOr 1983 and
19.84._ and as these reforms are _tailored; this trend will continue.
Slightly fewer dollars in the total payment system for means-tested
benefits.,not _radically fewer but slighly_ fewer, 3 or 5 percent. Bait
more dollars in real terms going to those who are below the power.
ty line and have the highest claim on support.

Now; I would like for my- concluding point to turn to _page 27 of
ttiy i.sttiony. which_ brings in the final issue that I believe is of
critical significance. I believe that the numbers we are providing
here are new. They are the results of a longitudinal survey of the
poverty population that has been underway since 1970; more than
a decade: The authors are Bane and Ellwood.

What this table7rtable 17-7-shows rather_ dramatically; and this
table only Aows the nonelderly, is that the _performance of our
economy_is critical both for the femnle-headed households ;jut eVeti
more so for those in the last group, those 25 to 65; labor force age,
that I have mentioned before. what these datashow is the reasons
Why people become_ poor when they enter poverty,

As you can see_ from this table,_ the obvious cause is that when
earnings drop; people lane their job or for some Other reason their

crecline. that is the cause of .50 percent of all_ incidences of
poverty or entry into poverty in this long, comprehensive, over
time study of what causes people to be poor- for that IA
percent of ourpopulation, the male-headed households or individ,-
uals over 2i who are nonelderly and poor, 75 percent of all Spelli; of
poverty result from a decrease in earnings. That has to indicate

232
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that real economic growth; real job opportunities are the heart of
the matter here. .

If you look at the second line, I think this provides evidence of
my thesis about the poor under age 25, the life cycle thesis. Nearly
II; percent of poverty results from young people leaving the home,
then I '-ey _are temporarily poor; but _over time their income_
proves ..old they are no longer poor. Obviously another important
contributor was the increase _in_ _the formation _of female-headed
households: -That accounts ibr half of poverty in that group, and 11
percent of the incidence or entry into poverty overall:

The question then is if we know how people get inlo_poverty. in
the first instance, what causes them to exit or leave. Table 17, I
think, provides even more _dramatic and critical evidence;_ Eighty
percent _of all spells_or incidence of poverty terminate, people move
above the poverty line when their earnings increase; They get a
better job;_ or they get a job in the _first instance; or another
member of the family enters the work force. This is highly impor-
tant for female-headed households: Fifty-six _percent end their
spells of poverty that way. But it is overwhelmingly true for male-
headed household, 9 out of 10.

Now; this suggests that economic growth is important. However,
I think it also allows us to focus on one final aspect of poverty;
which is provided in table 18; And that is that the nonelderly poor
population consists really of two distinct subgroups: Those who are
persistently poor or_permanently poor; and those who are only tem-
porarily poor; poor for_ a year or two or three=transiently poor if I
can use that term. What we find is that of all those who become
poor at any time during this 10-year period; 41 percent were only
poor for I year or less. And only a small fraction, 15 percent, were
permanently poor as a result of- entering -the poverty ranks; But on
the other hand; if you look at the second line, you see that 54 per-
cent of poverty is accounted for by people -who are permanently
poor; at least as measured by this first-of-a-kind longitudinal over
time survey.

Now this suggests that for that group; Government programs
how they are structured; whether or not they are adequateis the
critical variable. So even among the nonelderly we haze a compli-
cated picture: Economic growth_ will clearly help the half who are
only temporarily poor and the half who are over 25 and -in- male-
headed _households or who are nonelderly unrelated individuals.
Better Government programs, better targeting, more adequate in-
centive systems in our means-tested programs; I believe; can reduce
the number who are either permanently poor or who are among
the female-headed householdsthe part of the population that ac,
counts for one -half of poverty over time. The other table that I
have in the _presentation simply duplicates- the same results and
conclusions by looking _at__AFDC households only. But the story
there is the same as well. To help the people who account for most
AFDC participation; we hav_e to focus on Improving our programs.

The other half seem to be temporary and they need to have
hetter economic opportunities in order to reduce the incidence and
reduce the length of time which they are poor.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I know that there is a lot of information
here: However; I believe that by disaggregating this issue called
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the 34 million poor hi this way, we can understand that in some
cases; Government progarris are critical. In other areas, among
other groups, economic growth is paramount; If we c.-3) start to di-
a_gnose and break down the problem, and maybe ove "ome some of
this sterile debate that we have on ideological ouLaals, we can
better understand where we need to act in terms of Government
policy to make the maximum gains in reducing all categories of
poverty over time.

Thank you -

[The prepared statement follows:]

REVISED STATF:MF:NT OF _HON. DAVID A: STOCKMAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

this opportunity to appear before your

t:,-.1y to discuss the issue of poverty in America.

1, a sihject about which no one in our country can fail

/t is, however, too little understood and

f:1,1 your dCCISIOn to hold these hearings and

cit the attention from the press and public

d,tate about the Issue of poverty is

-rt J,"', with sweeping ideological propositions and

-.:1..atien of the aggregate poverty count and trend

the Census Bureau -- to the detriment of both

th.. problem and progress on its solution.

5,-,e advocates contend that insufficient economic growth is the

sole source of the poverty problem while others insist with equal

vhemence that income transfer program reduCtions have made the

problem far worse. LikewiSe the aggregate statistics which tell

us that 34 million citizens -- 15% of the total popu'ation --

were b-416;/ the Official poverty line in 1982 have been analyzed,

eCOMp.Oted, reConfig'Jrrd and projected in so many different ways

At tO support every imaginable policy conclusion.

So let me suggest tol.; a number of propositions that I hope will

help transcenithese incessant debatihg points and lead us to a

totter diagnosis of the problem and the multiple paths to

remediation of the poverty that exists in our Nation toda$ :

1. The_poor-arerotwnecw-sctove of our citizenry
whose betterment depends exclusively upon more economic

,;rowth on the one hand, or more government programs on

the other. Tb.,:e are distinct sub-groups whose

conditio7 fromdifferentcauses and must be

remedied wit different solutions.

2. The official t,overtv count based on money income

substantially overstates the rate of poverty because it

ignores $107 billion in in-kind medical, hOusing. food

and other Aid that tangibly raises the living Standard

of many low income families.

234
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3. The same-poor people are not always with us -- even

thaugh-the-same-mumbera-aeem-to-be. The degree of

temporary poverty is greater than commonly believed

mewling that the average number of 30 million poor

people for the last 23 Years has consisted of

substantially different people evgry year.

4. The long -term trends and composition of the poverty

population tell a significant but complex story!

Poverty rates among the' elderly have beendrattically

reduced due to the growth of our vast social insurance

system; Poverty rates among female- headed households

have not changed since 1959 despite a massive expansion

of means-tested welfare; poverty rates for young people

under age 25 living on their own have fallen despite the

rise of the youth unemployment rate and the near total

absence of large scale government programs to assist

them: and poverty among the working age population

(25-65), excluding those in female-headed families, has

declined markedly but remains far too high!

5. Economic growth since I97,0 has been too sporadic and

weak to help those sub-groups Of the poor who can

benefit most from it and the_vast expansion of transfer

payments has been too scattershot and ill-tarveted to

reduce_poverty-among-other-sub-groups-who-have-t-he

stronge

II. Composition of thw Poor

I have suggested that different kinds of poverty require

different approaches to policy; While no categorization scheme

is perfect, let me suggest that the official poor can bv divided

into four mutually exclusive groups; persons in households headed

by

o the elderly,

o single females with a dependent!
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0 other adults age 25 to 64, and

o young people age 16 to 24 -- *young singles.'

TABLE 1

POVERTY GROUPS AND POLICY APPROACHES

Female- Young Other
Elderly Headed Singles Adults

Composition of
Po41-tr-y. -14§-2

Number_of_Poor People
(thousands' 3,751 11,286 1,349 18,012

Poverty sate 14.61 42.1% 32.0% 10.4%

Share of the Poor 10.9% 32.8% 3.9% S2.3%

Policy Relevance

Economic Growth irrelevant significant significant critical

Social Insurance critical limited irrelevant irrelevant

Memnn-Tested
benefkls secondary critical minimal secondary

FC PACh of the groups, the available policy approaches have

different effects. For instance, for tt .7 sill on a der y

poor in 1982, economic growth is largely irrelevant since few of

the elderly have any attachment to the workforce. For 11 million

poor people in female-headed families, the means-tested welfare

system is of critical importance. While it provides the
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assistance necessary for the poor to maintain an adequate

standard of living, its structure is also imbedded with adverse

incentives that may impede labor force attachment and promote

dependency.

III. The Poverty Count: ThArAn-ltind-8-elmeHE

Much has been made of the fact that the official poverty rate in

1982 was the same as it was in the mid-I9606. To some people,

this fact reflects the failure of social welfare policies. To

others; it implies a shredding of the social safety net. In

large degree, however, it reflects problems in the way we measure

poverty.

In deriving the official poverty counts, the value of noncash

assistance such as Food Stamps, housing subsidies, and medical

care is not included ad income. Yet, these benefits do raise the

recipient femilies:. real income and, hence, their standard of

living. That is the very purpose of these programs. The total

exclusion of any value of noncash assistance when measuring the

incidence of poverty is A key reason why measured poverty has not

declined during the last decade.

Table 2 illustrates how the importance of noncash assistance in

our means-tested transfer system has incre.sed over time. In

19S9, only 10.5 percent of means-tested transfer payments were in

the form of noncash assistance. Most of this aid was acute

health care for the indigent elderly and food under the commodity

distribution program: By 1973, as noncash assistance expanded

under the Medicaid program, the Food Stamp and Child Nutrition

programs, and the several housing assistance programs, over



one-half of all

of noncash bene

dollars in mean

included; total

$107 billion.
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means-tested assistance was provided in the form

fits. In 1982. more than 70 out of every 100

s-tested assistance was noncash. when Medicare is

outlays in the form of noncash assistance reached

TABLE 2

TAANSFER PAYMENTS
(billions of 1982 dollars)

Noncash as a
Total Noncasn Percent of Total

meana- Means, Means-
_ AII_ Tested - AII_ Tested All- Tested
Transfers Only Transfers Only Transfers Only

1959 $ 73.2 512.6 $ 1.3 $ 1;3 1;8% 10.5%

1966 113.0 20.2 6.8 6.6 6.1 31.8

1973 220.8 52.3 50.0 29.3 21.7 56.0

1982 362.3 78.8 106.9 56.4 29.5 71.6

The failure to count such a large expenditure of noncash assistance,

not only causes a direct overstatement of poverty. but also may

contribute to increases in measured pcverty. If noncash programs

contain any work disincentive. then tLey can only ,act ft+ iPefelige.

measured poverty. In light of these implications. it is hardly

surprising that in 1982 measured p.--erty was higher than it was at the

outset of the War on Poverty.

why have in-kind benefits not been_counted as income for the purposes

of computing poverty? The methodfor determining the incidence of

poverty pre-dates the existence of most in-kind transfer programs.

Moreover. during the entire decade of the 1970s. data necessary to

count in-kind benefits in determining a family's income were not

available.
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Data are now available, but they are of uncertain quality. The

household survey used to compute the extent of poverty relies on

voluntary responses by one household meMber. Comparisons between the

survey responses and actual program data on recipients and benefit6

reveals a significant amount of underreporting in the household

survey. Some measures of the underreporting it 1982 are provided in

Table 3.

TABLE--3

UNDERREPORTING OF BENEFITS

Estimated Benefits
Porrent_of Benefits -Not Reported in

P"IgrAT _

Social Insurance

means-TeTted Cash

means-Tested Noncash

TOtal of Above

Total means-Tested--

Not Reported 1982 (in billions)

15% $38

26 6

36 18

19 62

33 24

In addition, even if all benefits were accurately reported, there

would still be a question of how to value the in-kind benefits.

This issue has been the subject of an extensive amount of

research and has been addressed in some detail by other

witnesses.

23j
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In the calculations that follow, noncash benefits received by

families have been assigned their market value for illustrative

purposes. using this broader approach to incompi I havo

recomputed the poverty rates for 1981 and 1982. Table 4 reports

the results of these calculations.

TABLE 4

IMPACT OF WONCASNASSI-STANCE-06-POVERTY RATES

OffiCial POverty Adjusted for Noncash
Rates Assistance

1981 14;0% 8;5%

1962 15.0% 9.6%

The lesson to be drawn from Table 4 is clear. Substantial

progress has been made during the last 23 years in reducing

poverty. Contrary to press reports last July at the time the

official poverty statistic was released, povert7 as not nearly as

extensive as it was at the outset of the War on Poverty. It is

IS percent in 1982 only when the 6107 billion in noncash

assistance provided during the year is valueless. When reported

noncash assistance is counted as income, the rate is reduced to

9.6 percent. Were the S24 billion in unreported means-tested

benefits included in the calculation, the poverty rate would be

even lower.

31 4% --IS 24 0
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IV. Ecanomfc Status of the Elderly

Over the past fifty years, the Nation has developed a vast social

csrract that has allowe0 older Americans to leave the work force

voluntarily in ever increasing numbers. The Social Security

system has matured, real increases in replacement rates were

legislated over the 1968-1973 period, and post-retirement

benefits were indemed for inflation; While the private pension

system is not yet as mature as the Social Security system;_

effects of its encouragement by the government, unians, and

industry are beginning to become noticeablei along with the

results of government incentives for private homeownership.

Several studies have demonstrated that the elderly have the same

general economic well-being as the non-elderly, and, according to

some measures, better. Not surprisingly, as illustrated

in Table 5, the poverty rate among the elderly has fallen a

dramatic 60 percent since 1959 and in 1982 even dropped below the

rate for the non-elderly;,
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pCii155j, TABLE 5

TRENDS IN CASH TRANSTE
(persons in thousands and 1482 dollars in bi-11ions)

YeAK
Number of
Elderly Poor

Poverty
Rate

Cash
Social Insurance

1959 5;481 35;21 8 39;1

1966 5;114 28.5 73.5

1973 3,354 16.3 129.7

1982 3,751 14.6 194.6

While it is difficult to make precise statements about the impact

of direct assistance in reducing poverty during the 1960# and

early 1970s, it was during this period that the Social Security

system began to teach full maturation. A more complete picture

of the profound impact of social insurance and other assistance

programs on elderly poverty is described in Table 6. This table

examines the impact of social insurance, means-tested cash

assistance and means-tested noncash assistance on the elderly

poverty rate in 1982.

242
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TABLE 6

[-- IMPACT OF TRANSFER PAYMENTS ON POVERTY AMONG ELDERLY

Poverty rate before transfer payments

Poverty rate after transfer payment:

o Social Insurance

a means-tested cash benefits

o Means-tested in-kind benefits

55.11

7;91

5,6%

3.7

Before social insurance the poverty rate was 55.1 percent --
about the same as it was in 1967 (55.9 percent). Social

insurance payments; principally retirement benefits, reduce this

rate by 86 percent or 47.2 percentage points. Means-tested cash
benefits (ssI) reduce it by another four percent of the original

level and means-tested in-kind benefits by another three percent.

From this viewpoint, government benefits move out of poverty 93

percent of the elderly who would otherwise be poor.

Table 7 illustrates the same point using the reductwon in the

poverty gap as its measure. It compares the poverty gaps for the

elderly with the benefits reported in the CPS before and after

transfer payments in 1982. The poverty gap before social

insurance is $44.1 billion. Ninety-three percent of this gap is
eliminated by social insurance. Another four percent of the gap_
is eliminated by means-tested benefits. A total of 97 percent of

the pre-transfer poverty gap of the elderly is filled by

r;,r,vernment benefits.
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TABLE-7

l-WPAer-OF-TRANSFER PAYMENT ON-ELDERLY POVERTY GAP IN 1962
(billions)

Poverty gap before transfer payments

Poverty gap after transfer payments:

544;1

Social Insurance 3.0

Means - tested cash benefits 1.9

Means-tested in-kind benefits 1.4

ReTorted transfer payment amounts:

Social Insurance 160.2

Means-tested cash benefits 2.9

Means - tested in-kind benefits 6.5

Total reported benefits 169.6

Ag bbth of the eidee tables clearly indicate; the network of

social ttahtfet programs benefiting the elderly has profoundly

reduced the incidence of poverty among the elderly.

As a result of the recent actions by the Administration and

Congress; the transfer programs for the elderly will continue to

serve as a major tool for alleviating poverty among the elderly.

The Social Securi system has been placed on a sound financial

footing. SS! ben. .its for those suffering financial hardship

have been raised and eligibility has been expanded.

reforms. combined with the maturation of the private pension

system and increased sa 'ngs due to enacted tax reforms; will

ensure eoriti9e4 improvements in the economic well-being of the

.raoriv;
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v. ulat-ion

The last 23 years have seen significant changes in the

non-elderly poverty population. Tables I, 9. and 10 provide

historic:1 data on the thtee non-elderly groups. Note that:

o The large growth in the share of poverty accounted for

by people in female-headed families does not result from

an increase in their incidence of poverty but from the

sheer increase in their numbers.

o Ir contrast, the young single and other adults groups

have experienced significant reductions in their poverty

rates. Virtually all of these reductions, however,

occurred by 1973.

c For young cingles, there were further reductiona in the

incidence of poverty after 1973 despite the strong

secular upward trend in their unemployment rate.

o For all groups, but in particular the other adults

Mere has beer a considerable erosion of progress

agaznst poverty during the 1980s.

2 a
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TABLE 8

POVERTY TRENDS AMONG PERSONS IN_FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES
(percents and thousands of persons)

Persons in
Poverty

fthousands)-

Share of Non-
Elderly Poverty
-Population

poverty
Rate

1959 5,243 15.4% 4;.9%

1966 6,500 27.8 42.2

1973 7,909 40.3 39.5

195 8,656 38.4 39.8

1980 9,852 38.8 38.5

1982 11;286 36.8 4211

TABLE 9

POVERTY TRENDS AMONG-SINGLE INDINIDUAIS-UNItap-2s
(percenr5 and thousands of persons)

Persons in
Poverty

Poverty
Rate

1959 506 51;7%

1966 481 37.8

19-3 1,015 33.8

1Q75 1,046 30.8

198' 1,275 27.2

1981 1,349 32.0

24 6
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; TABLE It)

POVERTY-TREWS AMONG PERSONS IN MALE77HEADED MULES
kW-SINGLE-PERSONS 25 ANDJOVER

(percents and thousands of persons)

Perscos io
Pover-tv-

Poverty
--Rate-

1959 21,260 19.1*

1966 16.415 10.3

1973 10A95 6.5

1975 120158 7;8

1980 14;274 8;4

1982 18.012 10.4

VI. Long-Term Economic Growth and Non-Elderly Poverty

The trends in non-eIdetIy poverty I have just outlined parallel

changes in aggregate emu/vote conditions. Table 11 compares the

annual growth rate in per capita real CNB,to the annual rates of

change in poverty rates for the non-elderly including and

excluding female-headed families.

24 i
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T-AR1Z- 11

ECONOmIC GPZIWTH ANN POVERTY

Annual Growth Rate

19S9-66 1966-73 1973-82

Per Capita Real GNP 3.0t 2;44

Poverty Pates of:

Non-el'erly -6.4 -3.3 4-4.0

!ion-ellerly Excluding
Those in Female-Headed
Fami:ies -8.2 -5.7 .5.0

The economy gr,? at a rapid pace during the years 1959 -66. Real

GNP rose at 571 annual rate of 4.4 percent and on a per capita

basis; at 3 percent. Matched by few periods in the twentieth

century; this remarkable seven-year growth pulled the poverty

rate for the non-elderly down at an annual rate of 6.4 percent.

The rate excluding female-headed families was pulled down even

faster.

The economic growth of the 1963s continued, albeit with one

interruption. into the early 1170s. From 1966 to 1973, per_

capita real- GK? continued to grow, although at a somewhat slower

annual rate of 2;4 percent. The measured ratesofpoverty_

continued their downward trendi also at somewhat slower rates;

Throughout the remainder of the 1970s a'd the early 1980s, per

capita GNP on average grew at the relatively sluggish rate of

only .9 percent per year. and both poverty rates grew markedly.

However. his period is better characterized as one of several
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wide swin_gs in the business cycle. Tnt critical importance of

s4ings in the business cycle to non-elderly poverty is

illustrated in Table 12. In each of the three recessions that

period 1973-1982. the poverty population rone

significantly.

TABLE 12

THE EFFECTS OF RECESSION OW POVERTY

C.",amge

Pecesz:oin Per Capita
PerioA Peal LAP

PercInt Changes in Number of
Poor Persons

All Non- Elderly

Non-Elderly
EMCIdding_Thosc in

Female- Headed
Families

1973-75 -3.6t 15.0% 18.7%

1979-83 -1.4 13.4 17.6

1981-82 -2.8 9.6 12.7

These patterns clearly suggest the importance of economic

conditions to the incidence of non-elderly poverty, especially

for those who do not live in fiaale-headed faMiIies. The

significance of economic growth aft poverty should not be

surprising. A three percentage point increase in GNP adds over

SSO billion to ihComeaofindividuals. Although this income is

spread across the income distribution, the variations in poverty

over the business cycle are ample evidence that the poor and

neat -p6clot benefit considerably from economic growth.
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VII. Inadeczate Tarcetinn of Means - Tested A5enefIts

Sporadic economic grmwth., hOwever, only partially explains the

failure of poverty to de,cline during the Last dedade. The

ineffer.tiwe targeting of means-tested benefit! is another

significant factor.

To illustrate this inefficiency, I have computed measures of the

pre-welfare 'poverty gap.' This gar represents the amount of

means-tested expenditures necessary to raise all poor persons out

of poverty. Table 13 compares the constant dollar poverty gap to

the constant dollar amounts actually spent on seven major

means-tested programs.

ecitlui5L-.7 TABLE 13

r-s-t-Fl-Tcr-Egc--yerwwasrEsTrn TRANSFERS
(in pillions of 1982 dollars)

Pre-Welfare Means-Tested Post-Transfer
Poverty Gat Transfer Payments' ---Povel-ty-Sam-

197C 839.3 533.3 N.A.

198' $50.1 $81.0 525.6

Inr":171s benefits

Relative to the social need, means-tested assistance has grown

markedly. In 1981, expenditures were 60 percent more than

necessary to statistically eradicate poverty. At the same time,

fewer than one-half of those expenditures actually redUCed the

extent of poverty. The other half went to people who were not

poor to begin with, or raised real incomes of some families far

above the poverty line.

25 u
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inefficiency is, of course, only apparent. People's

inccmes and living arrangements ray change over the course of the

year, while poverty is measured on an annual basis. And a small

percentage of means-tested ass:stance is also devoted to these

.-,fficie,st to rett4ce their cash

incnes, after ttese expehditures, to a level below the poverty

line:

%.,vertheless, mach of this inefficiency is real. It stems in

Iarle meas.:re from the proliferation of benefit programs and a

lacK cf coordination among them. As Table 14 shows, in 1965,

welfare recipients on average participated in one means-tested

r.rogran. By 1981, they participated in three.

TABLE 14

MEANS-TESTED BENEFIT_RECIPIENCY.
(persons in millions)

--------

!

1965 1980

i %.:mrer_of Recipients Getting
: or More Benefits 8.7 35.2

I

Total Benefit Program Enrollment 9.5 116.0

Aerane N.:mter of Benefits Per
Recipient 1.1 3.3

SS:, AFDC, Food Stamps, Housing,-Medicaid, School Ldndh,
Student Financial Assistance, Refugee assistance, EITC,
LIHEA.

SOiJrCe: OffiCe Of Retearch and Statistics; Social Securtti,
Administration:
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In 1981. this pyramiding of benefits resulted in some families

who received assistance directed toward the needy having total

incomes well above the poverty line. For example, while Section

8 rent rules counted AFDC payments as income. they
did no . -unt the value of ether aid suet as Food Stmmps.

Similarly. the value of rentalassiStance andthe Value of energy
payments were not counted as income for Food Stamp purposes.

Hence, in the higher-benefit states. the full baSket of cash and
in-kind benefits could carry imputed values in the

$10,000-$15,000 annual range.

It It no small wonder that the electorate demanded reform in the

1980 e:ectiOn to curtail the excesses of the system. And it is
no small wonder that in 1981 Congress acted.

vIII. Entitle,rent Fforms: 1981-1982

As the members of this Committee know, the focus of the 1981

reforms 143S on the means -tested entitlement programs;

Specifically. our objective was to improve the targeting and

incentive structure of these programs and to reduce or eliminate

benefits among those who are not in need. For example, we

iMpOSed gross income limits well above the poverty lima in AFDC.

Food Stamps; and the free and reduced price Iunch/breakfast

provars. Dtdoctrons in AFDC were restructured, and the

assistance unit was expanded to recognize the contribution to

family well-being of the income of an family members.

The impact of these reforms on program efficiency is described in

Table 15. The percentage of means-tested benefits going to

redice the extent of poverty -- the target efficiency index --

25 z-
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rose from 49 to 5t. a 10 percent icrease. Fewer constant dollar

benefits were spent In 1352. However. in real terms, benefits

going to red.:re the degree of poverty rose by 9 percent.

TABLE 15

L

ImFROVEm TAPSETEFFICIENCY OF 1ff1NS- TESTED
(billions of 1962 dollars)

Amount of
Total Benefits Peducing -Target
Benefits Poverty Efficiency

1951

616.9 511.6 69%

In-Yinl 32.9 13.0 39

T3ta1 49.8 24.6 49

1992

Cat,- 16.5 12.1 73

In-F1-1 32.6 14.6 45

Tote' 49.1 26.7 54

1nc.u1e3 are only those AFDC sst; Food Stmlrips. !tee and___
reduced price school lunches; medicaid_and_r.ousing benefits
individuals reported receiving;_ Target efficiency is the
percent of expenditures going to reduce the poverty gap.

Source: Special tabulations on March 1982 and March 1993 CPS.
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71-.77:_t_:;e',ent In target efficiency is reflected in the change
:n t-_e 1:rc;ort:on of pe.7:pIe who were non-poor prior to receipt of
mea7s-tested benefits who received such benefits. Between 1981

tenef:t rzIls almoni the non-poor were rrc..ced by six

per:ert_ Correspondlng::F, there writ a one percent increase in

the 7:7-TcrtI3n of the poor receiving assistance in 1982.

".7r1t:CS of t.e Ad!rinistration and Congress have Charged that this

efficiency was achieved at the price of devastating the 5OCia1
safety net. That charge is simply not true.

IfE eed. t.4. social safety net had been devastated, the

;r::eae pc.:etty between 1951 an 1982 should have teen much

:ncrease in previous recessions. It was not. As
:. the increase in poverty between 1981 and

that the increase In earlier recessions.

Critl:s as- ) ctarqed that the reforms we nacted We:0 unduly
t-e roc:. That assertion, too; is untrue.

prcl:tion of households with any earn:ags and cash

ires below the poverty line who received means-tested

ten.fits in 1982 was substantially the same as in 1981i

rnk:n.ately 50 percent.

o Tne lire predictions of thOte wh et opposed the gross

rr cap and limiting of work disregards in AFDC also

not come true. Contrary to assertions that

wale-earn:n.1 recip.enta would quit their jobs to stay On

we:far,?, the number of recipients k,r) quit work or lost

Y,,,1 returned to welfare was the same both before

an after the 19k1 econciliation Act -- 7.1 percent.

the change produced the necessary incentive for

the va...t majority of v,-,:king recipients to make the

4
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transition from welfare to self-support. Cases With

earned income moved off the AFDC rolls twice as fast

after the changes were made as they did before.

o And critics' rhetoric to the =ontrary,the income tax

changes enacted in 1982, when fuflyimplemented; will

disproportionately benefit those with taxable gross

incomes under $10,040. Taxes for these households will

be reddt.rd by 31 percent; a greater percentage reduction

than for any other income class.

The impact of the 1981-82 reforms is perhaps best understood by

looking individually at the malor means- tested programs in tarn.

o In AFDC, real benefits per recipzent Will ((bid level

between 1981 and 1963. In contrast, during the previous

Adeinistrotion, when prices rose45percent in fe5r

years. real AFDC benefits per person fell I0 percent.

o Ih ht4Si,11; the number of households receiving But

SUbtidits will increase from 3,297,000 in 1931 to

3;723;000 in 1981. a 13 percent incresse.

o In Medicaid, funding changes have precipitated a

rethinking of programsalong lines whith are already

rebounding to the benefit of Eh* reedy. The

Intergovernmental Health Policy Troiect, which has been

systematically surveying State Medicaid programs,

ca nines Cie strong contrast between 1911 and 19E2 in

their most recent report (April 1983. They note that

outtf-coratrol growth prior to the reforms of the last

two years was forcing states to retrenct, often to the



disadvantage of recipients. dri contrast, new

fIZilibilities provided -ander the reforms hare allowed

states to Increase services and add beneficiaries.

Specifl,AIIy, they note that:

-- 'Sinetevn EightyOne can be characterized

generally as a period of moderate retrinchment on

the part of many State Medicaid programs and

severe retrenchment for & few.

'Perhaps t!,emort striking difference between the

two years 11981 and 19821 is that ever in the face

of continued fiscal stress. a substantial number

of Stites acted in I982 to add new services,

reinstate previously eliminated belief:At. lift

existing restrictions on access. or even increase

payments to providers.

"Also in contrast to 1981, 1902 marked the

beginning of a gradual shift in the focus of

cost-containment activities away from. the

traditional shortmterastrategies. e.g.,

limitatt)naon eligibility and serviCea,

reductions in provider payments, etc.. to a_

concentration Co wore structural

reforms in the organization. financing and

delivery of Medicaid services.'

o A similar rethinking of programs also seems to he taking

place in the School Lunch program. While free lunches

have remained free for children whose families have

incomes below 130 percent of the poverty line, reforms

enac'.,^ in 1981 reduced the suhsidies for children froe

it 497, 47 .7 17
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higher income faelIies. As with any change in

SUbsidies; these reforms probably affected behavior,

causing some higher income families to decide the

lunches were not worth their cost. In combinationwith

enrollment declines, these behavioral changek ketuIted_

in a drop in the number of school lunches served between

1981 and 1982. As a result, schools apparently are

recognizing they now are operating in acompetitive

environment, Ancordingt0 arecent article in The

Washington ?nit (SepteMberI4, 1983), schools across the

country are taking steps to make their lunches more

AttradtiVetostudents. A growing nationwide movement

Away from frozen lunch platters and a return to serving

fresh foods, as well as cost-cutting measures such as

hulk buYinl, use of computers to control inventories and

to analyze costs and nutritional content of tioalt;a04

more effrtive use of Labor areamongthetrendsthe

article cites. These changes Should benefit children of

all income clesses.

o And under ?odd Stamps; one in ten people in our crJontry

Will receive benefits in 1983; the same percentage as in

1981 old 1982.

Viewed in their entirety, these reforms do not reflect the

picture of devastation critics have charged.
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IX. The Dynamics of Poverty and dditional Anti-Poverty-Pleasures

The parallel between *canonic growth kila poverty treads outlined

at the beginning of Ay teitittyfty suggests that economic growtn is

a na3or factor in combating poverty among the non-elderly;

Sowever. the non-elderly are a diverse population. including

traditional sale- headed families. fenalt-headed householfs with

children. and single youths and adults. It is reasonable to

question wtether all these groups will benefit from a dynamic

economy.

Two new studies by Miry Jo Bane and David Ellwood of Barvard

provide some answers to this question: one study examines why

the non - elderly become poor and how they escape from poverty.

The other examines the experience of women on AFDC; SOth Of
these stJdies are based upon the lorgitudin.s Pane/ Study of

Income Dynamics. To ley knowledge. they are unique in their

approach. Rather than examining poverty and AFDC receipt over a

fixed period Gq. years or at agiven point in tine. they looa at

lengths of stay in poverty and on the UDC rolls. This approact

not only provides a more complete Understanding of how much

poverty and welfare receipt is transitory and bow much is Icing

term but allows the authors to estimate the **tent to Which

poverty and Arm' participation begin and end as a result of

various factors.

Zane and Ellwood 's findings on the non - elderly population $47Inst

that a Stkong weonomy will benefit most of the non-elderly in

7:rry Tables ii an4 summarize their rAndings on factors

pg:cl?itatin4 and 0m4tei spells of poverty, classified by the

type of household the person was in When his or her spell of

p.:,verty began.

25s



c As cal be seen; filly SO percent of all spells of

poverty began with changes in the earned income of the

fc4sehold,i while 50 percent of all spells ended with an

increase in earned income.

c Interestingly; the importance of earned income is strong

for female-headed ho,Jsehclds as well as maleheaded_

Cilarqes in hour old earnings accoantedfdf

ano,:t 25 percent of entries end SS percent of emits from

poverty for bcth women and children 3n *dell hovsehO/ds;

TABLE If

Fa7".TRSPREC:InTATI5 5PttLS OF POTEaTT
!percent of pers.)fts of households)

All Verson4 Female-Mead Male Mead

Ear-.:e4s necrease... S0.2% 25;1% 73;5%

Child Becomes
:n.'erendent 15J, 11;6 11;3

Bc4sehoid Be.como,s
F.male 11;3 CL,

Ot'pr 22.7 13.4 15.3

t,rce: fame and Ellwood: estimates using P51D data.
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TABU 17

FACTDRS EMT= SPELLS OP POVERTY_
(percent of persons cr households)

Households with Children

All Persons female Read Male Reed

Earnings Increase 10.31 55.7% 92.2%

marriage/Remarriage 4.4 26.; --

Other 15.1 17.2 7.5

SoJrce: Bane and Ellwood: estimates using ?SID data.

Table 16 also shows that about 15 percent of all spells of

poverty begin with the movement of a young man or woman out of

the parent's home into an independent household, indicating that

poverty for some is probably a 'getting stated" phenomenon.

Census data support this conclusion. They show that 23.4 percent

of household heads under age 25 were poor in 1970. By 1975, when

this group was five years older, their poverty rate had dropped

to 10.) percent. Economic growth will benefit these householdt.

too. As jobs become more readily available and real wages

increase, the process of 'getting Started" should be accelerated

for those entering the labor force;

For a sianificant minority of the populatiz-m who experience

poverty, however, economic growth alone will not be enough.

Again, Sane and Ellwood's work helps us understand why this is

so.
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Table 18 summarises the results of their ritudy of the non-elderly

population. It shows that poverty for most people is tranttory,

but the few with very long lengtns of stay in poverty attOiltit for
the bulk of all poverty. They also represent the bulok of the
poor at any time. For example, just over 40 percent of people

whOSIip into poverty w411 be poor for a year or less, and they

will account for 10 percent of poverty among the non-elderly.

However, IS percent of those who enter poverty will be poor for

more than eight years, and they will represent 54 percent of the

non-elderly poor.

TABLE 18

LENGTHS OF SrAY TN POVERTY AND POVERTY SHARES

Expected Lengths -of Stay
in Poverty for-People

1 Year
or -Less

1-2
Years

3-8
Years

More_Than
8 Years-

Entering Poverty 418 18% 261 15%

Share Of POVerty
Accounted fOr by People
with Different Lengths
of Stay in Poverty 10% 8% 28% 54%

Source: Bane and Ellwood: estimates using PSID data.

The results of Bane and MIlwood's study of women on AFDC, arrayed

in Table 19, are similar to their findings on the poverty

population; most farAIies' stays on the AFDC rolls are

relatively short. Howeveri most AFDC participation is accounted

for by families who stay on the rolls for a long time;
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TABLE 19

LENGTHS OF PART7f1PATION IN AFDC AND PARTICIPATION SHARES

Expected Lengths of
Participation for Persons
Entering AFDC

Prop..3rtion of AFDC
Particioation Attributable
t) Cases with Different
Lengths of Stay

Year _1!-2_ _3-8 Mort Than
or Less Years Years 8 Years

29% 19% 311 IS%

6% 84 41; 46%

Source: Bane and Ellwood: estimates using PSID data.

Out knowIelle about why some people remain poor and some AFDC

recipients stay on the rolls over time is imperfect.

Nevertheless; we do have some insights.

Labor force attachment seems critical. A large body of research

indicates earnings are a key factor in avoiding )r-,g -term

poverty. Analyses by Coe and Rainwater, for example, show that

Among all potential sources of family income, the earnings

component was the one which kept the largest percentages of

people out of persistent poverty. Bv,e and EIlwddes c idy of

AFDC mothers is consistent with this research. They find that

one-half of all families who leave the AFDC rolls do so within

two years and two-thirds do so within three. Similarly they find

that those women who worked be ore going on tAFDC are likely to

have relatively short lengths of si,Rty on AFDC. Interestingly,

their data also show that two-thirds of the women who left AFDC
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as a result of earnings were mothers with pre-school children.

and they conclude that having a pre.sChooI Child is not the
deterrent to working one's way off welfare that many people think
it is. They note, too. that those who left AFDC throUgh earnings

did so with a large jump in earnings rather than through gradual
increases.

Divorte. Separation, childbearing nut of wedlock, and the simple
fact of being born into a poor household also play a role in
long-term poverty and AFDC receipt. We have known for some time
that women and children in female - headed households represent a
significant portion of the persistently poor. From Bane and
Ellwood's work; we now know that fully 75 percent of all AFDC
spells began with a relationship change which created a

female-headed household. We know; too. that if a woman receives

APOC for at least two years, she and her children are very likely
to be long7term welfare recipients. Their stay will be
partidUlarlv long if the AFDC receipt was precipitated by the

female head having a child.

failure to enter the maihsTtra's of American ife also seems to

play a role in persistehtpetverty 0,1,3 loOr-ter* participation in

AFDC. By this, I simpl tfAt v,:=ng end older adults whose

behavior differs frot, that of Nor, people in their agecroupare
likely to be per..irtettly poor or dependent on AFDC. Laidk of
labor ,:,+;..re atta;:hcest, rroppir out of hLgn school; having corny
Chi!Jrer. havimu w!".;le unmarried. staying on AFDC for at

'rest two years ail aX these faOtors are likely to result in
l'ng Start r.::.ording to Bane and Ellwood.

Finally; AFDC :7,0hefir structures may play a role in long -term
in...1fare receipt. sane and Ellwood find that women in the South

have the shortest AFDC spells and are much more likely to Itiee

-
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AFDC through earnings changes. In contrast, terminations as a

result of earnings in the West are relatively uncommon, as are

terminations through marriage in the Northeast.

All of these findings provide the framework for tfie

Administration's policies for reducing poverty among the

non-elderly.

Clearly, economic growth; which is the manor goal of this

Administration, will alleviate poverty for many households. And

economic recovery is well underway. While unemployment is ttiII

too high, the recovery is taking hold:

o There has been a steady increase in the number of jobs

avAilable in our economy. Since December of 1982,

civilian employment has grown by 2.9 million.

o Real earnings have begun to rise. Th4ere lave been seven

consecutive monthly increases in avecageweekly

linos, measured in constant dollars, fOc thoise on

irm payrolls. As of September, tMis .".":,.41.4 of

earnings was up 3.2 percent over earnings measured a

year earlier.

o Production has increased sharply during the past year.

Real GNP rose 7.9 percent at an annual rate in the third

quarter of 1983, and has risen steadily since the end of

the recession.

o Industrial production in September was up 14.1 percent

since November 1982.
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o The index of leading indicators has increased for the

past I3 months, pointing to Continued healthy economic

growth;

A variety of other Administration policies also will improve the

well-bei.lq of these who now are in poverty or who would otherwise

experience it in the future.

Other witnesses have cited theappalling statistics on

establishment and collection of chil,:! support

obligations. Clearly improved child support enfotcement

is one means of improving the economic status of

singIe-parent families. The Administration has mo'.ed

forcefully on this front;

We have established a program to withhold child

support payments from the income tax refunds due

to delinquent AFDC parents.

-- We have proposed legislation to strengthen state

child support programs. These reforms would

mandate more effective state procedures for_

establishing and enforcing Oiler and prOvide

performance bonuses to states based on Viet!'

effectiveness in making collections on behalf of

both AFDC and non-AFDC families.

o Meaningful job trainirv+, can enhance attachment to the

labor force. The new Jobs Training Partnership Aet

(JTM, which replaces the discredited CETA program,

should greatly improve the opportunities for the

economically disadvantaged to gain private sector

employment. Under JTPA; funds will be devoted largely
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to training rather than to stipends, aS in CETA. Ih

addition, emphasis will be on training the economically

disadvantaged in skills needed in the local communitY,

assuring not only that participants are employable but

that they actually get jobs.

o Eatablishment of Community Work Experience Programs

(CWEP) in AFDC and Food Stamps also will help ensure

that Iabct forge attachments are retained or gained by

participants; While the AdminiStration would prefer

that these programs be made mandatory, we are heartened

that so many states are implementing CWEP under the

discretionary authorities provided in 1981. Similarlyi

we are working to encourage states to use job search

programs for AFDC and Food '-p applicants and

recipients.

o For those who do work, the indexing of tax brackets, the

zero -)racket amount (ZBA), and the personal and

dependent exemptions in 1985 will be a real boon. This

reform, enacted in 1981, will help ensure that inflation

e'es not erode the real incomes of low-income wage

earners. moreover, it will help place them on a more

equal footing wi' n higher income families who itemile

their deductions. Itemized deductions are ettecti,-ly

teIf-indexing, while the ZBA and exemptions erode over

time. With indexation, thus, the tax system will better

recognize the nees of low-income wage earners.

Coupled with program reforms to better target assistance; which

will free resources to increase a:d to those truly in need, these

policies will help us reach what I know is our shared goal --

better life for all Americans.
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Chairman RANGEL: Mr: Stockman; one _of the most respected
members of this committee has other leadership
For thin reasons, I recognize -Mr. Conab le.

Mr. CoN Dave. I would like to thank_you for appearing here
ictesenting such et remarkably thorough statistical analysis of

3ver1y: I .think it is goi4,_, to be a very terminal kind of report that
;.; re going to come hack to many times and discus.s extensively.

It is going to require a good_ deal of analysis._Obviously you have
put a great deal of thought Into_ it_zind 1 think_ it is _tremendotsly
important that we have this kind of analysis before the committee.
I would like_ to say one thing about you; also.

The Members of Congress who participated in the SOcial &-turity
Commission_and particularly in the final negotiations which result-
ed in the Commission'S twing snatched from the jaws of defeat;
:Members of Congress who participated in that got a good deal of
publicity. Yi_qi in&vaied in this report how_im_portant for theelder-
ly the social insurance wogram is. I would like to say that your
participation in those_comparativeiy secret _negotiations up in Jim
Baker's has-nit-Tit, and in the back rOOM at Blair Ilouse, were abso-
lutely critical: Your contributions were very _significant. I think
you have not received recognition for the_work you did in saving
social security at a time when we were really in extremeness about
it. and the fact is -that I have often thought that you ought to have
some recognition for that_

It is good to put it in the context of how important our social
surzitice program is_to_ keeping our_ terribly dependent elderly out
poverty. I just wanted to put on the record the tremendous impor-
tance of yOur work_ in connection with that final commission rec-
ommendation, which happily -the Congress accepted, following ac-
ceptance by the full commission: _

Mr. Chairman, that is all I wanted to say._
Mr, STOCKMAN- Conable, if I can -just respond. I appreciate

your kind words; but I think you probably overestimate the impor,
tance of my work. I may have made some contributions in terms of
ideas._ but I didn't have any votes in _terms of getting it -done. That
was the result of your leadership and that of the other Members of
Congress who took a sensible plan and sold it in a very difficult cir-
cumstance.

Chairman RANGFa.. It is your turn; Mr. Conable.
Mr. CoNaBLE. No I have nothing further to say.
Chairman RAN(:t:L. Well .t is a little surprising that after I

struggle to get ere to formulate_policv _that you move the action to
the hoick rooms and basement of Jim Baker but as long as some-
thing was accomplished; I think that is the_most important_ thing.

Mr. (.1)N ABLE. I think your vote w.is critical at a critical time.
However, I am not sure your vote -would have been applied to-the
same_ solutions we finally achieved had we not had_a rather_diffi:
cult time with the commission- first. I would say the same thing
about Mr. Pickle's role; it was absolutely critical.

Chairman RANGEL. Very good.
But I did want to_ mention _that_ Dave Stockman

played a key role in trying to hold the whole thing together ani
that that as_important

Chairman RANGEL. Thank you.



Mr. Stockman, I want to join wish Mr. Conable in congratulating
you for setting a framework for us to continue this dialogue. It
really doesn't make_that much difference in how much we differ
and how you reached the conclusions.

I think what you_ have done for us is _to allow us to know what
formulas you used in reaching certain _conclusions about the
number of people that we are going to have to deal with, the
causes as to why _they entered poverty; and the differemt solutions
to it on a national basis.
_ I don't know whether we are going to have that much of a prob-
lem with the definitions.

The problem is going to -be as to where are the conflicts and how
we can work more closely together in the areas that we agree
upon. I think Mr. Conable ,:dated that you made a great issue about
the social programs as related_to the aged, _ _

Assuming that that logic follows, it would mean that decreasing
those programs according to your thinking would have increased
the number of people that would be termed "poor" or_that the fact
tLit you had this bottom line protection for them decreased the
number of people in that category.

Sonic of us believe that the budget cuts by the same token in cer-
tain areas would have increased the norliler of people that would
have toppled over into the poor.

Without Jebating now; -and we hope that we can get together
,with you soon,_ you would_ have_ to agree that whether _you have
these broad categories such us the aged, that within that group
there are a lot of people that are_extremely_ poor because they are
older, because they live Whine and because they come from minori-
ty _communities:

It would seem to me that once you have seen or _pointed out to us
how we have mismanaged, how we have not targeted, how we have
used the wrong programs, it would give your presentation; or at
least the perceptions of the administrations concerned, a better bal-
ance if at thc arne time you eould look at the groups and say thr.i_
in this 1.articalar category, of course, there are people that even if
we did find a more efficient way; that the Administration and Con-
gress has not come up with a program to deal with their particular
needs no matter how much we argue as to where they -are.

Come of the programs_ that you have indicated succeed then be-
cause you have suggested targeting.

It implies for your statistical data that a lot_ of people were re-
ceiving monies they shouldn't have received _prior to this adminis-
tration and because of the new formula that you have taken the
same amount of -money and have assisted more people.

_We know on the committees, that -Mr. Ford arid I sit on that some
of rrthe formulas that you have t.t.Sed have been State formulas that
have a different concept as to who was poor and who was not
and when you adopt below poverty standards for the State and say
that is the Federal program. you may have helped your statistical
data in saying that you have done more with less,

Hut it ciciestet help us when we listen to the ;people that come
from those communities that find themselves cruiithed in a formula.
Time is of the essence and I _want _the other committee members to
ask questions, Ibut I guess the bottom line is that no matter how
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you measure it. we do have more people considered poor today
than we have had before: So it is of nation a concern:

1;0U don t talk -about budget cuts increasing that number: I guess
when you talk about unemployment, you meant that for economic
recovery in a positive sense; instead -of talking about the number of
people that are poor leeausle of a failure_of having a recovery.

And l am not placing blame; I am just saying they are out there
no matter whether we,have a Democratic or Republican President;
they are poor because' they are not_working, and whether it is tem-
porarN or not, we have an obligation from the Federal Government,
not Presidents and the Congress, but the Government; to at least
reach out and tell them that we care.

I hope that since you have; in my opinion; given us a major docu-
ment as to how you see the statistics, that you would allow our_

joint_conunittee to review this and either in public hearings or in
Jim Baker's basement; get together and see_ what we can do to deal
with the problems of those people where there is no dispute; that
they are out there and not being assisted.

Mr. FOrd.
Chairman Foto). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would agree with -you and th.,0 Public Assistance Subcommittee

certainly_ will this document and go through it _and try to
piece together some answers and also require some additional
formation from you; Mr. Stockman: -

I think it _goes without saying that these are areas that_ we are
concerned about I think poverty has increased no matter how we
measure it. I think yo_u, Mr. Stockman; would agree with that and
the prime reason for this increase is_governmental_

I think we would all agree with that Tax policy has imposed a
substantial burden_ on the poor._ We understand that.

Poverty will not be reduced significantly as the economy im-
proves. We_ have seen_ the _administration talk about the economy
anproviog,_ but yet and still that poverty rate is continuiing towill
continue to_ rise. I think further governmental action is required in
order to reduce that poverty level. I think you indicated on table-4;
we talked about the poverty rate being 15 percent,_ and if the in=
kind benefits were counted; I think we see that; according to your
table there, it would be 9.6 percent._
- We all will agree that yiti know that chart and that table would
be about correct. But; at the same time, when you talk about the
:)0 million people who are _below the poverty leVel, you express the
concern: But in -your testimony; Mr. Stockman; you didn't give us
any concrete_ solutions to responding to the needs of those 20 mil-
lion people who are in poverty.
_ am certainly one who would tike to know just how -we; as legis-
Lams m the Public ASSistance Subcommittee on this full Commit-
toe oin Ways_ and Means; -what are those things we can he doing in
order to address the _problems for the 20 million people that you
addressed, and the 9.1; percent.

Also, your methodology assumes that since single elderly individ-
uals receive_67 _percent of the--poverty threshold in medical bene-
fits; can anyone live on- that percent or that $1,500 difference
annually that we are talking ihout?
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And, _f_so, could you explain to the committee how those elderly
indiridwils can live_on_the_$1;560 per year?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Weil, Mr. Ford, I don't think I wins suggesting
that elderly can live -on- $1:500 per year I was suggosting that,-

Ch:z....7man Foam Medical benefits we were talking about, medi-
care--

N1r.Srix'smArsi. Yes, that is the value of the medicare benefit.
Now, I do note two things: (hie--

._ _Chairman FORD. That poverty level is; what is it for individuals,
$4,60ir?
__ Mr: STOCKMAN. It is $6;500 for two; so I believe it is about $4;600
for an individual. That is right.

Chairman FORM_ Taking in the medical benefits we -are- talking
about 67 percent. So :1 :1 percent of that would be around $4527.

Mr. Srik-KMAN. That is correct.
Chairman FORD. How can one survive on that; Mr. Stockman?
Mr. SrociimAx. Well you are making -a different point _than -I

am. The point that I am making; if I could; is that the elderly obvi,
ously hzive zi high incidence of illness. They need medirml care, and
they need insurance protection against it: What I am suggesting is
.:what medicare is worth in terms of the _insurance rotection. You
certainly couldn't live easily even on $3,000 if you had no medical
care at all or-no medical insurance protection; _

Chairman RANGEL. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. _SrixxstAN. It isn value: That is all I am saying:
Ch_airman ltaw_;EL. Let's try to maximize Where we don't have a

problem. You are not suggesting that because of the reimburse-
ment rate to doctors and hospitals that we should attach_ that to
determine whether an old person is poor? You don't mean that?

Mr; STOCKMAN: No; 1 am_ not suggesting that _

ChairMan RANG L. So When we try to determine who is poor and
you in aide in that the vaitie of the- insurance poll ; it is_nothelp.
ink us Zit determining what that old person's n e e d s really should
be?

Mr: STO(KMAN. WelL_Mn Chairman-7---
Chairman RANGEL. There are a lot of people that would rather

not live a long period of time if indeed they are going to be depend-
ent and miserable during that time.

So, to extend life-without improving the quality of that fife is not
mesothing I hear old_people asking for, and so when you throw the

medical bill in and tell somebody that this _doesn't make you as
poor as it appears with other statistics; it is difficult to see what we
are going to do here.

_Mr: STOCKMAN: Well; I think maybe that is another debate about
whether or not the poverty line measure we use now is adeguate. It
is $9,600 a year for a family of four; and it is_based on the notion of
what is a minimum diet how much does it cost multiply it by
three point something, to take care- of other standard-of-living
needs like medical and housing and the other baSic necessities of
life.

Chairman RANC.EL: SO when the7--
Mr. STOCKMAN. Now, it mr4 Mr. Chairman, that the multipli-

er, which is 31, I believe, ;'s t!.to low to take into - account all the
nonfOcid items that would comprise a minimal standard of living, or

t
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_it is tot) high_ But I am saving that offi-cially; ever since
ttft+3, that is the was the Goyernm. at has measured poverty.

Mr. MATst'l. WilLthe chairman yield? _

Mr. StoegmAiv. Now, if you assume then _that you need three
tin the cost of the minimum diet to cover housing, medical, and
the' of her essential barebones_ components_ of a minimal_ standard of
living. then having the protection on the medical side through
medicare insurance clearly doe:: i_help in _meeting that threshold.
That maybe arbitrary. but we all use it because that is what we
have designated for the last decade and a half as one kind of nieces-
ure of poverty.

It is not the _only measure. There isa quality dirritension.,There is
a whole variety of other dimensions other than pure money income
isir money income and in kind equivalent:

Rut when we aretalking_iihoUt of people in a big SoCiety-
and trying to get some way to get an angle and measure of the
problem. we are going to have to have some arbitrary standard:

Maybe we_ can improve the calculation of the poveliY line. It
could 1w tisi h.gh or too low; but we are going to have to count the
limbo r! benefits that we provide, however we resolve he underly-
ing_ist.ue of what itmeans.

Chairman Finn. Let me yield_ to Mr. Matsui at Or- time:
Mr. %Tsui. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
l think Mr Stockman that you perhaps misunderstood both

eh:neatens questions. You were __saying_nt this _time that -you are
.sot .tiggesting that medical benefits, if they are included; should be
used in calculating_whether an individual is poor. IF that what you
said? You answered no to that question. I nant a yes or no answer:
Is that wnat you are saying?

Mr. STocKMAN, No; didn't say' -that:
Mr. MAtset, That is exactly right 13-(cause in your so-called schol-

arly _ testimony and your document that Mr. Cohabie thinks so
hiRhl of,_ you are w.ng as a_c_entral premise th_? notion that -in-
kind benefits must I* included in definition of 'overly. Ithink
the euestion that both _Mr: Ford and Mr. kangel asked dealt with

fact that if inkind medical be twfits are counted; over $3,010
are applied to a senior citizen's income in determining the poverty
rate. So that individual is left with S/;:100.____

Mt STOCKMAN. No, that is not correct.
Mr MArstli: You are:
Mr. ST;xKrams. We absolutely are not; Mr, Matsui:
Mr_ MATstl. Yes, you art.
Mr. STOCKMAN We are not attributing $3;01110 of value to medi-

care.
_Mr. MATSUI i'ou have said in your testimony that there are only

950ii,)00 poor eAerly in America.
Mr. STOCKMAN. That is right.
Mr: MATSUI. Then you have to_ be including that in there.
Mr. STOrKMAN, It is included, but the value

_ is not -- _

Mr: MAiscr: Mr. "Weigel has more than that in his
It is included; but the insur,-; we valve _%% not

$L1.000. I can supply that statistic for the recorti, btit I think it is
about $L100:

2
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Mr M vista. I think yiAir report, frankly, is a sham and I this
it is based upon erroni.otis statistics and conclusions:

I vield back.
Chairman Pinta Mr. Stockman; we would yt,..N to

tor the nvord at a later time, if yau don't ;Alive_ the
today, u M will have it as a part of the recorils heth:.;r true the
medical costs or medical benefits to the _eldeily; teiw thziz to derived
and hcw that is counted as it relates to the eldtrl.- --

_ Mr. STOCKMAN_. Welt; I _can tell you that_ We have been around
the bUSh here. I will submit details for the record, but we are
counting the insurance value of medicare: The insurance value of
medicare--

('ha'rnian lotto. Which is--
Mr. SniesmAN. Which the corniaittee knows all about because

you spent lots of time working on it, saving it is im_porttnt, that
the _elderly can't survive_ without_ it; that it is a critical component
of the support system: that is what all you say up here and it is
true; Medicare has -about a $1,500 value. That is, if we didn't have
the medicare_ entitlernefit; _an elderly person would have to find
*'1,...i1s) in c,4sh somewhere to buy equivalent protection for part A
and part B. For you; Mr: Matsui; to sit here and say that that is of
no value shouldn't he counted, doesn't do any go-cidwhich is what
you implied in your comment on my testimony t- lc ;ow you don't
mean it- because usually you are more careful and balaneed in your
view of things.

Mr. MATSUI. Also Mr: Stockman:
Mr. STOCKMAN. It illSt doesn't parse.
Now; I think we ought to try to -find over time how to get people

more medical care so the things that aren't covered today are cov-
ered under medicare. But-that is a health care system problem.

_Mr._ MArsul. If I may; Mr. Chairman;_ what about the individual
who doesn't have medical expenses for that 1-year period that you
are using; and thc_individual makes $3;000; or has $3;000 in other
in.kind services? That person, according to your statistics, would

Mr. SrocKMANI. Well Mr. Matsui, you are playing games wth
the_statistics: What about the person who has a $50;000--

Mr. MATtillt. No--
Mr. STOCKMAN. Wait a minute. t is absolutely irrelevant.
Mr: MArstm. Answer my question: _

Mr. SrockMAN. Illness is not a chronic: condition, it iu an epiatidie
condition for the most part among most elderly: _That means in
some years they spend zero &Mars tilt nearly so on health care and
in_another year; in the extreme_; they spend $50,000:_

!Jo you wzint to say 1 year they are not poor and the net ye.Ar
they are poor of their average income is $5,000? The answer is no.
Th.t is _why you have to treat it statistically in trials of its insur-
ance value.

Otherwise; in those years in which people are ill; and if we didn't
treat it as an ir.surance value, you would hiive_great fluctuations in
the_statistics_and great distortipn im their meaning:

Chairman Foku. Mr. Matsui. iet me &Um my time back so I can
go on and the chairman can yield to the other members of the cora-
mittee.
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N1r Stockimiti. I tine final queion_ as tat chdirperson
the Public ,tssistimce Subcommittee. .lust ten us how much did the
budget reductions_increase the poverty gap between 1981 and 1962.

As chairman of the subcommittee; I_ have seen proposals_ that
hate been submitted to the Congress and- we hay.- worked tirelt ssly
on the committee in wrestling with all of the -AivIk2 it and o,ner
cuts in the social programs, programs tike title MX and others Oat
rel;ite direoly to the poor and those who are under_ the_poverty
line: I would just like to know from you. do you have for this corn-
mittee inhirmation you would like -to submit later?

We will certainly go through the document which we have_ re-
ceived tt, day the testimony vou have given us, but I would just
like to ,know how much did the budget reductions increase that
poverty gap.

You talked about th 9.0 Jx.reent or '20 million people who are
helow the poverty line: We did not I did not hear a clear defined
definition ;lS to how _we it.ould try to wrestle with the _p;roblem in
the future I have witnessed a continuation of propose_d budget_cuts
in the snci:d _programs and Uhave not seen anything that has begin
.ignificant.-that has heen submitte.d to us from the administration
to respond to those yields of _poverty in this society.
_ MI. STIWKMANi_ Mr: Chairman. there is a lot of information that
I .i1l submit iin the poverty gap that is changed from 1981 to 1982;
but you have to re cognize_it is a matter of interpretation,

Title poverty (Tap results from all forces combinedhow many
vx,ople have joh-s: whether inflation is going up or not going up;
whether transfer payment programs are extending or contracting;
A healer tru.y are being targeted proper,y. An those things will de-
termine that final number. flow much -emaining income deficit or
deficioncv is there after every-thing the economy _does and every-
thing the government does would be needed to bring people up to
ixiverty?

Now.. thitt didn't change from 1981 to 1982. It was about t..3:3" bil-
lion both years. It didn't change. But there were changes in pro-
grams :Ind vast c%tianges in the economy. To unsort all of the
thingsW 10,4111 do our best. I 1,ave_ tried to say in my testimony
that between 19'81 and ;982 more of our tr,oile-tested behefitS, $2
billion_ more in 19S2; Went to thaw below poverty than it did in
1'0,1, despite the cut in the awegate pro;.;ram.

I am sure your staff will find other ways to determine theinter-
:iret the data_----

0:iairman FORD, We were told that number went up about $4 bil-
lion in l!nq and 1982 in the budget reduction.

Mr. ST( 1S34 AN _That i will submit for the .ord; our numbers in
constant -dollars. The gap did not increase.

(The information follows:I
The tsita-nieans te=sted ports gat) in llo 1 wt.:: 119).42 dollars). In 11044.

it Nay f21 1 billion These gaps reflect i.ucial spending; as measured in the census

Chairman Fon). All right.
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Mr. SroextdiAN. The gap. might have gone up slightly due to in-
crease in inflation, but that isn't an --

Chairman FORD:Inflation?
Mr. SToctuaN._ The inflation_rate was down but dollars bought

less in 1982 than 1981, about 71° percent less.
Chairman Foan._We would--
Mr. STOCKMAN. Numbers we have for the remaining- poverty -gap

after everything are $32.9'1 billion in 1981, $32.6" billion in 1982
in _constant 1982 dollars:

Chairman FORD. We sure would welcome any additional informa-
tion in that area, Mr. Stockman.

Yield back the balance of my time; Mr: Chairman:
Chairman RANGEL. Mr. Matsui, would you like to complete your

questioning?
Mr. MA:Tsui. Yes. Thank -you very much Mr: Chairman. -

Mr. Stockman, on page 16, your table 11, you indicate and try_to
justify that economic growth will result in a reduction of poverty.

I suppose that is true, all of us, Democrats and Republicans; lib-
erals and conservatives alike would like to see economic growth.

There is no question that in fact it will-probably reduce the pov-
erty rate sotnewhat, but your graph indicates_ that from 1959_ to
1966 we have had a significant reduction in the poverty rate for
both nonelderly_ and elderly. _From 1966_ to 1973;_ even though we
had a slight reduction in GNP, we did have again a reduction in
poverty rates in both those 'categories.

Then from 1973 to 1982- since we only had a growth rate of less
than 1 percent, we have had dramatic increases in the rate of pov-
erty: You don't take into consideration however; in your testimony
or in the writ:ea part of the testimony; the -fact that_ at that same
period of time, from 1939 to 1966 and from 1966 to 1973, there was
a rather dramatic expansion of Government programs; transfer
payments as you were talking about earlier in your testimony; that
went to both the nonelderjy and elderly poor.

Could that have something to do with the fact that poverty in
this country had decreased during the earlier two periods that you
referred to?.

Mr. StorNIAN. Well; Mr. _Matsui, first the numbers here do not
include th.f. ,- The burden of my testimon_y_was that the enor-
mous _grow;,i in income _transfers to the elderly over the entire
periOd is wild.. accounts for the disappearance or dramatic reduc-
zion in their poverty: What am saying it that among the elderly,
GOvernment social insurance supplemented by the other_programs
is the reason why the poverty rate has gone down and it is the
reason why; as a society; we have these programs:

Now, you _are_ focusing on _the nonelderly. _I _would simply point
out that in the first period there was very little growth in income
transfers to the nonelderly: During the second period 1966 to 1973;
thegrowfth rate picked up, but the massive explosion of these .pro-
gramsand I will submit the numbers in terms of dollars; rates of
increase;_ whatever you want to measure -- occurred from 1973 to
1981, at the very period the rate of poverty was going up, rather



than and going up. as you have pointed out; at a substantial
rat&

The biggrt-st growth occurred in the third period:
Mr. MAts;u1. Now, as far as your_figures are concerned, and your

statistics. af.cording to the graph that we have in our committee
report on this issue, it appears frankly that the dramatic rise in
the growth in poverty occurred from 1979 on.

The poverty rate inc ceased dramatic:Ally during the _term of the
Pre, ik-nt that currently serves in the White Ilouse. The 197:1 to
:979 period indicates a pretty constant leveling of poverty. is that
correct?

Srr. StocstAN. Nn, Nit-. Matsui. 1 am sorry vou chose to formu-
Liti. in that 'Ooverty started rising as a rate and in absolute
nullifiers in P.i.7s. :inti from 197s to I9S1_nothing this administra-
tion did had any effectin 1951 because changes were not legislat-
ed-ontil fiscal ear

ne number of I, people rose from 24 million ::2 niRlion or
there was an s reil?ion increase in_ the number of poor hetwPen
I9 7s and Ltisl. Now, I think that is due to three factors._

Om-. Mil:loon went through the ceiling during that period, from
about percent up to 1:3 and 13 percent, when_ it finally peaked
out in 19so. That luvi_two effects: Number one it hurts people On
AF1X' u,,t Al :DC isn't indexed, and so during, Chit period
AFDC benefits declined in real purchasing power by LO pTercent.

Si---cond, the poverty rate is indexed -for -the CPI, In other _words;
wt estziblished the fw,vetty level way back in 1969, I think it was
ar-id_the only thing v e do every year is index it for the change in
the CPI.

Now; whit happened during that 1975 to 19S1 period when we
1;i0 toe inflationary blowo_ff,_an_d_ you know this well from, your
week in other are3s, is that the CPI was over measuring inflation
N.-caus:e qif the home mortgage component; and you remember what
was happe0,ing to mortgage rates and home prices during that
period. ;S(1. as a rersult I think we have a bit of ;I Aatistical twerstatement
of the degree to which povr0' row in tfw late seventies and early
eight;; s 1>e.cause of the fact that the poverty threshold is adjusted
by the CPI.

Cleorly it was inflation reducing real incomes; plus the
ng measured poverty' that is_im_portant_during that era.

_ The third thing: Economic growth was strong in :9;7 good in
197s, ard then it just _mtered out in 1979, 1980. and 191. As a
res u t ; h<- unemployment rate rose. People in the 511- percent Catie-
,t-bi8 of 25_and older, the poverty rate for them went way up:
That acceiunts for most of the increase.

Si between inflation,_ the CPI_ measure and the disappearance of
economic growth, You have ;1'3 million poor people from 1978 to
19)A. The poverty rate went from 11 to 15_13 percent.

N-ow. to correct that whole mess, unfortunately we had to go
through a recession Now, there may be some around here whci
kifiiiV magic w i.ty to cause inflation to ge, away when the economy
is bent out of shape ns badly as it was by 190 or 19S1 in this court-
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try But ecoitoiliists oi Hie middle of the stream most people
w ha il.nderstand . ri was going on agree that some kind of ir.orrec-
i..,ii yur. rnocietary policy and in the course of our economy un:
5.6rtuna:iy had to occur If we were to get back to low inflation and

e..onomic growth._
that _but it have happened_if your .4:anal-

d.iti- in were elected just it happened when President
v.as_etected. We had to through unfortunately; a reces--

si,i7i did d:ive up the poverty rate it:_19-1; but I would be
p.py an inviintiftn to come_ back_ here avid testify next

beca_use arn absOlutely confident that the poverty rate is
going to cf-ejine drainatic:div for 19-$3 for two reasons.

(Me. in 110-3 infl:ttion has disappeared and we are nnt gbh* to
get this distort ton in the measure.

SeCiiiid. 3 million more people got joY1' real incomes were rising.
.ii d the rece_...ion was receding behind us. In that :;41-ercent

rc of working age people, the rate of poverty is to eonie
At_fi

_MATI.1 I hope you do come hack in the spring of next
NI; Stockiraii. and testify, because I would _like to see if SOW- pre-
(±:4,1 :joy utter tfian_ they were in 19Z1 when you tc..stified
t.t ire t his r4 carne _ _

rec:ill when you prwesited the _President's economic recov-
ery program. you didn t talk about the fact _that our country would

to 40 through a recession: that we would have to hay 10%-
percoit unemployment rates: In fact; you were saying that by
h:i% tag those 'missive tax cuts and cutting social spending; we
wot11 in fact have_an unemployment rate in 19S-I_ of 6.3 pen ,7nt.

tit ide :1 number of predictions that we would have economic
g,ewth all of P.IS and 191;:i. So_ -I hope_ you do come "aink in the
spring of next year and show us that instead of being inaccurate as
vou ive vbeen over the past 21/2 eayrs; that your pridictions will
-have:a little hit more accuracy to them and perhaps we can all be
very h ippy in_th;it_spring period.

Chairman RANGFJ:. Mr. Anthony?_
Mr: As'itioNv._ Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And Mr Stock-man;

We lCiiiiie back hefore_the committee. I would like to call your atten
thin to your testimony before this committee during the 97th Con-
gress. _ _

I :inn looking at -part 1 of Fould_like to_read just one Para-
gr;iph._ This is in rvgard to Mr. Matsui's question concerning your
.rogno-sis for the following year, and your offer to come bacx in the

spring.
This is a quote:
Whim you pruid in which more than $1(g1 IWII;)01%_ IS spent by the Federal

I:oerrowent planr.ed,- it certainly ha:. to he_a very megative, ie ti,t,ry ad-

.r.r.e, a 0-T) Ilisec)uraging signal to the imanctal markets

In the lathed part of your testimony you state holt (huge Federal
deficits will (-xi...lite disturhances_in the iilark.ts; and will
h.ave_ a negative impact on inflation and economic_ ktrowth. If noth-
itig drat:wk . tuts, happened by this spring, you-will have the oppor-
tunity of saying that instead of having a deficit of $100 billion over
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a '' -near period, _there will be a :;$490 billion deficit. ThiS Id rep-
re-rent a fir:71,31d increase.

If you have a fourfold increase over tc--..7::e-an;ng that yea said was
biiiig_to be **very negative,_ very wd ,,r-se, and very discotiedging:7

:en I would like tti khOW how )Gil can return in the spring andAi.' that _t here is improvement:
1 mitt oOk forward to your testimony. _

Having said this I just have a few simple questions.
DO YOU agree that poverty 17.3s _increased?
Mr. STtev-k--,4-tikz I think 1 haVC- inddkated that in my testimony.
Mr. AlViHONY. Does the administratio:t plan any legislation toreduce that poverty increase?
Mr. S-rocKmAN: I_ think I tried to explain fully how I think wereduce it in each of the four categoriee and all of them are retied

to the central ivlicy of this administration; as well tai the °Ingress,
in terms of what we have been atter: oting_to_do.

Mt. AN:310SY. I am going to read another segment cre.;en your
testimony. In which you state-

"T1t4,4_Prcrvid*, 4i:zee and sufficumt funding t maintain that social2.ofeki net ol privrata design.,;_ to ttaect the elderly, ti.!t the canolii-Arypiti, t?,e ;-,:syr the disanttlil < ,t-t4 ;6.-Mihtt he ha.:e h fi-rm commitments ontom tihan n_rdionld consetwi;; f'ar more than 40 wars,
In ;--itif...ipat.iati for tociay7s hearings,_ the CEO prepared_ foe medata eicei:tining the major Igislative changes in human resources

programs since Janoary_19S1. This is_ the great economic recoveryprogram that you are talking about,_ the one thatis going _to get usout of the rerInse-,.-, .1d slow this deficit down. The report shows
total outlay chany,-,-..! ioln _1982 through 1985 as a percent_ of pro=
gram outlays. For e;.ample, the following has occurred--in non-
triears-testkl_programs; social security down ;1 pet-cent; civil service
retiretnetit dawn 3 percent; uhemployment insurance down 7 per-
%DT

However, ih rneans-tcieil prwams; those programs that ate
definitely -,;(eared toward helping the elderly,_the veterans; unem-
ployed, poor. dii,ailited _and the blind; the following has
AFDC e.0,,yrt potrcent, and that's not taking in consideratio-,7 the3(4*i.-<*nt it in 44tenefits in Arkansas; :oc.xl stamps_down I3
cent; child noritioin programs down 28 percent; title V( flown 22pe-rcent

So 1 go luck now to my last question that I twked_ previously.
You are in the p-r,locew; of rewriting pr_oecl_agency bi.idgeta.

th-e present- Iris budget in January 1984, are we
to 4.....sume then that the administration continue on the same
tr-Ai:'-. and that non-means-tested programs will again-go utiWtielied
an; if the next year's htidiYet will propose, that _Mr7trisAt:wtecl pro-
grzkai. sustain the severity of tht cuts that CRO indicateS they
have received in tine NAM?

read a la of statistics I amMr, STOC1CMICN Well; you have rea_______ ;
Aire What they prove or their relevance to the ti;sirufitijl here.'ou seem to be -saying we haven't cut non-rleans-tectod be i fits;

aria) insurance, enough. Welt i :aaven't seen a lot of !ijctiHrihiti
from your side of the or -you in particular to do tALytkling
nit some of the_excesses that built into metticare and=--

ANTHONV. Would YOU yield ett that point?
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Mr. Stocks! As I want to finish my answer.
Ns soon as You and :!.I9 others volunteer, it is obvious that \we

something to reduce the deficit; imprvve the solvency o,f
=.".,rtd...; by tightening up medicare and by having some kind of

.t:..ciion on cost-of-living incre_ases. _

.711 ANTHONY Would you y.eld at that point.?
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes
Mr AN ilIONY. specifically said Niemhers of Congress and

then vou said you, pointin:: nio. Would _the administration sup.
port the efforts of a biparti-_-an group of which I am a number? I--recently attended a press c...);,'1,--,ence, stating for the record that I
would he wilting to -cut =2_pet.;:erttap-,e points ,.,f.rton-mean entitle-

proffams. whit .0. the szine time c.,.tti.ng 2_percentage_po1atIF.;
off the indexation of taxes Would you support this prcir.1 thiis

it we put it ontiw -Root '

..Mr. SrockmAN. Well, I ,'ivi!,tusly Mr. Anthony. can't speak for
the _1 id rn in ration _a nd_ the President.

Mr. As:DION WO L-7 Id you. as Duvid Stockman, perserzally?
\l r. Snielt-,NI."'.. Well; I am not going to give private advice in

public, _bat I
Mr. ;\ NTHoNY. Then don't_ criticiz-e for_not offer:iu: some sug-

gestion when I gave supported a 2-perrittage _point cut.
And do you l-olow whcre i;-; percent of "those cut:: in _spending would
come from? Out of _.social security. These cuts are a fairly hot politi-
cal issue. o don't look at _rne_itnd critic me for nit beiag willing
to offer some )1 LI t tiS io the COligTeSS- or to the

This Administration do _not have_ the coun.ge to puY-cly accept
respoinsibility ;ind sav tha7 ,,oir.ething has to be dor And you

s42 th-at I have _quote,i you of statistir,E. You gave me a
ware,ily ooriceaft.ii pwk-Jge that t have not had a chi)nce to .slady
anti that would ilikety tak,e,a the rer of the to anai-
iyie. 'You say Ave have 1 pk,,,,rce.;.v,-41 problem Goe,yerio . 4;4'

the tnernber-i of this ..ommittee .-ve have
I :sill just close with one admonition. 'You hay.:

page l cif Vour prepared testi.-.4ki9:, I ,,,u=egt. -that ii ntir:o
graph, '-fiat chart; setiti it tfi all the ..states and ask _them to send it
out With all the means-testtd progrium chec6i. "au have stated
that fiewtr conistant dollar benefits wire spent in i.:,S1.).; however; in
real; terms Nr.IlleritS V sliced serve to reciiace poverty I-)se 1 9 perceni.
I ruin ..1l _you, people n say St 'it',Wit10 are dependent on these pro,
gratio, ;:rider.itard that c< have helped_thrn 9 percent.

!iti have seliing to lo so I would suggest you tak
!ook at that e.friatt and_senitiit ti./Ain there to them.

C'hairmari 'Mn- Mrs. Keomelly,
Mrs. KENISEI:I., Tharik Mr: Chairman. Mr. Stockman; very

nice ninteet you: and _I appreciate your taking the time to separate
the 4:FM7f:coup into two parts

We _often just _look a! the problem as \women_ with ,:hildren, How-
ever. I have looked on page 30 of your remarks, and it says inter-
estingly enough. the data and I am tallcing nk )ut _Bane and
Elwoo41-7-show that two-thirds of the women who left AFT"' as a
-usult of earnings were mothers with preschool children. and they
:onciuded that having a 11O1 cittild it thk 'deterrent to
working on, :s way off wei.la..e.



_ Then. further 111V, 111 ht nvt paragraph, you sa know; too;
tha.! if womenrixt-ive AFIX' hwe at least y years. and her chit=
iiren are very likely to_lkloing-teirrn welfare recipients. So I can see
vv :ere going to have to loo at these: figures and tr", to put some

on them Your charts -how with_ consistency that hall the
poor pop!e:Ire_,:orner with chil,tren. With your_ st:itement and the
,tudies you _receive. cr, clime t a the conclu sion tha' inarytie
ii.eart,Ttsti-d programs .,aren't the answer and_the answer. rather

tik more increased yhilci care centers and increased training
wornen b«:.111,4' they hat.l. only tow level job skills. or are vou so

ties,:irnistic when vou_ look at this issue and see the consistency
through 1`.,5o riat we are going to have to increase

AFI/. benefit, because real terms_ the% have gone down by 3C
percent and _vv e are talkie,: :await children.'

11A (. we got answers this other than tits the figure
-coh:=,tLint and Mose_ Womten_ are pot,r_and those _childr., -ere

Mr STocKstAN Well1 I think vou have
t

I ?rued t., 1111 t not iibViously in enough tes-

I only this :.:.ilat.ely because this iis all new !.:1'.orttiati-iii
and deserves stud. ex {, --its, and I am not ;.e of them.

Sat. a- look wh ii it s-ays is that ;en amain th AFV
p,pJation. there -are really rwo distinct g xs: There is ira gra;

ttimpor,trily_ on due to earningsdeciline or houseAold break.--
up._ bat exit the AFDC roll.; within a vear
hack into the mainstream supporting thi mselvet or in iti.tw.1

There it seern, to me your point -about chili; care for th:itgentiti.
the_iti___:-ind vat, th- temporary participants in the program: the
temporarily poor, you wilt that group it seems to me any-
thin_g ff_hat can lac-di/ate finding a job, holding a Job. improving

-tad therefore cai bility_ in the _thad.,,,t. will i very helpful.
For those. on the other hand. that

itiantt longlerrn; chrontc; it serni to me they need more incoime.
and rn,v of the things th_t we are suggesting is that just hi..-aae
they ari. ou AFDC 10 years doesn't mean the twtitht-r (if fatht tki_E
elitid over that lit yoars. The fathers area al; : We do

nom what the rate of child support ohlwatinn iS_abys-
molly low; and that we need better public policy in country tri
make sure that that potentiat source Of increased income ih me&
av'ailable,

Th eei, air,:; a lot of_othrr chings you could say._
M ts. :ft..NNE.t.r.v. What (lumbers Of -children?
Mr. SrockmAs. I am talking about enothors and choldtHi.

i-.- Kkti1r-1,1e. Numbers of children OlAioosly if there is one
hill; you rrir40.4 ;.7t.t as parent or frienci to take the child 11 you

oligot go into 'ong term: Does the slira''
-

numb
Stocio,,,AN _Yes-. i think then is one dramatic
faritil-V problem. Arnow lemiale 'leads of hal with
farn Hies. I twliev it is five or six children, .ar

poor.
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Again. that group has to have a different answer than in many
of the other ca.ses we are talking about: We have got to stop swing
ing 34 million site numbers at each other end get down into there
and find out what the unique characteri.atics and sources of the
problem are and how_ _public policy. hether it is better _economic
growth or a hetter welfare sy'.e7a, ce.uld help impiove each individ-
ual_type_of situation.

Mrs. KENNELI.Y- I think that is something we agree on: I know
you ere lotto

Where do unemployment benefits fit in? I didn't hear it men-
tioned.

Mri_ STOCKMAN. It is in here. This wouk: in my calculations.
The_Cinsus_ Bureau measure that as a Gish benefit: So that is in
the Ce.,s.:iwi Bureau statistics as a transhr payment.

Mrs. Iv.:!..iscr.LI:Y: Nlosi of your figures are according to the-Census
ri:.-1.;re. And I have heard comment that this makes the figures mis-
le-.,..ng. because :I person can go in. and out within a year -and he
or could be working half the- sear -and then go on AFDC and
Vas p.a.:, the figure up much higher than it_ should be It doesn't
rinzlin constant. Maybe Glen -,us figures should not he used._

M STOCKMAN. I vash 'iracf !otter data I rash -we had ftici; th-
ly figure.:. And we do in a very_ limited sample. But in terms of
ltvoking_ at poverty cover time I believe annual numbers 3re ade-
quate. because it is !.....u"rt of random statistical :henotrienon EPtst
some people are tenii.orarily poor one year. If they become
nentl _poor: v4iu :tieure them next sear or the year aft' -r. If
it is only very temp, .'.4.1)y will not be picked_oap.

KEN:CELIA% support enforcement. When a person is
in:A_rried; then .gets divorce& we see their income goes way down
sad-771.1y. Yet it gets counted that that person _that year is not on(e ty:_The,k.. sere living; with the husband, wen supoorteO, then it
is .goine._ We can argue about than

Thank you.
Chairman RA Mr: Guarini:
Mr. GuARINI. The one thing that has concerned me is the_ fact _I

unti--starrd that statistically. they never included medical health
a -t'e. Of course; you include health uervic.-; which are

and !-;() expensive as to distort what the poverty
levi

Is it ;?. _fact that this is a new criteria that Vuu been :added in
this rocirninis-ArAion in -deter mining what the Rover:: to ievel is?

Mr: Sroc.KMAN: IN not in the poverty line measure. That is
as I said before. has44 on a convention established in the 19 ;,ff's it
which we .tak what does it cost to have a minimum diet? We
tiply it fiaies three; we get number fora family of four that is
$9600.

Mr: l.'ioultiL These are all statistics. But in the .real world--
Mr. SToricmAN. What I am saying _is that when we go out and

survey the population tn detentnine how witty are under SW.b1X)
and hi s many are over, -the only tilting we could consider is tt*ie
cash income. And whai. I air. suggeging 6 thist in mg:lust:ring .the
vipulaition agmnst this standard, w'e have got flu include in addition
to the cash the in-kind benefits that they receive
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We can argue about whether it Should be dollar for dollar.

cents on the dollar, 75. But vou would agree in principle I befire
that we shoulth include that in measuring their total personal
income.

Mr: GUARINI. I timderstand.
But health car service-._ _ seice_ the most burgeoning part of our

budkezr.. and it _could really help to dis_tort_statistics when woo com-
pare todio.'s statistics with those o; 10, 20 years ago. If you_ took
those kinds of numbers out; you would end up with a whole diner-
ent set of charts, I assume.

In the 1W-...1 budget cuts, will you come forward with any pro-
grams _that will deal specifically with the chronkally unemployed,
taw elderly, the young people who are highly_unemployed; the four
groups that you mentioned that you had bnoken down into cztego-
ries? Are you going to come forward and give us some specifics as
to how ye earl help these groups? Or are we jaist going to have ca-
tegoric cuts agars?
_ Mr STocKNIAN: 'Well, as I tried to exe'.:tin here, without going
back into a lot _of detail, I believe our policies acres, the board are
designed to and ameliorate the problem in theie four cate-
gories: `ou may differ in your judgment ci that

Mr. tamaNi. fin other words; you won't have any specific oro-
gram, except we sliould retrain and_ we shouldwe will eventually
get a strong economy and that will put the _people back to work.

Mr. STOCKMAN; Vo`e have probably 200 or SOU specific programs
that address one or c.nother of lies. . groups:

Mr. GUARINL. New ideas, new concert:''_
Mr. Srockmast; I think the problem is new ideas. I think

our problem is getting more improvement coc value out of what we
Lready have.
Mr; GykRINI: Therefore; we can expect cuts in existii.,.'e programs,

is that c-Jrnr.sct?
Mr. Stot-KMA.N. Well,_in some of them, yes. In otheroa We will

try to make a judgment as to whore it is appropriate. We do know
thedeficit is too big.

Mr. Guatuai. What program do you increase vvhere we have
teublerns?

Srockstat. We will .have that _in January; That is revealed
it our budget fori'i?8=4. 1 don't expect it v di change a lot_.in 19Sti. It
A pretty. rbear iittr 3 yvars where we stand in terms of programs

that we have vo-ante,I tc preserve, those that we: wanted to r' wage:
Mr. Ctrantrit. Now in 'discussing the poor'_s plight, have. yuil evor

done iit;y studies as to disttibutioii of wealth in our country as re-
gards_ whAi has happened ?egarding the various _tax ptrgratns we
.!-ave had in the last :1 ye,., '4 as to the effect that it 11-A on distribu-
tion of wealth.

Is it true that the rich are getting richer and the par are getting
poorer and that the line between the two is b-ecoming_ Liu_chelear-
el? As an example, I know that in Itrri3, according do -C&) if
person was ntar the povertY line of $lopoa; he would have a net
i under t t:e Tax Code of 4140, whereas if he had $80,00) income,
hi- would iei- a net grin of $13,800.



New; areit't_ti,,h taws _s() structured_ and ,,sue economy so
guir44 in the dirk%:t4011 of the polarization of the wealthy and the
poor?

Mr. _StocicstAti. Well; .1 think it _depends on what you _ant to be-
lieve. If you want to lelitve that the rich are getting rirhei. and the
poor are getting_ poorer; I can you some statistics ,...a_:;:rova_ it If
you _want to believe something else; I car show you same pretty
solid evidence that is not the at all.
_ You are talking about great areas of debate among scholars as to
how vou measure the distribution Of income; what do you coant as
income? There are multiple answers.

Mr. GUARINI, We have been able_ to_talk aboutt whDI
Can we talk abOtit w.,tat is wealth? That is thre_ottier side _of the
coin. We have only so much water in this glass,: «i filiivt to illiStrib=
ute_it to the people of our country.

Mr. ST'OCKMAN. That is not true. I disagree \with that j. diisagree
with that metaphor entirely: The wealth of this ,otetliyiy is 'not Sta-
tionary or static. It has been expanding steadily time; And
that is the primary factor that reduces the number of people who
in an absolute sense are poor;_

What we need to do is make sure that the water level in your
gl is rising; as strongly as we can ,,et it hopper ing. In the last
two quarters. itt has risen at $.5 percent; Now; that is going to do a
tot of

M;':_ are talking about -;NP. Peopie back home
thit_ don't have n ad ctri the table; that cannot pay their rent; that
don't l-ave enoug'n for cicithing, heailth care, whatevsir, they dtin't
uriters'and all these ttlaistics; because they are living in the real
wcrld. They_say -Wasl-..ington is 10 square miles_ of fantasy stir-
rounded by the real world I go home every weekend, see real
abject poverty out _tta-n?, people are hurting and _hurting vzry; very
badly. There are homeless __people wandering the Streets without
shelter over their bead, much less food to eat.

W' programs -are we going to har=e with those kind of
'uppor a White House comlerence for the honvile):s
his_t_voiritt-v which is 5eing_proposed?

,41A.S. I am ti.i.ot verb; kern on WWlite conferences;
the results inasS ,if them we have had in the past.

Thir.:. a lot of talk; there hi a lot of hand.wringirig: I _am not -twee
they had to any solutions. We have a different voortilary here.
You say what are you 6airtg?

Well take the honuqesoi person. Take the steel worker-f_
tfA nevi: are two taillion hinneless, waneering the

streetsi_aV yi>t1 and irhre .!,a`king right now
S...-X71044AN. We c;',1, lor hours in hem- about ist, the _dif-

ferent ,Trszrarns that wi Live, whether these pewit& would l*tifigl;
ble; if they are not, what could be lrlie to make them elligible?
That point is we have such a vast structure of program.: thAt
don't believe we tied ,Iii y more: I believe we need 6o look at what
we have and make_ sure thy:. it does a_better_job.

Mr. GL1.14.1NI. If the gentlemar. woUld yield.
Low7iecome housing is being cot out in our country;
Mr. Sroucticoi. That is not just right.



Mr eioN7 :ow iie:otoe bou_shti; is being built in our coun-
ir-i. e quci:er oticl thing, thiia are going to create hou.sing .

1! duiesn:. creatt. hor,sing. Lit niaLe,, the situation worse.
Mr :.111*-KMAN 'INA? COI.ti debate that forever. We do have

more units, substd.i.led 'tinits, today, h-etping people who
hoasing. tit:t") we got here in i 1. Now. that es up. But

Cim,ider it down: I guess yoia are entitled to

the various needs that_ uiie have in our economy, or
i.uu think that it should be lieissez faire?

Stisli.:4A.N. Well. obviously Gov, 7-mment has a role.
Mr Ca-Aitisit. All right. in other words; --,suming that you were

thi= 19:tio's. would %au think g-st it would be_nvce&sary to
hai.r.- pump priming and WPA and CCC and RFC and atop kinds

proaanis to get our Nation moving ahead; or would you be
against it!

Mr STeetimAtc: Well; after looking at the record oil history, I
would he against it. There were more people uneitaplo;.uil in 16.13,`:

atter they did all that than there were in 19:rzt.
Mr 4;1- AKIN! YOU_ would let the banks fail:
_Mr. ST, s'KMAN. NO.! would have done something different:

Cl earls, the piroble-rn in the 1930s was monetary policy, the interna-
tional financial situation; pnytectionisim; trade barriers; and a lot of
things

bat there is no evidence, and most scholars would that
all that shuffling _around that was_done by Hrc1d Ickes_aind the
others re;elly_ didn't solve much of the_probkir- economical-11y, tit
did seicially. It provided relief for people who d no .1-011K And I am
fi;r that,\friAkI.. Are you wining to say that people today in this
country at betteroff than they were 3 ,:,.ears ago?

Sir STock,MAN, I thins: so,
Mr. I :UARItil. Are you willin_g to say that we are winning the war

against borneassrtess and the hunger?
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes,
Mr. (4'itikiNi. We are coming prom a corr:,letely different direc-

tion. I invite you to visit my dis,rict ,int.7, and see what the
real %AWN Is.

yoo.
hairman Rifericka- Mr. Pickle

Thal:k you, Mr. Chairman.
- Mr. Strxloman; it is good_ to_ see you agptin Your testimony is

always inityrtght and usually helpilul to us. And it is go-eid to see
sou hack with 11.4.
_ In _preparation for this hearing;;_our staff put together a little
booklet 41 which they pointed out that social security cuts the poy-
erty rate about_ 71 nr..reent. or 9.3 million aged. That is an enor-
mc_ius amount of iwoPle.

Our staff also ittb; out that `40 perelic of the ricfpvk or the tam-
itius receiving social socurity benefits ;we'll necessarily poor fami-
lies poor rx..ople. And, therefore, they have concluded that in-
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creases in social. seturity benefits per se, do not necessarily reduce
the viyerty_ level or that it as not the most efficient way_

Now. with that statement, which I concur with in general, I must
say, though; that I assume that that does not include at of living;
beZei use without the cost of living a lot of people would be shoved
into poverty and. herefore. if that statement :-,osically is correct, I
assume yeti would agree that would not include the cost of living,
tleAr ttett ehruita be kept ineteo

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. Chairman, I wil. offer a caveat. There is an issue with which

you arcs. more _conversant than anytiody-e-the prover index for the
(loo of 'living. But it is dear if we didn t have an index on benefits;
each y4._-ar more- elderly would be poor.

Mr. PICKLE. What_ I am trying to get at and I would agree_ with
that. is that the omit oil living is a vi-ry important part of bah the
social security protrarn, and other _prograrm; like AFDC; bemuse
they must somehow keep pace with inflation_

NA)S4'; this is wally ',he Blue ,tion I am trying to at. The propos-
al being_ made bi sonic members of this committee that we ought
to now do something about the entitlement programs, and that we
ought to find some way to _control entitlements, basically through
cast of living. One proposal has been that we would have a CPI
minus 2 percent _ _

Now, with your background of saying yes, it is Unporta_nt _that
the cost of living should not be part of the social security ,cut, it has
to_be_kept as active as possible, how do we_balance that:with some
attack or some approach to Inc entidtlem. program,_ which is oo
of the largest expenditures in the entire Federal budget?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Weil, Mr Pickle, I think there is nothing that is
ever absolute: What I intended to say; and I think you are saying;
is that over a subistantial periad of time_ vou de neklindenting that
will maintain the purchasing power of the benefit_ But I also said
that the CPI may not be-the best measure of-the cik.t. of living;

And we ":. know, and I think most people agree, from 1979 to
295;..)., the benefits were_ovenindexed. they were indeied too much
by the 1+iii;ige of the_CPI. And we know that people (erring into
the system it the Vein's have a higher replacement rate-as a result
of some erroneous_ changes made baCk in _the early 1970's; which
will corrected when the 1977 amendments are fully effective.

So 1 thiek_ in some limited sense, for a (limited period of timeto
help bring this whole thing under control and to help insure the
sok-ency of the social security ford; some restraint; not elimina-
tion, rot deep cuts, but some temporary restraint on the COLA
whik-a will not undermine--

Mr, Would you make any recommendation what that
ti; ild be?

Mr. STOCKMAN. I am no going to do that today. That is some-
thing that you would have o--

Mr_ Pietas:. It-is very irneortant to reernWersi of this 1.ommittee
ono Members of Congress, and the administration, to conskler what
approach we can take; if -we. -get into -this areal

Now I come to to tte basics You say yes, cost of living wog
be maintained -for -mitt! security, for the AFDC,-perhaps some
jasttnetit for SSI. New; you say it is important. Now, at the stare

2 S



'Mir :Lou _perhaps we ,aught to ra:z.k.o. :sutine adjustment on
11u-indexing or CPI

NOW if you don't take the position that You support the CPI
minus two, would you consider, would you .:ortireent on the recom-
mendation that we have made_ and eniacted_ into Law in the social
tiff writ} program that we ,would give the CPI less wages and prices,
based tin the CPI:

Now. that is in the Law. Could th :tt b.- cy,- 43proach to take t-ty
e 9, do cou have a We most get into thi;::
area. I to find out Vtiii4i it 14$ ay to go

itm.4:;. Well, Mr. Pick'e, cannot retomniend anythirc:.
her: But we have looked at all kit*
car ...-.-Aser of w-ages or prices. CPI minus. a tioor 1:1;,, r

would be reccgr ;zed; percenL or wh:,,,re,2r:
There- are a 1,.,t of ways to da

I think it not a matter of technicalities. It is a matter la poi2iUi-
cal coniiensus. Unless we have a political consensus_, vve
try to :inything because we are simply going _to get t3lti
people Ail this country worried for no good reason if we hare
noisy debate down here about who is trying to help them or wore
them. You know that: And you were instrumental in overcoming
that di ate in the I4s3 major bipartisan _package.

So what I am saving here i, yes. ill' nuttier of re-
straraits that could be applied as soon as both _parties and the
spc,iiter willing to sit down and Tw,ree to something

Picki,E._Thank you; Mr. t'hiarorman:
Chairman. RANCIII... Mr. Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS-. Thank you. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Stockman l_ have enjoyed some' of the rhetoric that hail been

expended here today. I won't ask ycu whether or not you would
support Lincoln_ in terms of his design to hold the Union togiether.
But _in_ terms of some statements that you hnve matte, I think we
really- have often times definitional tarolblerres.

Your statement, for exarnpleithat ocanomit7 growth would reduce
fii0VOrt V. I would agrot- with that. if my feleltis *utile wee that we
could have a constant definivon of poverty. tut whir. happens is as
economic growth increases, and atti the quality of life of people
changes through that_ eronoinic growth our de- .,nition of pave;

hecause I think I: yuu take a classic .: fi e_of_i pov.
famiNy today and examine the alaterial_goort, tr;;_thy Iiavc
that condition of poyer_ty that they_woulcil & ri ..ifi41 as niddiv
income in the late 1940's or early 197$0's. and; ; :hi,: ter of fact;
they would have varitAi, Inaterialistic goods that were unattainable
by iinvhOdy 'n an kearlier period of time.

So; I wish you luck in arguing ef j!rovvin is going to
reducf povet tr, becaose as you are v,orking to increase the ectitkorn-
ic growth through the programs_ you are advocating; -there are
other_s who are changing the definitin of poverty-, and they are
,4omehow able to stay ahead of you.

But perhaps my hi Tesi conoern is_ the makeup of those people_ in
Ikeause, as I look at statistics and information presented

to me; and lronted we would like to have something other than
census and roaybe we lught to go out 1. tai operate on an anecdotal
basis or what I have seen in fly districtas a twitter of fact. I :;41



11`31 _Vi)U i ,tnrsi of iii tr:mlobile d.iir wo was al:x56/ztely
shocii.ad when a_ fellow Carne in to him im response to his advertise-
ment for i'uiAodial senices and _the cvntleman simply walked in
and !aid, -Let's-not beat around the bush if you an give me
4.4kAi inet I will _go to work; of riOt. I will stay on the prograra I

tin.- because it would tit,at much money u1rl ua put
ham ahead; rather tha.: t t&noie to do nothing.

Bit n tone- * tciiing you to come and visit
my_ d6tt t a feel for what is going on; let's take a
look at the makeup uf people who are poor. And this is prob-
afalcv the thing that car ,.,erns me most beeause when you examine
the benefits available under the programs we now have in effect;

and more you see single-parent families headed by women.
t'reOrge faker in a book, "IiVealth and P-overty," written in 1961,
think puts it very clearly. Let me just give you a couple of brief

pOrageaptts-
Nny girl ,,fleved ii ..rretible aolut4on bry the C.S Government to _her prearm

n It prie,,IpAt. it Ace CilariCe toff lildependebete tnan apvtraerie of
1s,r tree boumng; nirdiinr. legal aaik4Stati,C1* and kLiOi off_ parrnen5.
jn t.41 ',tamp. *Mt ,eeral no-rid-red dwlUrs a month It ih package (4:1*Yand

taw rn, her_ init;It aoquaintancra, xt, offered without any
- 4, There it Maly cerie criarldti COIldit300. She roust bear ;WI

chefs

When you J1ne almost a 70-peroent increase ia singge-parent
Ilanalies during the last decade and thai sueh_families_now consti-
b..ae 19 percent of all families with children, then you begin to ex-
amine thceie nurnty:!rF in particular: The increase in separation is of
oart Ir.-al.:Jr concern.

Chap:nab. former. Jirector of the U.S. census Bureau,

ArrNiti-e, hlzwiL f*Initi**- *here tlaere are_22:;', separated persons_per_11,1100 flurried
perisuro, in Chr 1.4,Turti wapi Up_ Irv.= _172 pk-r thaniaamii in int. FOi aha the
increase isa.1., frIrti no 29 per LIANi Nor ci.n (lope rattxmalise easily the vowing
numtiti ot out,ol-,weilikx-k parents that a* a pPopoortwat of ail births roar from 51
prrcent to percent In 19-4'9 M00% *bores, the increase was from
,sent l'..stA; to p.roent 19'79, whtk for black*. the number roar from '42' pevent
in vaoil to percent In 1'979

out of_ of 44.1_ out,kwedlock hirith:_morecreer _are to terhani. One reault
mIrge in dit,or.6.; separator) aA4 out-cf-vretlock hints._then he. lleen a con-

wriif ti4 ifl 14.-:,ngte ,arent ramifies.; !Oil percent of Meat I aaid rnamtcliee h
*sawn

Mr. Chapman argues that longterm improvement of _the_ inner,
city culture depends on d-elegitimatizing out.of=weeilt.).:k births and
legitimatizing marriage, even within the welfare systeab_

--tmcera, Mr. SttArkman, is the attempts_ and dire...di-oil by your
ninaaration o adr aa what I rotrsitter one the fundamental

Problems iitf poverty m this et-pantry, and that is a welfare system
where kno 'singly or unknowin.gly, witting!!! or unwittingly, we are
insidiouaJ adding to these individuals on iitotrurty; - -

And I to-fink we shou'.ei ;$.1k ,bout thotiv fro* tvho through no
fault of their on veitod up ho..leless, unable to care (or timyrnwelves,
But what speenfiebtly_ are we 1,kirm _al. in terms of programs to _re-
verse What melt the last &Taal h in iny opiniop em,:, of the
most lik-,ifierinit. factors i sty aieniak-tui of ;rtgle individ-
uals on poveti.,y and that ifL a uyyttimo eJhich ert:lui-oges people to
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Ch under trio piprt. in the Unitei States; because as a
matter of tart. it pays to hs-p.mor

Mr StoisimAN. Mr. Thorn. I gu.ows the answer that I would
to that question is that it has ben apparent to almost every-

both' from the right__ to the left; no matter what your _.-riew on
that the MIX.' prisgrarn per se needs basic realinement

rimtur,111.. ,AnA firmly Istra tare apw_viro
and damaging and so forth

And r.. e%er since PCs, when the Heineman commission. that
President Johns...mil commissioned,. reported,_ we have been trying to
bring aii,..but a generic change !n the AFLX.' baste means test_ system.
Nixon tried with FAP one _Year; and had F1P another year; and
4.'arter tried with the better jobs and income' program.

And what has ue.'iirtunately happened is that we have never
ts.iin able to come up with a dersi4n _that instilled enough ,conifi,
Jence anion:; broad enough range of people in the Congress and

ht-re that itt would lie better to get it enacted.
S-4). here wee are 1; v'''an later stuck with the same sstem.. The

eiiiiioce has mounted_ as to the damaging effect, and we talk-ad
4h,out u the- roorning._flut I don't think we are any closer tG a fun-

gen.-ric replacement than we might hare been during
:_117 when YAP was debated. And that is because there are knotty;
diffi: Tilt prohlrfl Of MJICIII policy trying to design a different
,,;stmin terms of cost; in terms of incentives; in terms of equity;
IR term.- uti regional considerations

So. we Ohylowdy ought to be incensed about what we have now.
but we ought to be somewhat patient with the fact that some of the
bi-st Minds ,miong our scholars and in the Congress and in the ad-
mir.istration or execut_i_s branch of kl.'iovernment: have _been debat-
ing and working on this fir- 11 years. mod we just don't have a solu-
t um.

Mr THOMAS. you think the Jimmie htsips or hurts when more
and loon. wages of common labor are far Iit-Leiv the benefits of
AFDC; medicaid, _food stamps; public housing; p*.iblic deknders; lei-
sur time. and all the other goods arid services of the wivIlare state.
Is that help or hinder? - _

Mr. StireKSICsiz I think it hinder.
Mr. InioNrAs. To the degree we continue the present policy; ue

are_going to have a more- difficult time.
Mr STOCKMAN. No, 1 rink we !lave made a nomber of changes

that are designed to reduce that pre!'iletri: For instance; we have
said that you cannot be eligible for AFDC your income exceeds
ri percent of the standard (If need =ar you are not eligible_for (rood
stamps_ if your income exceeds 1.30 percent of the poverty line. We
have attempted to gel Congress to count some of the in-kind itiene-
(its in_ eligobility_ determinations_for programs. This has been

y accepted, mostly reyirted.
__ So; _WV are trying with that p_roblem of _pyramiding bene-
fits _that are talking abeitit. I think we have made some
p (*A :Pgrk`!-.*: 3iett @ -think there are vircimisliy more steps t'iat could be
taken wA.i.could get them_enacled.

ti TIIOMAS. You indicated on page 33 thal. you have established
o pro.:,rarn to withhold child support payments fiam the income tax
refurniA due delinquent AFDC parents. you think the single-



I:tinily parent pv44114111 gre:iter in the United States..;_ai;z L:--en
the st;.-Iistics regardless.; of color of those who .?..re siim,le parents;
pritranly women below the poverty level; that the _adr:.:-L'Aration
might not want to focus on a program-to withhold ,child support
pay rne rs t frorri the income tax refunds of the individuals 1.4rhtiate.
rit4 oti AFDC.'

MT. STOCKMAN Well, the --.rri;_piliriff
di.wvntown. Wethink the most clearcut ease to dolt is among the
-AFDC households where clearly there is missing c Xh suppor_t and

mincoe that could be available that is not now being ca..mited. The
people who run the tax sy-stem_ in the HIS are ver eir-id about
using it as a _univers.al_ mechanism to collect child stilt -tort liecatise
that is not the intention of our voluntary income tax system: I
think there is a pretty good ii-elYate there.

In anv event, the most important thing we ought to do is collect
moneys_fo.r welfare mother who need it the most.

Mr. itios,A.s.. Well. but oftentimes you are trying to get blood out
of_:iturnip nin that situatio, and the very fact that a family splits
up and a mother h.:oi the child pr_ixduces a poverty sittiati6ti when
the other parent is relatively well oft; and it is a non-AFDC situa-
tion_ I would simply ask y-ou in those discussions to understand if
We do think ...,:overnment is a useful tool in society; one of the fun-
:tirrantai coi-reviions that we can make is to examine the role of
the Federal Government in attempting to mitigate the ;..-oblerii oa
the family destruction rather than promote them wit the pro-
grams we have -

StissmAs. Mr. Chairman; I am now truly late for a meet-
ing.

Chairro;.r., RANc This is going to wrap it up.
It is iiv7eresting _see_ the nurribers_ of unemploynunt have

as a result of these generous welfare programs. But uric
thing is clear. NiT.)u Live given us_ enough to work with. We don't
know whether 'e ale going to take the cornMitt,,e around the
-cO-,intry to ta.ke .1 ltok at these new poor or those people that find
themselves unes q. ioyed and hungry.

Hut we wit: t4l(e_ you up_ on your challenge to meet with you in
the spring. Rut we h9pe hefiyre then; :fir. Stockanan; that you_ would
be kind ..nough to suggest to us i.n a legislative way what Federal
ptogr:IMS YOU would supp give additional assistance to cer-
tain subgrtiens of the poor.

The ,general impression_we from this administration is that
yiu war.t to leave. all of th. s. decisions up to local and State gov-
ernment_ I hoi ts that you would be able to come Nick in the future
with legislative propmals. #.-Vecause with all the reform that yot. are
Nilking about-. all we Nee is budget luction and we don't see any
legislative firoposzls that would target aid groups of people that
you 'agree need mori asisiNtiatire.

SO. that would be helpful if we could et a _little more specific,
beezius,--_. &int think you argue at all v ;h_ the fact, and _as_ we
revorn. comrimniliew:. lie do find morr poor iretniti, we kiro Find
it x: people. we do fond more older_ people that have

it And it would Fe helpful to the adminiatratiiiii
ss. Sri and c.ertainly tr t rongrms if you made specif-
ic .1.' 01S.

1 n 41
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With that. I want to thank you arid hope that you would_accept
questions from the committee that would relate to the document
that you presented to us:_

Mr. STOCKMAN. I would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman RANGEL I hop* that we can have exchanges without

the formal hearings to see how we can come up with legislation
that could better focus in on those groups we are talking about.

Mr STOCKMAN. OK.
Chairman RANGEL, Thank you.

As noted below; figures were subsequently changed in some sentences. Those sen-
tences should -now read m,follows:

2 Fri-ni S7:4-billibri to $362 billion, a fivefold increase -in real ternw in total bene-
fits of all kindin:kind and cash, social insurance And means tested made avail-
able

2. By 1966. when in-kind benefits were only a morainal phenomenon, $7 billion a
year in constant purchasing power: the_poverty_rate was 15_percent.

in consrit dollars it only provided V9 billionworth of support in 1959. In con-
diillars. the cash social insurance provided $195 billion in 19r42:

; Tht-n if we add in the supplementary support that-comes -from trieatersetired
cash benefits. mainly SS!, the rate drops to 5.6 percent of the elderly who are poor.

5 Now. to put this perhaps more tangibly into perspective let me just say, without
our transfer payment system there would be 17 million p o o r people in elderly fami-
lies u this count;-y._

6 If ou link at the hoe what -that says is that if -somebody herded out $50. 1
billion in 1991 to those who were ollicicily below the- poverty -line as measured by
(-4,,nsus, all poverty would disappear; everyone .;ould be bit:night up to the poverty
line with billion.

T And after we _had tna,t,-? all of those_ benefits available througha variety of dif-
ferent peal -rams, the income deficiency; the amount needed to bring everyone up to
the poverty line, is Still $26 billion.

We went ahead and spent $1 billion through more than a dozen major- pro-
g_rams_and we still had a lot of poor people left, and we still had income deficiency
in- terms of moving ever3vine up to at least the poverty line of $26 billion.

9 It _was about $25 billion both years._ _ _ _ _

The inflation rare wax down but dollars bought less in 19142 than I9$1-. about 6
percent less.

Numbers we have for the remaining poverty gap after everything are $25.6
billion in 19s1, $24.4 billion in 19142 in constant 19142 dollars.

12. One, inflation went through the ceiling during that period, from about 7 per-
cent up to 1:4 and 14 percent; _whe_n_it finally peaked out

I. No between Inflation, the CPI measure and the_disappearanceof economic
.gtowth, you have 7 million poor people from I9714 to 19141: The poverty rate went
from II percent to 14 percent.

14. We do have over 400,O($) more units, subsidized units, today, helping Pk.°Ple
who don't have housing. than we got here in 1911.

lSubriTequetst to the hearing the following exchange of letters oc-
curred:]
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

S 4.04-S4 OF It PKIIIMatMES
0..5.04101b of totS

november 17. 1941

Tne memorable David A. Stortstan
Director
Office_of_banagement arid_bJdget
boon_252_01d_tsrcutive_Office building
Washington. D. C. n503

Dear wr. Stockman:

On behalf of the Subcommittee on Oversight and the Sub-
committee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation,
we wish to thank you tor-testifying doting the paint heaving.
held on november 3._1987. _TOUr Statement AWLS sApottant IN
aiding the Subcommittees esamine the cause and impact of the
mecent increases in the poverty tate.

Attached are several _questions _which we_woOld like an-
sweted_fot_t_he _record. Tout response by December 22. 1982
wculd be hetyful.

Again, we appreciate yoot test!.lony

ittrxtAth41

Chaitmon. Subcommittee on
Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation

tie/wp1

Attachment

Since;

F. tt!"St!.
Sabcomigittelp OA Oversi



,,tane tn, noz the dollar_ for each program
eg-e: '101-; blIlion en page 2.

to .r ane.Ysis In Tatar I is useful. To atd our under-
sland:ng..spl.:%t "Other Adults' into the followmg cate-
4Iries: 41? IndIcdarals or families rcatving tesability
loc-ome .1%*;:ssern compensation or _lity Insurance).

a21 tair:1:es v.er. chil4ren, (3) Seigle or couples where
all rv2:.elt cf tN family unit are Ago' 55- or older and

(41 Otht. It a 'family falls into more than one cilbe-
moty. essann It te the first category fitting rice des-

%

itorets lasted-In Table 2 under `all transfers.
.etans-re.sted only'. Develop stne data from 7504 to

:sr:.

boes the s.t percant in Table 4 compare to the 4.4 per-

cny nunLci to/ l';7S__Iisted. an Technarat Weport 50 from

It, Zensus'S...teau. If it differs_. what as the value for

:srs that as corp./table? What ts the average amount of
me.i/care and redicald values for an cl4erly

n:le indat.:aea(_. an eldelly couple and an WFDC family
rt.:lotto for tic United States ...a to etch

se-rt,:,-tc, Tables 4. t and 7 wIthout medicare and

t. 1.,tI4 1( ter tta cate;crits outlined in question

Ir I.. .c.n.,t as the per c4pita_ttin4fer growth (Dis-

e.F.:;/, 4,rters' Corpensation, AhLiC. etc. taut not in-

heeltr. croc,IAms) for the time pciiOdS listed in

tv,

Wthd 14E2 to Table 13.

tn. etove Table 13 wathc4t medicare and medi-

As dofir.ed in question 7 itideiting

benefits to CP!. - Medical care and All otoel

le/e.(tis to ,CTI.

Pct.( Is'i4F Table It.

1. actito abowo vItbowt A,,d,rafr and

ecomp.ate lahle 15 at defined in question 10 indexing

health beraetats to CPI Mr,11rAl care And all ether

lanefits to CFI.

.1-1Alysir-donir by thy stAft of the Joint COmmittre on

Tacataon indicates that LAPPS Rot families with potetty

Its ,AtntroF, hove substantially increased,. as _a pact.

V4r.(00. Of IfIC017,. At the sane time tares 165 faetltes

2§.
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sxt, ,arnings n/ng clues thep.verty level are decreasing.
Does the Adrinisratiot tage proposals that so:ld !educe
the tag burden Of fartales below poverty? If so, Vhdt
are ,:ti.y; if not, why not?

what xs the aggregate amount of federal income and_pa-
ro:2 tales paid today in comparison with 1571 cr 191e by
farrilirs and Indrvid6;als ,exth, incomes below poverty?
Pe,,os 125 rercent of poverty?

:early 1941 Ye-4 teatifi4 lh ttraa of this Committee

"Sh social safety get 114,52 be adequately
fande _This_includes cost of ltvzog pro-
i-ction_for the elderly, and protection for
t, pnar and vrtetinn."

Wuuld:you alIcre that adecpiate funding for the social
safety net wild ee44ire that AFDC Xenefits keep pace
with Inflation.

le. 1r. deetecha7g testified 4ti regard to poverty rates_of
fenle-n,ade4 families- that 'We remain pessimistic _that
cc:chotle gTOvAtt puM se will have-a !arge_lepact_on their
poerry rates. (hw pesaimita_ rs_ sated on the small
poverty re1oction empertenced _by_Ihis _ demographic_ gtOop
ti:,rxhq gtilwth period at -ittrr.: late 15606 and
early 1570.i;"

In light_ of that evidence,_%444t assurances can you give
thaf_high_growth_will_l_vduce !At poverty of female headed
far4lies tignificantIy?

17. Scot 970 to 1563 the purchasing power of AFDC benefits
declined by More than 30 percent, Should the Federal
goveihni encourage states to keep AFDC benefits levels
up with ::nflation?

It. In yoiir testimiWq, you plice great emphasis upon a healthy
econory besnl abIS to lower the poverty eate
surahce do you have that ante a FOthal_with two Or three
children ottains_o a,11 ;-.4;y Cn1-1,14, vsaaa go

put her and het lamely above poverty?
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ZE5POVSt OF :WO A .4-T-CahrwN1-0_00ESTIONS OF
TrE OA iflUMOSMAEWOOTIKAt

PL:E.LIC-r351.7417ZE PV7 UNEM7LOYMEST-CZPIFt4U-TrAL

aeflh-et",e proshrt thd the dollars for earn Program m111Ch .equal S1C1

billion VI Page 2.

Answer

The S107 billion im ih.aind income not counted t.n measuring poverty is at
tolIaws:

ii 19N2 14.41h0 SENEFFISACPT COUNTED AS INCOME
lcln3iars in Di mnf

Medicare 550.4
Medicaid 12.4

Housing_k;sistance 8.0

EGIA4 Stsmps 11.0

Chfld Nutrition
and C6006ditiel 3.5

Low-Income Koine

Energy ASS/stance 1.7
$101.0

Ouestiont 7 and 5

to4r analysis in Table 1 is useful. TO aid cur understanding, split 'Other

4tzwits" into the following categories: (i) trithviauals or /families

receiving 41sablIlt:i income (workers' compensation or disability
insurance). 12) Families with chiloren, (3) Sihgle or- couples Where 071 _

nemmert of the family unit are eve 55 or older and (4) Other. if aJamily

fails into more than one category, assign it to 0-tiwt

the desOription,

PrePare Table 10 for the categories outlined in question 2.

Ariswee

Tables 1 and 10 were developed using Census data which are regularly

tabulated b4t not published. We do not have the data on hand LO respond to
ynur questions, but you should be able to obtain them dir.ictly from the

Bureau of the. Census,
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:,...;.estion 3

2,eftne 1i1Ted ir_Taple_2_under_!all transfers" ane "means-tested
3evelop the data froi® 1974 to 1531.

"Meant?Tested Transfers" include AF2e, SSI and predecessor programs,
?edicaid; food Stances -add Commodity Dstributtom_programs, Child Nutrition,
mousing Assistance and tow- Income home Energy Assistance;

"All Transfers' includes the means-tested transfers listed above. Social
Secority and Railroad Retirement. Federal 'Employees Retirement-and
Ins,rance Unemployment Assistance, Veterans Compensation and Pensions,
811cv Lung. and Medicare.

7*+e reouested rata for 1474-1981 are shown Wow.

TRANSFER PAilq:14TS_IZ CZ:UM =LARS
TbilTiont)

Tata! mon-rash

---71-----Flriilai
Transfers Only

All
Transfers

Means-Tested
Only--

1474 5122.2 528.8 127.7 116.4
1975 153.9 35.3 35.8 21.0

147o 178.9 40.7 42.9 25.1

% 46.6 10.5 11.2 6.4

1917 198.1 45.7 50.0 28.5

19'8 212.7 48.7 54.1 30.9

1974 235.0 63.9 65.3 36.2

193 277.3 63.2 78.2 43.2

1,,P1 327.3 76.3 95.8 53.4

Quest I,ins a. 8; and 11

Does the 9.6 percent in Table 4 compare-to the-6.6 PerCent munKier fOr 1979
listed in Technical Report 50 from thr Census Burtiu. 5f it differs, what

is the value for 4979 tnat is comparable? inlet is tne average amount-of
rnmrinel mowir*re and Medicaid valuet for an elderly single individual. an
elderly couple and an AFDC family witn two children for the United Slates
And for _each State. Recompute Tables 4, 6 and 7 without Medicare and
M"iicaid;

RecnnsJte the .00w. %dill. 13 without Medicare and Medicaid;

Recompute Table 15 defined above without Medicare and Medicaid.
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:tta7l$ 01._tne_metho4:log2_we_ used :n valuing in-aiod benefits are
cz.ettimed In tne t4closed tettmical_note; and a CIII.SSIOn of or _

metmocolav In reiatiOn to tnat in Census Technical Report 50 Is telow.

As indicated in the tecnesical mote. Ins4rance values .ere assigned to
medicare enrollees and'Aecicaid recipients. (medical expenditures made
teesif of an individual .ere not assigned to that individual, as such
metmodology would result in the slowest people teing classified AS tee
nighest income people.)

on

o Tne values assi.geed to MOvicaid recipients is earn State are -equal
to tme average benefits proOldel_to.the categorically eligible populations
in tnat_STite. As categorical eligibles use fewer services than-the
medically needy. this technique captures only about 53 percent of Medicaid
costs 311 excludes tne NIA of nursing home care. A list of the values
used is attached.

o 'he medicare value assigned is a nationally uniform $1;526.

nr_dry ,,t +.4inr Use data an mane to red: Tatles_4; f; 7; 13_4.1 15 witnout
Meei:are and Medicare. fIOn*yer, we do nave information relevant to the
basic that seems to underlie your inquiries, i.e.. -does the
assigneeet of medical teeefits result in large numbers of elde:ly people
with pn.'y Small casn incomes being called non-poor?

A total of $40,9 billion was assigned to persons In elcerly-readed
nousemolds for Medicare and Medicaid coverage in 1982. Less than 12
perceet of this total was counted as reducing the $44.1 billion
pre.teAnsfer_poverty gap. Medicare-counted age-nst troeS44.1_billion gap
is slightly less than $4 billion and Medicaid is less_tnan S.5 billion.
Thus, medical oenefits account for about 10 percent of the reduction in the
pre-transfar poverty gap. The greatest redection in reported pre-transfer
poverty among the elderly. tnerefore, results from cash transfer% rot from
medical 7nsurance. Medical care by and large stems to wort at tne margin.
edging those close to the_poverte level above tne line. rather than being
tne largest and most critical component of the poverty calculations.

The i.6 percent_Povrtty ratein tne_testmony Is similar but not_fully_
ctrtzratle to the 6.5 peceht *eate f'nf 1474_in Technical Report SO. There_

are subStantial differences in data_And costing concepts between our marvet
ialUOS and those used in Technical Report 50.

roe example:

o In our estimates of rental subsidies we distinguish betweem elderly
and non-elderly families, wnicn Technical Report 50 does not. Because
elderly families are smaller than non-elderly familiesa tne units tney rent
are smaller_ and of lesser value, Taking these dIlipronCOS int0 ACCOUnt
mates our estimate of the rental subsldy_to on_ellderly family ibout_25
percent lower_tnan to -anon- elderly family with the same income; In

contract, in Tecmnieal Report SO elderly and non-elderly families receive
identical se:sidles.

29t



:4r estreatis nv.vet ins.irance vaIuefori+edICald exl".%de ira
_gists 04 '-'e.11-c311,"eifJ 1:ersOns

wm70 etsentJally Self'- Select Into the

Technical Report_5DInclUdet the_expenoltuires
of_tnis_group in

ca:tUlatIr; 'nsurance val..e. and as a result it assumes ialues mere tnan

tW.:e at ettil as we would per State cor tme elderly.

F:r vedicare. .14 are not able_tO coMvaareour methodology to-that in

Aeo6rt 3 Cie to Amicigiuities_ln_theReport. The deport ;flies
,livfeeent maraet insurance valL-.es for_Mdicarefut :rue elderly

benefittll On_page 56;_vt_is_4escrited as $1.243:

I' 'rile 14 ,(page 76). it is thOWn it $1;0111 And in Toole D-2 (page 121j.

is shown As 14110.

;;6 .te-tert ?ovarty rate was
:alc.slittd on a perS40-151-perion_basi5 by

essIgning a Mattet value to eacn benefit reported reOeived_oy each

;eeson in the CPS SAM-le; To oalculate_the various poverty reel for aAy

glven year re-iuires the collettion or MAU 4Alque to ttit year to set _

marvet values tor each benefit;
Zifferent_programsalso must be ii*itten to

handle the dataforeach yeir_aS trie_CPS format_vartes_over time. re mai*

3zne slinuiations olyYor 118! and 19mil2 And so do nOt_kbono wtat post

In-.1n1 Inole poverty rate would result from calculations for 19/9.

1;-.03-t-stin

7aoii. 114 W17-,it_ti the per_tapitAjelnsfer erawth (Disability. iizrgiers.

AFDC. bUt not including 'reelt1 programs) for the time

;ro'r1.1.1i listed in te title.

`,P434vi_telOw is Table 12 with data added on per capita real growth for All

trantferS evrl,Aing nealth_and
foralltransfers eldluding_nealtri and

-etirenient teieftsu As Table 11 weals with the non-elderly; the latter

capita n.Umber. probably are best Suited fcr your purposes.

1-COsILT.__:C_CANN-POvERTvAfc)TROASFEQ-S-
DCLOIto,;.tiEACI

Per Cap,ita Real W

Annaal_Growth Rate

17117-W-ibi771-1171=
3.011

.95

Ritel

SlnvElnerlY
-6.: 23 .4.0

Son-i.:714erly Evcluding Thole

in romeie-"caned families v8.2 . 5.0

Per. CvOira $.41 Transfers
.c4Per9 health

4;1 ).5 3.1

Real Transfers
(1(1.J1inq i4ealth A Retirement

rie.nv;fits
-1.1 7.8 2.4
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DLeS'3D5-7

A,:4! 1475. 19,43. smC 1932 to Table 13.

Azd 19.20 to Table IS.

As noted above, calculations of poverty rites for eliven ;tot reqwires
Cat4 colleclion and moAeling unique to thAt_yeAr. _iiie_hAve_calculeted rites

ti-ttly for 1931 --altd 19 27 to ..-t add 11175. end 14Rd to We 11 nor 14811

to Tab:a 15. Table 13. with 1432 data Awed. is below.

IhiFFICIENCY OF MEANS-TESTED TRANSFERS
in billions of 14E2 diallers)

Pre-Welfare
Poverty Up

_ meens-"lested Post-Transfer
Transfer Payments rPoverty Gab

1973 139.3 1333 _L3;
1431 S2.1 81.0 25.1

1932 33.1 78.8 27.4

Questions S and 12

Ret-op-Jte Table 13
CPI - Medical care

Recompute Table IS
CPI - Medical care

An

as Wined in question 7 indexing health benefits to
end 411 other benefitS to CPI;

as defined in question 10 indexing health bentfits to
And all other benefits to CPI.

With the eaCtotion of -the second column in Table 13i all of the numbers in

these two titles are derived from computer simulations. The second column

in Table 13 contains biAlet_OUlibers._ Were these_numbers_adjusted using the
mCPI for Medicaid and tne CPI fur all after benefits, the values would
differ from those previously provided as shown below:

nesms.festel Transfer Payiventt

in bill

s :Justed
4,4 tho Tostimmw

JUSt tf
'Four Request

1970 $33.3 133.6

1911 11.0 82.5

1912 71.1 78.8

(r



-,e ,33;-; eTfltler,:y r,:rterS ire

ci!:_l,itlors in ire comp%;:rr Jsing

tzti In Crr4.nt c1:1 13r5. Tne cJi-rert dollar totals so Cerlve:

tr,'n ;JAI -.:J^Strt dollar ter -5 ior 21rposes of ca:rcarin,. results

;i.sy)1;
tre SiMcilitiOns; tnds; beretits are n:t incexez from sOM4

:mot eefiect t^n,1r 4ctJi! vil,es Tn Vie year_%eing examined. 7nere 15,

for cram4ing tre ,a1c,es in tne simdlations._ It yo4

7,e tne c.rrent 4ollar reSIlS trOM to simulationsA we woJI: of

t: proi,le

An araiysis_lore ny ne staff of tne Joint Committee on Taxation indicates

!nit I$xeS 'Or 3m1ile5 w'rtfl_pOt3rty f,403Stant*A111,_

7_n,:re35,1, 4S 3 2er:ertage ot_in:ome. At tne_samet)me_taxe for tani7tes

wItn eirn!n.: nine tImet tne poverty level are decreasini._3oes tne

A..inir,stritijn nave orodosal; tnat wou7o reduce_tne_tox burden 0..1' families

ne7,7,,w ;o.erty, : so. Writ are trey; if not; wny not?

As _toe stii7 it.ty poirts_aut. inf lation nis caused itCooFe_tox________

res-o7:: t .7177 beIow row onVerty line. with enattment Of tn* Econ001:

.1 ACt If Cie universally applitaOle provisions usec_to
pe,50n5 tram Federal tncome tax --the 2ero bractet

An» ;....s.)&41 .Mptlon -- will t,eIndeved effective in 19i5.

on S..ljently; ine7ation will no longer eroe tni_vslwe of these-provisions.

o6SnnO entry points into the tax system Tower and lower in real terms.

'ro Aiministrmtion cutrently is reviewing_its_fiscal policy re,daration

7:r s,tmrssior Of tni. Fq 1485 b6dget to the LOnqresn

klmirlstratior -oposalS, tnUS. will ne announced Wily next year after tne

,,tn Condress convenes.

)..estIon 7:

writ tne a,;regate *mount of Federal income aid payroll taxes paid today,

.n_c,varlson 1,07 cpr 1978 by tamil.es dr0 Indly/CNII5 with toes

;:1-s,"4? '1.1,),0 12s percent of poverty?

X--13irr

n!.;! 1.,n simulations Of tax liabilities to detwrmine tne tax

tirter 35 defined -!+y -tie 5rns,J)5. Tne 01:y recent

,1Y It fn' tvoo Of Wnit'n Wo irr aware covors_147b and 14?.U. A copy of

to c FOaro4,,,, tc enClOSPel.
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1_7

In early 1981 you testified in front of tnis Committee that

'The social safety net must be adequately funded. This includes
cost of living protection for the elderly; and protection for the
unemployed; the poor and veterans."

Would you agree-that adequate funding for thla_social safety net would
require tnat AFDC benefits keep pace with inflation.

From 1970 to 1983 the purchasing power of AFDC benefits decl4ned by more
tnan 30 percent. Should the Federal Government encourage States to keep
AFDC benefit levels up with inflation?

Answer

As is evident from our_Federalism propodals, the Administration believes_
that primary responsibility for the non-elderly, non--disabled poor should
rest with the States. Astistance in moving out of poverty is provided to
tnis population through job training, employment, social services, economic
development child support enforcement and other programs which fa:, the
most part are administered by the States. We believe that States are in
the best position to unoerstand now thes.s programs and AFDC interact and
can be cooroinated to ameliorate poverty given unique State and local
circumstances;

Because inflation does reduce the value of AFDC benefitS, however, the
Federal Government can play a significant role in ensuring recipients
well-being through sound fiscal policies which help keep inflation under
control.

Questions 16 and 18

Dr; Gottsclialk_tettified in regard to poverty rates of female-headed_ _

families that "we remain pessimistic that economic_growth per se will have_
a large Impact on their poverty rates. Our pessimism is based on the small
poverty reduction experienced by this demographic group during the high
growth period of the late 1900s and early 1970s.' In light of that
evidence, what assurances can you give that high growth will reduce the
poverty of female-hcaded families significantly?

In your tettimooy, you p17;:e great emphasis upom a healthy economy being

able td lower the poverty rate. What aSsmrance do you have that once a
motner with two or three children_obtains a job, that job will pay enough
wages to gut her sod vier family abov8 poverty?

3uu
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Answer

Recent ttudiet by Bane and Ellwood discussed in_my_testimony suggest that

economic growth thOUld befiefit female-headed families. For example, their

findings show that increases in earnings accounted for 55 percent of all

movements out of poverty for Women and Children_in_femaleheaded____
households. Earnings increases result from -both wider_availability of jobs
and real wage growth, both of which economic growth should enhance.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that female-headed households are r_diverse
group and that economic growth alone may not meet :heir needs; As I_

indicated in my testimony, we need to ensure that the wide variety_Of
programs designed to help the poor move out of poverty work as well as

possible; Significant strides have_been_made in_this_regard in the last

two years To cite only one example;_Federal job training_programs_have
been significantly restructured to- help- ensure the disadvantaged_are___
trained for meaningfu1; permanent jobs in the private_ sector:__ We look_ __
forward to further reforms which will help female-headed families; such as
enactment of the improvements in the Child Support Enforcement program we

proposed this year.
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OUftSTIDs 4; TARE A; _CY 1982 MEDICAID vAtuE5

(Dollars)

Annual- Averatie er_Categorical

Cash AssistanceRec TT 1987

AFDC AFDC
Child klutE

Alabama $769 $290 $763

Alaska 1.985 339 935

Arizona 0 0 -0

Arkansas_ 1,074 254 668

California 799 321 794

Colorado 2;531 333 955

Connecticut 1,008 339 783

Delaware 2.069 353 731

District of Columbia 4,034 672 1;481

Florida 1,013 290 661

Georgia 1,00 326 922

Hawaii 1,781 340 856

Idaho _ 786 i&ii 729

Illinois 2;183 429 923

Indiana 3,662 104 :1,002

Iowa__ 1,608 395 910

Kansas_ 2,038 4.0 943

Kentucky 795 250 650

Louisiana 1,351 355 863

Maine 1;269 301 734

Maryland 1,845 401 857

Massachusetts 1,736 413 772

Michigan 1,787 316 881

Minnesota__ 3,862 384 812

Mississippi 845 259 563

Missouri 807 323 627

Montana 1,762 318 841

Nebraska 2;592 426 814

Nevada 1;226 521 1.104

New Hampshire 583 25d 452

New Jersey 2,179 377 807

New Mexico 895 334 853

New_Vork 2,844 563 1;050

NOrth Carolina 1,266 325 699

North Dakota 2,645 566 808

Ohio 2,519 385 943

Oklahoma 1;685 240 456

Oregon 2;255 346 665

Pennsylvania 2:530 309 691

Rhode Island 3,024 321 667

South Carolina 871 202 643

South Dakota 1,849 441 813

Tennessee 930 461 817

Texas 1,293 352 1,041

Utah 2,722 317 919

Vermont 1,604 307 627

Virginia 1,757 318 812

Washington 914 374 838

West Virginia 827 210 458

Wisconsin 1.940 454 155

Wyoming 1.728 364 869

Source: HCFA. Annual Statistics, Reports from States.
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March 3; ft9b3

TECHNICAL ND11 ON _ SPECik CPS TABULATIONS_ _

IN MAJDR---THEMLS AND ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Purpose

"Major TheMet and Additional Budget Details_riscal_Year_1984" contains

ialyses in the overview on means - tested- individual benefits based on

spPcial_tabulations on Bureau of Census data. This note explains the data

base and methodology used for these tabulatibAS.

NrcrivIcy.

Special tabulatient ioke0 done_on_the March 198? Curr4,nl_Population SLO.ios,

ICPS) public use fili available frOM the Bureau_of_Census,_ These

tabulations onployed the poverty levels, money_income concepts_and

teorting unit definitions*used by bureau of-Census_ Unvar4lous

pUbfiCations series; including Money Intome-of-MeuseheidS; Families and__

PerOnS in the United Statesi,_Characteristict-of Olae-PoatiOn B0-15w the

Poverty Level and CharacteristJcs of Households and Pe,sons41-eceiViLig_

cxlected kin-Cash
in_the_tabulations on cash

inlur,es Orith_twoMiF6Fiitelitions_whico eery_slightly_increase
the number

of poor persons) are the _same as those in existing_published and

covutdished bureau of Census tabulations or that the Census_would_generate

if (vie Bureau made more detailed recipiency and pbOetty level counts.

In addition; tabulations were_done using_the Census poverty leiels and

rcpcirting unit definitions but_counting_in-kind as well as cash income.

Values *re assigned to in-kind government_benefits whose recipiency was

reported in the CPS. These values were based on government cost.

Survey data on recipiency of cash and in-kind_inCOme were -used without

adjustments for undercounts. and dollar amounts of cash income were also

u'ed as reported; without adjustments.

fu'rent Poe,'Ilicin Survej

Tor CPS is the monthly survey. from which populetiON_Iabor force; and

u,--Tlnyment estimates are made by bureau of Census and_Department of Labor

fcr the United States. Each March, supplementsry_questions_on_income
in

the pre,;ious year are added to the survey. This March survey is used by

FOri-au -Of Census fur annual estimates of income; demographic

tharatteristics and poverty status of the U.S. populatiOn

*For eaw of ariiZssion "Major Thpmes"_material_usesthe terms "families"

and "households" as an inclusive term_for CensuS4efined families and

unrelated individuals. However; counts were_done_uSing_Census reporting

unit definitions, with two minor exceptions (explained below).
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'Sire specifically. the March CPS:

Covers the civilian. non-institutional population. Persons in

Institutions (e.g., nursing hditet. _hospitals. or jails) in March are

excluded; as are persons who died during the. preceding_ of

the acimod forces_living off -post or with thtie faritilies on!post_are

intlUded, but all other_members_of the Armed foetet (Service persons

on-post irithOUt families) are excluded.

Covers the 50 States and District of COlumbia. Residents of the

territories and Americansoverseas are excluded;

Was a stratified cluster-sample Of over 60.000 households. 'Sampling

errors are relatively smalli_i.e_0.27
pettent of an estirmated of_100i000

persons or fawilies_or_100.000_!527_at a 95 percent )601 Of Confidence..

and the response tate (COMplettia interviews) is over 95 pertent.

Social and demographic characterilItics~
such_as family composition or age;

are reported as of the -Match survey. Whilt_the survey unit -is the

household -. alSoccupants of a houting unit --published datri_and

tabUittiOns usually are_reported_in terms of (1) fainilles_and_unrelated

individuals Ot (2) persons. _A_Census
taxi)), contittt of two or more_

related persons (related by bloodi_marriage or adoption) living together in

the_same household. A Census unrelated individual for
poverty counts is a

Person_ age_ 15 or over not living with_a_retative,_ Census households may

have more than one family or may consist of_one or more unrelated

individuals or of families and unrelated individuals. Persons in familiet

plUt untelated_individuals plus persont age 14 or younger not living with

relitieet equal total persons in householdt.

Income is reported for the previout_calendar year and covers income_of_all

persons age 15 and over in the survey, The income anfonnitiOn is money

income_before taxes_ordeductiOns, and
it_includes oll_private sources;

such as earnings, profits.
child support and alimony, and publiC sources._

such as_Social_Securily. worker's
compensation; unemployment benefits. and

caSh Welfare benefitt,__Proceeds
from tilt Of property_or_loans or_one-tine

amounts SUCh_lis tax refunds._inheritances.
or insurance_ settlements_are

exclUded: Educational benefits such as
private scholarships; GI Bill or

Pell Oint benefitt are also excluded.

With the exception of ea -pings
and.Food_Stamps, no questions are_asked_in

the -CPS which allow determination
of the length of time during the.year

that_a particular type of- income was received. If income ftom * given__

source is received for only part of a year that fact is reflected-in the

dollar_total_relvOrted by the survey eetpOndent.but is not separately

indritated; for example._a_family with earnings for.six months._on welfare

(de three months and on_Social_Security
for thete months would report all

three *Pet of income; but there would be no data On :40w long.they_received

each The reported number -of- persons or reporting Otiit_receiving_a_ _

particular type of income thus_includes anyone
who received such income at

some time during the year ("ever-ons").
Because people go on and off some

31 -4w 211 4
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government_PrOgrams; "ever-on* tigures may be higher than the average

number of_ persons and rePortiig units_receiving_a type of income in any

given month, Average income or beneflts_calculated_from_CPS data_reflect
the average number Of ilibhtht for which the income or benefit_iS_tycically_

received; that is for a program where the average participation_ period is
10 months, -the number of recipients reported on the CPS Will be 1,20 percent
of the_avreage monthly caseload and the average benefit reported on the CPS
will be 83 percent of the annual benefit.

The March_ePS now includes_questions_on_recipiency of_une types of in-kind

income: Meditate, Medicaid,_Food_Stamps, free_and reduced_prSce_SCh001
lunches, iegular SehtiO1 lUnthet, litiating_assistance, workplace-!related__
group health insurance,-workplace-related pension coverage, and services
from CHAMPUS,VA, or military health care systems. hest Of these questions

are asked of all persons age IS or over, but some questions (lcrithes, fii5d
Stamps;_and_housingLare asked only for the household. In addition,

OesItnus_are asked about the number of children usually eating school
lunches; the number_of persons covefed;_the_number_of months _of
participation; and the total amount received few food_Stampt; and which
persons ere insured under workplace- related group health Plans.

As in most surveys, there is some underreporting by- surveyed persons in_the
CPS;_which 4, due to a combination of factors:. unwillingneS6 or inability
to provide information; difficulty in recalling income amount accurately
(especially if_mall_or intermittent),_ and misclassifying the source of

income or benefits,_ e- confusing_Social_Security and_SSI. Overall,

almost 90 percent of money_income is reported in the CPU at -rates ranging
from 97 percent for wages down to OS percent for_property_income,ATable_l
shows the latest compariSiin by Bureau of Census of independent estimates_of

income with CPS-reported income by source.) The Underreporting of income

leads- to some overes'..imate of numbers of families and persons below_the

poverty- level. Three different researchers who have adjusted the CPS for
underreporting_in different years" found that these adjustments, alone,
rertured the reported poverty level by at least two percentage points.

Retipienty of in-kind government benefits_Suffers_from underreporting

also. The degree Of underreporting for various benefits resembles_that for

cash income. Reported recipiency in the CPS_ranges from 97 percent_of
independent estimates for Mediciet ddin-t0 77 percent for_Food Stamps_;
Table_2_shows the latest comparison by Bureau-of Census of independent
estimates of in-kind benefit recipiency with CPS- reported recipiency by

benefit.

Valuation of in-kind government benefits

To include in-kind benefits in tabulations;- values were assigned for each

benefit reported by each recipient: Benefits for ..Cich values pare_

assigned are Medicare, Medicaid; FOOd Stamps; free and reduced price school

'c8(4 PoviililtaThric(7 families Under Alternative_Oefinitions of Income,"

1977; Smeeding and Moon, "Valuing Government Expendituresz The Case of

Medical Care Transfers_ and_ Poverty,' 1979, Institute for Researct. on

Poverty; Hoagland; !The Effectiveness of Current Transfer Programs in

Reducing Poverty," 1980;

3
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iunch, and -housing assistance, hovalues were assigned for

workplace-related-060p. health insurance, workplace-related pensinn_ _ _

coverage for regular ithool_lunch or services from ChAMPUS, VA,_cm military

healthcare systems, primarily because_data_arc
uot available to do most

of_these valuations and because
difficult conceptual issues on the

Valuation of some (most notably pension
contributions) ham? not been

subject to_mdch discussion. Their addition to this_ analysis would reduce

tne proportion ot_program recipients in poverty. The recipiency as

reported in the CPS_was_used_without_any
adjustment for non,reporting.

Recipiency was simulated in one instance -- children of adult Medicaid _

recipients -- because the Medicaid
question_is_not asked of persons under

15; and no children are reported as
Medicaid recipients on the CPS;

The values assigned were based on government cost. The valuation methdd in

01, case resulted in more in-kind income than actual progran benefit

Table_3 compares the totals resulting from assigned_values_with

coals for actual government payments.
Values were assigned as follows:

' Medicare value_was calculated as reifibUrtenients in

FT 1981 for MI and SMI, net of SMI premium payments, per enr011et.

Administrative costs were not taken into accoonti_Althcugh insurance

previous normally include overhead.
Separate- calculations were made for

aged and. non -aged enrollees.
Reimbursements deing Ft 1981 probably

represent -expenses- incurred for an interval three to six months_earlier

because of the bilking_ lag: An_light_of the rate Of_increase_in_medical_

costs, the cost estimate is_probably_conservative.
Ehrtillee_figures were

average annual, rifletting the normal full-year duration of Medicare

enrollment.

_Medicaid. Insurance value-was calculated_as vendor reimbUrsements

in it 110770er categorically
eligible Medicaid recipient as shout in

Medicaid statistical reports.
Administratiit costs were_not taken_into

account, nor Was any adjustment made for the difference brAween_Medicaid___

. fee scheduleS and etimeuesements_ond_usual
private insurance reimbursement

levels. Separate tiltalations_were_made_for
the aged, blind_and_disobled

(ABW_SSI populatigin, AFDC
adults_and_AfCC children in -Oath-State; Zero

values_were_used in Arizona, Which had
no_Medicaid prograi in 1981; _The_

ABD value was assigned to *tons receiving,SSIi_non-SSI recipientS_65_or__

over, and_non,SSI recipients
wider 65 with no children, who are unlikely to

be On Medicaid us AFDC-type
recipients and are assumed to be ABDs. The _

AFDC idUlt and_children values_were
assigned-to AFDC_recipients and own and

some related children; and to_non7AFDC, non-SSI recipients with children.

Expenditures fOr iategdrical_eligibles
!only) were used as the_basis_for_

determining
to exclude the adverse teleCtion occurring in

other groups eligible for Medicaid; who must_seek behefitt rather -than

having them conferred automatically in_conjunction with cash benefits._ _

This methodologyi for consittenty,
would_require_that benefitS be assigned

to-non- participants who_ re income-eligible for non-cash categorical
or____

medically needy Medicaid coverage. Kowever, no_sirh_assignment of benefits

was made, -Mich accounts for much_of the understatement_of Medicaid

benefits in tabulations; Additional understiteMent_resultS
from the lack

of recipiency
inforination_for_children in non -AFDC families ("Ribicoff

children"), whd are not idettified_in the CPS, and for the

institutionalized, WOO art not covered in the CPS.

306
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The fiscal year basis and billing lag contribute to some OfiderStenment of
CV 1981 incurred_government costs, as for Medicare. In edition,
expenditures shown in the statistical reports from which the values were
drawn historically have been understated. Recipient figures are on an
"ever-on' basis; that is, persons receiving_benefits at some time during
the_year;.00th reimbursements and recipiency therefore reflect_pArl-year
paaitipation.__The CPS question asks it -the person_ is "coveted by"

Medicaid, not if he-or. the received benefits, and theoretically. thOse
responding are enrollees not just recipient% of benefits. To the extent

that non-recipient enrollees responded eyeS,* the use of recipient data
results in an overstated value. Reportedll. only 85 percent of enrollees
are_benefit recipients .receive reimbursed services d4ring a year -- but
no deta on costs by enrollee categorizs are available.

° FOOd Stamps- Value-was calculated as_the_face anount_of_coupons__
received re-WiredEy reporting emit flints 1.4.. The multiplier brings the
CPS value for average bonus per person up to the actual program level and_
brings the average participation period u .. ._to_ nine months. The Adjustment

to the CPS reported anounts and duration war mAde because the reported
eiounts per recipient_were very__Tow compared to actual program hate on
benefits per recipient for CV 1981;

free and Reduced Frice School_Lunch. _Value wet calculated as the -
average CrT9TiT peoent per free .rnal-10-fiplied by the average numbez of
meals served each child during a school year.- The eouttd kite value
assigned Is S50 per year lover then the free lunch value. Because the CPS

question does not distinguish between free and reduced price lunch
recipientsi, the free lunch value was used for all free and reduced price
recipients; resulting in am_cverslatement of in-kind income by 350 per year
for approximately 15 percent of these recipients_or_almost_800i000

hOusehblds. CPS tabulations show this many households containing children

who receive free or reduced price school lunches_tb be above-200 perEent_of
the poverty level on a conventional cash income aS,IS to that overestimates

affect tne tabulations published little, if at all

° Housing Assistance. Value was calculated as rental value in FT 1W1

less 25 perceet of cashlikome adjusted for average deductions and

disregards. Separate - calculations were made for aged 162 and over) and
non-aged, as well_as for public housing_ benefits_ and Section 8 rent

subsidy. The rental values were based on_the_oprrating Plus.capital cost
of public hbusthg and the Section 8 contract rents paid in ff 1981 adjusted
for the average apartment size rented Viz aged -and non-aged families. Ma
average deductions and d4sregards were derived from special tabulations_on

tenant profile data done by M43. -The public hbOsing values were_essigned
to families who stated they lived in a public-hbusIng project._ Section 8

values_wrre assigned to familces who did not live in a Onblic_hbusing
project but stated that part of their rent was paid by Federal; State; or

local governmen't. Some families recOving somewhat lower subsidies were

pea dbly included as Section 8 recipients in the putilshed tabulations as a

3/I
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Tabulation Specifications

Conventional demograpnic_and_poverty_definitions were employed in the _

tabUlatiOnt. The_specifications were_thesmne as those used in Bureau of

Census poverty tabulation with two_ exceptions. The exceptions are as

follows: (1) thy t..)verty rate One-tenth _of_one percent higher than in

Cer! qs_tabulations on poverty; because about 200;0001_unrelated children

yip! _age,l5__with no reported incone.-eACIUded.by Census in tabulatit,9_

povertyi_were included as poor unrelated individuals: and (2) the count of

poor families_is_200i000 higher than on tensus tabidatiOnt due to_the_____

inclusion of poor unrelated_subfamilies. The members of thete subfamilies_

ire intlUded in Cet:us counts_of_poor persons but the fmniliet are ektiOtled

in Census counts of poor families;

Bureau of Census rules and definitions were used to determine poverty

status of reporting units and persons:

Poverty stasis for each COses ftnily was computed by compering_ the

tot it income -of alliamily members with the Census poverty leiel for that

family site for 1981.

tinrelated 1.utfonilitt and unrelated individuals had their poverty

stets 1,,omputed separately.

-
Tne poverty status of a person is always the same as the poverty

status of the reporting unit of which he or she t a member;

Tabulations -here done on_personS_end_on reporting uritS Which included

Census unrelated SUbfamiliesi_families;
unrelated individuals; and

unrelated persons under t5 years of age.

the Census_poverty level matrix -for 1981; as published_in Money Incomeand-

Poverty Status of fAiiiiliegand Persons in the United States: 1981 (Advance

ReportYpage71175.WJiiii7These poverty threShoThsncuTtions and

Simplifications which slightly increase the number,of poor- families

compared -to previous_years.
The poverty 1601 USW for a family of four

was 59,287; 150 percent of this level is $13,930.

3
1
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meth 2. 1983

-TABLE 1 --t-oovirtisa4-cfcPsmaraYificomtToutsrova_t974
-WITN INDEPENDENT-EST1NATES
_Pullers in WITORT--

Total M.Iney Income

Independent
Source CPS

CPS as % of
Independent
Source

$1,573.2

Total Incame_1 Independent Estimate $1;740.4 1,549.4 89.0%

Earned Income 1;345.4 1;293.3 96;1

Wages & Salaries 1;215.3 1;183.7 97;4

Non-Farm Silf-Emplopent 104.2 93.9 90.1

Farm Self -Es plopent 25.9 15.7 60.6
Non-Earned Private Source

Private Pensions 26.3 19.6 74.5

Interest; Dividends & Rents 186.2 84.0 45.1

Social Security & Railroad Retirement 98.7 89.7 90.9
Government Retirement _ _ 32;2 28;1 87;3
Unemployment Workers Gimp &
Veterans' Payments 32;1 20;3 63;2

ATM 12.3 9.5 77.2

SS1 7.2 5.0 69.4

Income Without Independent Estimates 23.7

Source: Curre:A Population Reports; Series P-60; No. 132i July 1982.

30o
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match 2. 1981

TA814_2COMARISON_OE_CPS IN,K1ND_OENEFIT RECUPIEMC, ESUMATES

FORC-Y-1979 ii1ThANDEPINLIN7-651)finiTC), RE N

(ThhUtendi-JPersons)

Independent
Source CPS

CPS aS_%_of
Independent
Source

Medicare 27,081 26,197 96.7

Medicaid 20;194 18;136 87.2

fii6d Stamps

face Value of Food Stamps
(millions Of thillort)

free_and Reduced Price School

77.800

$6.260

17,549

1e,922

77A116

78.6

Lunch 11.607 10;339 89.1

Mousing Assistance (thousands of

households) 2.688 2.573 95.7

Source: CUtreht Population Refdtts; Series P-60, No. 136, January 1983:

Nott; Lenses 6,, *"ttt source estimates to excludethe

territories. In addition, the independent-Witte estimates_for Medicaid_

and Medicare_mert_adlusted to exclude
institutionalized persons and those

who died during the year.



March 1, 19b3

TABLE 3 -- COMPARISOh OF TABULATED 10441NO BENEFIT TOTALS
FOR CY 198rlirETH ACTUAL PAYM5113--
---TDOTTors in Bill ion:;)

Actual
Payments

Tabulated
Val ue

Tahillated
aS %

cif -Act ikal-

total 187:5 $69.7 8DX

Piro 1( 4-e 40.0 3L 2 95

Meditaid 29.3 15.0 51

food Stan's* 10.1 8;9

free I Reduced Price 'School Lunch 2.5 2_5 1(0

Public Housing Benefits** 2.4 1.9 79

Section 8 Rent Subsidy** 3.2 3:2 !GO

*Excludes territories.
fStimate of calendar year oases on fisc; yea.- dat.,4.
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Chairrnan KiiffiGE1-.._ We wilt take a It-minute break and then
come back and hear from the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation, Robert Rubin.

lecsns.;
Mr. Mkt-suit /presiding], May the hearing please come back to

order.
At this tine.- w would like to call to the witness tatile the _Hon-

orable Robe J. Rubin, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Eval.
nation of IIHS: Dr: Rubin; would you like to submit your testimony
for the record and piOlaps you can summarize your written testi-
mony, as we would be happy to receive it.

STATEMENT OF RORF:RT J; RUBIN. M.D.. ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR PLANNING AND EVALVATION DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AMP? DUMAN SERVICES

Dr. RUBIN. Thank you very inuch, Mr. Chairman.
I think Mr. Stockman h_m described; to a very large_ extamt; the

lidriiiilistrn,ticin's position. Theere are just some highlights I would
like_ to point out

Clearly the.. existence of poverty_ in American society is trouble,
sortie to everybody. Since many d the programs of our Department
mipart on those who are poor; it is appropriate that_ we talk about
the distribution of poverty and atioUt some of the things that the
Department is doing to assist _those in peverty..

As you _,know, the Census Bureau reported in U)82- that 15 per-
cent of all Americans lived in poverty. However, this 1982 increase
continued a trend that had begun in 1919 under the prior adminis-
tration.

This administration's policy for reducing poverty is- twofdd.
First, we believe a sound; growing economy is an_essential_eiement
to Lreduce poverty and improve the economic well-being of a l our
citizens. - _

ciiitd, for those who are unable to provide for thernseives; the
Federal and the_State governments must maintain public assist-
ance pregrams_that assure that every American can maintain a
decent standard of living.

In the late 1970's as we all know; the economy_washlea
tion nearly rampant, arid the value of welfare benefits declined
rapidly as the coo' ,of living skyrocketed. The _President made eco-
nomic recovery le;";;, fIrst priority, and with the help of the Colgressi
set out to reverse the failed policies of the past.

But before the impact of those_ polities _could be kit; as Mr.
Stockman articulated, many Americans had lost their jobs or oaf=
fered a substantial reduction in income:

hI sould point out we and_most of economic _forecasters expect
that the_poverty rate in 198:3 will be lower than the poverty rate in
1982. Indeed_this _committee has heard testimony in that 'regard; I
believe just 2 weeks ago.

However; the reason for this expectation has perhaps beer_oerer.
164.ed; we extaTt it lower poverty rane largely because the Pr-0 Si;
dent's program for econoink recovery is working.

The annualized inflation rate for 198 3 is 3.7 _perinmt; a low for
the past 11 years. Unemployment has been declining the increase
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in poverty, we believe, since 1978, is doe almost totally tO the poor
performance of the economy in that period. Professors Danzinger
and Gottschalk; who testified before this committee 2 weeks ago;
found that the large redactions in poverty from 1967 to 1974 were
due in equal part to increases in earnings and other private income
ant: to transfer payments.

The small reduction in poverty between 1974 and 1978 was due
mostly to improvements in earnings from private income: Similar-
ly, the increase in poverty since 1978 is due to the decrease in the
real value of earnings and private income.

Clearly the most &rect. way to reduce poverty is through employ-
ment.

Thig adrninistrat n is committed to helping welfare recipients
obtain the necessary job training and experience to obtain jobs and
thereforr,r reap the benefits of economic recovery. To this end, we
r-,,avo promoted State use of job search programs Many States now
require employable adults to participate in these programs.

Second, this atlminiNtro.tion established the community work ex-
perimee_prwram, MEP; in which States have the option of re-
quiHng AFDC recipients to participate in a work experience pro-
gram in return for receiving their grants.

Twenty-two States now have these programs. CWEP provides an
opportunity t"or welfare recipients who have never worked or have
been out of the labor market for a long period of time to establish
go-cid work habits and gain work experience.

Finally, we are encouraging States to take the AFDC grant that
would be paid to the family and use it to_subsidize the wages of the
family head for a limited pericid of time Under this grant diversion
program employers agree to hire the participant at full wages at
the end of the subsidy period.

While the programs that I just mentioned are currently optional,
our administration has proposed to make participation- in job
search programs mandatory for those receiving AFDC benefits.

I should add that this mandatory program is now before the Con-
gress; It would; in addition; require all States to establish work ex-
perience programs for AFDC and food stamp recipients.

Now; our proposals are not geared to welfare recipients alone.
This past year the Congress Parised the Administrations Job Train-
ing Partnership Act, which creates a new program for fob training
of the disadvantaged. This program; which is now under way in all
our States, is designed to help all disadvantaged workers, including
those dilaced by new technology, which is a growing number of
the unemployed:

Although the programs _I have just discussed will help welfare re-
cipients prepare- themselves for jobs that can make them self-saip-
porting, obviously a strong economy is necessary to assure that
steble jobs with opportunities for advancement are available once
this training is completed:

Under the policies of this adiliinistration, the real wages of
American workers increased in 1982 for the first_time in 4 years;

Mr. Stockman has talked about the of Of inflation and its
lationship to poverty, I would like to give you an example. If we
look at the level of benefits to families entirely dependent on

31,1
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AFDC and other public assistance; from 1970 to 1983 the purchas-
ing power of these benefits declined by more than 30 percent.

In fact, if the 12.4-percent inflation rate of the Carter administra-
tion had continued; the value of benefits would have declined 21
percent i..tWkin 1981 and 1%13 alone. Because of the lowered infla-
tion rate. this decline was cut do 6 percent.

I will mention only in passing because I think it is important to
note that only cash income is considered when measuring poverty.
In 14 S2 benefits under the major means-tested in -kind programs
tald about $56 billion, more than doublethe $24 billion spent for
the cash welfare programs of AFDC and SSI.

In addition, since 197Q, spending in real dollar terms for in-kind
programs increased 325 percent while spending c' cash benefits de-
clined slightly. Excluding these in-kind benefits underestimates the
overall effect on the poverty rate of those other government pro-
grams directed toward low income persons.

Given this important caveat, __I think there is another major
reason for the increase in the poverty rate. the striking increase in
the number of single-parent families headed by women.

In 1970 there were 6 million female-headed families. The num-
bers reached nearly 9.5 million in 1982. The proportion of all fami-
lies headed _try_ women was 11.1 percent in 1970 and rose to 15.4
percent in 1982.

However, while the aggregate number and proportion grew dra-
matically, the likelihood of this family being poor increased only
slightly.

In 1970, Slightly under one-third of female- headed families were
poor. In 1982 this rate was just slightly over one-third and thiS at a
time when spending on the poor had risen dramatically.

The key factor contributing to the poverty-of female-headed fami-
lies is the lack of child support from absent fathers.

In 1981 child support orders existed -for less than 60 percent of
families with absent parents; roughly 5 million out of an 8.4 mil-
lion person base.

The full amount of support was paid in only 47 percent of these
cases; leaving over $4 billion of support durethe children of this
country. To address this problem; this Administration has proposed
legislation that will encourage the States to pursue and collect Sup=
port payments more aggressively.

I would like to point out that this committee has been very help-
ful with that legislation. Indeed,_I think we are moving toward a
bipartisan approach on the child support enforcement problem.

The Department also asked to address the effect of our AFDC
changes on the poverty rate in testimony today;

During the 1970's, AFDC developed into a program which provid-
ed PerManent income supplements to families with low income
workers. The monthly income disregard of 30 plus one-third of
earnings that was in effect from 1969 to 1981 was, as you will
recall, ornally intended as an incentive for AFDC recipients to
geta job and to help make the transition from welfare to work.

ThiS intent, unfortunately, was never fulfilled. The percent of
famitlies leaving welfare due to earnings declined.

The changes returned the 30 phis one-third disregard to its origi-
nal purpose of providing i transitionzry period for those returning

is
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to work. As iii(kfitied. it applies only during the first 4 months of
work.

As you know. many critics are concerned that that change would
lead_ vast numbers to quit their_ jobs and live entirely on welfare.
Evidence from a national _sample of welfare recipients studied by
the Research Triangle Institute and indeed, from a sample of Wis-
consin recipients as well; suggests that the critics were totally and
completely wrong.

In the Wisconsin study; _SO_ percent_ or the recipients_ho lost all
benefits and iR) _percent of the recipients whose benefits Were -re-
duced were working at the same job 13 to 17 months tatter the
change_ in benefits.

In addition. recipients who lost all AFDC benefits and were not
receiving assistance. 13 to 17 months later, realized average wage
increases of Ill to 17 percent at a time when unemployment in Wis-
consin was rising.
_ In all. about -10_,S;000 families lost_eligibility _and _another 300;000
had reduced benefits as a result of changes in AFDC rules.

What is not frequently remembered is that this led to bout a
billion dollars worth of savings for both the States and the Federal
Government.

These changes freed funds_ that _could be used -to increase assist,
ance and indeed. since October 1981, when OBRA took effect, 2.;:i

States have increased their AFDC standards.
Government aid obviously should not substitute for jobs fOr

Evople capable of i,vorking. We need to strengthen the economy so
jobs and advancement opportunities- re available

For welfare recipients, we need strong work programs. For
women raising children on their own, we need to make sure absent
fathers fulfill their basic parental responsibility to support their
Children.

With fewer relying on governmental assistance, those benefits to
those people who need them would be increased without placing
additional strain on government resources.

If there are any questions left that Mr: Stockman hasn't an-
swered. I would be happy to attempt to answer them.

The prepared statement follows:I
STATEMENT Or ROBERT .1. RUBIN, M.D.. ASNISTANT SVR-ETARY FOR PLANNING AND

EVAI.UATIIIN, DEPARTMENT or HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

11-1 existence of poverty in_Arrierican isociety today is troublesome to us all. fie-
ciiu.f...,onie, of the_ prograis administered by MIS are in large partdesigned to alle-
viate the plight of our Nation's poor. we welcome the opportunity to discuss the se
nous issue of poverty in our country today.

The Census Bureau reports that in 19S2. 1.i rYrcent-of Arneric_ans lived -in poverty.
The increase in 19*2 continues the trend begun in 1979 under the prior Administra-
tion Although poverty cant limed to increase in 19t4L1, the rate of increase declined
despite the recessionover that or the previous two years. This Administration, this
President. and this Secretary of Health and Human Services want to stop the in.
crease in pinert:* during (tar tenure. Our polic) for redtrtieg perlerty two-Wool
First believe that a sound .growing economy is the essential element to reducing
lover-1y and improving the economic welt-owing _of all Americana. A strong econom_y
will produce jobs that provide income to those_capa.ble_of w_corking,_Etriploymentnot
only _provides _immediate income but _ensures the longrun potelitial for improving a
family's _standard of living_ Second. for those who are unable to_provide_ for them.
selves. the Federal ond State governments must maintain public toisistance pro-
grams that assure that (-wry American can maintain a decent standard of living,
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Ira rh eroph.asizethat we Is-liese that public assistance-should not br used_ as an
altermitle to wuri< f r those unable to tkotain jibs. assistance -should pro-
side teinporary suippon as well as work experience and training to enable enploy-
able recipients to! Lbreurnte self-supporting. In my testimony i7 will discuss Ili how the
pk)r can benefit truth an improved economy. 121 what cats be done to reverse the
trend ut a growing number of poor fernaleheaded families and ;31 why the changes
made in the Aid to Families with Deperident Children tAF.Tir-, proeiam are not an
important factor in the increase in the poverty rate for Itts,?..

nn moult' (;ba nt-rn "Nn en% Estrii

The .' omemy is the backdrop against which all public_policy must be made In the
late 1!4711's: the scene was bleak Investment and productivity wertedown_while infla-
tion ran rampant_ .1..6 opportunities dwiridli,d.__The value of welfare_ benefits de-
clened as-the cost-of living skyrocketed. For-example, from 1975 to 195). the
real value 01 MIX' benefits cit.-dined In percent. althciiigh the nominal value rose 29
percent

By 19.1. when Ronald Reagan toek offal-. the country was entering a severe re-
cession _President Reag_an made ea-anomie recovery his -first priority and. with the
help at Congress. set out_ to reverse the failed policies of the past. klowievet_ profound
changes in- economic policy take -time. more than any_ cif _us would like. Wefore the
inoLict of thre policies could he felt. many Amencare, had lost their jobs or suffered
a reduction in income The poverty statistics for 191.2 reflect this overall recession-
ary hardship

We expect the pmerty rate in 191.3 to or lower than the 15 percent rate in 19s2.
largely because the president's program for economic recovery is working. The turn -
around began in the second _half of 19S2 and continues at- this - tittle: Inflation has
tern brought under control. The annualized inflation rate for 110.3 is 3.7 percent
an 11-%ear low. Dunn}; 191.2, two million Americans-were neWly employed. Unem-
ployment has been declining since Deceinber. 1101.2. WithOUt the Ittckrship of the
President. economic recovery would not have begun as quickly and the suffering
caused by the recession would have been substantially greater.

The importance of economic growth and lows_ inflation in _reducing_p_overty_cannot
br overstated. The increase in poverty since _Ms is due almost _totally to the poor
performance _of_ _the economy in that period. _Wesearch by Sheldon barizer and
Ii'ter Giittschialk, who tisd.ified before your-Committees two weeks ago. &_rnore
strates this relationship. They found that the large reductions in careerty from 1967-
1971 were due in equal part to iiwjeases in earnings and other private income and
to transfer payments. The small reduction in poverty between 1974 and 197S was
due mostly to improvements in earnings and private income. Similarly, the increase
in povty since 197s_ is due to -the decrease-in real value of earnings and.private
income Oarizig,er and Gottschalk note that the poverty reducing impaccof eleven
years of growth illal7-197si in earnings and pr,'.ate income was cancelled by three
yean, of raped economic declines t197s-191.1

Clearly. -the most direct way to- reduce poverty is through employment. The
Reagan Administration is committed to helping welfare recipients nbtain-the mane-
sari job training and experience to obtain jobs and reap the benefits of economic
reisaary Di this end, the Administration has established several new programs.
First; ***` hilVe _promoted State use of job programs for AFt.DC and Food Stamp appli-
cant!, and recipients, As part of the Reagan program. Congress enacted legislation
that permits States to require AFIX' applicants to participate in job search, Many
States now require employable adults to participate in those_ programs_ which moti-
vate and train participants to secure johis. Ten States already have established job
search programs and an equal number are considering doing to.

Second. this administration established the Community' Work Experience Pro-
gram !MEP', in which States have the option of requiring AFIX' recipients to par-
ticipate in a work experienc program in return for receiving their grants. Twenty
two- States now have these pnatrams. Others have participated in similar demon-
st ratii m programs for Foist :vamp rtvipients, We henry 'WE! pecnicies an oppor,
tu_nity for _welfare recipients who have never worked or who have been out of the
lahor market for a thaw to establish good work habits and gain work experience
that will help them to 'find and keep a job..

Finally, the Admitvistration is encouraging states to experiment with programs to
divert welfare grants to wagescalled "grant diversion.' These -programs permit a
State to take the AFIX' grant that would hepaid to a family and Late it to subsidize
the wage's of the family head for a limited period of time. Employers agree to hire
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the participant at full VS :AO alt the ilia of the saisidy period. This program provides
trioning. wink experience and a guaranteed tranaltion into a_job. _

While the programs I have de;ctiSs-ed are currently- optional for the States, the MI-
ministration has proposed to make participation in job nearest programs Mandatory
for all AFDC applicants and recipients. Thesackage now before the also
would require all Staten jo establish work experience programs ICWEPi for AFDC
and Food Starnp recipients.

We ha%e requested permanent authority to permit States to use _grant diversion
in pla,v of the current authority that permits the-se programs only in conjunction
with a dernonstrat

The Administration s alternatives_ are not geared to welfare recipients alone: the
Job Training Etrtreership Act JTPAI-enacted last year. creates a new privram for
training the disadvantaged for jobs. Unlike its CETA, which created
many public :service jobs. eJTPA emphasizes short-term training to enable -partici-
pants to obtain jots- Welfare recipients must be served in proportion to their-num-
bers among the disadvantaged population. This program. now underway in all
States, is designed to help all disadvantaged workersiacluding those displaced by
new._ technology

Although the programs I hate just discussed w ill -help welfare recipients prepare
themseles for jobs that_ can make them self-supporting; a_ strong economy is msse
sari to assure that stable jots with opportunities for advancement_ are available
once the training is cornple.e. Moreover, for Vide.* who have succeeded in _makft
the transitain from welfare- to work,-a healthy economy is- necessary for them too
maintain their standard of living. Untker the policies of this Administration, the real
wages of American workers increased in 19s::, for the first time in four years.

n addition. for low-income personswhether workers or those wtio are linable to
wink low Inflation rate is efisential to retaining their purchasing power. FapeciaV-
ly for these persons. the reduced inflation_r_ate_achievest by the Reigzan Administra-
tion has been extremely important. In the absence of benefit increases; reduced in-
flation limits the_eresans of lienefl. If the inflation rate of 12.4 percent effect in
the last near of the Carter Administration had not beettabated, the_poverty thresii,
Old would be higher and it is likely that the number of peraona below the poverty
level would be greater.

As an example of the beneficial effects Of this reduction-In inflation. Consider the
level of benefits to families entirely &pendent on AM.! and other public assiXt-
ante From 9S3-,_ the purchasing_p_ower of AMC benefits declined-more -than
:to percent because_ inflation increased the cost of living_ substantially beyond_ the
means of_ State andlocal_ governments_ to _keeppace. The largest decline occurred
between 1977 and 19,51 when the real value of benefits fell _percent. Since 19$1,
the value of benefits has continued to decline; bat the 6 percent reduction was con-
sidrably smaller than for-any other recent two-year period. In _fact, if the_12,4 per
cent inflation rate of the Carter Administration had continued: -the valuedibenefits
would hiive declined 21 percent rather than-6 percent between 19,41 and 191,"1.

Before proceeding_ to discuss other possible reasons for the increases in the pover-
ty rate. I would like to make one observation concerning the rate like& only cash
income is considered when owasuring_ poverty, the valise Of non-ci beinefiti la ig-
nored In Itts2. benefits under the major means-tested in-kind program of Food
Stamps. child nutrition; Medicaid; housing assistance and energy _assistance totaled

billion This is more than_double the $24 billion sper-ot for the cash welfare
grams of AFDC and SS': Furthermore, since 191(1 staeraling_ in real terms for in- ind
programs increased :125 percent while *pending on cash_ betwfits declined slightly.
Thes -tremendous growth in in -:rind programs has-had a positive effect_o_nthe_liviine
standards of many low Americans. Excluding these benefits _underestimates
fhe overall effect on the poverty rate- of-government- programs directed toward low-
income _persons In releasing the 111142 figures. the Census Bureau noted that_ if in-
kind benefits were in-eluded, there would be 12 to 42 percent fewer poor people, der
Rending on the way the benefits are valued.

IftlsE IN IrEPAALL-READER SINGLE-PARENT rAMILIA

Given this important caveat, I will turn now to another major earoon for the in-
cre.ase in the poverty rate: the-striking increase in the number of single-parent faro-
;firs ta.eieled by woMe*n in -1971t. there were 6 million female- headed families. By
P.0.4). this number increased nearly .'If niercent-to 9 _million and reached nearly 9lA
rtollion in 19s2. In relative terms, the propor ion of-all families headed by women
was 11.4 perc..nt in 1471) and rose to 15.4 percent in I9142. Alien over this period, the
divorce rate role from 47 to 11111 per 1000 married couples and the percent of births
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to unwed mother, increased from I I percent in 1970 to_ 17 percent in 1979: While
thr aggregate number and proportion of single-parent families headed by women
grew dramatically, their likelihood of bring in poverty inereaSed only slightly. From
1971, to Esau slightly under one-third of this type of family was poor. In 1951, this
rose to :{4 6 percent and rose again in 19s2 to 36.3 percent. This indicates that al-
though most individual_fertudeheaded farnilies_are not losing ground in their_strug-
ele to st:iy out of pinerty.t.he number of such families living in poverty will corntin-

. direct fiknctiort c f their increasing proportion of the general
ulatton

A key factor contributing to th-e poverty of feiriale-hded families is the lack of
child support from abseni fathers. A recent Census Bureau study showed that in
191. child support orders existed for less than half of the families with absent_par-
ems_ .4_ rnilhon_out of 7.4_milliont. Of those 4_ million families_ with support orders;
the full_ amount -of support due wws paid in only 47 percent of the cases. _

Nearly $4 billion of support due to thiklren went unpaid. If support orders were
obtained for the 4.s million families that do not have theni. the amount of support
paid would increase sub;tantially.

To address this problem, the Administration has proposed legislation that will en-
courage States to- pursue and collect support payments more aggressively. Our pro-
posal would require States to use collection practices that have proven effective in
order to _ent-ure. that_ money- due_ae ordered is paid.

In addition, our child support proposal changes the Federal financing of the pro-
gram to reward States with goOd programs and high levels of collections.- The
amount of the incentive payments available to States would increase and would be
based both, on how mach support States collect and the efficiency of the State's oe
eration Yllso, fur the first time, States would receive incentive payments based on
their_efforts on behalf of non-welfare children.

_ With enact molt of these proposals; we expect that child support payments for
both welfare- and nun-welfare children will increase. For welfare children; we expert
a I1 percent increase in collections from 1952 _to 1956 and for non - welfare children
the amount of support collected Should doable from $1 billion in 1952 to $2 billion in
1956

AFDC CHANGES

have discuss M the economy and the_ise in single-parent .female-headed families
ire- reference to the Increase in poverty. Now_ I_ would like to turn to the issue of the
effect on the poverty rate --of- the Brogan Administration's changes in social pro-
grams. in particular the AIM program.

The chang_es enacted in OBRA and TEFRA were directed at reducing benefits to
families with other sources of income that were not being counted, but which could
reasonably be_ expected b_e available for the families' use.
_ _Departing from its basic purpose to assist families- with_no_means_of_support
AFDC had developed into a program which_provided_ permanent _income Aiu
resets to families with a low-income worrier: The monthly income disregaid_o $30
plus one-third -ofearninga that was in effect from 1969 to 1951 was intended as an
incentive for MTV-recipients to get a joh and-to-help-families rnake a transition
from welfare to work. This intent was never fulfilled. With the disregard-in place.
the number of families with earnings did tilt increase. The percent of families leav-
i,mg welfare due to earninini declined. Furtht rmore the Permanent nature of the dis-
regard_created a serious inequity. Because the__diareg,:ad wag available only toper -
sons who began working while their families were receiving AFDC: similarlyaittaat
ed families who_ had never _relied on welfare_were not_ eligible: The OBRA changes
retell ski the $30 plus_ one-third disregard to its original purpose -of providing a trail!
iiition ;le mid for welfare-recipients beginning to work__As_raidified._the disregard
applies only during the first four months on the job. The families affected by this
change all had other sources of income.

Many critics of OBRA charged that the AFDC earned income disregard changes
would lead welfare recipients to quit their jOtof and rely entirely on welfare. Such
behavior would increase government enkt as well as the problem of lorut-term wel-
fare_dependency: Evidence_ from a national sample of welfare _recipients _studied by
the Research Triangle_liastitute and_lirom a sample of Wisconsin recipients studied
by researchers at the -Univeriity of Wisconsin suggests that the critics were _totally
wrong. For -example, in the Wisconsin study, 80- percent of recipients who lost all
benefits and P) percent of recipients whose benefits were reduced were working at
the same job 1:1 to 17 months after the change In benefits.
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ii;ie that Ibis tenure was iiccurring when Wisconsin sunernp_lox--
ment rate incr,.ed trop, . percent to to percent and then fell _to_ 10.2 percent.
In both the Wisconsin and national samples. less than Is _percent of theist- who lost
benefits were rceiving AFIX' payments a year later; this is no greater than the
rate at which weliare recipients who left the-. rolls returned in the year-prior to the
()BRA changes In addition n._ the Wisconsin recinientswholost all AFIX' tietiefitS
and were not ri,;i-i%itiZ ;Tv,Intance-, 1:3 to 17 months later. realized average wage in-

-f tLi 17 perCetit
th her Charigis to assure that ail l income _and resources _would_ be counted had a

similar Oleo Families unfairly advantaged-by the old rules. lost benefits __and pro,-
gram equity was unpretted In all. 4ir..fNit families last ligillyilitv_and 299.000_ lost
benefits as :I result of the OBRA changes. The changes saved tilt- Federal and State
governments about billion in 110.3._

These changes affected families most in nerd_ in the following_ways: They freed
that could be used to increas assistance to_those.whohave no choice but to

re-1: on i of ernnient aSSiStarua-___Since Oct oho- 19.1 *Oben OBRA took effect. 2.1
States nisi increased their ARV need or payment

Retort- concluding. I alt."; ) arsild like to note that the- 19s2 report on poterty in
America contains some vireo good news. The poverty gap between the elderly and all
other Americans has beew_vioslid._ In 11fs2._the elderly were no more likely tie in
poverty than the_non-elderii--. One reason for_this_relative_improvement is that the
elderly- lire hi4 affected by a poor economy because they aregenerally not employed.
In iiii1St ilifrl_V persons rely on government payments_ such as Social. Security
and Supplemental Security Income for _at least a portion of their incomes. As you
know. these are indexed to the cost-of living which preitects beneficiaries from any
real loss in benefits. I)ata just available show that for in April 1979, Fife pet-cent of
elderly fanolos. in a given month would have beeri poor without government aid.

p:tyrnent:.Aprimarilli Social Security and SSI1 reduced the poverty rate tei
tiiti*ht :Ind. with the addition of in-kind.benefits. to 7 percent_

(111Veriiiiient is essential to assure that those who generally cannot
work to support themselves. including many elderly; do not live -in pove_rty, But for
people capable of working, government aid Should not substitute for jobs. Rather
than expanding government programs to help families in which there is ar adult
who can work. we need to strengthen the economy-so that -jobs and advancement
opportunities are available to those workers. For welfare recipients, we need strata
work programs that prepare recipients both to enter the job market and to tieeorne
-self-supporting. For women raising children on_ their own, we need to assure that
absent fathers fulfill their basic parental respo_n_sibility_to support their children.

if We can accomplish these goals: govrnnient_assistance_will rightfully_be target-
ed to thiS4 whiff are not capable of working and have no other privPte means of sup-
port With fewer Peiirile relying on governmental assistance, benefits could be in-
creased without placing additional strain on government resources. _ _

I believe we all share the same ultimate goalthat no person in this country live
in _poverty llowver, every benefit has its cost. With a dragging economy. everyone
suffers. f'onvc;-rely: a strong economy benefits everyone. Economic receiVery.-WhiCh
this Adittinisration is accomplishing; is,the foundation on_which a reduction in pov-
ertY: can be_ built It is the Administration's goal to restore_the economy to vibrant
health and fii Make Sor that all our citizens can partake of this national well-
being.

Mr: M-Arstri. Thank you_very much, Dr. Rubin. The child su_pp_ort
fOrCement provisions, what is the estimate of 1111S that from_the

change in the law; from the change in the_ enforcement tn.w,tianism,
realistically?_ilow many people will go off the so-called po.erty roll
as a result of this?

Do you have_statistics_on this?
Dr. RUBIN. We &Ohl_ have precise numbers because what we- re

really laakitig, at are the numbers of people who are not on AF1X
who do have child support orders and don't get the payments.
Those are numbers that are very hard to capture:

We think there will be clearly an avoidance of putting people
back on _AFDei but-how many people would bump up against the
poverty line iS something we do not know with certainty.
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As was discus .ced earlier this morning, there are clearly people
who are not on AFDC; but are below that poverty_line; The degree
to which they would go abcive that poverty_ line with child support
aid we have just not estimated due to the lack of information nec-
essary to do so. _

Obviously though we have billion out there. That has to go a
long way toward helping those folks:

MArs_ci. But you have no statistical information at this par-
ticular time?

Ds: Rums; No;
Mr. Kiersti. In terms of what theireduction in the poverty rate

would be with this change in the law?
Dr. RUBIN._ No; we_ don't. We wound be making_relatively_unin-

formed guestimates that I am sure everyl5ody would poke holes in.
Mr; MArsti; OK; As far as _the study that was done by the Re-

search Triangle Institute; and we had testimony yesterday; I be.,
lieve it was, or the day heforeyesterday, regarding that Study_, did
it take into_consideration the change perhaps in the quality ollife
of the family that went off welfare and stayed off welfare? WAS
that a component of the study?

Dr RURIN: Not directly_; no; but indirectly it clearly had to
When you have -only -13 percent of the people who are taken_ :ff

welfare as a result of these changes going hack on welfare later,
and of those_who went back; about 47_percent were_off the welfare
rolls 2 months later, it seems to me that those individual families
or individual recipients made a very calculated judgment as to the
quality of their life; _

If they perceived that the quality of their life was so poor that
they needed to go back on welfare; it is clear that they would have;
I think _rather than having you or me make some judgments ex
post facto of the quality of their life, I think it is important to note
that these people made the judgments themselves and chose to stay
off welfare for whatever reason.

So I think that is fairly convincing evidence, at least to me; that
those people; whileperhaps not totally satisfied with their condi-
tion, chose to stay off welfare.

Mr: MATsui. Yes; I was-,-your comments are well taken: I was
just wondering, however; abbut the mother who stays with her em-
ployment and has a loss of AFDC benefits, which also results in a
loss of medicaid coverage; Or the employer who does not have in-
surance, or perhaps he does have insurance, but there is a copa_y-
ment or deductible. So she decides, because she doesn't want to be
on welfare; not to receive any assistance because of the stigma at-
tached. Instead she decides perhaps to delay her children's health
checkups; and doesn't take _the child in for preventive treatment;

I wondered if the study deait with that because I think it is a
critical area. I agree with the general thrust of your comments.
What about those people; though; that may decide to postpone cer-
tain_lienefits_i not for themselves, because you are right; they are
adults and should make those informed choices; but for their chil-
dren who were not able to make an informed judgment?

Dr. RUBIN. I would like to make two observations, one factut'l
and one philosophical:

3
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The factual iihsTervation is that you do not need to be on AFDC to
rei:iie _medicaid; Indeeci; many States have medically needy pro-
grams. We db not know the extent to which these people Who are
no !onger on AFDC and who are scorking would_ still qualify for
medicaid berierit;:. In oUr example that con-cern would be alle-ia_t-

tho.-e people would fall under the medically reedy
standard.

The -et iz;;. and I think that a physician it certainly hat
been driven home to me.; is that the primary- instinct of a mother
to her children is_to proviie_care for them, In_inv experience; if the
blither felt that the child eras_ being deprived of a heeded medic;
siryke; she would quit her-job and make sure that her child gt
that :-4rice one wAS or the other;

Mr. MATSI'l If they are aware of the problem. Oftentimes they
are not ziWate of it 13-t..,cause it is a preventive area rather than one
in which symptoms are obvious._

I _agree with you that a mother who is aware of her children'S
he;ilth problem s undoubtedly would make that hard choke_ Either
stay on welfare or perhaps find a second, third; or fourth job.
SometimeS,however, preventive care might be overlooked.

Itutim. Absolutely.
Mr. M_Arst.i. That would be my concern; l_wonder if the study in

eluded that? Perhaps if you _do further studies or research in this
area: you might want to explore that subject, and even other areas
th it p. rhap I atti overl-ookingat this time.

Dr. Ruins:We are taking a look at the quality of life issue: How -
ever; for all the tea:4MS I have descried; and you have articulated,
it is vets' difficult to quantify; It is subjective and anecdotal.

Mr. MArst7I. In Your testimony -you have indicated that the
porn recovery in good economic times will_ result in a reduction of
the poverty rate: I think everybody would have to agree with that
statement

Mt. St-ockman made that observation as well. One area; however;
and you hive diSciiSSed this, it; the female head of household fami;
lies.

According to Mi. StOckinan", table Lumber S; on page 14; the
poverty tate was .1-1.9 percent in 1959_ and did decrease somewhat
until 1So. Then it went up; 1952, to 32.1_ percent.

It seems that the ptiverty rate is reasonably constant for thete
renialth:ided families: This is during hard times and also during
good times; as 1959 to 19fif; and 190; to 1973 was a period of growth
as we all recognize.

But the poverty rate did not decrease by much for this particular
category of people.

Now, assuming that we do have economic recovery and assuming
that it is IiiStitig, Will these ivople find jobs?_Will we see a draniat;
is decrease in the poverty rate of these single lemalc-headed _fami,
lies; or is this something we have to live with and; if so, why? And
this is the skcood question:_

What would you and the administration propose to do about
these people at this time?

De. RUHILN Wel),_ 1 had probably even less opportunity than_ you
to look at Mr. StOcktnan's testimony;_but it -seems to me that if you
look on page 4 ant! his table No. 1; hiS point about female-headed
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families is that while economic growth is dearly a Rignifkant
factor relative to _the poverty rate._the critical factor _really_ is
means-tested benefits and targeting. For most of the female- headed
families, we are really talking about aid to families with dependent
ehi:drene

What the administration is seeking to do, and I think haS suc-
ceeded to a large extent with the changes enacted under OBRA, is
to better target those funds-. As a result of the OBRA changes; we
are now taking care of roughly 200030 Camilies that are below the
poverty line: more than we didprior to the changes in OBRA.

Indeed, about 93 percent of the- people- now on AFDC -are below
the poverty line whereas prior to OBRA it was roughly 84 percent.

In answer to your question, what we are trying to do is to target
our means-tested program; which are of critical importance to
those people who are below the poverty line, rather than continue
the helter-skelter approach of the past.

We are making some progress; and I think that is the direction
inwhich we would like to continue to move,

Mr. MArsut Yes. I am somewhat puzzled, I guess, because since
the administration came into office; those means-tested programs
have been cut. AFDC was reduced by 13 percent in real terms_food
stame6 by 13 percent., child nutrition 28 percent, and title XX 22
percent.

It seems to me than we would be more concerned to keep those
programs at levels at least constant in view of the fact that this is
a group that appears to be somewhat unaffected by changes in eco-
nomic conditions: I guess that this is a question of philosophy more
than it is a question of=-.

Dr. RUBIN. As I pointed out, the probability of a female-headed
family being poor is the same todayroughly speakingas it was
in 1970. Indeed, virtually all of the programs that-you mentioned;
with the exception of AFDC, came into place after 1970.

Mr; MATSU:. That may be; but it is quite possible that the pover,
ty rate for this category would have -gone up if those additional
programs such as kicod stAmps, title XX and child nutrition did not
come into being and become law.

So it is quite possible that by instituting and by adopting these
programs, we were able to keep that poverty rate constant. I guess
it is a question of semantics and that is frankly a question of how
you want to draw your conclusions.

Dr. RUBIN. !agree with that Poverty certainly would have gone
up had we not had the ability to- better target our _resources._ I
think that is evident. That was the major thrust of the OBRA
changes, and, indeed, continues to be the thrust of what the admin-
istration is seeking to do.

_Mr. MATSUI. Well; I won't go into the tax chanig6i8 and how they
affected- people because undoubtedly that is not your area of exper-
tise. So I guess that is all I have.

In view of the fact that I am the only one left to hear the last
witness, I want to thank you very much, Mr. Rubin.

For the record I am supposed- to ask if any members present
would like to ask you questions. Undoubtedly none would.
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If any member would like to, in addition, send guft-tions to_you,
you tindoubtkily would hare no objection to fvmpuadk.4 to them in
writing as well?

Dr. Ruami._"niat would be fine.
[The questitins and answers follow:]
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1. In yoi.r testixony. you indicate that frog IS70 to 1963 the
purchasing power of Jaw. benefits declined by more that
30 percent and that it was beyond the means ct state _mod
local government to to keep pace. _Why thooIdn't_the Feder-
al government encourage states to keep AFDC benefits levels
u; with inflation?

2. In your testimony. you mention that AFDC benettt levels
nave not kept pare with inflation. To bet extent, tag-
thia increased poverty among female-beaded families?

3. is this not an important factor in erPlaini 3 why poverty
is so high amoog fenale-headed families.

4. In your testimony, you place great emphasis w!on a_biralthy
economy being able to lower the poverty rate. What Ag-
a:nonce do you have that once a mother with two or_three
children obtains a )ob. that 'oh will pay enough wages to
put her and her family above pOverty?

Is it not true_that there_were_mbout400.000 _ female-beaded
farilies in 19112 working full-time. but who were still in
poverty?

would _you _not_ agree that some governmental assistance
snosld be given to those families?

what percentage of the !tool's working today have i_wage
rate greater than $6.00 per hour? Greater than $5.00_per
hour? Greater than $6.00 per hoar? Croats, thin 57.00
per hoot?

5. At the beginning of the Orogen__ AdrainiStration there was
mach talk about safety nets.- Should children in_faiiilies
where both parents are unemployed have such a safety wet?

Should not the ledetal_ gore: went mandate &FOC benefits
for Children in families where both parents are unemployed?

6; To what estenti did these OSSA redactions in &FOC &heroes,
the poverty_ rate? You weatiow ** youryour testimony that thee*
reductions saved the Federal and state governments $1.1
billion. Is it not true that welfare plus earnings put
many of these families slightly above povecty and that_with
out the government's assistance, many of these families

are below poverty?

7. Do you agree_ _that pettier_ who_wocks ought to have more
total disposable locos., than_a mother who does mot? Sr.
you-aware that_as a ressIt of the reductions enacted in
19$1. rainy families with mo warnings can have more net
disposable_Income than families with earnings of $400 to
$500 i month?



Do you consider_ it fair t_t_a_ faZU with f4k.000 of
earnings_co.ad lose_ some :1.700 lb '4-,-avernmental as-
6:stance? Is it a fair govermment_:Oalcy that cbanges

ra.ler of a nuvernirent_progree that dtemmtteellY anf
takes large amcants of income from low income fair.lies?

ar,,t evidence do yoa have that participants im Community
riara Lapeciesce Program fCSEP) will te aLle to obtain a
3a. at a greeter rstc :;..au tbose- e:thuo=t ClaZPverarlwace-.

lC. Dr. Gottschalk testified in regaeJ to poverty rates of
female-herded families that "we rem;,:n pessimistic that
eronoSzc growth per se will Save a are impact on_their
pcwerti rates. Our pessimism is based cm the small_pov
arty reductlon *spectre-cod by this _demegrapaic_group
thaing the high growth period of the late 1,60s and
early IS7CM..

It light of Mat_ evidence., what assurances can you give
that high growth_aill reduce tfv povertv of female
headed families significantly?

1. On thr Casts of date from the 1,7! Sarvey of Income and
FarticIputIcn, compute the amount of benefits

!rot, all the taricas ;noose transfer programs (both

wraps and non -nears tested) received by ferrates_ _and

ttuividaals taloa, poverty. lbwse caLculations shOuld_he
dc,ne with &Mod without inclusion of health benefits.
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C-estion 1

In your testic.-:, you_Indicate that from 1970 to 1983 the
purc-ssing power of AFDC cenef:ts declared ty more than 30
percent ant that It was teyonc the means cf state and local
governmert_to seep pace. _thy shouldn't the Fectral government
encourage_States to keep AFDC tenefits levels up with
infietion?

Answer

Tte_Feceral government enmirages States to keep up their
benefats by matctang State spencing based_on State_per

capita Income. The Federal reimbursement levels range from
50t to 78a with thoseStates having a Iomier per capita_ _

income receiving the highest Ievel of reimbursement. It has
been beyond the means of_States to keep_benefitS current_ ._

beca.:se_the very high inflation in the late 19708 lowered the
real value of those benefats substantially.

ttis Administration took office we established economic
recovery as our top priority._ As a result of our policies;
inflation decIaned dramatically. The improvec economy will
enable States to increase benefits by reduc_ing welfare
expenditures anc increasing -talc revenues. Tnis Administration
also made changes in AT= eligibility to target benefitS to__
those most an need. These_improvements enabled 32 States to
increase benefits since July 199C.

-uestacn

In your testimony, you_mention that AFDC benefit levels have
not kept pace watt inflation. To wnat extent, has this in-
creased poverty among female-headed families?

Answer

From 19'5 to 196: the Consumer Price Index (CPI)-increased
79 percent while the maximum AFDC benefit for a family cf
fcur in the various states .ahcreased, on average,-only 30
percent. esans data from the march 1963 torrent Population
Survey (CPS), we have compared actual measures of poverty
tesed or, cash income for female-headed families in 1962 with
those that might -have been observed if AFDC- benefit levels
in effect in 197! had beer indexed to the CPI. because of
time and data limitations, our method is a rough simuIatiOn_
that gives a general idea-of the magnitude-of the- effects of
Indexation. Indexing AFDC benefits from 1975_tO 1962 might
have-reduced the 1962 poverty rate among female-headed
fantllee from 52.4 percent_td_51.1 percent. Moreover._
indexation might have resulted in_a 1962 poverty gap_for
such families -of roughly $15.2 billion rather than the
observed $17.2 billion.

These estimates were derived by inflating annual_AFDC _

benefits reported in the CPS_Isi, state - specific adjustment
factors rased on maximum AFDC benefit levels fora family_of
four. For each state, the_adjustment_factor Is_the_percentage
increase -in the maximum 1982 benefit fora family of_four_
th.et would_be_requirec to fUlly offSet the increase in the
CPI since 1975;
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Several considerations should be kept In mind when
interpreting these results. First, we were unable to_
simulate the reduction in labor force participation that
might have occurred among AFDC families if benefits had
:ncreased tv the amount of the CPI Increase. The resJ:ting
recucd ear-ings would nave tended td increase poverty among
AFDC famtlies. Second, the simulatton is based on families
who actually received AFDC during 1982, so we were unable to
include those additional (Jmilies that would have-been
eligible with inflated 1982 benefit levels. Finally, it_
should be noted that the unit of observation tor our analysts
is the family, with related subfamilies being considered
distinct families and not part of primary families. For
example, an AFDC family residing in the home of the
grandparents is considered a separate nimily and not part of
the grandparents' family.

ti -,ws-t*en-4

Is this not an important factor in explaining why poverty is
so high among female-headed families?

Answe-r

The lack of indexation of AFDC benefit levels contributed
only slightly to the high rates of poverty among female-headed
families and should not be regarded as a major factor In-
explatntnc such high poverty rates. Even if benefit levels
were (ally Indexed, the poverty rate among female-headed
families would remain much higher than the national average.
Our_rOug h estimates indicate that implementation of full
indexation in 1975 might have reduced the 1982 poverty rate
among female-headed families by only 1.3 percentage points (from

52.4 percent to 51.1 percent).

cclestion 4

In your testiron. you place creat trphasis upon a healthy
eO0norry_ being_atle to lcwer the poverty rate. Ut.at assurance

do yoJ have that_once a nother with two or th re children
ottairis a jot, that- job-will Tay enough wages to put her and

het family above poverty?

Ii it not trj,_that there w,:( atout 400,000 ferale-headed
frnilies in 142 working f,:1-time, but who were still in

),:ratty?

would you_not agree that sore covtrnrental assistance should

be civen to those families'

what_percentage of the finales working today have a wage rate

gt.cater than 54.00 per hour? Greater than $5.00 per hour?
Greater than 58.00 per hour? Greater than 57.00 per hour?

Answer

Accordinc so Census figures, 224.000 wc,ren who headed families

worked full tire in 1982 yet had incores_below the_poverty

level for their size families. This is -E:8 percent Of all

woven who headed families and worked full-time; It_compares

to a poverty rate of 3.5 percent for all families with a full -

tirf worker.

32J
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Althr.ch there are no arsuranves !tat. a fuIl-tire worker _

will tarn enoJah to 'keep her faYlIy show tte poverty level.
the 1.tential fur e!caping poverty_ls greater for a working

than for cre_who relies on AFDC. CeNrtAllyi a family
tP.t r.lier ,.fireIy on public atFtsteret wIll_not receive

to ch.sued the_poverty lineOn_the other_._
!,1; a _r7Ah b.h0 %AAA full flee grid totr,, $4 an hoor_has_

...a in tao.fs_Ot_the poverty level fc.r a featly of three.
$4.7S an hour would provide earnings in__

t,. -u!S Of the Poverty rate_for a_fanily of -four: In 1902;
e5.7 rtrcent of ferelt workers whO_reported their_tarnings
c' b by hoos_oAtnod rote than $4 an hOOr. further;
443 prcunt lad hourly_earnings of_fl_ot more;_34.$_petcent
hqd or hrurly wage of $6 of yore and :e.4 percent earned
t7 or ,,rt per hour;

FamiIies_witt Iow incomes are eligible for government assis-
tance under_a_variety of programs. For example, a mother
whc earns 5581 -a month Ithe minimum wage) and -has two _

schce.l...4e children would qualify to receive $110 _month in
food strips. her children could receive free breekfaSta and
lunches valued at $63 a month. In 30 States, the family__
could be eligible for Medicaid under the optional medically
needy pu.grar, depend:rig on the State's income eligibility
limits and the family's medical expenses. _Other programs
tor which the family may qualify-are social services under
the Stet', block grant programs, low income home energy
assistance and housing assistance. In addition, the mother
can receive $32 month as advance payment of the earned
income tax credit as well as tax credit for 30- percent of
ter child care expenses up to the amount Of her Federal tax
liability Ice $15 month for this example).

At tr.e te;Innnc cf the Reagan Administratien there was mact
talk atout safety nets. Should children in fomilies where
both paents Are unemployed have such a safety net?

Anewer

::ntmlloved Parent MP) component of an Aid to Families
with 2etendent Children (AFDC) program is a State option and
we 'relieve it should remain so becaose States finance up to
54114 cf the cos: of AFDC. The Federal government encourages
States to provide * tafetr net ler children by matching 50
to 7ele of each State doller spent on both the AFDC program
and the AFDC-UP program. The AFDC-UP pro9raM Is etready
serviem 2.63,000 families in 2$ States, inciading most of the
hict-Zenegtt States. These States have 441 of the basic
AFL caseload nationally.

-,zertIcr 6

To *hat extent, did these OtRA reductions in AFDC_Increase
the potervy rate? lo- _mentien it your testimony that_these
reaactIchs_saved t! rider': and -state governments $1.1
hlliten; Is it n4t_trve_that welfare plus earnings -put many
Of Vitt. /agilit$ stiviitIy above poverty and that withOUt
It._govtrtment't elIistande, many of these families are

poverty?
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Answer

he have nc information concerning the effects cf the OBRA
changes-on the poverty rate, aIthough_the changeS__wert
targeted on people with other means of support._ From
simulations based on the 1979 Characteristica_of_AFDC
Recipients Survey, 12.1 percent-of-the pre-OBRA AFDC
caseload hed income (including food_stampsl_above the _

poverty line. Following the OBRA changes, 5.3 percent 0f-
the caseload was above the poverty level. -Of those families _

who lost eligibility because of the OBRA changes, an estimated
89 percent had incomes above the poverty level pre - reform.

Although many families with earnings no longer quaIify_for
AFDC, other government aid is available. A mother with -two
children who works full time at the minimum wage qualifies
for food stamps tnat bring her income above the_povectY
level. In addition, other benefits are available, as
illustrated in the answer to question 4. Furthermore, in
some states, this family would continue to qualify for AFDC.
Other families who lost AFDC eligibility have made up the
lost benefits by working morn and, in fact, we expect many
recipients will increase their earnings in response to the
changes and as the economy improves. A study of Wisconsin
AFDC recipients who lost oil AFD. benefits as-a result of
OBRA and were not receiving assistance 1S to 17 months later,
found that they had realised average wage increases of 10 to
17 percent.

ilittLuan2

Do you agree that mother who works ought to heve_mbre
total disposable income than a mother who does hot? Are you

ak.are_that_as A result -of the reductions enacted in 1981._

many families with no earnings can have more net disposable
income than families with earnings of 5400 to 5500 a month?

Answer

:.rider some circumstances it is possible that a family with

earnings could have less disposable incomegross-income
less taxes and_work-related expenserrhan a family lust_

relying on_AFDC_and food stamps. This occurs infrequently.

however; When this anomaly does occur, it is usually in the

ii:comt range of_5400 to 5500 per month. At a full-time__
minimatt_wage job a woman earns about 5581 per month, well

above this range. Administration policy is to encourage
fUll-time employment that provides ecomomic self - sufficiency:

It_IS_also_important to note the Administration's firm

belief one_that I think is shared by a large majority of

Amitricans -- that employable recipients should not-be given

the choice -of working to support themselves or collecting

welfare. For this reason, we strongly support mandatory__
participation in Community Work Experience Programs iCwEP)

and.would urge the Congress to enact our proposed workfare

IegiSlation;

3 3
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Question 6

Do you consider it -fair that a family with $6000 of earnings
could lore some $1700 in governmt.tal assistance? Is it a
fair policy that changes_the_ruIes of a government program
that dramatically and takeS large amounrs of Income from low

income families?

Orn-s-ve-r

Tr.e change in the AFDC program that_would have caused a loss

of the magnitude described was_the_foUr month limit placed

on the disregard of $30 plus 1/3 of- earnings. Although
families who lost benefits due_te_this change may have

viewed it as unfair, the actual_effeCt_of the change was to

redress a serious inequity-in the law between AFDC families

and other low-income families.

The intent of Congress in establishing the 530 plus 1/3
disregard was to provide an incentive to parents with families

receiving AFDC to find jobs and_become self-sufficient.
The disreoard did not accomplish its pUrpOse;__During_the
thirteen years during which_the provision- applied; the

percentage of working recipients did not increase. The

percent of case closings due to earnings actually dropped.

Pother char. provide an incentive EC become self!.auffiVient,

the d.sreciard became a permanent income supplement,__Ia_

1981. families in all :Cates continued to be eligible-for

AFDC if Orley had full-time earnings at the minimum veg.. In

18_5tates. families with 815,000-or mote -in anmual_earnings

remained eligible. because the disregard_applied_Ohly to
earnings ol persons who began working while receiving AFDC.
otner families, with similar Incomes, were not only_ineligible

for aids but paid taxes to provide benefits to others. _The

four month limit on the $30 plus 1/3 disregard removed this

inequity from the program.

Cuee-t*e-n-4

What evidence dc you have that participants in Community
Work Experience Program (CHEF) will be_AbIt to obtain a lob
at a greater rate than those without CWEP experience?

We believe CEP will help participants to ottain_300s__
because it provides lob references, training, potential__
lob leaas, maintenance of existing Sob skiII. and_improved
morale and self-esteem. There has.been a_higt rate of
voluntary participation in ChEP and a high degree_Of_cooper-
ation by participants. There has been a growing_State
interest in the program since it was- instituted in October
of 1981. Presently 22 States are voluntarily particpating

CNEP. Several States have reported their ipb_plactrent

rates with CWEP are above the rates they experienced with

the Work Incentive (WIN) progrrm.
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In particular, although we recognize that information from a
rigorously controlled experiment is not yet available,
several States have supplied us with figures which indicate
CWEP is a success. Michigan reports an 82% job placement
rate increase with CWEP and WIN demo over WIN. Oklahoma,
California, Iowa, and West Virginia, among others, report
placing at least 20% to 30% of their CWEP participants in
regular, unsubsidized employment. Officials for Utah's Work
Experience and Training (WEAT) program report that-171 of
those selected for participation had their cases closed
prior to assignment because they found full-time employment.
Of those who were actually Assigned, 34% obtained employment
after their assignments.

;JeStIor. 10

Cr. Gottschalk testified in regard to poverty rates of
femalehheaded_faMilies that *we remain pessimistic that
economic_growth per se will have a large impact on their
poverty_rates. Our_:pessimism is based on the small poverty
reduction experienced by this demographic group during the
high growth period of the late 1960s and early 1970s."

In light of that evidence. whwt assurances can you give that
hign gro.th_will reduce the poverty of female-headed families
sighificantly?

Ahswer

We are_more optimistic than Dr. Gottschalk because of
several recent trends that were not evident during the
period of_high growth_on which he bases his conclusion--
the Iate 1960s and early 1970s.

Eorterly;_)ob opportunities_ and earnings of women lagged
far behind those of_men. _Women were more likely to be
responsible for chilften_and_fathers provided little child
SUppOrt. Frequently; they relied on_welfare benefits that
provided incomes less than the poverty level.

i.e.ent_ttends indicate a changing picture. Increases in
Iibbt fOrte participation_of_women with_preschool children,
higher educational 4ttainments._decreasing_sex discrimination,
Ittater_access_to child care. and increases in shared custody
Of thildten_wiII Iead_to more_and better_work opportunities
for women that will_ allow_ them to increase their earnings
A66 t#6e their . poverty rate.__ This_ is especially true
considering the vigorous economic growth that we are
experiencing.

In addition; the Administration is pushing legislation that
.cold produce_ruch_stricter enforcement of child support
decrees; This_lecislation:. which was passed unanimously by
the House t^ Novemberi also would increase women's incomes.
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%est:cm

On the basis of_data from the 1979 Survey of Income and
Program Participation. compute the anount of benefits from
all the various income trinsfer programs fboth means and
non-means testedl_received by families and individuals
below poverty. These_calculations_should be done with and
Without inclusici of health benefits.

Answer

he compated_these_betefits for_families that were pre-transfer
poor_as_bf Aptil 1979. The total transfers are shown below
for different family types:

Total Transfer to Pre-Transfer Poor in April 1979
(3 million)

Excluding Including
medicare and Medicaid Medicare and Medicaid

All FaMilieS 57483 $6,t08

Elderly Families 5;917 5,948

Single-Parent Families 851 1,001

Two-Parent Families 516 621

Note: The actual breakouts reflect further discussions ith
Committee staff. The attached_paper and supplementary
tables describe these estimates in more detail.
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NL transfers 0 29a
All cash .transf,rs 10441 340 63.3 41.6 62.4 16.7

.!.00c Stanye ana housIng

A3S1StAACC 59: 85 76.8 74.2 6.3 28.4

:las:. we:fare, Fax $ tarps,

_ end hoLsine assistance 1'9: 1E2 82.7 72.8 18.E 274

All transfers 11233 338 i4:2 42.6 67.5 15.6

Social secdrity (55) 7624 339 63.5 41.0 44.9 19.2

SS b. Food Stave ((s) 8024 304 64.3 42.6 49.1 18.8

S5 S cash. welfare (00 RR25 328 66.4 44.9 56.9 18.0

SS s Other_non-velfare
cash transfers 8532 343 62.1 40:0 50.0 18:5

Food Starps 400 77 79.5 75.3 4.1 28.7

FS b. cash welfare 1600 19C 83.4 73.9 17.0 27.9

FS s all cash transfers 10641 341 63.9 42.6 66.3 16.4

Cash. welfare 1200 179 84.6 753 13.0 28.2

ts.-L:sinc assistance

other nor-velfare cash
transfes

192

907
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300

77.1

50.7

74.2 2.0

5.0

29.0

28.538.1

ar.s: Tbtal poverty gap 56.96 billion: tots: fsmilies 86.62 minion.

Counts only the part of the indicated transfer uted to brins a holly's 1.14.711

up to the poverty level.
Pre-transfer poverty rate.
All cash transfers: Food Scarps. and housing assistance.

SOCRZE: 15CP Wave 2 tabulations.
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Trarsfer Fra,ra- Transfers
($ mullion)

Average
Monthly
Transfer

per
hetipient
Faralv (S)

:9". -- 3.

Feore..t cf Tot.al Perce-.t

Poverty
cap

Filled

Percent

Poor.

/tat-
Transfer_

to Pie-
Transfer

P-Y:r

',sea tc

A:leviate
Ptvertv

ti

_

c transfers 0 66.4

A:!-CaSh transfers £29 374 65.1 43.0 67.4 24.4

Ft4d Starips and housing

Cash tae:fare, FOOd S(asrps.

ao..! housing assIstance 34 122 9:.: 67.': 9.63 67.7

4.:: trar.sfers *. 6436 377 66.5 4:.I 89.: 22.7

Sntial Security ($S) 579E 353 66.5 41.9 80.4 25.2

SS and hetrran's pensions 5949 361 67.3 41.4 53.7 27.0

$S and %SI 6015 359 67.5 42.9 85.5 26.6

SS. SS:,-amlroalHStArcm-.. 6051 3(1 67,8 43.] 86.4 26,4

NICTES Tma: Poverty cap 53.02 billion total faralies 17.57 million.

Counts only the part of the indicated transfer used to bring a famaIy's f.ntare

uF to the poverty level.
e Pre-transfer poverty rate.

All cash transfers, Food Stamps. and heyaling assistance.

SOCKL: 1531- hare 2 tanulations.
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riveraqe

MUntray
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P0-1.

RecIF:ent
Famtiv (5)

T1+- ?anent Far

Percent of Total

ies

Percent
Poverty
Gap
Filled

Percent

Puce.

POst
Transfer

tc Pre-
Ttanifer

Poor

Used to
Alleviate
Poverty

Ni. trarfiri __C 9;3 -
;!....; casr-transfet 1097 305 36.4 24.8 36.3 7.2
F7Ce Sta.-- arb1 ho:sInc

assns arse
as-. welfare. Food Stalps.

enc hos..nc ass.s:ance

1,1

324

105

3 1

69.6

73.2

62.1

53.9

10.8

23.6

8.6

8;0
A.; transfers 1226 296 42;C 26.1 45.9 6:6

Food Ste-ps (FS
rued Sa-tps 6 A1CS:

111

224
C2

175

71.2

76.3
64.3
62.8

9.5
18.8

8.9
8.5

FS a all ass`, transfers 1208 301 41.7 27.9 44.8 6.8

treniferi 835 321 36.2 23.4 26.0 7.9
sec-4rItc. 366 354 27.7 17.S 6.6 8.7

7t,ta: pc,erti gap $0.75 C1111or.: total families 24.60 million.

Courts or the part of the indicated transfer used to &ig a family's Dicorni
up to the_pcverty I've:.
Pre-roars fer poverty rate.
P11 casn transfers. Food Salps. and housing assistance.

Oct, have 2 tabulations.
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77,A:;STE1 MOGRAm PAR:IC:PAT:cc

intellir7crt MOdificetion cf the welfare

of interactions an overlaps between

Fr_cra:ls. e C.S. transfer system incIWes many proVins with

dIsnanatv rancinc fro. provi&tho cash assistant* or fd0d. Shelter.

t;:e ne."!y those servings social insurance function

,e.7. re7:.;ement'. ;.,h1. does the transfer system consist of an

7.ary ;:tar1y defined ooal? The reason is simr.l.--transfer

proor h.ive ter, de d independently (tar the Mit pert) to meet the

nee,:s cf 1.1.T..:3.ation groups and therefore have different eligibi-

it cr.loen.a. hi:a-guild (1983. p. iv) sanmarizes three positive and four

re,,t1V, Cf s,:oh an unstructured approach;

o can I* effe.:tively tar7eted to recipients with a special
:wed or s..11,:ect to a risk.

c C tveeneftecao be limited to reasorable levels through
ailn.viate sequencinc cf income calculation for eligibility and/or
tax rates on benefits.

c ::tta: and poi :ic s.Tport fcr particular programa can be mobilised.

o :n07...Itles can exist f:r fact:Iles in similar economic circumstances if
rrag:17. punticipation is not the sane.

Zarr.exiti ark! in car onmr:icate adrinistrat-:n.

C PCIicy ma.,.ers have dafielaty in tr.tilcutaing addvacy Omer-
genersity.

o Cunt:lat.:vs tax rates can 1.ctlernitve 'OCT* incentives.

The overall effects of the cr,...ration of multiple program has been a

of cce-trcversy. For instance. it has been armed that the ruatipli-

c:.ty cf ex terefit programs rrovidin; sport for the poor is suffi-

cient to e:Inlrate poverty. But a study for the rood ace attrition Service

I -446 34
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has ar:ea.! that program participation by Food Stamp recipiwts

leaves MA? -in pOventy--it concludes that "the msoor effect of the Food

Stamp program in Conti-nation with other transfer procrrarta if to keep

tsmiIies from falling below 50 percent of the poverty level" (Maathald.

1983; p; iii)

otay recently has survey data become available that allows investiga-

tie* Of the actual effects of multiple transfer program partitiPatiOn.

Most studies of transfer program participation focus on Oust One program.

Both survey and administrative data Call be end have hien used tot such

analyses. Administrative data are. however. inadequate to Address issues

involving sinsiltanecxta receipt of more than one trinefin hatiefit. if

particular. the fragmentation of records betwiati Swats and Federal govern,.

manta and cost an6 privacy considerations have precluded computer mating

of ret:ords. As a recent National Research Council report concluded.

'pith relevant family assistance statistics maintained in different

agencies and at all levels_of governnent_under different definitions.

it is rather difficult (0 develop the_data_and information reguirid to

address welfare policy issues adequately.,_to operate alai manage the

procrars efficiently, tO evaluate the_performance cf family assistance_

programs AS-4 group._And to conduct research on welfare needs. (cimw;

it al.. 1983. p. vii)

The fltit data set that allowed sophisticated investigation of0tItiple

benefit receipt was the March 1960 Current Population sorvey (CPS).

Smeeding ised that survey very effet.tIvely t^ tadress 156jOS Ct

Valuing in-kind benefits end measuring their effect on poverty in 1979.

Later March CPS interviews allow firther examination of those same thanes.

one shortcoming of such an analysis is eat the CPS it it fact designed to

measure labor force activity and therefore the Meta:wet of income and

1

program participation In Are less than perfect.
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In order tc remedy drawbacks of the CPS; Ln the early 1970s the

Department of Health and Moan Services in cooperation with the Bureau of

the Census began development cf a Survey of Income and Program Participa-

tion (SIP?). The development project. known as the Income Survey Develop-

immt Program (1819P), culminated in the fielding of en experimental research

panel survey that collected monthly incrie and pucgrar participation data

on a nationally representative sample of 2proximately 7900 families fdr

calendar year 1979. The Census Bureau will be fielding the operational

phase of SIP? in October 1983. The analysis reported here uses the data

collected for April 1979 on the second wave of the ISDP research panel to

describe in detail the prograraparticipation of the U.S. civilian noninsti-

tuticnalized POPUIation. (See Ytas And Lihinger. 1981. fOr an overview of

ISDI or Hunt it al.. 1962, fOr details a oUt the research panel.)

EVin thbUgh /SDP eolIetted information on an irioritoas variety of

programs, this paper examines only the largest transfer programs. These

programs ere Aid td Varilliet with Depart:lent children (AFDC); Old Age;

Survivors, and Disability Insurance (social security); Supplemental Security

Income (S51), Meidcaid. Medicare. Food Stamm. housing assistance. other

cash welfare, and veteran's, worker's, and unemployment compensation.

The paper is orpanized as follows. Section 1 presents details about

the transfer protram particIpatacn cf Important Iftwographic subgroups in

the population. Section 2 them discusses the effeets of these programs on

the number of pre-transfer poem- and the extent of their poverty. Section 3

provides some concluding remarks.
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7r2.-.-ra7

se.sn presents a comprenersLe :OCK a: benefit recelpt from the

5. transfer ftt bOth fa.nalIel. and anrelated indaeitsals. Ama:cr

f:-]<:.:s is the pre-tranSfer poor. Apper.ils A lasts both the programs

staiLed and the SZCrCeS Cf Lnclade-: in the meas.:re of pre-transfer

t.Ccre. LiSitally, the fcrmer ancl.x3es all ma:cr government redistrilartion

cas'. arc tn-"K.and, wale pre-transfer Income Incl.-ides all

pt,:ate scrces cf Lncome Cexceri:-t Inge benefits) plws government, milLtarY.

Z;V:: pens.:cns The og' -'al poverty galceIine is

Ctfare th, pcverty level.

Ct E7 ra''vcr. f smilLes and unrelated LndaviCuals. over 4pt reCelved

Ln Aril 197 (see Tatle 1).2 The heavily

cf t < transfer system is IIIatttated :y the program

cf the pre-transfer .cr-mover 6Ct of pre-transfer poor

re.7eLe, trar.sfer tenefit. The tatle also illustrates the

wt:e cf prc.Iram terefits--over one-ficrth of the pork:latacc

benef:ta (L.:. Age, S.cryLvta-s; cr Ctsatility

Cath welfare or Fax! Stamp tenefits.3

Yet, transfet ftigtS-M are typically desvphe..1 to help oNe particular

t.mpent ct the p,t,1:::4tinr.. Far esaMP:e. the AFDC program Is designed to

:0 :.h37, tr sLr7ls parents chaltren .:rider :8 years

Is ..:es17re.: for the ms:acal care of the

01:-.1itly air,: the disLr:,e!, and sc forth. a.s, examanatacn of prbgtaM

_ . _

pin f..:r the entire poru.aticc gives an inconplete plctart.

the re,t of this sectImr focuses attenti,51 54-4a115, on three

cf re;cr inter,-7t--the el:erIy, sinq!* peirents; and

34.1
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BzrefLt-Fe7e-:zt
APri: 19-9

1-.1- A:

- Tttal PcorlatIon _

an.2 7:trelatei

Pre-Transfer_Foor
pens Ferzent- Arapierms Percent-

(million) -a=e---

SC pe5qt-te- 51.67 59.i 4.se le.:

SOCiaZ security (5$) Only 2.92 3.4 1.26 5.0

Medicare 61412y _0.17 0.4 ,0.06 0.2

SS & saw other_program 20.09 23.2 11.70 ."
FS & !..e,tirare oscr) 16. :1.: 12.47 49.6

SS 6 !....11.C..1.Te only 12.36 15.4 6.52 22.6

SI a. mea:.- ;.....*,_____ 3.15 2.7 2.68 10.6

S$. Naeticare. & Mei:raid. . 2.52 2.9 2.99 4.3

$S. sedioare, metlosid. &
cas!,7 welfare (2W) 1.91 2.2 1.64 6.5

$S; Nor. P. & CW only 1.02 1.2 c.v, 2.4

SS,_MOr; Pa.. O. & saw
other program 0.49 1.0 0.79 2.1

SS. ho z-. P. CW. and
Food Strips (F$) 0.77 C.9 0.68 2.7

SO. r&-r. Mcd. CW. S. FS only 0.61 0.7 0.54 2.2

SS L Food Sur* 1.71 2.0 1.45 5.6

LS S. Food Stamps only 2.92 2.4 1;26 5=0

5$ & other cart: transfers 2.66 22 2.01 6.0

5$. other cash transfers.
& Medicare 2.00 2.3 I.4. 5.7

Food Stamps only 0.74 0:9 0.34 1.3

FS & sore other program-. 5.02 5.4 4.26

FS & Medicaid 4.00 4.6 3.5.3 14.0

IS & Medicare 1:42 1.6 1.21 4.9

FS L-Cash we:fare 3.72 4.3 1,39 13.4

i's aow-. & miaIca4, 3.66 4.2 1.31 13 2

FS. CW. & MediCaid_Only 1.79 2.1 1.69 6.7

FS. CW. medicaid; & borair:
assistance 0.44 0.7 0.64 2.5

:A.S..t welfare ir.11: 041 0.1 0.03 0.1

CW & some cLler proqram.... 6.75 7.F 5.70 22.7

cw . Moil:all 6.62 7.6

Cw 4. Medicaid Orly 0.95 1.1 0.64 2.5

Other ccrtinatscras ...... 5.86 6.8 1.38 5=5

Mousing assistance only 0.64 1.0 019 0.6

ether cash transfers only 4.68 5.4 103 4.1

Veteran's pensions only 1.50 1.7 0.14 1.0

Wariployment
--oonErnsat:on only _2.16 _2.1 _0.54 2.1

AZ. ecToff------1156:o 25.16 100.0

Numner of observations 7755 2786

NCTES: EkrIddes_frdlies with negative pre-transfer incure. All AFX and

SSI I e estilnte Meticald recipiency. See Appendix A

fOr_tranifer_prgran_listtny.
SOCRICti :scr Wave 2 tabulations.
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4 43 rene.i.n;_ng ,1E

ni:l1cn a rrla-ted inclividiols are not disot.ssed ateic.

reOS4se cf their diversity.
5

.1,T:e an ;.-port:_ cancer-a of transfer prrams is vith poor families,

receipt both for all families and for the pee -transfer poor, AS

define! by the official poverty thresholds for 1979.
6

Since the poverty

levels are basei or cash incone cooly. there i. sore sestion ss to utether

it 1r apfr-cp:iate cc use sJdn a meas=e when considering the effect

of nabbish benefits (byth transfers and frioge benefits) on poverty. Since

there is at this tine nc generally accepted alternative to the offidiAI

guidelines that takes a=ka:t of suCh benefits given to Irelavidii-s at 411

levels, nu nudification is atterpkid here.7 For an extensive

discussion cf this and other prObleri kTiith the poverty guidelines: see C.S.

ZeFaxtre= cf Eea!th. EaJ,dition, and 6eIfare; The Ogees:ire of Poverty, 1916,

and the wcrk:ing pavrs er&-oliCnying

Elder :v FaniIies

"`its denograpb4c group is defined to include all families in 'which

the fend (reference person) or the spouse (if any) is 65 or older. ',ere--

fore; children ray cr ma:, not be present. Table 2 presents a Characteriza-

tion cf benefit receipt for the el!er:y; these restlIts Are also

sJrrarlzel TraFnically .n Figure 1.

The rerarkahle fact about the elderly is that nearly ell elderly

fanilies (981 of the total population Ahd 99i of the pre-transfer poor)

received sore inoone transfer frO Vine Federal government.8 These

tranaf.rs consisted; td a ....reat extent; of only social security and :kW:1-

care,--691 Of the population received these two and these tut alone, and

iirOthei- 2% received one or the other (and no dither program benefits).
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=1s.
7 S.-:es and :11nre:ate! 2nd.1.-71-

P=.-
Pec1Flents
lr-Illan)

Percent-
aze

hecdplents
(=Ilion)

Peromt-
toe

:G 0.37 2.1 0.10 0.6---

Soclal sety (SS) only.. 0.20 1.1 0.14 1.1

Med:tar( (Nor) orZy 0.23 1.3 0.02 0.2
Sc 6. me-I:are only 12.16 69.3 7.62 65.1

S.
i."..rqrar 3.77 21-4 3.26 27.2

SS. "ei.:zare. S ve._era.s
7.3

SS. me!Icerc, S veteran's

ss, I...el.:tare. 6.

0.73 4:2 065 5-.4

Medlcali (Y) only C.4.2 2;3 034 2)9

SS. Mt:. Mcd. i. SS: crly 0.59 3:9 0:64 5.4

SS, Micr MI:o. SS:. 6. sore

Ctned f.4-....t=i. 0-.76 C4 067 5.6

SS. MOr-. C--!; SC,:. I. F:i..4

Sta-pe - 0.62 1.5 0.53 4.4
SS: mL-d: MC:2; El,:; I F5od
__StA-1-,E hr: C.49 2.5 0.43 3.6

me_era-'s p,-s.o-r. 0.09 0.5 0.06 0.5

_O.F3 4.7 0.65 5.7

17.57 10u.0 12.01 100.0

cf crtcrvation.t 1715 1319

NCra:Er Lx=1;iv= da7.:::.es with ne,::ative pre-transfer Income. All AFDC and

SS: metlos.;.d recip:enoy. See AppendIA A

for td..7,sfer_pr.JcTar

tat.;:atlor.s.

34
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1

L

FIGURE I

MULTIPLE BENEFIT RECEIPT

SOC-SEC-
NEDICARE ormY

TOTAL ELDERLY FAMILIES

unicar
ONLY

SOC.AL-
1'SECUR TY

/ ONLY

NO PROGRAM

OTHER
CMMBINKTIONS

SS k MEDICARE &
OTHER PROGRAM

PRE-TRANSFER POOR ELDERLY FAMILIES
SOC.SEC. &
MEDICARE ONLY NED-MARE

/ ONLY

4

"'annals.'

SOCIAL _
SECURITY
ONLY

NO PROGRAM

OTHER
COMBINATIONS

SS & MEDICARE&
at--- OTHER PROGRAM



For tne pre-transfer poor, the percvriage that received only these two is

Lower (654) only oecaise acre cf the received additional (211

received 53C3.6: sv.curity; Medicare. and some other benefit,.

These additional transfers were maisey of three kindsveteran's

pensions. Medicaid and SSI. Five percent of the pre-transfer poor elderly

received the fourfold oortination of social security, Medicare, Medicaid.

and SS:. while another six percant received yet arother pro-Iran s benefits in

addition (preio7inately Food Scarps).

Stele i a: e1Fa es

Single- parent families are defined to include all fardlies with a

not-currently-tarried (unmarried. separated, divorced. or widowed; noe,

cor,atiting h! Living with one or core dhildren la or younger. This group

was doses: for serarete analysis because the poor =eters of thii group are

a oalor target group for Ate. Nearly all the t of single- parent

families are female-88.Si cf an the fanilies and 96 1% cf the pre-transfer

poor in this group were fae-'.x ed in April 1979 Tune 3 pere*eitt the

,!xtent of mUltiple benefit receipt by this grog the data are girrarized

it Fie 2. Feceipt of benefits for this group (or any other) was not as

6t.:!espreid as ft: the elderly. Nevertheless; core than half of the total

nu.:.ber of fa ille in this group (55;) and over four-fifths of the pre-

transfer poor received sane transfer benefit.

While AFDC is received by a large fraction of the pre-transfer poor in

this group (52%), it vas by no roans their sole or even their color source

cf inare airport. The largest single combination of prograra received is

AFDC, Medicaid. and Fen'. Sta-ps on:y (29i for the pre-transfer poor and 14%

for the overall ;1r:xilation). To a certain extent, this particular cantina-
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=1.= 2. !I.Lt17.1e ac.efit Pact:.pt y Ncnel-derIy Slncle-Parelt Fa7-c1:.es.

AirrL: 1979

PdaTa-atial Pre-Trater-Pecr
FecipiettS
(rallien1

Percent- NecIrlfttts

(rcillicr.)

Permtt-
ene

Ne prc5ra-7. 3-22

_.1,e

44.6 0.62 15.4

Mca.:4 (mcd) only 0 05 0.6 002 0.4

Fond Staff (FS) only
FS 6 Med.--taLd only

C27
0.16

3.7
2.5

0.12
0.06

3.4
v-,..._

AFDC and Pedlcac4 ce1----- 0.2S 3.9 0.19 5.5

AFDC. med_lca...1. 4 Sj-ie
1.64 22.6 1.59 46.1

ot-her iti....,..a.-

A:-X. MCd. 6 FS cry 1.02 14.: 1.01 29.3

AFDC. meiLzacd. C. _

ocher cash. transfers 0.26 3.5 0.2: 6.5

AFDC, Medd.icald. C_
ether cash trantfers_on-ly 0.06 0.6 v.04 1.2

Xroc. tcealtald, Fccd st2,--

L_Seige ether prcgraft 0.49 6.6 048 13.9

AFDC. V.d. FS. 6 housIne
ass:stanoe_ 0.32 4.4 0.32 9.3

Arnc; mod; FS,_6 ho,:sine
_ass:stance_ an1y_ 0.31 4.2 0.3C 6.9

7C; .M; FS, 6 ether
0.11 1.5 0.11 2.1

Arne: mc,!: Fs, & other
cash transfers cc:1y C.C9 1.2 0.09 2.6

C.C.:%er oxi:Inations 1.56 21.9 0.64 24.6

Other cash transfers only 0.75 -10.4 0.34 9.9

Cther cash transfers and
Mellcar6 only 0.04 0.5 0.0.4 1.1

Other cash transfers and_
Food only 0.14 1.9 0.12 3.5

Other cast-. tranifers.
Melirai.d. and hcceLnr1 -
asr:stance on1y 0-12 1.7 0.12 3.6

tr.1,: 021. 4.2 ---C,-_::-

1.g..0 4.44 :::)6-2

nz-Der cf crservattons 719 409

:trES: Circ:Lees-faitiliet with neqative_pre-trarzfer incnne.
All_nOn,SSI

cash iialfare_tacipients_bere asse! AFX recency. A.11 AFDC_

and SS/ flit s were assigned Med.:call recipieLcy. e.0 Appendix

A for trantfer prograr_listang.
5-..7)URZF: /SDP ha.* 2 tahulations.

3 4
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AFDC t
MEDICAID ONLY

FOOD STAMPS
ONLY

FIGURE 2

MULTIPLE BENEFIT RECEIPT

TOTAL SINGLE - PARENT FAMILIES
1110 PROGRAM

ASDC.AIEDICAI
FOOD STAMPS chia

AFDC.MEDICAID.rS
t OTHER PROGRAM

OTHER
COMBINATIONS

PRE=TRANSFER POOR SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES
FOOD STAMPS AFDC-&-
ONLY

el
MEDICAID ONLY

ee,r(tW
SN,7

64eowNee.

11,11:411.11%

14....arma
sassom

AFOCAIEDICASD
FOOD STAMPS ONLY

AFDC,MEOICAIMS
it OTHER PROGRAM

'RI MEMO

0-0-0-0-0--0-0-0-0 0-0-----0-0-0-0-0-0-0-----0-
ormin

0-0-0-* COMBINATIONS

NO PROGRAM
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to..2 Lrnicaon :f

anO. ontil Zanoary :C._79 in a:: States and Later in

-e. -ere aotoratirs::, referrer no tre Food Stalp as

Fofty-t..,t perocnt cf pre-trantrer p.a. : fsniLes

an." -..e.fits! 4e; receive:: Food Starin befits

A E:zez.2 fnarnIrn 4: of the pre-transfer focr participated

- "..os addotoorel irrogran

ie asolstanoe wtth. so-e reCeilring other Cash

trah-afi.: (Oeffasef. for this ...nrc.rp. to incliade social security).

A SOrprriin3Iy larce frartion Cf ti s popwlaton teceived Other

cash tranSfer; .a.ni%or redocare pa:,ncnns ca-.y. Several reasons mi§ht

th.li (I) even thsaoh the he:1 of the fly was non-aced, ar. aoid

Ot diS.L:e: reoeivtric social Lecurity ravi have been fretent L.

the fara:,.. t.'Ial ser-ority includes sorvivcrs d to the

Lf d t-or to the prOgroc", and (3) bad, percent

reof,..veo nor-s,c:al securIty cash tzars-fr...

7he .2.1; aphic croup cf interest Is fanalies headed by a

rarrie: wnth choldren. contrast tr. single-parent farolies .

f,. tr.L..n:fer itrocri-a hate bet,h oesi:ner f;: this "to's:it:oral"

Pr fari::es are :Ike..? tz be eliciCle for ;ust a

snall ror..er of programsF.651 Stanps and Melicaid are the only entitlenent

rT1g.' a,..ti:able! housing sos:stance is available only to a smell fraction

cf the e:in.hle wtile the AFDC-UP Nhenfloyed Parent) program LS

cf"eie: in arii.:;t 2ialf t'- state:. Tatle 4 ani Figure 3 present the

Of trahnfen benef:t ree:7: fnr thos group! one can See
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4: ry

-Tc=t2

-7arent Fa721es.

--tr-"
;eraent- Recsp.lent Peramnt-

:c 19.52

F S--.r, s (FS) crly 0.32

FE 4. sane other pra9ra7- 0.92

FE A171C 4 Me.t2rai' C.30
P'_. AFDC. 4 Fied2ca21 cr2y C.II

7v.4

1.3
3.7
1.5

0.4

0.7t

0.13
0.64
0.32
.2;10

17.1

At-5

31:3
I5.6
4.7

FS . ather assn
transfers 'DCT; C.66. :.e 0:42 20.6.

ri. XT, 4 Me..14:a.....1 C. Z:9 C.36

FS. 3(77. i MeL.csat arLy 0.13 0;5 0.05 2.5

FE L hc.,:sLag ass:Act:4=e.- C.14 04E- C.IE E.9

FE i hocalroz. asst-stance

arly 0:09 C.4 C.09 4.2

FS. hc...alrig assiitae-, L
iefacea! ae2y 0 OE C.3 0.06 4.0

o,:2-,T,,.: e,-.: p....:-.4...ft decry :. 2.W.? 11.7 0.4e 23.1

Other a...s. .eIfare_crly.. 0.0E C.3 0.03 1.3

Other ca.,-7_ illon,.welfare

___ era: .:kf,ha crLy, , 2.80 1: 4 C. 21.6

DC: I i,."-* ,-:11'..:-er program 1.22 5.0 C.33 15.E

CC: 4 MrtIcal:: 0.6E 2.7 C.15 7.3

OCT 4 Mot:care 12.56 2.4 C.26 12.6

007 4 mra.laare crLy 0.34 1.4 0.11 5.2

OLhe': cr1-nat'ar:s 0.42 1.7 C. I4 6.E

Med2care or2y 0.08 0.3 0.04 2.1

Hrk.sInn ags.le:arce- cr..v 0.14 C.6 0;09 4.6

Tv7A2 24.6.; I00.0 2.0t 100.0

N..rner cf ccserv,...,:.x. 2C?: 206

W75: EXcIades families ..th ne?ative pre-transfer income. 421 AFOC_Ahd

sn: faralles were assl7 ed Met:ca2a recL;lency. See Attehalk A

far transfer procrer
.XT-21.: :OOP 43e 2 tar,2st.lans.

35
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NO PP PAM

RGU1 3

MULTIPLE BENEFIT RECEIPT

ioiAt. COUPLES WITH CAILD:zr:

PRE - TRANSFER PciOR COUPLES WITH CH 11.DE EN
Certnallt CASN
TN/ANVERS 0,- a

CTO.ER
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"ir!*-11-'0"1.
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POO 0-Min -*-
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di.4,..1110
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:net te refleCts thiS 2.et of prs.m3..

cf this polo-latiOm received aC benefits wretever.

Pre-transfer pro-or tS6-pareMt families di` partici:stir in the

offered --011 received Ade, transfer beret /t. lie rein[ that these

families partiOipeted in was Food Stampsel co we witit

received tr.ly that 1.4 is . Food 5.srps and SOO*

oChir proCran cort.inatior cf food Storrs. AMC. and Medicaid

f:r stir Many cf recelvtno rde !taps also

reached sone other torn of caee transfer (ZA). with 171 revs rins Food

Stamps; Mee..iosid. end a cAsh transfer other thin 1FE

Laalpe tract:xrs of pre -era sfer poor fir73lies it et .s groop received

Cs.e. nor -welfare ..ransfers only (221) cr sane ceher cash transfers (ale'

esclisi.ely social se.n.rity: and Medi:aro (131). Aoa4, this 1%."4.ing malybo

to the rresence cf en sjid istifelTdeft it tie family.

2. Trans-fer benefits, oclertV, And tie 'covertv caw'

Cre mel6r concern of paIcy Arielysts is Whether trarafer benefits

9c w7 the needy "; that IS; those too pose to have a de-ent standard

cf elf:Ai-sat gmernnemt imarention. The Federal severtrett oatieely

defes cfficia2 set cf poverty levels that vary ry family sire to

.,;.=.tste weather a feily poor. Py the pc-vest/ def,Initior.; a

.

family is poor If its CAW' inn: tie is below the poverty :eve: (ty even ore

dollar) and not poor if its incase is abode Sat le s' The artitseriteao.

cf &soh nesia.im foe 44 indivOual family tae clew: by this restate.

sent of the crit. .ion, but as an agcregate measure cl the well-being of a

population, such measure &see ha trerepresent roa:ity (there are likely

tO to dust as ?nary families fltit have in.-_tesee .ss,
dollar below the rnverty

level as one d',.4lat Shrive).
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:aye ot-s-z For cA-71:..d.

-"--' <zoo. as 5.-7-rein-rant trsfers

ard bencf:tS. pc,erty =14 in corp..---rs

..rsos:ns. uor'ains

:Aetd bout reportve CALL 1:1=1* as prooran part-irs.pato.a: to af.j.st the

poverty statisnirs f=r transfer be-eft. HLs fsrldircA Indicate

tnat poverty rate be:ow the povert-y IeveIl pers-s

ooL.:f he red-cef trar the c' -e.. estioate of IS7' Cta.tes so.e_y

cc casn to betaeet 9.4t ar0 E.4%; a rec.:et-a^. cf ,ar_weien I:t eci4

4:%. ,...s.peadinc cc tions rtae AbWt the viaar of transfer betefits to

,r.

thr Th..*.s paper a3.-ris Sneeing's aprzcan and are of h4s

-TT
r---)-Cs (.-,arvet %.*lue)." t ter.r.--Te the i-.1-pact of tzansfers

or the iplcr 5t.r %TA tela:I.mls to esaro.he tt effects of riLltsple

bcnef:t e:Ft not only tr the poverty rate bat also on the "poverty

the tartwees. e_t..al pre-transfer cash ctozne and the

poverty :r.,e:; as a47regated for esOh denograrCio grarp.

Lath dollar of benefits gc..ng to a pre-transfer poor far-1.4 mints

toward ref..sin,:, the poverty gar only until that far ::: rea--`aes .incane

t.c. the p;verty Since receipt of any benefits in ire pro:Tr-wt._ cc

the level cf benefits in other pragrans is condstional an receipt of still

o ther progrars, sane *1.a : fir.res are .inderesti-ates cf the oontr.J.:tson

of any ore prsgreir to red.acing the poverty gap. For exarip14, in the

area:ice cf the Arnc pragrar, FtcZ Stanp benefits woa.f be al;Jffn halter since

AFDC inctrue is oraqlted &A dVetareil.triiiiil the IiveI of Food Stem tanefita.

For that reason. the neeZer it Warned ayiinst placing too strong an er-phasis

on the proerty reda4tion reported here as attrirctable tt any one prograr.
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ale 5 presems the iffeits c: transfers Or. ;Z:Verry tor al: families.

Total transfers of 513.5 ti lion in April 1979 eliminated nearly three-

quarters of the poverty gap and reduCed the pre-trc-sfer poverry rate of

29.0* to 11.71, a little =see than rTar-erd as =Oh. Ttansfors averaged

5404 per recipient family (for COmparieon. the povertylevel for a nordains

re-7-1.17 w1,7,nr was resgonsitle for most

of this redicimicr. el-Utinating nearly half of the povertygap and re&ms--73

the poverty rate to 19:21.

r.ijtened tramfers (5217 per recipient family) were tart:ete

fairlY effectively. with over WI of as transfers going to the pee-

tranafer poor and nearly two-thirds of such transfers being urea JO ellicUmne

poverty (red4ce the poverty Of course. that Irani that 31t of all

ersr-oanditioned transfers--end *21 of all transferswent either to

those not poor or to raise the in copes of the poor above eha poverty level.

These "excess" transfers to the near poor dye have sane value in allevi-

acing "near-poverty".

In-icind transfers wcet to the ghee rn greater picem-tions than cash

transfers. The 53.0 Lillian Of inn-ictld transfers (5115 per recipient

family) eliminated 29% of the initial poverty gap while the $10.4 billion

of cash transfers t53 A1 per recipient family) eriminated only CH Of the

initial gap, barely twize as much even though the cash transfers were more

than three thrs as large as the in-kind cransfers.12

Of the mayor programs exmined, other cash transferi (veteran's.

Wetkees; and unemplcryment compensation) were the leest effectively tar-

geted to the poor while cash welfare wen the rest effectively targeted.

In making this comparison. however. one dhOUld recall that most cash

transfers (with the sole exception of dash welfare) are not intended as

Al CH. 0 A4- YI
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TA:1:Z S fezt _! Transfers -In Peverty; Apr:1 1979

Average
Monthly
Witafit

Tatal per
Transfer Program Transfers Reclpient

($laill4te0--Fa-tily-440----Pm-t----4tmerty-"--Tilled

-- A21 Families

Percent of 'Natal Percent

Poverty
Gap

Percent
Poor:,

Poet-
-,Tranifer

-N1.1 .."

ta Prat Uesd v.)

Transfer Allevtate

-transfers 0
)JI cash transfers 10441 340 633 41:6 62.4 16;7

A;1 &n.Aand_transfers 30:7 115 72.4 67.4 29.3 26.4
All incone-condltioned

transfers 2339 217 82.3 69.0 23.2 26.5
A21 transfers 13466 404 65. 36.0 73.6 11.7

Social seetirity 15.9) 7624 336 63.: 41.0 44.9 )9i
5$ s. medicare (Mcr) 9112 406 64.4 36.5 49.9 ea./
$S 6 Medlcald (M01). 8171 300 64.7 42.8 50.2 18.6
SS,.Med1care. I. Medicaid 10059 363 65.3 38.0 54.9 16.1
SS & FCCe Stdops_CFS) 8024 304 64.3 426 49.1 18.8
SS & cash welfare (Cw) 6625 328 66.4 44.9 56.9 18.0
SS. CU, Mcr. & Mcd 11260 404 67.3 40.1 64.8 14.2
55. CU, Mcr, Mcd, I FS.. ,. 11660 404 67.8 40.6 68.0 13.4
Ss & other nnn-welfare

cash transfers
= 8532 343 62:1 400 500 185

For.' starve 400 77 79.5 75.3 4.3 28.7
FS & Medicare 2288 131 69.9 65.4 21.5 26.9
FS I NW,ia-ell 947 103 80.3 75.8 10.3 26-.5

FS & cash welfare,. 1600 190 33.4 73.9 170 27.9
IS. CU. & Medicaid 2147 228 82.7 70.1 21.6 26.8
rs I all cash transfers 10841 341 63.9 42.6 66.3 16.4

-,- woe'are 1200 179 8.1.6 75.3 13.0 28.2
Car.'2 welfare_and_Meclica;1.. 1747 218 83.5 71.9 58.0 27.4
Mousing 0.3513LVICe 192 73 77.1 74.2 2.0 29.0
Cther non-welfare cash

22..--29.-7rlarE 907 300 50.2 36.1 5.0 39.5

'rEl Tata: poverty gap 56.94 r7.ta1 .i1ieS 8.62 ralllan. ,1,01rs:

and %wet:ca.:2 are va1.2e ex-...' y Inst.:tut:0ns: care.

Cerny only the part of the Indlcated transfer used t0 Cr:nu a famaly's Lnccre
up to_the_paverty_leveI.
Pre-transfer poverty rate.

SOURCE, ISZP Wave 2 tahulations.
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direct petj relief but as 1-`"Xle replacement for former workert (SUbjec-

ted tz loss of !rove due to loss of job. loss of earning capacity; or

retirement). These non- welfare cash transfers are designed to prevent

tether than alleviate poverty and therefare to reduce reliant. on welfare.

The ev:Jence in Table 7 is strong that they 466 to;

Elderly families. Determining the impact of transfer programs on

the eucflarac well-being of elderly families is straightbaward. A distinc-

till 7USt be made, however. between incose-direit-IM4d transfers and other

transfers. Specifically, social security and Medicare; the main transfers

Nerved by the elderly, are not incomi-onclittirmAd; Table 6 makes clear

that they nonetheless have a major pct On the incase of the pre-transfer

1 3
plug. scuial security alone redUded the poverty rate for these families

frar 6,-,e to 25t, and the additiM Of Medicare reduced it 'till further to

171. Wnd,r1
trmeofers and other oath transfers are then

added to these batiO CA-Tort programs for the elderly; only 7% of thin

families were still in poverty. In contrast. imamsconditioned transfer.

on their own ted:3ted the poverty rate from 68% only to 62%.

Seciaie the pre-transfer poverty rate for this group was 16 high; well

Over half of both means-tested and raol-means tested transfers (and biota-

thirfa Of all transfers) went to the pre-transfer poor. Waal security

ar2 "!e.tio!ire; wch accounted for 86% cf all tranifert to the elderly; ware

efficient at eliminating poverty just by themselves--tWO-tnirde of the

benefits from these programs went to the pre -transfer poor; and they

eliminated 89% of the poverty gap. This is Mt tOo surprising when

cne realizes that the average family receiving wail security and Medicare

received 5440 in transfer benefit-% from those two
programs alone, and the

nonfarm poverty levels fir One- and two-person elderly familisa are but

5293 and 5266, respectively.

35
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177 ars fer Pr,Nrarr.
- Ittal
Transfers

(5 inn)

r.. - E. :urly

k.ersie
errtrtly
^.ra:-,sfer Pr-; cf Total Percent Percent

Poverty P15....e,

Cep Post-
Filled-Yransf.er

- per
Fe.:.:4 en: Transfer
Fee 11y (5) Purr

use! tc
Al_leD.ete
Poverty

tra-1.1-Xis 68.4
A:. 1 cast transfers 629,: 34 65.1 42.0 87.4 24.4
A7.1 in-kirk.! transfers :219 74.9 64.9 47.7 56.0

transfers 8k.,4 9:.: n.3 19.3 61.9
AI. transfers 65:9 49! 69.9 96.4 7.4

.s...:Ia... sty ($S) 579,,, 352 66.e EK3.4 28.2
Medicare Vocr) It.,,,i; 1,01. 69.1 64.2 35.3 60.8
...k> Me.iizarr 74:5 rh.3 67.3 .2 e9.4 17.1
SS. Mcz,_ vereran'

Fensices 7607 440 67.7 35.8 90.2 15.8
SS, Mcr, f. MeLlicaid (Mod) 771: 463 68.8 35.8 93.9 12.5
SS, Madititte. L 55' Te.i....' 449 66.0 36.7 93:4 14.5
55, Plcr, Pict:. i 551 el ':,i., 476 64:.4 35.3 95.2 10.1
Sf, M.licare, Me!tcatd,

SF:. i. Ftx-.1-starse, .... . , , 81"*.i...,.. -47e S,9.5 35,2- 95.3 -9,6

NL..rU 7ta,20, ir,verty qAi: a cilia.: 17.57 collier,. l4i.c.t.re
ars! Meticall are vc.L.wet cafe.

C-,ants cr.ly the trirsfer use to bring fartily's income
up to the ,ever
Pre-trarafer

15:r Wave : tet:tt.11.11`
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Figure 4 illustrates the effects of these programs on both the poverty

rate and the poverty gap. The effects of transfers on this part of the

population ars dramatic; Tranefers to the elderly eliMihnted 964 Of their

poverty gap; reducing the poverty rate by nearly 904.

Single parent families. In contrast to elderly feMilies, Where

non-means-tested transfers play the major role in reducing poverty; itiOdsi-

conditioned transfers to single-parent families play the Wrs.Thwnt rule in

reducing their poverty with $291 In bdcome-conditiceed benefits going to

the average recipient family. All inoome-conditioned transfers reduce the

poverty rate for this group from 484 to 33% (see Table 7). The addition of

other transfers reduced the rate by only a minor amount; to 30%. As we

have seen in the previous section, the combination of AFDC; Fbod Stamps,

end Medicaid made the largest contribution to poverty traducticn for this

groupfrom 494 with no transfers to 381 with these three.

Even though the magnitude of total transfers to this group was large

(51.2 billion), the poverty gap itself was large as yell (also $1.2 billion)

and well otcr onc-quarter of this group remained poor after transfers. Target-

ing tnwele t. ,a,',ts might be improved, as almost Iwo-fifths of all transfers went

to7.11.cb above' tie poverty level, but only by a bit--over

four-fifths ransters to thiSe families went to the pre-transfer poor and

nearly thrie-quarmers of that went to alleviating their poverty. COnse-

quentIy, two oethodt for further reducing the 226i-transfer povexmy rate of

single parents present themselves: (I) increase the magnitude of trantfers

to this group. rather than simply improve its targeting; and (2) increase

pre-transfer incomes of families in this den :graphic group. Encouraging

syiditional employment by the family heads could have a major impart on

Ertransfelm poverty: an alternative is to Improve enforcement of child

support otIv5ations.
14

3t 1
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". :f :cr..: 1979 -- Single-7.et Fari:ret

_Totaa_.

Trani :en Prios4ra: Transfer:.

(S

Avers a

Trmsfer
__per

Fardly (5)

Percent of Total Percent- Percent

tore- Used to Poverty Poor

Transfer XIIevlate FOst-

Pobt Poverty -1-illed-Tranafer

NO transfers --C
48.2

A:1 cash trarsfers 765 262 81.8 67.5 41.9 41,7

A41 in-kirfl. iri 443 141 84.8 93." 28:0 42.4

A:: incame-cond4tIonet
I:rano:era 904 291 73.9 54.1 33,2

All transfers 1208 116 62.9 64.E 63.5 30.4

AFDC 42C, 224 93.0 64.8 28.9 44.8

Food Starve 2D6 104 84.1 79.9 13.4 45.8

Meficail 167 -70 87.3 83.8 11.4 45.6

Mer cosh transfers 300 248 72.0 51.3 12.5 45.2

sing assistance 63 70 81.42 74.4 _3:6 47;1

ar0c and Medicaid . 567 244 91.4 82.2 39;' 42.3

F,;7! StiCipa And Medicaid- 273 157 85.5 79;7 24.1 44.8

AFDC,_MediCaid. and
__food Stamps ...... 793 291 89.5 77.6 49.9 37.5

AMC, moald. Food Starve
and TwAlsind-assistanda 857 276 86.9 76.1 52* 34.3

AFDC, Medic.iLl; Fa)d_stampa
and Other cash transfers. 1130 326 83.1 66.2 61.1 32.5

NOTE5: Total poverty gap s_$1,23
end Medicaid are WilUed excluding institutional care

Counts only the part of the r5vted transfer used

gpto the poverty level.
""' Fre-tra:zfer poverty rite:

SCILTC1:: ISD-P W4ve 2 tanulations.

7.22 Trillion.

to brine family's imam
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Figure 5 illustrates the impact of transfers cn the poverty rate

and poverty 'lap of single-parent families. Transfers tat. this group filled

lets than two-thirds of the peverty gap and lift 30% Of the families poor

after transfers.

Too- parent families, The pre-transfer poverty rate for couples

with children was quite low--only 9%. ConissepieTntly. receipt of transfer

payments had a small (but significunt in percenUge terms) reduction in

poverty--the post-transfer poverty rite Alter all transfers was 6% (see

Table 6). Incase-conaitioned trankfert it ousted for me -half of this

eseline. from 9% to 61. The source Of the decline is act easy to pinpoint--

the most effective prograMe Wear to be other case transfers.together with

Ford Stamps and Mediteid; Fizzle fh',".. the impact of transfers cn this

group's poverty rite ins poverty gap. Transfers to two-parent familieS

fikled 551 rf their poverty gap and reduce their poverty ram r by one-thIrd.

CistribUtiOn; Figure 7 presents the distribution of all im5itai-Cdridi-

timed triniftr benefits by incase class (measured in terms of pre-transfer

income as a percentage of the poverty level). Since programs like social

security w Medicare are not meant to go only to the peor; they are

eadlUded from this figure. The f..:gure shows a good recordmore benefits

(mea ;Tree as a percent of pre-transfer inonre) Went to the very poor

titer to the relatively better-cff. The median fami1y in the por.at

subgroyp (those with pre-transfer Incomes less than 25% of the poverty

line; received over twice its incede In transfer benefits while the median

family in ,Lhe richest sutgroupe (the-4041th
pre-transfer incomes more .!'..han

100% of poverty) received leis than 25% of its pre-transfer incase in

transfers. While the IS 0011* variation among demographic subgroups.

a clear pattern of dealing transfers with rising inceres is evident.
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TA2ZZ 6, Efde:t :f Tlansfers on Pommy. April :9'9

ayerage
monthly
Transfer

Total per
Transfer Pr,-a.- Ttinafers ROCipient

($ million) Fanilv ($)

-- Ttr,-re-.t Fanalles

-Percent-of Total Percent
Poverty
_Cap
filleri

Percent
Poor,

_7tatn
Transfer_

to Fre. leed t,

Tteosfer Alleviate
Poor Poverty

No transfovs ,
i 9,3 .

all cash transfers... 1097 )05 38.8 24.8 38.: 7.7
All in-kind transfers 740 140 67.6 61.3 23.7 8.3
All_DWome-OanditiOnei

transfers 419 244 73.6 53.2 29.7 7.6
All transfers 1367 322 44.6 29.6 54.6 6.2

fond Scarps (FS, 111 102 71.: 64.3 9.5 6.9
FOC>: S4ant4 & ATT,C 224 175 76.3 42.8 16.8 8.5
FJol Starve & Medica)d.- 201 133 73.4 66.4 17.6 8.7
F. AFDC. & Medicaid 315 20e 76.2 61.7 25.8 8.3
FS & other cash transfers. 945 296 40.4 27.8 35.0 7.3
FS. other cash transfers &
__m4eadiaz 1036 305 43.5 30.9 42.5 7.3
FS & 411 ca.sh transfers 1206 301 417 279 44;8 6.8
FS. a1lcesh transfers. &
Medicaid 1309 320 43.8 29.2 51.0 6.7

F5 16 housing assistance 131 105 69.6 62.1 10.8 8.6
FS. hOgsD); assistance. I.

Medical,' 222 134 722 64:9 19.2 84

Other cash trw.sfers 835 321 36.2 23.4 26.0 7.9
Social secaity 368 354 27.7 17.5 8.8 8.7
me,03.c.-e 69 10) 52.6 49.7 4.5 9.2

.enuritv 4 Medicare 436 344 31.6 21.4 124 8.6

Ittal_poverty gap $0.75 billion: ten.): fanilien zillion. Ne44care
and Medlcaii are velar.: eszladi.nc :rat:tat:Lanai :are.

Ceti_eira aiit_p&rt of the indicated transfer ta brIng a famly'a inccre
t.4, the poverty level.

Pre-trantder pcventy rate.
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FIGURE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME=CONDITIONED

TRANSFER BENEFITS
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J-. .

This pepper has presented sane straightforward but previCualy

able statistics on multiple transfer program partimiti,ma and benefits and

its effect an poverty. There are a tremor onus n-Triiba of families that

received sore sort of transfer from the Federal groverTment in April 1979,-35

million or two-fifths of all realise and unrelated individuals. Further-

more, over four-fifths of III pre - transfer poor families received some

cranvr benefits.

The elderly are by far the demographic group receiving the wet aid

(in percenma7e and d011at terms) -- nearly s11 (96%) of then received acme

sort of government benefit; and these benefits succeeded in reducing their

poverty rate from 4 pre-transfer rate of wen 681 to a post -transfer raif

oI oi-41,- 71 and in rela,:ing their poverty gap by 961. These benefits were

maLnly focial security and Medicare; though a sizeable number recerfamid SSI.

medlcaid; a,10 Fax? Stamps in addition. COupled with other recent finding*

indicating tot tl-e :islet:le economic statue of the elderly approsChle that

of the 3-ne slerly quite closely (see Dentiger, at al., 1982); it iS pexhapo

tine to put tc rest the spectre of a vast peculation Ct neglected senior

c,,tirens.

Tne goverment is elso doing ,W411 an alidY.ny poor single-parent families.

over ACI of thief families received sane befit from the :edema govermaent.

The me.,..x pr grace utiIize by the poor MTV AFDC. Medicaid. and food

Stamps. balfortonateIy. the lantana ovidmat in reduced poverty among

the aleVerly was not appellee. with this group Goverment transfers did

fetwce the poverty at for single-parent families by nearly twenty percent-

age points, but only frca a pre-transfer rate of CS to a istili-high

pOkt-trartAtr rate of 3C1. Targeting the benefits an the peer ih thi*
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gro4v does nct appear to be a moor problem; the mega; ways of reducing

this rats still further would be to increase the magnitude of transfers to

thts group (transfer, filled he. 644 of their poverty gap) or te iapt004

their pre-transfer inromei through idditidnal implivaiiit and improved Child

emport enforcement,

The goverment Fvra MUdh leas to worry abdOt with the reaWW1g

&Tamagni:filo groups tit mike up nearly three-quarter* Of the population of

birches. The pre-transfer pcsitty rate for No-went families was

9S; IOW Starve played the Largeet role but 411 goverment ranafers reduced

the poverty rate for couple* with riildren below that for elderly families

(to SO;

pr press against poverty is not just a Federal gamaiserit

responsibility. States play an important role in the U.S. transfer system

eh in slotting benefit levels (sod' as in the AFDC program) and indeed in

deciding whether or not Tra offer a program at all (e.g., the AITIC-QP

program). Progress against poverty is also an individial's responsibility

to the extent that discrimination or Lack of economic cc educational

opportunity do not prevent self-improvement. Further, policy-raer* be 4

better understanding of the reasons behind non-paricipation of the pavan

in welfare programs, be it ineligibility (CUe, boy, to poesessicr of

significant assets) or to fear Of being itigmatiled er to earns other

reason. before a CCI'vtr14 C.11-8,1 tan be made for increasing the magnitude

Of Si O transfers.

Given the demographic structure of poverty and patterns of program

participation reported in this paper, there do seen to be a rear of

feasible federal intervtions likely to reduce poverty. Thews include

increasing Food Stapp benefit levels. setting a federal adnizarn benefit
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level for AFDC at a level hvyiber than th m currently in effect in the

1sast generous status, and increasing cnild support enforcement. Other

suggestions for intervention that seem unlikely to have much effect on

poverty include mandating the AFDC-UP proram or CrindingT3 Medidaid eligi-

bility; The cost-of-living edjustments built into the social security

and POW Starps program will COntinUe to have a as jot iOpeot on reducing

poverty below What it would have been withOUt thbee adjustbenti.

Ihe poverty gap that reamed "Untinsd" in 1979 by trenfar programs

was approximately $22 billion ($1.8 billion in April 1979: see Table 5).

Danziger (1963) has recently estimated that the poet-cash transfer poverty

gap for 1982 was $45 billion (this is Larger than $22 billion both tecuase

of inflation and because of the recant economic recession). If we assume

that the portion of the poverty gap filled by in-kind transfers hes the

same in 1962 as in April 1979 as estimated from the ISDP data. then the

Unfilled poverty gep for 1902 was $32 billion. 'bible S Shows that 69% of

incomeconditioned transfers in 1979 were used to fill the poverty gap. If

this percentage is essUnid applicable to increases in the size of those

transfers end if one assume no behavioral response to 1.--rieaSsi in transfers

(WM as raductiOnt in wOrk effort And thatefbre earn/Jigs), then $46

billion of additional inoome-conditinned frsnsfers (pIus sevirra billien

dollars in administrative costs) would have been needed in 1962 to eliminate

poverty. 'lb be sure. since individuals do reduce their labor supply in

ribosome to higher welfare benefits (see Robins and west, 1960); and such

an increase would more than double the size of such benefits, the estimate

of approximately billion is a substantial underestimate of the resources

needed to eliminate poverty.
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A Note an Sec=iiie Et-tte

MUnt. et al. (19412) neve presented illustrative ':es of estimated

Ooefficients ct eariatien (:...V;) for several :Say veriablcs in IS:Peeve 2

(se, their App.ftndir. C). 'nate Can be used to give an estimate of the

standard error of the ertimttes presented in Tables 1 througn S above Oy

using the t xv; where s is the sta.-dart error. a is the litrarmeter

estimate. and v is the coefficient ce variation. Ltifortorately. the

tit:et do ti' provide estimates of nhe c.v. for the program participatiCri

Of cr temefita received by the dercgrapkic isd-grotme used in my enalytis;

thus-. the standard errors can only be aFp.-C.Z.L'Utsa.:: by this fathead;

7!, B-1 presents the ex=imated su.ndard errors fdi pt-oporticrs

partiolpeting preai.x.ad In tarlcs 1-4. Using thete numbers; one m1d then

say. for eAdArlp:e. thst the 954 confidence irtSevel Of elderly pu-ticipation

in the Social Security priwrar. uas e9.71 and 94.31 [0.920 */- (1.96

X 0.012):.

Carriarte 'he sta,dard errors of the estimates of transfer

benefiti raise be .sec ar -rig.* aggregate figures for inorsne of different

Table 5-2 to trtsepret the res..lts of Ts7;es S-S might lead

Ohl tb ettifti trot example. that total trans:4. - to the c:derly were Ser.el-el

58:09 and 511.43 billion in April 1979 (the 95% rectilence interns:.).

Finally; one can address the standard error of the estimate of the

poverty rate. This is 1p easy to derive as it in estimates of both

______
pre-transfer income and individ.sil transfer d011ar Lernefiti. is ballpark

estimate can be obtained by examirIng the ettleetet of the c.v. for the

proportions of weliCted far..1y types (e.g.. families of size 2 with

)4.1 IP NI

3
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Eterrle-cr--f..-Lorts

aoefit-c,f .1111.stretz.ve =coortlon z*L1Ad_
Propert_lor. cf e:: r..-r- varlet:cc e stJetuTra

4or.s reTx-rttnc Acct.: the esti:net TAU-Mate ..E[01 ater

Sa.:141 Sec-rLtl. tecle ii-5.; 0.C13 6.92C Ta6le 2 0.012

ES: .eqe 65-) C.11 C.08:3 Tele 2 0=1

i. E5-; C.:5 0.922 Tat:* 2 0.046

4.:-..0 0;123 0.267 Talrfe 2 0.033*

F.7j. _:!...%-rt 0.10 0.0E7 Table : 0.037

0.07 0-298 Table 3 (

T`.ese Are :lice:1y to be L.Wer-est.trates beceJme the_crelqtciclt of val-:411.4cw

ref.r4 s.... the total population eceivirp,, the s.e trieflts; rot Net

S.e !,-..cr1 1): R.7?- et al. nsien. Ai-vela:A -.4...-iv: C-4. ana C-12,

appemlix B Terle 2

Ermr -e f

---artfl,"--

Coefficient of
variatIon cf

the estiretf.

---pc-trarmfar,
Ltplied-
rtaA.14-re

gErTor l'fv.i-1-7.---ti%.7:iT-Ss.; 7 60=Ge
.3--71-0'47"r''

Se.:-...n.ty !a7e E.5..) C.36 5796 tabi. 6 348

C.104 420 Table 7 44

F. L.In 014 400 Table E:5 %
2D6 UIe 77 29

In Table lb 16

- trned Inomle 0.025 11468 taa64 i 33,

esa9 Tr!,*:* 6 213

'e itvle 7 )0

.3t7 Table 8 IS

5o.rc.1 I) at el (1982), App- Tacle C-10.
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tamale hest a ;nacre :ess then .,I.C52 fvr the .....41.rx:th wave 2 period.

eta.), axing, int.a accaalt tat szdh extra specz_Li=sty ct frilly ryTe

.rwyccid oy s.O.Froping it'd:ceases the c.v. MOWS that the creffiCiett

variat.iam !tr. ee Jr-Party rams is likely to be aapros1naty().1.

this value suggess that the estimated paverty rates may be in error by as

flUM... ea perms Cam peroateoe points). 27i. fat ea:sop-de- the state-

nem it 5ect4-r. 2 trat the pove7ty rate nelarUal far the elderly resulting

tram all tratsters ran tram 621 to 7.41 might ratioc- be sumo! as a rettuct

from the range of 55-61! pre-transfer to the level at 5.9.8.91 past-transfer

(obv:a..zs:y. sti:1 a ver> s.gtit:Oem reduction).
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Apoendis

Pti=enm-ruzsc

Jc net re;crt all cf their transfer be-efts, than the

In arty 4:te= by tranoror 11 ta

too enall meas.:red ty the rethods used this paper. On the other hand.

if faru_lies C.: not al': cf their pre-trar st.. incone, then the

mees.bei pre-transffrr ?b...y rate cJ.L te too hiit and the post-transfe:

povertl rate will De overstated as well. 7.: Ls difficult to predict the

reLative arportance of these so kinds cf xasreporting; further, one err: :rd

alike the distinction beteeen r.isreport.tng cf parti=petion itself

underrrt!.nc, of irotztts cf transfer benefits received.

Whitenam, eAd (19E3) investigated the sor... .,7iera5e,

and re.laCi.ity of t ISZP dAta. AV, rajht be esTected, the relt of

the :tat.* (as ras:,:sured anai,st an Lndependent source of Inornation on the

nater cf beneficiaries and expenditures) vaned ty prog.an

coerce. It Ls irvcrtant tz note at the oLtset tJ the data or

bur indear-,t sources nay be flru-sd 845 wel:. In other uatr!1:-, it

Iripossitle to find an error-free data soGree for =enrol ractrers:

ticcs fror orwnrcl Dzibers may therefor-. be d.e roe: t r.isreportn.: on

sa-ple snd to errors In Cr ad:ust-ents to the r=tr::

as reporte.d by Va-r-an at aL, (.1963: fcr April :s:r statistica

on r- Arra- participation reflect c.rate reirrt.c4- ' :sr- d1,00mer.d

°CI of the Dortrbl meter of ii secs...Ay benef'.claries Ana benefits are

:Oa of the uontrol total). .nderreport;n WIC emirates ars tZ: of

benefIclarlas m 2% of trneflts. 5.1.e note and overreporti_nc

1ZZI 4 4 tlgt1CS are IC91 ir4 1081, r-vectively. imxpw
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4,e 1273").-

t.7-e fa:e zf err. it seems tarOCiM t. ZOtte,7t

the :Lats. the e...7.7.7e-jak c. Bat ?SOO UK-Z.4.-17s agAzzust

iL.I.rr,t. rmst cf the nikjcr cateT.rles nave claw tz,

:X% re2crt_lc--t;tAl cas-. 1.,-Ita:re has 9..t cf 'recif.ic--- 0-1 ir% Of taraeflts.

s.7. :a: 'rris cf rec4c.ts aCe. 1:3% Of beeftts, F=a! St.X.Tu

cf arat e3i ct twefics, tenathq atatstecce has LC:1 of

Fr cut cf thes! irogracs, :the dziferences te

as crs lr the c7ntrl., nuTreers as rep=t-
..

1-.;. A af.! Mr* 1.-L-t r.ascr. that iacortatIon cf

_ally ch,coge the pumern of

beca.:Se one carram aarrecc 130th isndenreportLcs and

er: ; Ir. Zr. 7..nit.;a1 cas-r-thl.r-tzr. without drLarl9e.

thC erTexs .L.ratewxlifts ere rot large ar. e wr..421:

th fern cf ru:Aiple bwleft rorAzipt ir the popula;:

It C--.-js Seerl tm onrrect the es..7.stIrg data f:.117 msriptttlli6.

3
i

7(3
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z. et*: prtvide ttne4 ant srctrate statIs;.s

CrartVItyrter at reasmatle =et- the C75 relies air tref inters:tees,

y ter e: fnic-sing on gpeat:E.F,= ulth only a t4ratid

inwestlgatian of sapplarc-s-ary tppics. COrsegtently, the C75 fails

at siettinq' an er1,----zate clot-ore of au scat-oes of income- 7.1.tis pirCklee. ii
intrinslr in the C7S design: any &arse: in the C75 td :411pctie raw
proqra.t partiripatir. cold coops-no-se its effectess

prav:f.ini7 lanrr-fzrce r St isee Ytac arid Lininger. J4tm:-. pp.

:- This paper 1 refer co arid Dm= urzeleted ihd.sas as saNrata

feett:LJes. Apvem,iot pne:,e-m-e .W..rWtMee Of the Lrç errz,rs t,( eue

eto*L2etes Fresenm., tni end C disr4ssas the Impact cf

AI: Ooertneticrs of transfer oarticipaticc that

acd6Qn1: :t mtze ot witer the tzta: cr tha pre-transfer

poor ale re,,,xmee Lm -tar:es 1-4.

3- That f:e is care as fz.1.:ctios. add en. rz. StA7ps recipients

(0.al 5.E4) t a.i cash sefare recipients (t 7.1141 arid a4Dtriet

those da-ir.le-co...rited (4. i.

4 rt. ar.s. Froc73'.! .tetl-n,dd cmia' of tre support
_

cf one want, 71-.6:r Is imam tyvv.u1.1:y eue to tte -saciok of tne father.

tut also it to due t: diaabilltyi c.; :r St-s ttl art Arzo-c? (une-ploy.1

parent) proqram. to Lsol,...MrImele.t.
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5. :te _mouse per=tpatt. df _moor 41:2 ;.o:ss very mazn

that e toe rest of the pols:-er-tot When thde are t-,-.2r t-^,ed saps-7sta-

ly in derto-apnto or-..ce by paverty stat; For exatcle Lletk fa flies

have greater parttr-is4tid: tn taah wce......fare and fzod Stacva and leaser

particirAtion sa modal Sty area ramticed5m t;ew. tha 9===.1

bothlece-aa ithtLe-parime Uralic:1 make u.E., a fax!: greater prorcrttb te

that: (266 'mescal C,) tor the total poptlatton) and beciais4 I

greater K are pm: ire -transfer (426 vers.= 296).

partadarett:. resemtles that cf the overall FarulatiOn ref-Acts

thetr L>is-t paropov,ziJt:
fivalies fet vert.is 204).

t. The off1-.d: pou-t fr 1979 %ere:

Stre of f.mtly----k.aberea-_present.

Manta.:.. _ Farm

with female 421
houranclder, no _Orthat

feetliee

faM113e6
_With finale 411

household/T._ no other

tit-eta-ad presentfarams

t pescce
Uhder 65 yaors 5 3;614 3 3;912 5 3.076 3 1,324

65 years end 4...,,,er 3,449 3,5;5 2,946 2,996

.2 persoas
Urafec .65 years 4.762 4,945 4,027 4,r33

65 year', and ivrT- 4;362 4.394 3,666 3,732

3 ra-6,:es 5;625 5,820 4.679 4,977

4 pers4rs 7;361 1-,416 6,261 6,K2

5 person. 6;691 cm 7,s39 7,49

6 perctria _9;643 9,,22 6,21C -13;4:11

7 parlors or mon. 12,034 12,322 10,1W IC .i..49

Ira-tWilfth df these amourts was fortrnz.re ;rN,Erty sta-rm ;r. Apr:

7, The pa.p.rty rate reports! heTe, even L. to /11:301V

eiloircea that maleapsnd to the official pca.,:":4
Ci.. . per

ma. ,f.r ins -c)re as dflasi hers laws III c
v1.11 differ tro

the official family party rate 'warty.: ty the 661.0sa.; of the Census f.s-

(s.tu for three reelKitiii (1) the official f117-11-a computed for

t
r.
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rapr:tr! -,7.7rar f:t
- ote-person

itC, trr a selp.:,1 s4rvev

sma::er Lr aTram oripuiert, ..2baz th

lases ,th: , .4 n reni,Nt *0=44 not afet the estimates!

rite. or47 ert,-...r;. The pcst-cse-, ft
pete z :maze peu-sors it; 19-'''; 11.7t.

e use of liar7t..^...y dote,. -fs thus paper IS partikf, Mee appropriate tor

deotealrat.-.-or cf poterty the er`forts of program la.rtapaticii cr.

aze a:.:-.1.14.1 data. strre for nearly all Looms-

crzrtItzrabi t.lanster proem= Is based co a onst-ecexh acoounr-tng period.

A 2-r.jer peri tor deterstosing prograt ackiLd

ret..te cr..:Ter pal-tic:pumice. A longer accounting iwzia4 actild also reduce

tn ,,gom."! rate &Jo, GC 121irl -.Ada 3.1=112e

E . Thri are rE sat f teruAes iii-perscst and oult-iptet-perscn

Of the ftrEtrT ifre -rwly U. tf the Utter (991)

pertio:patetl tre-sfer prograrS. The &ffroncer l*tAatars th-A. toms in

the pattern -1 procrars par,tiripetion. rawer single-p. rscr

aucial sectir:ty ere Medicare tErEt versus 73 for

res.ltup'..e-perso-. farulies). Mtus is due to sine-par- farulies

having higher p;-e-thansfer poverty rates (an versus S51 for the oult-tple-

persor. fara2 1as3.

9. Arizona 44.1 not neve assiicii=! program in 19,9, thScfrepnrtire; of

Arnc reciplancy and benefits can have significant impact on these numbers

since Madieald retvipt is tied eo closely to Arpc receipt. (ensue t4resu
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rf surtor :roc- Inputet.Lcn misling rats

a-1=x; ar. imp.nst:oom per-format.' by the ar-nor f..1- this paper

lose tale notes! :....rraved AFDC coverage of rec.;.p.i/cr".. fszolies au' benefits

to and ell. respectively. See Apuende C tor es.-`ditis: disttasion of

tr:oe undlerreportirs;

C. Seseszuners have argtasd that Inclus:on trazisfers pea:-

transfer income biases 'he estimated party rate Orwirsaird oilers s.Joh

transfers (Inc-1-4=g :son-gu:mne-x trsnsfers e..c't as 'Cringe benef.ts) are

srsc 1.-.1loded i. pre-tr...sfer Income and the ?warty g.J.Ieline is reotcpumed

to ref:ect thnae Ohs:sr.. Suafn an aIterratIve sppr5sd: Is not adoptid

here.

11. r!we Mon.irt vel.re of e trarsfer is the Private market cost cf the goods

and iloerVL:0,1 tiansterred to the recipient. Fcr Foil Stamps. this Va-Je is

dIrectly neas.tree. as the dollar value of the food coupons themselves. For

the mad:cel care prog-rara (medicare and Medizaid), this is measured or a

person-ty-7e.rs. bas:s as the as 4,:r an ims.rance policy that would

provide the same nenef.ts as the program. The val.ime for purlic housing for

farily 1:7901ves estimating the priva",e market earttal valu. f parlic

housing units.

'n'tk4, Markel: Vi.Je method Is a comprose Sr' -ter- Ter me:re

alternative methods of valLng banef:ts examine.) ov Smeedins)

W82). or- Is to use the recipuent or "cash dowavalene vt.lue of the

s.ranefer. The oath sliivalert sewn .ire snifi...,ms the program benefici-

ary's ser: .,alsation of one ban/fitly 't os likely to be less than the market

val..se, and therefAt min .1* to pi. rr..ms' impact oh fr,7.rty.
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s _

:f a =resst..:-:ri's snare

trIc r: ;17_ -

ossrve.. ;..s t-rcr cf tr,e tots: acvcrsac-a cos-- of

cr: a recsr:Les-4.-
_

. the.- C..!

-.r fOr firt ar.:y rf the rrz-n:st_'

..o ars: or sass:, w:e t t- _

;

;r re:-s. VAL: .4.' as1-....L.^,ast:r-seswe Se-cr.Tre. e

t.- alcts ratrer tharr 41-7. ten-ar.t.

.74- cf. sr

' . -are .te:E its:Ties!

-.1,-. ;o_f treot_rs7 ars; to rte,'. -S pt'

; t :: Ira 1 r": ii :- ke. v't1.2

:.' lr. tho crtn.slitars aze

' ; cf e.s.rr p-arrar's teref tr,117.1-.t hes,e =-.e the

ss; a - s ry Y pavers:7

tro nt. f-:-,*
p 1-t*:...f the: gai-, ars: the fwd St.ta,.-p rresgra.-

ra-se! t.ns.t e the le-As:. then the tGl :set4.'*-1.3c,

p-vors-i asi Is sOC%. 230%.

:L the Ct. -Cr 00 sus.'..,7aso aM cj s .4 Ir. vet Car. a In, Cit.-L3r.

sars,.:* arus2rssi hero.. SsisoeNv.r. is non
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eta:. es

= t_te 17.±e

heze t=ettl.t..t %less tz 1-nc:....ide the Nee.,.....ee

01-Je'-

emz: a:e tcr tr,r wine:don _y miller trtur thot

are :sr.. :1<e: tmeir.r t.:41.1113.rxed oTat2

7er. a;.4 =e- 73m1P7-lez1-Y. tx-*

el-71 See firxedz--15) 19E: ,

pc. E ite cf's 4:1szn-s.s...nn

Etree- cf the therm Larcea.,1

.r. 19E: Cept.raLti.tattelr per; month

. t_ Cers.a,, . ei1:e not 11 Cf this

IXX'X' :11_1d srx-rt. ee.fzetotee-r.t

ra-etrAtAf=' pa:mem; rata 5:..%--2.-Fatracst
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"7!.e Pleas...re cf Poverty,

, : .E. eri [If Apr3.1 197E.

F . 7 7. :7-..r_rl.es A..

.;.r. the :37.? Fr!Set:::It

cf :1c-7-sr S..--,...r.r.rve:.....Proc57,7;. New 'cr. Social

=, t ..- t2-r C

= = I (Frc.r..2.---1 .9E2). IT. 5-24:

; A. LI: ; .":7.`ne In tIn& SZt-oiry r,inot.torkrit.

1 7 Fe.3-...res Securltv

V. 44, 19Er.).

me. MAritt. I do want to thank you very muc_h for your testimo-
ny and want to thank all the people who were here today for par-
ticiToating as wtiI.

With ti.zit, the meetiag i adjowrned.
(Wherpupiary. at 12:40 p.m.,-_tive hearing was adk)ur-it:1.;
[Submissiont; for the record, Tallow:1

i47xrrut.i.:-.. or WI vireos; GiNsat. Ihitsr.rost ov- lassmaarit At:le _ Per

CENTEk COTOMINirr CHANrE, Wasativmosi. n e..1

1
titiivernen:_ on behalf of the Center_ for rtmimority Change' a

priv;kte_ niItfl proflt OrgivninittiOn *hit-it so nee_ 19fit4 . has_ prov_idevl lecttnica I ossisuarioe to
and 'tio-ed groups to-help them Irriprovethe tstrg

condition., .4 their members and nelghborTinotAri, And 'swa lactated on rational issues
of partictilar_concetn to poor people.

We applaud the effort of Congressman Ritrigid and Cont-ressonan Ford to
heanngs on poverty, why it has men so sharply in recent yreara, to examine sons- of
the issues regdin/, cinn of poverty_ and to explore pokey options to redac* ts
incidence and i.ever-z..,

comroend fi if of the Committee fur the prep:, ration of its excellent
Sinteria4 on l'overt_y_,'" (October _17, 19Kli which cu ma an

ettenstvf. data and icrialysix or, vanoux_aspects of,poverty.
Far too little been paid to the over 34 million persons .411ciallv rec .

tx4niiik iiit_pOir. No amount of fanfare OW AN:11.14 on_ the "economic recorrry'l_can
clON'Palthe_tagt that roil/tons of-American families _today _bye in distressed condi.
t ions. .tnti that their r.tintber II, been growing sharply _AA the_Sulvtirintittee noted,
',ince 197* the_povert-., rate hex risen from 11.4 porlcerit to a 19K2 rate_of 150 per-

Ttrmr percentage change represents a 99 million :emit increase in effect
wiping out the progrom in reducing poverty ir ' 'rear-6s Itcsti 1.1,:WiS to WA,

rvtarytt:prretrat
that temtirmoY,,

( et.

in this weniirstion a



Wr w. Xtrd rt.v. three asieets of the poverty questionthe definition and °accept
of the poverty threshold. ?some of iipe factors contnbuting to the increase of poverty
in the List- four-years. and our recenionendations on policy rind progran that could
t-4m-ificantly reduce the prevalence of_povertie

We share the view of many experts_who have studied the techniques used tOD set
poverty. figures and conclude that major revisions are needed. In a Policypaper of
our organization entitled. -Beyond the Numbers: The Failare of the Official Meas-
ure of Poverty.- December 1979i. a copy of which is attached, wr pointed to a
nurnher iii weaknesses in the measure 2

First. the adequacy. of the food budget. There is much evidence that -the food
budget data derived from expenditure surveys made in the 1954.fsand food pima of
the early 196its. usedas the basis for computing the poverty_ threshold bevels, do not
reflect currentc-ondiaions._ As pointed out in the Cenu-es 1979 publication, Stalk
Orshanskv, 04 the Social Security Mministrarion who &-ielOped the poverty con-
cepts Astute that _the measure sharply understated the number Of poor. Below is the
pertinent excerpt fr.en the Center s p u b l i c a t i o n :

-In relation to th,. number, Oritiiiii44 eitiresTied doubts
abeat_the accuracy of the poverty total:;- In Spring,- 197S the noted.

'Nlany questions have raised indicating that it is time for a change. Most
changes entail the dollar- thieSholdS. My on update to bring the measure into line
with more recent nutrition standard; and consumption practices, s one example.
That upiate would change the number of_poor for 1975 from 26 million to 36 million

The corresponding proportions of the US.-population counted poor could thus
range temi one in nine to as many as one in five .

The use of more current consumption and nutritional standards would substan-
tially raise the number of _poor to a figure in_ the 45 to 50 million range. Clearly; the
pret Alen, ofthe_poor_is far greater than the official statistics portray.

e also note that many' of the poor are far worse off today than in prior years.
This.A:Art_br seen in the figures Ski the poverty gap and burdens of poor persons.
In 192 the difference between the poverty_ threshold_arid_actul income amounts to
ari average_ of $3.9100 for each_ of the 7.5 _Million poor families-, and $2,100 for each of
t s; mill :on poor unrelated individuals. Expressed-in aggregate-term& the pomr -ia

_nation are suffering from an income- deficit-Cif $U billionthe amount needed
toelose the gap b-etween their income and the official poverty tine.

Four years earlier. the correspeTheling figure-s, adjusted_ to reflect inflation, were an
average-of f.:1500 deficit -for families, and a $19011 deficit for individuals, with an
aggregate income gap of $29 billion.

When federal taxes are taken into account the comparison of 19ii2 and 197S shows
further deterioration. As Table 3 on page 151 of the report -Baclqtround Material
on Povertv" shows, individuals at the poverty line, in 19.SLpaid inc ome taxes o(S16
and payr011 taxes of SLotsi. Combined, threw taxes of S216; _amounted to 6.5.percent of
the _poverty level income. In 1962. a similar poor individual paid an income tax of

anda payroll tax of Vent the total_cumprising Ms percent of income.
- For a_ family of four; _comparable_ figures show a jump front - $134 to $2$ in

income taxes; and from _4403 to $661 in payroll taxes - -In percerige of income the
tax burden th 197$ was 4:0 _percent of income, in 19s1 _ 9:6 percent. Since the poverty
threshold and the income deficit figures are computed on the basis of income before
taxes._ they understate the extent of deterioration in living conditions for the Poor
from 11t7s to loso.

Also. if after-tax income were uk-d- as the ineasunnie rod for counting the poor.
the numtier of poor %koold he greater than-olficially reported.

le, the perspective of America's national economy, the current poverty gap rnare-
sem.. .., =rt.:Only
to manage _through a welu designed program of jobs for those able and who want
work and acequate incomes for those who cannot, or should not, work.

On the question of what accounts for the aharp rime in _poverty_ since 1975 the
Committer has heard from a series of witnesses who _pointed to severe receiviion_, in-
flation. and reductions in budget__ outlays for Kuch important income maintenance
progia Ms as unemployment benefits and MIX!. We agree that the evidence sup-
ports the validity of those views.

We would add oueconcern that The economic recovery we are.experiencing_ will do
little to reduce the_ranks4poverty. With over _10 million officially counted as un-
employed:_plus millions of other too discouraged to look for work; and/or working
part time though _wanting feint One_ jobs, there_ will _continue to be stiff competition
for the new Jobs that open Even the more optimistic economists on future grOwth

The study h aw hmn retained in th-Poauheommittre Men

3 ;)



..'Pr.ent rtin .i u%rr prfrnt iue tt next two In tat rflvi-
t1 wz,s tgn:ted ,.4, u 1rnt-s I.i-is' no living in xe,ty.

. ''ft-r t%thrnr); (actor is that huge de(irits in the federal budget are prevent-et:r. tTOm r tOrIn some of the harsh c.its in pnram'c aimed at
h. ;in cci.- ;wr. ruts were made tn budget outta. uvtiwbelmuIy the poor

-i .. renUctsri.. rr .1n4ie. an estimated 70 percent of the
rsd :i,' ;n the ñsca! eear !t budget Ttcted low incoci Arncans

r?it pi-i.marih from the huge. highh inequitable tax law of I9I
.' in 4?i under which o $j0 billion in Tre-aury m-eriues
wY tr .zt ic. the (our of lJ.l thruugh l!r-.. rnd the l9il-$f ccnnomir scvs-
'; &isa. .ind more pjrti.-ubrlv the tigli unetary policy which is . iirnded

is cwIrtrt- To the inflationary pri-soures iwhid the Large de4cit could goner-
riv.irig exparu,i-an in housing, other tnter%-t sensitive industries, and the

-. . - _..-.n.. 'r...i... -. _. ..i_... :. i_...._. i. - i.'.. r ---
' . ................. - ,, t .,t. . .t. . C nfl 4141 It-V. .a.0 What

'-'- i'.w.'.-is rrade c±eikit3 r1' nation is nuw eipei-wncirlg.
j.4j5 'it'flOfTtLs I rends for we hela-ec that fawjrablt- COngressional

-4'4'h 'i X- -r I)I.Lr rs%ornT*-ndatlons hr reducing p3serty depend on a strong.
.iid i ttdC'tisI h(44ge1 with more adequate te'.cnurs This WOtild

#Ition4! &muunts of the tu revenues lost in 19t'l, rm4ifing
;:.,- it; idopt in measures to reiluce urwrnplosment Re-tjcini unem-

'i'o o4 :rrj re dg'fcit, (or, as is well docimented, each I percent unem-:m' ... .'w ei svmr £-.3o bilion in higher outLays and lower tax
rn i::

CO4MEAflON

An- fr iiu p0issy ns for reducmg posirty; wt- woul'i recommend t
-- -

ttimubi fr eseipients oIAFIX': ft is of Lnt onote
that .i t1. -thiil wais ihanced -b the pihIin Adi*iiiiistra-
iin by iJoiisi( titivei. llhdii' Picht Niioii' Family
.-i-tsr iii FAP. in he ii l47t1i, a fediiIII iiiintirnthi br AFIX bendfsci

arle'- w-s ineirtb (Jvt 'two sepe?te ote5 iaj st ein,e seuna, the House of I{pre-
ntatithodiss-parrisen-etdosement sol idly voted for the measure.
t n4er er-v % tn'er in l agact. aspan oLtPw Mmi tration swelIare

reform prsp.at mti arun. ciing (or a ttatsonsl AFOC beneiit le%d were inlu&d
- Thwi' ute -t;; .ste now deny iWDC wi,ere a father iatn the home .&uci

den 141 foit-r'. wi w4tng the economic social and psvchokigical
bor&-rts poor ii: )i: Fe ital Law abould be ametided.w peaclude
statc'.-lrum erni '- 4* tons. It shoUld he noted that buth Presi
dl' Nito& iftid drteri j4 reform propobaIi con aii*d this recom -

iii Rs-cind the it srard acconsof this Advntrnstritioo and at least re-
store tht diad aavuu its premst..i leo Every Incentive should be provided
toencouraje low faniw nrembizs tip rek ern?Joyment and earnings to on
p.-o't' their depressed fr'nj condzions Thia_Admiflia.r$ion s sharpl restrtttise re-
isioOo( the earot gardpvon.iomo( AFIX ac&aj_a arxhdscesitse dis-

couragtng thr.piioc rnm working nddetyingtbem the right to keep cccii minime.i
amounte to offset penses connected oith work. ------------- -

ing the nortash beneMta Which Congiees jegialatad a 1wrn of needed
fur the poor was Medieaid: (ertainly; in time of illness, the pour family

tinUt ta' espocted ti afford the high <ott of the medical care snd atteiivion it
iiIiiS This in tssa for ?i
tWliiW the ieri ihiims - iivilü bUt not iligibli (in AFIX. This action was crUil
al-id nitisi' il-id Iurthii eroded the mcentive Of the *-.-fi* iii earn-

can now Lw the hosia he disqualifying persons from receipt Of AFOC and conse-
quentle Medicaid.

±! A nted out ithe rièii Backgicood Material on Poverty except for
threeprraon families. ii9i. .farnI a.zhenrtykveLi1Lpoy ubstanti*l
income taxes. For ezampJe rn. L$l a I offouper*rna.withjjioome - rUbe po-
ertyirne $l0;Di4i will pay $31P4 in income taxes . dnJ1P4.thcaamesize fsmiJyiwifl
pay $3B. in income taxi Piis cakvietion takes into account the earned income tax
credit which in jt present foesi - 'oided a maximum credit of LiOO; not related to
Iflilyiii7

Wi Would recor jim. Pd that the provixion be modified to relieve fami-
lies and ihdMduilii With inco trW IWhei tbe-po'erty thi'ibiMi from 3iaying income -
t,1 fie heod ti iiaa4ii4h Wd -' tbebi aa ddi*otil pie



sent earned 0101111e tat crviiit t..r each dependent up t(.: a maximum of three_de-
pendent, Another technique would be through adjustrisena. in the_nera tax bracket:

Besides providing poor families vitally nei'ded income support thromgh the Mari.
fixit.ral tax syst". rn. a more liberal_ earned irlarale LISC Credit system. and:,r i, i.*x t±ns-ii.et would alsoreduce Stares' AFL1C burden a. most welcome relief

to s, ^^any states in fizuincial distresk.
l, Whife disi-th,sin4', the Tlet.1 of_tb worknw, Timor it as important-to recognize the

iztre.slv inadequate leech of -prey ailin.._ minimum wage standar& The current level
ot ;C. per 'hour ties-ame effective in-)anuary 19s-I and has not been revised since
then .le spite the sharp increases in living costs Prices rose .9 percent in /..9s1, an.

po,t,:ent in ne-2. and tio far to Itts:t. a further2' 2 percent. In all. t4inceJantu-
..or. :.',-arislanler price index has risen by 17, percent. For the. !minimum wage
tod..iv pureha.sing power it hill NO,mr two and halt' years ago. it

...-1.17QT.

FA.t-r! ,;1' enAlions woiking poor who were on full-tittle jobs,
pav ing the W.a.ge eon a yeas round basis. would have. an anniai income of

percent below the four-person family poverty thresh-Old
o! zzti.st;2

7, (her tfa- vediiN at the Center for t'otainuriity Change have advocated and
stnIngly supported a trrogrin we N.-hes represente a far_ preferable approach to the
welfare questivrn The key itiredient _of ',itch aa approach involves a sound corripre-
hens,ve. jots pt 'p. at fair_ -V tove-Ftarrfent statistics on the working poor M-
1,0 h iralstreint fail all-too-often ignoeisi--that substantial numbers of poor
7i!ersons can and do wet k Their itwidequattL earnings, and/or less. than full-time

imnsign them to the-depressed conditions of porerty. Decent jobs at ado--
quite wages through a carefully structured jolis prcigrarn *eta ,Kiivide a real op
port unity t.o improve living standard) and ..cape- the plight of poverty.

Thies. Lett in !smarty would then be for the most pail person*v;ho cannot work
because et prlysieal disability, or familar factm-s. aa-ir nutr
and the assistance reqUired to meet their needs would be, far mire truiriageable. anti

focu on such a population ,s.ould eliminate many_of the recurrent arguments
about it satious welfare_programs on the attitudes toward work. motiva-
t lore., and similar characteristics of the poor,

.X1 %.e :sr, I:: I'd:144%1-1:11. 1:1-14 I:XI rkl:T1
fit} :47 %Tl I AVIJ:1,

Ladies and Gentlemen of these honorable committees we thank you again for the
privilege of appearing, before you.

Mr Chairman, I can think of no greater dangeT w hie peace and tranquility_of
osirgreat nation than the waste an4 wantoneso represented by the tax and interest
tructu.res we find in this country.
Every tax and_cvery cost_oi .loing 'business is of necessity reflected in the coat

the- _necessities of life which_ every citizen in this country must obtain zit order to
exist, Every producer of gnotis and services must spread his cob over his tinkluct in
order to be_able. to keep ort operating_atid to make at least a minimum profit

When interest costs rival labor and raw materiel coda-, both producer and rieviom-
e in a no-winer arn situation. And when -tax co!!!'i es eed all other 'costs, it is nci

..14Ander_tlf.-at more and more families-are sinking nolo the morass of poverty.
The Federal Party of the United-States contends that it is not hilly possilik but

irrnerativ that we -adoix its plan for bringing Nick ;5 percent penile interest and
r,noi I tj'wdwnt If :-tvernmont's hol4tet Thw wall IITITTU'd latP1 V

reduce the number Of families Ishii are now below tbe povorty level, not only by
reducing the price of their nivel...1.46es but by also putting many of the unemployed
back to work. which will result in a further budgetary surplus for the Government.

We beg leirve to insert from the forthcoming book, "The Termin_ul Tyrann7- the
chapter "Them as Has, flits" which will explain the _nuts and lxilts of the federal
Party's plan for correction of the national _poverty le_vel. If you and _Mr, Stockman
arc sincere about your concerns; we are very sure you will all read it. It begins on
t he following page.

HI] -THEM AM HAW, AM-

c are not against the practice of collecting rent on money that has Keen loaned.
This Is a proper procedure. and those who have money to lend would naturally be
expected to be paid for the use of their assets. So we have nothing personal against
the har.kinw tra when it seeks to soliebb its position and to create stability
through seeking the safest source of interest.
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Therefore. the problem, is, TWA_ with bankers. The prublem is 'ivith the i3ws which
We hate ,allowed to stand which accumulataain cibligation that has snowballed into
a giant menace. causing.oureconomic _problem,.

'We .tnenticiiied earlier in this book that costs which have to be paid 4_mativifac-
turers or vendors of-Services trill_ appear in the fa.vse cost of their product.* and in
the eriati vusz Wal appease -terifolil. The hisi oliation is not ua sr.niggle ,agattast
particular _petiole, but to menqy return to the constitutmaal peation from which we
have atraved.

Take for instance the one single item of the servicing cota. of our national debt it
amounted to $137..5 halloo in lataa. It will autornatically 'be at least $157.5 bdlion in
Z;ta-t. if we don't do anything about it If we take a grass national product unadyast.,
ed at current figures of about V trillion taltheigh .my hr lower heciuse of the
,lash sales .,configaration of our econcernyt subti . the ten timea. $157.5 billion
l)PlithIPC3dIed by MILT tall -park faarriala of -coed _times ten for the as-it

-woullid tie 'left witha_roare oc $1:-5 triillioo to accoont for in calcadating the .retai.1
baSic.aost of oar GNI). Which res-erns tbaiwee being charged $1.57:1 trillion more
for the .,ads and enema:es vre need than shotakt be charged' How's that forts riip-off?

The $a trillion retail coot figure could be shaved_ somewhat Wecause in the interest
paid by the Fe&ral Government to the bariii holders there inrght be some intrinsic
value Then ten times cost to the consumer formula is baiiid oft the idea that tit
%410e 1'o the public o received from such expenditure. Bat that's orrekawit ahtloso-
phizing

The real figure we need to study is the $157.5 billion ilar4ithat we pay out in the
a-ram:Mg of our national debt every year And that ia tbe trotaskit is not anal
every year but because every _year's_ interrst has to be paid with borrowed money
theanterest alone will add to the crebt, beginning in 191.4V 57.a billion,, in 19S5--

billam. nauseum, Whit-has Utin for "its enota.Otto make you barn And in
addition. in husa alone if the deficit is the projected $200 bullion me say it is then
yati cart aaa anothiq £A billion to the amount that sal have to be. borrowed Which
wu'l ,make the interest bill go up another $15 billion for laaa alone etc. uLatin for
'itain't going toque'.

Not Apro . thata-fhe bloat in the Federal budget also represents a non-return- of
value for the money expended. Ifs wonder that our economy exists. to say nothing
of -aiming ahead Because it is a primary fact that producers do not pay taxes: they
merely add their taxes to the _cost at their _products and therefore. consumers 'pay
the taxes Whitt as a result the prices become hideous.. the consumer is forced to
quit baying and economisers gallop off in as many wrong directions as there ate
economists- to find the ansvver. We may_ rajt all be producers but we are all consum.
era And if consumers have to buy at hi&esuei prices with hideous interest rates
can diaaster be far b-hirid?

We are not sarraa that any or all Of this is illegal or immoral, but it certainly is
not fattening_ as far as the total population is Ciiiiciniett. What is even-more repre-
hensible is that nobody seems to really conceive of the effect that this has on some
of our population who suffer tragically by way of unernpfoymnemut avid accompanying
depnvation of the necessities of life. When in the United States, has it ever been
perrnissable for us to altos a situation where families are forced into squatting in
tents or liviaig in vans .or_even _sedan cars simply because the economy has caused
them to lose their jobs and homes'

We see our advanced nation _laying off workers because of the competition of
goods_ for overseas. This competition particularly comes (torn nations that were de-
feated in World War ii and who governments were abolashed, which ahislishrrwnt
included any and all obligations of the old government:

tnerrtore as toe grist Palriart. Aso h in hook. "If la-
flat ion Comes'! the governments of both West Germany and Japan have no obligato-
ry coats to add to the prices of their priaduatii. They have no interest-bearing borsAs
left (o'er from previous wars to worry -abbin. Therefare no wander that they ran
rcanufactu:. their goods and pay for the shipping of them over to this country at
prices less than what we have to-charge for our own glicals.

As to the interest bill of $157.5 billion t191441, the -point is briatighthornewhen you
consider that this represents over $2,QW/ a-year for I family of four.- Remember
again; this isipaid, not by producer!, manufacturers or service contractors. but by
ii the consumers When you add to that the KM billion in unjustifiable expend',
tures of the government;_you came up_ with figure of nearly KW/ above normal
Federal _tax expectancies _per American family. In another way -of putting a, a
family of_ four who basically an income of $10.t0) a year b_y_ the time they_pay their
share of the _national debt interest and the over-bloat in the budget, arrive' at a net
income of pith? No wonder then that government agencies slay that feanilias with
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:. iIw ar I yaofiieeoesy. &use altgtWJO JusLth (ofly PQrtzon of the Fe4eral budget they til1 have ;ipay the t ciia of mate and local gncernta So s itanw
4erithat fanulies iriaking 2O) or more are coctdetiag theOlelei iSàit1w

urThenno while the Reagan budgot rdtitirn is 1uig us in the ii&b di.
zion it does see That the bulk of th savings are cónung from tbe prann
that were designed to help the psior and unfáitunate. The fact that the abnadon-
!TfltOr jt* alteraton of the prigram rn,y resutt in a sthmta tial savings does notin itMrlf .jutif,r that particular acta. doat Zet wrong We do believe u
F*ral government should not beir the tatsuitsa of supporting its uns Still, atthe same,. it is ha convtetheverage tiuzen and to gainnay the- detnoggic iis thatth vr.gs o of poor andar1Austaniflpoatti0n uponthe heipLesa: -

We' therefore prtcinirn That the bett ptdUre Of ll Wk be to Iieiuie the
isi bearing bonds of Goeennien t. leb b-mis mnst itut national debt ofose'r $1.4 trillion. trios unrnnliazs1v reducing the Féderad budget, not by $50 bttbon
but liv $l .. hdlion l9i1 I without threatening either r peopLe or by robbing the

Thk of It! ot ycMaltoarci\tipsusfeeL.afe but therewouldbe from theFederal government mio more cmtition in the money market foe tile A*$lehiscait.iI. Anyut±y wt .Liden or aiwhit3omi could thtantberea flier lcit pit iitortus enterprise. Actually; conipanies could aeAhetantially pi. and rates
amid a! ntant1factunrtg costs could be lo*er!d aiiae Ofcapstul ii. Th i1à

a maxuftild b iefitbceause Capital eapense 5 £io5O( equatJofl' iith .atenal andlabor cots thus ninking Wr bUsiness a biaI sausuet.
The ntzt qtest*on wOUld iraturifly hi Why dont o rfinantmal leaders and ecnornicev this smrnpk solutia& Answer Dont worry, they do siadilsey seeitvcr atthis vcincpk for esasly t00 earssince the ticr 1o(issuing interoattwariag bendeby governmeu ts-beaan.

inernay eayWhat will this dci to our banking inatitutiis?- Anuisee-
wtiiIookit The average bank steteint you eill find iundneds Of mu - 11OII of dial
in goveenmeut bonds: If the aout intatotearmngs iii the iI.1iItii i iitt bythebondatiiould fall to sai' 4t,theuncOUiiheiztdtillhetopeythe
gas and lighta arid the- rent on the bank building. Don't worry about thelinancial
inStitutions The> St hiii their priaripaimth wbect z d wonders

Mttt all. spftálallour± banks andsaviap and bun
offices coi get bck ira the b of making Joana again tb tIWhO n(Wd it
amgettmsetve$ Jiack n. "green' rat age rather than lit the 'yWLlo" rltlii
whe percent Ofa11 banks andS&la ttisitvei nn*.

Why are thebitest banks in the United StJtEa in the islki* CáUtinn ritii
Hecause of the "making asonry 0n mone> " tèilipLatioha Offiiid by the Wuild oil mid

unaligned nationS policies ifltO Which our govaiaiiiint ha lilibof" e banks.
This Ia the eicum o(frid by bauikii$ là their attapL to eiikIIe the same financial
contrid over aB natiOns And you can hit ónit, they iLw*nt the L7.S tazpsyerto
bail them out' &riüy Jack nderaoniidhowCoegsesi has just voted over 1$
aheInijltal Monetary J'und (or the pure of tiding over (oraigr

gctswhocimiisy their debca. This mean. not only thind wodd con fltiia$,
but ci its countnis as well; especially esmmnun countries.

ThupW,s the American taspayer tight-in tt* tnilè Of a triia isib bUilt Of
loans which our I aututiont h3v. madi to (Oiein OSWrnWehtk is4ió Iisi or mar not
honor their conimitmen ta. And Whed We riot our viOgS liii moiwy urarket (unds
or mutual funds all wC are doing i.-hettih thai the Atnincan tasp.ier wiU pay up
when forrugn gov Ynmenia don t The history Of loanà to othei t baa never
hien- fart m.anagemeat. -Alrsghtsoenobofthigndyinstdwedoaboutit --

-er thecost o(hving; buying; selling and
making. bi Repair the economic dislocation which was caused by high uaemplo-

1ugt't rid of the budget item of$l5T:5 bifl'on l*9$4 ysaty interest of US. Gosi.
ermiment bonds isa relatively simple matter: MB in is dicliri that uaon
a eytgindata all inte tbearittg bonds lesued-by the Fidèral Goiitiumini iiI hi
moacwM for the values they hi!accUind( efithit diii. EaWioitiaiiai W do not
mean eschangjing freshly peind dollar bitli far thiá da. Wi iiiain, ,nitiid of
being inten Utear.ng bifidS, they Will flini hecOii iii thiIt4i forth vllUeii lbiy hivi accru Sd UiOII that dote. Foi iaitiiëi. I( the bond-holder had

1
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t u-s . z aid it is now wntth $42, that bondHnobea,bilL -
The not he able to-hk O the iiWt for .tIOi n-
it: on th heed. het he -Wi13 he able to gn -out -ith it ito-the àit tfld 'fliak

1t,.in to an ho t to borrc,w Thu net efhet to this he that pr interesdbabIy ton lew cn.and the erage tuenccei4 borrw
: -Jro 4' budgt

tu'i1d be ba1aztd in a matter of months because the nsuItanx reduction of
p1onwrt ri QvertimeirnicnmelD aiuo St btffin With
a rnjtu-rna eofthede&'be,n nearly biiUioc in ithere would have
been Ian effec eta4tø'tacy surplusot $J3. biThon. This would imore than
enough to set Soctwl Securny bk on the triL fix the br and fifl the potholes

yee ith det'i4. the innme etuld et the
- - - - -

'.oe on1 Ihat. but lerge tiIth*IiI Odt as iitihtha iid iih tkkei- have'eii thiiul iied-fritiii at i it t-l6 percent luse Of
piton from the Trt..esur It cotnjiitea irith thum for the bkcapitnl tust to
pa on the oat loita ekL They - ill now beab çwoff their e!pen-

thtqtttiktygaajnnd other utihtes to come down in rather couta
Sot ro.in1y corn ntinnal wisdom among econom5 auses a considerable

flutter at first hen ptesetnrd twith this plaifl But &epily ingrained in the
of eeonocnii is the Feehnl that inis4nbutinn of money an the

opk ii.ild hi di (cainEt of inflatieti. We note witham t the anal.
Oiile hi. -D MIitÜA- a !.ofter of U.S.C. in his 5ith-' letter dated -AiI
Hi of tile a iahin ii4wnd fha a Laii mb áa that of R Hid

iho ribhed the rich ir1initi in Oidi tO distiihei to the poor. Di. LITii correct
out the fat that such a vrcramw soon cit itself oil (rota the source

when the merchants either hired u.ards for themselves, or took a ircuitoaza route
an ber4 forest, tltus,

ssr The pixw did not use their gtfts fur the purpcsea oLfurther production ol
-gdi.. hut by sperading them merely contributed to the further scarcity of that
which was avaj1abLc thus creating more inflation and reducir them to a stdI
detpo%ertystatus: -

It utoeap1ain, therefore, by foloning the Roln HanaIc izitl*r

thai libi-Ei hoiild have tiiken his tI otteh t lire and t up a Ifl peirani to
the pik in his area ibO mud proir i that iile hed táki-tbi bceeds -Of iuli

loam. and inter into a producilon Of goodi àridcher fOirni Of b'aniin This isld
hse the rupp c of good. they needed, - tb-us red ucingt.bepricro'üieir

with the Fderl rtyrppatIor1hem iiono(the lfrø'irislinterest-bear
ing onth. With Jnil1ionbeipgavislabieJoan bot no(iot disbur.eiaeni, we
could Jna financangavaitabk at prime Interest ratistha.twould a'e. to wipeout
unemployment and enable. business to get stanled agatn.Afie, aN. would zoo want
to btid a modern steel plant with nil the latestcompatteriadeqaipoent.o you
could compete with foreign goser'nmcnhsç ujing 10 percent capital? 0! course riot!
Youre rio fool either: - --
- The above question is nowhere better illustrated than in the case of the Kaner
Steel plant at Fontana, California. FOr man - hs the m nageineitt h been slowing
dO*fl prtiduction. pleading no buaines bed of frtl from foreign ouliers. Ae-
cording to a otat iOn froni bile of their accou nt.anta. thE Or*atso n-had found it
ibudi ihOr profitablE t stop shaking ite.e4 and pit their capital- intO i-he2r-
iiii, inveinuio ti,-iuch a irnmint beiide, iir6be iMikit-cEitifleilil, Etc. In-the
meantime the plant can rad he ret a sta,ve,fbr all yca. -- -Their
capitai now amounts to three-quarters u(abillein doilarL rwJ if they - can (lad some
tiudter to buy the remains of the plant, their ...pitaI will peObably run awe $1 bil-
lion.
-- I -mce its '4ree beaus warking any 4ay. .aiycant
blame the mana.gemen1 Joe inihebes.tble care tbeirnVkbibkti
asseta Soitisnotthe Kaiser management.fau)t it is the fault of the laws which
wstbeonple have altiowedto sserridaridatand. -- --

Thel billion that Cangreus proposed to use in re-starting !hehouaing business
with lowcost loans would only; at the moat; aei5(K)9) dwetlingawben there
is a iwed for thive esdlimunua Dons anyc doubt ihat this wossld be a way to
rd unemployment? With 11:4 trillion one could buIld 90 million houses . but
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71-1,74 th.47 hei-d nut -only houses but- a vast number
coed, ,Anal syn. IC', --Including much afeisper automobiles. etc.

1. i 7 r the alsev-r proposed programs. the national debt will automatically
r_se by more than 12 percent per year, causing the intere.1 bill to rise accordingly.

nis_rneans a:so that pc OW intoeft-2-1 will also rise at the same rate.
pr;rne interest steins to be coming down since the ceirigr_essicatial election

1 ....:2. a is orili a prart real. sop which will be reversed when the effeeu _of the
:ricrra....r in the c'estriing deficits are fe-It. We feel safe in-

tl:at the announced primer thterest rates will NI.L.tr :Li percent within a year
rta-/eatter

_We n rt. k:.m.ed". be-caus the tiii,teetus ,teectacle of prime interest being listed
,,ier percent teeconie, the mitt IntOrt,s4 rtnIn. when one realties that largeseampa-

roe, 4. nat pay _mese. prune interi-A rates. Apparently. these prime interest rate
are rile-rely the entertainarent of the naive public According to Jack An

.11. the largest 0.,:111..thie, are stilt getting their capital bra rowing needs Met _at
1-.,:e- , th,r,1 than the announced _prime interest ratei, All

anich series to further exacerbate the capitalization troubles of inediturn and
-.tett y, al:pante,

evert while the- annicumred prime interest might fall to hi ar II percent, this
no more Than I. percnt ot _the population if any commoner. constituting the

percent ot the people should-go to ho, bank and ask for a loan. his rate
te at the best ?i percent Try it You will see that the effective prime

percent'
1 1'.err,tr.re. sin, e Federal gosern mem borrowing policies constitute the bate itse4 hes vr, n.s. the solution is to change the national policy regarding the financ-

:n.: -' needs Without such competition from the t S. Treasury for the
, very year; the private sector wo-114 be ab/i to get its powerful pro-

41 ...n Kw /. into gear
/kg. h.1-:, .paking, it would encourage investment in businesses and in newit tlhat is the most crying need that we now have in this countoi lithe

nigh ,.,e pita! cost. factor would be eliminated. manUfact:trers could then cut the costs
tn prices ot their products and Oft:lively save. 1' .-inselves from the threat of

L', rn pot it )(In i'eople with ideas for new products would be able to rmargt.
!hem. !ha, putting other vsitile- to work. _Within a very measurable length of time

r,.n4.:40.rvnt would disappear as a troublesome.factor in our economic Fiir-
tnetmore. local govern/nem taxes could also be lowered because municipal lio-ndit

refir,anced for lower rates
We repeat_ .the troubles of both our-steel and auto Industrie-s are the result of our

national _indulgence of the privileged financial groups who are now profittit;tng
!nail heth the interest-Kt.aring bands and the hideously high prime interest set-up -

wt,:. h rn.rkes it impossible for the Arn..rican worker to compete with .nattms who do
n-t hair huge national debts or hog-sized budgets. The question could be asked'
Are we stupid, or are they Just nut as dumb as we are''.
ltailingcoit inlustry- c.an only provide. a short term solution The Federal Party
ti!e, interested in thirst soluti.ors which will in the final analyses g,uaranteer-per

rnanen,y, to the 1,,iftis of the workers. This can only be done by bringing &Ain bota
int.-rest_ ct sr, by nio-tet inns' the letkral interest-bearing bonus and h reducing the
14 ,j,!.,,eal hugest t' 1,1) percent or more

The Oleo ett this reefact ion on the price of automobiles, for instance, would be at
least 211 to :to percent which, in most cases. would result in a_price of up to_ $ 04.0111
l..s. than the sticker "sh/ k'ke'r!.. now shown It was commendable for _the tI.A_W.
aria The auto companies to get together for the purpose cwt endeavoring to lower the
prt,e. ot ,iutoniohiles, in order to increase sales. hut. the most that Can be promoted
1/..,to these. negotiations to roughly $2110 per car

1,1,1 A lb,. matter is, compared to taxes and high interest rates, thO justill.
.0,!i reducible wage,-of the auto workers is comparzeively a drop in the bucket And
we .In assure they longsuffering auto-industry, and its customers, that you can
e.:/,t.e, I' ry little haesey.able_relied from that direction

I he immediate effect of monttizing the bonds would be that of reducing the aver.
age American cars price by percent in a matter of months. The rave-reducing
effect from Federal tax reduction would certainly fall within a few more \weeks. We
most remember that RI/r04, was not built in a day,- -and neither waa this itiqq.oix that
we .ire in tletting out of it will take at least a few days.

(lobo:dawdle. the handwringing_iltseoders will start screaming._ -but . what are
erg ,;7;i: .'1 71.0 'i-tr the unfortanates!''_. _rar answer 'We're going. to put theiri tee

win h i.iw cost capital Ottt is left at home and not going to IA:ashingtext tinder



11ilese circumstances we- will slut hAve to_fear foreign cortirietitiOit.., and our &Alar
would then herestored to st orucilW

codd_then buy foreign oil for $:!...;.At th 1 again, and 'guild could thenbe
foit per Ounce -orice More. This will be because we will oot be Torturing our

t-urreri ;'to foreuos countries, but keeping_ our capital at home for our own -Pta-
pot.ft our foreign friends would not suffer for they could bray -what they weed_Inreti
us for less and then develop their own mimit,eu at home, w 1 ticiard iii then ifeet-
opiriore opportunities for w, -

Th5_ to be &r.e in order to being &Win the rag of !icing
- ret- ine Wink you again for your kind -consideration of the views of

the Federal Party -of t!ite Unite° States of America
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLESSEPa IFORICERS OF AMES. 11A11

October 31; 1923

Trie percentage of 3.rnericens listrig poserty a the highest 41% 17 ye:irk.

34.. Americans are now offnesallY clinssitied ai PooP rnss is 1034 of

74 p.oi;ialat-,an, J *riare rriae one perion Yn stnen.

sNer 7.`'s 4.1n4:: persons tell below the otfaCial poserty thresnoid lust

oct *err, ./12. Act likOn Sitiees, 10 million tilacks, aricl million

iri.saariiiis are orios, the poverty lex!, all As went...ant:ally fro-en 1/11. Poverty

otes rsise .ncre.ase-z LJ 12`k tar whites, 3i.be far hlrfriss, and 29,-r far tisspanirx

niornoer of poor children, under 11 years isiG has risen to 13'n nnillion,

r aswerry rate 45 aurast 2 points ?ram 1911.

The nornber of parr tarrSbes has risen nearly l'.3% to 7"S mi.:ion since

rne int-orrice poiaer ty among none tien.lorts ,:araeTed by women with no

'wavers: ?resent y to 3e.rb b`OM 34.01 41'; 1911.

the last year, arketner "sat rollson urtenepiayea workers fell below tne

poserts line. 4 Isn rise awer the year before. slt the 4 nil:son posx oriempioyeZ, 2's

sere toaiess 15 weess or larger, an escrease Of X* iron 1911.

`s,r hips .ark, even at close to foil-time sc.tedioies, been able to keep

poverty ar hoy far ne 3 rnillstort Americans who wortied 56-52 seerss last year bot

snots. earnings were t.so iow to Seep them from falling 7eiilw the poverty Vire/n.34,
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d,ner: re rs stri:...
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Decline in Frninies

ir101t..1

BETORE tfitErl" Q riT SURVEY TIME

W//

/1-',.

For those workers still unemployed or who had lett the labor force 60%

of those surveyed total faintly income hEd plummetied. Before uno.imployment, these

households avera,ged $412 pr7-r week in total 'income. At the time of the survey they

were living en less than half this &mount $201 per week, a poverty level income.

Were it not for an increase in the number of spouses working, the decline ki income

would have Esivrt even more tragic,
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Decline = Still Unemployed

AOG HOUS
MI BEFORE UNEMP

D INCOME
SURUEY TIME

Uvings also were depleted. By the time of the survey, one quarter had

eith4usted all of their savings and 47% had exhausted half or mce of thee savings.

Furthermore, While previously all had employer-paid health Inseam., when

surveyed 22% had no health insurance coverage WhItsoever. Of those with idine

coverage, nearly a tied were paying their own monthly premiums. Another third were

covered only because of thee spouse's employment.

Another study of UAW members found a similar situation; The New Yeek

State School of Industrial and Labor Relations of Cornell University recently studied

the consequences of the closing of a Ford Motor Company assembly plant in Mahwah;

New Jersey on 3,000 UAW members.

At the time of the survey two yeah after the closing nearly half of

the ex-Mahwah workers were still unemployed. Unemployed workers over age 40 was

61%, with the jeblins rate for those 33 or older at 71%. More than 43% of those

surveyed tied been jobless for a total of 19 months or longer.

Before the thutdown, over 40% of the workers had a family income of at

least $20;000 per year. At the time of the survey nearly hall reported anri income

of less thin $10,000. Median income fell from $21;600 to $10;4000.

39j BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Behind she Statistics: Misery and

tthl' statistical averages provide a good overview, they convey little
about the personal misery and hardships. The plight of our members can better be

understood by looking at some of their individual experiences.

In the New England study. fur instance, there was a 62 year-old husband

...nil father of four who lost his job when his plant shut down. He had 18 years'

seniority and was working as an engine-lathe operator earning $11 an hour. At the time
al the interview, he had been out of work for 67 weeks. He had exhausted his

unemployment insurance, and the only visible means of support for the family was the

$25 a week that his wite was able to earn. Nearly all of their savings were gone.

They had cut back on basic necessities, and had many unpaid bills.

Also trying to subpart herself and her family watt a 36 year -old mother

of fise. She ha if been on indefinite layoff for almost a year and a half from a job as

preti operator earning $11.50 an hour. She had 81s years seniority at the time of

her lasott. By the time of the interview, her only means of support were AFDC

benefits of $123 a week. After being laid off she searched for work and was able to

find only near - minimum wage lobs, one of which lasted 3 months and another just tit
nonvis. All of her savings were gone, and spending for the basic necessities had been

it to the bone.

Same workers in the New England study were able to find new loos after

being displaced. However, most of those new lobs were low-to-poverty-wage ones.

One case involves a 52 year-old husband and father who found a new ;ob

after being out of work for S weeks following the closing of his plant where he had

worked tor 28 sears. On his old lob, he was working as a toolmaker earning $8.99 an

noun. His new lob classification N.,15 ass. -'ant lock and draw operator, paving $5.0a

our barely at nit previous iob rate. In addition to a lower wage rate, there was
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,.fr or ieiith insurani.e. The quality of his work and home life

.:e i.neo as t flew job required frequent shift changes.

Pone was the cave of another worker, a 44 year-old than who permanently

sl I -,in-h,irrr lob as a grinder. Niter 5', months ad unemployment, he found a job

thst paid hoot. After three months; he lost that job. and

ed foe the next three months plus tips. At the time of the survey,

ne Jas ariso.g a cab 50 hours a week. for a base wage of 52.70 an hour plus tips. He

,Isrr olles trd unemployment romprnsation benefits, because of personal belefs. and

rho) evhausted ill savings and had several arum repossessed.

similar experiences of inadequate current income and personal haroships

wire reported 5y LAW merntert laid Off from the Mahwah plant. Many reported

hango, stein:ling tvaditi, a spssu gang to work for the first time, and deetion of

lifetime saiing. One worker said, "My bills are piling up. I art having trouble keeping

ip. I lot pray I don't lose my house." Another said, "My wife is able to bring home

pxo in a cafeteria, and because of this we are able to eat." Yet another

por tea, "During my years at %lahwah. I Worked hard and saved some money. Now I

im seining my savings disappear."

New Dfrittiln Needed

Poverty and its rise in recent years stem from the failure of piblic policy

keep 4 with the changing economic reality. That has resulted in increasingly hightr

rites of unemployment and permanent structural lob loss. Furthermore, social welfare

!lase shredded the utetr net in the midst of the worst Crisis since tlw 1910s and

si,i,11.:.sntle to economic hardship.

Pie rciosery is not going to do much to solve the problem of Jobs or

re, ,.e s .tam out of poverty as the nipturns from previous recessions. Many of the

,JD :uses `ase taken place in high-productivity industries, while few other

s,cn.ticant sources of productixe, well-paid lobs h.rie emerged. This means that not
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t're we.:-pas nag loos gone: also their sr ..balling effect. which triggers

7.e .-reat,on of farther lobs Ciroughout ,e et:0114)171y.

Otit pouerty therefore requires an increase in employment far

.,reatr t Ar, t re Or heal upturn rnight bring. 31. start ivorild be to establish a big

tubs program that Ike the %PA of the 1914s to put i.:lions to work budding

and restoring br,oges. 11111, sewers, and public highways, and delivering essential pUflic

Coup,ed with these emergency programs should be a comprehensive

industrial pobcy w urn cry ludes a 55 stem of natiorvil ',tanning to manage our resources in

A AlAriner feat lust serves the country's needs and preserves our highly productive

moustrial empinvment base. The goat riaTst be a iislirialiecT, iFah-Ced, iully-employed

monomy.1

marripuig out poverty also means providing adequate incomes to people

dna:she to v../ .

Throughout our history, the 13V11, has been in the forefront 01 struggles

to elimmate pv,erty aryl its human misery. Our concern over the plight of the poor

-terrier hew or limited to our members who here recently lost their jobs and so

become part of .Atnerica's pour. Our concern is longstanding. Re will continue to

press for policies that prevent poverty, and for policies that release every man. woman;

And nAd borer its destructive grip.

,if.seidvfrit

Pie Alt's statement on industrial_poliry is detailed tri: "Rebuilding the Economy:
\eet1 LW an Industrial Polirl," Resolution adopted by Z7th_ 1IA11, Constitutional

"Blueprint for a V.1rkifIg America:" Stiteinent of I:A% President
Ov.en lNieber before the I..S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Econonm.-
Nia.vrltation, September S. 1951.


